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PREFACE E 

Thiss dissertation is very much the final result of a rather solitary undertaking. 
Nevertheless,, it could not have been completed without the support of a number 
off  individuals and institutions. 

Myy work on Ignatius of Antioch began in 1993. At that time I was enrolled 
inn the Ph.D.-program "New Testament and Early Christianity" of Loyola Univer-
sityy of Chicago. During the fall semester I took a course on the letters of Ignatius, 
givenn by David E. Aune. I did not have to think very long about a topic for the 
requiredd research paper. My fascination for the extreme immediately drew me to 
Ignatius'' desire for death as the most interesting and startling issue in the letters. 
Sincee then, a lot has happened, but in a way this dissertation could be said to be 
aa revised and largely extended version of that endterm paper. I am indebted to 
Loyolaa University of Chicago for supporting my studies at that stage of my career 
ass a graduate student. 

II  owe it very much to one person that my work on Ignatius did not end back 
inn 1993. At my return to the Netherlands in 1994, Jan Willem van Henten - then 
onlyy just appointed as full professor at the Faculty of Theology of the University 
off  Amsterdam - warmheartedly supported my efforts to find a position as research 
assistant.. In 1995 this came through so that I could continue my Ph.D.-studies and 
writee my doctoral thesis under his direction. I am grateful for his support and his 
confidencee in my talents. I hope that I have not disappointed him too much. Our 
sharedd interest in the inscrutable depths of the souls of the Christian and Jewish 
martyrss has encouraged me to press on. 

II  wish to thank all the members of the reading committee: David Aune 
(Notree Dame), Athalya Brenner (Amsterdam), Daan den Hengst (Amsterdam), and 
Henkk Jan de Jonge (Leiden), and all others who have commented on my work at 
differentt stages and in different settings. I also need to express my indebtedness 
too two scholars whom I have never had the pleasure to meet in person: Joseph 
Barberr Lightfoot and William R. Schoedel. In many respects their admirable works 
onn Ignatius have been my points of departure. These two scholars are the shoulders 
onn which I stand. 

Lastt but not least, warm thanks go to all those who have made my stay at 
thee University of Amsterdam a joy - i.e. not only my colleagues but also those 
studentss who were so kind to put up with me as a young teacher -, and to all 
thosee who saw to it that I did not spend too much time alone with my books and 
behindd my computer. As Ignatius would have put it: "in every way you refreshed 
mee both in flesh and spirit." Finally, special thanks are due to my brother, Melle 
Mellink,, for the technical realization of the cover design. Without his assistance, 
thee appearance of this book would have been much less exciting. 

Osgerr Mellink Amsterdam,, April 2000 
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INTRODUCTIO N N 

"There"There is but one truly serious philo-
sophicalsophical problem and that is suicide." 

ALBERTT CAMUS 

Thee study which lies before you aims to give an analysis of the fears and hopes 
off  an early Christian bishop from Antioch, called Ignatius, in the face of his near 
executionn in the city of Rome. In the past few years, I have experienced that my 
ownn fascination for this subject is seldom shared by others. Ignatius' desire for 
deathh is often simply dismissed as pathological. What is more, it is often thought 
-- but less often said - that a young man interested in such things must necessarily 
himselff  be obsessed by an unhealthy preoccupation with death. Therefore, I feel 
thee need to begin this introduction by clarifying what has been my motivation to 
spendd so much of my time on examining the thoughts of this extraordinary figure. 
Thus,, I hope also to clarify what I believe to be the relevance of studying Ignatius' 
outlookk on death. 

Deathh is an inevitable experience for us all. Yet, at the same time, death remains 
onee of life's greatest mysteries. For we cannot outlive our own death to reflect on 
thee event or to tell others about it. Thus, it is first and foremost the death of others 
whichh confronts us with the phenomenon. But even the death of our fellow-man 
doess not tell us much about death itself. However great our effort may be to stand 
byy the one who dies, the final moment of death inevitably escapes us. The mystery 
remainss unsolved. In the end there is only emptiness, and we are left on our own 
again.. This means that the death of our fellow-man challenges us to face life and 
thee question of the meaning of life. This is especially true if this death is a self-
chosenn death. The person who decides to end his own life cruelly disturbs the way 
inn which we usually take life for granted. 

Thee motto of this introduction are the first words of Albert Camus' famous 
essayy The Myth of Sisyphus - written in 1940 amidst European disaster.1 What 
Camuss seems to have meant is this. The fundamental question of philosophy is 
thatt of the meaning of life, i.e. whether life is or is not worth living. And if one 
preachess by example, to answer this question means to kill or not to kill oneself. 
Thatt is, if one comes to the conclusion that life is absurd and without meaning, 
onee commits suicide. In his essay Camus goes on to probe the soundness of this 
reasoning.. Step by step he transforms what seemed to be an invitation to death -
namelyy the feeling of absurdity - into a rule of life. Nevertheless, his opening 
wordss resonate through the whole essay. For human freedom to end life gives the 
questionn of the meaning of life its urgency. 

A.. Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus (Penguin Books; London 1975) 11. 
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Forr the non-Christian bystanders the enthusiasm with which early Christian 
martyrss accepted a gruesome death must have been similarly disturbing as suicide 
iss to modern man. Here were people who boldly challenged the values of Greco-
Romann society. Their readiness to die for the sake of Christianity confronted others 
withh the question of the validity of their own beliefs and the validity of this new 
religion.. On the other hand, for Christians the threat of being executed meant that 
thee question of the truth of Christian faith posed itself also to them with the utmost 
urgency.. To deny Christ meant life. To profess Christ meant death. The choice 
wass theirs. Is Christianity worth dying for, or not? In the end, this is much the 
samee question as, Is life worth living or not? Thus, death, suicide, and martyrdom 
confrontt us with the ultimate questions of life. 

Takingg these things into consideration, would it not be something if we were 
ablee to learn how an early Christian spoke about his imminent death for the sake 
off  his faith in Christ, how he tried to justify his choice to give up life, and how 
hee made sense of his life in the light of the approaching end? In early Christian 
literaturee of the first few centuries there is only one corpus of writings which can 
satisfyy our curiosity in this respect: The letters of Ignatius of Antioch. In contrast 
withh most martyrological writings - in which the martyr is normally presented as 
ann almost superhuman hero - , these letters disclose a real person wrestling with 
hiss own near execution. Let me briefly sketch who Ignatius was and especially 
howw he came to write these letters.2 

Wee have no certain knowledge about Ignatius' early life. It is unknown where and 
whenn he was born, although a good guess probably would be somewhere in the 
Romann province of Syria around the middle of the first century CE. Likewise we 
aree told nothing about the milieu in which he was raised. He has a Roman name 
-- Ignatius (= Egnatius) -, but it seems doubtful whether anything can be gathered 
fromm that with regard to his cultural background. The name was not uncommon 
inn the eastern regions of the Roman empire. In any event, it seems that Greek was 
hiss first language. The literary style of his letters further suggests that he received 
somethingg more than only an elementary education. 

Howw Ignatius came to bee a Christian we are not told. From certain passages 
inn the letters it has sometimes been inferred that Ignatius was not born of Christian 
parentagee but converted to Christianity in later life. But this conjecture cannot be 
substantiated.. Later legend identified Ignatius as the child which Jesus - according 
too Mark's story (Mk 9:36) - took into his arms. It is clear that this legendary story 
camee into existence because of Ignatius' second "name" Theophorus, which can 
bee taken to mean "borne by God." 

Att a certain moment Ignatius became bishop of Antioch, the capital of the 
Romann province Syria, and the third largest city of the Roman empire. The precise 
datee of his accession is unknown. In his Chronicle Eusebius gave the year 69 CE, 
butt we have no way to ascertain the accuracy of this date. Later Christian authors 

Cf.. esp. J.B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers. Part II:  Ignatius & Polycarp. (3 vols.; London 
1885,21889)) 1.22-37. 
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declaredd that Ignatius was ordained by Peter (so Chrysostom and Theodoret) or by 
Paull  (so the Apostolic Constitutions). The tradition that he was a disciple of John 
seemss also to have been widespread. However, since in his letters Ignatius never 
claimss to have known the apostles personally - although he does mention Peter 
andd Paul -, it seems that these traditions are later attempts to bolster his reputation 
ass an apostolic teacher. His activities as a bishop of Antioch are veiled in darkness. 
Thee church historian Socrates tell us that Ignatius introduced antiphonal singing, 
butt this too is obviously mere legend. 

Thee decisive event in Ignatius' life was his arrest by the local authorities of 
Antioch.. What exactly happened is again obscure. In the letters we hear nothing 
aboutt the circumstances of his arrest and trial. The stories about these events in the 
laterr martyrologies have no historical value. Most likely, the Christian community 
inn Antioch was harassed by mob riots which forced the Roman authorities to take 
action.. In any event, it is quite clear that Ignatius was arrested because he was a 
Christian.. He was condemned ad bestias and sent on a transport to Rome to fight 
thee wild beast, probably in the arena of the great amphitheatre built by the Flavian 
emperorss (better know as the Coliseum). 

Fromm the seven letters which he wrote along the road we get a fairly clear 
picturee of the course of his journey. He left Antioch escorted by a company often 
Romann soldiers. It seems likely that the group also consisted of other prisoners 
condemnedd ad bestias, but Ignatius never refers to them. The route went across the 
continentt of Asia Minor. The first stop about which we get some information is 
Philadelphia.. Here, Ignatius was allowed to meet some of the members of the local 
Christiann community. The meeting seems not to have been what he hoped for. In 
hiss later letter to this community, he does not mention anyone by name, not even 
thee local bishop. 

Somewheree in August Ignatius reached Smyrna. He apparently stayed there 
forr some time. He met the bishop of Smyrna, Polycarp, and several other members 
off  the Smyrnaean community. Moreover, during this stay in Smyrna he received 
manyy representatives from neighbouring communities. The Christians of Ephesus 
sentt their bishop Onesimus, the deacon Burrus, and three other delegates: Euplus, 
Fronto,, and Crocus; the Christians of Magnesia sent their bishop Damas, the 
presbyterss Bassus and Apollonius, and the deacon Zotion; and the Christians of 
Traliess sent their bishop Polybius. During his stay in Smyrna, Ignatius wrote letters 
too each of these three communities to thank them for their support and to bolster 
themm in their struggles with false teachings. Furthermore he wrote a fourth letter 
too the local church in Rome, urging the Roman Christians to do nothing which 
couldd thwart his execution. 

Fromm Smyrna the journey went to Troas. At this stage Ignatius was accom-
paniedd by the Ephesian deacon Burrus. In Troas he met Rheus Agathopous and 
Philoo who had come from Syria with the good news that the church of Antioch 
wass now at peace. Before he was forced to continue his journey from Troas to 
Neapolis,, the seaport of Philippi, he wrote three more letters: to Polycarp, and to 
thee churches in Smyrna and Philadelphia. Subsequently, we loose track of Ignatius. 
Thee letter of Polycarp to the Philippians indicates that Ignatius reached Philippi. 
Mostt likely, the Via Egnatia was followed all the way to Dyrracium, where a boot 
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couldd be taken to Brindisium. From there the Via Appia led to Rome. The early 
Churchh Fathers usually date Ignatius' death in the ninth or tenth year of Trajan 
(i.e.. around 107 CE). Perhaps Ignatius died during the lavish games held by Trajan 
too celebrate his victory over the Dacians.3 

Inn the seven letters Ignatius deals with much more than only his imminent death. 
Withh the exception of his letter to the Christians in Rome, other themes - such as 
docetism,, Judaism, and church unity - are even much more prominent. Neverthe-
less,, Ignatius' reflections on his near execution inevitably attract most attention. 
Hiss sentiments are strong and puzzling, and have aroused very different responses. 
Onn the one hand, the early church hailed Ignatius as a martyr and saint. On the 
otherr hand, many modern readers considered his emotions to be sado-masochistic 
orr neurotic. In any event, it can be said that Ignatius of Antioch's desire for death 
leavess no one indifferent. All the more reason to study the subject carefully. Or, 
ass Albert Camus has put it with regard to the issue of a self-chosen death, "These 
aree facts the heart can feel; yet they call for careful study before they become clear 
too the intellect" (see n. 1). 

Thee plan of this study is very simple. First, I will deal with some problems 
off  introduction (chap. 1). Thus far I have spoken about seven letters written at the 
beginningg of the second century CE. Yet, many more letters bear the name of 
Ignatius,, and not all scholars agree on the fact that the seven letters were really 
writtenn that early. Therefore, we need to consider the issues of the authenticity and 
thee date of the letters. Subsequently, I will offer a history of research (chap. 2). 
Nott surprisingly, there have been many studies of Ignatius' desire for death. An 
extensivee discussion of these works will hopefully clarify why I think yet another 
iss needed and what kind of study this should be. The heart of this study will be 
aa close reading of the relevant passages (chap. 3). I will briefly justify my reading 
strategyy - focusing on Ignatius' terminology - in the introduction of that chapter. 
Lastly,, the outcome of the close reading raises some further questions with which 
II  will deal in a final chapter (chap. 4). 

Thus,, the plan of this study is quite traditional and straightforward. In a way 
thee four chapters correspond with what were supposed to be the four parts of a 
classicall  rhetorical address: exordium = problems of introduction (intro, and chap. 
1),, narratio = history of research (chap. 2), argumentatio = close reading (chap. 
3),, and peroratio = concluding observations (chap. 4). 

*** * 

Seee Cassius Dio Hist. Rom. 68.15.1. 



CHAPTERR ONE 

THEE LETTERS OF IGNATIUS 

~~ PROBLEMS OF INTRODUCTION ~ 

"Wer"Wer die Ignatianischen Briefs fur unecht halt, 
hathat sie nicht gründlich genug studiert." 

ADOLFF VON HARNACK 

1.. INTRODUCTION 

Beforee I set out to discuss Ignatius' ideas on his imminent death, it is necessary 
too deal with some problems of introduction. The premise of this study is that the 
sevenn letters of the so-called Middle Recension are the authentic letters written by 
Ignatius,, bishop of Antioch, during his journey to Rome, sometime at the very 
beginningg of the second century CE. Although these presuppositions are nowadays 
sharedd by most - but not all - scholars, this has not always been the case. In fact, 
theree is probably no other early Christian writing of which the authenticity has 
beenn as hotly debated. Up till the beginning of the twentieth century Ignatian 
scholarshipp was almost exclusively engaged with the question of the authenticity 
off  the letters. For centuries scholars gave their very best to defend or challenge the 
authenticityy of the letters. But even in more recent times there have been serious 
attemptss to expose the seven letters as a pseudepigraphical corpus. 

Whatt is the cause of this long-time dissension? Two points stand out. First, 
thee letters were handed down in three significantly different recensions and have 
aa complex but poor textual tradition. Second, there seem to be certain anomalies, 
inconsistenciess and anachronistic elements in the letters. Both of these points will 
bee discussed in this first chapter. Through the centuries the argumentations have 
becomee so sophisticated that it is impossible - at least within the scope of this 
introductoryy chapter - to give a full account of the discussions, let alone, to bring 
upp brand-new insights. My only aim is to give a brief and tentative balance of 
whatt seem to have been the most significant positions and arguments. In this 
chapter,, I will first give a historical overview of the discovery and evaluation of 
thee three recensions (§ 2), and then try to balance the pros and cons with regard 
too the priority (§ 3) and authenticity (§ 4) of the seven letters of the Middle 
Recension.. At the end I will deal with the problem of the possible date of these 
letterss (§ 5). 

2.. THE THREE RECENSIONS 

Thee debate on the different recensions of the Ignatian letters has a long history. 
II  will begin with a brief reference to the earliest stage when the Ignatian letters of 
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thee Long Recension appeared in print for the very first time (§2.1). Succeedingly, 
II  will deal with the discoveries of the Middle Recension (§ 2.2) and the Short 
Recensionn (§ 2.3). These new discoveries elicited heated debates on the priority 
andd authenticity of the different recensions (§ 2.4). In the end the seven letters of 
thee Middle Recension seem to have won the plea. Yet even up till very recently 
theree have remained scholars who have challenged the authenticity of the Middle 
Recensionn (§ 2.5).' 

2.12.1 The First Editions of the Letters 
Duringg the Middle Ages seventeen letters were known in Europe to be written by 
orr to Ignatius, bishop of Antioch. Four of these are only found in Latin: two letters 
fromfrom Ignatius to John the Evangelist, one letter from Ignatius to the Virgin Mary, 
andd a reply from Mary to Ignatius. In all four of these brief letters the Virgin 
Maryy is the central point of interest. 

Thesee four Latin epistles were the most well-known and well-liked letters of 
Ignatiuss in the later Middle Ages. The manuscripts of these letters even far exceed 
thosee of the Long Recension (see below) in number. Consequently, it is hardly 
surprisingg that they were the first letters of Ignatius to appear in print. As early as 
1495,, they were published in Paris as an appendix to a life of Beckett, Archbishop 
off  Canterbury.2 

However,, "at the first streak of intellectual dawn" - as Lightfoot has put it 
-- these letters were unmasked as late forgeries, by Protestant and Catholic scholars 
alike,, although some - wrongly - maintained that the great Bernard of Clairvaux 
vouchedd for their genuineness.3 Probably, these four Latin letters date from the 
eleventhh century or even later, and were forged in the West under the influence 
off  the then prevalent cult of the Virgin Mary. In any event, a Greek version seems 
neverr to have existed. Thus, they have played no role in the later controversies on 
thee authenticity of the other letters of Ignatius. 

Thee second printed edition of the letters of Ignatius was published only a 
feww years later in 1498 by J. Faber Stapulensis (Lefèvre d'Étaples).4 It contained 
aa Latin translation of what is now called the Long Recension (hereafter: LR) of 
twelvee letters by Ignatius. A Greek text of this recension was published more than 

Cf.. e.g. W.R. Schoedel, "Polycarp of Smyrna and Ignatius of Antioch," ANRW Principat 27,1: 
Religionn (Berlin 1993) 286-292. 

VitaVita et processus s. Thome cantuarensis martyris super libertate ecclesiastica (Paris 1495). See 
LightfootLightfoot (1889) 3.69-72; and F.X. Funk and F. Diekamp, Patres Apostolici (2 vols.; Tubingen 
1901/13)) 2.319-322 for a critical edition of these letters. 

Seee Lightfoot (1889) 1.235-237. 

J.. Faber Stapulensis, Dionysii celestis hierarchia... Ignatii undecim epistolae. Polycarpi epistola 
unauna (Paris 1498). The Latin version of Ignatius' letter to Mary of Cassobola was published only 
laterr by Champerius (1529). See Lightfoot (1889) 1.125-134 for a discussion of the Latin 
manuscripts. . 
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halff  a century later in 1557 by Valentinus Paceus (V. Hartung).5 The date of the 
Latinn version of the LR is uncertain, but most likely it was fabricated somewhere 
inn the seventh century CE.6 The date of the Greek version of the LR - probably 
fourthh century CE - will be discussed in § 3.2. 

Thiss LR consists of thirteen letters in the following order: Mary of Cassobola 
too Ignatius (wanting in the Latin manuscripts), Ignatius to Mary of Cassobola, to 
thee Trallians, to the Magnesians, to the Tarsians, to the Philippians, to the Phila-
delphians,, to the Smyrnaeans, to Polycarp, to the Antiochenes, to Hero, to the 
Ephesians,, and to the Romans.7 The letter to Mary of Cassobola was allegedly 
writtenn by Ignatius while still in Antioch; the letters to Ephesus, Magnesia, Tralies, 
andd Rome from Smyrna; the letters to Philadelphia, Smyrna, and Polycarp from 
Troas;; the letters to Tarsus, Antioch, and Hero (the alleged successor of Ignatius 
inn Antioch) from Philippi; and the letter to Philippi from Italy. 

Soonn Protestants came to criticize these letters for their gross anachronisms. 
Theyy slated the thirteen letters, especially taking offence at Ignatius' defence of 
monepiscopacyy and Roman supremacy. The Reformer John Calvin, for instance, 
statedd in his famous Christianae religionis institutio (final edition 1559): "II n'y 
aa rien plus sot que ces bagages qu'on a ramassé sous le nom de ce sainct mar-
tyr."88 In the seventeenth century debates were especially heated in England. John 
Milton'ss slander of the letters is perhaps most well-known. In his short treatise Of 
PrelaticalPrelatical Episcopacy (1641), he characterized the Ignatian letters as "polluted rags 
droptt overworn from the toiling shoulders of Time."9 In contrast, Catholic and 
Anglicann scholars at large maintained the authenticity of the thirteen letters of the 
LR. . 

2.22.2 The Discovery of the MR 
Modernn criticism started with the edition of the Genevan scholar Nicolaus Videlius 
(orr Vedelius) in 1623.10 He separated the seven epistles named by Eusebius (see 
§§ 4.Id) from the other six letters. He accepted only these seven - i.e. the four 

V.. Hartung, Beati inter sanctos Christi defunctos hiermartyris Ignatii... Opuscula, quae quidem 
exstant,exstant, omnia, idque certe in orginali, qua ab ipso primum perscripta sunt, lingua graeca 
(Dillingenn 1557). See Lightfoot (1889) 1.109-125 for  a discussion of the manuscripts; and 
Lightfoott  (1889) 3.127-273 and Funk-Diekamp (1913) 2.83-269 for  a critical edition of this 
Greekk text (in Lightfoot with substantial notes). 

Seee Lightfoot (1889) 1.125-126. 

Ann English translation can be found in ANF 1.49-123. 

Quotedd according to the French edition: J. Calvin, Institution de la religion chrestienne (Geneve 
1560)) 1.13.29. 

Ass quoted in Lightfoot (1889) 1.242. Milton' s work is mainly a response to a pamphlet by James 
Ussherr  (see § 2.2), The Original of Bishops and Metropolitans, written by him at the instigation 
off  bishop Hall. Ussher  only reticently used the Ignatian letters to defend the episcopal church 
order.. See further  Lightfoot (1889) 1.239-242. 
N.. Vedelius, S. Ignatii  episcopi Antiocheni et martyris quae exstant omnia (Geneva 1623). 
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writtenn from Smyrna and the three written from Troas - as genuine,11 and even 
thesee were, according to him, interpolated. He, however, had no sure way to 
identifyy the interpolations as such. 

Thiss problem seemed to have been solved when the Anglican archbishop 
Jamess Ussher - known to most people today only for his calculation of the date 
off  the creation of the world as 4004 BCE - discovered a shorter Latin version of 
thee seven Eusebian letters, which he published in 1644.12 This shorter recension 
off  the seven letters later came to be known as the Middle Recension (hereafter: 
MR).. The story of its discovery is remarkable. 

Ussherr had observed that three English writers from the late Middle Ages 
-- Robert Grosseteste, John Tyssington, and William Wodeford - quoted a Latin 
translationn of Ignatius which was quite different from the known Latin version of 
thee LR. Ussher started to search for manuscripts which would match the text of 
thesee quotations. He found two: one in the library of Caius College, Cambridge, 
andd one in the library of bishop Richard Montague of Norwich.13 These Latin 
manuscriptss gave (in the following order): the MR version of Sm, Pol, Eph, Mg, 
Phh and Tr; five spurious letters from the LR (Philippians was wanting); the so-
calledd Antiochene Acts of Martyrdom of Ignatius containing the MR version of 
Rm;; and the four letters only extant in Latin. Ussher suggested that these two 
Latinn manuscripts both went back to a - very literal - translation by Robert 
Grosseteste,, bishop of Lincoln (around 1250 CE).14 Unfortunately, Ussher was not 
ablee to recover the Greek text from which Grosseteste had worked. 

Onlyy a few years later - in 1646 - the Dutch scholar Isaac Voss (or Vossius) 
publishedd a Greek text of the MR based on a Medicean manuscript at Florence: 
Laurentianuss 57.7. '5 Although belonging to the same "family," the text of this 
manuscriptt differs considerable from the one which Grosseteste must have used. 
Inn fact, the quality of the text seems to be far worse.16 Moreover, the manuscript 
iss incomplete. It gives the letters in the same order as the two Latin manuscripts 
discoveredd by Ussher, but it breaks off at Tarsians 7. Thus, the text of Rm was 
lostt in this Greek manuscript. Only in 1689, Thierry Ruinart discovered and 

Inn the Eusebian order: Ephesians, Magnesians, Trallians, Romans, Philadelphians, Smyrnaeans, 
andd Polycarp; hereafter abbreviated as: Eph, Mg, Tr, Rm, Ph, Sm, and Pol. 

J.. Ussher, Polycarpi et Ignatii epistolae (Oxford 1644). See also Lightfoot (1889) 3.3-68 for a 
criticall  edition of this so-called Anglo-Latin version. 

Seee also Lightfoot (1889) 1.81-86 for a discussion of these manuscripts, Caiensis 395 and 
Montacutianus.Montacutianus. The latter, which seems to have been closest to Grosseteste's original translation, 
hass unfortunately disappeared after Ussher's edition. 

Thiss view has also been defended by Lightfoot (1889) 1.76-79 and seems now to be commonly 
accepted. . 

I.. Vossius (Voss), Epistolae genuinae s. Ignatii martyris (Amsterdam 1646). Later six other 
manuscriptss turned up. Of these, CasanatensisG.v.14, Barber. 7, and 501 (all in Rome) seem to 
bee copies of the Medicean MS. The fourth, Paris. Graec. 950, is only a fragment containing Eph 
18-19.. Cf. Lightfoot (1889) 1.73-76, and on two other fragments § 2.4 with n. 35. 

Seee Lightfoot (1889) 1.79-80. 
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publishedd a Greek manuscript of the Antiochene Acts of Martyrdom (Paris. Graec. 
1451)) containing Ignatius1 letter to the Romans in the Middle Recension.17 

Thee discovery of the MR meant a decisive step in the direction of a more 
generall  acceptance of the authenticity of the letters of Ignatius. For, this MR of the 
letterss lacked many of the anachronisms which had caused critics to raise doubts 
concerningg the authenticity of the letters in the LR form. Although Ussher thought, 
thus,, to have settled the Ignatian problem, the debate continued. In 1666, the Swiss 
Protestantt pastor Jean Daillé published a study in which he summed up every 
possiblee argument against the authenticity of the letters.18 He claimed that the 
letterss were forged around 300 CE. Daillé, however, did not distinguish between 
thee MR and the LR, which weakens his argumentation considerably. Only half of 
hiss sixty-six heads of objection apply to the MR, and - according to Lightfoot -
manyy of these would no longer be adopted by even the most determined opponents 
off  the Ignatian letters.19 In 1672 the Anglican scholar John Pearson, bishop of 
Chester,, seems in general to have succeeded in refuting Daillé's attack on the 
letters,200 with the exception of the problem in Mg 8:2 (see § 4.2g). It was exactly 
thiss issue which another French scholar, Matthieu de Larroque, made the main 
pointt of his - anonymously published - attack on Pearson's work (1674).21 From 
thenn on, the discussion continued - as it seems - without real progress, until a 
thirdd recension was discovered in the nineteenth century.22 

2.32.3 The Discovery of the SR 
Thee debate reached a new stage with the publication of three Syriac epistles of 
Ignatiuss by the English scholar William Cureton (1845).23 The edition was based 

Th.. Rumart, Acta primorummartyrumsinceraet selecta (Paris 1689). Lightfoot (1889)2.589-595 
givess a collation of two other Greek manuscripts containing the text of Rm in the MR: Hierosoly-
mitanuss S. Sabae 18 (= H) and Sinaiticus 519 (= K). A fourth manuscript, Taurinensis saec VII I 
(== T), was used for the first time in K. Bihlmeyer, Die Apostolischen Voter, Neubearbeitung der 
FunkschenFunkschen Ausgabe (Tubingen 1924; 21956). See for this text edition also: A. Lindemann, H. 
Paulsen,, Die Apostolischen Voter: Griechisch-deutsche Parallelausga.be (Tubingen 1992); and 
forr further text editions of the MR esp. Th. Zahn, Ignatii et Polycarpi epistolae martyria 
fragmentafragmenta (Leipzig 1876) 3-107; Lightfoot (1889) 2.21-360; and F.X. Funk, F. Diekamp, Patres 
ApostoliciApostolici (2 vols.; Tubingen 1901/1913) 1.212-295; and see further Schoedel (1993) 273. 

J.. Dallaeus (Daillé), De scriptis quae sub Dionysii Areopagitae et Ignatii Antiocheni nominibus 
circumferunturcircumferuntur (Geneva 1666). As the title indicates, this work also deals with the writings of 
Dionysiuss the Areopagite. Of course, no scholars nowadays accepts these works as authentic. 

Seee Lightfoot (1889) 1.331-333. 

J.. Pearson, Vindiciae epistolarum s. Ignatii (Cambridge 1672). This work was reprinted in PG 
5.37-472. . 

M.. de Larroque, Observationes in Ignatianas Pearsonii Vindicias (Rouen 1674). 

Notablee for its eccentricity is William Whiston's view in his Primitive Christianity Revived 
(1711)) that the letters of the LR represent the genuine letters, see for this view also § 2.5a. 

W.. Cureton, The Ancient Ancient Syriac Version of the Epistles of Saint Ignatius (London 1845). 

http://Parallelausga.be
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onn two manuscripts which were obtained from the monastery of St. Mary Deipara 
(inn Egypt) for the British Museum by archdeacon Tattam in 1839 and 1842. 

Thiss Syriac corpus of the Ignatian letters - which generally came to be 
knownn as the Short Recension (hereafter: SR) - not only contains fewer letters 
thann the MR, but the three letters it does contain - addressed to Polycarp, the 
Ephesians,, and the Romans - are of an even shorter form than the corresponding 
letterss in the MR.24 With this SR, Cureton claimed at last to have discovered the 
genuinee epistles of Ignatius. 

Heatedd discussions again burst out on a large scale. The view of Cureton 
foundd many supporters. In Germany, scholars such as C.C.J. Bunsen (1847) and 
R.A.. Lipsius (1856) maintained the priority of the SR.25 Other German scholars 
-- such as H. Denzinger (1849), G. Uhlhorn (1851), and A. Merx (1861) - opposed 
thiss view.26 

Moree radically, representatives of the Tubingen school such as F.C. Baur 
(1848)) and his pupil A. Hilgenfeld (1853) argued that none of the recensions 
representedd the genuine letters of Ignatius.27 Since the Ignatian letters show no 
awarenesss of a tension between Petrine and Pauline factions, an early date for the 
letterss would seriously undermine the theory of the Tubingen school.28 

Curetonn himself responded to the discussions in 1846 with a work which 
aimedd to vindicate the orthodoxy of the letters in their SR form, and in 1849 with 
aa fuller collection of the Syriac materials, namely a third manuscript of the SR -
whichh was purchased from the monastery of St. Mary Deipara for the British 
Museumm by M. Pacho in 1847 -, three fragments of a Syriac MR, and a Syriac 
versionn of the Acts of Martyrdom.29 

Seee for an English translation ANF 1.99-104. 

C.C.J.. Bunsen, Die drei echten und die vier unechten Briefe des Ignatius von Antiochien 
(Hamburgg 1847); Idem, Ignatius von Antioch und seine Zeit. Sieben Sendschreiben an Dr. A. 
NeanderNeander (Hamburg 1847); R.A. Lipsius, "Über die Achtheit der syrischen Recensionen der 
Ignatianischenn Briefe," ZHT 26 (1856) 1-160; and Idem, Über das Verhaltnis des Textes der drei 
syrischensyrischen Briefe des Ignatius zu den übrigen Recensionen der Ignatianischen Literatur (Leipzig 
1859).. Lipsius later recanted his support for the priority of the SR. 

H.,, Denzinger, Über die Echtheit des bisherigen Textes des Ignatianischen Briefe (Würzburg 
1849);; G. Uhlhorn, "Das Verhaltnis der kürzeren griechischen Recension der Ignatianischen 
Briefee zur syrischen Übersetzung, und die Authentic der Briefe überhaupt," ZHT2\ (1851) 1-65; 
247-341;; and A. Merx, Melemata Ignatiana (Halle 1861). 

F.C.. Baur, Die Ignatianischen Briefe und ihre neuesten Kritiker(Tubingen 1848); A. Hilgenfeld, 
DieDie Apostolischen Voter (Halle 1853); cf. Idem, "Die Ignatiusbriefe und ihre neuester Vertheidi-
ger,""  ZWT 17 (1874) 96-121; Idem, Ignatii Antiocheni et Polycarpi Smyrnaei epistolae et 
martyriamartyria (Berlin 1902); and Idem, "Die Ignatiusbriefe und die neueste Verteidigung ihrer 
Echtheit,""  ZWTA6 (1903) 171-194. 

Seee on this issue e.g. S. Neill; T. Wright, The Interpretation of the New Testament I86I-I986 
(Oxfordd 1988)43-64. 

W.. Cureton, Vindiciae Ignatianae (London 1846); and Idem, Corpus Ignatianum. A Complete 
CollectionCollection of the Ignatian Epistles (Berlin 1849). See on the Syriac fragments of the MR also 
Lightfoott (1889) 91-106. 
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Inn the same year (1849) J.H. Petermann published an Armenian version of 
thee MR which he judged to be a translation of the - now largely lost - Syriac 
MR.300 Unfortunately Petermann's work is based on an uncritical edition printed 
earlierr in Constantinople (1783) by bishop Minas from five Armenian manuscripts, 
somee of which are now lost. The existence of such a Syriac-Armenian tradition of 
thee MR seemed to weaken the position of those scholars who, like Cureton, upheld 
thee priority of the SR. In the course of the latter half of the nineteenth century, 
lesss and less scholars maintained the priority of the SR until the once popular 
Curetoniann view became completely obsolete. 

2.42.4 The Authenticity of the MR Debated 
Inn 1873 Theodor Zahn's lengthy and influential study on Ignatius of Antioch 
appeared.. Zahn defended the opinion that the seven letters of the MR represent the 
authenticc writings of Ignatius, and that the SR is merely an abridgement of the 
(Syriac)) MR.31 Another prominent German scholar, Franz Xaver Funk, supported 
Zahn'ss views in a more concise defence of the authenticity of the Ignatian letters 
inn their MR form (1883).32 

Independentlyy of Zahn, the churchman and scholar from Cambridge Joseph 
Barberr Lightfoot had been working on his edition of and commentary on the 
Ignatiann letters. Although first agreeing with Cureton, he later became convinced 
thatt this position was untenable. As Lightfoot admits himself, Zahn's work played 
ann important role in this change of opinion.33 Lightfoot's three volume work was 
publishedd for the first time in 1885 and a revised edition appeared a few years 
laterr (1889). This remarkably learned study proved to be - at least to most critical 
scholarss - the ultimate demonstration of the priority of the MR and the authentic-
ityy of the seven letters in this form. Even after more than a century this work 
standss as a hallmark of Ignatian scholarship. 

Inn the early part of the twentieth century new Coptic materials of the MR34 

andd a Greek papyrus containing Sm 3:3-12:1 in the MR were published.35 These 

J.H.. Petermann, S. Ignatii  patris patris apostolici quae feruntur epistolae (Leipzig 1849). The order  of 
thee letters in the Armenian version is: Sm, Pol, Eph, Mg, Tr, Ph, Rm, spurious letters of the LR. 
Seee further  also Lightfoot (1889) 1.87-90; and R. Pane, "Un ' antica traduzione dimenticata: La 
versionee armena delle lettere di s. Ignazio di Antiochia,"  Le muséon 112 (1999) 47-63. 

Th.. Zahn, Ignatius von Antiochien (Gotha 1873). Note also his edition from 1876 (see n. 17). 

F.X.. Funk, Die Echtheit der ignatianischen Briefe aufs neue vertheidigt (Tubingen 1883). 

Seee Lightfoot (1889) 1.IX-XI . 

Seee C. Wessely, Neue Materialen zur Textkritik der Ignatius-Briefe (SAW Phil. hist. Kl . 172,4; 
Wienn 1913); and cf. Lightfoot (1889) 2.108-109. Later  also: L.Th. Lefort , Les Peres Apostoliques 
enen copte (CSCO 135/136; Louvain 1952); E. Lucchesi, "Complément aux Peres apostoliques en 
Copte,""  AnBoll 99 (1981) 395-408; and Idem, "L e recueil copte des lettres d'Ignace d'Antioche," 
VC42VC42 (1988) 313-317. 

Thee Greek Berlin Papyrus 10581 was published by C. Schmidt, W. Schubart, Altchristliche Texte 
(Berlinn 1910) 3-12. Later  yet another  papyrus fragment was published by J.H. Crehan, "A New 
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neww findings strengthened the poor textual tradition of the MR. Yet, despite these 
neww discoveries and, more importantly, the impact of the works of Zahn and 
Lightfoot,, the authenticity of the seven letters in the MR remained under attack. 
Inn Holland, France, Germany and England the debate continued. I will refer briefly 
too the discussions at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth 
centuryy before turning to the more recent attacks on the authenticity of the seven 
letterss of the MR in § 2.5. 

Inn the Netherlands, the work of Daniel Völter (1886) was most influential.36 He 
acceptedd the priority of the MR, but questioned its authenticity. First of all, he 
arguedd that one should distinguish between the letter to the Romans and the six 
letterss addressed to the communities in Asia. According to him, Rm gives evidence 
off  a person in a completely different situation, and with an altogether different 
temperament.377 He accepted only the six Asiatic letters as the genuine letters of 
aa Christian who was taken prisoner by the Roman authorities and travelled through 
Asiaa Minor. This person, however, was not a bishop of Antioch named Ignatius, 
butt a figure named Theophorus (Ignatius' second "name" in the letters), who could 
bee identified with the man called Peregrinus or Proteus satirized in Lucian's work 
DeDe Morte Peregrini. 

Afterr this Theophorus was expelled from the church, a redactor edited his 
sixx letters, placed them under the name of Ignatius of Antioch, and interpolated 
thee references to Ignatius' letters into Polycarp's letter to the Philippians (see § 
4.1a).. Völter interpreted the anti-docetic passages in the six letters as polemic 
againstt Marcion and dated the letters around 150 CE. He saw Rm as a tendentious 
forgeryy (  180 CE), added to the six Asiatic letters to convince the Montanist 
movementt - which appraised martyrdom highly - that even this most ardent of 
Christiann martyrs preached obedience to one bishop. 

Völterr 's theory is highly speculative and nowadays no longer taken seriously 
byy any scholar. Yet, at the turn of the century some French scholars came up with 
similarr suggestions. E. Bruston (1897), for instance, agreed with Völter in that Rm 
wass written by an other author than the six Asiatic letters (Rm beingg too pro-Cath-

Fragmentt of Ignatius' Ad Polykarpum," Studia Patristica 1 (1957) 23-32. 

D.. Völter, "Die Lösung der Ignatianischen Frage," Theologisch Tijdschrift 2$ (1886) 114-136; 
Idem,, "Ignatius-Peregrinus?," Theologisch Tijdschrift 21 (1887) 272-326; Idem, Die Ignatiani-
schenschen Briefe aufihren Ursprung untersucht (Tubingen 1892); and Idem, Die Apostolischen Vater 
neuneu untersucht II, 2: Polycarp und Ignatius und die ihnen zugeschriebene Briefe neu untersucht 
(Leiden(Leiden 1910). J. van Loon, "Dr D. Völter's hypothese ter oplossing van het ignatiaansche 
vraagstuk,""  Theologisch Tijdschrift 20 (1886) 569-586; Idem, "Laatste verschijnselen op het 
gebiedd der Ignatiaansche kritiek," Theologisch Tijdschrift 22 (1888) 420-445; and Idem, "De 
kritiekk der Ignatiana in onze dagen," Theologisch Tijdschrift 21 (1893) 275-316 criticizes Völter's 
theory,, but agrees with him that the letters are a pseudepigraphical corpus. See also H.P.S. van 
derr Loeff, Onderzoeknaar de herkomsten de strekking der zeven brieven van Ignatius in de korte 
recensierecensie (Leiden 1906). 

Völterr was disgusted by the "Theaterrhetorik" of Rm: "So redet kein wirklicher Martyrer, so kann 
vielmehrr nur ein auf groben Effect ausgehender Dichter oder Falscher seinen Helden reden 
lassen,""  Völter (1910) 68. 
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olic).. He further argued that the true Ignatius had been a deacon, on the ground 
thatt the author of the six letters never calls himself a bishop but only a "fellow-
slavee of the deacons." Another French scholar, H. Delafosse (1922) identified -
quitee like Völter - the author of the MR with a Christian named Theophorus who 
wrotee the letters in the second half of the second century.39 But, completely 
contraryy to Völter, Delafosse - focusing on the anti-judaizing passages in the seven 
letterss - saw this figure not as an antagonist, but as a protagonist of Marcion! 

Inn Germany, M. Rackl (1914) vehemently opposed Völter's theory.40 Quite 
rightly,, he showed that what is known of the Cynic philosopher Peregrinus from 
Luciann and other non-Christian sources does not cohere with the view one gets of 
Ignatiuss from the letters. In England too the discussion continued. W.D. Killen 
(1886),, for instance, argued that the letters were entirely spurious and proposed 
popee Callistus (c. 220 CE) as the forger of the letters!41 

2.52.5 Recent Opponents of the Authenticity of the MR 
Inn the course of the twentieth century, the discussion seemed to subside. Besides 
thee discovery of an Arabic version of the letters, no new discoveries were made.42 

Mostt scholars accepted the authenticity of the MR. Yet this consensus did not 
remainn unchallenged. The authenticity (and priority) of the seven letters of the MR 
wass again disputed by several scholars in the second half of the twentieth century. 
II  will discuss briefly the work of the five most important recent antagonists of the 
authenticityy of the letters of the MR: a) Weijenborg, b) Joly, c) Rius-Camps, d) 
Htibner,, and e) Lechner. 

a)) Weijenborg. Of these five scholars, Reinoud Weijenborg (1969) has been the 
onlyy one to dispute both the priority and authenticity of the MR. He made an 
extensivee comparison between the LR, the MR and the SR of Ignatius' letter to the 

£.. Bruston, Ignace d'Antioche. Ses épitres, sa vie, sa théologie (These Montauban 1897; Paris 
1897).. Contra Bruston: A. Stahl, Ignatianische Untersuchungen. I:  Die Authentie der sieben 
IgnatiusbriefeIgnatiusbriefe (Diss.; Greifswald 1899). 

H.. Delafosse, "Nouvel examen des lettres d'Ignace d'Antioche,"  Revue d'Histoire et de Littéra-
tureture religieuse,nouve\\e série, 8 (1922) 303-337; 477-533; and Idem, Lettres d'Ignace d'Antioche 
(Pariss 1927). 

M.. Rackl, Die Christologie des hi. Ignatius von Antiochien (Freiburger  Theol. Studiën 14; 
Freiburgg 1914) 11-86. 

W.D.. Killen , The Ignatian Epistles Entirely Spurious (Edinburgh 1886). Cf. also R.C. Jenkins, 
IgnatianIgnatian Difficulties and Historic Doubts (London 1890). 

Seee B. Basile, "Un ancien témoin arabe des lettres de saint Ignace d'Antioche,"  Melto 4 (1968) 
107-191;;  idem, "Un e autre version arabe de la lettre aux Romains de saint Ignace d'Antioche," 
MeltoMelto 5 (1969) 269-287. This Arabic version contains only the seven letters mentioned by 
Eusebiuss and seems to be a translation of the Syriac MR. Thus, it bears testimony of a textual 
traditio nn of the MR independent of the LR. 
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Ephesianss and came to the conclusion that the MR can most satisfactorily be 
explainedd as an abridgement of the LR.43 

Thiss lengthy comparison of almost four hundred pages is full of ingenious, 
butt not very convincing argumentations. Let me mention just two. First, at the 
beginningg of Eph 20, the text of the MR reads: "If Jesus Christ counts me worthy 
throughh your prayers, and it be the (divine) will , I will give you in the second 
documentt which I am going to write you further explanation of the (divine) plan." 
Thee LR lacks this personal note. Weijenborg needs several pages44 to make the 
casee that the author of the MR inserted this passage to convince the readerr that the 
LRR was not written by Ignatius! This explanation seems extremely farfetched. It 
cann simply be argued that the interpolator of the LR omitted this passage because 
hee did not think it important or contrary to the facts (there is only one letter to the 
Ephesians).. Second, in a review article Perler has given a lengthy analysis of the 
interestingg christological passage in Eph 7:2 (see also § 2.5d) and Weijenborg's 
argumentationn for the priority of the text of the LR here. Perler shows convinc-
inglyy that the LR version of Eph 7:2 is a revision of the MR text prompted by the 
christologicall  controversies of the fourth century.45 

Despitee the fact that the priority of the LR cannot be argued convincingly, 
itt must be conceded that with regard to certain minor textual variations between 
thee LR and the MR, Weijenborg is right in maintaining that the Greek manuscripts 
off  the LR represent the more primordial reading (even Lightfoot accepted this). 
Yett this is not really surprising, since the textual tradition of the Greek MR is 
quitee poor. With regard to Eph, it consists of only one independent manuscript and 
aa small fragment (see n. 15 above). Moreover, it must be noted that Weijenborg 
doess not make any use of the superior text of the Latin version of the MR. 

Apartt from his failure to make the priority of the LR text plausible in 
concretee instances, Weijenborg's thesis has two major weaknesses. The first is the 
factt that his comparison is always based on one or two lines of the two texts. 
Whenn he comes to an overall assessment of the relationship between the LR and 
thee MR, the weakness of his thesis becomes quite clear, even in his own words: 
"I ll  n'apparait pas tres clairement pourquoi on a change de L en celui de M. La 
raisonn principale semble avoir été de perfectionner 1' expression littéraire des lettres 
ignatienness et de leur dormer un caractère encore plus archaïque."46 If MR has 
aa more archaic character, why oppose its priority? Can there be found any other 
examplee of such a revision in the ancient world? 

R.. Weijenborg, Les lettres d'Ignace d'Antioche. Etude de critique litteraire et de theologie 
(Leidenn 1969); see also: idem, "Is Evagrius Ponticus the Author of the longer Recension of the 
Ignatiann Letters?," Antonianum 44 (1969) 339-347. 

Seee Weijenborg (1969) 302-308. 

O.. Perler, "Die Briefe des Ignatius von Antiochien. Frage der Echtheit - neue arabische Übersetz-
ung,""  FIPT 18 (1971) 381-396. See for other reviews of Weijenborg: C. Munier, "Ou en est la 
questionn d'Ignace d'Antioche? Bilan d'un siècle de recherches 1870-1988," .4///? W Principat 27,1: 
Religionn (Berlin 1993) 378 n. 10. 

Weijenborgg (1969) 401. 
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Thee second major weakness of Weijenborg's work is the discussion of the 
externall  evidence. According to Weijenborg, the LR is a forgery composed after 
3600 (this is the traditional dating of the LR). He conjectures that it was written by 
Evagriuss of Antioch, who had been inspired by Lucian's De Morte Peregrini. 
Consequently,, Weijenborg denies the value of all witnesses to Ignatius' letters 
beforee 360 (see § 4.1), in several cases only because it cannot be proven that these 
authorss used the MR rather than the LR. Most striking is his view that Eusebius' 
ChurchChurch History is a forgery written after 360! 

b)) Joly. In 1979 Robert Joly published his work on the authenticity of the Ignatian 
letters.477 Joly accepts the priority of the MR and his argumentation rests on this 
recension.. He reevaluates many of the traditional arguments against the authentic-
ityy of the MR. Thus, he argues that the references to Ignatius in Polycarp's letter 
too the Philippians are interpolations, that there are gross anomalies in the scenario 
presupposedd in the letters, that the letters contain allusions to works which were 
writtenn only in the course of the second century (e.g. Hermas), and that the letters 
containn anachronistic terminology. Most of these points had already been countered 
byy someone like Lightfoot, and they wil l be discussed briefly later in this chapter 
(seee § 4.1-2). 

Sincee it is improbable that Polycarp's letter was interpolated during his life, 
Jolyy draws the conclusion that the seven letters are a forgery written after 1 
CE;; and because Irenaeus and Lucian probably knew the letters, the date ante quern 
iss  170 CE. Possibly - Joly admits that this cannot be proven - the author of the 
letterss and of the Martyrdom ofPolycarp were one and the same: Marcion/Marcia-
nuss of Smyrna (mentioned in Mart. Pol 20:1). Joly thinks so because of certain 
similaritiess between the two works. 

Thee reception of Joly's work has not been altogether negative.48 In § 2.5d 
wee wil l see that, most recently, Hübner has accepted many of Joly's objections 
againstt the authenticity of the MR. Yet, since Joly does not really bring to the fore 
neww issues, his work has failed to convince most scholars. 

c)) Rius-Camps. In the last chapter of his study, Joly referred to two articles by the 
Cataloniann scholar J. Rius-Camps (1977).49 His verdict was crushing: "Quant aux 
thesess plus personnelles de Rius-Camps, je suis bien oblige de constater que, pour 

47 7 
R.. Joly, Le dossier d'Ignace d'Antioch (Bruxelles 1979). 

488 See e.g. the benign review by B. Dehandschutter in NTT{\9%\) 158-161, cf. Idem, "L'authenti-
citéé des Épïtres d'Ignace d'Antioche," Studia Patristica 18,3 {1989) 103-110. Despite many 
pointss of critique, he concludes - in agreement with Joly - that it is better to place the letters in 
thee second half of the second century, and that because of their distinct reflection on martyrdom! 
Seee for other reviews: Munier (1993) 379 n. 16. 

J.. Rius-Camps, "Las cartas autenticas de Ignatio, el obispo de Sira," Revista Catalana de 
TeologiaTeologia 2 (1977) 31-149; and Idem, "La interpolacion en las cartas de Ignatio," Revista 
CatalanaCatalana de Teologia 2 (1977) 285-371. 
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laa philologie, c'est une chateau de cartes, et que, pour la théologie traditionnelle, 
c'estt une chateau en Espagne, même si, comme tant de choses aujourd'hui, 
semble-t-il,, les chateaux en Espagne ne sont plus ce qu'ils étaient."50 In 1979, the 
samee year in which Joly's book was published, these two articles re-appeared in 
book-form.51 1 

Thee book is divided into four parts. The first (pp. 13-146) mainly focuses 
onn certain anomalies in the seven letters of the MR (see § 4.2). In particular, Rius-
Campss calls attention to certain differences between the four letters written in 
Smyrnaa (Eph, Mg, Tr, Rm) and the three letters written in Troas (Ph, Sm, Pol). 
Rius-Campss maintains that these differences are indications that these two groups 
off  letters were written by different authors. Furthermore, he points to form critical 
peculiaritiess in the letters. He comes to the conclusion that the seven letters are 
editedd and interpolated. Most importantly, he observes that in Eph the exposition 
iss interrupted rudely in chap. 20 with the promise of a second letter. Yet, if Eph 
iss combined with Sm (by dropping Eph 20-21 and Sm inscr), one well-ordered 
letterr with a concentric structure and one main theme - the gnostic-docetic heresy 
-- is the result. The same procedure is followed with regard to Mg and Ph, i.e. the 
letterss concerning Judaizing tendencies. Thus, Rius-Camps infers that two authentic 
letterss (Eph* and Mg*) had been split up and interpolated to construe four letters 
(Eph,, Sm, Mg, and Ph). 

Rius-Campss deals more briefly with the other three letters from the MR. He 
arguess that the authentic letter to the Trallians (Tr*) was interpolated and that Pol 
wass construed from scraps and pieces from the three authentic letters known to the 
interpolatorr (Eph*, Mg*, and Tr*). Concerning Rm, Rius-Camps observes that in 
thee Greek and Latin manuscripts of the MR, Rm is only contained in the Antioch-
eneene Acts of Martyrdom and that it is placed at the end of the collection in the 
Greekk and Latin LR (see above). From this, he infers that Rm formed no part of 
thee earliest collection of the letters of Ignatius of Antioch. Therefore, it was 
unknownn to the interpolator. Thus, he claims that Rm is the only letter which was 
handedd down in its original form! 

Inn short, Rius-Camps argues that three authentic letters of a certain Ignatius 
weree used by a forger to construe six letters which together with the also authentic 
letterr to the Romans form the seven letters of the MR. In a conclusion to this first 
partt of his book, Rius-Camps gives a reconstruction of the historical setting of the 
authenticc Ignatius. He dates the writer of the four genuine letters around 80-100 
CE,, and the forger of the MR shortly after 250 CE. 

Inn the second part of his book (pp. 147-243) Rius-Camps tries to purge the 
sixx forged letters of the MR from their interpolations. Most notable is his opinion 
thatt the interpolator advocated a far more hierarchical church order, being inspired 
byy the Didascalia Apostolorum. In the third part of his book (pp. 244-344) Rius-
Campss tries to substantiate his theory by a comparison of style, terminology and 

Joïyy (1979) 127. 

J.. Rius-Camps, The Four Authentic Letters of Ignatius the Martyr. A Critical Study Based on the 
AnomaliesAnomalies Contained in the Textus Receptus (Roma 1979). 
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motivess between the original author and the forger. Lastly, he gives the recon-
structedd text of what he judges to be the four authentic letters (pp. 345-385). 

Rius-Campss portrays the forger as "one of the most astute interpolators ever 
known."522 Not only did he imitate Ignatius' style very prudently, he also came 
upp with the idea that Ignatius had met Polycarp. Furthermore, the interpolator 
forgedd a personal letter of Ignatius to Polycarp, and interpolated Polycarp's letter 
too the Philippians. Thus creating a most trustworthy witness for the authenticity 
off  his own forgery. 

Thee number of serious and extensive responses to Rius-Camps1 work have 
beenn considerable.53 To say the least: no other scholar has been willing to defend 
Rius-Camps'' ingenious theory. Within the scope of this brief survey we cannot go 
intoo details. However, three (more general) objections must be mentioned. First, 
Rius-Camps'' argumentations are more than once circular. He, for instance, argues 
onn the basis of the extensive final greetings in Eph* that Ignatius had visited the 
Ephesiann community.54 But what is the value of such an argument if the final 
greetingss in Eph* first are construed by combining what can be found in Eph, Sm 
andd Pol? Second, there is no evidence in the textual tradition of the Ignatian letters 
too validate Rius-Camps' hypotheses. How and why were the four authentic letters 
repressedd so thoroughly? Third, a forgery as proposed by Rius-Camps is historical-
lyy highly implausible. As some have remarked, this "most astute interpolator" must 
havee had the philological and historical insights of a twentieth century scholar. 
Furthermore,, what were the motives of the forger to split up two of the so-called 
authenticc letters instead of merely interpolating these two letters and fabricating 
neww ones, a procedure well-known from the LR? Were third century Christians so 
unfamiliarr with Ignatius' authentic letters that an interpolator could revise them so 
thoroughly?? And if so, why did the forger choose Ignatius as his protagonist in the 
firstfirst place? 

d)) Hiibner. The theories of Weijenborg and Rius-Camps were too eccentric to find 
anyy supporters. But even the more conservative work of Joly has not been able to 
challengee successfully the consensus that the seven letters of the MR are the 

Rius-Campss (1979) 6. 

Seee esp. A. Brent, "Th e Relations between Ignatius and the Didascalia,"  SecCent 8 (1991) 
129-156;;  C. Trevett, "Anomal y and Consistency: J. Rius-Camps on Ignatius and Matthew,"  VC 
388 (1984) 165-171; C.P.H. Bammel, "Ignatia n Problems,"  JTS 33 (1982) 62-97; Smulders, P., 
"D ee echte Ignatius,"  Bijdragen 42 (1981) 300-308; C. Munier , "A propos d'Ignace d'Antioche," 
RevScRelRevScRel 54 (1980) 63-73; W.R. Schoedel, "Ar e the Letters of Ignatius of Antioch Authentic?," 
ReligiousReligious Studies Review 6 (1980) 196-201; R. Winling , "Datatio n des lettres d'Ignace d'Antio -
che::  Notes de lecture, recherche thématique,"  RevScRel RevScRel 54 (1980) 259-265; and C. Kannengiess-
er,, "L'affair e Ignace d'Antioche,"  RSR 67 (1979) 599-623. See further  Munier  (1993) 379 n. 16. 

54 4 Rius-Campss (1979) 136-138. 
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authenticc letters of Ignatius.55 Yet, recently the German scholar Reinhard Hiibner 
(1997)) has tried to reopen the discussion in a lengthy article in the first volume of 
thee newly established journal Zeitschrift fiir  antikes Christentum.56 This provoca-
tivee article has elicited several critical responses.57 It seems that Hiibner has not 
succeededd in convincing any of his fellow-scholars. 

Quitee like Joly, Hiibner argues that the seven letters are a pseudepigraphical 
corpuss dating from about 170-180 CE. Particular for Hiibner's thesis is that he 
claimss that the letters were forged after the death of Noetus of Smyrna with the 
aimm to counter certain Gnostic heresies and bolster the episcopal authority in Asia. 
Inn doing so, the forger creatively used Noetus' anti-Valentinian credal formulae. 
Off  course, within the scope of this introductory chapter I cannot deal with every 
detaill  of Hiibner's essay. I will just refer to his most important points. 

Hiibnerr begins by pointing out that Eusebius' testimony with regard to the 
chronologyy of Ignatius' episcopacy and death is untrustworthy. I will deal with this 
issuee at some length later (see § 5.1). Subsequently, Hiibner considers the allusions 
too Ignatius and his letters in Polycarp's letter to the Philippians. He argues that the 
referencee to the collation of the letters in PPM. 13 was added later by the forger 
off  the Ignatian letters, who thus created a trustworthy authority for his own literary 
work.. This issue too will be dealt with later in this chapter (see § 4.1a). Thirdly, 
Hiibnerr refers to two text critical problems. He argues that in Eph 1:2 Ignatius 
usess the noun uapxóptov in the later technical sense of "martyrdom," and that in 
Mgg 8:2 Ignatius polemizes against Valentinian ideas. I hope to show later that both 
pointss cannot be argued convincingly (see chap. 2.2.1 and § 4.2g). Fourthly, 
Hiibnerr points to some terminological correspondences between the letters and 
whatt he calls the rules of faith of Noetus of Smyrna.58 This is Hübner's most 
importantt point. We should, therefore, dwell on it somewhat longer. 

Hiibnerr observes that the antithetical statements with which Ignatius portrays 
Christt in Eph 7:2 and Pol 3:2 find their closest parallel in certain formulations of 
Noetus.. Let me quote the passages in full. In Eph 7:2, Ignatius states: "There is 
onee physician, both fleshly and spiritual, begotten and unbegotten, in man God, 

Seee for exceptions e.g. B. Dupuy, "Aux origines de 1'épiscopat: le corpus des lettres d'lgnace 
d'Antiochee et le ministère d'unité," Istina 27 (1982) 269-277, who dates the letters around 165 
CEE because of the advanced church order they reflect; and Dehandschutter (1989) referred to in 
n.. 48 above. 

R.M.. Hiibner, "Thesen zur Echtheit und Datierung der sieben Briefe des Ignatius," ZAC 1 (1997) 

44-72. . 

A.. Lindemann, "Antwort auf die "Thesen zur Echtheit und Datierung der sieben Briefe des 
Ignatiuss von Antiochien,"" ZAC 1 (1997) 185-194; G. Schöllgen, "Die Ignatianen als pseudepi-
graphischess Briefcorpus. Anmerkungen zu den Thesen von Reinhard M. Hiibner," ZAC 2 (1998) 
16-25;; M. Edwards, "Ignatius and the Second-Century: An Answer to R. Hiibner," ZAC 2 (1998) 
214-226;; and H.J. Vogt, "Bemerkungen zur Echtheit der Ignatiusbriefe," ZAC 3 (1999) 50-63. 

Cf.. R.M. Hiibner, "Die anti gnostische Glaubensregel des Noët von Smyrna bei Ignatius, Irenaeus 
undd Tertullian," MTZ 40 (1989) 279-311; and most recently also R.M. Hiibner, Der paradox 
Eine.Eine. Antignostischer Monarchianismus im zweiten Jahrhundert (Leiden 1999). See for a critical 
responsee on this issue esp. Vogt (1999) 54-63. 
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inn death true life, both of Mary and of God, first passible and than impassible, 
Jesuss Christ our Lord (eïq iaxpóq èaxiv, crapKiKÓ<; xs icai 7tveu|iaxiKÓq, 
yevvT|Toqq Kai dyévvr|xoq, èv dvöpcÖTtcp &eóq,59 èv 9avdx<p Cpr\ d^r|Sivfi, 
xaii  ÈK Mapïa<; Kai èK deoö, npöxov 7ta3r|xö<; Kai xóxe d7iaSf)<;, 'Ir|aoö<; 
XpioxöqXpioxöq ó KÓpio<; fmaiv)." The antithetical formulation in Pol 3:2 is somewhat 
different:: "Look for him who is above time, non-temporal, invisible, for our sakes 
visible,, intangible, impassible, for our sakes passible, one who endured in every 
wayy for our sakes (xöv ÓTièp mipov 7üpoaSÓKa, xöv &xpovov, xöv dópaxov, 
xóvv 5i' rjpdc; ópaxóv, xóv di|/TiA.dcprixov, xöv duaöf), xöv 5i' fjndq 7ia9r|xóv, 
xövv Kaxd 7tdvxa xpórcov 8t' r)u.dc; Cmopeivavxa)." 

Hübnerr compares these passages with two references to Noetus' beliefs in 
Hippolytus'' work Refutatio omnium haeresium (written  220 CE).60 In the first 
passage,, Hippolytus quotes Noetus as stating: "For when He [i.e. the one Father] 
iss not seen He is invisible, <but when He is seen He is visible>; incomprehensible 
whenn He does not wish to be comprehended, but comprehensible when he is 
comprehended.. Thus, He is, according to the same account, invincible and vinci-
ble,, unbegotten <and begotten>, immortal and mortal (öxe pxv ydp oüx ópdxai 
fjvv dópaxoq, <öxe 8è ópdxai ópaxóq>, dxtóprjxoq 8è öxe \n\ ^copeiadai 
Sétei,, xt»>pT|xö<; 5è öxe XG>peftat. oöxax; Kaxd xöv aóxöv Xóyov dKpdxrjxoq 
Kaii  KpaxT|xó<;, dyévnxoc; <Kai yevT)xó<;>, dödvaxoq Kai 9vr|xó<;)." In the 
secondd passage, Hippolytus asserts that Noetus maintained that the one Father " 
.... is unbegotten when He is not generated, but begotten when he is born of the 
virgin;; impassible and immortal when he does not suffer or die; but when his 
sufferingg came upon Him, suffering and dying (dyévvnxov 8é, öxav \xr\ yevvd-
xai,, yevvr|xöv 8é, öxav yevvdxai èK 7tap9évou, d7ia9ft Kai dddvaxov, öxav 
p.f|| TtdaxTj \ir\xe OvfjoTcrj, èrcdv 8è 7idSei 7ipoCTéA.Srj, nacxzxv Kai dvfjcnc-
eiv)."61 1 

Here,, we cannot follow Hübner's comparison of the passages in detail. Most 
importantly,, he remarks 1. that three of Ignatius' antitheses correspond verbally 
withh those of Noetus, namely: ópaxóv ~ dópaxov, yevvn,xóv ~ dyevvrjxov, and 
7taÖT|xóqq ~ droxdfjq; and 2. that the order is the same in Ignatius and Noetus. 
Sincee such sequences of antitheses are not found elsewhere in Christian literature 
beforee Noetus except in the Ignatian letters, he concludes that the author of the 
Ignatiann letters must have been dependent on Noetus. 

Hübner'ss observations must be commented on several points. First, Ignatius 
usess the antithesis ópaxóv ~ dópaxov frequently in different contexts.62 There 
iss no reason to believe that he did not use it equally freely in the christological 

Thiss is the reading of Lightfoot (1889) 2.48-49 based on the Patristic evidence. The Greek text 
off  the MR has "come in the flesh, God"  (èv aapici ycvó^svoq Seóg). 

Vogtt  (1999) 54 remarks that it is unlikely that the antitheses in these two passages really go back 
too Noetus. Note also that in the first passage Hippolytus rather  refers to the beliefs of "th e silly 
successorss of Noetus." 

Hippolytu ss Ref. 9.10.10, and 10.27.2 (GCS 26.244, 283). 

Seee Mg 3:2; Tr  5:2; Rm 5:3; Sm 6:1; and Pol 2:2. 
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passagee in Pol 3:2. Second, the antithesis naS^ióq ~ &na&r\<;  occurs nowhere 
verbatimm in Hippolytus' references to Noetus. That leaves us with the antithesis 
yevvr|TÓvv ~ &yévvrjTOv as the only remarkable parallel between Ignatius and 
Noetus.. Further, it must be noted that three of Noetus' antitheses - &x<öpr|To<; ~ 
XCüpnróq,, dKpdxr|TO<; ~ KpaLxt\xóq, and dddvaxoq ~ övnróq - do not occur in 
Ignatius'' letters. On the other hand, three of Ignatius' antitheses - aapKucóq ~ 
7tvEuuaTucó<;,, &vdpo)7roc; ~ Seoq, and ddvaxoq ~ <̂ a)fï - do not occur in Noetus' 
rulee of faith. Moreover, Ignatius' threefold 5i' f|ud<; in Pol 3:2 sounds Pauline 
ratherr than Noetian. Thus, it must at least be assumed that in these two passages 
fromfrom Ignatius' letters "Noèts Glaubensregel souveran variiert werd."63 Yet, more 
too the point seems to be the conclusion that Ignatius construed his antithetical 
formulationss independently. 

Thiss last conclusion is substantiated by the fact that Ignatius nowhere deals 
withh Noetian beliefs explicitly.64 Hiibner characterizes the author of the Ignatian 
letterss as a modalistic monarchian, just like Noetus, but such a view cannot be 
upheld.655 Although Ignatius frequently calls Christ God, it is quite clear that he 
distinguishedd two divine persons, namely the Son and the Father.66 It is true that 
thee Ignatian letters were used by later monophysite writers such as Severus of 
Antiochh who appealed to the naively theopassion expressions in Eph 1:1 and Rm 
6:3,677 but Ignatius himself shows no interest in technical theological discussions 
aboutt the relation between Christ and God, most likely, because they were non-
existentt at the time! 

Hiibnerr continues his article with a reconstruction of the historical circum-
stancess in which the Ignatian letters were forged, and an analysis of the literary 
strategyy which the forger followed.68 Furthermore, Hiibner refers to a number of 
anomaliess or anachronisms in the letters, most points are taken from Joly and 
others.. I will deal with these in § 4.2. In the end, it must be said that Hiibner has 
nott succeeded in making the case that the Ignatian letters were forged around 170-
1800 CE under the influence of Noetus of Smyrna. 

Hiibnerr (1997) 58. Cf. the critique by Lindemann (1997) 189; and the discussion of Eph 7:2 and 
Poll  3:2 by e.g. Paulsen (1978) 47-48, 118-122. 

Nonee of the issues discussed by Hippolytus in his work Contra haeresin Noeti get any attention 
inn the Ignatian letters. 

Seee Hubner (1997) 60-62. Many scholars have attributed a naive religious modalism to Ignatius 
andd many others in turn have denied this, see e.g. the references in Schoedel (1993) 294-296, 
314-315;; and Hübner (1997) 63-64. 

Seee e.g. Eph 5:1; 15:1; 18:2; Mg6: l; 7:1-2; 13:2; Rom inscr; and Ph 7:2. 

Seee e.g. Schoedel (1993) 292-293. Rightly Edwards (1998) remarked that even in the mid-second 
centuryy Christian thinkers - and why not Valentinus or Noetus? - may have been influenced by 
Ignatius11 thought and terminology. 

Seee Hiibner (1997) 59-60, and 67-71. The improbability of Htibner's scenario has been shown 
especiallyy by Schöllgen (1998). The main question seems to be why the forger chose to write the 
letterss under the name of Ignatius. Hiibner's answer that the forger did so because of Ignatius' 
authorityy as a martyr is unconvincing. 
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e)) Lechner. In his article Hübner already referred to the forthcoming publication 
off  the dissertation of his pupil Thomas Lechner. In 1999, this lengthy study -
entitledd Ignatius adverstts Valentinianos? - appeared.69 It comprises of two parts. 
Inn part one, Lechner deals with the so-called testimonia veterum de Ignatio (pp. 
3-117).. He concludes that the external evidence shows that the seven letters were 
writtenn before Irenaeus' work Adversus haereses, i.e. before 180-190 CE, but that 
aa more precise date could only hoped to be established by looking at the internal 
evidence.. Here, I will not go into Lechner's observations in this first part of his 
studyy (but see § 4.1). In part two of his study (pp. 121-307), Lechner offers an 
analysiss of Eph 16-20. He argues that these chapters constitute a sophisticated 
critiquee of certain Valentinian and Marcosian beliefs. Therefore, he infers - quite 
likee Hübner - that the seven letters are a pseudepigraphical corpus written in Asia 
MinorMinor around 165-175 CE. Let me briefly look at what seem to be the most 
importantt elements in Lechner's reading of Eph 16-20, namely his analysis of the 
credall  formula in Eph 18:2 and of the so-called star hymn in Eph 19:2-3. 

Inn Eph 18:2 Ignatius states: "For our God, Jesus the Christ, was carried in 
thee womb by Mary according to God's plan - of the seed of David and of the 
Holyy Spirit - who was born and baptized that by his suffering he might purify the 
waterr (ó yap Seóq f||i(bv ' rrjaoüc; ó Xpurtöq eiaxxpopfj&ri Cmö Mapiaq KOLT' 
oiKovojiiavv SeoO èK CTTiépuctTcx; jièv AauiÖ, n\EV\xaxoq 8è dyiou, öq 
èysvvfj&Tii  mi epanriadri, ïva xcp itctöei TÖ ü8cop KaSapiorj)." Lechner argues 
thatt Ignatius here polemizes against three Valentinian notions. First, the phrase ó 
Öeóqq f\\x&y 'IT̂ CTOUC; ó Xpxaxóq is thought to be directed against the Valentinian 
divisionn of the saviour figure in two persons: Jesus and Christ. Second, the words 
èKUO(popp f) Or) U7ió Mapiac; are thought to be a critique of the Valentinian idea mat 
thee saviour figure Jesus merely "passed through" the womb of Mary. Third, the 
finall  clause, iva x<$ TidSei TÖ u5cop Kaöapiarj, is thought to counter the Valenti-
niann conception that Christ descended on Jesus during the event of the baptism in 
thee river Jordan. 

Thiss interpretation of Eph 18:2 does not carry conviction. Within the scope 
off  this introductory chapter I cannot go into details. Most importantly, the anti-
Valentiniann nature of the passage is far from obvious. Lechner tries to demonstrate 
thee anti-Valentinian nature of Ignatius' phrases by reference to Irenaeus' polemics 
againstt Valentinus and especially against Marcus in his work Adversus haereses. 
Yett the differences are always more striking than the resemblances. Irenaeus, for 
instance,, rebuts the Valentinian division of the saviour figure into two person, i.e. 
Jesuss and Christ, with the words: "unus et idem est Iesus Christusfilius Dei"70 

Inn general, Lechner's interpretation of Eph 18:2 is problematic because he must 
presumee that Ignatius chose to rebut his opponents in a highly evasive manner. It 
iss hard to imagine that any Christian reader would have recognized Ignatius' 
allegedlyy anti-Valentinian intentions. 

Th.. Lechner, Ignatius adversus Valentinianos? Chronologische und theologiegeschichtliche 
StudiënStudiën zu den Briefen des Ignatius von Antiochien (Leiden 1999). 

Ireneauss Adv. Haer. 3.16.9 (SC 211.326). 
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Lechner'ss interpretation of the so-called star hymn in Eph 19:2-3 as a parody 
off  Valentinian myth is even more speculative. In Eph 19:2 Ignatius writes: "A star 
shonee in heaven brighter than all the stars, and its light was ineffable, and its 
noveltyy caused astonishment; all the other stars together with the sun and moon 
becamee a chorus for the star, and it outshone them all with its light, and there was 
perplexityy (as to) whence (came) this novelty (so) unlike them (daxr|p év oópavop 
eX-apyevv Cmèp ndvxaq xouq daxépa<;, KCLI XÖ cpcöq aóxoü dv£KXdA.r|xov r\v 
KOUU ^sviapöv Trapsi/ev f| Kaivóxr\q aóxoO, xd 8è A.oi7id 7tdvxa daxpa djia 
f|A.£cpp Kai aeA-fjvrj x°PÖ<; êyévexo xa> daxépi, aüxöq 5è fjv vnspfi&XXmv xó 
cpan;; aóxoö Ü7cèp 7tdvxa, xapaxfj xe fjv, rcó&ev f| Kcavóxrjc; r\ dvópoioq 
auxotc;).""  Lechner compares this passage with the Valentinian account of the 
emanationn of Christ as the "star of the Pleroma" (do-xf|p xoö iTA,r]pcï)uaxo<;).71 

Inn this Valentinian myth, the birth of Christ is described as a harmonious event in 
whichh the aeons - being in a perfect state of rest - brought together what each one 
hadd in himself of the greatest beauty and preciousness to produce the perfect fruit: 
Christ.. In contrast, in Eph 19:2 the dissimilarity (dvópoioq) between the one star 
(== Christ) and the other stars (= the aeons) is emphasized. They are - to use 
Lechner'ss words - of a different yévoq. Thus Lechner contends that the passage 
formss a parody of the Valentinian birth myth. 

Again,, I cannot go into details, but this interpretation of Eph 19:2 raises 
manyy questions. Most importantly, it seems clear that Ignatius uses the image of 
thee star as a poetic metaphor to portray the response to Christ's appearance and not 
ass a mythical symbol to clarify Christ's parentage. Notably, Ignatius speaks of the 
onee star and "all the other stars." Such language would be peculiar if he intended 
too stress the "genetic" difference between Christ and the aeons. In general, it 
shouldd be noted that the verbal parallels between Eph 19:2 and the account of the 
Valentiniann birth myth to which Lechner refers are minimal. Actually only the 
wordd daxrjp appears in both! 

Inn conclusion, Lechner's attempt to read Eph 16-20 as a coherent discourse 
adversusadversus Valentinianos must be considered unsuccessful. The more traditional view 
thatt the letters of Ignatius do not counter later Gnostic christologies remains valid 
(cf.. § 4.2fg). Consequently, Lechner's claim that the letters should be dated around 
165-1755 CE seems unjustified. 

3.. THE PRIORITY OF THE MIDDLE RECENSION 

Duringg the last three centuries, not only the MR but also the SR and the LR have 
beenn claimed to represent the genuine letters of Ignatius of Antioch. Therefore, it 
seemss important - before turning to a discussion of the MR - to deal separately 
withh these two other recensions. I will first look briefly at the Short Recension (§ 

7! ! Lechnerr refers to Irenaeus' account of Gnostic beliefs in Adv. Haer. 1.2.6 (SC 264.47-48). 
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3.1)) and then at the Long Recension (§ 3.2). By doing so, I hope to demonstrate 
thee secondary character of these two and, thus, the priority of the MR. 

3,13,1 The Short Recension12 

Evenn at a first cursory reading of the text, it seems quite obvious that the SR is 
ann epitome. Most strikingly, in the Curetonian version of Pol and Rm the refer-
encess to practical matters in the closing of the letters are omitted almost complete-
ly.. The Curetonian version of Eph even breaks off without any final greetings or 
closingg formulae. To omit these parts of the letters is precisely what one would 
expectt an abbreviator to do. 

Further,, the Curetonian version of Rm ends with a passage which corre-
spondss with Tr 4-5 in the MR form. Yet this passage - in which Ignatius speaks 
aboutt his need of humility and his knowledge of heavenly things - seems more 
fittingfitting in the context of his exhortations in Tr, than in the context of his reflections 
onn his imminent death in the Curetonian Rm. In general, the flow of argumenta-
tionn is far more natural in the MR version of the three letters. 

Lightfoot'ss main argument against the priority of the SR has been that there 
seemss to be an extremely close unity of diction and style between the SR and the 
MR.. But this is only one argument why it is very likely that SR is an abridgement 
off  the MR. Lightfoot formulated it lucidly: "If we are prepared still to maintain 
thee priority of the Curetonian Epistles, we must make two great postulates. We 
mustt first postulate a writer in the second or third century who makes a careful 
studyy of the three short Ignatian Epistles before him; who has the patience and the 
insightt to note all the most subtle features of vocabulary and grammar; who has 
thee genius and the skill to reproduce all these characteristics; who, equipped with 
thesee capacities and acquirements, sets himself to interpolate, enlarge, and supple-
mentt these three letters so as to form a body of seven letters; who so performs this 
taskk that the sequence of thought is better observed in the enlarged epistles than 
inn the original; who in the interpolated and forged portions so constructs his 
personall  and historical framework as to reveal to a careful scrutiny subtle and 
inobtrusivee harmonies and coincidences, and who exercises such self-restraint as 
too avoid all theological and ecclesiastical questions which have an interest for his 
ownn time, because they would be anachronisms. In short he is prepared to sacrifice 
everyy conceivable purpose of a forgery to ensure the success of his forgery."73 

Thee question of the motive of the abbreviator of the MR remains. Lightfoot 
suggestedd that there was no real motive. The copyist just had some blank pages 
leftt which were not enough to contain all seven epistles. He chose three of the 
letterss and omitted the historical parts and those passages which he did not under-
stand,, quite at random. This explanation is not satisfactory. More recently Lilien-
feldd argued that the abbreviator chose those letters and passages in which the 

Seee with regard to the SR, besides the works of Cureton, esp. Lightfoot (1889) 1.280-327. 
733 Lightfoot (1889) 1.322-323. 
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Syriacc monastic community was most interested.74 In general, his argumentation 
carriess conviction. Yet some of the peculiarities of the SR remain unexplained. 
Therefore,, Lightfoot and Lilienfeld are probably both right. The abbreviator had 
somee special interests but did not carry out his job very carefully. 

Thee date of the SR is difficult to determine. The earliest manuscript of this 
recensionn seems to date from the first half of the sixth century. Although it seems 
unlikelyy that this manuscript is the original copy of the SR, it is possible that the 
SRR was composed in this time or not long before. 

3.23.2 The Long Recension 
Thee claims for the priority of the LR are - as I tried to show in my discussion of 
thee work of Weijenborg (§ 2.5a) - even less tenable. Since Zahn and Lightfoot it 
hass generally been accepted 1. that the six spurious letters of the LR and the LR 
interpolationss of the seven authentic letters stem from one and the same author, 
andd 2. that certain - especially doctrinal - features in the writings of this author 
pointt to the (latter half of the) fourth century CE.75 More recently, these views 
havee been challenged by Jack W. Hannah.76 

Accordingg to Hannah, the interpolations and the six spurious letters have 
differentt settings, the former being fabricated around 140 CE in the vicinity of 
Ephesus,, the latter dating from the fourth century. At a first reading of the thirteen 
letterss of the LR, this distinction is far from obvious. Both the spurious letters and 
thee interpolations are characterized by the same employment of Scripture, the same 
stylee and phraseology, and the same doctrinal features. Hannah, however, observes 
thatt in the quotations from Scripture appearing in the spurious letters a different 
typee of text is used than in the interpolations. The quotations in the interpolations 
aree of the "western" type, and those in the spurious letters of the later Koine 

F.. von Lilienfeld, "Zur syrischen Kurzrezension der Ignatianen," Studia Patristica 7,1 (1966) 
233-247. . 

Zahnn (1873) 116-167; and Lightfoot (1889) 1.246-279. Cf. further A. Amelungk, Untersuchungen 
iiberiiber Ps. Ignatius (Diss.; Leipzig 1899); Idem, "Untersuchungen über Ps. Ignatius. Ein Beitrag 
zurr Geschichte der literarischen Falschung," ZHT42 (1899) 508-581; N. Brox, "Pseudo-Paulus 
undd Pseudo-Ignatius: einige Topoi altchristlicher Pseudepigraphie," VC 30 (1976) 181-188; and 
J.D.. Smith, The Ignatian Long Recension and Christian Communities in Fourth Century Syrian 
AntiochAntioch (Diss.; Cambridge, Mass., 1986). 

J.W.. Hannah, "Setting of the Ignatian Long Recension," JBL 79 (1960) 221-238. See for a 
critiquee of this article: M.P. Brown, "Notes on the Language and Style of Pseudo-Ignatius," JBL 
833 (1964) 146-152. See further K.J. Woollcombe, "The Doctrinal Connexions of the Pseudo-
Ignatiann Letters," Studia Patristica 6 (1962) 269-273; J.W. Hannah, "Ignatian Long Recension: 
Relationshipp to Pastorals in Household Rules," in: P. Sigal, ed., Proceedings, Eastern Great 
LakesLakes & Midwest Biblical Society 4 (1984) 153-165; and J.W. Hannah, "The Long Recension 
off  the Ignatian Epistles by the Redactors of Paul and John," in: P. Sigal, ed., Proceedings, 
EasternEastern Great Lakes & Midwest Biblical Society 3 (1983) 108-121. 
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type.777 Thus, Hannah separates the spurious letters from the interpolations. 
Consequently,, he does not have to deal with the anachronisms of the spurious 
letterss when he considers the date of the interpolations. 

Hannahh goes on to show that the elements in the interpolations which Light-
foott and others identified as pointing to the fourth century can perfectly well be 
situatedd in the first half of the second century. Let me mention three points. First, 
Lightfoott had maintained that the redactor of the LR made use of the fourth 
centuryy writing known as the Apostolic Constitutions. Yet Hannah tries to show 
thatt these supposed quotations appear in both the MR and the LR, although there 
iss a closer correspondence between the Apostolic Constitutions and the LR. From 
this,, he concludes that the author of the Apostolic Constitutions made use of the 
LRR and not the other way round! However, the relationship between the letters of 
Ignatiuss and the Constitutiones Apostolorum is far too complex to be dealt with 
ass briefly as Hannah does. Notably, the view that the interpolator of the Ignatian 
letterss and the compiler of the Apostolic Constitutions are one and the same78 is 
nott taken seriously at all. 

Second,, Lightfoot interpreted the exhortation in the LR: "Let governors be 
obedientt to Caesar ... and Caesar to the bishop" (Ph 4) as pointing to a time after 
Constantine.. Hannah thinks it can very well be pre-Constantine. He points out that 
alreadyy long before Constantine, Christian writers warned the emperor that Christ 
iss the only eternal King, and that the empire only flourishes when Christianity 
flourishes.. This is a valid observation. Yet, such polemic and apologetic remarks 
aree of a quite different nature than the blunt appeal to subjection in the LR; 

Third,, according to several scholars, the author of the LR leaned to the side 
off  Arianism, though without definitely crossing the border, a position not unlike 
thatt of Eusebius of Caesarea.79 Strangely enough, Hannah does not refute this 
moree general assessment of the doctrinal position of the LR. He only tries to point 
outt that several passages which Lightfoot and others identified as referring to late 
fourthh century heresies can equally well allude to pre-Constantine traditions. 

Afterr his refutation of the observations of his predecessors, Hannah sums up 
thee evidence for an earlier date of the interpolations of the LR. His argumentation 
doess not carry conviction. Especially his claim that Irenaeus used the LR version 

Hannah'ss analysis is too hasty to carry conviction. Moreover, his view that the "western" text 
typee dates back to the second century is certainly not shared by everybody, see e.g. K. Aland; 
B.. Aland, Der Text des Neuen Testaments (Munster 21989) 64. 

Soo already e.g. Ussher (1644) LXIII ; see later esp. F.X. Funk, Die Apostolischen Konstitutionen. 
EineEine literar-historische Untersuchung (Rottenburg 1891) 281-315; and also D. Hagedorn, Der 
HiobkommentarHiobkommentar des Arianers Julian (Berlin/New York 1973) XXXVIH-XLI . 

Soo Zahn (1873) 143-144; Lightfoot (1889) 1.271; Amelungk (1899) 71; and O. Perler, "Pseudo-
Ignatiuss und Eusebius von Emesa," Historisches Jahrbuch 11 (1958) 73-82. Hagedorn (1973) 
XLI-LVI II  argued that a fourth century commentary on Job was written by the same author as the 
LR.. The author of this commentary was indisputably an Arian. 
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off  Rm is rather precarious. The idea that Pol is almost untouched by interpola-
tionss because Polycarp was still alive is equally speculative. The more so if it is 
realizedd that Rm is even less interpolated. Lastly, far more evidence is needed than 
aa few similarities between the interpolations and the Deutero-Pauline letter to the 
Ephesianss to make it plausible that the revision of the seven letters is a product of 
thee revival of Paulinism in the second century CE. In conclusion, the traditional 
datee of the LR has not been challenged successfully. 

4.. THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE MIDDLE RECENSION 

Thee SR and the LR having been discharged as secondary, the MR seems to remain 
ass the only claimant. Yet the authenticity of the letters in this form still needs to 
bee made plausible. Therefore, we need to look both at the external evidence (§ 
4.1)) and the internal evidence (§ 4.2). 

4.14.1 External Evidence 
Bothh Zahn and Lightfoot have given very extensive lists of quotations from and 
allusionss to (the letters of) Ignatius in early Christian literature.81 I will here refer 
too the most important of these from the second to the fourth century CE, i.e. those 
referencess which can be found in the works of a) Polycarp, b) Irenaeus, c) Origen, 
andd d) Eusebius. 

a)) Polycarp. Of single most importance is Polycarp's letter to the Philippians, 
becausee it is (or pretends to be) written shortly after Ignatius had left Philippi on 
hiss way to Rome along the Via Egnatia. However, the problems concerning the 
referencess to Ignatius in this letter have been judged to be considerable.82 Three 
passagess should be looked at: 

"II  rejoiced greatly with you in our Lord Jesus Christ, while you received the images 
off  the true love and gave them a send-off- as befitted you - those encircled in holy 
bondss which are the diadems of the truly chosen by God and by our Lord" (PPhil. 
1:1). . 

Hannahh (I960) 230-233. The whole argumentation is based on the fact that Irenaeus quotes Rm 
4:11 as reading Kcc9apö<; 9eo0 ctptoq eöpeSw, which is closer to the LR (ica9ap öq ctptoq öeoö 
eOpeSca)) than to the MR (icaöapó*; ctp-co<; eüpsStö TOO Xpiotoö)! See also § 4.1b. 

Zahnn (1876) 326-373; and Lightfoot (1889) 1.135-232, see esp. for a discussion of the passages: 
335-353;; cf. also PG 5.9-32 and Htlgenfeld (1902) 132-159. 

Seee for overviews e.g. W.R. Schoedel, "Polycarp's Witness to Ignatius of Antioch," VC 41 
(1987)) 1-10; Schoedel (1993) 276-285; and esp. Lechner (1999) 6-65. 
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"I ,, thus, exhort you all to obey the word of righteousness and to endure all endur-
ance,ance, which also you saw with (your own) eyes not only in the blessed Ignatius and 
Zosimuss and Rufus, but also in others who came from among you (oö uóvov èv 
xoiqq uaicapiou; 'IyvaiCq* KCti Zaxriutp KCU 'Poócpcp, ÖLMOL KCU èv ctAAoiq 
TOÏC;; è£ óudav) and in Paul himself and the other apostles; beingg persuaded that all 
thesee ran not in vain, but in faith and righteousness and that they are in their due 
placee with the Lord, with whom also they suffered (KCU ÖTI ei<; TÖV ó<peiX.óuevov 
aóxoïqq TÓKOV elai napd t<p Kupup, $ KCU auvénaSov)" (PPhil. 9:1-2). 

"Youu wrote to me, both you and Ignatius, that if anyone should go to Syria, he 
mightt also carry the letters from you; which I will do, if I get a fit  opportunity, 
eitherr I myself, or he whom I send as ambassador on your behalf also. The letters 
off  Ignatius which were sent us by him, and others, all which we had with us, we 
sendd you, as you asked for; which are subjoined to this letter; from which you will 
bee able to benefit much. For they contain faith and endurance and every kind of 
edification,, which bears upon our Lord. And concerning Ignatius himself and his 
companions,, if you know something for sure, notify us (Et de ipso Ignatio et de his 
quiqui cum eo sunt quod certius agnoveritis, significate)"" (PPhil. 13:1-2). 

Manyy modern readers of Polycarp's letter have noted a discrepancy between what 
iss said about Ignatius in PPhil. 9 and 13. In the former chapter Ignatius seems to 
bee considered one of the martyrs already "in their due place with the Lord," 
whereass in the latter Polycarp asks for news concerning Ignatius, as if he is still 
alive.. Scholars have tried to solve this problem in various ways. 

Thee most radical solution was chosen by the representatives of the Tubingen 
school.. They simply rejected the letter of Polycarp in its entirety as a later forgery 
whichh was merely produced to bolster the reputation of the, also spurious, Ignatian 
letters.844 This point of view has found no recent supporters. Several other options 
aree more popular. First, scholars tried to show that there is no real discrepancy 
betweenn PPhil. 9 and 13. Some interpreted the passage in PPhil. 13 as Polycarp's 
requestt for further particulars concerning the way in which Ignatius died. They 
arguedd that the praesens in the Latin phrase "his qui cum eo sunt" should not be 
overemphasized,, since the Greek text probably simply read xoic, auv auxq). Others 
thoughtt that PPhil. 9 should not be interpreted too strictly. They suggested that 
Polycarpp was focused on Ignatius' role as a martyr to such a degree that he 
spontaneouslyy placed him on a par with those who had already died, although he 
wass actually still on his way to such a glorious death. 

Secondly,, another group of scholars sought to solve the problem by criticism 
off  the text. Harrison's observations have been most influential on this point.85 He 
thoughtt that the letter was originally made up out off two letters, one written 
shortlyy after Ignatius had left Philippi (PPhil. 13-14) and one written later (PPhil. 

Alll  Greek manuscripts break off at 9:2. Thus, the end is only known in the Latin translation. See 
forr a Greek text of PPhil. 9 and 13 (except the last sentence) also Eusebius HE 3.36.13-15 (GCS 
9,1.280). . 

Seee e.g. Baur (1848) 96, 129; and Hilgenfeld (1853) 271-274. 

P.N.. Harrison, Polycarp's Two Epistles to the Philippians (Cambridge 1936). 
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1-12).. Others argued that only PPhil. 13 belonged to this first letter.86 Thirdly, 
mostt of the opponents of the authenticity of the Ignatian letters argued that PPhil. 
133 was a later interpolation by the same person who also forged the letters of 
Ignatius.877 They argued that the original letter of Polycarp only spoke of a man 
calledd Ignatius in PPhil. 9 and that this person was a martyr from Philippi rather 
thann from Antioch. 

Withoutt going into details, I think that it can be said that the discrepancy 
betweenn PPhil. 9 and 13 is surely not striking enough to challenge the integrity 
off  Polycarp's letter to the Philippians.88 Especially the interpolation theory is 
ratherr speculative. Lindemann remarked that the advocates of this theory seem to 
workk with a "Hypothese zweiten Grades."89 Indeed, it seems unlikely that anyone 
wouldd ever have come up with an interpolation theory to explain the problems in 
PPhil.,PPhil., if the authenticity of the Ignatian letters had never been disputed. Further, 
itt should be noted that the interpolation theory does not really solve the problem. 
For,, is it really probable that an interpolator would have created the discrepancy 
betweenn PPhil. 9 and 13 by mere clumsiness? It certainly would have been much 
easierr for him to forge an entirely new letter, especially since the uninterpolated 
letterr was probably already widespread and well-known. In short, it seems that 
Polycarp'ss letter must be accepted as true and remarkable witness of the appraisal 
andd collection of the Ignatian letters at a very early stage. 

b)) Irenaeus. The next important reference to Ignatius can be found in Irenaeus' 
AdversusAdversus haereses: 

"Ass one of ours said, when he was condemned to the beast because of his testimony 
forr God: I am the wheat of Christ and I am ground by the teeth of the beast that I 
mayy be found pure bread of God (d><; elite tiq TÖV fjuETÉpmv 8id if\v 7tpöc; TÖV 

Seee e.g. the commentaries of J.A. Fischer, Die Apostolischen Vdter, eingeleitet, herausgegeben, 
übertragen.übertragen. underlautert (Darmstadt 1956; ,01993) 233-235; P.T. Camelot, Ignace d'Antioche, 
PolycarpePolycarpe de Smyrne, Lettres (SC 10; Paris 41969) 164-167; and most recently J.B. Bauer, Die 
PolykarpbriefePolykarpbriefe (Tubingen 1995) 18-19. 

Ass early as Daillé (1666) 425-429. See further e.g. Völter (1910) 19-28; Joly (1979) 17-37; Rius-
Campss (1979) 87-98; HübneT (1997) 48-50; and Lechner (1999) 47-65. Most of these scholars 
arguee that PPhil. 1 too is interpolated, see esp. Lechner (1999) 53-62. 

Soo e.g. Zahn (1873) 494-511; Lightfoot (1889) 1.578-603; W.R. Schoedel, The Apostolic 
Fathers,Fathers, Vol V.: Polycarp, Martyrdom of Polycarp, Fragments ofPapias (Camden N.J. 1967) 
4,, 29-30, 37-40; W. Bauer, H. Paulsen, Die Briefe des Ignatius von Antiochia und der Brief des 
PolykarpPolykarp von Smyrna (Tubingen 1985) 111-126; Schoedel (1987); B.Dehandschutter, "Polycarp's 
Epistlee to the Philippians. An Early Example of « Reception »," in: J.-M. Sevrin, ed., The New 
TestamentTestament in Early Christianity (Leuven 1989) 275-291; Lindemann (1997) 186-187; and 
Schöllgenn (1998)20-21. 

89 9 Lindemannn (1997) 186. 
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Seovv uocpTupictv Kaïaicpiöeu; npo<; &n.pia ÖTI aïtóq eiui TOÖ Xpicrtoö «ai 
5i'' Ó5ÓVTÜ>V Sripicov &A.rjdouai, Iva Kadapóq Seoö fiptcx; eüpedco)."90 

Thiss is obviously a quotation from Rm 4:1. What may seem strange is the fact that 
Irenaeuss does not mention Ignatius by name. Joly thought this was perfectly under-
standable.. In his youth Irenaeus had been a pupil of Polycarp. He, therefore, must 
havee known that the letters were not genuine documents written by a bishop called 
Ignatiuss of Antioch.91 However, this explanation is farfetched, especially since 
Irenaeuss more often refers to earlier Christian sages in rather enigmatic terms, i.e. 
withoutt giving a name.92 The least which can be said is that Irenaeus knew 
Ignatius'' letter to the Romans when he wrote his refutation of certain heresies in 
Lyonn around 180-185 CE. 

c)) Origen. In the works of Origen (first half of the third century CE) two direct 
quotationss from the letters of Ignatius can be found. The first instance occurs in 
thee prologue of Origen's commentary on the Song of Songs (Commentarium in 
CanticumCanticum Canticorum): 

"II  remember that one of the saints, with the name Ignatius, has said with regard to 
Christ:: My love is crucified (memini aliquem sanctorum dixisse, Ignatium nomine, 
dede Christo, Meus autem amor crucifixus est)."93 

Thee passage quoted is from Rm 7:2. The second reference to Ignatius occurs in the 
sixthh homily on the Gospel of Luke (Homilia in Lucam) and contains a quotation 
fromEphfromEph 19:1: 

"II  found elegantly written in a letter of a certain martyr - I mean Ignatius, the 
secondd bishop of Antioch after Peter, who in the persecution fought Rome to the 
beastt - : The virginity of Mary eluded the ruler of this age (unde eleganter in 
cuiusdamcuiusdam martyris epistola scriptum repperi; Ignatium dico, episcopum Antiochiae 
postpost Petrum secundum, qui in persecutione (év xcp ÖKoyuxp) Romae pugnavit ad 
bestias:bestias: Principem saeculi huius latuit virginitas Mariae)."94 

90 0 

93 3 

Adv.Adv. Haer. 5.28.4 (SC 153.361-363), also quoted in Eusebius HE 3.36.12 (GCS 9,1.278). Cf. 
alsoo the passage in Adv. Haer. 5.28.4 directly preceding, which may contain allusions to Rm 5:3. 

Jolyy (1979) 100-101. So already Daillé (1666) 434ff. 

Seee the reference to "a certain presbyter" (TIVOC, JipsapVrépou) in Adv. Haer. 4.27.1 (SC 
100,2.728);; cf. 4.32.1 (SC 100,2.796). Some think that the highly honoured Polycarp is intended 
inn these two instances! Cf. further also the remarks made by A. von Hamack, Die Chronologie 
derder Altchristlichen Litteratur, vol I: Die Chronologie der Literatur bis Irenaus (Leipzig 1897; 
21958)) 400-401. 
Thiss writing is only extant in Rufinus' translation (GCS 33.71). 

Thiss is Jerome's translation, a Greek text can be found in a catena (GCS 35.34-35). Lightfoot 
alsoo refers to a possible allusion to Rm 3:3 in Origen De Or. 20 (GCS 3.334), see chap. 3.10.3. 
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Jolyy was struck by the discrepancy of these passages.95 In the first Origen does 
nott seem to have a clear picture of who Ignatius was {aliquem sanctorum), 
althoughh this is all too clear in the second. Joly concludes that the last passage was 
probablyy interpolated. Of course this is a possibility, but there is no text evidence 
too support this inference. 

d)) Eusebius. Next in line is Eusebius' extensive reference to Ignatius in his Church 
History,History, of which a first version most likely appeared around 300 CE. In HE 3.22 
Eusebiuss states that Ignatius was the second bishop of Antioch, and in HE 3.36 he 
introducess Ignatius with the words: "Ignatius, still a name of note to most men, the 
secondd after Peter to succeed to the bishopric of Antioch ... who was sent from 
Syriaa to Rome." Subsequently he mentions the seven letters and from where they 
weree written. More in particular, he quotes Rm 5:1, Sm 3:1-2, and the references 
too Ignatius in Polycarp's letter to the Philippians and in Irenaeus' work Adversus 
haereses.haereses. In his Church History Eusebius situates Ignatius' death in the reign of 
Trajan,, but he does not give an exact date. He seems to do so in his Chronicle, 
withh which I wil l deal later (§ 5.1). Furthermore, in a work called Quaestiones ad 
StephanumStephanum Eusebius also quotes Eph 19:l.96 

Afterr Eusebius, testimony to Ignatius' letters can be found abundantly. No 
onee up to the time of the Reformation seems to have had any doubts concerning 
thee authenticity of the letters (whether this pertains to the LR or the MR). 

Thee external evidence seems to validate the conclusion that in the second and third 
centuryy CE Christians already knew of letters written by Ignatius of Antioch. 
Moreover,, if we accept Polycarp's letter to the Philippians in its entirety as an 
authenticc letter written shortly after Ignatius had left Philippi in the direction of 
Romee - and there are no decisive reasons not to do so - this document gives 
evidencee of the fact that the letters of Ignatius were collected and distributed from 
thee very beginning. 

4.24.2 Internal Evidence 
II  wil l deal with the internal evidence under the following headings: a) the scenario, 
b)) the vocabulary, c) the style, d) the form, e) the literary obligations, f) the 
gnosticism,, g) the theological polemics, h) the church order, and i) the personality 
off  the author of the letters. Here especially I must acknowledge my indebtness to 
thee work of Lightfoot. I have just tried to summarize and update his clearheaded 
andd learned investigation.97 

Jolyy (1979) 99-100. 

PGG 22.881 

Seee Lightfoot (1889) 1.354-423. 
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a)) Scenario. Several particularities in the scenario suggested by the seven letters 
havee been judged as indications for their unauthenticity. The first of these which 
hass to be mentioned is the fact that Ignatius was brought to Rome to be thrown 
too the beasts. Joly, among others, noticed that we do not know of any Christian 
beingg thrown to the beasts before the age of Marcus Aurelius.98 This observation 
cann be challenged,99 but more importantly, there is sufficient evidence of non-
Christianss being used as food for the wild beasts in the amphitheatres before the 
timee of Marcus Aurelius.100 

Moree problematic seems to be the fact that Ignatius was taken all the way 
too Rome. Davies' theory that Ignatius was sent to Rome because the governor of 
Syriaa was absent and he therefore had to be executed under the authority of the 
emperorr himself rests on feeble hypotheses (see n. 166). Joly pointed out that 
Trajann indicates in his famous correspondence with Pliny that Christians have to 
bee executed on the spot.101 Lightfoot, however, showed - quoting from the so-
calledd Digests*02 - that it was far from uncommon to transport convicts from the 
provincess to Rome to be "butchered to make a Roman holiday." Other scholars 
weree puzzled by the problem that although Ignatius was obviously not a Roman 
citizenn (because he was in bonds and was to bee thrown to the beasts), he travelled 
too Rome to appeal to the emperor (like Paul). The letters, however, make it 
sufficientlyy clear that Ignatius did not want to appeal to the emperor. 

Thee circumstances of Ignatius' arrest remain unclear. Essig's theory that 
Ignatiuss was brought to Rome because he was convicted of the crime of lese-
majestyy or Frend's conviction that Ignatius was arrested as the leader of an illegal 
guildd cannot be substantiated.103 The suggestion of Rius-Camps and Trevett that 
Ignatiuss surrendered himself to the authorities is equally speculative.104 It must 
simplyy be concluded that the historical circumstances of Ignatius' arrest and trial 
cannott be reconstructed. 

Jolyy (1979) 50. Joly thinks of the instances mentioned in Marl. Ludg., Eusebius HE 5.1.37, 47, 
500 (GCS 9,1.416, 420, 422). 

Seee for indications that Christians were thrown to the beasts before the age of Marcus Aurelius: 
Hebb 11:37; 2 Tim 4:17; / Clem. 6:2; Hermas 10:1; Mart. Pol. 2:4; 3-4; and Diogn. 7:7. 

Seee e.g. Th. Mommsen, Römisches Strafrecht (Leipzig 1899) 925-928; and G. Ville, La Gladia-
tureture en Occident des origines a la mort de Domitien (Rome 1981) 235-240. 

Plinyy Epistolae, 10.96 and 97. Cf. A.N. Sherwin-White, The Letters of Pliny. A Historical and 
SocialSocial Commentary (Oxford 1966) 691-712. See concerning "persecutions" under Trajan's reign 
e.g.. Lightfoot (1889) 1.2-22; W.H.C. Frend, Martyrdom and Persecution in the Early Church 
(Oxfordd 1965) 217-222; and Sherwin-White (1966) 772-787. 

DigestsDigests 48.19.31. Lightfoot (1889) 1.355, so also W. Bauer, Die Briefe des Ignatius von 
AntiochiaAntiochia und der Polykarpbrief(Tubingen 1920) 197; and W.R. Schoedel, Ignatius ofAntioch: 
AA Commentary on the Letters of Ignatius ofAntioch (Hermeneia; Philadelphia 1985) 169 n. 5 
whoo also refers to Cicero, In Pis. 36.89. 

K.G.. Essig, "Mutmassungeniiber den Anlass des Martyriums von Ignatius von Antiochien," VC 
400 (1986) 105-117; and Frend (1965) 231 n. 72. Contra Frend's view e.g. C. Trevett, A Study 
ofof Ignatius ofAntioch in Syria and Asia (Lewiston 1992) 6 and Sherwin-White (1966) 779. 

Rius-Campss (1979) 142; and Trevett (1992) 61-65. See further chap. 2.7.6. 
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Severall  other objections against the probability of the scenario are related 
withh this point of Ignatius' predicament as a prisoner of the Roman authorities. It 
seemss strange that Ignatius was escorted by no less than ten soldiers (Rm 5:1). It 
is,, however, likely that besides guarding Ignatius, the soldiers had also other things 
too take care of. That Ignatius had a lot of freedom to communicate with other 
Christianss is quite in agreement with what we know from other sources.105 That 
hee does not mention any fellow-travellers who were also convicted to death may 
simplyy be explained by the fact that there were not any. Joly's interpretation of 
PPhil.PPhil. 9:1 (quoted above) as meaning that Zosimus and Rufus were fellow-
convictss seems possible but unprovable.106 

Lastly,, and perhaps most importantly, the fact that Ignatius thinks that the 
Romann community has the power to prevent his execution has been judged as an 
anomalyy by several scholars. In contrast, Lightfoot argued that this rather is a point 
whichh confirms the authenticity of the letters, because in Trajan's reign - and not 
forr a long time thereafter - there were several influential Christians in the highest 
circless of the Roman society.107 Here Lightfoot seems to push the evidence.108 

Yet,, it is possible that the Roman Christians could make an appeal,109 or - more 
likelyy - were able to bribe certain authorities to set their fellow-believers free.110 

Moreover,, there is clearly a rhetorical element in Ignatius' request not to intervene. 
Firstly,, it seems to fit Ignatius' praise of the Roman community as "presiding over 
love""  (Rm inscr) very well. Secondly, it can be seen as a bold attempt to sooth his 
ownn doubts and anxiety. 

Anotherr supposed anomaly concerns Ignatius' itinerary. Rius-Camps, for 
example,, thought it more probable that he sailed from Syria to Ephesus. Because 
theree was no boat leaving for Italy in Ephesus, he travelled to Smyrna. From there 
hee took a ship to Rome.111 There is, however, nothing implausible in the fact 
thatt Ignatius travelled through Philadelphia, Smyrna, and Troas to Neapolis, as the 

Seee e.g. Mt 25:36, 43; Heb 10:34; 13:3; Justin / Apol. 67 (Goodspeed 75); Lucian Peregr. 12; 
Tertulliann Apol. 39:6 (CCL 1.151); Ad Mart. 1 (CCL 1.3); Pass. Perp. 3:5-7; Didascalia 19; 
Const.Const. Apost. 5:1-2; Act. Thee. 18 (Aa 1.247); Act. Thorn. 118 and 151 (Aa 11,2.228 and 260). 
Cf.. also C.S. Wansink, Chained in Christ. The Experience and Rhetoric of Paul's Imprisonments 
(Sheffieldd 1996) 27-95: "Prisons in the Ancient Roman World," and esp. 78-84: "Visitors and 
Bribery." " 

Jolyy (1979) 46-48. 

Lightfoott (1889) 1.370-371; and cf. Srawley (1935) 72 and Kleist (1946) 133. The sources for 
Lightfoot'ss view are: Eusebius HE 3.18.4 (GCS 9,1.232) and Cassius Dio Hist. Rom. 67.14. 

Rightlyy so: Joly (1979) 107; cf. Schoedel (1985) 169 n. 4. 

Soo e.g. Bommes (1976) 218; and Zahn (1873) 247ff. 

Soo Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 70; Schoedel 168; and Grant (1966) 86. These authors also point to the 
possibilityy that Roman Christians gave themselves up to ransom others, see / Clem. 55:2: "We 
knoww of many among us who have delivered themselves to bondage in order to ransom others." 
Seee also C. Osiek, "The Ransom of Captives: Evolution of a Tradition," HTR 74 (1981) 365-386; 
esp.. 381-385 with regard to Ignatius. 

Rius-Campss (1979) 131-134. See concerning Ignatius' route further: Zahn (1873) 250-295; and 
Lightfoott (1889) 1.361-365. 
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sevenn letters clearly suggest. From Neapolis on, Ignatius and his escort probably 
followedd the Via Egnatia, passing through Philippi and ending up in Dyrracium, 
fromm where a ship could be taken to Brundisium in Italy or all the way to the 
seaportt of Rome. 

Finally,, Joly observed that it is strange that all the letters (except Rm) are 
addressedd to communities in the same region and that Ignatius did not write to his 
ownn community in Antioch or to other communities on the way (a deficiency 
solvedd by the author of the LR).112 Surely it is not too difficult to come up with 
theoriess to explain this peculiarity. The idea of writing letters could, for instance, 
havee been suggested to him by Polycarp during a stay at Smyrna which lasted 
somewhatt longer than at the other stops. Further, it is also possible that Ignatius 
didd write more letters than the seven which have come down to us. 

Opponentss of the authenticity of the MR explain all these alleged anomalies 
byy inferring that the seven letters were written by a forger who did not care for 
(historical)) minutiae. Yet, Lightfoot and others rightly pointed out that the letters 
aree full of details which perfectly harmonize with the general scenario, such as 
theree are: geographical references, names of persons, the date in Rm 10:3, etc.113 

Thesee make the hypothesis of a careless forger quite unlikely. Either the forger 
wass a literary virtuoso, or the letters are genuine documents. 

b)) Vocabulary. Ignatius uses certain phrases and terms which some have identified 
ass anachronistic.114 Let me give a few examples. The word %pia%xavi<Jii óq 
(Mgg 10:1-3; Rm 3:3; Ph 6:1) and the phrase f| Ka&oA,iKf| èKK^rtota115 (Sm 8:2) 
onlyy reappear almost half a century later in the Martyrdom of Polycarp. The word 
eOayyeXiovv (Ph 5:1-2; 8:2; 9:2; Sm 5:1; 7:2) in the sense of a written gospel has 
itss earliest testimony - outside Ignatius - in Justin and 2 Clement (it is very 
doubtfull  whether Ignatius really uses the term in this sense"6). Lastly, Ignatius 
iss the first Christian author to use the noun Ttddoq in the meaning of "Passion" of 
Christ.. However, our Christian sources for the beginning of the second century CE 
aree too limited to decide with any certainty whether the use of these words should 

1122 Joly (1979) 40-46. 
1,33 Lightfoot (1889) 1.361-373. See also Völter  (1910) 76-82, and V. Corwin, St. Ignatius and 

ChristianityChristianity in Antioch (New Haven 1960) 14-19. 
1144 See esp. Joly (1979) 61-73 who opposes Lightfoot' s view - Lightfoot (1889) 1.412-419 - that 

thesee terms do not offer  sufficient evidence contra the authenticity of the letters. 
1155 See on this phrase e.g. Schoedel (1985) 243-244; A. de Halleux, "L'eglis e catholique dans la 

lettr ee Ignacienne aux Smymiotes,"  ETL 63 (1982) 5-24; P. Stockmeier, "Zu m Begriff der 
katholikekatholike ekklesia bei Ignatios von Antiochien,"  in: H. Fleckenstein, ed., OrtsKirche WeltKirche: 
FestgabeFestgabe fürJulius Döpfher (Würzbur g 1973) 63-74; and A. Garciadego, Katholike Ekklesia: El 
significadosignificado de epiteto "Catholica"  aplicado a "Iglesia"  desde san Ignacio de Antioquia hasta 
OrigenesOrigenes (Mexico City 1953) who argue that the term here is not used in its later  meaning of 
"Catholi cc Church." 

1,66 Schoedel (1985) 208, Paulsen (1978) 43, and others contend that in Ignatius the term does not 
referr  to a written gospel. Contra Joly (1979) 66. 
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bee considered anachronistic or not.117 Moreover, in several other instances it is 
possiblee to argue exactly the other way round. It becomes, for instance, quite 
unintelligiblee why Ignatius did not use the noun u.&pxu<; in the technical meaning 
off  "martyr," if his letters are situated in the latter half of the second century CE 
(seee chap. 2.2.1). 

Importantt in this respect is Milton Perry Brown's linguistical study.118 He 
observess that of the 1090 different words which Ignatius uses 810 are shared with 
otherr writers from the corpus of the Apostolic Fathers, and 210 with either the 
Septuagint,, the New Testament or the Apologists. Leaving the LXX aside, Brown 
observess that of the 280 words not shared with the Apostolic Fathers, 41 per cent 
(1166 words) is shared with the Apologists and 38 per cent (105 words) with the 
Neww Testament. Brown infers: "While this single bit of evidence could scarcely 
definee by itself the precise date of our seven letters, it does suggest that we do 
welll  to favor the later years of the decade mentioned above (i.e. 107-117)."119 

Forr the antagonists of the authenticity of the letters this was grist to their mill. 
Rightly,, it seemed, Brown's observation was used as evidence for a date of the 
letterss around the middle of the second century. Brown's observation, however, is 
nott valid. Of these 116 words shared with the Apologists 94 appear also in either 
thee LXX or NT. Thus, only 22 are peculiarly shared with the Apologists! A far 
tooo small a number to make any inference with regard to the date of the seven 
letters. . 

c)) Style.nG Lightfoot argued that the impulsive, disjointed and anacoluthic style 
off  the letters pointed to their authenticity.121 Even the renowned classical scholar 
Eduardd Norden was impressed by Ignatius' original language. Let me quote his 
judiciouss assessment of the letters in full: "Sie [i.e. the Ignatian letters] sind das 
Herrlichste,, was uns aus dieser Zeit erhalten ist, hinreifiend durch die lodernde 
Glutt einer Seele, die danach dürstet, dem Irdischen entrückt zu werden durch einen 
grausig-himmlischenn Tod. Eine bedeutende, mit wunderbarer Scharfe ausgepragte 
Persönlichkeitt atmet aus jedem Wort; es lafit sich nichts Individuelleres Denken. 
Dementsprechendd ist der Stil von höchster Leidenschaft und Formlosigkeit. Es gibt 
wohll  kein Schriftstiick jener Zeit, welches in annahrend so souveraner Weise die 

Cf.. e.g. G.J.M. Bartelink, Lexicologisch-semantische studie over de taal van de Apostolische 
VadersVaders (Utrecht 1952). 

M.P.. Brown, The Authentic Writings of Ignatius: A Study of Linguistic Criteria (Durham 1963). 
Somee scholars also refer to H. van Torre, Het vocabularium van Ignatius van Antiochië (Leuven 
1940-41),, but this type- and handwritten "licentiaatsthese" is of littl e value. 

Brownn (1963) 11. Cf. e.g. Joly (1979) 61-62 and Hiibner (1997) 66. 

Cf.. Munier (1993) 385-388; Schoedel (1993) 311-314; and 346-347. See for an analysis of 
Ignatius'' grammar esp. Brown (1963) 67-95; and cf. also the study by G. Carlozzo, "L'ellissi in 
Ignazioo di Antiochia e la questione dell'autenticita recensione longa," Vetera Christianorum 19 
(1982)) 239-254. 

Lightfoott (1889) 1,420-421. 
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Sprachee vergewaltigte. Wortgebrauch (Vulgarismen, lateinischer Wörter), eigene 
Wortbildungenn und Konstruktionen sind von unerhörter Kühnheit, grofie Perioden 
werdenn begonnen und rücksichtlos zerbrochen, und doch hat man nicht den 
Eindruck,, als ob sich dies aus dem UnvermÖgen des Syrers erklarte, in griechisch-
err Sprache sich klar und gesetzmafiig auszudrücken, so wenig wie man das Latein 
Tertullianss aus dem Punischen erklaren kann; bei beiden ist es vielmehr die innere 
Glutt und Leidenschaft, die sich von den Fesseln des Ausdrucks befreit."122 

Opponentss of the authenticity, however, reasoned that the forger carefully 
imitatedd such a personal style. Others stressed Ignatius' predilection for wordplay, 
metaphors,, and antithetical phrases. They saw these stylistic characteristics as the 
stampp of a school of rhetoric called "Asianism."123 Hübner and Joly even insisted 
thatt this highly artificial style could only have been produced in the leisure of a 
study.1244 However, "Asianism" was far more an abusive term used by those who 
strovee to write in an Atticistic style than a positive designation of a school.125 

Ignatius'' literary skill may simply originate in his elementary school training. An 
educationn which had been non-Christian, as may be concluded from the almost 
completee lack of hebraisms or septuagintisms. The disjointed and anacoluthic style 
iss something more personal and was probably also due to the strenuous circum-
stancess under which the letters were written. 

d)) Form. Rius-Camps seems to have been the only one who used what could be 
calledd "form critical" arguments to oppose the authenticity of the seven letters (see 
§§ 2.5c).1261 will not go into these observations again. It suffices to note that in 
aa far more convincing and careful manner some other scholars have argued in 
supportt of the form unity of the letters.127 Here I will only refer to the related 
issuee of the alleged discrepancies between the letters. 

First,, Rius-Camps observed a discrepancy between the letters written from 
Smyrnaa and those written from Troas. In the former Ignatius asks the communities 
too pray for the church in Syria (Eph 21:2; Mg 14; Tr 13:1; Rm 9:1) and in the 

E.. Norden, Die Antike Kunstpros a (Leipzig/Berlin 1898) 510-5 It (italics added). 

Seee esp. O. Perier, "Das vierte Makkabaerbuch, Ignatius von Antiochien und die altesten Martyr -
erberichte,""  Rivista di archeologia cristiana 25 (1949) 47-72; and H. Riesenfeld, "Reflections on 
thee Style and the Theology of St. Ignatius of Antioch,"  Studia Patristica 4 (1961) 312-322 (esp. 
314). . 

Hübnerr  (1997) 66:"  ... mit raffinier t kalkulierten literarischen Anspielungen ausgestattet, welche 
diee ruhige Benutzung wenigstens einer  kleinen Handbibliothek voraussetzen."  See for  Joly the 
discussionn of the relation with 4 Mace in § 4.2e. 

Cf.. U. von Moellendorff-Wilamowitz , "Asianismus und Atticismus,"  Hermes 35 (1900) 1-52 
(esp.. 1 -8); and C. Wooten, "L e développement du style asiatique pendant 1 'époque hellénistique," 
RevueRevue des Études Grecques 88 (1975) 94-104. 

Seee esp. Rius-Camps (1979) 38-81 and 101-129. 

Seee esp. H.J. Sieben, "Di e Ignatianen als Briefe: einige formkritisch e Bemerkungen,"  VC 32 
(1978)) 1-18. 
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latterr Ignatius requests them to send messengers to the church in Antioch of Syria 
(Phh 10:1; Sm 11:1; Pol 7:1).'28 However, the change from a petition for prayer 
too a request to visit the Antiochene community is perfectly explicable by the fact 
thatt it was only in Troas that Ignatius heard that the church in Antioch was at 
peace.. The fact that in the letters from Troas the phrase "Antioch of Syria" is used 
inn stead of a mere "Syria" can probably also be explained from the different 
context.. The joyful message from Antioch focused Ignatius*  attention to this centre 
off  Syrian Christianity (see further chap. 2.7.3). Rius-Camps, however, thinks that 
"Antiochh of Syria" is an anachronism. The term is supposed to imply a more 
advancedd church order in which the bishop is head of a city community and not 
thee overseer of a larger area (see also "bishop of Syria" in Rm 2:2). This explana-
tionn is farfetched, if not based on false ideas about the development of Christian 
episcopacy.. In any event, the simple designation "Syria" is also used in the letters 
writtenn from Troas (Ph 11:1; Sm 11:2; Pol 7:2; 8:2). 

Second,, according to Rius-Camps - and other scholars - there also exists a 
discrepancyy between Rm and the other six letters.129 Rius-Camps, for instance, 
pointss out that Rm 2:2 is the only place where Ignatius calls himself "bishop" 
(é7uaico7to<;),, in the other letters he calls himself "fellow-slave" (auvSouAxx;) of 
thee deacons (Eph 2:1; Mg 2; Ph 4; Sm 12:2). Rius-Camps explains this peculiarity 
ass follows: 1. the interpolator of the letters did not know Rm and therefore was 
ignorantt of the fact that Ignatius was a bishop; 2. the interpolator inferred that 
Ignatiuss was a deacon from Ignatius' self-effacement in the letters. The first 
suppositionn is purely hypothetical, the second completely unconvincing. Moreover, 
thee fact that Ignatius called himself a fellow-slave of the deacons certainly does 
nott necessarily imply that he was a deacon himself. 

e)) Literary Obligations.™ In contrast with many other early Christian writings, 
thee seven letters of Ignatius lack extensive scriptural quotations. Ignatius only 
twicee uses the word yeypanxai to introduce an explicit quotation (Eph 5:3 and 
Mgg 12:1). In Eph 5:3, Ignatius states: "For it is written: God resists the arrogant 
(yéypaTtxaii  yap 'YTtepriqxivoiq ó öeöq avTixdaaeTai)." This seems to be a 
quotationn of Prov 3:34: "The Lord resists the arrogant (ic\3pio<; U7iepr|<pavoi<; 
dvxiTdoaexai).""  Yet this maxim was very well-known in early Christianity,131 

and,, therefore, it is quite possible that Ignatius knew it by hear-say. In any event, 

1/88 Rius-Camps (1979) 28-34. 
1299 Rius-Camps (1979) 34-38. See also Bruston (1897) 30-35; Völter (1910) 68; and Weijenborg 

(1969)) 66. 
1300 See most recently Munier (1993) 388-398; and cf. J.D.M. Derret, "Scripture and Norms in the 

Apostolicc Fathers," ANRW Principat 27,1: Religion (Berlin 1993) 673-676 and B.M. Metzger, 
TheThe Canon of the New Testament (Oxford 1987) 44-49. 

1311 Cf. Jas 4:6, 1 Pet 5:5, J Clem. 30:2, Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 3.6 and 4.17 (GCS 15.218 
andd 295): "(ó) Seöq Cmepr|<pdvoiq dtvxitdaaeTai.." This is even closer to Ignatius than the 
LXXX text of Proverbs. 
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thee phrase seems too succinct to necessitate a direct literary dependence. The same 
probablyy holds true for a second quotation from Proverbs (18:17) in Mg 12:1: "As 
itt is written: The just man is his own accuser (éq yéypanxai, Öxi ó 8ucaio<; 
èauTOöö Kaxfiyopo^)." Although in this case the saying is not quoted by other 
earlyy Christian authors, the proverbial character of the saying makes it again quite 
feasiblee that Ignatius knew it from popular Christian (moral) preaching. 

Besidess these two instances, there is only one other passage which possibly 
couldd be called something more than an allusion or reminiscence. In Tr 8:2 
Ignatiuss concludes his plea to give no pretext to the gentiles with the words: "For, 
woee to him through whom my name is slandered among any through folly (oóai 
yap,, 8t*  oO èitl jiaxaióxnxi xö ovo d̂ uou tni xivcov pAacKprmeixai)." 
Althoughh this passage is not marked as scriptural reference by the conventional 
introductoryy formula yéypa7txai, the usage of the word ydp and the personal 
pronounn jaou make it clear that it should be understood as such. The scriptural text 
cann be found in Isa 52:5 'Through you my name is continually slandered among 
thee nations (8i' ü\iac, Sid navzöq TO övojad jxou pXaacprjp-e ixai év zoiq 
ëOveaiv).""  Yet again, it must be doubted whether Ignatius knew this profetie 
complaintt from a personal reading of the Old Testament. The Ignatian formulation 
differss considerably from the LXX. Moreover, this passage from Isaiah is used 
veryy frequently in early Christian literature, beginning with Paul. Most often the 
quotationss are much closer to the text of the LXX than in Ignatius.132 

Sincee other quotations than these two - or three - are missing, it is extremely 
difficultt to determine with which literary documents Ignatius was familiar. The 
sparsityy of direct and extensive quotations may be due to the fact that Ignatius 
probablee wrote the letters in a hurry without any manuscripts at hand. In any 
event,, other (possible) reminiscences to the Old Testament cannot be marked as 
quotations,1333 the same holds true for all (possible) allusions to other early 
Christiann authors. Despite these difficulties, there has been much scholarly debate 
onn the question of Ignatius*  sources. In what follows, I will briefly mention the 
mostt important of these investigations and their findings. 

Mostt scholars agree that Ignatius knew at least some of the letters of Paul, 
andd was especially fond of Paul's first letter to the Corinthians.134 A special -

Seee e.g. Rom 2:24; 1 Tim 6:1; Titus 2:5; 2 2 Pet 2:2; Rev 16:9; / Clem. 1:1; 2 Clem. 13:2; PPkil. 
10:3;;  and Justin Dial. 17:2 (Goodspeed 110). Cf. Schoedel (1985) 150-151. 

Cf.. Eph 15:1 (Ps 32:9; 148:5); Mg 10:3 (Isa 66:18); 13:1 (Ps 1:3); Rm 7:2 (Zech 14:8); Ph 7:1 
(Isaa 58:6); and Sm 1:2 (Isa 5:26; 11:12; etc). See further  for  Ignatius' relationship to the OT e.g.: 
W.R.. Inge, "Ignatius, "  in: The New Testament in the Apostolic Fathers (by a Committee of the 
Oxfordd Society of Historical Theology; Oxford 1905) 63-64; J. Klevinghaus, Die theologische 
StellungStellung der Apostolischen Voter zur alttestamentlichen Offenbarung (Gutersloh 1948) 78-112; 
H.. Rathke, Ignatius von Antiochien und die Paulusbriefe (Berlin 1967) 23-26; Bommes (1976) 
114-118;;  Trevett (1992) 25-26; and Munier  (1993) 388-391. 

Seee R.M. Grant, "Hermeneutics and Traditio n in Ignatius of Antioch. A Methodological Investi-
gation,""  in: Ermeneutica e Tradizione (Padova 1963) 191: "Ther e are no fewer  than 46 allusions 
too 1 Corinthians in Ignatius' letters;"  cf. R.M. Grant, "Scriptur e and Traditio n in St. Ignatius of 
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butt unconvincing - plea has been made by John Knox for Ignatius' calculated 
usagee of Paul's letter to Philemon in his own letter to the Ephesians.135 More-
over,, some scholars have argued that Ignatius also knew one or more of the 
Deutero-Paulinee letters. Most importantly, some have claimed that Ignatius was 
familiarr with the Deutero-Pauline letter to the Ephesians. They especially pointed 
too the similarities between the opening of Ignatius' letter to the Ephesians and that 
off  Paul's letter to the Ephesians.136 Yet, the evidence seems inconclusive. 

Too what extent Ignatius had first hand knowledge of the synoptic tradition 
iss unclear. The closest resemblances are with the Gospel of Matthew, but whether 
Ignatiuss was dependent on the canonical gospel or pre-Matthean traditions remains 
objectt of debate in modern scholarship.137 The closest correspondences with the 
redactionall  material of Matthew can be found in Sm 1:1 (Mt 3:15) and Ph 3:1 (Mt 
15:13).. Ignatius' dependence on the Gospel of Luke cannot be ruled out complete-

Antioch,""  CBQ 25 (1963) 323. See further E. von der Goltz, Ignatius von Antiochien als Christ 
undund Theologe (Leipzig 1894) 99-118; Inge (1905) 64-75; C.C. Richardson, The Christianity of 
IgnatiusIgnatius of Antioch (New York 1935) 60-67; A.E. Bamett, Paul Becomes A Literary Influence 
(Chicagoo 1941); R. Bultmann, "Ignatius und Paulus," in: Studia Paulina, in Honorem Johannes 
dede Zwaan Septuagenerii (Haarlem 1953) 37-51; G.F. Snyder, The Continuity of Early Christian-
ity:ity:  A Study of Ignatius in Relation to Paul (Diss.; Princeton 1961); Rathke (1967); Paulsen 
(1978)) 32-36; A. Lindemann, Paulus im altesten Christentum (Tubingen 1979) 199-221; E. 
Dassmann,, Der Stachel im Fleisch. Paulus in der Jrühchristlichen Literatur bis Irendus (Munster 
1979)) 126-149; K. Aland, "Das Corpus Paulinum in 2. Jahrhundert," in: A.M. Ritter, ed„ 
KerygmaKerygma und Logos (Göttingen 1979) 29-48; E. Massaux, L'influence de l'évangile de Saint 
MatthieuMatthieu sur la littérature chrétienne avant Saint Irénée (Réimpression anastatique présentée par 
F.. Neirynck; supplément bibliographic 1950-1985 par B. Dehandschutter; BETL 75; Leuven 
1986)) 117-130; A. Lindemann, "Paul in the Writings of the Apostolic Fathers," in: W. Babcock, 
ed.,, Paul and the Legacies of Paul (Dallas 1990) 25-45; Trevett (1992) 19-20; and Munier (1993) 
391-393.. W. Schneemelcher, "Paulus in der griechischen Kirche des zweiten Jahrhunderts," ZKG 
755 (1964) 1-20 is one of the very few scholars who argues that Ignatius did not know any of the 
Paulinee epistles. 

J.. Knox, Philemon among the Letters of Paul: A New View of its Place and Importance (Nash-
vill ee 1959) 50-56. See for a critique: J.W. Martens, "Ignatius and Onesimus: John Knox 
Reconsidered,""  Second Century 9 (1992) 73-86. 

Comparee Eph inscr with NT Eph 1:3-23. Pro a literary dependence e.g. Inge (1905) 67-69; cf. 
alsoo Schoedel (1985) 37; contra e.g.: Von der Goltz (1894) 103-105. Some scholars have also 
referredd to correspondences with the pastoral epistles, see e.g. Inge (1905) 71-73. Moreover, 
Lightfoott (1889) 2.275 states with regard to Ph 9:1: "Ignatius must have had the Epistle to the 
Hebrewss in his mind;" contra this view e.g. Inge (1905) 75. 

Pre-Mattheann traditions: J. Smit Sibinga, "Ignatius and Matthew," NovTS (1966) 263-83; H. 
Koester,, Synoptische Öberlieferung bei den Apostolischen Vatern (Tubingen 1971); C. Trevett, 
"Approachingg Matthew from the Second Century: The Under-Used Ignatian Correspondence," 
JSNTJSNT 20 (1984) 59-67; and Trevett (1992) 22-23. Canonical gospel: Massaux (1986) 94-107; 
W.D.. Köhkr , Die Rezeption des Matthdusevangeliums in der Zeit vor Irendus (Tubingen 1987) 
73-96;; and J.P. Meier, "Matthew and Ignatius: A Response to William R. Schoedel," in: D.L. 
Balch,, ed., Social History of the Matthean Community: Cross-disciplinary Approaches (Minnea-
poliss 1991) 178-186. Schoedel argues that Ignatius knew both, see W.R. Schoedel, "Ignatius and 
thee Reception of the Gospel of Matthew in Antioch," in: D.L. Balch, ed., Social History of the 
MattheanMatthean Community: Cross-disciplinaryApproaches(Mmncapo\is 1991) 129-177; and Schoedel 
(1993)) 345. Others leave the question undecided, see e.g. Inge (1905) 76-79. 

135 5 

136 6 

137 7 
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ly.. Most important in this regard is a passage in Sm 3:2. Some scholars have 
arguedd for a direct dependence on Luke 24:39.l38 

Itt is quite obvious that there is some affinity between the letters of Ignatius 
andd the Gospel of John (see esp. Rm 7:2-3; Ph 7:1; and 9:1). Yet, there are no 
directt quotations. Thus, a literary dependence on the Gospel of John cannot be 
proven.1399 The evidence for Ignatius' knowledge of any of the catholic epistles 
iss very meagre, although there are some parallels with the Johannine epistles.140 

Lastly,, the correspondences between Ignatius' letters and the Revelation of John 
seemm to be very slight.141 

Off  course, none of these parallels with the New Testament can give us a clue 
concerningg the authenticity or a more exact date of the Ignatian letters. Of more 
importancee in this respect are the correspondences with other writings from the 
corpuss of the Apostolic Fathers. 

Manyy scholars suggested that Ignatius' letter to the Romans gives evidence 
off  firsthand knowledge of the letter of the Christian community of Rome to the 
Corinthianss - known as The First Letter of Clement -, but the evidence seems, 
oncee more, inconclusive.142 There are also some parallels between the letters of 
Ignatiuss and the Didache, but it seems most likely that these correspondences go 

Seee e.g. Grant (1963) 195 and cf. Paulsen (1978) 39-41, 141-142. Other scholars have opposed 
thiss view, see e.g. Schoedel (1985) 226-227; and Massaux (1986) 109-110. 

Neverthelesss many scholars have judged a literary dependence on the Gospel of John probable, 
seee e.g. P. Dietze, "Die Briefe des Ignatius und das Johannesevangelium," TSK 78 (1905) 563-
603;; Inge (1905) 81-83; H.J. Bradsley, "The Testimony of Ignatius and Polycarp to the writings 
off  St. John," JTS 14 (1913) 207-220; Idem, "The Testimony of Ignatius and Polycarp to the 
Apostleshipp of St. John," .775 14 (1913) 489-499; W. von Loewenich, Das Johannes-verstandnis 
imim zweiten Jahrhundert (Gieszen 1932) 25-38; Richardson (1935) 68-75; W.J. Burghardt, "Did 
Saintt Ignatius of Antioch Know the Fourth Gospel?," TS 1 (1940) 1-26; 130-156; C. Maurer, 
IgnatiusIgnatius von Antioch und das Johannesevangelium (Zurich 1949); F.M. Braun, Jean Ie Théolo-
giengien et son Évangile dans l'Église ancienne (2 vols.; Paris 1959) 1.270-282; and Grant (1963) 
325.. Contra a literary dependence: Von der Goltz (1894) 118-144; and Schoedel (1993) 306-307. 
Cf.. further H. Koester, "Geschichte und Kultus im Johannesevangelium und bei Ignatius von 
Antiochien,""  ZTK 54 (1957) 56-69; Paulsen (1978) 36-37; Massaux (1986) 112-117; and Trevett 
(1992)) 20-22. 

Comparee e.g. Eph 14:2 with 1 John 3:4-10; and see further S.E. Johnson, "Parallels between the 
Letterss of Ignatius and the Johannine Epistles," in: E. Conrad and E. Newing, eds., Perspectives 
onon Language and Text (Winona Lake 1987) 327-338. 

Seee C. Trevett, "Apocalypse, Ignatius, Montanism: Seeking the Seeds," VC 43 (1989) 313-338; 
andd Idem, "The Other Letters of the Churches of Asia: Apocalypse and Ignatius of Antioch," 
y#VT377 (1989) 117-135. 

Proo a literary dependence on / Clement: Fischer (1993) 123; C. Trevett, "Ignatius 'To the 
Romans'' and / Clement 54-56," PC 43 (1989) 35-52; F.W. Norris, "Ignatius, Polycarp, and I 
Clement:: Walter Bauer Reconsidered," VC 30 (1976) 23-44; W. Bauer, Orthodoxy and Heresy 
inin Earliest Christianity (Philadelphia 1971) 120ff; and O. Perler, "Ignatius von Antiochien und 
diee römische Christengemeinde," Divus Thomas 22 (1944) 413-451. Contra: K. Beyschlag, 
ClemensClemens Romanus und der Frühkatholizismus (Tubingen 1966) 299-306. 
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backk to common traditions.143 Vólter thought that a dependence on Barnabas and 
thee Shepherd of Hermas was likely.144 Most striking is the use of the phrase 
kXnxqkXnxq \x.zxa\oiaq both in the letters of Ignatius (Eph 10:1) and the apocalyps of 
HermasHermas (62:4 and 73:2). Yet, the phrase may very well have its background in 
commonn tradition. The other parallels with these two apostolic writings are not 
veryy close. Lastly, the correspondences between Ignatius' letters and Polycarp's 
letterr to the Philippians are not very impressive and usually explained from the 
factt that Polycarp must have been well-known with the letters of his fellow-bishop 
Ignatius.145 5 

Referencess to other Christian writings from the second century CE or later 
cannott be found in the letters. As we have seen (§ 2.5c), Rius-Camps thought that 
hee could identify the influence of the Didascalia Apostolorum in the forged parts 
off  the seven letters. Yet Brent (1991) has convincingly shown that Rius-Camps' 
observationss are not tenable (see n. 53). 

Lastly,, the possibility that Ignatius was influenced by so-called Hellenistic Jewish 
writingss should be considered briefly. Many scholars, among whom most of the 
commentatorss on the letters of Ignatius, have referred to parallels with the Odes 
ofof Solomon™*" and the Wisdom of Solomon.147 Yet, a literary dependence seems 
unlikely. . 

Thee affinity between the letters of Ignatius and the Hellenistic-Jewish work 
calledd 4 Maccabees has played a special role in the authenticity debate.148 Joly 
arguedd that the congeniality is so close that the author of the Ignatian letters must 
havee known 4 Maccabees by heart or must have carried a copy of it with him. 
Becausee both of these possibilities are quite unlikely, Joly came to the conclusion 
thatt the Ignatian letters are "une littérature de cabinet," i.e. a forgery. Joly did not 
offerr a careful comparison of the two writings and bases his observations largely 
onn the famous study of Perler. Perler, however, had been far more cautious in 
statingg the dependency of Ignatius on 4 Maccabees. More recently, scholars - as 

Seee C.N. Jefford, "Did Ignatius of Antioch Know the Didache?," in: idem, ed., The Didache in 
ContextContext (Leiden 1995)330-351. 

Votterr (1910) 116-120. See concerning Hermas also Joly (1979) 56-57; and Zahn (1873) 618-
621. . 

Seee e.g. Lightfoot (1889) 1.136, 335-337; and for a different view e.g. A. Faivre and C. Faivre, 
"Genesee d'un texte et recours aux écritures. Ignace, aux Ephésiens 14,1-16,2," RevScRel 65 
(1991)) 173-196. 

Seee e.g. J. de Zwaan, "Ignatius and the Odist," The American Journal of Theology 15 (1911) 
617-625;; H. Schlier, Religionsgeschichtliche Untersuchungen zu den Ignatiusbriefen (Giessen 
1929)) passim; R.M. Grant, "The Odes of Solomon and the Church in Antioch," JBL 63 (1944) 
363-377;; Corwin (1960) esp. 72-80; Paulsen (1978) 31; and Trevett (1992) 24. 

Seee also A. Cabaniss, "Wisdom 18:14f.: An Early Christmas Text," VC 10 (1956) 97-102 on Eph 
19:11 and Wis 18:14-15. 

Jolyy (1979) 93-98; cf. Perler (1949); Grant (1963a) 325; Baumeister (1980) 287-288; Trevett 
(1992)) 24-25; and Hübner (1997) 64. 
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itt seems: rightly - have been quite sceptic about the probability that Ignatius knew 
44 Maccabees,m 

Inn sum, despite many detailed studies of Ignatius' sources, there simply seems to 
bee no conclusive evidence that Ignatius made direct use of literary documents in 
writingg his letters. Most likely, this peculiarity - especially in comparison with 
contemporaryy Christian letters such as PPhil and especially I Clem. - is due to 
hiss predicament as a prisoner. Moreover, the absence of any direct quotations from 
thee New Testament makes it unlikely that the letters are falsifications from the 
latterr half of the second century CE. It seems improbable that a forger from this 
agee would have resisted the temptation of embellishing the letters with scriptural 
quotations.. Thus the investigations into Ignatius' sources offer strong circumstan-
tiall  evidence of the authenticity of the seven letters of the MR.150 On the other 
hand,, this overview has made it clear that Ignatius was familiar with a wide 
varietyy of early Christian traditions and had at least some (indirect) knowledge of 
thee Old Testament. 

f)) Gnosticism. The gnostic sounding ideas and terms in the Ignatian epistles often 
havee drawn the attention of scholars. Especially well-known are the monographs 
off  Bartsch and Schlier.15' The important question is whether the letters point to 
aa stage of gnosticism from a later date. As we already saw, some scholars -
namelyy Joly, Hiibner, and Lechner - definitely do think so.152 They refer to 
conceptss such as 9eoö yvó)ai<;, &7io5u!>A,io>ió<;, (piXouXxw;, urjxavfj, and the 
oppositionn of XP °̂"1? &*&  <?vm<; in Tr 1:1.153 It may be true that some of these 
conceptss only reappear in the later gnostic traditions of the second century CE. 
However,, it is doubtful whether this observation suffices to conclude that Ignatius 
shouldd be situated in the later half of the second century CE. It should be noted 1. 
thatt our sources for the early second century CE are too limited to draw definite 
conclusionss with regard to the question whether vocabulary is anachronistic or not; 
andd 2. that Ignatius seems to use these terms in a rather different, less speculative, 
wayy (cf. also § 4.2g). 

Seee e.g. J.W. van Henten, "Zut n Einfluss jüdischer  Martyrie n auf die Literatu r  des frühen 
Christentums,, II . Die Apostolischen Vater,"  ANRJV Principal 27,1: Religion (Berlin 1993) 711-
713;;  and G.W. Bowersock, Martyrdom and Rome (Cambridge 1995) 77-81. 

Inn contrast, the LR contains many explicit quotations. Phrases such as "th e Lord says"  or  "Paul 
says""  are abundant. 

Schlierr  (1929); and H.W. Bartsch, Gnostisches Gut und Gemeindetradition bei Ignatius von 
AntiochienAntiochien (Giitersloh 1940). Neither  of these scholars challenges the authenticity of the letters 
inn their  MR form. See for  a discussion of these works: L.W. Bamard, "Th e Background of St. 
Ignatiuss of Antioch,"  VC 17 (1963) 193-206; Grant (1963b) 184-186; and further  chap. 2.3.1-2. 

Jolyy (1979) 87-91; HQbner  (1997) 66; and Lechner  (1999). Cf. § 2.5b, d-e. 

Seee on this last couple also W.R. Schoedel, "Blameless Mind 'Not on Loan* but 'By Nature' 
(Ignatiuss Trail . 1:1),"  JTS 15 (1964) 308-316. 
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g)) Theological Polemics.154 To situate Ignatius in a certain era, it is important 
too identify which heresies he was combatting. Two elements are prominent in 
Ignatius'' polemics: 1. the rebuttal of judaizing tendencies, and 2. the rejoinder of 
aa docetic christology. 

Lightfoot,, herein following Zahn and others, argued that both - the anti-
judaizingg as well as the anti-docetic polemics - were directed to the beliefs of one 
andd the same group: a Gnostic kind of Judaism.155 He saw this as an indication 
off  the early date of the Ignatian letters, because the earliest forms of Christian 
Gnosticismm were - according to him - "Judaic" (he points to Colossians and the 
Pastorall  epistles). This hypothesis is precarious. In more recent scholarship the 
vieww that Ignatius actually combats two different groups - Judaizers and docetists 
-- has found more adherents.156 Nevertheless, it must be noted that Ignatius' anti-
judaizingg polemics make more sense if the letters are situated at the beginning of 
thee second century rather than the end of the second century CE. 

Itt is difficult to situate the docetism which Ignatius fights over against the 
doceticc heresies of which we know from later authors, such as Irenaeus. It seems 
clearr that Ignatius does not deal with more developed docetic christologies such 
ass those of Saturninus, Basilides, Marcion, Valentinus, or Marcus. We have seen 
thatt some scholars - e.g. Völter (§ 2.4), Hübner (§ 2.5d), and Lechner (§ 2.5e) -
arguedd that the letters do criticize the latter three heretics. Yet, despite some 
similarityy in terminology, the differences are considerable.157 The correspondence 
withh a kind of docetism as combatted in the Johannine epistles seems much 
closer.158 8 

AA special case is a passage in Mg 8:2 which reads in the Greek (and Latin) 
manuscripts:: "There is one God who revealed himself through Jesus Christ his son, 
whoo is his eternal Word which did not proceed from silence (etc; deóq èaxiv, ó 
(pavEpcóaaqq èaircöv 8id 'rnaoü Xpiaxoü xoö uiou aóxoö, ö<; èaxiv auxoö 
Xóyoc,Xóyoc, atSioc; OÓK &7iö aiyfjc; 7tpoeA,öóv)." The text, in this form, may seem to 
bee a refutation of the Valentinian theories concerning the procreation of divine 
aeons.. Consequently, the passage has sometimes been interpreted as evidence of 

datee of the Ignatian letters.159 Yet, two remarks must be made. 

Seee Trevett (1992) 147-215; Schoedel (1993) 301-304; and Munier (1993) 398-413 for recent 
overviews. . 

Lightfoott (1889) 1.373-382; and Zahn (1873) 356-99. 

Seee Schoedel (1993) 303 and literature there cited. Richardson (1935) 52 and Schoedel (1985) 
118,124,, 200 made the plausible suggestion that the connection between the doctrines of the two 
groupss was constructed by Ignatius. 

Cf.. e.g. Von Hamack (1958) 389: "Nach c. 140 hat kein Christ, kein im Namen eines Ignatius 
schreibenderr Pseudo-ignatius die Irrlehrer und Irrlehren so charakterisiren können, wie Ignatius 
ess thut." 

Seee e.g. Munier (1993) 409-410 and Trevett (1992) 165-166. 

Seee already e.g. De Larroque (1674); Hilgenfeld (1902) 279-280; and Delafosse (1927) 60-65; 
andd more recently Joly (1979) 71-73; and Hübner (1997) 51-52. 
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First,, at closer scrutiny it seems unlikely that this passage is a rebuttal of 
Valentiniann speculation. For Valentinus, 1. did not identify the aeon Logos with 
thee aeon Christ, and 2. did not claim that the aeon Logos came forth from the aeon 
SigeSige (Silence). Rather Valentinus asserted that Logos had come forth from Nous 
andd Aletheia, which in turn had come forth from the Supreme Father, Bythos, and 
Sige.Sige.160160 Second, Zahn, Lightfoot and others have argued convincingly that the 
twoo words &t5io<; OÓK were inserted later.161 Ignatius simply uses one of his 
favouritee themes - namely that of word versus deed, and speech versus silence (cf. 
e.g.. Eph 15:2 and 19:1) - to speak metaphorically about the incarnation of Jesus 
Christ.1622 This view rightly has been accepted by almost all recent scholars. 

h)) Church Order.163 This subject has been the major point of many antagonists 
off  the authenticity of the letters. They saw the letters as a forgery to propagate a 
hierarchicall  church order with one bishop at the top. The amount of literature on 
thiss theme in the Ignatian letters is impressive. 

Yett the problem is that it seems impossible to get a clear picture of how 
soonn and in what form hierarchical church structures developed in different areas 
inn the first and second century CE. Due to this confusion, some scholars concur 
thatt Ignatius' church order is only one step beyond that of the Pastoral epistles, 
whereass other scholars claim that Ignatius' *'universal monepiscopacy" is only 
imaginablee at the end of the second century CE. It seems that neither of these 
positionss can offer any conclusive evidence. 

Nevertheless,, it must be noted that Ignatius' conception of monepiscopacy 
-- contrary to what is sometimes asserted - is still far removed from the notion of 
aa monarchical episcopate which, for instance, can be found in the third century 
Didascalia.Didascalia.11****  Notably, Ignatius stresses the close bond between bishop, presby-
terss and deacons. Moreover, the later popular notion of an apostolic succession -
foundd in writers such as Irenaeus and Hippolytus - seems unknown to Ignatius. 
Rather,, he identifies the presbyters with the apostles (e.g. Mg 6:1)! 

Thee precise role of Sige in the procreation of the aeons is not always clear; see e.g. the texts 
mentionedd by J.N.D. Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines (London 5I977) 23-24; and cf. Vogt 
(1999)) 52-53. Rightly the latter scholar also remarks that the Gnostic aeons are normally referred 
too with an article. 

Seee Zahn (1876) 36-37 and Lightfoot (1889) 2.126-128. The text without the words dtfiioq OOK 
cann only be found in the Armenian and Arabic versions and in a quotation in Severus, see 
Lightfoott (1889) 1.181. 

Cf.. in response to Hiibner: Lindemann (1997) 187-188; Edwards (1998) 222-224; and Vogt 
(1999)) 50-53. See about the word ~ deed theme also chap. 3.6.4c. 

Seee Munier (1993) 413-424 for a recent discussion of the literature. 

Seee Schóllgen (1998) 24-25; and esp. C. Uhrig, Sorgejur die Einheit iiber die die nichts geht. Zum 
episkopalenepiskopalen Selbstverstandnis des Ignatius von Antiochien (Altenberge 1998). 
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i)) Personality. Both Ignatius' eagerness for a violent death and his self-effacement 
havee been used as arguments in the authenticity debate. I already referred to Völter 
whoo judged Ignatius' eagerness to be unworthy of a real martyr. More recently this 
vieww was reiterated by Joly.165 Of course, this introductory chapter is not the 
properr place to refute this opinion. I can only hope to have come to some definite 
conclusionss concerning this point at the end of this study. With regard to the 
secondd alleged peculiarity of Ignatius' personality, it should be stated that the 
strongg language of self-depreciation is not as unique as some have thought. One 
couldd point to similar language in, for instance, Paul (see further chap. 2.7.4). 
Moreover,, the crucial question here is whether it is less problematic to assume that 
aa forger was the creator of these "extreme" utterances of humility. 

4.34.3 Conclusion 
Thee abundance and variety of the internal evidence against the authenticity of the 
letterss may seem impressive to some. However, it must not be forgotten that for 
centuriess scholars have tried very hard to find ever new arguments to challenge the 
authenticityy of the letters. Consequently, many of these points are quite farfetched. 
Overalll  the authenticity of the seven letters in the MR has not been successfully 
discredited.. There are no anomalies and anachronisms which conclusively prove 
thatt the seven letters do not belong to the beginning of the second century CE. 

Moreover,, there is a strong argument against the opinion that the seven 
letterss are a pseudepigraphical corpus. In early Christian literature there is not one 
examplee of a similar body of pseudepigraphical letters. When the early church was 
inn need of a document which could authenticate some theological viewpoints or 
matterss of church order, it fabricated works such as the Deutero-Pauline letters or 
thee Didache, i.e. writings which could claim the authority of the apostles or their 
pupils.. In the seven letters Ignatius never claims such an authority for himself. On 
thee contrary. He often emphasizes that he is not an apostle (cf. chap. 2.7.4a). 

5.. THE DATE OF THE AUTHENTIC LETTERS 

Inn this last paragraph, the question of the possible date of the seven letters remains 
too be discussed. If these seven letters are accepted as authentic, it seems reasonable 
-- on the basis of the external and especially the internal evidence - to place them 
inn the first half of the second century CE. Are there any clues to establish a more 
exactt date? Within the letters themselves there are not.166 The external evidence 

Jolyy (1979) 110. 

See,, however, S.L. Davies, "Predicament of Ignatius of Antioch," VC 30 (1976) 175-180. From 
severall  peculiarities in the letters (i.e. Ignatius' freedom to meet fellow-Christians along the way, 
hiss belief that the Roman community could set him free, etc.) Davies infers that Ignatius was not 
yett sentenced to death. Davies concludes that Ignatius had merely been indicted by a legate of 
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iss limited in this respect. Yet there are several early Christian church historians and 
hagiographistss who give a more exact date of Ignatius' death in Rome. Let me 
mentionn the five earliest and most important of these. 

Inn his Chronicon Eusebius of Caesarea referred to the death of Ignatius in 
aa note inserted in his list after the tenth year of Trajan (107-108 CE).167 In his 
DeDe Viris Illustrious Jerome assigned Ignatius' execution more definitely to the 
tenthh year of Trajan.168 Both versions of the Acts of the Martyrdom of Ignatius 
mentionn the ninth year of Trajan (106-107 CE).169 And lastly, in his Chrono-
graphiagraphia John Malalas dates Ignatius' execution in the 164th year according to the 
reckoningg of the Antiochenes (115 CE).170 

Thus,, it appears that there have been two major traditions with regard to the 
exactt date of Ignatius' execution. The first gives a date around 107 CE, the second 
situatess Ignatius' death some eight years later in 115 CE. In this paragraph, I will 
firstt deal with Eusebius (§ 5.1), whose Chronicon seems to have been the source 
forr the first tradition. Subsequently, I will look at John Malalas (§ 5.2), who seems 
too be the only representative of the second tradition. 

5.15.1 The Testimony of Eusebius 
Thee slight variations in the first tradition can be explained from the fact that both 
Jeromee and the authors of the two Acts of the Martyrdom of Ignatius seem to have 
beenn dependent on the information as found in Eusebius' Chronicon, which is 
inexact.1711 In the original version of Eusebius' Chronicon, the death of Ignatius 

thee governor of Syria who had no authority to pass the death penalty. Because of the absence of 
thee governor and social unrest in Antioch, the legate had shipped Ignatius off to Rome to be 
executedd under the authority of the emperor himself. In 113 Trajan was still in Rome and the 
governorr of Syria, Julius Quadratus Bassos, was probably in Dacia organizing the XIII Germina 
legionn which was stationed in Dacia. Thus, according to Davies, 113 must be the yeaT of 
Ignatius'' death. Unfortunately, this argumentation seems to be based on a wrong assessment of 
thee alleged anomalies in the letters (see § 4.2), and on sometimes very fragile historical evidence, 
seee Trevett (1992) 5. 

Eusebius'' Chronicon is only extant in Jerome's revision of the Chronicon (GCS 47.194) and an 
Armeniann translation (GCS 20.218). 

DeDe Vir. III.  16 (PL 23.635): "He suffered in the tenth year of Trajan and the remains of his body 
liee in Antioch in the cemetery outside the Daphnitic gate {passus est anno decimo Trajani et 
reliquiaereliquiae corporis eius in Antiochia iacent extra portram Daphniciticam in coemeterio)." Yet, 
somee manuscripts have "undecimo" instead of "decimo." 

Mart.Mart. Ign. Ant. 2 (Funk-Diekamp 2.326) and Mart. Ign. Rom. 1 (Funk-Diekamp 2.340): "In the 
ninthh year of the reign of Trajan (êv Ëtei éwdt<j> xf\q fkxoiXeictq Tpaïavoö)." 

ChronographiaChronographia 11 (PG 97.417B): "On the 13th of the month Apelaeus, which is also December, 
onn the first day of the week, after cock-row, in the 164th year according to the reckoning of the 
Antiocheness (6TOÜ<; xP1\i lc'L" tKovxo<i P£8' icata toö̂  aOtoog " AvuoxeÏQ), two years after 
thee arrival of the most divine king Trajan in the East." 

Itt seems quite evident that Jerome, as translator and revisor of the Chronicon  ̂was dependent on 
Eusebius.. See Lightfoot (1889) 2.450 for arguments that the authors of the Acts of Martyrdom 
weree too. 
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seemss not to have been linked to a specific date. Eusebius merely seems to have 
mentionedd it together with some other facts in a note placed in the list somewhere 
aroundd the tenth year of Trajan.172 

Sincee Eusebius is the basic source of the first tradition, his testimony should 
bee evaluated carefully. It has been debated in modern scholarship to what extent 
Eusebius**  information is trustworthy. The first to doubt Eusebius' accuracy was 
Adolff  von Harnack who wrote a monograph on the issue (1878).173 Von Harnack 
tookk the Armenian version of the Chronicon as starting-point of his investigation. 
Hee concluded that the list of Antiochene bishops in the Chronicon is an artificial 
arrangementt with no historical value. He claimed that Eusebius had simply linked 
thee chronology of Antioch to that of Rome, placing the ascession of each Antioch-
enee bishop - at least with regard to the early Antiochene bishops - one Olympiad 
(i.e.. 4 years) after that of some Roman bishop. He further asserted that for this 
proceduree Eusebius was probably dependent on the lost Chronicle of Julius 
Africanus,, who had used Olympiads in his arrangement of the dates. Von Harnack 
datedd the Ignatian letters on the strength of the internal evidence after 130 CE, i.e. 
inn the reign of Hadrian, or even Antoninus Pius. Yet, later Von Harnack partly 
retractedd his views. In his well-known study on the chronology of early Christian 
literaturee (first edition: 1897) he came to the conclusion: "Somit is gegen die 
Tradition,, Ignatius sei unter Trajan Martyrer geworden, ein schlagendes Argument 
nichtt geitend zu machen."174 On grounds of the internal evidence he argued for 
aa date in the latter half of Trajan's reign (i.e. 110-117 CE). 

Funk,, Lightfoot, and others have showed that Von Harnack's reconstruction 
off  Eusebius' artificial organisation of the Antiochene episcopal list is not without 
itss difficulties.175 Most importantly, the period between the accession of a Roman 
andd an Antiochene bishop is only in fifty  percent of the instances precisely four 
years.. Moreover, it should be noted that Von Harnack had worked with the dates 
ass given in the Armenian version of Eusebius' Chronicon, but it seems that the 
Latinn version of Jerome is a more reliable source for Eusebius' original list. 

Moree recently, Charles Munier has worked exclusively with the Latin version 
off  Jerome.176 He pointed out that in this Latin version the accessions of the first 
sevenn bishops of Antioch - namely: Euodius, Ignatius, Hero, Cornelius, Eros, 
Theophilus,, and Maximinus - synchronize with the accessions of certain Roman 
bishops.. Thus, the accession of Ignatius is placed in the same year as that of Linus 

Cf.. e.g. A.A. Mosshammer, The Chronicle of Eusebius and Greek Chronographic Tradition 
(Lewisburgg 1979) 29-83 and Lechner (1999) 82-93. 

A.. von Harnack, Die Zeit des Ignatius und die Chronologie der antiochenischen Bischöfe, 
(Leipzigg 1878). 

Seee Von Harnack (1958) 381-406 (quotation on p. 406). 

Seee Funk (1883) 124-133; Lightfoot (1889) 2.448-472; and references to earlier responses there 
given. . 

C.. Munier, "A propos d'Ignace d'Antioche: observations sur la liste episcopale d'Anttoche," 
RevScRelRevScRel 55 (1981) 126-131. 
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inn Rome, the accession of Cornelius in the same year as that of Telesphorus, 
etc.1777 Yet, since - with regard to this early period - Eusebius knew more names 
off  Roman bishops than of Antiochene bishops, he could not just link one Roman 
bishopp with one Antiochene bishop. Rather the episcopate of Euodius corresponds 
withh that of one Roman bishop, the episcopate of Ignatius with that of four Roman 
bishops,, the episcopate of Hero, Cornelius, and Eros with that of two Roman 
bishops,, and the episcopate of Theophilus and Maximinus with that of one Roman 
bishop.. Thus, Munier believes to have discovered a simple artificial scheme in 
Eusebius'' list of the Antiochene bishops. He claims that it indicates the historical 
unreliabilityy of Eusebius' information. 

Yet,, Munier fails to observe that the synchronicity between the Antiochene 
andd Roman episcopal lists is breached in, at least, one instance.178 Hero, the 
successorr of Ignatius, becomes bishop in Antioch two years before Alexander in 
Rome.. It seems probable that this breach in synchronism must be explained from 
thee fact that Eusebius had independent information about the date of Ignatius' 
death,, and thus of Hero's accession! Moreover, it seems unlikely that Eusebius 
linkedd the accession of an Antiochene bishop with that of a Roman bishop quite 
att random. Probably he worked with traditional reminiscences. In any event, the 
dataa in the Eusebian list of early bishops of Antioch should not be characterized 
ass entirely fictitious. 

Eusebiuss situated Ignatius' execution in the reign of Trajan. This is clear from the 
Armeniann and the Latin version of his Chronicon as well as the account in his 
ChurchChurch History (see § 4.Id). It seems likely that in this respect Eusebius was 
dependentt on earlier sources. Yet Munier claimed that Eusebius was probably the 
firstfirst to place Ignatius' death in the reign of Trajan. He proposed an ingenious 
theoryy to explain on what grounds Eusebius made this choice.179 

Hee argues that Eusebius must have made his choice on the basis of written 
documents,, for Eusebius is "un érudit, un compilateur" who does not rely on oral 
tradition.. Munier suggests that in this specific case, this source was the note in 
Origen'ss Homilia in Lucam, which says that Ignatius died in the persecution (see 
quotationn in § 4.1c above). Munier argues that both in his Church History and 
ChroniconChronicon Eusebius culminates the persecutions against Christians in ten epochs, 
associatedd with the emperors Nero, Domitian, Trajan, Marcus Aurelius, Severus, 
Maximin,, Decius, Valerian, Aurelian, and Diocletian. Therefore, Munier infers, 
Eusebiuss could interpret Origen's reference to "the persecution" only in one way: 

177 7 

Munierr (1981) 127-128. Precisely the same was already pointed out by F.J.A. Hort in a personal 
communicationn quoted extensively by Lightfoot (1889) 2.463-467! 

178 8 
Anotherr instance may be the fact that Euodius became bishop in Antioch two years after Peter 
hadd become bishop in Rome, but see Lightfoot (1889) 2.465. 

179 9 

Cf.. also Lechner (1999) 113-114 who argues that Eusebius situated Ignatius' death in the reign 
off  Trajan on the basis of 1) an undated list of the bishops in Antioch, 2) the letters of Ignatius 
themselves,, 3) the letter of Polycarp, and 4) the reference to Ignatius in Ireneaus. Since Lechner 
considerss the first unreliable, the second forged, and the third interpolated, he infers that the 
Eusebiann date is a good guess on the basis of untrustworthy information! 
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"aa moins de placer la mort d'Ignace sous Ie règne de Domitien ou celui de Marc-
Aurèle,, il ne pouvait la rattacher qu'a la persecution sous Trajan."180 Yet Munier 
leavess the question unanswered why Eusebius did not preferr a date in the reign of 
Domitiann or Marcus Aurelius. Moreover, it seems highly improbable that a brief 
andd rather vague note in a homily of Origen was Eusebius' only (or even main) 
sourcee in positioning Ignatius' death in the reign of Trajan. 

Munierr ends his article with the observation that the early episcopates of 
Antiochh in Eusebius' Chronicon stretch over an extremely long period. But if we 
presupposee a more reasonable length of approximately ten to twelve years per 
episcopate,, and we count backwards from the earliest bishop of whose date we 
havee some certainty, namely Theophilus of Antioch (  168-185 CE), we could 
concludee that Ignatius was bishop from  120-135 CE.181 This argumentation is 
highlyy speculative. It is very well possible that Eusebius did not know all the 
namess of the early Antiochene bishops, but it seems highly probable that he had 
somee notion of where to place them, whether this was related to the dates of the 
accessionss of the Roman bishops or not. 

Inn conclusion, the information found in Eusebius' Chronicon has not been 
discreditedd successfully. There are no compelling reasons to presume that Eusebius 
wass the first to date Ignatius' death somewhere around the tenth year of Trajan's 
reign.. Unfortunately, the question whether Eusebius used reliable sources cannot 
bee answered. 

5.25.2 The Testimony of John Malalas 
Amongg our earliest sources for the year of Ignatius' death, John Malalas forms an 
exception.. He is the only one to suggest a date around 115 CE. This sixth century 
authorr describes Ignatius as standing trial and suffering martyrdom before Trajan 
himselff  in Antioch, during one of the short visits of the emperor to this city in his 
warr against the Parthians. Malalas' story completely disregards the scenario of the 
letters.. It, therefore, is undoubtedly incorrect. It seems that in general the data in 
thiss chronicle should be treated with suspicion.182 

Itt seems quite clear how this alternative tradition about the date and place 
off  Ignatius' death developed from a hagiographic tradition which focused ever 
moree on Antioch. Jerome's De Viris fllustribus (see n. 168) and John Chrysos-
tom'ss Homilia in S. Ignatiumm show that Ignatius' relics were already venerated 
inn Antioch before the end of the fourth century. The latter author remarks that the 

Munierr (1981) 130 (italics in original). 

Munierr (1981) 131 presents this theory as his own, but see already Von Harnack (1873) 70-71. 
Contra:: Lightfoot (1889) 2.469-470. 

Seee e.g. Lightfoot (1889) 2.436-447 with regard to the reliability of the information offered by 
Johnn Malalas in his Chronographia, cf. also the more recent literature mentioned by Essig (1986) 
1155 n. 24. In contrast with Lightfoot, Essig is far more positive about the value of John Malalas* 
information. . 

Johnn Chrysostom Homilia in S. Ignatium 5 (PG 50.594-595). 

180 0 

18t t 

182 2 

183 3 
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boness of Ignatius were translated from Rome to Antioch. In the Antiochene Acts 
ofof Martyrdom from the fifth or the sixth century CE Ignatius is portrayed as 
standingg trial before Trajan in Antioch, although his death is still situated in 
Rome.1844 From these kind of traditions, it is only a small step towards the belief 
thatt Ignatius stood trial as well as died in Antioch in the presence of Trajan. 

Thus,, Malalas' date of Ignatius' death should be rejected. It is true that 
aroundd 115 CE Trajan probably stayed in Antioch, but nothing in the authentic 
letterss of Ignatius indicates that he stood trial before Trajan himself. The belief 
thatt he did die in a confrontation with the emperor himself can only have sprung 
fromfrom a desire to glorify the event of his death. Moreover, such a dramatic scene 
suitedd John Malalas very well in his project to write a chronicle in which the 
historyy of the world was closely intertwined with that of his dearly loved home 
town,, the metropolis of Antioch. 

6.. CONCLUSION 

Forr two and a half centuries - from the ground breaking works of Videlius (1623), 
Ussherr (1644) and Vossius (1646) to the epoch-making studies of Zahn (1873) and 
Lightfoott (1885) - modern Ignatian scholarship has been engaged in scraping off 
thee many layers of sediments to discover the authentic letters of Ignatius, bishop 
off  Antioch. One after another, the four letters only extant in Latin, the six spurious 
letterss of the LR, the interpolations of the LR, and the three Curetonian letters 
havee been unmasked as later literary products. 

Thee complexity of the literary tradition of the letters gives evidence of the 
ongoingg interest in the figure of Ignatius - soon to be called a Saint - through the 
ages.. Yet in the end, only the seven letters of the so-called Middle Recension can 
rightfullyrightfully  claim to be Ignatius' own. Despite several recent attempts to challenge 
theirr authenticity, these seven letters are now accepted as the genuine letters by the 
majorityy of Ignatian scholars. 

Nott only the existence of three different recensions testifies of Ignatius' 
lastingg popularity. Especially Polycarp's letter to the Philippians is a remarkable 
piecee of evidence of the early circulation and appreciation of the letters. The many 
referencess to Ignatius and his letters in the Church Fathers, the many translations 
off  the letters in East and West (in Latin, Coptic, Syriac, Armenian, and Arabic), 
andd the existence of several Acts of Martyrdom too make it clear that the fame of 
Ignatiuss - and his letters - spread through the world and the ages. 

Inn the Mart. Ign. Rom. Ignatius stands trial before Trajan in Rome and dies in Rome. See 
concerningg the historical incredibilit y of the Mart. Ign. (5th - 6th century): Lightfoot (1889) 
2.377-3911 and A. Bolhuis, "Di e Acta Romana des Martyrium s des Ignatius Antiochenus,"  VC 
77 (1953) 143-153. G.A. Bisbee, Pre-Decian Acts of Martyrs and Commentarii (Philadelphia 
1988)) 133-162 argues that the Mart. Ign. Ant. is based on a so-called commentarius. His plea 
doess not carry conviction. 
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Thiss high esteem of the letters should not only be explained from the fact 
thatt everyone knew that they were written by someone who died a martyr's death 
inn the capital of the Roman empire. The letters undoubtedly also obtained prestige 
becausee of their inherent power and originality.185 Moreover, the letters bear a 
distinctt personal stamp. They contain subtle allusions to persons and places, make 
usee of a limited but characteristic vocabulary, have a flamboyant style, show a 
disaffectionn for authoritative texts, and criticize docetic and judaizing tendencies 
inventively.. Because of this personal touch of the letters, one even feels inclined 
too agree with the salient words of the renowned German scholar Adolf von 
Harnack:: "Wer die Ignatianischen Briefe fur unecht halt, hat sie nicht griindlich 
genugg studiert."186 

Unfortunately,, a precise date of Ignatius' death and, thus, of the seven letters 
cannott be given with any certainty. The internal evidence makes it likely that the 
letterss were written in a short period of time - perhaps no more than two weeks 
-- in the first quarter of the second century CE. The accuracy of the Eusebian date 
off  Ignatius' execution (around 107/8 CE) cannot be determined, but there are no 
compellingg reasons to discredit it as a mere fiction. Most likely Eusebius followed 
olderr traditions. Thus, the seven letters of Ignatius of Antioch offer a unique 
testimonyy of how a believer reflected on his own imminent execution well before 
thee rise and flourishing of Christian martyrological literature in the second half of 
thee second century CE. 

1855 Cf. e.g. the judgments of Norden (quoted in § 4.2c); Kleist (1946) 53: " ... his epistles are the 
mostt beautiful pearls of our extant early Christian literature;" and Metzger (1987) 44: "One of 
thee finest literary expressions of Christianity during the second century." 

1866 Quoted in Völter (1910) 59 n. 17. 



CHAPTERR TWO 

THEE ROAD TO ROME 

~~ A HISTORY OF RESEARCH ~ 

"If"If  there is pathology, it belongs to the culture 
ratkerratker than to the psychology of any individual." 

JUDITHH PERKINS 

1.. INTRODUCTIO N 

Fromm the seven letters looms the image of Ignatius, the God-bearer, on the road 
too his final destination. Full of anxiety, he marches to the capital of the Roman 
empiree in a triumphal procession, bound to ten leopards. Through land and sea, by 
nightt and day, tempted by the ruler of this age and encouraged by the members 
off  the local communities along the way, he presses on toward the goal.' 

Ignatius'' self-understanding as a traveller on this road is a perplexing matter. 
Thee difficulty is first and foremost due to the contingent and personal character 
off  the letters. Ignatius does not offer a balanced reflection on his near death, let 
alonee a systematic exposition on how one should rationalize the violent death of 
aa Christian. Rather the letters contain "personal" thoughts on his own situation, 
mixedd into his general exhortations and more specific responses to the problems 
off  the communities to which he writes. An exception is his letter to the Christians 
off  Rome. This remarkable epistle is the only one in which Ignatius deals almost 
exclusivelyy with his imminent execution. In any event, it appears that Ignatius uses 
aa multitude of different images and traditions to voice his hopes and expectations 
withh regard to his future lot. Not surprisingly, therefore, the outcome of studies of 
Ignatius'' desire for death has been diverse. 

Inn this chapter, I aim to give an overview and critical discussion of modern 
scholarshipp on Ignatius' ideas with regard to his imminent death. Thus, I hope to 
givee full credit to the achievements of my predecessors and clear the way for my 
ownn specific approach. By and large the discussion is in chronological order, but 
workss are also grouped together according to their similar perspective. 

Indifferentt of their particular views, almost all scholars speak of Ignatius as a 
"martyr""  and of his death as "martyrdom." Yet this terminology is not as unbiased 
ass it may seem. For, originally, these terms were introduced to promote a very 
distinctivee understanding of the violent death of a Christian. Therefore, it seems 

Schoedell  (1985) 12 speaks of Ignatius' journey as "theatre"  because of the considerable amount 
off  time and expense put into the careful planning of support along the way. See concerning 
Ignatius''  joumey as the march of a militar y victor: Rm 5:1,9:3 and the parallels given by Grant 
(1966)) 90 and Schoedel (1985) 178. Cf. further  esp. § 8.3. 
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pertinentt to begin this "history of research" with a discussion of the work of those 
scholarss who explicitly tried to understand Ignatius' thought in the light of the 
laterr Christian traditions in which those who remained faithful unto death were 
hailedd as "martyrs" (§ 2). Subsequently, I will review Ignatian scholarship of the 
twentiethh century more or less chronologically. 

Firstt in order are several representatives of the so-called religion-historical 
school,, from the first half of the twentieth century (§ 3). These scholars argued 
thatt Ignatius should be understood against the background of later Gnosticism, or 
Hellenisticc mystery cults. They claimed that Ignatius envisaged his road unto death 
ass a celestial journey like that of the Gnostic, or as a reenactment of the death of 
hiss Lord like that experienced by the initiate of certain mystery cults. In any event, 
theyy judged the intimate bond with Christ to be Ignatius' focal point of interest. 
Thatt is, they claimed that Ignatius envisioned his imminent death in some way as 
ann imitation of Christ's passion. 

Inn contrast, other scholars noticed that Ignatius only rarely mentions Christ 
inn his reflections on his death (§ 4). They came to the conclusion that Ignatius 
understoodd himself rather as an alter Christus than as a follower or imitator of 
Christ,, and that he perceived his death rather as a second passion than as an 
imitationn of the passion of Christ. This perspective is a subtle but not unimportant 
correctionn of the views discussed in paragraph three. 

Subsequently,, I will turn to the important study of Karin Bommes (§ 5) -
soo far the only full-scale monograph on the theme of "martyrdom" in the letters 
off  Ignatius. This work can be read as the ultimate refutation (or final synthesis) 
off  the views advanced by the scholars dealt with in paragraphs three and four. 
Bommess sketches the full complexities of what she calls Ignatius' "theology of 
martyrdom,""  not only dealing with the relation between the martyr and Christ, but 
alsoo between the martyr and God, Pneuma, and the church. 

Inn § 6,1 will pay special attention to the work of those scholars - partially 
closelyy associated with the religion-historical school - who suggested that Ignatius 
interpretedd his impending death as a cultic event analogous to the eucharist. In 
otherr words, these scholars again focused entirely on the relation between Ignatius' 
deathh and Christ's passion. This eucharistie interpretation has been advanced 
regularlyy throughout the whole of the twentieth century. 

Ignatiann scholarship of the eighties and the nineties has been dominated by 
twoo different approaches. Some scholars stressed the psychological and sociologi-
call  factors in Ignatius' self-understanding. They saw Ignatius' personal concern for 
hiss social status as a decisive key to understand his anxiety and his enthusiasm for 
aa glorious death in the amphitheatre of the Roman capital. I will deal with these 
psychoanalyticall  and psychosociological approaches in § 7. 

Otherr scholars rather preferred a cultural-historical approach. They sought 
too situate Ignatius' reflections on his violent death within the context of certain 
culturall  and ideological trends at the time of the early Roman empire, such as a 
widespreadd fascination with death, and the rise of an imperial mystery cult. The 
lastt paragraph of this chapter (§ 8) will be devoted to these scholars. 
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2.. IGNATIU S THE MARTY R 

Inn modern English, the word "martyr" simply refers to any person who is killed 
becausee of his or her beliefs. Since Ignatius is obviously condemned to fight the 
beastt because he is a Christian (see e.g. Tr 12:2), it seems justified to call him a 
martyr.. Nevertheless two questions should be raised. First, did Ignatius use the 
correspondingg Greek term u-dproq - or related terminology - in the later technical 
sensee of "martyr"? To answer this question, I will discuss the relevant passages in 
thee letters (§ 2.1). Second, whatever may have been the reason for Christians to 
comee to use the term \xaprvq with regard to the "martyrs,"2 did any of these 
concernss control Ignatius' mind? Some scholars have argued that this is the case. 
II  will deal with their views briefly too (§ 2.2). 

2.12.1 Martys-terminology in Ignatius 
Ignatiuss uses three terms belonging to the cluster of martys-terms: (idpruq, 
fiapTOpéo,, and uxxpxuptov. All together these terms occur seven times in the 
letters.. This may seem a significant number. Yet we should look carefully at how 
thesee terms are used. 

Thee noun udpxu<; is used only once in the Ignatian letters. In his letter to the 
Philadephians,, Ignatius defends his conduct during his stay in their community (Ph 
6:3-8:1).. Apparently he exhorted the members of this local community harshly. He 
statess that he had no advanced information about the divisions in their church, and 
hee adds (Ph 7:2): "He is my witness in whom I am bound that I did not learn it 
fromfrom any human being (n&pxuq 8é urn, èv <f> Séöe^cu, öxi ÓLTCÖ aapicoq 
dv&pö)7i£vT|qq OÜK ëyvtov)." 

Heree Ignatius invokes Christ as a witness (jidpxuq) of the truthfulness of his 
words.. He also does so, but in different terms, in Rm 8:2: "Jesus Christ will make 
plainn to you that I speak truly ('Ir|aoCc; 8è Xpiaxóc; óuiv xaöxa 9avepa>aei, 
ÖTII  dAT|dci)<; A-éyü))." The usage of the word (idpxuq in this sense is similar to 

Theree has been much scholarly debate on this issue, see e.g. F. Kattenbusch, "Der  Martyrertitel, " 
WWWW A (1903) 111-127; H. Strathmann, "udptvx ; KTX . ,"  7W7vT4.477-521; E. Günther, UAPTYL. 
DieDie Geschichte eines Wortes (Gütersloh 1941); Idem, "Zeuge und Martyrer, "  WW Al (1956) 
145-161;;  N. Brox, Zeuge und Mürtyrer. Untersuchungen zurfiiihchristlichen Zeugnis-Termino-
logielogie (München 1961); Idem, Glaube als Zeugnis (München 1966); D. van Damme, "Marty s 
Christianos.. Überlegungen zur  ursprünglichen Bedeutung des altkirchlichen Martyre r  Titels," 
FZPTFZPT 23 (1976) 286-303; A. Trites, "Mdpiu< ; and Martyrdo m in the Apocalypse,"  NovT 15 
(1973)) 72-80; Idem, lite New Testament Concept of Witness (Cambridge 1977); T. Baumeister, 
DieDie Anfdnge der Theologie des Martyriums (Munster  1980) 257-270; B. Dehandschutter, "Marty r 
-- Martyrium : quelques observations a propos d'un christianisme sémantique,"  in: G. Bartelink, 
ett  al. eds., Eulogia (The Hague 1991) 33-39; G. Buschmann, Das Martyrium des Polykarp 
(Gottingenn 1998) 98-107; and A.M. Schwemer, "Prophet, Zeuge und Martyrer . Zur  Entstehung 
dess Martyrerbegriff s im frühesten Christentum,"  ZTK 96 (1999) 320-350. 

file:///xaprvq
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whatt can be found in the Pauline letters, only Paul speaks of God as his witness.3 

Inn any event, Ignatius appears unfamiliar with the word [idpxix; in the meaning 
off  "martyr." Even an early stage of a semantic development in this direction - as, 
forr instance, in Luke-Acts and Revelation4 - cannot be found in the Ignatian 
letters.. Not he is a witness of Christ, but Christ is a witness of him. 

Thee verb naprope© is used in much the same way as the noun n&pxuq. It occurs 
fourr times in the letters. In Eph 12:2 Ignatius praises the apostle Paul with the 
words:: "(A man) sanctified, approved, worthy of blessing (TOO riytaajievou, TOO 
fi.8(j,apTupr|(iÉvou,, d^iouaicapiaxou)."5 In Ph 5:2 he honours the prophets in 
similarr terms: "Saints worthy of love and worthy of admiration, attested by Jesus 
Christt (d£,iayd7ir|Toi mi d^iodaujiacrxoi dyioi, Omó 'Inaou XpiaxoO 
|i8|j,apTUpT||iévoi).""  In Ph 11:1, ordinary Christians are the recipients of Ignatius' 
benevolentt admiration. He calls Philo, a deacon from Cilicia, "a man witnessed to" 
(dvSpöqq jj,E(iapTuprj(j.évoi)), and he states that both Philo and a certain Rheus 
Agathopouss also bear witness for the Philadephians (ot Kai napxupouaiv ü(aïv). 
Apparently,, Ignatius means to say that these two men are witnesses to the truly 
Christiann hospitality of the Philadelphia,̂ who received these travellers as the 
Lordd also received them. 

Paul,, the prophets, and Philo are said to "have been martyred" ((i8|iapxupr|-
u-évoi).. It is obvious that this passive perfect participle does not refer to the act 
off  bearing testimony to Christ in death. Such an interpretation would require an 
activee form of the verb.6 Moreover, Philo was a person still very much alive when 
Ignatiuss wrote his letter to the Philadelphians. Obviously, to be "martyred" means 
thatt God, Christ, or others bear witness to the truthfulness of a person's words and 
deeds.. That the verb is used in this way is especially clear from the second time 
itt is used in Ph 11:1: "They bear witness for you." 

Thee usage of the verb (aapxupéa) in the passive sense of "being approved" 
orr the active sense of "bearing witness to a person's words and deeds" is well-

Paull  frequently invokes God as witness, see e.g. Rom 1:9: "For God is my witness (udpTO<; ydp 
uouu èativ ó 3EÓ<;);" and cf. also 2 Cor 1:23; Phil 1:8; 1 Thess 2:5 and 10. 

Seee e.g. esp. Acts 22:20: "While the blood of your [i.e. Christ's] witness Stephen was shed (öxe 
ê^exuvvExoo TÓ alfia Etecpavou TOO \idptvpoq oou);" and cf. further Trites (1973) and (1977). 
Thee earliest writing in which udptui; clearly means "martyr" is Mart. Pol. (2:2; 14:2; 17:3), i.e. 
somee half a century later than Ignatius. 

Notee the translation of Von Balthasar (1984) 74: " ... des Geheiligten, des Martyriums und der 
Seligkeitt gewürdigten." Similarly: P. Meinhold, "Episkope - Pneumatiker - Martyrer. Zur 
Deutungg der Selbstaussagen des Ignatius von Antiochien," Saeculum 14 (1963) 322; Corwin 
(1960)) 252; Richardson (1953) 91; Goodspeed (1950) 211; and Zeiler (1918). 

Seee for possibly the earliest usage of the verb in this sense I Clem. 5:4 where it is said that Peter 
departedd to the place of glory due to him, "after he had given testimony" (p.ccpTopfjaa<;). The 
martyrologicall  sense of the verb is clear in Mart. Pol. 1:1 and 19:1. 

file:///idptvpoq
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knownn from the New Testament and other early Christian literature.7 Moreover, 
itt should be noted that the typically Johannine usage of the verb - i.e. in the sense 
off  "testifying to Christ" - cannot be found in Ignatius. 

Lastly,, the noun naprupiov is used twice, namely in Tr 12:3 and in Ph 6:3.8 In 
bothh cases, Ignatius warns the community not to let him or his letter become "(as) 
aa witness" (eiq uapruptov) against them. That is, Ignatius hopes that his words 
wil ll  be listened to favourably, and will not turn into a testimony against them. 
Againn this usage of the word is in coherence with what can be found in the New 
Testament.9 9 

Inn conclusion, Ignatius never uses the indpTuq-terminology in the context of the 
executionn of Christians by pagan authorities or other antagonists of the Christian 
faith.. Perhaps even more importantly, the terms are never used to express the idea 
off  "bearing witness to Christ." Surprisingly, it is rather the other way round. With 
thee uapxuq-tenninology Ignatius expresses the idea of being approved by Christ 
(orr fellow-Christians). 

2.22.2 Brox and Baumeister 
Despitee the fact that Ignatius does not use the (xdpxuq-terminology to designate 
Christianss who die for their faith, his reflections on the themes of suffering and 
deathh nevertheless have been seen as a first step on the way to a fixed martyr-title 
byy two scholars: Theofried Baumeister (1980) and Norbert Brox (1961).10 Both 
thesee German scholars argue - but on different grounds - that Ignatius' reflections 
showw why the noun \iapxuq came to be used as a title for those who remained 
faithfull  unto death.11 

Seee e.g. Acts 6:3; 10:22; 13:22; 15:8; 22:12; Rom 3:21; Heb 7:8, 17; 11:2,4, 5, 39; 1 Tim 5:10; 
33 John 12; / Clem. 17:1-2; 19:1; 38:2; 44:3; and47:4. Cf. Strathmann, 77f7vT 4.501: "Das Wort 
bedeutett dann oft soviel wie nachdrücklich, unter Einsatz der vorhandenen Autoritat bekunden." 

Somee scholars think that there is a third instance, see e.g. Joly (1979) 70-71 and Hiibner (1997) 
50-51.. In Eph 1:2 the Greek text of the MR reads "by attaining martyrdom" (5id TOO [uxpTU-
pïouu èjtuuxEïv), and the Greek text of the LR: "through martyrdom" (6id TOO naptupïou). 
Butt the Latin and Armenian versions suggest 5id TOO enm>X£iv. I agree with most editors that 
thee latter is the more primordial reading, cf. Lightfoot (1889) 2.31 and recently e.g. Lindemann 
(1997)) 187. 

Cf.. Jas 5:3; Mt 8:4; 10:18; 24:14; Mk 1:44; 6:11; 13:9; Lk 5:14; 9:5; and 21:13. 

Baumeisterr (1980) 257-270, cf. also T. Baumeister, Genese und Entfaltung der altkirchlichen 
TheologieTheologie des Martyriums (Bern 1991) XXff . Baumeister's more specific discussion of Ignatius 
[Baumeisterr (1980) 270-289] will not be dealt with separately, but references will appear in the 
footnotess throughout. The work of Brox will be discussed more extensively in § 4.2. 

Buschmannn (1998) 101-102 seems to propose a rawer muddled synthesis of the two views. He 
speakss of "das Martyrium im ignatianischen Sinne als einen antidoketisch-antischwarmerischen 
Beweis.""  The first adjective reflects the view of Brox, the second that of Baumeister. 

file:///iapxuq
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Baumeisterr argues that in the Christian tradition the term ladpiuq came to denote 
thosee who died for their faith for the same reason as true philosophers were called 
"martyrs""  in certain Stoic circles, namely because both groups - i.e. true Christians 
andd true philosophers - live up to their beliefs and ideas.12 Their deeds confirm 
theirr words and bear witness to the value of their teachings. They are martyrs in 
thee sense that they act what they preach. The endurance of believers during 
persecutionss was an especially powerful testimony of the value of Christian 
teachingg and living. Thus, they in particular were awarded the title "martyr." 

Baumeisterr rightly shows that for Ignatius the ideal of concord between word 
andd deed is an important notion, to which Ignatius also refers in the context of his 
reflectionss upon his imminent execution.13 Yet, even Baumeister must admit that 
Ignatiuss never uses the ̂ dpiuq-terminology in these passages. Therefore, he draws 
thee conclusion: "Eine Vorstufe zum Martystitel stellt die Martyriumstheologie des 
Ignatiuss dar."14 

Thiss reasoning is problematic for more than one reason. First, it must be 
observedd that there is no scholarly consensus on the question why Christians came 
too use the term ndpiuq with regard to those who died for their faith. Baumeister's 
vieww is just one out of many (see the literature mentioned in n. 2). Second, if 
Baumeisterr is right, it seems rather strange that Ignatius never uses the martys-
terminologyy in the sense of bearing testimony to one's words by one's acts. Third, 
Ignatiuss does not offer a "theology of martyrdom" (cf. § 5), and the word ~ deed 
motiff  is certainly no more than just one element in a conglomeration of ideas and 
imagess which Ignatius uses to ponder on his impending execution. 

Broxx follows a different course. He suggests that the martyrological usage of the 
termm ndptut; developed from the notion that the violent death of a Christian was 
aa clear testimony of the concrete reality of Christ's passion, i.e. an "antidoketischer 
Beweis."155 With regard to Ignatius he identifies this notion in Sm 5:1. Probably 
thee passage should be interpreted somewhat differently than Brox does (see § 4.2), 
butt indeed it seems to express the idea that the attitude of suffering Christians 

Baumeisterr (1980) 267-268 points to Epictetus Diss. 1.29.56 and 3.26.28. Cf. also the discussion 
off  Epictetus in Strathmann, TWNT 4.483-484. He notes that the idea of harmony between word 
andd deed can already be found in Plato Apol. 32cd. 

Seee esp. Rm 3:2: "Only ask power for me both within and without so that not only may I speak, 
butt also will , that not only may I be called a Christian but also be found one." See also Eph 
14:2;; Mg4: l; and 10:1; and cf. chap. 3.6.4b-c. 

144 Baumeister (1980) 270. 
155 Cf. also C. Butterweck, "Martyriumssucht" in der Alten Kirche? (Tubingen 1995) 23-32 who 

readss the letters of Ignatius as apologetic writings. She identifies Ignatius' opponents as Gnostics 
withh a Jewish background who deny the true nature of Christ's suffering and the value of a 
voluntaryy death. Butterweck does not give a systematic and extensive analysis of how Ignatius 
refutess these opponents in the letters, but she judges Ignatius' own example as an important 
element:: "Ignatius will sein Martyrium als Zeugnis fur die Wahrheit des Menschseins, des 
Leidenss und Sterbens Christi den Bischöfen und Gemeinden zur Verfugung stellen, damit sie ... 
imm Kampf gegen die Gnostiker darauf verweisen können" (p. 30). 
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shouldd convince others of the concrete, fleshly, reality of Christ's death. However, 
itt must be pointed out that this idea is only a marginal element, in Ignatius' 
letters166 as well as in later martyrological writings. 

2.32.3 Conclusion 
Itt seems mat neither Brox nor Baumeister has succeeded in clarifying Ignatius' 
reflectionss on his near death by comparing his thoughts with the later Christian 
traditionss in which believers who died couragously for their faith were called 
"martyrs.""  In addition, it must be noted that nowhere in the letters does Ignatius 
interprett his death as a testimony of Christ or Christian faith to a hostile pagan 
world.. Ignatius never informs us that his condemnation was the consequence of the 
factt that he kept true to his faith before the Roman authorities, a motif which 
becamee so important in the later genre of the Acts of the Martyrs.17 

Wee should keep these observations in the back of our minds when we speak 
off  Ignatius as a martyr. Of course the concepts "martyr" and "martyrdom" can also 
bee employed in a rather more general sense. Martyrdom could, thus, be defined 
ass the voluntary death of a member of a religious group at the hands of external 
persecutors.. In this general sense, the title "martyr" would also fit Ignatius. 
However,, it seems wise to be cautious in using the terms "martyr" and "martyr-
dom"" with regard to Ignatius and his imminent execution. For they tend to be 
understoodd against the background of later developments in the Christian tradition, 
off  which Ignatius had no knowledge. 

3.. GNOSTICISM AND MYSTERY CULTS 

Inn the first half of the twentieth century there appeared several influential studies 
onn Ignatius which were inspired by the achievements of the so-called "religion-
historicall  school." The studies of three scholars must be discussed in the context 
off  this present chapter: the monographs of the German scholars Heinrich Schlier 
(§§ 3.1) and Hans-Werner Bartsch (§ 3.2), and the seminal article by the French 
theologiann Theodore Preiss (§ 3.3). Schlier and Preiss focused on the allegedly 
Gnosticc elements in Ignatius' thought. Bartsch also saw significant resemblances 
withh notions from the mystery cults. 

Inn this paragraph, the discussion of the work of these scholars (§3.1-3) will 
bee followed by a tentative analysis of the Ignatian terms which seem to be most 
importantt in their argumentation (§ 3.4). Some of these terms will be discussed in 

Broxx admits this himself, see Brox (1961) 214. 

Notee that Van Damme (1976) 301 and others have suggested that the term udpTuq came to be 
usedd of the Christian "martyr "  because he or  she confessed to be a Christian during the trial 
beforee the Roman authorities. 
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moree detail in the next chapter. Thus, I hope to come to a balanced assessment of 
thee interpretations of these scholars. 

3.13.1 Schlier: Celestial Journey 
Inn his monograph entitled Religionsgeschichtliche Untersuchungen zu den Ignatius-
briefenbriefen (1929), Heinrich Schlier paid special attention to Ignatius' reflections on 
hiss impending death.18 In line with his observations concerning the christology 
andd ecclesiology of Ignatius, he argues that Ignatius' ideas on his near death could 
bestt be understood against a Gnostic background. 

Accordingg to Schlier, Ignatius' journey to his final destination corresponds 
too the ascension of the Gnostic from this earthly world to another, heavenly, 
world.. More specifically, he thinks that in the letters this ascension is formulated 
inn terms of the allegedly widespread myth of the descend and ascend of the 
salvatorsalvator salvandus. Surely Schlier realizes that there is a difference between the 
Gnosticc and Ignatius. The former reaches his goal through asceticism, while the 
latterr accepts a gruesome death.19 But despite this fact, Schlier judges the resem-
blancess to be decisive. 

Yet,, none of the Ignatian phrases which Schlier identifies as referring to the 
celestiall  journey of the (un)redeemed redeemer can be interpreted in this way 
convincingly.. Let me give but a few examples. The saying ó xtopróv yyapziito (Sm 
6:1)) more likely means "he who can understand, let him understand" (cf. esp. Mt 
19:12)) than what Schlier proposes, namely: "wer entrückt wird, der entrücke."20 

Thee relative pronoun in the clause in Mg 10:3, "into which every tongue that has 
believedd in God has been gathered together (stq ov 7cdaa yX-waaa TtiaTeuoxxcra 
siqsiq Seov CTUvrJx&r|)," does not refer to "Christ" but to "Christianity."21 And the 
characterizationn of the Ephesian church in Eph 12:2 as a "passage for those who 
aree slain for God" (ndpodoq TÖV eiq öeöv dvcupoup. évcov) does not seem to 
havee a more profound meaning than pointing to the supportive role which the 
Ephesiann community played for those who were on their way to Rome.22 

Schlierr uses a same sort of strained exegesis to interpret Ignatius' encounter 
withh the worldly powers against a dualistic Gnostic background. He portrays 

Seee Schlier (1929) 125-174: "Martyrer und Pneumatiker." 
199 Schlier (1929) 164. 
200 Schlier (1929) 128. See for my interpretation esp. Ltghtfoot (1889) 2.304 and all other modern 

commentators.. More in line with Schlier's interpretation is the phrase in Mg 5:1: "Each person 
wil ll  go to his own place (ÊKCtOToq el<; TOV ÏÖIOV TÓJIOV uéXXei %(apzlv)." But even here texts 
suchh as Acts 1:25; John 14:2 and / Clem. 5:4, 7 seem to be closer to Ignatius than Gnostic 
parallels. . 

211 Schlier (1929) 136. 
222 Schlier (1929) 121, 136. Schlier interprets the phrase as meaning "a passage for those taken up 

too God." Schoedel (1985) 72-73 translates: "a passage for those slain for God," Lightfoot (1889) 
2.547:: "the high-road of those that are on their way to die unto God." The context makes it clear 
thatt Ignatius is especially thinking of Paul on his way to Rome (cf. Acts 20:38). 
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Ignatiuss as a persecuted redeemer who will only be a redeemed redeemer in 
death.233 Striking is Schlier's interpretation of Ignatius' frequent usage of the noun 
"bond""  (Seajxóq) and the participle "having been bound" (5s8euivoq).24 As is 
well-known,, many Gnostic writers speak of the human soul as being bound to 
matter.. Thus, Schlier infers: "Er [i.e. Ignatius] sieht in seinen Martyrerfesseln die 
Bande,, die inn an die Hyle binden, und weifi sich in ihnen als der Unerlöste, der 
erstt duren den Tod des Martyriums gelost wird."25 

Yett the only passages in which the 6ea îó<;-terminology has such a negative 
connotationn are Eph 19:3 and Ph 8:1. In neither of these does Ignatius speak about 
hiss own bonds. In Eph 19:3, he says that "every bond vanished" (naq Seanöq 
f|(pavi^8To)) when Christ appeared. In Ph 8:1, he states that Christ "wil l remove 
everyy bond" (Xuaei Tidvra 5e<y|ióv) from the Philadelphian community. Notably, 
wheree Ignatius does speak about his own bonds, his language has a positive ring. 
Ignatiuss speaks of his bonds as "spiritual pearls" (Eph 11:2), of "the most God-
pleasingg bonds" (Sm 11:1), and of "bonds which you loved" (Pol 2:3). Thus, he 
seemss to understand his bonds as signs of his honourable status as a prisoner in 
Christt and not as symbols pointing to his unredeemed predicament. With regard 
too his views on his imprisonment, Ignatius seems indebted to Paul rather than to 
Gnosticism.26 6 

Likewisee Schlier's remarks concerning the 7td9o<; of the martyr do not carry 
conviction.. He states that the martyr - through death - is freed from passion and 
becomess a Xóyo<; SeoO like Christ himself.27 Yet such a pejorative connotation 
off  the concept na&oq seems to have been unfamiliar to Ignatius. In the Ignatian 
letters,, the noun na&oq always refers to the suffering of Christ (see § 3.4c), never r 
too a longing for earthly goods. 

Inn sum, Schlier's attempt to show that Ignatius understood his road to Rome 
ass a celestial journey liberating him from his earthly bonds and his carnal desires 
mustt be judged unsuccessful. Schlier's interpretation of the Ignatian idiom is 
simplyy too much dictated by his special interest. 

3.23.2 Bartsch: Reenactment 
Hans-Wernerr Bartsch responded to Schlier in a book entitled Gnostisches Gut und 
GemeindetraditionGemeindetradition bei Ignatius von Antiochien (1940). In this study Bartsch argues 

""  See Schlier  (1929) 152-165. 
244 See Eph 1:2; 3:1; 11:2; 19:3; 21:2; Mg 1:2; 12:1; Tr  1:1; 5:2; 10:1; 12:2; Rm 1:1; 4:3; 5:1; Ph 

5:1;;  7:2; 8:1; Sm 4:2; 6:2; 10:2; 11:1; and Pol 2:3. 
255 Schlier  (1929) 155. 

Seee Baumeister  (1980) 270-277: "Di e Gefangenschaftsthematiek der  Ignatianen ist den paulini-
schenn Briefen verpflichtet"  (p. 276). Cf. also Schoedel (1985) 72 n. 1 for  references to other 
Christiann authors who speak of bonds as precious ornaments. 

77 Schlier  (1929) 164 and 174. The reference is to Rm 2:1: "For  if you remain silent, and let me 
be,, I shall be a word of God, but if you love my flesh, I shall again be a (mere) voice."  See on 
thiss passage: chap. 3.6.4c and 3.10.1. 
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-- as the title already indicates - that the Ignatian letters contain a mix of Gnostic 
elementss and traditional Christian material. As Schlier, he pays special attention 
too Ignatius' reflections on his near death.28 

Bartschh claims that Ignatius saw his impending execution first and foremost 
ass a possibility to reiterate the passion of Christ, and thus to become like Christ. 
Hee thinks that this notion bears close resemblance to the idea of a reenactment of 
thee central myth of the cult-god as it can be found in the mystery religions, for 
instancee in the cults of Osiris and Attis.29 In short, Bartsch argues that Ignatius 
understoodd the event of his death "mysterienhaft."30 

Inn contrast with Schlier, he maintains that the myth of the salvator salvandus 
doess not play a role of importance in Ignatius' thought. In his death Ignatius hopes 
too imitate the passion of Christ as it is described in the gospels. Only in some later 
martyrologicall  writings does the Gnostic myth - according to Bartsch - become 
predominant.311 Ignatius still concurs with the earlier Christian traditions, i.e. for 
him,, the passion of Christ is a very concrete - fleshly - event. Thus, Bartsch also 
challengess Schlier's view that in death Ignatius hopes to be liberated.32 Rightly, 
hee points out that Ignatius does not speak about his bonds as symbols of his 
unredeemedd predicament. 

Despitee several valuable points of critique with regard to the work of his 
predecessor,, Bartsch's suggestion to look for an interpretative framework in the 
mysteryy cults seems equally arbitrary. Bartsch tries to substantiate his point of 
vieww by arguing that Ignatius closely links his death to the passion of Christ. He 
becomess a Christ through his execution in Rome: "Ignatius hat die Vorstelhing, 
daBB er durch sein Martyrium zu einem Christus, seinem Kultgott gleich wird."33 

Yett his reading of the texts does not carry conviction. 
First,, Bartsch points to Ignatius' statement that through his death he hopes 

too become a A,óyo<; $eou (Rm 2:1). He interprets this statement as meaning that 
Ignatiuss hopes to become Christ. Yet, as Bartsch notes himself, in this passage the 
wordd A.óyo<; is not a predicate of Christ but a term contrasted with (pcovfj. The 
oppositionn word ~ voice is well-known from pagan sources (see n. 27). Second, 
Bartschh points to Ignatius' statement that he is a ransom (dvxixj/uxov) for other 
Christians.. He infers that Ignatius saw his own death as on a par with Christ's 
vicariouss death. Yet it seems that the noun dvuiyuxov should not be understood 
inn such terms. Ignatius uses this word to express his devotion to the communities, 
nott to depict his death as an atoning sacrifice (see § 7.4b). Third, according to 
Bartsch,, the concepts niu/ntfjc;, uiuioum, and |ia$r|Tf)c; are used in a cultic 
sense,, but - as I hope to show later (see § 3.4b and chap. 3.6) - this view cannot 

Seee Bartsch (1940) 80-98: "Das Martyriumverstandnis des Ignatius." 

Seee Bartsch (1940) 85-87. 

Bartschh (1940) 98. 

Seee Bartsch (1940) 87-91. He points to Act. Thorn., Act. And. and Act. John. 

Seee Bartsch (1940) 92-97. 

Bartschh (1940) 80-85, 98 (quotation on p. 80). 

28 8 

29 9 

30 0 

31 1 

32 2 

33 3 
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bee substantiated. Rather these terms have a more general ethical bearing. Fourth, 
Bartschh points to Ignatius' usage of eucharistie terminology in the context of his 
reflectionss on his own death (esp. in Rm 4:1). Yet, these passages are only in 
supportt of Bartsch's thesis if it could be shown that Ignatius understood the 
eucharistt as a cultic reenactment of Christ's death and that he really refers to the 
eucharistt in Rm 4:1. As I hope to demonstrate later (see § 6), both suppositions 
doo not hold true.34 Fifth, Bartsch seems to interpret the phrase $eoö è7iiTuxeïv 
ass implying that Ignatius hopes to become God (like Christ?). However, with this 
unusuall  phrase Ignatius rather expresses that his ultimate goal is God himself (see 
chap.. 3.7). Lastly, Bartsch points out that in Ph 8:1 Ignatius calls himself "a man 
sett on union" (eiq ëvcocriv KaTnptiCTnévoq). Yet, as the context clearly shows, 
thee noun fivcoaiq here does not refer to Ignatius' union with God - as Bartsch 
presupposess -, but to the social harmony of the Christian community.35 

Inn sum, it cannot be argued convincingly that Ignatius perceived his death 
too be a reiteration of the passion of Christ. There is no evidence in the letters that 
Ignatiuss strived to cultically reenact Christ's death, just as the initiate of a mystery 
cultt attempted to reenact the mythical past in a dramatic ritual. 

3.33.3 Preiss and Tinsley: Imitation 
Twoo years before Bartsch, a French scholar by the name of Theodore Preiss had 
writtenn an extensive article (1938) which came to be quite influential.36 Just as 
Bartsch,, he sets out to compare Ignatius with both Gnostic and Christian traditions. 
Moree specifically, he compares Ignatius with the apostle Paul. 

Hiss main diesis is that whereas to Paul being a Christian meant primarily to 
participateparticipate in Christ, to Ignatius being (or becoming) a Christian meant especially 
too imitate Christ. Preiss claims that in the letters of Ignatius the eschatological 
frameworkk is lost. The kingdom of God is already realized in the church unified 
underr the authority of the one bishop. Moreover, Preiss asserts that the salvific 
characterr of the passion of Christ was not of such a radical importance to Ignatius 
ass it was to Paul. According to Preiss, Ignatius rather focused on the individual 
andd his or her personal redemption, or - more precisely - his or her striving to 

Seee also Bartsch (1940) 78: "  ... daQ Ignatius sein Martyrium , um das sein ganzes Denken kreist 
nichtt  nur  bildhaft mit der  Eucharistie und ihren Begriffen umschreibt, sondern tatsachlich als 
Eucharistiee versteht;"  and his discussion of Ignatius' notion of the eucharist on pp. 99-132. 

Phh 8:1: "I , then, did my part as a man set on union. Where there is division and anger, there God 
doess not dwelt."  Lightfoot (1889) 2.S65 translates: "a man composed unto union;"  Corwin (1960) 
247::  "a man completely given over  to union;"  and Fischer  (1993) 199: "ein Mensch, zur 
Einigungg geschaffen."  See for  a discussion of the union-terminology in the letters of Ignatius 
furtherr  § 3.4a below and chap. 3.7.4. 

T.. Preiss, "L a mystique de limitatio n du Christ et de 1'unité chez Ignace d'Antioch,"  RHPR 18 
(1938)) 197-241. 
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attainn immortality. And it is in imitating Christ that the individual ultimately 
becomess immortal like the resurrected Christ. Preiss judges Ignatius to be first and 
foremostt a mystic. 

Preisss considers Ignatius' individualistic and a-historical concept of redemp-
tionn to be similar to that of Hellenistic and Gnostic circles. Preiss agrees with 
Schlierr and Bartsch that much of Ignatius' terminology is Gnostic, "... mais ces 
analogiess terminologiques avec la gnose ne sont que secondares. Ce qui importe 
davantage,, c'est que 1'idéal de sa piété, son désir de parvenir a rimmortalité, est 
celuii  même des milieux hellénistiques et gnostiques qu'il a du connaïtre a Antio-
che."38 8 

Somee twenty years later, E.J. Tinsley responded to Preiss' views in a brief article 
(1957).399 On the one hand, he agrees with Preiss that Ignatius is in the first place 
aa mystic and even a writer on mysticism, i.e. Ignatius' main concern is an intimate 
unionn with "ultimate Reality."40 However, contra Preiss, he argues that this 
mysticismm is thoroughly Christian in an orthodox sense. Tinsley especially stresses 
thatt in Ignatius' mysticism the historical events of the incarnation and the passion 
off  Jesus take a central place. Preiss himself, however, had already admitted that 
itt is this realism which distinguishes Ignatius' mysticism from that of the Gnostic 
cults.. Furthermore, Tinsley refers to the New Testament tradition of discipleship 
ass walking in Christ's Way.41 According to Tinsley, it is this truly canonical 
imitatioimitatio Christi - marked by patience, humility, and obedience - which can be 
foundd in the letters of Ignatius. 

Inn sum, both Preiss and Tinsley saw the notion of an imitatio Christi as the central 
conceptt in Ignatius' thought in general, and in Ignatius' reflections on his impend-
ingg death more in particular. Yet, they came to contrary assessments of the 
orthodoxyy of this notion of imitation, the one characterizing it as Gnostic, the 
otherr as truly Christian. 

Itt seems that this difference can be explained by their different views on the 
Christiann tradition in general. It seems that in the eyes of Preiss every sort of 

Preiss11 interpretation implies a peculiar tension in Ignatius' thought in the sense that salvation 
iss "already" fully attained in the church community, but that at the same time the individual 
memberss still strive to attain personal salvation. Cf. for a similar ambiguity: W. Rebell, "Das 
Leidensverstandniss bei Paulus und Ignatius von Antiochien," NTS'M (1986) 461: "Ihm [i.e. 
Ignatius]]  ist - ohne daB er das freilich zugibt - unter der Hand das Schon der Kirche zum Noch-
nichtt geworden." 

Preisss (1938) 238-239. 

E.J.. Tinsley, "The Imitatio Christi in the Mysticism of St. Ignatius of Antioch," Studia Patristica 
22 (1957) 553-560. Cf. also Meinhold(1963) 316-318 who speaks of an "Anlehnungan das Bild 
dess historischen Christus;" and J. Hermans, "De kruiservaring en martelaarsspiritualiteit van 
Ignatiuss van Antiochië," Communio 1 (1976) 361-375. 

Tinsleyy (1957) 553. 
41 1 Tinsleyy (1957) 555. 
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personall  mysticism - which necessarily does not take into account the eschatologi-
call  perspective - is un-Christian. Yet it is doubtful whether such a prepossessed 
convictionn can be a fruitful basis for historical investigations. Moreover, it should 
bee noted that it strongly depends on the interpreter's views on the meaning of 
earlyy Christian eschatological language whether one judges Ignatius as orthodox 
orr not. Strikingly enough, an existentialist interpreter of Paul such as Rudolf 
Bultmannn could hail Ignatius as one of the very few Christian writers after Paul 
whoo had understood the true dialectic nature of an existence between already and 
nott yet (see further chap. 4.2).42 

3.43.4 Relevant Terminology 
Thee four above mentioned scholars agree on one point: Ignatius was a mystic, i.e. 
hiss ultimate goal was a union with Christ or God.43 They only differ with regard 
too the question whether this road unto union was formulated in terms of the myth 
off  the redeemed redeemer (Schlier), or in terms of a reenactment of the Passion 
off  Christ (Bartsch), or in terms of an imitation of Christ (Preiss and Tinsley). It 
seemss that there are three central notions in the argumentations of these scholars: 
a)) union, b) imitation, and c) passion. At the end of this paragraph, I will therefore 
givee a brief discussion of Ignatius' usage of the terms related to these three ideas. 
Thus,, I hope to come to a more general critique of the views discussed in this 
paragraph. . 

a)) Union and Unity. Indeed unity is an important concern of Ignatius. The con-
ceptss elq, èvóro, ëvtoatq and èvórriq occur altogether 50 times.44 The last three 
termss do not appear in the other writings belonging to the corpus of the Apostolic 
Fathers,, and of these three only evoxrjq is found in the New Testament, namely 

Bultmannn (1953) 37-51. Bultmann, however, agreed with Preiss that Paul would have criticized 
Ignatius'' concept of imitating Christ. 

433 Cf. also F.A. Schilling, The Mysticism of Ignatius ofAntioch (Diss.; Philadelphia 1932) esp. 42-
49;; G. Buschmann, "Martyrium Polycarpi 4 und der Montanismus," VC 49 (1995) 114: "Die 
mystischee Einigung (fivtocu;) mit dem ndftog 'Ir|ooü Xpicrcoó bei Ignatius," and literature 
mentionedd in chap. 3.7.4. These authors seem to define mysticism simply as the search for a 
unionn with God. A stricter definition of mysticism, however, seems required. First, it should be 
madee clear what kind of union is implied. Does the mystic loose his own identity in this union, 
orr is this union far more some sort of harmony between two "persons"? Second, a stricter 
definitionn of mysticism should also say something about the specific road which leads to this 
union.. Cf. the remarks with regard to Ignatius in B. McGinn, The Foundations of Mysticism. 
OriginsOrigins to Fifth Century (London 1991) 80-81. 

444 See for etq: Eph 2:2; 4:2; 5:2; 7:2; 11:1; 15:1; 20:2; Mg 7:1-2 (9 times); 8:2; 12:1; Tr 12:2; Ph 
inscr;; 4:1 (4 times); and Sm 1:2; for èvóeo: Eph inscr, Mg 6:2; 7:1; 14:1; Rom inscr; Sm 3:3; 
forr ËVCDCJK;: Mg 1:2; 13:3; Tr 11:2; Ph 4:1; 7:2; 8:1; Pol 1:2; and 5:2; for ÊvÓTnq: Eph 4:2 
(twice);; 5:1; 14:1; Ph 2:2; 3:2; 5:2; 8:1; 9:1; Sm 12:2; and Pol 8:3. 
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inn Ephesians 4:3, 13.45 Thus it can safely be concluded that Ignatius was quite 
rightright in calling himself "a man set on union" (Ph 8:1). But what kind of union was 
hee thinking of? Did he think of a mystical union with God, as has been presumed 
soo often? A closer scrutiny of the relevant texts, I think, shows that this is unlike-
ly--

Inn none of the 50 instances where Ignatius uses the union-terminology does he 
speakk about his own personal union with God. What is more, it seems that the 
notionn of a metaphysical union between the believer and God cannot be found in 
thee letters of Ignatius at all. 

Mostly,, Ignatius simply refers to the communal unity of the believers, living 
inn concord (óuóvoia) and unity of spirit (óp.ofj$£ia) under the authority of the 
onee bishop.46 To give just one example, in Ph 3:2 Ignatius states: "Al l who 
repentt and come to the unity of the church, these also will be of God (öaoi &v 
(isiavofjaavTec;; ëXdaxriv ènï xfjv èvóxr)xa xfi<; ÉKKA-naiac;, icaï oóxoi 9eoö 
êaovxai).""  Union stands over against division (|iepiCTp,óq), strife (êpiq), and 
partisanshipp (èpiöeia).47 Surely the unity of the church is God's unity, as is 
clearr from the statement in Tr 11:2: "God offers union, which is himself (TOO 
Ö80ÖÖ ëvcoaiv é7iayy8XXojiévou, ö ècrnv aüxót;)," but such language does not 
seemm to imply a mystical bond. 

Lesss often Ignatius speaks of the oneness, i.e. uniqueness, of God (e.g. Mg 
8:2)) or Christ (Eph 7:2; 15:1), or of the unity between Christ, the Son, and God 
thee Father (e.g. Mg 7:1; Sm 3:3). 

Thus,, it is clear that union is not a mystical concept in Ignatius. Union is not a 
metaphysicall  union with God which he hopes to attain after his death, but a social 
unionn with other human beings which he already experiences in this present age 
inn the community of the believers. If Ignatius really was a mystic, it becomes quite 
unintelligiblee that he never used the terms of the union-cluster to reflect on his 
ultimatee goal.48 

Schlierr  (1929) 97-102; Bartsch (1940) 10-23; and J. Rogge, "'Eviaaic,  und verwandte Begriffe 
inn den Ignatiusbriefe,"  in: ... und fragten nach Jesus. Beitrage aus Theologie, Kirche und 
GeschichteGeschichte (Festschrift E. Barnikol ; Berlin 1964)45-51 argue that Ignatius' notion of union stems 
fromfrom  Gnostic circles. H. Paulsen, Studiën zur Theologie des Ignatius von Antiochien Antiochien (Göttingen 
1978)) 132-144 and Schoedel (1985) 21-22,52-53, 116-117 take a more differentiated stand. The 
latterr  refers especially to parallels from Hellenistic(-Jewish) material. Cf. also L. Wehr, Arznei 
derder Unsterblichkeit. Die Eucharistie bei Ignatius von Antiochien und im Johannesevangelium 
(Munsterr  1987) 46-53. 

Seee for  ónovoïa: Eph 4:1; 4:2; 13:1; Mg 6:1; 15:1; Tr  12:2; Ph inscr; and 11:2; for  ouofi9eia: 
Mgg 6:2; and Pol 1:3. 

Seee for  u£piauó<; Ph 2:1; 3:1; 7:2; 8:1; Sm 7:2; for  £pi<;: Eph 8:1; and for  èpiÖeïa: Ph 8:2. 
Cf.. e.g. Richardson (1935) 34: "I t is significant that Ignatius never  speaks of breaking a meta-
physicall  union with God. What is in his mind at all the time is the practical unity of the Christian 
Church." " 

48 8 Seee chap. 3.7.4 for  a more detailed discussion of some of the relevant passages. 
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b)) Imitation.4,9 Although there are also other terms which imply some kind of 
modell  ~ image scheme, the notion of imitation is expressed most explicitly by two 
terms:: the noun ui|ar)Tf|<; and the verb u,iuiouo:i. Let me therefore deal with both 
termss briefly. The vital question here is whether these terms imply some sort of 
culticc mimicry. 

Thee word jAiuTjTfj* ; occurs five times. Only in Rm 6:3 the term is used in the 
contextt of Ignatius' reflections on his own death: "Allow me to be an imitator of 
thee suffering of my God (è7ciTpév|/aTÉ uoi u,iuircf|v elvai TOO irddouq too 
Öeoöö nou)." In chap. 3.6.4a, I will deal with this passage at length. Notably, in 
nonee of the other four instances (Eph 1:1; 10:3; Tr 1:2; Ph 7:2) is Christ's passion 
thee point of reference for the imitator. 

Inn Eph 1:1, Ignatius addresses the Ephesians as "being imitators of God, 
enkindledd by the blood of God" (uiur|Tai övreq deoü, Ava^coTcupfjaavreq èv 
aïuatii  öeoö). Christ's blood, i.e. his passion, strengthens the Ephesians to be 
imitatorss of God, but it is not itself the object of their imitation. The context (Eph 
1:1-2)) suggests that the Ephesians are called "imitators of God" because they 
hastenedd to come to Smyrna to see Ignatius. Their affection imitates God's love. 
Thee Trallians too are called "imitators of God" because of their care for Ignatius. 
Inn Tr 1:2, Ignatius states: "Having received your godly affection through him [i.e. 
Polybius],, I gave praise, since I found you, as I learned, to be imitators of God 
(sópóvv óud<;, éq êyvcov, |iiu/r|Td<; övxaq Seoö)."50 

Moreover,, love is not the onlyy quality which in the eyes of Ignatius is worth 
imitating.. He was equally concerned with unity. This is especially clear from his 
exhortationss in Ph 7:2: "Love union, flee divisions, be imitators of Jesus Christ, 
ass he himself is of his Father (xf|v fivoooiv <3tya7idxe, TOCK; fxepiafiou*; (peuyexe, 
[AiuTjxaii  yïveaSe 'Iriaoö XptaroO, éc, Kai OUÜ>TÖ<; TOÖ naxpix; aÓTOö)." The 
exhortationss here correspond with those in passages such as Eph 3:2 and Mg 6:1. 
Thee heavenly harmony between the Father and the Son is presented as a "model" 
forr the earthly harmony between the bishop and the believers. 

Theree is one last passage in which the noun uiu.r|Tf|<; occurs. In Eph 10:3, 
Ignatiuss states: "Let us be eager to be imitators of the Lord - who was wronged 
more?? who was defrauded more? who was rejected more? (ui|iT]Tai TOO Kupiou 
aTcouSd^tojievv eïvai, Tig nXéov d5iKT|9fj, Tig dTroaxeprjSfj, TIC; d$eTT|&fj;)." 
Att first sight, Ignatius here may seem to make an appeal to imitate Christ in his 
suffering.. The context, however, indicates that the three rhetorical questions do not 
soo much point to the concrete torments which Christ suffered, as to his humility, 

Cf.. e.g. W. Michaelis, "uiuéonou KtA..." TWNT 4.617; H. von Campenhausen, Die Idee des 
MartyriumsMartyriums in der alten Kirche (Göttingen 1936; 21964) 76-77; Brox (1961) 204-207; K. 
Bommes,, Weizen Gottes. Untersuchungen zur Theologie des Martyriums bei Ignatius von 
AntiochienAntiochien (Köln/Bonn 1976) 38-41; and Schoedel (1985) 29-31. See for a valuable critique of 
Preiss'' and Tinsley's emphasis on the notion of imitation: Swartley (1973). This article will be 
discussedd at length in § 1.5. 

Schoedell  (1985) 139; and Brox (1961) 205 suggest that 9eo<; here refers to Christ and not so 
muchh to God the Father. Such an interpretation is certainly feasible. 
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gentleness,, and endurance. These spiritual qualities should be imitated, so that a 
peacefull  coexistence with "other people" can be maintained (Eph 10:1-2). 

Inn sum, Ignatius urges his fellow-Christians to imitate Christ and God in 
theirr divine love, mildness, endurance, and obedience, so that all may live in 
perfectt harmony and unity. 

Thee verb (ii^iéo^ai is used twice (Mg 10:3 and Sm 12:1). In Mg 10:1, Ignatius 
appealss not to be insensible to Christ's goodness, "For if he imitates us in our 
actions,, we no longer exist (èdv ydp f|u,a<; uij4.r)aeTcu KaSd 7ipdaao(aev, OI3K 
ëxii  èajiév)." The passage is rather enigmatic. Probably, Ignatius means to say that 
aa true Christian should imitate Christ in his goodness. For, if Christ would imitate 
ourr neglect, we would not be blessed by his grace, and thus not even exist at all. 

Inn Sm 12:1, Ignatius remarks that he is writing the Smyrnaeans through 
Burrhuss who refreshed him in every way, and he adds: "Would that all imitate 
him,, since he is an exemplar of service to God (iced 5(peXov navizq aOiov 
èuijioOvTO,, övxa e£,ep.7iA.dpiov Ösoü Siaicoviac;)." Just as in Eph 1:1 and Tr 
1:22 those Christians who cared for Ignatius were called "imitators of God," here 
Burrhuss is presented as an exemplum of brotherly affection. Obviously, not only 
Godd the Father or Christ, but an ordinary Christian too could function as a model 
off  love, worthy to be imitated. 

Finally,, I would like to point to the one instance in which Ignatius uses the 
verbb dvxi|j.iu.éo|j,ai. In Eph 10:2 - i.e. just before he exhorts his readers to be 
imitatorss of Christ (see above) - he says: "Before their fierceness be mild ..., not 
beingg eager to imitate them [i.e. people in need of repentance] in return (npöq xaq 
opydqq ccuTcov v\izlq npaziq ..., |4.fj cmouöd^ovTec; dvT(ai(j.iiaaa9at aÓTouq)." 
Thee message is once more the same: imitate other people in their kindness and not 
inn their anger. 

Inn conclusion, it seems that in Ignatius' letters imitation is a general ethical 
notion.511 Two further observations should be made. First, for Ignatius, imitation 
doess not imply some sort of mimicry.52 An imitator is not a person who tries to 
copyy another person's actions as careful as possible. In Ignatius' perception, an 
imitatorr rather strives to conform to an other person's general stand. Second, not 
onlyy God or Christ are examples, but ordinary Christians too can function as such 
(Smm 12:1).53 

Inn any event, imitation is obviously not a specifically martyrological concept 
inn Ignatius. Thus one should be cautious in speaking of an imitatio Christi with 
regardd to Ignatius' road unto death. Surely, death can be the ultimate consequence 

Soo also e.g. Schoedel (1985) 30; Bommes (1976) 39; Von Campenhausen (1964) 76; and Brox 
(1961)205. . 

Soo often in pagan authors, see Michaelis TWNT4.661-663. Ignatius' usage of the imitation motif 
probablyy stems from the Pauline tradition; see 1 Cor 4:16; 11:1; Eph 5:1; and 1 Thess 1:6. 

Cf.. also Eph 1:3: "That all of you [i.e. the Ephesians] may be like (év ÓHOIÓTTITI eïvai) him 
[i.e.. the bishop];" and Eph 12:2: "Paul ... in whose steps may it be mine to be found." 
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off  being a Christian, i.e. a follower of Christ (see Mg 5:2 below). The concept of 
imitation,, however, is only once connected with Christ's passion (Rm 6:3). In 
general,, the notion of imitating Christ is linked to the concepts of love, humility, 
endurance,, and peaceful union within the community. 

Inn opposition to the views of Schlier, Preiss, and Bartsch, it must be asserted 
thatt there are no indications that the concept of imitation should be understood 
againstt the background of mystical practices or cult rituals. Ignatius does not desire 
too copy or reenact Christ's passion. A Christian has to follow Christ in his way of 
life,, as a Christian has to imitate any other Christian who is an exemplar of true 
servicee to God. To Ignatius, such a life according to Christianity means especially 
sufferingg with Christ (Sm 4:2), but merely so because of his special situation as 
aa prisoner on the road to execution. 

c)) Suffering and the Passion. Finally, I would like to look briefly at Ignatius' 
usagee of the noun 7id3oq and the verb 7t&axo>. In what respect does his usage of 
thesee terms mean that he saw his own suffering and Christ's passion as analogous 
events? ? 

Thee verb rcaaxo) occurs nine times in the Ignatian letters.54 Four times Ignatius 
speakss of his own suffering and five times of the suffering of Christ. Two of these 
fivefive times, the idea is expressed that Christ suffered "for us" (Sm 2:1) or "our 
sins""  (Sm 7:1). In the other three instances Ignatius emphasizes that Christ truly 
sufferedd in the context of a rebuttal of docetic views. In Sm 2:1 he states: "And 
hee truly suffered ... not as some unbelievers say that he suffered in appearance 
(KOUU &A,r|Sdj<; êrcaöev ... oóx, (Sarcep ÖLKIGTOI TIVE<; Aiyouorv, TO 8OK8ÏV 
OCÜTÖVV  Ttercovdévai)." In Tr 10:1, he links this idea to the meaningfulness of his 
ownn death: "But if as some who are atheists - that is, unbelievers, - say, that he 
[i.e.. Christ] suffered in appearance ... I die, then, in vain. Then I lie about the 
Lordd (ei 5é öonsp xivèq ftdeoi övxeq, Touxéativ dmaxoi, A-éyouCTiv, TÖ 
5oK6ivv 7ïE7iov&évai aÖTÓv ... 5©pedv ouv &7io&vncncco. &pa ouv Kaxa\|/Eu8-
ojiaii  TOÖ Kupiou)." The reasoning here is rather puzzling.55 Ignatius seems to 
bee saying that if Christ died in appearance, his own - very real - death would not 

Trr 4:2; 10:1; Rm 4:3; 8:3; Sm 2:1 (thrice); 7:]; Pol 7:1. The verb a\>n7tdax<o occurs twice; once 
withh regard to Ignatius: "Only in the name of Jesus Christ to suffer with him" (Sm 4:2), and once 
withh regard to the Christian community: "Suffer together" (Pol 6:1). 

Thee passage is probably a reminiscence of Paul's argumentation in 1 Cor 15:13-15: "Now if 
Christt is preached as raised from the death, how can some of you say that there is no resurrection 
off  the dead... if Christ has not been raised then our preaching is in vain (KCVÓV) and your faith 
iss in vain. We are even found to be misrepresenting God (eópiaicóuEda 5è Kat v|/Eu8o^dpxupE<; 
TOÖÖ &eoö)." Paul's argumentation is somewhat different, but both authors emphasize the close 
correlationn between the Christ event and the salvation of the believer. Christ is the first fruits. 
Thee lot of the believer is foreshadowed in his passion and resurrection. Because Christ as a true 
humann being went through the sufferings and came out as victor, Christians in their turn can 
enduree their sufferings with confidence and even despise death. 
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bee similar to Christ's death and therefore have no meaning. But Christ did die 
truly.. Thus, Ignatius perceives his own and Christ's death as two concrete, histori-
cal,, events, the latter giving meaning to the former (cf. further § 4.2). 

Inn none of the four passages in which Ignatius is the subject of the verb 
nao%<o,nao%<o, Ignatius' suffering is explicitly correlate to that of Christ. Twice Ignatius 
presentss his own suffering as the way to attain his goal: "If I suffer, I shall become 
aa freedman of Christ" (Rm 4:3), and "If through suffering I may attain God" (Pol 
7:1).. The verb n&G%(& in these passages obviously refers to Ignatius' death in 
Rome.. That is, the verb does not mean "to suffer pain" but "to suffer death." For, 
Ignatiuss does not attain God by the inflictions which he endures. This is clear from 
thee statement in Rm 5:1: "By their [i.e. the Roman soldier's] unjust acts I become 
moree of a disciple, but not for that reason am I justified." Only through death 
itselff  does Ignatius hope to attain his goal. In the other two instances (Tr 4:2 and 
Rmm 8:3), the verb nd(j%(o also seems to refer to the event of his execution (see 
furtherr chap. 3.2.1-2). 

Thee substantive 7id$o<; occurs 15 times.56 In all these instances, it refers to the 
passionn of Christ57 - and some five times it is named together with the resurrec-
tionn (AvctCTTaaK;). Ignatius is the first writer to use the word na&oq in this 
way.588 Only once the passion of Christ is connected with the lot of Ignatius (Rm 
6:3,, see above). In most of the other instances, it is tied to the (well-)being of the 
community.. In Sm 1:2, for instance, Ignatius states that we are "from his divinely 
blessedd passion" (ÓLTIÖ TOO Öeo^aKapiaxou aüxou 7ta&ouq), and in Tr inscr he 
praisess the church in Tralies as in peace in flesh and spirit "by the suffering of 
Jesuss Christ" (x<p Ttddei 'Irjaou XpiaroO). Christ's passion is the foundation of 
thee Christian community. 

Onee passage deserves special attention. In Mg 5:2 Ignatius insists that all 
Christianss must be willing "to die unto his suffering" (&7io$aveiv eiq TÖ aöxoö 
Ttdöoq).. What does this phrase mean? Many interpreters suggested that Ignatius 
usess the verb "to die" (&7io$avEÏv) here metaphorically. Some of them argued 
thatt Ignatius refers to a cultic event, such as the public reading of the gospel,59 

orr the celebration of the eucharist.60 Others discerned a close affinity with Paul's 

Ephh inscr; 18:2; 20:1; Mg5:2; 11:1; Tr inscr; 11:2; Rm6:3; Ph inscr; 3:3; 9:2; Sm 1:2; 5:3; 7:2; 
andd 12:2. 

Note,, however, the peculiar translation of Eph inscr by Richardson (1953) 87: "The source of 
yourr unity and election is genuine suffering which you undergo (f|va>uévrj xai êK^Xeyuévrj 
èvv 7td9ei dtA.r|Sivcp)." 

Notee that in Paul the word is only used in the sense of "lustful passion," see: Rom 1:26; Col 3:5; 
andd 1 Thess 4:5. 

Seee e.g. Schlier (1929) 166 n. 1; and Bommes (1976) 76-78. 

Seee e.g. G.P. Wetter, AUchristliche Liturgien I, Das christliche Mysterium (Götttngen 1921) 118; 
Bartschh (1940) 122-123; Preiss (1938) 235; and W.C. Weinrich, Spirit and Martyrdom. A Study 
ofof the Work of the Holy Spirit in the Contexts of Persecution and Martyrdom in the New 
TestamentTestament and Early Christian Literature (Washington 1981) 124-126. 
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ideaa of dying and living with Christ in baptism (Rom 6:5-11).61 However, these 
interpretationss do not carry conviction, since they do not fit in with the context 
veryy well. Ignatius states that two things are set before every Christian: death and 
lif ee (Mg 5:1). Moreover, he says that one must either belong to God or to the 
worldd (Mg 5:2). A life according to God demands a willingness to die unto this 
worldd for Christ's sake. The prize is the attainment of Christ's life. Thus, it seem 
clearr that Ignatius speaks of a very concrete commitment to Christ's cause in a 
hostilee world, and not of some cultic ritual.62 Although it is true that there are no 
indicationss in the letters that the local communities to which Ignatius writes are 
sufferingg persecution, Ignatius considers it fitting to point out to whom their 
loyaltyy should be, even unto death. 

Whatt Ignatius means by a death "unto his passion" (eiq TÓ aótou n&doq) 
iss more difficult to determine. Brox and Schoedel claimed that the underlying idea 
iss that a Christian must be prepared to suffer as Jesus Christ suffered. Yet this is 
nott the only possible interpretation. It should be noticed that the phrase ei<; TO 
7iddo<;; is not singular in the letters. Ignatius also speaks of the need of the doce-
tistss to "repent in regard to the passion" (\itTavof\GG)<yiv sic; TÖ nddoc;: Sm 5:3) 
andd the obligation of a true Christian not to follow schismatics, but "to conform 
too the passion" (T<£ rcdSei crüVKaTaTi&eadai: Ph 3:3). For Ignatius, Christ's 
passionn is the heart of Christian faith. Consequently, it seems very well possible 
thatt "to die unto the passion" simply means "to die for Christianity." 

Thee fact that Ignatius only uses the verb Ttdaxco and never the substantive nd&oc, 
too refer to his own suffering shows that he drew a clear distinction between 
Christ'ss passion and his own death. Christ's passion is a unique event in the sense 
thatt it is the foundation of the whole of Christian existence. On the other hand, 
Ignatiuss does not hesitate to use the verb Ttdax© both with regard to his own death 
andd Christ's passion. His own death is a hopeful occasion because Christ already 
wentt through the same experience and came out as victor. His death, however, is 
nott a reenactment of Christ's death. The two equally concrete events are separated 
byy a temporal interval and do not coincide. 

3.53.5 Conclusion 
Thee analysis of the relevant terminology seems to substantiate our critique on the 
studiess discussed in this paragraph. It is clear that Ignatius' desire for death should 
nott be understood in terms of a mystical search for a union with God through an 
imitationn (of the passion) of Christ, nor in terms of a yearning to become Christ 
throughh a reenactment of the passion of Christ. Thus, neither Gnosticism (Schlier 
andd Preiss) nor the mystery religions (Bartsch) offer a satisfactory framework to 
illuminatee Ignatius' reflections on his imminent death. 

611 So e.g. Lightfoot (1889) 2.118; Srawley (1935) 55; Grant (1966) 60; Camelot (1969) 83; and 
Fischerr  (1993) 165. 

622 So also e.g. Brox (1961) 206; Schoedel (1985) 110-111; and Wehr  (1987) 117-118. 
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4.. A SECOND PASSION 

Inn the preceding paragraph, I have dealt with the work of several scholars who 
claimedd that Ignatius' reflections on his near death are dominated by the figure of 
Jesuss Christ. They judged the correlation between Christ's passion and Ignatius' 
"martyrdom"" to be vital in understanding Ignatius' longing for death. In contrast 
withh these views, two other German scholars stressed the independence of the two 
eventss in Ignatius' thought. In this paragraph, I will deal with these two scholars: 
Hanss Freiherr von Campenhausen (§4.1) and Norbert Brox (§ 4.2). 

4.14.1 Von Campenhausen: "gleich nebeneinander" 
Inn his study on martyrdom in the early church (first edition 1936), Von Campen-
hausenn spent some ten pages on the figure of Ignatius of Antioch.63 He starts by 
givingg an objective description of Ignatius' desires and anxieties with regard to his 
ownn death. He concludes this part of his investigation by expressing his surprise 
thatt he could give this description without mentioning Jesus Christ. This is all the 
moree astonishing since Christ is such a key figure in the letters.64 

Vonn Campenhausen explains this peculiarity from the fact that Ignatius did 
nott understand his death as a testimony of Christ. He states: "Sein martyrium ist 
nichtt Nachfolge im Bekenntnis des Namens Jesu, der, in einer unzerreiöbaren 
Kettee des Auftrags und des Geistes weiter getragen, den zeitlichen und personlich-
enn Abstand zwischen ihm und seinem Herrn überbrückt, sondem eine mit betonter 
Selbstandigkeitt und Freiwilligkeit erfolgende freie Wiederholung der blutigen 
Leiden,, wie sie Jesus früher erlitt. Pathos und mimesis, Leiden und Nachahmung, 
sindd darum die Grundbegriffe der ignatianischen Martyrologie."65 The church is 
filledd with life by the passion of the Lord, made present through the Christian cult. . 
Ignatius,, as a prisoner of the Roman authorities, stands outside this salvific 
structuree of the church, but he can participate in the passion more directly, namely 
byy going the same way as Christ. In this sense Ignatius is an imitator of Christ's 
passion;; both reach salvation through death. 

Butt Von Campenhausen immediately qualifies this notion of imitation. He 
stressess that imitation is not a cultic or martyrological concept and that the object 
off  this imitation is not only Christ or Christ's passion. Imitation is fundamentally 
ann ethical concept and other Christians too can function as models (see § 3.4b). 
Thee idea of imitation as such does not give the death of Ignatius a christological 
sense.. Furthermore, he notes that Ignatius calls himself theophorus, not christo-
phorus,phorus, and that he speaks of "attaining God" (9soö e7uxuxeiv), not of "being 
withh Christ" (CTUV Xpicrcqi elvai), as Paul does. Thus, Ignatius and Christ stand 
outt as independent figures: "sie stehen nebeneinander," but also: "(sie) stehen 

Here,, I will refer to the second edition: Von Campenhausen (1964) 67-78; esp. 73ff. 

Thee names "Jesus," "Christ," or combinations of the two occur some 135 times in the letters. 

Vonn Campenhausen (1964) 74. 
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einanderr in ihrem erlösenden Leiden urn Gottes Willen tatsachlich gleich^ 
Throughh his death Ignatius becomes a perfect human being, just like Christ (Rm 
6:2).. In their ultimate attainment of perfection the teacher, Christ, and the disciple, 
Ignatius,, become equals. The passion of Christ and the death of Ignatius are two 
eventss of the same kind and, in this sense, they are independent from each other. 

Althoughh Von Campenhausen never uses these very words, he seems to think 
thatt Ignatius understood himself as an alter Christus, and his violent death as a 
secondd passion! Notably, Von Campenhausen remarks that Ignatius' understanding 
off  his death in the end had to clash with the belief in the uniqueness of Christ's 
passion.677 But he does not clarify why this obviously did not bother Ignatius. 

4.24.2 Brox: ' 'Identiteit'' 
Broxx offered a more extensive analysis of Ignatius in his study on the martyr as 
aa witness of Christ (1961).68 He acknowledges that Ignatius does not use the term 
Hdpxuc;; as a "martyr title" (cf. § 2.1) Therefore, he begins with trying to find out 
whetherr perhaps there are other terms in Ignatius which function as such. 

Broxx discusses Ignatius' concepts niu/nTfjc; and jia9r|Tfjg. He agrees with 
Vonn Campenhausen that the former noun is a general ethical and not a specifically 
martyrologicall  term. On the other hand, he notes that the noun (4.a3t|Tfj<; often 
doess refer to the special situation of Ignatius, although the term is also used with 
regardd to Christians more in general (see chap. 3.6.1-2). With regard to Ignatius 
himself,, the term |xadr|Tfj<; refers both to his special status when he has proven 
faithfull  unto death, and to the way he went to reach this goal. That is, Ignatius 
wil ll  be called a disciple when he has endured unto death as a disciple of Christ. 
Broxx remarks that this double connotation of the word is comparable with how the 
laterr title of n&pxu<; functioned and thus he draws the conclusion that jiaör|Tfj<; 
"umm es vorerst vorsichtig auszudrücken, dort stehen kann, wo spater der Titel 
Hapxix;; stent."69 Nevertheless, he admits that (iaSnxfic; is not a fixed term to 
denotee the Christian who dies for his faith. Therefore, the first outcome of Brox' 
investigationn is negative: Ignatius lacks a "martyr title." 

Broxx proceeds by asking the question whether the idea of "martyrdom" in 
thee sense of giving testimony of Christ in death can be found in Ignatius' thought. 
Hee does not agree with Von Campenhausen that this idea is completely absent 
fromfrom the letters. He points to two relevant passages.70 

Vonn Campenhausen (1964) 78 (italics added). 

Vonn Campenhausen (1964) 78: "Aber  der  Gedanke eines fur  sich und andere heilsbedeutenden 
Sterbenss ist gleichwohl da und muB über  kurz oder  lang einmal auch mit dem Glauben an den 
einzigartigenn Sinn und Wert des Todes Jesu zusammenstoBen." 

Broxx (196!) 203-225; cf. alsoN. Brox, "Zeuge seiner  Leiden. Zum Verstandnis der  Interpolation 
Ign.. Rom. 11,2,"  ZKTZ5 (1963) 218-220. 

Broxx (1961) 207. 

Broxx (1961) 211-215. 

66 6 

67 7 

68 8 

69 9 

70 0 
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Thee first passage to which he refers can be found in Mg 8:2: "The most divine 
prophetss lived according to Jesus Christ, for this reason they were also persecuted, 
inspiredd as they were by his grace so that the disobedient [i.e. the Judaizers] might 
bee persuaded that there is one God (oi öeióxaxoi 7r.po(pf)xcu mxd Xpicrrov 
'' Irjaoöv ë^naav, 8id xoöxo icai é8icóx&r|aav, év7tveópevoi Ó7tö xfjq xdpixocj 
aóxoöö eiq xö 7iAiipo<popr|S'r|vai xouq dTteidoOvxac; öxi eï<; öeóq éaxiv)." 
Broxx thinks that these cryptic words could best be understood in the sense that the 
persuasivee force of the prophets lies in the fact that they suffered. In other words, 
hee connects the infinitive construction eiq xö 7iA.T|po(popr|$fivai with the main 
verbb èSióxÖTjCTav. As martyrs the prophets testified of Christ. 

Yet,, it seems more likely that the infinitive construction with eiq xö should 
bee connected with the participle which directly precedes it (êv7ivEÓpevoi) and 
withh the notion expressed in the preceding sentence, "they lived according to 
Christ""  (Kctxd Xpicrrov 'ITJOOÖV ££naav). Thanks to divine inspiration the 
prophetss were able to anticipate Christ's coming. It is their Christian way of life 
andd their proclamation of Christ which should persuade those who still hold to 
Judaismm (see Mg 8:1) that there is only one God who revealed himself through 
Jesuss Christ. The sufferings of the prophets are not so much a testimony of Christ 
ass an inherent consequence of their Christian way of life. The phrase 6id xouxo 
icaii  eSioxono-Civ seems merely to be a parenthesis.7' 

Thee second passage is more important for Brox's thesis. This time Ignatius deals 
withh docetic tendencies. In Sm 5:1, Ignatius writes about Christ, "whom some in 
theirr ignorance deny" (öv xiveq ctyvooövxeq dpvoövxcu), and the docetists, 
"whomm the prophecies did not persuade nor the law of Moses, nor indeed until 
noww the gospel nor our own individual sufferings" (oöq OÓK ëTteiaav ai 7tpocpr|-
xsïcuu o\35è ó vóuo<; MCÖÜCT8<D<;, &XA,' oóSè (iéxpi vöv xö eóayyéXiov oó8è 
xdd f|(4,éxepa xöv Kax' dvSpa 7ia9iqpaxa). 

Itt cannot be denied that Ignatius here explicitly states that the sufferings of 
Christianss should persuade others, probably of the reality of Christ's suffering. The 
questionn has been raised whether the plural noun na&r\\ia.Ta refers to sufferings 
inflictedd by the pagan persecutors of the Christian faith, or to more ordinary 
hardships.. Most Ignatian scholars rightly argue for the former.72 Brox interprets 
Ignatius'' words more specifically in the sense that the deaths of the Christian 
martyrss should convince the docetists of the reality of Christ's passion. This 
interpretationn seems convincing. But how exactly can the sufferings of Christians 
persuadee others of the true nature of Christ's passion? 

Too answer this question, Brox examines the relation between "martyrdom" 
andd the "passion" in the letters.73 He by and large endorses Von Campenhausen's 

""  So also Bauer (1920) 225; Grant (1966) 62; Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 52; and Schoedel (1985) 119. 
722 See e.g. Schoedel (1985) 234 and Fischer (1993) 209. Contra this view e.g. Vogt (1984) 55. NB 

Paull  uses the word both with regard to the sufferings of Christians and the sufferings of Christ, 
seee 2 Cor 1:5-7 and Phil 3:10. 

73 3 Broxx (1961) 215-222. 
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observationss (see § 4.1) and comes to the same conclusion, namely that "martyr-
dom"" and "passion" are essentially the same and directly comparable. Thus, Brox 
thinkss to have solved the problem of the interpretation of Sm 5:1. It is because of 
thee "Identitat" of the two events that the docetists can apprehend the true nature 
off  Christ's death by looking at the sufferings of the martyrs. The reality of the 
Christiann sufferings proves the reality of Christ's passion. Or, as Brox puts it 
himself:: " ... letzlich sind beide dasselbe und als zwei gleichartige Geschehnisse 
unmittelbarunmittelbar miteinander vergleichbar. Und von daher wird man die Ansicht des 
Ignatiuss ableiten mussen, dafl sich beide gegenseitig in ihre Realitat beweisen, so 
daBB die Aussage von Smyr 5,1 möglich wird."74 

Brox'' interpretation of Sm 5:1 is attractive because of its simplicity. Yet it 
seemss that Brox does not take into account the direct and wider context in which 
thee passage stands.75 First of all, it must be observed that the reference to the 
"individuall  sufferings" appears in a longer enumeration. It seems most likely that 
thee other three items in Ignatius' list in Sm 5:1 (the prophecies, the law, and the 
gospel)) stand in a more or less similar relation to the passion as the "individual 
sufferings.""  Since these three - in one way or another - merely point to the Christ 
eventt without being identical with it, it seems likely that the same holds true with 
regardd to the "sufferings." 

Thiss inference seems to be substantiated by the wider context of Sm 5:1. 
Rightt after the opening of the letter to the Smyrnaeans, Ignatius emphatically states 
thatt Christ as God's son was truly (dcX.r|Ö©c;) from the family of David, truly born 
andd baptized, truly nailed to the cross (Sm 1). The truly human nature of Christ's 
birthh and death guarantees the salvation of the Christians (Sm 2). But also after the 
resurrection,, Christ was in the flesh (Sm 3:1). The disciples could touch him, 
beingg intermingled with his flesh and spirit (Sm 3:2), and "therefore they despised 
evenn death" (5id TOÖTO mi davóVcou mxecppóvriaav).76 

Inn Sm 4:2, Ignatius then turns to his own situation: "For if those things were 
donee by our Lord in appearance, I too am in bonds in appearance. And why 
indeedd have I given myself up to death? (si y&p TÖ 5OK6ÏV TaÓTa è7ip&x$r| vmö 
TOCC Kupïou f||x<öv, Kdtycb TÖ SOKEÏV öéöenai. TI 8è mi éautöv ÊKÖOTOV 
8é8ooKaa T<p &avdT(p;)."77 Not only the salvation of every Christian is dependent 

77 Brox (1961) 221 (italics added). 
755 Sec also Bommes (1976) 107-114; Baumeister  (1980) 277-278; M unier  (1993) 462-463; and cf. 

H.J.. Vogt, "Ignatiu s von Antioch. Das Leiden als Zeugnis und Heilsweg,"  in: E. Olshausen, ed., 
DerDer Mensch in Grenzsituationen (Stuttgart 1984) 53-56. Since Vogt deals with a great variety 
off  different aspects of Ignatius' reflections on his death, I will not discuss this article separately. 
Referencess to this work wil l appear  in the footnotes. 

766 The causal correlation between Christ' s resurrection in the flesh and the fact that the disciples 
despisedd death is remarkable. V. Schmidt, "Lukia n uber  die Auferstehung der  Toten,"  KC(1995) 
388-3922 points to a passage in Lucian Peregr. 13 and argues that Christians could despise death 
becausee they not only thought that the soul would survive after  death, but also that their  body 
wouldd be restored to them. 

77 7 Thee rhetoric of Sm 4:2 closely resembles that of Tr  10:1 (see § 3.4c). 
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onn the true, fleshly, nature of Christ's passion, also Ignatius' own death can only 
bee a hopeful occasion if Christ suffered truly and not in appearance. 

Inn short, in the whole of Sm 1-4, Ignatius strongly emphasizes that the life 
andd death of a Christian are completely defined by the passion and resurrection of 
Christ.. It seems likely that the passage in Sm 5:1 should be interpreted against the 
backgroundd of this central message. That is, the individual sufferings (na&f\\iaTa) 
aree a testimony of Christ, because without Christ believers would not give up their 
livess with the same confidence. Their sufferings are a testimony of the reality of 
Christ'ss passion, because if Christ suffered in appearance they would not despise 
death.. Thus, Ignatius' argumentation is more subtle than Brox claims. It seems 
highlyy unlikely that Ignatius had the illusion that the reality of the individual 
sufferingss of title true believers would persuade the docetists of the reality of the 
passionn of Christ. Rather the key to understand Sm 5:1 lies in the idea of a vital 
dependencee of Christian existence on the passion of Christ as a truly human event, 
nott in the view that "martyrdom" and the passion are essentially the same.78 

4.34.3 Conclusion 
Rightlyy Von Campenhausen and Brox pointed out that Christ is rarely mentioned 
byy Ignatius in his reflections on his imminent death. Yet the suggestion that 
Ignatiuss saw himself as another Christ and his death as another passion seems 
untenable.. Ignatius' death does not testify to the reality of Christ's passion because 
thee two events are essentially the same. Rather Ignatius always maintains a clear 
distinctionn between Christ's passion and his own death. Christ's true passion is the 
foundationn of the whole of Christian existence, and thus also gives meaning to 
Ignatius'' death. 

5.. IGNATIUS' THEOLOGY OF MARTYRDOM 

Vonn Campenhausen and Brox concur with Schlier, Bartsch, Preiss and Tinsley in 
thee sense that all focus on the relationship between Christ's passion and Ignatius' 
death.. The former stress the independence, the latter the dependence of these two 
events.. In 1976 Karin Bommes' monograph on the "theology of martyrdom" in 
Ignatiuss appeared (see n. 49). It offers a significant modification of both positions. 
Beingg the only monograph on the topic of Ignatius' ideas on his near death, this 
bookk deserves special attention. After some introductory remarks about Bommes' 
methodologyy (§ 5.1), I will discuss the four different parts of her investigation one 
byy one (§ 5.2-5). 

Itt is clear that the reality of the Christian sufferings did nott persuade the docetists of the fact that 
Christt suffered truly, see esp. Sm 5:2: "For what benefit will anyone do me, praising me but 
blasphemingg my Lord by not confessing that he is the bearer of flesh?" 
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5.15.1 Methodology 
Inn the introduction of her book, Bommes begins with a brief sketch of Ignatius' 
life,, his letters, and their influence in the early church. Subsequently, she gives an 
equallyy short overview of Ignatian scholarship of the past century. Of foremost 
importancee is the third part of the introduction, which deals with the methodology 
off  her study.79 Bommes argues that the attempt to interpret Ignatius in the literary 
contextt of his time has proven to be "ein Irrweg." She claims that the Ignatian 
letterss are a singular complex and "ein erratischer Block." Therefore, she thinks 
thatt Ignatius' idiom and ideas should primarily be elucidated in the context of the 
letterss themselves. 

Bommes'' scepticism with regard to the religion-historical approach of some 
off  her predecessors is understandable (see § 3). However, her decision to omit 
(almost)) any comparison with parallel material is - as I hope to show in chap. 3 
-- too radical. Moreover, it should be noted that a comparison can even be helpful 
iff  in the end the conclusion would be that Ignatius' usage of certain notions differs 
greatlyy from any of his contemporaries. The comparative method should not be 
givenn up too easily. For even for Ignatius the rule seems to hold that something 
cann only be understood in light of what is already known. 

AA more important point of critique concerns the general plan of Bommes' 
study,, which she unfortunately fails to justify in the introduction. After some 
preliminaryy - especially terminological - investigations,80 Bommes organizes her 
analysess of the texts under four headings. In four successive chapters, she discusses 
thee relation between the martyr and respectively Christ, God, Pneuma and the 
church.. This framework is lucid, but also quite arbitrary. One should ask oneself 
whetherr it is not far more prompted by the traditional fourfold scheme of Christian 
churchh dogmatics than by the structure of Ignatius' own thoughts concerning his 
death.. Although Bommes recognizes the fact that the letters of Ignatius do not 
offerr a systematic reflection on Christian "martyrdom," she does not seem to 
acknowledgee that the attempt to construct a "theology of martyrdom" holds the 
dangerr of seriously distorting the general outlook of Ignatius' thought. 

5.25.2 The Martyr and Christ 
Ass already indicated, Bommes begins her reconstruction of Ignatius' theology of 
martyrdomm with a chapter on the martyr and Christ. This chapter is divided in four 
parts.. In the first two parts, Bommes gives a survey of Ignatius*  reflections on 
Christ'ss passion in general and deals with the key notion mat Christ's passion is 

Bommess (1976) 20-22. 

Bommess (1976) 23-50. Bommes gives a close analysis of the terms (j.iu,TjTr|<; , uccSirrïiq, and 

XpvoTiavóq.. She largely agrees with the observations of Von Campenhausen and Brox; i.e. 
m.HT|Tfj qq is not a specific martyrological term; |ia9rtTrj g is used to denote the present situation 
off  the Christians in general as well as the futur e goal of Ignatius specifically. Xpiatiavóc; 
functionss in the same way as ua9r)Tfj<; . See further  chap. 3.6. 

81 1 Bommess (1976) 51-146. 
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thee fundament of the whole of Christian existence (cf. § 3.4c). Only after these 
introductoryy investigations, Bommes turns to the specific case of the martyr, i.e. 
off  Ignatius.82 In the third part of this first chapter, she deals with the relation 
betweenn Ignatius' death and the passion of Christ; and in the fourth part, with the 
relationn between Ignatius and Christ more in general. Since these investigations 
provee to be a solid critique of the work of her predecessors, I wil l summarize both 
partss at some length. 

a)) Ignatius' Death and the Passion. According to Bommes, Ignatius perceived the 
relationn between the passion of Christ and the martyrdom of the Christian to be 
ann extremely complex one. She distinguishes six different features of this relation. 
II  wil l mention each aspect and the relevant passages briefly. 

First,, Bommes claims that Ignatius saw the passion of Christ as the cause of 
Christiann martyrdom. She refers to Mg 9:1: "Our lif e arose through him and his 
deathh ... and therefore we endure (f| ĈDTJ fju,G)v dcvéxeiXcv Si' avnoC m i TOO 
Sav&Touu au iou ... 8ia TOUTO Ü7rop,évo|uev)," and to Eph 18:1: "My spirit is a 
lowlyy offering of the cross (Ttepivj/rma TO èjiöv 7iv£öjia TOÖ CTTOtupou)." The 
causall  8id TOUTO in the first passage surely points to the Christ event. Yet, 
Ignatiuss here does not deal with martyrdom, but with endurance more in general. 
Moreover,, the link between Christ's passion and Christian endurance is indirect. 
AA Christian endures, i.e. remains faithful, not because of the passion per se, but 
becausee the passion is the foundation of his or her new life. Likewise, the second 
passagee gives expression to Ignatius' devotion to the cross rather than implying a 
directt link between the passion and the death of Ignatius. Notably, his spirit, not 
hiss death, is a lowly offering of the cross (cf. § 7.4b). 

Second,, Bommes argues that Ignatius saw martyrdom as a way to the 
"passiblee Christ" (Xpicrcö<; 7ictdr|TÓ<;).83 Bommes points to Rm 6:1: "I t is better 
forr me to die to Jesus Christ ... I seek him who died on our behalf, I want him 
whoo arose for our sake (KOAÓV U.OI dTto&avstv eiq Tnaouv Xpuxróv ... 
èKstvovv C,r\xé TÖV vmèp f|pd>v óiTtoöavóvra, éiceïvov Oétao TÖV 6 I ' t\\xaq 
dcvaaT&vTOt),""  and to Mg 5:2: "Unless we freely choose to die unto his suffering, 
hiss life is not in us (è&v \xf\ aódaipéTüx; 1%O\LZV aTrodaveiv ei<; TÖ auToö 
7td$o<;,, TÖ ^fjv aÜTOÜ OÜK ÊCTTIV èv fmïv)." Although the meaning of the 
prepositionn eiq in the first passage can be debated (see chap. 3.2.4), Ignatius here 
indeedd seems to express his longing to attain Christ through death. However, - as 
thee phrases Omèp f|u,o>v and 8i' T|(J.dq indicate - the object of his desire is not so 
muchh "Christ the sufferer" as "Christ the redeemer." With regard to the second 
passage,, the precise meaning of the preposition etc; is more crucial for Bommes' 
interpretation.. I have argued above that the phrase "unto his suffering" (sic; TO 

Althoughh Karin Bommes consistently speaks in general terms about the "martyr" and about 
"martyrdom,""  the great majority of the passages which she discusses, of course, relates to the 
specificc case of Ignatius. 

Thee adjective naÖTiTÓq is used of Christ in the semi-credal statements in Eph 7:2 and Pol 3:2. 
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aÜToOO 7id9oq) probably does not intent to present the suffering Christ as an 
examplee for the suffering Christian. More likely, Ignatius here again emphasizes 
thee importance of keeping true to the foundation of Christian existence, i.e. the 
passionn (see § 3.4c). 

Third,, Bommes asserts that Ignatius presents his death as a possibility to 
participatee in the passion of Christ. She refers to Sm 4:2: "Only in the name of 
Jesuss Christ to suffer with him (JAÓVOV èv TG) óvónaxi 'ITICTOÖ XpiaxoO eiq TÖ 
ai)(j.7ta&etvv aÜTo))." However, "participation in the passion" and "suffering with 
Christ""  are not quite one and the same thing. As Bommes acknowledges herself, 
forr Ignatius there remains a clear distinction between Christ's passion and his own 
death.. I will argue later that "to suffer with Christ" here does not have a mystical 
connotation,, but merely means '*to suffer like Christ did" (see chap. 3.2.2). 

Fourth,, although Ignatius never uses a verb such as "to follow" (ÓCKOXOUÖ £<D) 
inn the context of his reflections on his death, Bommes thinks that the notion of a 
"Nachfolge""  of Christ is not completely absent. She points to Rm 3:2-3: "I prove 
faithfull  when I do not appear to the world; nothing that appears is good; for our 
Godd Jesus Christ rather appears by being in the Father." Indeed the implication is 
thatt Ignatius follows Christ in his disappearance to the world, but the link is rather 
secondaryy (cf. chap. 3.10.3). 

Fifth,, Bommes points out that Ignatius saw his death as an imitation of 
Christ'ss passion. Ignatius' words in Rm 6:3 are quite clear. He pleads: "Allow me 
too be an imitator of the suffering of my God (É7tiTpé\|/aTé jioi (iiurjTfi v elvai 
TOOO Tt&Souq TOO öeoö nou)." In her discussion of this notion of imitation, Bom-
mess deals extensively - and judiciously - with the works of Schlier, Preiss, 
Bartsch,, Brox, and Von Campenhausen (see § 3-4). With regard to the question 
off  the relation between the imitating martyr and his model, she distinguishes two 
theses:: the "Identitatsthese" (esp. Bartsch) and the "Parallelitatsthese" (esp. Von 
Campenhausenn and Brox). The advocates of the former thesis maintain that for 
Ignatiuss martyrdom simply is the passion, and those of the latter thesis claim that 
forr Ignatius martyrdom and the passion are two independent events of the same 
kind.. Rightly Bommes argues that neither of these positions holds true.84 

Lastly,, Bommes states that the death of the martyr is a testimony of the true 
faithh in the human nature of the passion. The relevant passages (Sm 5:1 and Mg 
8:2)) have already been discussed in § 4.2. As Bommes acknowledges herself, in 
neitherr of these passages does Ignatius really focus on the similarity of the passion 
andd his own death. 

Seee esp. Bommes (1976) 102-107 and the eloquently formulated conclusions on the last of these 
pages::  "Beide stellen Jesus Christus zu sehr  auf die Seite des Menschen, d.h. sie kommen zu dem 
Ergebniss einer  zu groOen Nahe und einer  Ununterschiedenheit zwischen Christus und dem 
Martyrer ,, indem letzlich der  Martyre r  und Christus zusammen entweder  nebeneinander  (Paralleli-
tat)) oder  ineinander  (Identitat ) Gott gegenüberstehen. Uns wil l aber  scheinen, daB trotz aller  N&he 
undd Entsprechung zwischen dem Leidensweg Jesu Christi und demjenigen des Martyrer s das 
Grundschemaa der  Beziehungen ein anderes ist: daB dem Martyre r  auf der  einen Seite Gott und 
Jesuss Christus auf der  anderen Seite gegenüberstehen." 
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Afterr her discussion of these six aspects Bommes concludes that in Ignatius' 
thoughtt the relation between Christ's passion and his own death is remarkably 
variegated:: "Das Leiden und Sterben Jesu Christi ist fur Ignatius der tiefste Grund 
seiness Martyriums, und zwar in einem umfassenden Sinn: die Passion ist die 
eigentlichee und bleibende Ursache, der bestandige Bezugspunkt und in einem 
bestimmtenn Sinn auch das Ziel des Leidens und Sterbens des Ignatius."85 

Thiss resolute conclusion is at odds with her overview of the different aspects 
off  this relation. Notably, none of these aspects can be exemplified by more than 
onee or two passages, and even these often give only indirect evidence. Moreover, 
herr interpretations do not always carry conviction. Thus, Christ's passion seems 
too have been a far less important point of reference in Ignatius' reflections on his 
imminentt death than Bommes argues. 

b)) Ignatius and Christ. Next - in part four of her first chapter - Bommes deals 
withh the relation between Christ and the martyr more in general, or - to use her 
ownn words - with "die grundsatzliche und umfassende Christus-Bezogenheit des 
Martyriums.""  She refers to five aspects of this relation. Again, I will mention each 
aspectt and the relevant passages briefly. 

First,, Bommes points out that the martyrdom of Ignatius takes place "in 
JesusJesus Christ" She observes that Ignatius frequently calls himself "one who is 
boundd in Jesus Christ (oeOeuivoq èv XpiaxcS 'Iriaoö)."86 Moreover, in Eph 3:1 
hee states: "I have not yet been perfected in Jesus Christ (oÜ7tcö &7iTJpTianca èv 
'Ir|aoöö Xpiaxc§)," and in Rm 4:3: "I shall arise free in him (avaaxrjcFop,ai èv 
au too èteuöepoc;)." To determine what the words èv Xpiaxop 'IriaoC exactly 
mean,, Bommes examines Ignatius' general usage of this phrase. 

Itt appears that the preposition èv is Ignatius*  favourite way to characterize 
thee relationship between Jesus Christ and the Christian community. The whole of 
Christiann existence is founded and takes place in Jesus Christ (cf. chap. 3.7.5). 
Moree in particular, Bommes argues that the phrase èv Xpiax<§ 'IT|CTOI) has a 
fourfoldd connotation: causal (because of Christ), modal (according to Christ), 
instrumentall  (through Christ), or local (in the vicinity of Christ). Subsequently, she 
contendss that all four of these aspects are also implied in the expression Séöe^cci 
èvv 'InaoC Xpiaxcp. She states: "Dafi Ignatius in Christus gebunden ist, besagt, 
daBB der Herr die Ursache seines Martyriums ist und daB dieses um Christi willen 
geschieht;; es besagt ferner, dafi Ignatius sich durch sein Leiden beim Herrn, in 
seinerr Nëhe befindet, daB seine Fesseln dem Willen Christi entsprechen, dafi er der r 
Hilf ee des Herrn gewifi sein darf und in seinem Leiden auf dem Weg zu ihm 
ist."87 7 

Bommes'' method here is arbitrary. I agree with her that in Ignatius' letters 
thee phrase èv 'IT|CTOG Xpiaxcp can denote numerous aspects of the strong bond 

855 Bommes (1976) 119. 
866 SeeTr 1:1; Rm 1:1; cf.: Eph 3:1; 11:2; Ph 5:1; and 7:2. 
877 Bommes (1976) 133. 
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betweenn Christ and the believer. Yet this does not mean that in every instance the 
phrasee has this wide variety of connotations. Thus, it seems quite farfetched to 
interprett the preposition èv in the phrase ÖEÖeuivoq èv Xpicxop 'Ir|aoC as 
instrumentall  or local. The slight variation of words in Tr 12:2 and Eph 1:2 is 
telling.. The former reads: "My bonds, which I carry about because of Jesus Christ 
( i dd 6sa\id (iou, &  £V6KEV Tnaou Xpiaxoö 7iepi(pépo))." In the latter, Ignatius 
declares:: "I was put in bonds from Syria for the common name and hope (8e8e-
uivovv dtTcö Zupiaq Cmèp xoO KOIVOÖ óvóuxxxot; tcai tkniboq)." These formula-
tionss make it likely that in the context of his imprisonment Ignatius uses the 
phrasee év Xpiox<§ ' rnaoö especially to distinguish his own bonds from those of 
ordinaryy prisoners. His confinement is the result of his Christian way of lif e 
(causall  sense of èv); and he is a Christian prisoner (modal sense of év). 

Thee four other aspects of the relation between the martyr Ignatius and Christ 
whichh Bommes identifies can be dealt with more briefly. As a second feature of 
thee relation, she points out that Christ is the cause of Christian martyrdom. The 
passagee in Tr 12:2 just quoted is the only instance in which Ignatius speaks in 
thesee terms about his own predicament. Third, she observes that Christ supports 
Ignatiuss on his road to Rome and in the hour of his death. Most clear are Ignatius' 
wordss in Rm 4:2: "Pray Christ for me (Xixavsuaaxs xov Xpiaxóv)," and 
especiallyy in Sm 4:2: "I endure all things, since he, the perfect human being, 
empowerss me (rcavxa U7K>néva>, auxoö u.e èv8uvajj.oövxo<; xoö XEXEIOU 

&vdpG>7too).""  Fourth, Christ attests Ignatius and the truthfulness of his desire for 
deathh before the church. The relevant passage is Rm 8:2: "Jesus Christ wil l make 
plainn to you that I speak truly ('Iriaoöq Sè Xpiaxöq ójatv xaöxa (pavspaxrei, 
öxtt &A,r|öa><; X.éyo))." Lastly, Christ is the goal of the martyr Ignatius. Besides to 
Rmm 5:3: " ... that I may attain Jesus Christ (ïva 'Irjaoó Xpiaxop enixuxto)," 
Bommess rightly refers to Rm 6:1 (quoted in § 5.2a). 

Inn sum, Bommes again seems to press her point by speaking of a "grundsatz-
lichee und umfassende Christus-Bezogenheit des Martyriums." Yet, it cannot be 
deniedd that Ignatius occasionally speaks about Jesus Christ in the context of his 
imminentt execution. Most notably, Ignatius presents Christ as the one who stands 
byy him and as the one whom he wil l reach through death. 

5.35.3 The Martyr and Goa*% 

Bommess spends almost one hundred pages to deal with the relation between the 
martyrr and Christ. The relation between the martyr and God (the Father) receives 
muchh less attention (not even twenty pages). Bommes claims that "vom VerhSltnis 
dess Martyrers zum Vater viel seltener und unter weniger vielfaltigen Aspekten die 
Redee ist, als von seinem Christusverhaltnis."89 According to her, this is due to the 
analogyy between the passion and the death of the martyr, and more in general to 
thee fact that Christ as the incarnated God functions as a mediator between human 

Bommess (1976) 147-164. 

Bommess (1976) 147. 
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beingss and God the Father who is invisible. On the other hand, Bommes observes 
thatt the unity of God the Father and Christ is a central element in Ignatius' 
theology.. Therefore, she does not expect to find significant differences between the 
relationn of Ignatius to the Father and the relation of Ignatius to Christ.90 

Bommess distinguishes three aspects of the relation between Ignatius and God 
(thee Father). First, she observes that Ignatius dies in accordance with God's wil l 
andd that he is supported by God. Bommes refers to Rm 7:1: "The ruler of this age 
wishess to carry me off and to corrupt my godly intent (o ctpxcov TOO airavoq 
TOUTOUU 5iap7cdaai u€ pouXsxat Kai xf|v ei<; Seóv poo yvtou.T|v 8ia<pdet-
pai);""  Pol 8:1: "I am sailing any moment from Troas to Neapolis, as the (divine) 
wil ll  requires ((bq TO &éA.T|p.a 7tpoCTxaaCT8i);" Rm 2:2: "God judged the bishop of 
Syriaa worthy (xöv ETUOKOTIOV Supiac; Kaxrj^icoaEV ó 9eóq);" and Sm 11:1: "By 
thee (divine) wil l I was counted worthy ... because of the grace of God (KOLXO, 

$8A.ri|!aa 8è KaxTî iüóÖTjv ... èK x<ipvro<; &eo0)." 
Second,, Bommes states that Ignatius is a sacrifice to God's honour. She 

referss to Rm 4:1: "I die willingl y for God (èyë éica>v urcèp $soü &7r.o&vf)oTcco);" 
Rmm 4:2: " ... that I may be found a sacrifice of God (3eoö öua ia eüpeöö);" and 
Rmm 2:2: " ... to be poured out as a libation for God (arcovöiaöfjvai &eö)." 

Third,, Bommes declares that God is the goal of Ignatius. Besides to the ten 
instancess in which Ignatius speaks about his wish "to attain God" (Seou 
èniivxeiv),èniivxeiv),9191 she points to passages such as Rm 2:2: "I t is good to set from the 
worldd to God (KaX.öv TÖ Sövai dtnö KÓap.ou rcpöq deóv);" and Tr 5:2: "We need 
manyy things that we may not lack God (nokXa f|ptv ASITTEI, tva öeoö nf| 
Xentó\xs&a)." Xentó\xs&a)." 

Thiss brief synopsis shows that the claims which Bommes made at the 
beginningg of her chapter on the martyr and God do not hold true without due 
consideration.. Indeed the relation between Ignatius and God seems less variegated 
thann that between Ignatius and Christ, but it is certainly not less prominent. On the 
contrary.. God is much more often presented as the goal of Ignatius than Christ is 
(aboutt three instances over against twelve instances). Moreover, Ignatius never 
mentionss Christ directly as the one who will s his death or as the one for whom he 
dies.. Thus, Bommes' expectation not to find significant differences between the 
relationn of the martyr Ignatius to the Father and the relation of the martyr Ignatius 
too Christ also does not come true. 

5.45.4 The Martyr and Pneuma 
Bommes'' chapter on the relation between the martyr and Pneuma is undoubtedly 
thee most controversial part of her study. In this chapter, Bommes argues that 

Itt  must be kept in mind that Ignatius can refer  to Christ simply as "God"  (e.g. Rm 6:3). There-
fore,, it cannot be excluded that some of the instances dealt with in this paragraph really pertain 
too Christ. 

Ephh 12:2; Mg 14:1; Tr  12:2; 13:3; Rm 1:2; 2:1; 4:1; 9:2; Sm 11:1; and Pol 7:1. 

Bommess (1976) 165-181. 
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Ignatius'' predicament as a prisoner intensified his spiritual abilities. Although 
Ignatiuss was already a pneumatic preacher before he was carried off, the special 
situationn of being chained heightened these gifts.93 Bommes discusses several 
passagess from the letters of Ignatius. However, her interpretation of these does not 
carryy conviction.94 

Inn Ph 6:3-8:1, Ignatius deals with his pneumatic speech in the community 
off  Philadephia. In Ph 7:2, he states: "He is my witness in whom I am bound that 
II  did not learn it from any human being. It was the Spirit who made proclamation 
(u.dpxuqq 8é HOI, èv <f> 8é8euxxi, Öxi anö aapKÖq dvÖpa>7r.ivr|<; OUK ëyvcov. xó 
8èè 7tveufia èKfjpuaaev)." Bommes understands this passage as implying a special 
relationn between Ignatius' pneumatic gifts and his death. Yet, since the two - i.e. 
thee fact that Ignatius is bound (8é8ep,ai) and the fact that it is the Spirit who 
speakss in him (TÖ Tiveopxt èKfjpuarjsv) - are not directly linked to each other, 
thiss interpretation seems unfounded. 

Inn Eph 11:2, Ignatius calls his bonds "spiritual pearls" (xou<; 7r.veunaxiKou<; 
Hapvapixac;).. Bommes interprets this poetic phrase as evidence of the pneumatic 
characterr of Ignatius*  death. However, as in the whole of Ignatius' letters, the 
adjectivee 7tveuu<xxiKÓ<; does not refer to the Holy Ghost. The term is merely the 
antipodee of the adjective capiciKÓc;. What Ignatius tries to say is that his bonds 
aree only precious ornaments to those who think spiritually, i.e. they are not real 
tangiblee pearls. 

Inn Mg 1:2, Ignatius says: "In the bonds which I bear I sing the churches (èv 
oïqq Tiepupép© 8ecrp.oïc; #8© xaq èKKATiaiaq)." Bommes interprets Ignatius' 
singingg as a pneumatic act. For this view, she depends on Schlier who pointed to 
thee singing of the "Pneumatiker" in the Odes of Solomon.95 Yet, more recently, 
Schoedell  pointed to far closer parallels from Greco-Roman writings in which the 
actt of singing (the praises of) persons, cities, or gods is presented as the task of 
poetss and rhetoricians.96 Thus, a special pneumatic connotation seems unlikely. 

Lastly,, Bommes refers to Ignatius' words in Tr 5:2: "I am in bonds and I am 
ablee to know heavenly things (8é88p.ai KCCÏ 8uvancu voeïv xd èTioupdvia)." 
Here,, Ignatius' bonds and his pneumatic gifts clearly stand side by side, they are 

Seee esp. Bommes (1976) 175: "Sind sein Fesseln auch nicht grundsatzlich und schlechtin die 
Ursachee seines Pneumatikerseins, so haben sie doch offensichtlich einen so wesentlichen EinfluB 
auff  die Aktualisierung seiner  pneumatischen Begabung gegenüber  den ihm auf seinem Wege 
begegendenn Gemeinden, da8 man in diesem eingeschrankten und genau definierten Sinn von 
einemm ursachlichen Zusammenhang zwischen Martyriu m und pneumatischer  AuBerung bei 
Ignatiuss sprechen kann."  The highly sophisticated distinction between "Ursache"  and "ursachliche 
Zusammenhang""  is - I think - a clear  indication of the feebleness of Bommes' position. Cf. 
howeverr  also e.g. Schlier  (1929) 140: "Den Weg geht Ignatius als Pneumatiker. Seine Fesseln 
machenn ihn dazu;"  and O. Michel, Prophet und M&rtyrer  (Gütersloh 1932) 59: "Sein Martyriu m 
machtt  ihn zum prophet." 

Seee contra Bommes esp. Weinrich (1981) 143-144; and cf. also Meinhold (1963) 313-315. 

Schlierr  (1929) 144-145. 

Schoedell  (1985) 104. 
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simplyy linked by the copulative iced. Although Bommes - obviously - thinks 
otherwise,, this makes a causal relation between the two improbable. 

Inn sum, Bommes' attempt to uncover a- rather elusive - connection between 
Ignatius'' imprisonment and his pneumatic gifts is unsuccessful. More convincing 
iss her view that the Spirit is one of the originators of Ignatius' death. She refers 
too Rm 7:2: "There is water living and speaking in me, saying from within me: 
Comee to the Father (ö8<Dp 8è ^CÜV KCU AXXA,OÖV èv èuoi, ëoxodév uoi Aiyov, 
AeOpoo npöq xöv raxTépa)." The "livin g water" undoubtedly is a symbol for the 
Spiritt (cf. John 7:38-39). Thus, it is clear that not only God the Father and Jesus 
Christt incite Ignatius on his way to Rome, but also the Spirit. 

5.55.5 The Martyr and the Church91 

Inn the last chapter of her study Bommes gives an analysis of the bond between the 
martyrr and the church. This last chapter proves to be one of the two most enlight-
eningg parts of her study (the other part being her discussion of Ignatius' notion of 
imitation).988 First, she deals with the direct reciprocal relations between Ignatius 
andd the Christian communities. Second, she considers the (more indirect) corre-
spondencee between the lot of Ignatius and that of the communities. 

Thee letters offer abundant proof of a lively interaction between the members 
off  the local Christian communities and Ignatius as a martyr on his way to Rome. 
Theyy hasten to see him (Eph 1:2), they receive him (Rm 9:3), they refresh him in 
everyy way (Eph 2:1; Tr 12:1; Sm 9:2), they rejoice with him (Tr 1:1); and they 
lovee his bonds (Pol 2:3). Some of them preceded Ignatius to Rome (Rm 10:2), 
otherss followed him from Antioch (Sm 10:1; Ph 11:1). Ignatius needs the support 
andd prayers of the local churches," since he is separated from his own commun-
ityy (Eph 12:1) and given up to the temptations of the devil (Rm 5:3; 7:1). In his 
turn,, Ignatius is dedicated to the local communities. He even presents himself as 
aa "sacrifice" for the churches.100 In his bonds he sings the churches (Mg 1:2), 
andd his bonds exhort them (Tr 12:2). 

Besidess to these concrete mutual relations between Ignatius and the local 
communities,, Bommes also points to the common lot of both. She gives an 
extensivee discussion of Ignatius' usage of the terms Ó7iouiveiv and 07tou,ovf|, 
showingg that to endure to the end is the collective obligation of all Christians. 
Moree importantly, Bommes points out that Ignatius and the church also have a 
commonn goal. Ignatius wil l not attain a special reward through his death for the 
sakee of Christ. In the end, both he and all other Christians wil l attain God and true 
lif ee (cf. chap. 3.7). In Bommes' own words: "Es besteht ein Unterschied zwischen 
demm Martyrer und den iibrigen Christen hinsichtlich ihres Weges zur Vollendung, 

Bommess (1976) 182-250. 

Seee Bommes (1976) 86-107, referred to in § 5.2a above. 

Seee Eph 1:2; 11:2; 21:1; Mg 14; Tr 12:3; Rm 3:2; 4:2; 8:3; Ph 5:1; 8:2; Sm 11:1; and Pol 7:1. 

Seee Eph 8:1; Eph 21:1; Tr 13:3; Sm 10:2; Pol 2:3; and 6:1. For a discussion of these passages 
seee below (§ 7.4b). 

97 7 

98 8 

99 9 

100 0 
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aberr nicht hinsichtlich der Vollendung selbst."101 This will prove to be a very 
importantt point in my own analysis of Ignatius' reflections on his impending death 
(seee chap. 3). 

5.65.6 Conclusion 
Thee careful study of Karin Bommes offers a significant correction of the approach 
off  many of her predecessors (see § 3-4), who in their interpretation of Ignatius 
tendedd to focus on one aspect of the relation between Ignatius and Jesus Christ. 
Shee shows convincingly that the relation between Ignatius and Christ is a complex 
one,, and that God the Father, the Spirit, and the church also play - more or less 
importantt - roles in Ignatius' reflections on his imminent death. In this respect, 
Bommes'' usage of the fourfold scheme of Son, Father, Spirit, and Church can be 
calledd successful. 

Yet,, her choice for this scheme and other dogmatic presumptions also seem 
too be the cause of the fact that the roles of Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit are 
overemphasizedd and that the role of God the Father is judged to be less significant 
thann even her own analyses seem to suggest. And what's more, since Bommes 
triess to illuminate Ignatius' thought by use of a theological scheme which was not 
hiss own, the idiosyncrasy of Ignatius' reflections on his near death seems to be 
obscured.. Despite these points of critique, Bommes' monograph should certainly 
bee appreciated as a major step forward in the study of Ignatius' reflections on his 
imminentt execution in the Roman amphitheatre.102 

6.. MARTYRDO M AND THE EUCHARIST 

Inn § 3.2, I referred to the observation of Bartsch that Ignatius uses eucharistie 
terminologyy when he speaks about his death. In this paragraph, I will deal with 
thosee scholars who argued that the link between martyrdom and eucharist is the 
mostt important motif in Ignatius' reflections on his imminent death. The work of 
twoo scholars will be discussed more in detail. First, I will deal with the sugges-
tionss of Gilles P. Wetter (§ 6.1). Then, I will turn to the more recent study of 

Bommess (1976) 249. 

AA more recent "theological"  approach can be found in: K.R. Morris , "Pur e Wheat of God or 
Neuroticc Deathwish?: A Historical and Theological Analysis of Ignatius of Antioch's Zeal for 
Martyrdom, ""  Fides et Historia 26 (1994) 24-41, and esp. 30ff. Morri s understands Ignatius' 
martyrologyy in the light of the bishop's concern for  unity in the churches, obedience to the 
bishop,, and opposition to false teachers. Morris , however, ignores almost all earlier  contributions 
withh regard to Ignatius' views on his death (even Bommes' study is not mentioned!), and gives 
noo detailed analyses of the passages in which Ignatius speaks explicitly about his execution. The 
connectionn between Ignatius' ecclesiological concerns and his reflections on his near  death 
remainss rather  vague. In any event, Ignatius does not seem to have understood his death first  and 
foremostt  as an apology for  the gospel (cf. § 2.2 and 4.2). 
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W.C.. Weinrich (§ 6.2). At the beginning of my discussion of Weinrich, I will 
brieflyy refer to several other scholars who argued that Ignatius saw his death as an 
eucharistiee event. 

6.16.1 Wetter: A Bloody Eucharist 
Gilless P. Wetter stands in the same German tradition of religion-historical research 
ass Schlier and Bartsch (see § 3.1-2). In his book on early Christian liturgy (1921), 
hee came to speak of Ignatius twice. 

First,, Wetter deals with Ignatius' letters in his search for traces of cultic acts 
inn the earliest Christian tradition.103 He draws the conclusion that for Ignatius -
moree than for any other early Christian writer - , the cultic act, i.e. the eucharist, 
wass of utmost importance.104 For Ignatius - Wetter argues - the eucharist forms 
thee centre of Christian existence. In the eucharist the Christian meets Christ and 
experiencess salvation. Within the scope of this study I cannot go into Ignatius' 
ideass on the eucharist at length, but Wetter seems to overestimate the importance 
off  the eucharist in Ignatius' theology (cf. § 6.2). 

Secondly,, Wetter refers to Ignatius' letters in a subsequent chapter on the 
earlyy Christian Acts of the Martyrs. He argues that the authors of these martyrdom 
accountss made use of hymnic material and liturgical traditions. In this way, they 
picturedd martyrdom as a cultic event. He thinks that the same can be said of the 
wayy in which Ignatius envisioned his own death. He refers to several passages to 
substantiatee this view.105 

Wetterr begins by pointing to the following passage from Ignatius' letter to the 
Romanss (2:2): "Grant me nothing more than to be poured out as a libation for God 
whilee an altar is still ready, that becoming a chorus in love you may sing to the 
Fatherr in Jesus Christ (nXéov 8é jioi \xf\ 7tap&CTXT|a9£ TOO a7r.ov8ia&fjvai &E(p, 
ebe;; £TI Suaiaaxfipiov ëxoinóv ÉCTTIV, iva èv dcy&7ir| xopöc, yevóuevoi ^enrce 
ia»» raxxpi év ' Irjaoö Xpiaxo))." He asserts that Ignatius here imagines himself to 
bee at the centre of a church service. That is, according to Wetter, Ignatius pictures 
thee Roman Christians as gathered around him in the arena, just as they normally 
aree gathered around the eucharistie altar in the church. Moreover, as in the com-
munityy service the eucharist represents Christ and his passion symbolically, in his 
martyrdomm Ignatius represents Christ and his passion, but then in a more realistic 
way.. Wetter even goes as far as speaking of Ignatius' death as "ein blutiges 
Abendmahl." " 

Wetterr (1921) 116-123. 

Wetter'ss interpretations are often unconvincing. Many notions which he identifies as referring to 
aa community cultus seem not to do so. Note e.g. his cultic interpretation of the phrases "to love 
thee present grace" (Eph 11:1); "the plan having to do with faith in him and love of him" (Eph 
20:1);; "to die unto his suffering" (Mg 5:2); "imitators of God" (Tr 1:2); and "to suffer together" 
(Poll  6:1). 

105 5 Wetterr (1921) 134-138. 
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Thiss may seem an attractive interpretation. However, the terminology in Rm 
2:22 probably does not point to an eucharistie service. More likely, the language has 
beenn drawn from Greco-Roman sacrificial practices.106 First, it should be noticed 
thatt the verb a7tov8i£u>, or comparable terms, are never used in an eucharistie 
contextt in the New Testament or the Apostolic Fathers. As a matter of fact, the 
verbb cnovSiCpy is a hapax within these two corpora.101 On the other hand, the 
termm was commonly used in the context of the pagan practice of pouring a liba-
tion.. Second, the motif of the chorus does not necessarily refer to church singing. 
Duringg pagan sacrifices a chorus could be singing about the altar.'08 Third, the 
wordd öuaictaxfjptov indeed is the biblical rather than the pagan term for altar. 
Yet,, Ignatius uses the term SuCTictaxfjpiov elsewhere only metaphorically in the 
sensee of "church community" or "church building."109 Thus, the link with the 
eucharistt seems to be at best indirect. Moreover, it must be observed that the 
earliestt term for something like an eucharistie altar seems to have been xpd7ie â 
andd that Christian writers could use the biblical term duaiaaxfjpiov with regard 
too pagan altars.110 All in all, there seems to be little evidence in support of 
Wetter'ss interpretation of Rm 2:2. Ignatius here does not seem to envision his 
martyrdomm in eucharistie terms. 

Furthermore,, another instance from Ignatius' letter to the Romans even seems to 
contradictt Wetter's views outright. In Rm 7:3, Ignatius states: "I take no pleasure 
inn corruptible food ... I want the bread of God, which is the flesh of Jesus Christ, 
off  the seed of David, and for drink I want his blood which is incorruptible love 
(ov>x(ov>x f|8ojiai xpo<pf] q>$opa<; ... Apxov deoö SÉXXD, ö èaxiv aap£ 'Inaoö 
Xpwjxoö,, xoö èK artépuaxoc; AaoiS, mi nó\xa $éA,(ü xö aljxa auxoö, ö éaxiv 
cVyd7rr)) dcpöapxoq)." Surely the reference to the eucharistie elements of bread ~ 
fleshh and drink - blood is obvious. Yet it should be observed that Ignatius states 
thatt he longs for these eucharistie elements, not that he is or becomes in some way 
thee flesh and blood of Christ himself. Obviously, Ignatius does not identify himself 
withh the eucharist. 

Cf.. e.g. Lightfoot (1889) 2.201, Grant (1966) 87, Schoedel (1985) 171, and Bommes (1976) 90. 
Thiss may be surprising, but note that in Eph 9:2 Ignatius uses the image of a pagan religious 
processionn similarl y to express Christian devotion. 

Cf,, however, the verb anévSoucti in Phil 2:17 and 2 Tim 4:6. Both passages (and especially the 
latter)) seem to hint at Paul's possibly near  death. Ignatius may have been dependent on these 
texts.. Paul may have drawn his imagery from the OT (see e.g. Exod 29:40; Num 28:7; and Sir 
SO::  1S), but this is unlikely with regard to Ignatius. Note that Tacitus uses the metaphor  of "drin k 
offering""  to describe Seneca's death (Ann. 15.64), cf. also with regard to the death of a devotee 
off  Apollo, see Bauer  sv anévSco. 

Cf.. also the use of the metaphor  in 4 Mace 13:8: 'They [i.e. the seven brothers] constituted a 
holyy chorus of religion (lepöv eóaepEÏaq xopóv) and encouraged one another." 

Seee Eph 5:2: "I f anyone is not within the altar;"  Mg 7:2: "Hurr y together  ... as to one altar;"  Tr 
7:2::  "H e who is within the altar;"  and Ph 4:1. 

Seee Schoedel (1985) 55; and Bartclink (1952) 14-16. 
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Butt what then is here the link between the eucharist and Ignatius' death? 
Ignatiuss contrasts the bread and drink of God - which he calls "incorruptible love" 
-- with "the food of corruption." It seems to be this opposition which dominates 
Ignatius'' thought here in Rm 7:3. Surely Ignatius does not merely express his hope 
too participate in a regular - earthly - eucharistie service. The message seems to be 
moree radical. Ignatius no longer wants "to live in human fashion" (Rm 8:1). He 
envisagess his death as the beginning of a new, incorruptible, life. As elsewhere in 
thee Ignatian letters (see e.g. Eph 20:2), the eucharistie elements stand out as 
symbolss of this immortality.111 This eternal life with Christ is adumbrated in the 
eucharist,, and will be realized fully in the future. Whether this moment will be 
immediatelyy after death or at the eschaton, is a question which cannot be answered 
heree (see esp. chap. 3.7-9). 

Besidess to Rm 2:2, Wetter refers to several other passages to substantiate his view 
thatt Ignatius saw his death as a cultic event analogous to the eucharist. However, 
hiss reading of the texts does not carry conviction.112 Last of all, Wetter refers to 
thee well-known passage in Rm 4:1. Here, Ignatius exclaims: "I am the wheat of 
God,, and I am ground by the teeth of wild beasts that I may be found pure bread 
(aÏTÓqq elm fteoö Kai 5i' ÓSÓVTCDV önpuov dtATJ{k>u<xi, ïva Ka3apö<; apxoq 
eóped©)."1133 At first sight, it may indeed look like Ignatius says that he hopes 
too become the eucharistie bread.114 Several scholars, however, have made it clear 
thatt Ignatius rather uses a metaphor drawn from the realm of baking.115 Notably, 
thee phrase Kaoapoq &pxo<; is the usual Greek term for "white bread."116 In 
otherr words, Ignatius describes his death as a transformation process, changing him 
fromfrom wheat to flour, and from flour to bread. A link with the eucharist seems not 
too be intended. 

Inn sum, neither Wetter*s claim that Ignatius saw the eucharist as the centre of 
Christiann existence and the main source of salvation, nor his view that Ignatius 
envisionedd his violent death as a bloody eucharist holds true. Wetter's reading of 

1111 Cf. e.g. Lightfoot (1889) 2.226; Maurer (1949) 88; Bommes (1976) 61-64; Baumeister (1980) 
285;; and Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 77. 

1122 See most notably his misquotation of Mg 1:2, reading év olq where he should have read êv alq. 
11 !3 The Greek (and Latin) manuscripts of the MR read Kcc9apó(; &pTO<; e0ps9<ö TOO Xpiatoö. But 

thee last two words seem to be a later addition, so e.g. Lightfoot (1889) 2.208 and Schoedel 
(1985)) 175 n. 3. 

1144 See for a eucharistie interpretation of Rm 4:1 also e.g. Bartsch (1940) 84; Schlier (1929) 169; 
andd Grant (1966) 89. 

1155 See e.g. Fischer (1993) 187; Vogt (1984) 61; Schoedel (1985) 175-176 and especially Wehr 
(1987)) 177-178. Cf. the image of bread baking in an oven applied to a death at the stake in Mart. 
PolPol 15:2 and Lucian Peregr. 21. Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 73 and Lightfoot (1889) 2.207 refer to 
thee loaves used in pagan sacrifices and the Pentecostal loaves (see e.g. Lev 23:17). 

1166 See also LSJ and Bauer s.v. ica9apóq. 
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thee texts seems too much dictated by his interest to discover the early stages of an 
earlyy Christian (mystery) cult. 

6.26.2 Weinrich: Participation in the Eucharist 
Evenn after the religion-historical approach had lost its attraction to many of the 
studentss of early Christianity, scholars remained interested in the alleged relation 
betweenn martyrdom and eucharist in Ignatius' thought. In the introduction of the 
SourcesSources Chrétiennes edition of the letters of Ignatius (first print 1945), the French 
scholarr Pierre-Thomas Camelot still fully acknowledged the opinion of Hans-
Wernerr Bartsch (see § 3.2), who - according to Camelot - "a bien montré que 
pourr Ignace le martyre est une eucharistie."117 

Inn his study of early Christian spirituality (1960), another French scholar, 
Louiss Bouyer, proposed a more balanced view, but still maintained that the two 
aree in some way similar events: "L'assimilation entre 1'eucharistie et le martyre 
doitt done être exactement comprise. Elle ne signifie pas que le martyre soit un 
équivalentt de 1'eucharistie. Elle signifie que ce qui est donné obscurément dans 
reucharistiee revele sa réalité dans la martyre: la presence en nous du Christ mort 
ett ressuscité."118 

Thee German scholar Reinhard Staats (1976) claimed that he had found the 
solutionn to a much-discussed interpretative problem in the Ignatian letters."9 He 
suggestedd that the word dtyd7tr| in Rm inscr referred to the eucharist-martyrdom. 
Thiss eccentric view has found little support, and it has been convincingly refuted 
byy several scholars.120 

Lastly,, the most notable recent attempt to understand Ignatius' reflections on 
hiss imminent death from his views on the eucharist has been undertaken by the 
Americann scholar W.C. Weinrich. His extensive investigations deserve special 
attention.121 1 

Camelott (1969) 36 n. 2. 

L.. Bouyer, La spiritualité du nouveau testament et des pères (Aubier 1960) 250-254. Quotation 
onn p. 254. 

R.. Staats, "Die martyrologische Begründung des Romprimats bei Ignatius von Antiochien," ZTK 

733 (1976) 461-470. 

Seee e.g. Vogt (1984) 60-63 and Schoedel (1985) 166 n. 5; cf. also Fischer (1993) 129-130; and 
J.. Thiele, "Vorrang in der Liebe. Eine Untersuchung über TcpoKa9riuévri tf|<; dydtnin;," TGI 19 
(1927)) 708. 

Evenn more recent is J.E. Lawyer, "Eucharist and Martyrdom m the Letters of Ignatius of 
Antioch,""  ATR 73 (1991) 280-296. He argued that Ignatius saw his death as a sort of eucharist 
inn reverse; in the eucharist, God comes to us, in martyrdom, the martyr goes to God. Lawyer, 
however,, does not offer the analyses necessary to elevate this observation from its general 
character.. The article also lacks a discussion of the important contributions of other scholars on 
thee subject of martyrdom and eucharist in Ignatius. Wetter nor Weinrich are mentioned! 
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Inn his study on the work of the Holy Spirit in the context of early Christian 
martyrdomss (1981), Weinrich discussed the letters of Ignatius quite extensive-
ly.1222 After a brief history of research, he concludes that the Ignatian letters do 
nott offer a "theology of martyrdom." According to Weinrich, Ignatius reflects 
uponn his impending death in terms of his general beliefs about Christian existence. 
Weinrichh argues that the connection between passion and unity is the most vital 
elementt in the thought of Ignatius. Rightly, he points to the many instances in 
whichh Ignatius presents the passion of Jesus Christ as the fundament of the unified 
Christiann community (cf. § 3.4c). But Weinrich claims that this unity of the church 
iss not only a social unity. It is also a union with God in which the final purposes 
off  God are brought about. Within the unified church the Christian lives the 
resurrectionn life! 

Thee next step in Weinrich's argumentation is to show that the eucharist is 
thee principal form which the passion of Jesus Christ takes in the life of the 
Christiann community. It is in the eucharistie fellowship that the church experiences 
thee resurrection life. Weinrich refers to several passages in which - according to 
himm - the term naSoq refers to the eucharist. He, for instance, points to Sm 5:3: 
"Untill  they repent unto the passion, which is our resurrection (jiéxpiq ou jieia-
vofjaaaivv eiq TO 7tddo<;, ö èativ f|u.<öv dtvaaxaaic;)." Weinrich argues that 
Ignatiuss here urges the docetists to participate in the eucharist and, thus, in the 
resurrectionn life of the church community.'23 

Onlyy then Weinrich turns to the subject of Ignatius' martyrdom. He claims 
thatt Ignatius understood his violent death against the background of the dynamic 
relationn between passion and unity as sketched above. Most importantly, he asserts 
1.. that Ignatius understood his death, just as the eucharist, as a "form of Christ's 
passion,""  and 2. that Ignatius thought that his death - as a form of Christ's passion 
-- worked to create and foster unity, just as the eucharist. Weinrich states: "Both, 
eucharistt and martyrdom, are essentially the same thing: both are participation in 
thee passion of Christ. Martyrdom is eucharistie; one might even say that Ignatius 
conceivedd of his martyrdom as a participation in the eucharist."124 Weinrich goes 
evenn as far as stating that in his martyrdom Ignatius will rejoin his own Christian 
communityy in the peace and concord of a unity with God.125 Notably, Weinrich's 
introductionn of the notion of "participation" here comes somewhat as a surprise. 
Hee does not give any explanation of the usage of this term. Moreover, it is not 
clearr how martyrdom can be seen both as a participation in the passion of Christ 
andd a participation in the eucharist of the Christian communities. Weinrich seems 
too muddle things here into one grand mystical conception. 

Weinrichh (1981) 111-163. 

Otherr passages to which Weinrich refers are Ph 3:3; Tr 11:2; Mg 5:2; Eph inscr; Tr inscr; and 
Phh inscr. 

Weinrichh (1981) 139 (italics added). 

Weinrichh (1981) 143. 

122 2 

123 3 

124 4 

125 5 
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Thee argumentation of Weinrich is more sophisticated than that of Wetter. Yet his 
thesis,, similarly, fails to carry conviction. At least three points of critique must be 
broughtt forward. The first two points are more general, the third point relates to 
Weinrich'ss interpretation of the passages in which Ignatius speaks about his 
imminentt execution. 

First,, it should be noted that Weinrich interprets Ignatius as a proponent of 
somee sort of realized eschatology. In the eucharistie fellowship, the final purposes 
off  God are realized. The Christians are united with God and they live the resurrec-
tionn life. It seems, however, that Ignatius understood salvation rather as a more 
historicall  process. On the one hand, Ignatius emphasizes the concrete and unique 
characterr of the passion (cf. § 3.4c). Jesus Christ, of the family of David, died 
underr Pontius Pilate and Herod the tetrach on a cross outside the walls of 
Jerusalemm (see Mg 11, Tr 9 and Sm 1). On the other hand, the eschatological 
perspectivee is not completely lost. Ignatius, for instance, can exclaim: 'These are 
thee last times" (Eph 11:1). It seems that Weinrich has imposed a too ritualistic 
understandingg of religion on Ignatius - just as Bartsch and other advocates of the 
religion-historicall  approach had done before him.126 In contrast, historical events, 
ethicall  norms, and eschatological hopes do play an important role in Ignatius' 
thoughtt (see further chap. 4.2). 

Second,, it must be observed that Weinrich's interpretation of Ignatius' under-
standingg of the eucharist is debatable. The subject of the eucharist has been quite 
popularr in Ignatian studies.127 Among these investigations, Wehr's careful study 
iss undoubtedly one of the best (see n. 45). Wehr demonstrates that Ignatius did not 
understandd the eucharist as a participation in the passion or a union with God. In 
thee letters of Ignatius, the eucharist is closely connected with two main themes: an 
anti-doceticc christology and the unity of the church. The eucharist has salvific 
valuee because it points to the truly human nature of Christ - a sacramental realism 
seemss to be presupposed (see esp. Sm 7:1) - and because it establishes the unity 
off  the Christian community around the bishop. Yet, nowhere does Ignatius state 
thatt in the eucharist the Christian participates in the passion or that the eucharist 
offerss a direct union with God. Indeed, Ignatius regularly speaks about unity in the 

Cf.. also Koester (1957) who discerns in this respect - i.e. in the relation between cult and history 
-- a notable difference between Ignatius and John. He argues that in Ignatius "das Heilgeschehen 
vonn vomherein nicht geschichtlich, sondem metaphysisch verstanden ist" (p. 69). 

Seee e.g. E. Laverdiere, "The Eucharist in the New Testament and the Early Church IX. One 
Flesh,, One Cup, One Altar. The Eucharist in the Letters of Ignatius of Antioch," Emmanuel 100 
(1994)) 516-529; Paulsen (1978) 155-157; R. Johanny, "Ignatius of Antioch," in: W. Rordorf, et 
al.,, eds., The Eucharist of the Early Christians (New York 1978) 48-70; S.M. Gibbard, "The 
Eucharistt in the Ignatian Epistles," Studia Patristica 8,2 (1966) 214-218; Corwin (1960) 207-214; 
W.. Bieder, "Das Abendmahl im christlichen Lebenszusammenhang bei Ignatius von Antiochien," 
EvTEvT 16 (1956) 75-97; O. PerleT, "Eucharistie et unite de l'église d'après Saint Ignace d'Antio-
che,""  in: La eucaristiay lapaz (XXXV Congreso Eucaristico Intemacional sesiones de estudios 
II;; Barcelona 1954) 424-429; Bartsch (1940) 99-132; and Schlier (1929) 166-169. See further: 
P.S.. Zanetti, "Bibliografia eucharistica Ignaziana recente," in: Miscellanea liturgica in onoredi 
suasua eminenze il  cardinale Giacomo Lercaro (Rome 1966). 
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contextt of the eucharist, but this is a unity in the sense of "solidarity," and not a 
unityy in the sense of a ritualistic union with God. 

Strikinglyy enough, Weinrich does not elaborate on those passages in which 
Ignatiuss speaks of the eucharist explicitly.128 Instead he focuses on Ignatius' 
usagee of the noun 7ict3o<;. However, contrary to what Weinrich claims, it seems 
thatt in the Ignatian letters the term na&oq never refers to the eucharist (cf. § 3.4c). 
Forr instance, in Sm 5:3, \iexpiq oti (ietavofjacDCTiv eiq TO na&oq obviously 
meanss "until they repent in regard to the passion" and not "until they return to the 
eucharistiee service."129 For, in the immediate context, Ignatius speaks about the 
doceticc view on Christ's passion (Sm 5:2), and not about the fact that the docetists 
remainn aloof from the eucharist (as in Sm 7:1). 

Third,, Weinrich's interpretations of the passages in which Ignatius speaks 
aboutt his death are in general unconvincing. Weinrich begins by referring to those 
instancess in which, according to him, Ignatius presents his death as a "form of 
Christ'ss passion." He points to Sm 4:2 and Tr 10:1 where Ignatius states that his 
deathh is in vain if Christ suffered only in appearance. Yet, as I have tried to show 
inn § 4.2, Ignatius does not mean to say that his death in some way is the passion, 
orr - as Weinrich puts it - gives expression to the passion. Likewise, Ignatius does 
nott use the verb aiaupoco (Rm 7:2), or the nouns A,óyo<; (Rm 2:1) and AvSpomoc; 
(Rmm 6:2) to give expression to the idea that he will be a revelation of God as was 
Christ.130 0 

Subsequently,, Weinrich refers to those passages in which, according to him, 
Ignatiuss presents his death as effecting and fostering unity. He asserts that this is 
mostt clearly seen in Ignatius' own fate. As has become clear in § 5.3, Ignatius 
indeedd often presents God as his goal. Yet Ignatius never explicitly speaks about 
aa union with God. Weinrich's view that Ignatius' death also works for other 
Christians'' union with God seems even less tenable. He, for instance, points to Mg 
14:: "I need your prayer and love united in God, that the church in Syria may be 
refreshedd with dew from your church." According to Weinrich, Ignatius here 
requestss to pray for the completion of his martyrdom, so that through his death the 
churchh in Syria may be united.131 This interpretation is rather farfetched. Indeed, 
Ignatius'' thoughts here may seem somewhat muddled. Yet earlier in Mg 14 - as 
elsewheree in the letters - he kept the two requests clearly separated: "Remember 
mee in your prayers, that I may attain God, and (remember) the church in Syria." 
Theree seems to be no immediate relation between his martyrdom and the well-
beingg of the church in Antioch. 

Seee Eph 5:2; 13:1; Ph 4; Sm 7:1; and 8:1. Cf. esp. SchoedePs commentary on these texts. 

Cf.. e.g. Lightfoot (1889) 2.301 who paraphrases "until they repent and believe in the Passion;" 
Grantt (1966) 118; Camelot (1969) 137; and Schoedel (1985) 235. 

Inn chap. 3.10.5 and 3.6.5,1 wil l discuss these texts in detail. 

Notee that Ignatius does not (explicitly) speak about union in the context of the Antiochene 
church.. Weinrich shares the view that Ignatius' home church was divided with others, see § 7.3. 

128 8 

129 9 

130 0 

131 1 
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6.36.3 Conclusion 
Thee attempts to understand Ignatius' views on his imminent death from his ideas 
onn the eucharist have been unsuccessful. Although Wetter and Weinrich proceed 
alongg different lines, in the end, the outcome is quite similar. Both argue that for 
Ignatiuss the eucharist is the fundament of Christian existence and the main model 
off  his reflections on his imminent death. Yet, this emphasis on the eucharist seems 
unjustified.. Notably, there is only one text in which Ignatius explicitly relates his 
deathh to the eucharist. In this text (Rm 7:3), the eucharistie elements stand out as 
symbolss of incorruption. All in all, the notion of the eucharist seems only of minor 
importancee in Ignatius' understanding of his near death. 

7.. NEUROSIS AND FAILUR E 

Thee view that Ignatius was a sick man is often heard. Especially his longing for 
deathh is habitually characterized as neurotic and pathological.132 In this paragraph 
II  will look at the work of those scholars who elaborated this view, i.e. who tried 
too understand Ignatius' reflections on his impending death from a psychological 
pointt of view. Two different approaches can be distinguished. 

First,, there have been scholars who tried to shed light on Ignatius' reflections 
onn his near death with the help of various "psychoanalytical" theories. Because of 
thee highly speculative nature of these theories, I will be brief about the work of 
thesee scholars (§ 7.1). Second, there have been other, more conservative, scholars 
whoo suggested that "psychosocial" factors played a significant role in Ignatius' 
thoughtss on his impending execution. They claimed that Ignatius' self-awareness 
wass very much dominated by a sense of failure and a desire to be rehabilitated. 
Theirr subtle theory must be taken more seriously. Thus, a critical discussion of the 
differentt aspects of the hypothesis of this second group of scholars will take up 
mostt of this paragraph (§ 7.2-6). 

Seee e.g. E. Gibbon, The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, ed. by J.B. Bury 
(77 vols.; London 1909) 2.111: "Th e epistles ... breath sentiments the most repugnant to the 
ordinaryy feelings of human nature;"  G.E.M, de Ste. Croix, "Wh y Were the Early Christians 
Persecuted?,""  Past and Presentia (1963) 24: ".. . a pathological yearning for  martyrdom,"  and 
"...ann abnormal mentality;"  Barnard (1963) 193: "(Ignatius ' language) sometimes betrays an 
exuberancee and wildness which could be interpreted as neurotic;"  Frend (1965) 197: "...a state 
off  exaltation bordering on mania;"  Neill-Wrigh t (1988) 55: "  ... a pathological and neurotic 
strain;""  McGinn (1991) 82: "  ... the desire for  death which in Ignatius borders almost on a 
morbidd fascination;"  and many others. Cf., however, the judicious remark by Grant (1966) 2: "T o 
sayy that Ignatius is psychologically "normal "  would be false. He lives in a state of extreme 
tensionn between his fears of being untrue to the work of God and his human anxiety about his 
fate.. But to criticize him as simply neurotic would be to reduce human existence to a level far 
beloww its potential heights."  Other  scholars appraised Ignatius' enthusiasm highly, see e.g. 
Lightfoott  (1889) 1.38: "I t is only by an enthusiasm which men call extravagance that the greatest 
morall  and spiritual triumph s are won;"  cf. J. Moffatt , "Ignatiu s von Antioch. A Study in Personal 
Religion,""  ./K 10 (1930) 169-186; and B.H. Vandenberghe, "Saint Ignace d'Antioche, froment 
dee Dieu et mystique du martyre,"  La Vie Spirituelle 84 (1951) 172-179. 
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7.11 The Psychoanalytical Approach 
Thee first to make use of psychoanalytical insights in his study of Ignatius has been 
thee eccentric scholar Burnett Hillman Streeter - who is probably most well-known 
forr his work on the four gospels. In his study of the early church (1929), he 
portrayss Ignatius as a genius, but a genius with a neurotic temper.133 He points 
too four traits of Ignatius' allegedly abnormal psychology: his prophetic seizure (Ph 
7:1),, his knowledge of heavenly things (Tr 5), his insincere humility, and his 
passionatee longing for death. At the end, he comes to the diagnosis that Ignatius 
sufferedd from an overcompensation of an inferiority complex. 

Streeterr bases this bold diagnosis especially on the theories of the psychiatrist 
Alfredd Adler - a supporter of Sigmund Freud till their split in 1911 - who saw the 
pursuitt of power as the dominant factor in the development of a human being's 
personality.. Obviously, the observations of Streeter are too much dictated by a 
"modern""  taste for what is normal. Especially his identification of spiritual gifts 
ass signs of a pathological state of mind seems untenable. If one proceeds along 
thesee lines, one would be led to condemn whole nations as neurotic. I will come 
backk to what Streeter calls Ignatius' insincere humility later in this paragraph (see 
§§ 7.4). 

Moree recently, the Swiss patristic scholar Samuel Laeuchli, who teaches in the 
Unitedd States, chose a different perspective. In a collection of experimental essays 
meantt to stretch the boundaries of traditional academic research in religion (1972), 
hee deals with Ignatius extensively.134 Yet his interest is not in Ignatius per se. 
Ratherr Laeuchli uses the letters of Ignatius to illustrate and outline the complicated 
processs of historical understanding. He proposes five steps. In the first three, he 
dealss with respectively: his own cultural, intellectual, and personal framework; 
withh the social and cultural background from which Ignatius came; and the 
linguisticc heritage of Ignatius. Only in the fourth step he turns to the letters 
themselves.. To clarify the complex relation between the document and the action, 
orr actions, of which it is the result he discusses six schemata. Here, the second, so-
calledd thanatos schema, is of foremost importance. Finally, in the fifth step Laechli 
simplyy examines which was Ignatius' contribution to the future with regard to the 
themess of monepiscopacy, martyrdom, and gnosticism. 

Ass said, Laeuchli's discussion of the thanatos schema is of foremost impor-
tancee here.135 He points to the many passages in the letters in which Ignatius 
expressess his expectation to die. He observes that these passages have both a 
masochisticc and a mystic connotation. On the one hand, Ignatius longs for physical 

B.H.. Streeter, The Primitive Church (London 1929) 163-176. Responses by: J.O. Nash, Ignatius 
ofof Antioch. Was He an Obsessed Neurotic? A Comment on Dr. Streeter's Primitive Church 
(Londonn 1930); A. Mitchell, "Canon Streeter and St. Ignatius," CQR 112 (1931) 219-232; and 
Schillingg (1932) 15-16,69-72. 

S.. Laeuchli, "The Drama of Replay," in: M. Friedman, T.P. Burke, and S. Laeuchli, Searching 
inin the Syntax of Things. Experiments in the Study of Religion (Philadelphia 1972) 71-126. 

1355 Laeuchli (1972) 104-107. 
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pain.. On the other hand, he desires something superhuman, nonhuman. Laeuchli 
cann substantiate the latter observation by referring to the many instances in which 
Ignatiuss speaks about his longing to attain God, Jesus Christ and pure light. The 
formerr observation, however, seems to be based on a false interpretation of those 
passagess in which Ignatius voices his wish to suffer. I have already tried to show 
(seee § 3.4c) that the verb TKXCTXÖ) never refers to suffering pain, but always to 
sufferingg death. Even Ignatius*  vivid description of the destruction of his whole 
bodyy in Rm 5:3 does not seem to imply that he enjoys these agonies in them-
selves.. Rather they are adiaphora, which he wishes to come upon him, only 
((xóvov)) that he may attain Christ. 

Subsequently,, Laeuchli continues with the question of what could have been 
thee personal dynamic behind Ignatius' death wish. Laeuchli admits that historical 
scholarshipp finds almost insurmountable walls at such a point. Still, he thinks that 
theree are a few observations from which a cautious and tentative conclusion can 
bee drawn. These observations are twofold. First, he points to Ignatius' longing to 
becomee a "human being" (dvSpcono)̂ through death (Rm 6:2). Laeuchli suggests 
thatt Ignatius here speaks about his masculinity. According to Laeuchli, Ignatius' 
desiree to become a man could well indicate Ignatius' inability to feel that he is a 
man!!  Second, Laeuchli points to Ignatius' silence with regard to the issue of 
sexuality.. He draws the conclusion that "Ignatius' longed-for destruction of his 
body,, of his earthly self, represented a solution to his sexual anxiety."136 

Thiss "cautious and tentative" conclusion of Laechli is highly speculative -
too say the least. First of all, it should be observed that in Rm 6:2 Ignatius simply 
doess not speak about his masculinity (cf. chap. 3.6.4d). Why would he not have 
usedd the noun dvrjp if this was what he intended? Second, the observation that 
Ignatiuss entirely ignored the problem of sexuality is tendentious. Why should he 
havee spoken about sexuality? Moreover, the observation is incorret. In Pol 5:1-2, 
Ignatiuss speaks explicitly and extensively about celibacy, marriage, and sexuality 
(cf.. chap. 3.10.5). His rather moderate position - telling husbands and wives to be 
satisfiedd with their mates in flesh and spirit (5:1), and ordering those who are able 
too remain continent to the honour of the Lord's flesh not to boast (5:2) - seems 
inn no way to point to a sexually frustrated man. 

Laeuchlii  ends his analysis of what he calls the thanatos schema in Ignatius' 
letterss with the suggestion that Ignatius was living in a fantasy world of torture 
andd death. His request to the Roman community not to interfere was a plea to 
leavee him in his somewhat psychotic state. In reality, the Roman Christians were 
inn no way able to free him. Ignatius simply had lost contact with the - legal -
reality.. Again, this hypothesis is farfetched. In chap. 1.4.2a, I pointed out that 
theree may have been several ways in which the Roman Christians were able to 
preventt Ignatius' execution. Nevertheless it is certainly true that there is also a 
rhetoricall  element in Ignatius' plea. Therefore, Laeuchli's alternative explanation 
-- namely that Ignatius tried to conquer his fear of death by pleading the Romans 
nott to interfere - has something to commend it. 

Laeuchlii  (1972) 106. 
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Inn general, it must be said that Laeuchli's hypotheses about Ignatius' sexual 
anxietyy and his psychotic state of mind come somewhat as a surprise after his 
extensivee analyses of his own and Ignatius' historical and cultural framework. 
Althoughh he seems very much aware of the difficulties, the historical and cultural 
gapp - in second instance - is ignored without much ado. Moreover, it should be 
notedd that Laeuchli claims that his suggestions are substantiated by insights learned 
fromm contemporary behavioral science. But he gives no references whatsoever. His 
emphasiss on the issues of sexuality and repression seems to point in the direction 
off  the theories of the founder of psychoanalysis, Sigmund Freud,137 but at this 
pointt the reader can only guess. 

Finally,, a third psychologistic approach should be mentioned. At the end of a brief 
articlee on the theme of suffering in Paul and Ignatius (1986), Walter Rebell 
referredd to ideas of Carl Gustave Jung.138 He suggests that Ignatius' craving for 
deathh can be understood as the desire of the "Selbst" to sacrifice the "Ich" and 
thuss to become an authentic human being. Rebell attempts to substantiate this 
observationn by referring to those passages in which Ignatius presents himself as a 
sacrificee (Rm 2:2 and 4:2). Yet, in these instances Ignatius speaks about his death 
ass a sacrificeybr God. Nothing indicates that he desires to destroy his "Ich." Thus, 
whetherr one judges Rebell's suggestion as enlightening seems to depend solely on 
one'ss appreciation of the pseudo-scientific theories of Jung. 

Inn sum, it must be concluded that all of these psychological analyses of Ignatius 
aree highly speculative. Moreover, the divergency of the diagnoses is striking 
(althoughh this in itself is no reason to condemn any of them as false). The problem 
seemss to be twofold. First, it appears that - as every respectable psychotherapist 
wouldd admit - it is virtually impossible to assess a person's mental health on the 
basiss of a few letters, which moreover were meant for a broad audience. Second, 
suchh a diagnosis becomes even more difficult and haphazard if these letters date 
fromm almost some two thousand years ago and are situated in a cultural context 
completelyy different from that of the diagnostician. 

Rightly,, the usage of "psychoanalytical" theories in historical research has 
beenn condemned vehemently.139 Especially sociologists have recently challenged 

However,, it seems that Laeuchli does not work with Freud's theory of the death instinct, and his 
vieww of Thanatos and Eros as the two principal drives governing human action. 

Rebelll  (1986) 462-463. 

Seee e.g. D.E. Standard, Shrinking History: On Freud and the Failure of Psychohistory (New 
Yorkk 1980) 156: "The time has come to face the fact that ... the psychoanalytic approach to 
historyy is - irremediably - one of logical perversity, scientific unsoundness, and cultural naivete," 
ass quoted in B.J. Malina and J.H. Neyrey, Portraits of Paul: An Archaeology of Ancient 
PersonalityPersonality (Louisville 1996) 15; and B.J. Malina, "The Social World Implied in the Letters of 
thee Christian Bishop-Martyr (Named Ignatius of Antioch)," in: P.J. Achtemeier, ed., Society of 
BiblicalBiblical Literature 1978 Seminar Papers (Missoula 1978) 2.114: " ... to infer the psychological 
statee of some Hellenistic author on the basis of texts would be a highly questionable and 
hazardouss enterprise." 
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thee psychologistic perception on early Jewish and Christian martyrdom. They point 
too the significant differences between the modern Western society - centred on the 
autonomouss self - and the world of early Judaism and Christianity - focused on 
groupss and their shared convictions.140 What is judged as a deed of insanity in 
onee society can be a completely "rational" choice in another. 

7.27.2 The Psychosociological Approach 
Althoughh their diagnoses seem untenable, the above mentioned scholars have been 
rightt in pointing to a peculiar combination of pride and humility in the letters. 
Ignatiuss seems to waver between self-assertion and self-effacement. This trait even 
promptedd two of the most prominent Ignatian scholars of the past two decades, 
Williamm R. Schoedel and Christine Trevett, to conclude that Ignatius' reflections 
onn his situation as a would-be "martyr" are to a high degree determined by very 
personall  circumstances. 

Trevettt and Schoedel suggested that Ignatius' self-depreciation and longing 
forr martyrdom had to do with the situation in his church in Antioch. They argued 
thatt his community had been afflicted by internal strife. Ignatius had failed to 
maintainn the unity. Ignatius' strong sense of failure caused his anxiety and his 
desiree to be rehabilitated through a glorious death in the amphitheatre. I will call 
thiss hypothesis "the failure theory." 

Trevettt and Schoedel largely based their theory on the earlier work of two 
otherr scholars: Percy Neale Harrison (1936) and Willard M. Swartley (1973). To 
comee to a balanced assessment of this failure theory, I will therefore have to deal 
withh the investigations of these two scholars first (§ 7.3 and 7.5). Only then I will 
turnn to the work of Trevett and Schoedel (§ 7.6). 

7.37.3 Harrison: The Situation in Antioch 
Whatt was the situation in the local Christian community of Antioch? In the closing 
formulaee of his first four letters - i.e. Eph, Mg, Tr, and Rm (all written from 
Smyrna)) - Ignatius asks his addressees to pray for the Christian community in 
Antioch.. Ignatius does not specify why his own community deserves, or is in need 
of,, this prayer. In Eph 21:1 the request is very brief and straight forward: "Pray 
forr the church in Syria," likewise in Tr 13:1: "Remember the church in Syria in 
yourr prayers." In Mg 12 the phrase is slightly more elaborate: "For I need your 
prayerr and love united in God that the church in Syria may be judged worthy to 
bee refreshed with dew from your church," and in Rm 9:1 it runs: "Remember in 
yourr prayer the church in Syria which has God instead of me for its shepherd. 
Jesuss Christ alone will oversee it - and so will your love." Only this last instance 

Seee E. Weiner  and A. WeineT, The Martyr's Conviction. A Sociological Analysis (Atlanta 1990) 
andd R. Stark, The Rise of Christianity. A Sociologist Reconsiders History (Princeton 1996) 163-
189::  "Chapter  8: The Martyrs : Sacrifice as Rational Choice."  Cf. also the studies discussed in § 
8.11 below. 
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givess an indication of the reason of Ignatius' concern: the church of Antioch lacks 
ann overseer, i.e. a bishop.141 

Thee situation becomes slightly clearer in the closing formulae of his last 
threee letters - i.e. Ph, Sm, and Pol (all written from Troas). Here, Ignatius tells his 
readerss that it has been reported to him that - in accordance with the prayers of 
hiss addressees - the Christians in Syria "are at peace," "have regained their own 
greatness,""  "have had restored to them their own corporate body," are enjoining 
"thee calm which by God's will has come to them," and "have already reached a 
harbour.""  He asks his addressees to send embassies to Antioch to rejoice together 
withh the Antiochenes.142 What had happened in Antioch? Most obvious seems 
too be the answer that after an external persecution the church of Antioch was now 
freedd of its persecutors.143 Harrison (1936) - although not really the first - seems 
too have been the most important proponent of a different view.144 He came to 
thee conclusion that Ignatius refers to a restoration after an internal division. What 
aree his arguments for this hypothesis? 

Harrisonn begins by pointing to the specific terminology in the closing formulae of 
thee last three letters. In all three of these passages Ignatius says that the Christians 
inn Syria "are at peace" (etpr|veueiv). Harrison pointed out that in the New 
Testamentt and the Apostolic Fathers the verb eipnvsueiv always refers to the 
maintenancee of peace within the church, and not to a restoration of peace after 
externall  persecutions.145 This observation cannot be challenged, but does not 
seemm to be conclusive. Perler, for instance, referred to 4 Maccabees 18:4, where 
thee word refers to the peace gained after the defeat of Antiochus.146 

F.W.. Schlatter, "The Restoration of Peace in Ignatius' Antioch," JTS 35 (1984) 465-469 makes 
Rmm 9:1 the key text of his argumentation. He argues that Ignatius' anxiety with regard to the 
communityy in Antioch can be explained by the fact that the episcopal see was left vacant after 
hiss arrest. Schlatter theorizes that this delay in appointing a new bishop may be due to the 
controversiess between Judaizing docetists [sic] - who were content with having no bishop -, and 
"orthodox""  Christians - who, as Ignatius, saw the bishop as the central figure in their community. 
Thiss theory is highly speculative. Moreover, Schlatter also suggests that the restoration of peace 
(seee below) refers to the election of Ignatius' successor. So already Streeter (1929) 164, 181. 
However,, if this were true, why does Ignatius then not name and refer to his successor explicitly 
inn his last three letters? 
Seee Ph 10:1-2; Sm 11:1-3; and Pol 7:1-3. 

Soo e.g. Zahn (1873) 285; Lightfoot (1889) 2.277; Bauer (1920) 272; Kleist (1946) 56; Richard-
sonn (1953) 111; Camelot (1969) 10; Bommes (1976) 13; Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 87; and Fischer 
(1993)) 201-203. Cf. already Origen Homilia in Lucam quoted in the chap. 1.4.1c. 

Seee Harrison (1936) 79-106 who refers to certain 17th century scholars and to Streeter (1929) 
175-1766 (cf. § 7.1). Harrison's view was later accepted by many other scholars, see - besides 
Swartley,, Schoedel, and Trevett - e.g. Bartsch (1940) 12; Corwin (1960) 24-29; Rius-Camps 
(1979)) 139-143; Weinrich (1981) 141; Schlatter (1984) 469; R.F. Stoops, "I f I Suffer, Epistolary 
Authorityy in Ignatius of Antioch," HTR 80 (1987) 175; and Lawyer (1991) 293. 

Seee e.g. Rom 12:18; 2 Cor 13:11; 1 Thess5:13; / Clem. 15:1; 54:2; 63:4; and Hermas 14:3. Cf. 
alsoo Ignatius himself: Tr inscr. 

Perlerr (1949) 52. 
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Moree decisive for Harrison's argument is the terminology which occurs only 
inn Sm 11:2. Here, Ignatius tells his readers that the Antiochenes "have regained 
theirr own greatness" (dnéXxx|k>v TO 15IOV néyedoq), and "have had restored to 
themm their own corporate body" (dc7ieKaxeaTddrj aóxoïq TO löiov aconctTEÏ-
ov).1477 How should the two nouns which Ignatius uses here - (iéyedoc; and 
a(D|j.aT£iovv - be interpreted? 

Harrisonn - as almost all other scholars - chooses to understand the noun 
(iéyeöoi;; not in a quantitative, but in a qualitative sense.148 He does so on 
groundss of Ignatius' usage of the word elsewhere (Eph inscr and Rm 3:3). In Eph 
inscr,, Ignatius speaks about the greatness of the Ephesian church. The context 
makess it clear that the Ephesian church is "great" because of its harmonious unity, 
andd not because of the great number of its members. In Rm 3:3, Ignatius states 
thatt Christianity is characterized by greatness when it is hated by the world. Again 
itt is obvious that the noun should be understood qualitatively. Surely, Ignatius is 
nott trying to say that Christianity will expand when it is hated by the world.149 

Thus,, "to have regained their uéyedo<;" means that the Antiochenes are again 
unitedd in peaceful harmony. 

Thiss interpretation seems to be confirmed by Ignatius' usage of the second 
noun,, cco(iaTeiov. The term should undoubtedly be understood as a legal term 
meaningg "college" or "corporate body."150 It is clear that the phrase "to have 
theirr <ra)u<xTe!ov restored to them" refers to the recovery of a well-organized 
structuree in the church of Antioch. 

Thuss far I agree with Harrison's observations. As a matter of fact, I only 
questionn the conclusions which he draws from these valid observations. Harrison 
presumess that Ignatius' emphasis on the restoration of internal peace and order 
meanss that this harmony was once disturbed by internal dissension. This seems a 
nonnon sequitur. For it is also plausible that the internal church order was disturbed 

Thee further  image of fair  weather  and reaching a harbour  in Sm 11:3 does not help the interpreta-
tionn of the texts, since - as Schoedel (1985) 251 notes - in Hellenistic literatur e this imagery may 
designatee all manner  of good fortune (cf. Pol 2:3). 

Lightfoott  (1889) 2.319 is the only commentator  who interprets the noun néyeSô  as referrin g 
too physical size. According to him, the text expresses the idea that the Antiochene church, which 
hadd previously been diminished due to the persecution, now had recovered its proper  magnitude, 
i.e.. its original number  of members. 

Schoedell  (1985) 250 n. 11 overemphasizes the relevance of Rm 3:3 for  the interpretation of Sm 
11:2.. He argues that Rm 3:3 indicates that Christians are "great"  when they are hated, i.e. 
persecuted,, by the world, not when they are relieved from persecution, and that "regainin g 
greatness,""  therefore, cannot refer  to the end of a persecution. 

Cf.. Lightfoot (1889) 2.319; LSJ sv; and LPGL sv. The Greek text of LR reads atoudTiov (= 
corpusculumcorpusculum of Latin MR). Zahn (1876) 94; and Bauer  (1920) 272 prefer  this reading. The latter 
(cf.. also Schweitzer  7TfWr7.1080) interprets the word as an image (of the tortured body) of the 
persecutedd church, and refers to the usage of the word with regard to the body of the martyr  in 
Mart.Mart. Pol 17:1; and Mart. Ludg., Eusebius HE 5.1.23-24 (GCS 9,1.410). This interpretation of 
thee texts does not carry conviction. Rightly, Schoedel (1985) 250 asks the question: "What could 
itt  mean that they had their  small, poor, sick body (their  condition as persecuted community) 
givenn back to them?" 
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byy external abuses. There are several reasons why this last scenario is even more 
likely. . 

First,, it cannot be denied that Ignatius was arrested by the Roman authorities. 
Whatt urged the Romans to come into action? In Harrison's scenario it must be 
assumedd that the internal quarrels in the Christian community caused such an 
unrestt in the city of Antioch that it drew the attention of the highest authorities; 
orr that perhaps one of the parties in the internal Christian conflict handed Ignatius 
over.1511 Neither of these possibilities seems very plausible. It is far more likely 
thatt a temporary outburst of anti-Christian sentiments - may it be at the instigation 
off  the pagan or the Jewish inhabitants of Antioch - was the cause of Ignatius' 
arrest.. These kinds of mob arrests are well-known from other early Christian 
martyrdomm accounts well before the age of the great persecutions organized by the 
statee in the third and fourth century CE.152 

Second,, it must be noticed that Harrison's interpretation does not make much 
off  Ignatius' emphatic usage of the adjective ISioq. As a matter of fact, Harrison 
doess not deal with it at all. Schoedel states: 'The adjective !5iov is used with 
bothh nouns and presumably in both instances has to do with some desirable state 
thatt the Antiochenes once had and have now regained."153 This observation does 
nott really make sense. The adjective ïöioc; certainly does not have the connotation 
off  "former." Paulsen pointed in a different direction. He argued that the noun 
acouaxetovv should be related to the noun aé\xa.154 While the latter can stand 
forr the abstract body of the church at large (Sm 1:2), the former can stand for the 
concretee body of the individual community. The local body (acouaxeiov) is a part 
off  the universal body (acouoc). If Ignatius' words are understood in this way, the 
adjectivee i5ioq makes perfect sense. Due to outside assaults, the community in 
Antiochh was scattered. Perhaps the Roman authorities even officially forbade the 
Antiochenee Christians to assemble. In any event, it seems that the community 
temporarilyy ceased to exist as an independent organisation, that is, as a local 
concretionn of the universal church. For a short time it was completely dependent 
onn the support of other local Christian communities in Syria. Perhaps its members 
evenn had to flee to surrounding communities.155 Now, however, it has regained 

1511 So e.g. J. Speigl, Der römische Staat und die Christen (Amsterdam 1970) 56: "Analog [i.e. to 
thee arrest of Symeon, see Eusebius HE 3.32] sind wohl auch die Ereignisse in Antioch verlaufen. 
Auchh Ignatius scheint von rivalisierende Christengruppen angeklagt worden zu sein." Cf. also 
Laeuchlii  (1972) 97. 

1522 See e.g. Mart. Pol. and Mart. Ludg.; cf. also the remark with regard to the situation during the 
reignn of Trajan in Eusebius HE 3.33 (GCS 9,1.272): "Sometimes the populace, sometimes even 
thee local authorities contrived plots against us, so that with no open persecution (&veu 7tpo-
(pavóvv 5ia)YH<5v) partial attacks broke out in various provinces and many of the faithful endured 
martyrdomm in various ways." 

1533 Schoedel (1985) 250. 
1544 Paulsen (1978) 347-150. Cf. Zahn (1876) 95. 
1555 In chap. 1.4.2a I referred to Rius-Camps' observation that in the first four letters Ignatius asks 

thee communities to pray for the church in Syria (Eph 21:2; Mg 14; Tr 13:1; Rm 9:1), but that 
inn the last three letters he asks to send messengers to the church in Antioch of Syria (Ph 10:1; 
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itss own corporate body. I.e. the adjective tSioq is used as the opposite of the 
adjectivee Koivóq.156 Thus it seems most appropriate to draw the conclusion that 
Ignatiuss refers to a reestablishment of the internal structure after the abatement of 
externall  harassments.157 

Harrisonn does not only offer a close reading of the passages in which Ignatius 
speakss about his community in Antioch, but also comes up with more general 
considerationss to substantiate his hypothesis. He notes that in the letters there is 
noo reference to persecutions beyond the fact of Ignatius' own arrest. This is quite 
right.. There are no indications - not in the letters themselves, nor in other sources 
-- of large scale persecutions in Syria at the beginning of the second century. Yet 
thiss does not exclude the possibility that Ignatius was a victim of a local riot. 

Thee same objection can be raised against Harrison's view that a quick 
recoveryy of peace in Antioch is unlikely if one presumes that there were systematic 
persecutionss by the Roman authorities. For Roman policy did not change over such 
shortt time. This may be true, but a swift restoration of peace is quite understand-
ablee when the community suffered from an isolated eruption of mob violence. On 
thee other hand, a quick recovery is quite startling, if one presumes - like Harrison 
-- that the community was divided by internal conflicts. History holds the lesson 
thatt fierce mob riots often quickly abate, while internal frictions in a small group 
usuallyy linger on for years. 

Furthermore,, Harrison contends that Ignatius*  intense concern for the 
communityy in Antioch on the one hand, and his reticence to make clear what 
preciselyy was going on there on the other hand, can best be explained by the fact 
thatt the situation was extremely delicate and had to do with Ignatius' own failure 
too maintain the unity. According to Harrison, Ignatius' impassioned petition to 
sendd embassies to Antioch - and the willingness of the communities to assent to 
thiss request - can only be understood if one presumes that these envoys were not 
merelyy to rejoice together with the Antiochenes, but also were to consolidate the 
reestablishedd unity. This argument is arbitrary. Can it be called an act of delicacy 
whenn a bishop asks as many churches as possible to celebrate and bolster the 
restorationn of unity in his own community, while he knows that the disunity was 
-- at least partly - his own fault? Admittedly, we have now entered the territory 
off  subjective feeling where nothing can be proven, but Harrison's ideas of what 
iss prudent are at least debatable. 

Finally,, Harrison points to Ignatius' language of self-depreciation and his 
ardentt longing for martyrdom. He suggests that both - Ignatius' humility and his 

Smm 11:1; Pol 7:1). Could it be that the church previously dispelled into a larger  area in Syria, 
noww had returned within the walls of the city of Antioch? 

1566 Cf. Ignatius' usage of the adjective ISio<; in e.g. Mg 5:1-2 and Sm 7:2. The other  possibility is 
thatt  the adjective is used simply as a personal pronoun (= ai>x6q in the genitive case), see Bauer 
svv 2. But this seems less likely here. 

1577 So - although on different grounds - also Bommes (1976) 184. If Ignatius had referred to the 
restorationn of unity after  a split, would he not have said: "They have had restored to them their 
commonn body (TÖ KOIVÓ V aoouaTEÏov)"? 
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hungerr for fame and approval - are best understood as the sentiments of a person 
whoo had failed - not only in his dearest ambition, but in his most sacred duty -
inn an earlier stage of his career. 

Thiss observation is far more significant for the interpretation of the letters 
att large than any of the points mentioned before. Therefore, it seems necessary to 
deall  with this issue in more detail. An analysis of the way in which Ignatius 
phrasess his hopes and desires with regard to his imminent death will be the subject 
off  the following chapter.158 Here, I will only look at Ignatius' language of self-
effacementt in so far as it does not relate directly to his anxiety for death. 

7.47.4 Ignatius' Self-Effacement 
Iff  we leave out of consideration those instances in which Ignatius speaks about 
beingg not yet what he hopes to become in or through death (see chap. 3.3-6), his 
self-depreciationn can be said to pertain to three different aspects of his relationship 
withh the local communities, namely: a) his admonition of these communities, b) 
hiss dedication to these communities, and c) - more specifically - his laudation of 
thee Antiochene community.159 We need to look at each of these aspects and the 
relevantt passages in some detail. 

a)) His Prudent Admonition. Usually Ignatius exhorts the local communities to 
whichh he writes with an unselfconscious authority. Surely, this is not surprising for 
aa bishop of such a prominent metropolis as Antioch. More striking is the fact that 
Ignatiuss frequently tones down this authority by emphasizing his inadequacy. He 
doess not command the Christians to whom he writes as being someone (Eph 3:1) 
orr as an apostle (Rm 4:3; Tr 3:3). They have been shown mercy and have been 
strengthenedd (Eph 12:1). He, however, is (still) in danger (UTIÓ KIVSUVOV: Eph 
12:1;; Tr 13:3). He is a condemned man (KCtT&Kpvcoc;; Eph 12:1; Tr 3:3; Rm 4:3), 
aa slave (8oöA,oq: Rm 4:3), and a fellow slave (aóv8ouX,oq) of deacons (Eph 2:1; 
Mgg 2:1; Ph 4:1; Sm 12:2). He is nothing in comparison with his addressees who 
aree free (Mg 12) like the apostles (Rm 4:3). He is less (uucpóxepoq) than they 
aree (Mg 11). 

Ignatius'' assessment of the contrast between himself on the one hand, and 
thee apostles and the communities on the other hand seems - in broad outline - to 
bee twofold. First, he points out that he is a condemned man, while they are free; 
andd second, he refers to the fact that he is in danger, while they have shown mercy 
andd have been strengthened. 

1588 See also A.O. Mellink, "Ignatius' Road to Rome. From Failure to Succes or in the Footsteps of 
Paul?,""  in: A. Brenner; J.W. van Henten, cos., Recycling Biblical Figures (Leiden 1999) 127-165. 

1599 Asa fourth aspect of Ignatius' humble attitude towards the local communities could be mentioned 
hiss hope to benefit from them "if he is worthy" (Mg 12 and Eph 2:2). This is surely an epistolary 
topos.topos. Schoedel (1985) 46 refers to the interesting parallel in a writing of the emperor Julian to 
aa certain Priscus. The emperor notes the iatter's good will and adds: "of which may I be worthy 
thatt I might not dishonour your friendship" (Ep. 11). 
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Thee first antithesis seems quite straightforward. He, as a condemned man, is 
bound,, they are free. It is, however, not immediately clear why Ignatius especially 
pointss to this contrast to temper his sense of authority. Some scholars suggested 
thatt Ignatius' status as a prisoner was inferior to that of the communities because 
theyy participated in the salvific structure of the church around the eucharist and 
Ignatius,, as a Roman captive, did not.160 Although it must be realized that even 
ass a prisoner Ignatius probably could have taken part in some sort of church 
rituals,rituals,161161 this may indeed - at least partly - explain Ignatius' self-effacement 
beforee the local churches. 

Anotherr explanation could simply be that a convict who was in bonds indeed 
hadd a very low social status. Notably, Roman citizens were exempted from being 
chained.. Ignatius can call his bonds "his spiritual pearls" (Eph 11:2) or "God-
pleasing""  (Sm 11:1), and his bonds seem to have given him a certain status (Eph 
3:1;; Mg 12:1), but it is also clear that at least some were inclined to despise his 
bondss or feel ashamed of them (è7rr|CTXi3v$nTe: Sm 10:2; cf. Pol 2:3).162 

Lastly,, it is also possible that Ignatius made the link between apostleship, 
authorityy and freedom in imitation of Paul's rhetoric in passages such as 1 Cor 
9:1:: "Am I not free? Am I not an apostle?" Yet the difference is, of course, that 
Paull  speaks of freedom in the sense of "freedom to act as one pleases" while 
Ignatiuss speaks of freedom in the literal sense of "not being imprisoned."163 In 
anyy event, the suggestion that Ignatius judged his status as prisoner as something 
inferiorr because his arrest was due to disunity in Antioch seems farfetched. 

Thee second antithesis is more important. Most commentators have interpreted 
Ignatius'' outcry, "I am still in danger," simply as a reference to his uncertain 
positionn as a prisoner who still has a long and precarious journey ahead.164 It 
shouldd not be forgotten that in those times the roads were not as safe as in present 

,ouu So e.g. Von Campenhausen (1964) 75; Bartsch (1940) 96-97; Rathke (1967) 71; Bommes (1976) 
200-204;; Paulsen (1976) 106; Baumeister (1980) 274-275; Weinrich (1981) 139; Wehr (1987) 
43;; and Stoops (1987) 173. The idea that Ignatius saw his death in some way as a substitute for 
thee eucharist is certainly false (see § 6 above). According to Schlier (1929) 153-157 Ignatius 
interpretedd his imprisonment as a sign of his enslavement in matter, see § 3.1 and Bommes 
(1976)) 202-203 for a refutation of this view. 

Notee the situation sketched in Ph 7:1: Ignatius "cried out" while among the Philadeiphians. 
Schoedell  (1985) 186 refers to Lucian (Peregr. 12) where it is told that Christians celebrated 
mealss in prison. Cf. further chap. 1.4.2a. 

Suchh language reflects "Paul's," cf. 2 Tim 1:8, and 16: "He [i.e. Onesiphorus] often refreshed 
mee and was not ashamed of my chain (icai Tf|v ÖXVXJIV u,oo ÓÓK eTtaiaxovSn,)." Ignatius' usage 
off  the word KciTdicpuoq can be compared with Paul's language in 2 Tim 2:9: "I suffer hardship, 
evenn to the point of being chained like a criminal (tbc; KCtKOÖpyoc;)." Cf. on the shame of 
imprisonmentt e.g. Wansink (1996) 134-137. 

Ignatius'' self-designation as öoüXog (Rm 4:3) is, of course, also in line with Pauline statements. 
Seee on this text further chap. 3.9.1. Cf. for aóvSouXoq: Col 1:7 and 4:7. 

1MM See Lightfoot (1889) 2.63, 181; Grant (1966) 43, 81; Camelot (1969) 68, 105; Bommes (1976) 
199-200;; Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 67; Wehr (1987) 43; and Fischer (1993) 135, 151. 
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dayy Western Europe.165 More importantly, Ignatius has to prove faithful to the 
end.. Ignatius may have been afraid of losing his nerves, or of being deceived by 
thee devil or by the temptations of this world, or of being set free due to well-
intentionedd efforts of other Christians. These last two concerns are addressed 
explicitlyy in his letter to the Roman community. 

Althoughh endorsing these considerations, proponents of the "failure theory" 
thinkk that something more was at stake. The passage in Eph 11:2-12:2 is most 
decisivee in their view. Ignatius, here, states: "... that I may be found in the lot of 
thee Ephesian Christians who always agreed with the very apostles in the power of 
Jesuss Christ. I know who I am and to whom I write ... I am in danger, you have 
beenn strengthened. You are a passage for those slain for God; you are fellow 
initiatess of Paul ... who in every letter remembers you in Christ Jesus." The 
Ephesiann church is hailed as a true apostolic community. In comparison with them 
Ignatiuss is "in danger." It may seem attractive to conclude that Ignatius lacks what 
theyy have, i.e. that he failed to maintain the apostolic order and unity like the 
Ephesiann church. This, however, is a rather rash deduction. 

Itt should be noted that this self-effacing language is triggered by Ignatius' 
exhortationn at the beginning of Eph 11:2: "Let nothing have any attraction for you 
withoutt him, in whom I carry about my bonds as spiritual pearls." Here, Ignatius 
presentss himself more or less as the example which should be imitated by the 
Ephesians.. Subsequently, Ignatius qualifies this statement by pointing out that the 
Ephesianss always agreed with the apostles and that he is supported by their prayer, 
likee many "martyrs" before him. But in Eph 13 he again quite unselfconsciously 
continuess to admonish the Ephesians: "Be eager, then, to meet more often for 
thanksgivingg and glory to God." In other words, his exhortations are only briefly 
interruptedd by a passage in which he emphasizes that it is not so much the 
Ephesianss who are in need of him as he who is in need of the Ephesians.166 The 
intermezzoo seems no more than a rhetorical discretion.167 One can imagine how 
somee scholars came to accuse Ignatius of an "insincere humility" (see § 7.1). 
However,, instead of interpreting the whole passage as an instance of one-sided 
self-effacementt prompted by a guilty conscience or as a high-handed claim to 
authority,, it seems that it could best be read as a plea for reciprocal and brotherly 
support. . 

Possiblyy Ignatius was influenced by Paul's rhetoric in 2 Cor 11:26: "On frequent journeys, in 
dangerr (Kiv8uvoiq) from rivers, danger from bandits, danger from my own people, danger from 
Gentiles,, danger in the city, danger in the wilderness, danger at sea, danger from false brothers 
andd sisters." 

Inn other passages a similar juxtaposition of self-effacement and authoritative exhortation can be 
found,, see e.g. Eph 3:1; Mg 11:1; and Tr 3:3. See with regard to Ignatius' epistolary authority 
esp.. Stoops (1987) 161-178 who argues that Ignatius saw his heroic death as an opportunity to 
givee final and decisive proof that God had spoken through him. Consequently, Ignatius' humility 
resultss from the fact that he has not yet proven faithful til l the end. 

Cf.. Paul's rhetoric in 1 Cor 4:10: "We are fools for the sake of Christ, but you are wise in 
Christ.. We are weak, but you are strong. You are held in honour, but we in disrepute," although 
Ignatiuss lacks the sarcasm obvious in this passage. 
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Thiss interpretation is substantiated by the one other instance Ignatius uses the 
phrasee "to be in danger." In Tr 13:3 he writes: "I am still in danger; but the Father 
iss faithful in Jesus Christ to fulfi l my entreaty and yours (£TI urcö KivSuvov 
eipt,, aAAa nicnöq ó 7taxf|p êv Tnaoö Xpurtu) nXripcoaai p,ou rrjv attr|OTv 
Kaii  ófiröv)." Here, "to be in danger" is in no way associated with unity and order, 
butt simply with the notion of being dependent on God's faithfulness. Moreover, 
inn this reliance on God and Christ, Ignatius and other Christians are one. 

b)) His Cautious Dedication. Instances of Ignatius' self-depreciation cannot only 
bee found in the context of his admonition of the local churches, but also in the 
contextt of his dedication to the local churches. Here Ignatius' usage of the noun 
7iepf\|/T|}iaa is fundamental. This poignant term occurs twice in his letter to the 
Ephesians,, namely in 8:1 and 18:1. 

Inn the first passage there is a direct link with the church to which he writes. For, 
inn Eph 8:1 Ignatius states: "I am your peripsema and I dedicate myself to you, 
churchh of the Ephesians, famous to the ages (7iepn|irm<x 0pa>v Kai ayvi^ouxxi 
C>(4.Ü)VV  ' E9eai<Dv èKKA.r|aia<; Tfjq 8iafk>fJTOD xot<; aicoatv)." I have left the noun 
7tepi\j/r|naa untranslated, because it is such a puzzling term. How should the word 
bee interpreted? 

Inn Greek literature in general, the term seems to have been used with three 
differentt connotations: 1. that of "offscouring," or "rubbish;"168 2. that of "scape-
goat,""  or **ransom," i.e. as a sacrificial term;169 and 3. that of "humble servant," 
i.e.. as a strong expression of polite self-effacement.170 In other words, the noun 
7iepii|/rmaa had sometimes sacrificial overtones, but could also simply express 
disdainn or humility. Which aspect is paramount in Ignatius' usage of the term? 

Ignatius'' usage of the verb ayvî oo in Eph 8:1 - predominantly a cultic term 
inn biblical and pagan Greek - suggests that the word 7tepi\|/r|pa has the second 
meaningg of "ransom" or "scapegoat." Thus, the conclusion has been drawn that 
Ignatiuss understood his glorious death as a vicarious sacrifice for the churches.171 

However,, a glance at the other passages in which Ignatius uses the relevant terms 

Seee e.g. the only passage in the New Testament in which the term occurs (1 Cor  4:13): "W e have 
becomee like the rubbish of the world, the dregs of all things (ndvToov 7tep(v|/r|̂ ia)."  It is quite 
likelyy that Ignatius knew Paul's first letter  to the Corinthians (see chap. 1.4.2e). 

Seee e.g. Tob 5:19: "Le t it [i.e. the money] be a ransom for  our  child (nepivj/rma TOO Jtai6iou)." 

Seee e.g. the only two other  instances in the corpus of the Apostolic Fathers where the term 
occurs::  Barn. 4:9: " I  have hastened to write, your  humble servant (7tEpiyr)ua öu.a>v);"  and 6:5: 
" II  writ e the more simply unto you, that you may understand; I am your  humble servant of love 
(êycbb nep(\|/rma xf\q ÓLfénr\q öux&v)."  See further  on the meaning of the term e.g. Lightfoot 
(1889)) 2.50-51; Bauer  sv; LPGL sv; LSJ sv; G. Stahlin, "jtcpi\|/r|ua, "  TWNT 6.84-93; and 
Schoedell  (1985) 63-64. 

Soo e.g. Stahlin TWNT 6.91; Grant (1966) 39-40; Camelot (1969) 65; and Fischer  (1993) 149, 
157;;  cf. Von Balthasar  (1984) 72,76; Paulsen (1978) 184 n. 83; Richardson (1953) 90,92; Kleist 
(1946)) 66; Bauer  (1920) 207-208; and Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 34. 
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provess this to bee unlikely. The verb dyvî cö occurs once more in Ignatius' letters, 
namelyy in Tr 13:3: "My spirit is dedicated to you, not only now, but also when 
II  attain God (ctyvi^exai óptöv TÖ èpöv rcveoua oü uóvov vüv, &XXa mi ötav 
Ösoöö èTtixuxo))." Ignatius (= his Ttveöpa) is dedicated to his addressees for all 
time.. He does not offer his life (H/U/T))t0 them at a particular moment. It is quite 
clearr that Ignatius does not think in terms of a vicarious sacrifice. The verb 
ctyvî coo merely expresses an affectionate commitment, a dedication which even 
reachess over the boundaries of this earthly life. 

Thee second passage in which the term 7iepii{/r|u,a occurs points in a similar 
direction.. Eph 18:1 reads: "My spirit is aperipsema of the cross (7iepiyr|u.a TÖ 
èpovv 7ive0pct TOC CTTaupou)."172 Surely, the cross is not in need of a ransom 
orr vicarious sacrifice. The phrase merely expresses Ignatius' devotion to the cross. 
Thus,, it seem valid to conclude that in Eph 8:1 too Ignatius uses TtEpiyTjpa 
simplyy to express his devotion to the church and the cause for which the true 
churchh stands. The sacrificial connotation of the word is there, but should not be 
takenn too literally. 

Doess the term nepi\^r\\xa also have a self-effacing connotation in the letters 
off  Ignatius? It seems quite likely that it does.173 In Eph 8:1 Ignatius strongly 
emphasizess the glory of the Ephesian church. It seem probable that - just as in 
Ephh 12:1 (see above) - Ignatius here contrasts his own insignificance with the 
splendourr of the Ephesian Christians. He devotes himself to them, but not with the 
pomposityy of a self-conscious church leader, but with the humility of a slave of 
Christ.. The same humility is evident in Eph 18:1. 

Alll  in all, it seems that Schoedel's translation of the term 7C£pi\|/r|pa with 
"lowlyy offering" is most appropriate.174 Moreover, Ignatius' prudence appears 
too be quite natural, and it seems farfetched to interpret his humility here as an 
indicationn of his blemished self-esteem. The more so since there are several texts 
inn which Ignatius devotes himself to the churches without any reserve. The concept 
whichh he uses in these instances is &VTII|/UXOV . Let me look at Ignatius' usage of 
thiss term briefly. 

Thee neuter noun &VTIIJ/UX,OV occurs four times in the letters. Ignatius states that 
hiss spirit and his bonds are an avxi\\fv%ov of the Smyrnaeans (Sm 10:2) and that 

Butterweckk (1995) 29-30 observes that Eph 8:1 and 18:1 stand in the context of Ignatius' polemic 
againstt the docetists. According to Butterweck the expression Jtepïvyr|p.a TOO axaupou proves 
thatt Ignatius' death is an "ausgewahltes Beispiel," i.e. an act testifying to the Christian teaching 
off  the cross. In Eph 18:1, however, Ignatius calls "his spirit" a Ttepiiyrma TOO OTaupoö, not the 
actt of dying. 

Seee e.g. Lightfoot (1889) 2.50 who remarks that 7iepïyr|u,a was used "especially of those 
criminals,, generally the vilest of their class, whose blood was shed to expiate the sins of the 
nationn and to avert the wrath of the gods."Cf. also Kleist(1946) 63 who translates Eph 8:1 with 
"yourr lowliest servant." 

Cf.. Lightfoot (1889) 2.546 who translates the phrase 7tepiM/T||ia ópöv KCU dyvi^opai óux&v 
withh "I devote myself for you and I dedicate myself as an offering;" cf. similarly Lake (1912) 
1.1833 and Srawley (1935) 43-44. 
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inn every way he and his bonds are an &vxi\|n)xov of Polycarp (Pol 2:3). More 
elaboratee are the formulations in Pol 6:1: "I am an antipsychon of those subject 
too the bishop (ÓLvxi\\ro%ov éycb xróv Ü7toxaa<yonév(ov x(p é7tuiKÓ7t(p)," and Eph 
21:1:: "I am your antipsychon and that of those whom you sent for God's honour 
too Smyrna (avxi\|/uxov u\iév èyd> Kai a>v è7rép,i|/axe eiq ÖEOÖ xiu,f)v eiq 
E|a.upvav).""  How should the term &vxiij/i>xo v be understood? 

Too answer this question, I will begin by looking at the parallel material in 
thee Christian, pagan, and Jewish traditions. It appears that Ignatius' terminology 
iss quite unique. The adjective &vxiv|/uxo<; does not occur in the New Testament 
orr in any other writing from the Apostolic Fathers. Only in fourth century Patristic 
writingss the term reoccurs. In Eusebius of Caesarea's Demonstratio evangelica, for 
instance,, the neuter noun Avxiyuxov is used of Christ's vicarious death.175 

Inn pagan literature the adjective OLVTiyuypq can be found only twice. Lucian 
off  Samosata tells us about a prisoner who is anxious to pay xpfjuxxxoc &vxiiyux a 

{Lexiph.{Lexiph. 10). It is not clear what this phrase exactly means. Bowersock suggested 
thatt the terrified prisoner was prepared to pay money to the person who would 
takee his place.176 Yet in a footnote the editor of Lucian's work in the Loeb 
Series,, A.M. Hammon, maintained that the phrase rather expresses the notion of 
"blood-money""  or "wergeld," i.e. money paid to atone for a killing. Moreover, it 
iss also possible that the phrase simply means "ransom." The second instance from 
Greco-Romann literature is less ambiguous. Cassius Dio uses the adjective with 
regardd to two Romans who offered to give up their lives, if only the emperor 
Caligulaa would recover from an illness. Dio describes them as &vxiv|/u%oi oi 
&7io&av£Ïvv èdeX/rjaavxEc; {Hist. Rom. 59.8.3). Here, the notion of "a life for a 
life""  seems clearly present. 

Inn Hellenistic-Jewish literature there are two passages in which the neuter 
nounn dtvxi\jA3xov occurs,177 both can be found in the writing called 4 Macca-
bees.bees. In 4 Mace 6:29, an old man called Eleazar is recorded to have said when he 
wass burned to his very bones and about to expire: "Make my blood their purifica-
tion,, and take my life in exchange for theirs (ctvxiyuxov aóxróv Xapè xf|v èurjv 
V|/UXT)V).""  In 17:21-22, the narrator concludes his story about those who died 
heroicallyy with the words: 'The tyrant was punished, and the homeland purified 
-- they having become, as it were, a ransom for the sin of our nation (<Sa7iep 
(3tvxiv|/oxovv yeyovóxâ  xf\q xoC 6$vouq dtjAccpxiac;). And through the blood of 
thosee devout ones and their death as an atoning sacrifice (iXxxcrrnptoo), divine 
Providencee preserved Israel that previously had been mistreated." The Maccabean 
martyrss - the old man and the mother with her seven children - gave their lives 
forr the well-being of their people. The underlying concept clearly is that of a 

1 55 See for  references P.S. Zanetti, "Una nota ignaziana: ANTI* f YXON,"  in: T. Alimonti , et al., 
eds.,, Forma juturi  (Torino 1975) 964 n. 5. 

1766 Bowersock (1995) 81. 
1777 Lightfoot (1889) 2.88 and Zanetti (1975) 965 also refer  to possibly related texts from the LXX 

(e.g.. Ex 21:23; 1 Kgs 20:39) and rabbinic literatur e (e.g. m. Neg. 2:1). 
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substitutee death, an atoning sacrifice through which the covenantal relationship 
betweenn God and his people is restored.178 

Overlookingg this parallel material, it seems that the phrases in 4 Maccabees 
-- at least formally - most closely resemble Ignatius' language. Thus, one may be 
inclinedd to conclude that in Ignatius too the noun dvuivj/uxov refers to a voluntary 
deathh understood in terms of a vicarious sacrifice.179 Yet it should be noted that 
Ignatiuss and the author of 4 Maccabees use the word in completely different 
contexts.1800 In the Ignatian passages, not a word about sin or purification can be 
found.. On the contrary. Ignatius is not an avxivj/uxov for sinners, but for those 
whoo showed him honour and obey the bishop. Moreover, it should be noted that 
Ignatiuss here does not refer to his death. The variation in expression is probably 
telling.. He himself, his spirit, his bonds: all these are an antipsychon. That is, he 
devotess his whole being to the Smyrnaeans and the Ephesians. 

Thus,, Ignatius seems to use the word dvxii^uxov to express his engagement 
withh his addressees and the just cause in the strongest of terms. Lightfoot's, 
Srawley's,, and Grant's translation of the phrase dvrivj/uxov ü\i&v èyco with "I am 
devotedd to you" seems appropriate, although it attenuates the force of Ignatius' 
expressionn unduly.181 In any event, in these passages Ignatius does not present 
hiss death as a vicarious sacrifice. At most the term dvtiyuxov refers to some sort 
off  intercession by Ignatius for the well-being of the churches, somewhat in the 
samee way as Ignatius benefits from the prayer of the communities.182 Moreover, 
iff  the term &VTII|/UXO V points to a substitute death, why does Ignatius not use the 
termm to express the significance of his death for the local Christian communities 

Cf.. also 4 Mace 1:11. See on these passages most recently J.W, van Henten, The Maccabean 
MartyrsMartyrs as Saviours of the Jewish People: A Study of 2 & 4 Maccabees (Leiden 1997) 150-153 
andd the literature there mentioned. 

Soo e.g. Bauer (1920) 219; Von Campenhausen (1964) 71-73; A. Dupont-Sommer, La quatrième 
livrelivre des Maccabees (Paris 1939) 84-85; Kleist (1946) 68; Perler (1949) 51-52; Richardson 
(1953)) 93; E. Lohse, Martyrer und Gottesknecht. Untersuchungen zur urchristlichen Verkiindig-
ungung vom Sühntod Jesu Christi (Göttingen 1955; 21963) 206-208; J. Daniélou, Théologie du 
Judéo-ChristianismeJudéo-Christianisme (Toumai 1958) 53; Meinho1d(1963) 320; Frend (1965) 199; Grant (1966) 
14;; Camelot (1969) 79; Stahlin TWNT 6.91-92; Vogt (1984) 56-58; Munier (1993) 461; and 
Bowersockk (1995) 81. 

Cf.. Zanetti (1975) 969-970. 

Fischerr (1993) and Bauer-Paulsen (1985) translate with "Lösegeld;" Schoedel (1985) with 
"expiation;""  and Camelot (1969) has "rancon." 

Soo e.g. Lightfoot (1889) 2.88: "The direct idea of a vicarious death is more or less obliterated, 
andd the idea of devotion to and affection for another stands out prominently. We cannot therefore 
presss the allusion to his approaching martyrdom." Likewise e.g. Zahn (1873) 420-423; Zanetti 
(1975);; Bommes (1976) 221-226; Baumeister (1980) 286-287; Weinrich (1981) 112-115; and 
J.W.. van Henten, "The Martyrs as Heroes of the Christian People," in: M. Lamberigts and P. van 
Deun,, eds., Martyrium in Multidisciplinary Perspective (Leuven 1995) 312-313. 
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inn Rome and Antioch? Would not these communities be the most obvious benefici-
ariess of such a sacrifice?183 

Inn sum, it seems clear that the noun AVTVVJ/UXOV is used by Ignatius in the same 
sensee as 7tEpii|/rma, but without the self-effacing connotation. The usage of the 
latterr noun characterizes Ignatius' cautious dedication to the local communities and 
theirr common cause. The usage of the former noun shows that Ignatius could also 
voicee his devotion without any restrictions and in the strongest of terms. Again, 
nothingg seems to hint at a blemished self-esteem. 

c)) His Laudation of Antioch. Lastly, Ignatius' self-effacement can be found in 
connectionn with the Christians in Antioch. He is "ashamed to be called one of 
them"" (alCTXüvoum è£ aóxróv Xiyeadai), and "not worthy to be from there" 
(OUKK <SW üfyoq éiceïSev eivai). He characterizes himself as "the last" (ëaxctxo<;) 
off  the Antiochenes and as a "miscarriage" (ëicxpoouoi).184 How should this strong 
languagee be understood? 

Mostt striking are the terms ëaxocxoq and eKxpcouoi. Most likely, these are 
reminiscencess of Paul's words in 1 Cor 15:8 (cf. also Eph 3:8): "Last of all, as to 
onee untimely born, he [i.e. the resurrected Christ] appeared also to me (ëaxaxov 
5èè Tt&VTCöv d>a7tspei x<p èKxpa>u.axi <5<p$T| K&UOI)." 185 The context, however, 
iss too different to conclude - as has sometimes been done186 - that Ignatius' self-
depreciationn here has the same reason as that of Paul, i.e. a late conversion after 
aa period during which he had persecuted the church of God (1 Cor 15:9). A 
Gnosticc background of the word ëicxpcouo: also seems quite unlikely.187 Ignatius 
doess not seem to describe himself as one who is cast out from the iikr\p(a\ia of 
thee church. How, then, should Ignatius' self-effacement over against the church of 
Antiochh be understood? 

Proponentss of the failure theory have pointed to the juxtaposition of three 
themess in these passages: Ignatius' desire for martyrdom, his request to pray for 
thee Antiochene community, and his feeling of unworthiness. According to them 
thiss juxtaposition points to the fact that these three themes are closely intertwined. 

Itt  is true that Ignatius pictures his death as a libation (Rm 2:2) and a sacrifice (Rm 4:2). Yet 
thesee expressions do not point to the meaning of his death for  the churches, but describe his 
devotionn to God (see further  chap. 3.2.3). 

Ephh 21:2; Mg 14; Tr  13:1; Rm 9:2; and Sm 11:1. 

Seee on the issue e.g. Rathke (1967) 71 and Lindemann (1979) 210. See on Paul's rhetoric in I 
Corr  15:8 also e.g. H.W. Hollander  and G.E. van der  Hout, "Th e Apostle Paul Calling Himself 
ann Abortion: 1 Cor. 15:8 within the Context of 1 Cor. 15:8-10,"  NovTlS (1996) 224-236 and 
thee literatur e there mentioned. 

Seee e.g. Zahn (1873) 403-4; Funk (1883) 117; Lightfoot (1889) 1.28; 2.229-230; Srawley (1935) 
21;;  and Grant (1966) 15. 

Soo Schlier  (1929) 156-157 who refers to Irenaeus Adv. Haer. 1.2.4 (SC 264.43); and Bommes 
(1976)) 204 n. 383. 

183 3 

184 4 

185 5 
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Ignatiuss strives for martyrdom, asks for prayer, and feels unworthy, for one and 
thee same reason: the Antiochene church is divided and he is to blame. 

Thiss interpretation fails to carry conviction. Most importantly, it is quite 
clearr that Ignatius stresses his inferiority over against the Antiochenes merely to 
praisee them. He turns things topsy-turvy. Although, as bishop, he is the first of the 
Antiochenes,, he calls himself the last. This is a well-known rhetorical move. But 
whyy would Ignatius laud a community which is divided by internal strife? This 
simplyy makes no sense. 

Moreover,, it must be noted that in at least two of these passages Ignatius 
seemss quite self-conscious. He states that he was found worthy to serve God's 
honourr (Eph 21:2), and that he was counted worthy by the (divine) will (Sm 11:1). 
Ass a matter of fact, there seems to be very little which points in the direction of 
ann abnormal psychological disposition dominated by a feeling of failure. Ignatius 
seemss to have been the proud bishop of an influential Christian community. The 
juxtapositionn of the three themes - martyrdom, request for prayer, and exaltation 
off  the Antiochene community - is perfectly reasonable against the background of 
severee riots molesting the Christian community of Antioch. 

d)) Conclusion. It seems unlikely that Ignatius' sometimes strongly worded self-
effacementt should be interpreted as an indication of his sense of failure. More 
likely,, his self-depreciation has to do with his wish not to offend his addressees 
byy showing off his importance and fame. He does not want to boast of being an 
authoritativee teacher, a precious sacrifice, or the bishop of a large and important 
Christiann community. On the contrary. He is a condemned man, a lowly offering, 
andd the last of the Antiochenes. This kind of self-depreciation towards addressees 
cann be understood as an epistolary topos which suited Christian writers particularly 
well.1888 As several terminological parallels suggest, Paul may well have been an 
importantt model for Ignatius in this respect.189 

Thiss is not to say that the particular situation in which Ignatius found himself 
didd not play a role at all. In this regard Tr 4:1-2 seems to be decisive: "I have 
muchh knowledge in God, but I measure myself lest I perish through boasting. For 
noww I must fear the more and not attend to those who puff me up; indeed, those 
whoo speak to me scourge me ... The envy does not appear to many,190 but it 
fightss against me the more; therefore I need gentleness by which the ruler of this 
agee is destroyed (IToXXd (ppov© èv 9eq>, OLXX' è(iauxöv \xexp&, tva UTJ èv 

Seee esp. Paulsen (1978) 103-107; and Schoedel (1985) 46, 48. 

Cf.. also the self-effacement of his contemporary fellow-bishop Polycarp: PPhil. 3:1-2; and 12:1. 

Schoedell  (1985) 143 translates: "The envy is not obvious to many;" Srawley (1935) 65: "The 
envyy of Satan is not visible to the eyes of many;" cf. also Lake (1912) 1.217; and Lightfoot 
(1889)) 2.556.1 agree with them that C^oc, refers to the envy of the ruler of this age and not to 
thee "Übereifer," "leidenschaftliche Eifer," "Ungeduld," "impatience," "impetuous ambition," 
"passionatee longing," or "angry irritation" of Ignatius, so resp. Fischer (1993) 175, Bauer-Paulsen 
(1985)) 59, Von Balthasar (1984) 86, Camelot (1969) 99, Richardson (1953) 99, Kleist (1946) 76; 
andd Schilling (1932) 14 n. 50. 
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KocuxTJtreii  anóXcanai. vöv yap u« 5eï nXéov <popeïadai Kai \xf\ Ttpoaéxew 
xotqq cpuCTioÓCTÏv \IE. oi ydp Xéyovréq \ioi jxacxiyoöaiv ^e ... TO Cftfax; 
7toA,Xoï<;; nèv oó (pcuvexat, èjiè öè TiAiov 7ioA£|iet. XP1^0*  °uv npaóxr)xo<;, 
évv rj KaxaA-óexai ó apxrov xoO aio5vo<; xouxou)." 

Thee envy (xo £f|Xo<;) most likely refers to Satan who tries to forestall 
Ignatius'' attainment of God (cf. Rm 5:3). The instrument through which the devil 
workss is his sense of pride. According to Ignatius, arrogance and boasting are a 
dangerr to every Christian.191 All have to practise gentleness and humility, but 
especiallyy the believer who follows a more prestigious way than the average 
memberr of the community.192 The praise which Ignatius receives as a bishop, as 
aa pneumatic, and as one condemned to death for the sake of Christianity poses a 
constantt threat to him. Thus Ignatius' poignant self-effacement can also be seen 
ass an expression of his intense concern to prove truthful to the end. Pride is a 
stumbling-blockk on the road to fulfilment.193 

Inn short, Ignatius' self-effacement in the context of his interaction with the 
locall  Christian communities should be interpreted as a quite conventional aversion 
too boasting which was intensified by the special situation in which he found 
himself.. AH other ingenious theories to explain Ignatius' humility seem to go 
beyondd the available evidence.194 

7.57.5 Swartley: A Statistical Analysis 
Willardd M. Swartley (1973) is the second scholar to whom Trevett and Schoedel 
referr as an important advocate of the failure theory.195 We must deal with the 
viewss of this scholar at some length. Swartley seems to have been unfamiliar with 
thee work of P.N. Harrison.196 The starting-point of his investigation is the notion 
off  an imitatio Christi in the letters of Ignatius. 

Swartleyy starts with a discussion of the work of Preiss, Tinsley, and others 
(cf.. § 3.3). He concludes that the problem of understanding the notion of imitatio 
ChristiChristi in Ignatius is rather complex. According to him, two questions need to be 

Seee e.g. Tr  3:2; Ph 1:1-2; Sm 6:1; Pol 2:1; 4:3; 6:2; and cf. especially the Old Testament 
quotationss in Eph 5:3: "God resists the arrogant"  (Prov 3:34); and Mg 12:1: "Th e just man is his 
ownn accuser"  (Prov 18:17). 

Cf.. Pol 5:2: "I f anyone is able to remain continent to the honour  of the Lord' s flesh, let him 
remainn (so) without boasting; if he boasts, he is lost; if it is known beyond the bishop, he is 
destroyed." " 

Cf.. Malina (1978) 80 who more generally speaks about the "humilit y posture characteristic of 
personss in liminal situations." 

Seee e.g. Munier  (1993) 462 who thinks that Ignatius' humilit y should be read as polemics against 
thee self-sufficiency of his opponents; cf. also Meinhold (1963) 321 and Rathke (1967) 72-73 who 
suggestt  that we should understand Ignatius' self-effacement against the background of Ignatius' 
endeavourr  to imitate Christ. 

W.M.. Swartley, "Th e Imitatio Christim the Ignatian Letters,"  VC 27 (1973) 81-103. 

Swartleyy only quotes Snyder  (1961) esp. 230-235 in support of his hypothesis. 
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addressed.. First, does Ignatius' theology lack any dimension of historical eschatol-
ogy?? Swartley argues that this is not the case. He judges Preiss' criticism that 
Ignatiuss reduced Christianity to a quest for immortality as incorrect. Second, which 
termss must be considered when attempting to understand Ignatius' use of the idea 
ofof imitatio Christi? Is Preiss' choice correct: uiur|Tfj<;, nd&oq, evwaiq? Swartley 
thinkss that a more exhaustive terminological analysis is necessary. 

Hee states that three clusters of thought are essential to Ignatius' concept of 
imitatioimitatio Christi: 1. the ethical cluster consisting of the terms p.i|ur|TTÏc;, niu.eop.ai, 
thee a^io-complex, ëCTXaTO<^ (èTii)TüyxctvQ), iia&r\xr\c„  uaÖT|T£U(ö, npznw, and 
eupiOKö);; 2. the christological cluster consisting of the terms TtctSoq and dtXr)df]<;; 
andd 3. the unity cluster consisting of the terms ëvooait;, èvóa), évóxrjc;, and 
óuóvoia.. In his analysis of the frequency and interrelationships of these concepts 
Swartleyy comes to the following observations. 1. The terms in the ethical cluster 
predominate.. Yet within this cluster the imitation-terminology actually occurs less 
frequentlyy than the discipleship-terminology. 2. There is a positive correlation 
betweenn the a^to-complex, the xuyxavco-complex, eópiaxcD and u.a$r|Tfj<;, but 
nott between these and the imitation-terminology; nor is there a close correlation 
betweenn the christological cluster and the imitation-terminology. 3. Whereas the 
numberr of terms in the ethical cluster sharply decreases from Rm to Ph - i.e. from 
thee letters written in Smyrna to those written in Troas -, the number of terms used 
inn the unity cluster sharply increases. Moreover, of the ethical terms used in Ph 
onlyy one refers to Ignatius' concern for the future. 

Accordingg to Swartley, the first two observations show that the idea of 
imitatioimitatio Christi cannot be seen as the key to understand Ignatius and his concern 
forr martyrdom. This inference is in agreement with my own observations in § 3.4b 
off  this chapter. Swartley does not dwell on this issue for long.197 His main point 
liess in the third observation. He claims that the major shift in the frequency of the 
unityy terms and the ethical terms from Rm to Ph, and the fact that Ph is the first 
letterr in which Ignatius knows about the restoration of peace in Antioch make "it 
readilyy apparent that the unity of the church in Syria is the key that unlocks the 
doordoor to understanding of Ignatius' use of these ethical terms. When Ignatius knew 
thatt the church over which he was bishop attained unity, then his own concern 
aboutt being worthy, being a true disciple, attaining God, etc. appears to be relieved 
andd virtually non-existent."198 In other words, Ignatius' anxiety for the future is 
closelyy related to the fact that he failed to maintain unity in Antioch. His desire 
iss first and foremost to be a bona fide bishop. 

Inn the rest of his article, Swartley tries to substantiate this hypothesis with 
furtherr statistical analyses. He proceeds as follows. With regard to each of the 
termss in the ethical cluster he tries to determine whether they give evidence of 1. 
Ignatius'' anxiety for the future, or 2. his concern for the unity of the church, or 
3.. both his anxiety and his concern for unity. The results of this investigation are 

Cf.,, however, Swartley (1973) 98-102. 

Swartleyy (1973) 93 (italics in the original). In no way does Swartley illuminate why he thinks 
thatt the restoration of peace was a restoration of unity. 

http://niu.eop.ai
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thee following. 1. The number of the terms indicating Ignatius' anxiety for his 
futuree is significantly higher in the first four letters than in the last three letters. 
2.. The percentage of ethical terms which show Ignatius' anxiety for his future is 
significantlyy higher in the first four letters than in the last three letters. 3. Quite 
oftenn the ethical terms show both an anxiety for the future and a concern for 
churchh unity. According to Swartley all three of these observations support his 
hypothesis.. However, several objections should be raised. 

First,, Swartley's decision to give an "analysis" only of the ethical terms is 
quitee arbitrary. In an examination of Ignatius' anxiety for his future, all terms 
whichh are related to his imminent death should be discussed. Notably, Swartley 
doess not deal with terms such as Tcdaxco (see chap. 3.2), &7tapri£ü) (see chap. 
3.4),, Sucaióoo (see chap. 3.5), and Kkf\poc, (see chap. 3.8). Likewise, an analysis 
off  Ignatius' concern for church unity should begin with a discussion of the unity-
terminologyy in stead of the ethical terminology. 

Second,, an even more serious weakness in Swartley's argumentation is the 
factt that only in a few instances does he give us any insight in his assessment of 
Ignatius'' language. Due to this deficiency, it is sometimes unclear why he inter-
pretss a term as showing anxiety for the future,199 or not showing anxiety for the 
future.2000 More importantly, it is almost always unclear why he interprets a term 
ass showing both an anxiety for the future and a concern for church unity. In most 
off  these cases Ignatius simply states that by the prayer of his addressees he will 
attainn God,201 or that as a prisoner on the road to Rome, he is devoted to the 
communitiess to which he writes.202 These passages show that Ignatius understood 
himselff  as someone who shares the concerns of the local communities and is in 
needd of their support. Ignatius is not an illustrious hero highly elevated above the 
everydayy life of the churches. Their lots are intertwined. Yet the passages do not 
provee that there is some psychological connection between Ignatius*  anxiety for 
thee future and his concern for church unity. Notably, the whole ëvoaiq-complex 
iss never associated with Ignatius' anxiety for the future and his concern of being 
foundd worthy. 

Too substantiate his theory, Swartley should rather have pointed to passages 
inn which Ignatius directly links the restoration of peace in Antioch to his anxiety 
forr the future. The only passage which could possibly be interpreted in this way 

Consider,, for  instance, the following texts: Eph 12:2: "Paul, (a man) ... worthy of blessing" Mg 
1:2:""  ... having been deemed worthy of a most godly name ... I sing the churches;"  and Tr  12:2: 
"It"It  is right for  each one of you ... to refresh the bishop."  The italicized terms in these texts do 
nott  express anxiety, as Swartley seems to think. 

Seee esp. Pol 7:1: "I f through suffering I may attain God that I may be found a disciple by your 
entreaty.""  Certainly, this passage does show anxiety for  the future. 

Seee Mg 14:1; Tr  12:2; 12:3; Rm 8:3; Ph 5:1; Sm 11:1; and Pol 7:1. 

Seee Eph 11:2; Mg 1:2; andTr  13:3. 
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iss Pol 7:1:203 "Since the church at Antioch in Syria is at peace ... I too have 
becomee more content in a godly freedom from care, if (è&vrap) through suffering 
II  may attain God that I may be found a disciple by your entreaty." The conjunc-
tionn è&vnep, however, indicates that Ignatius' anxiety for the future has not 
becomee non-existent now the Antiochenes are at peace.204 Rather it seems to 
indicatee that the two concerns are basically unrelated.205 

Despitee these points of critique, at least one of Swartley's observations cannot be 
challenged.. In the first four letters Ignatius refers more often to his imminent death 
thann in the last three letters. Swartley's method of counting "ethical" terms is 
questionable,, but when one simply looks at the number of passages in which 
Ignatiuss speaks about his future lot, the outcome is quite the same. In Eph there 
aree five of such passages (1:2; 3:1; 11:2; 12:2; 21:2); in Mg three (1:2; 12:1; 
14:1);; and in Tr five (4:2; 10:1; 12:2-3; 13:3). Quite understandably, Rm deals 
almostt in its entirety with Ignatius' hopes for the future. In contrast, similar 
passagess occur less frequently in the last three letters. In Ph there are two (5:1; 
8:2);; in Sm two (4:2; 11:1); and in Pol only one (7:1). How should such a shift 
inn interest be explained? 

Answerss to this question must necessarily remain speculative. The restoration 
off  peace in Antioch may have played some role. Certainly the good news from 
Antiochh must have meant a well-come distraction for this mind burdened by the 
thoughtt of an impending death. However, nothing suggests that there is a more 
fundamentall  link between Ignatius' anxiety and the situationn in Antioch. Even after 
thee restoration of peace in Antioch Ignatius remains well-aware of his precarious 
predicamentt as a prisoner on the road to his execution. Perhaps an answer should 
bee sought in the change of addressees. In the first four letters Ignatius writes to 
communitiess which are essentially unknown to him. He merely met several of their 
representativess who visited him in Smyrna. In the last three letters Ignatius writes 
too a community which he obviously passed en route, namely Philadelphia, and to 
aa community which supported him during a delay, namely Smyrna. Is it not quite 
understandablee that Ignatius was more anxious to write about his particular 
situationn to communities which had not met him personally, and that he was more 
reluctantt to dwell on his fears and hopes to communities which had refreshed him 
soo lavishly? 

Inn sum, Swartley's investigation offers a cogent refutation of the work of those 
scholarss who focused on Ignatius' concept of imitatio Christi, but it fails to give 

Swartleyy (1973) 98 argues that Ph 5:1 should also be interpreted in this way, but the word 
K f̂ipot;; definitely does not refer to Ignatius*  office as a bishop (see further chap. 3.7). The 
interpretationn of Sm 11:1 along these lines is even less appropriate. 

Schoedell  (1985) 278 rightly observes that eavnep is not really conditional here, but means 
somethingg like "in the hope that." 

Quitee like in Mg 14: "Remember me in your prayers, that I may attain God, and (remember) the 
Churchh in Syria." 
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aa good alternative of how Ignatius' desire for a violent death in the amphitheatre 
off  Rome should be understood. The idea that Ignatius' anxiety for the future is 
closelyy linked with his concern for his own distinctive role as a bishop of the 
Churchh in Syria cannot be proven.. In the following chapter, I hope to show that 
ratherr than as a "bishop-unto-martyrdom"206 Ignatius saw himself as a Christian-
unto-fulfilment. . 

7.67.6 Schoedel and Trevett 
Noww that I have dealt quite extensively with the works of Harrison and Swartley, 
II  can be brief with regard to the two most recent advocates of the failure theory: 
Williamm R. Schoedel and Christine Trevett. 

Inn the lengthy and admirable introduction of his commentary (1985), Schoedel 
declaress himself to be a proponent of this failure theory. He states: "We shall 
arguee that the bishop's reactions to his situation reveal a person whose self-
understandingg had been threatened and who was seeking to reaffirm the value of 
hiss ministry by what he did and said as he was taken to Rome. One probable cause 
off  Ignatius' self-doubts was his loss of control of the church in Antioch and the 
emergencee of a group opposed to his authority."207 Unfortunately, Schoedel 
substantiatess this statement only by referring to the work of P.N. Harrison. He 
doess not offer an extensive argumentation of his own.208 In the actual commen-
taryy itself, Schoedel interprets especially Ignatius' language of self-effacement 
againstt the background of the alleged disunity in Antioch. Here too his argumenta-
tionn is often rather scanty. Not seldom he simply refers back to the comments in 
thee introduction.209 Thus Schoedel's commentary does not offer fundamentally 
neww arguments to corroborate the failure theory. 

Trevettt showed herself to be a supporter of the failure theory in her traditio-
historicall  investigations into the Ignatian letters. In her doctoral thesis (1980) 
Trevettt tried - like Corwin had done twenties years before her - to understand 
Ignatiuss against the background of early Syrian Christian traditions.210 It seems 
quitee likely that Ignatius received much of his "theological training" in Antioch. 
Thee attempt, therefore, to illuminate the letters by reference to allegedly Syrian 

Soo Swartley (1973) 103 referrin g to Snyder  (1961) 259. 

Schoedell  (1985) 10. 

Cf.,, however, W.R. Schoedel, "Theological Norms and Social Perspectives in Ignatius of 
Antioch,""  in: E.P. Sanders, ed., Jewish and Christian Self-Definition (3 vols.; Philadelphia 1980) 
1.36-444 and Schoedel (1991) 131-138. Substantially these more elaborate discussions bring 
togetherr  what can be found in different parts of the commentary. 

Seee e.g. Schoedel (1985) 46, 49, 64, 73, 99, 130, 132, 190, 201, and 265; cf. 13-14. See on the 
situationn in Antioch further  pp. 212-214, 250-251, and 278-280. 

C.. Trevett, Ignatius and His Opponents in the Divided Church of Antioch (Diss.; Sheffield 1980); 
cf.. also Trevett (1992) 114-203. 
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documentss such as the Gospel according to Matthew and the Didache seems quite 
warranted. . 

Moree in particular, Trevett argues that the picture of Judaizing and docetic 
Christianss in the letters owed much to Ignatius' experiences with opposing groups 
inn his community in Antioch. His polemic is a collage, containing the hues of 
elementss carried over from Antioch with added shades from the threats of heresy 
whichh also existed in Asia. Within the framework of this present chapter, it is 
impossiblee to discuss Trevett's observations at length. Yet it should be noted that 
evenn if there are convincing resemblances between Ignatius' polemic and what can 
bee found in certain Syrian traditions, this does not confirm the hypothesis of a split 
inn Antioch under Ignatius' leadership. 

Besidess to hints of theological disagreements in Antioch, Trevett also points 
too clues of personality conflicts. She claims that much of Ignatius' language of 
self-depreciationn indicates that back in Antioch he had faced accusations of imperi-
ousnesss and of being a burden. However, the idea that every person who stresses 
hiss humble status is necessarily a person who is accused of high-handedness - as 
Trevettt seems to think - is obviously a fallacy. In any event, such an interpretation 
off  Ignatius' language of self-effacement is too speculative to carry conviction (see 
§§ 7.4 above). 

Finally,, Trevett's speculations with regard to Ignatius' arrest should be 
noticed.. Schoedel had suggested that Ignatius' arrest was an attempt by the secular 
authoritiess of Antioch "to frighten Christians into conformity or maintenance of 
aa lower profile."211 As I argued earlier (§ 7.3), this rather implausible scenario 
seemss to be a weak point in the failure theory. But in her most recent study on 
Ignatiuss (1992) Trevett claims to have found a feasible explanation of Ignatius' 
predicamentt which corroborates the failure theory. She points to another writing 
fromm the corpus of the Apostolic Fathers: First Clement.2n 

Likee some other scholars before her (see chap. 1.4.2e), Trevett argues that 
inn his letter to the Romans Ignatius was deliberately reflecting the language of 
FirstFirst Clement. According to Trevett Ignatius' statement in Rm 3:1 "You taught 
others""  should be understood as a delicate hint to his knowledge of Clement's 
letterr to the Corinthians. Trevett points to several parallels between the two 
writings,, both with respect to contents and vocabulary. Yet her argumentation does 
nott always carry conviction. She, for instance, suggests that Ignatius' ardent plea 
too the Romans not to hinder his execution may be understood as an allusive 
responsee to 1 Clem. 56, a passage which begins with the words: "Let us make 
intercessionn (KOU rmeu; ouv evTux<oU£v)." Since there is no verbal correspon-
dencee - notably the verb evtuyxavco does not occur in Ignatius' letters at all -
thiss observation is rather tenuous. 

Withh regard to Ignatius' arrest and his road to Rome Trevett argues that the 
passagee in / Clem. 54:1-3 is of utmost importance. The text runs as follows: "Who 
thenn among you is noble, who is compassionate, who is filled with love? Let him 

Schoedell  (1985) 11. 

Trevettt (1992) 61-66; cf. also 52-60. 
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say:: - If sedition and strife and divisions have arisen on ray account, I retire, I 
depart,, where to you want, and I do what is ordered by the people; only let the 
flockk of Christ have peace (elprjveuéTu)) with its duly appointed presbyters. He 
thatt acts thus, will win for himself great renown in Christ, and every place will 
receivee him."213 Trevett notes the striking parallels between the scenario pictured 
heree and Ignatius' own predicament. Shortly after Ignatius had left Antioch the 
communityy had received peace; and Ignatius now is welcomed by every local 
communityy on the road. Thus, Trevett argues that it is quite likely that Ignatius -
followingg the advice of Clement - had surrendered himself voluntarily to put down 
thee strife which he had caused in his own community. 

Thiss theory certainly is ingenious, but fails to be convincing. First of all, it 
mustt be noted that - except for the verb elpr|veuEiv - there are no terminological 
correspondences.2144 More importantly, there is nothing in the letters of Ignatius 
whichh corroborates such a scenario. As I have tried to argue above (see § 7.4), 
Ignatiuss did not present his suffering or death as a ransom for other believers. The 
restorationn of peace in Antioch is merely said to be according to the prayers of the 
locall  Asian communities. Ignatius' own role in this event remains - to say the 
leastt - unmentioned. Moreover, a resignation from office in times of serious 
internall  conflicts would contrast sharply with the dominant message of the letters, 
i.e.. the bishop as the unifying element in the local communities. There are no 
indicationss that Ignatius did not see himself as the legitimate leader of the church 
off  Antioch. In this sense he rather stands on a par with the presbyters set over the 
Corinthianss mentioned in 7 Clem. 54:2. Lastly, it must be remarked that to hand 
oneselff  over to the Roman authorities and to leave a community to save strife are 
stilll  two quite different things. 

7.77 Conclusion 
Inn this paragraph I have dealt with a number of scholars who thought that Ignatius' 
self-effacementt and desire for death were not that of a sane or untroubled mind. 
Somee simply diagnosed Ignatius as neurotic. Others came up with a more subtle 
theoryy suggesting that Ignatius had failed in Antioch and now desired - as Trevett 
hass put it - "to achieve in death what had evaded him in life."215 Of course, a 
definitivee assessment of this failure theory can only be given after an extensive 
investigationn of all those passages in which Ignatius speaks about his imminent 
deathh (see chap. 3), but the evidence which has been considered thus far seems 
inconclusivee to substantiate this theory. 

Cf.. also / Clem. 55:1-2: "Many kings and rulers ... have delivered themselves over to death, that 
theyy might rescue their fellow citizens through their blood. Many retired from their cities, that 
theyy might have no more seditions. We know that many among ourselves have delivered 
themselvess to bondage, that they might ransom others." 

Mostt notably, Clement's central notion oxdau; cannot be found in Ignatius. 

Trevettt (1992) 59. 
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8.. IGNATIUS AND THE EARLY ROMAN EMPIRE 

Rightlyy Schoedel has stated: "Ignatius has the popular culture of the Greek city in 
hiss bones."216 Thus it is not surprising that there have been several scholars who 
triedd to understand Ignatius' desire for death against the background of certain 
trendss in the early Roman empire. In this final paragraph, I will discuss the works 
off  those scholars who have chosen such a cultural-historical approach. 

Thee early Roman empire has often been characterized as a period in which 
aa good many persons were fascinated by suffering and death. Some scholars even 
spokee about a "suicide cult" or a "love for death, powerfully evident in this 
period."2177 The first two approaches with which I will deal in this paragraph both 
positionedd Ignatius over against this special feature of the first and second century 
off  the common era. First, R.G. Tanner and others related Ignatius' ideas on his 
imminentt death to contemporary (especially Stoic) views of suicide and the ideal 
off  a noble death (§ 8.1). Second, Judith Perkins understood Ignatius' letters as a 
notablee example of the emergence of a new subjectivity, namely of the human 
personn as a "suffering self' (§ 8.2). The third approach harked back to the earlier 
studiess of the religion-historical school. Allen Brent connected Ignatius' language 
withh that of the imperial (mystery) cult (§ 8.3). 

8.18.1 Tanner and Others: Suicide and Noble Death 
Thee first one to point to similarities between Greco-Roman views of suicide and 
Ignatius'' reflections on his imminent death seems to have been R.G. Tanner. In 
aa brief note, published in Studia Patristica (1985), Tanner responded to Laeuchli's 
psychologicall  analysis of the letters of Ignatius (see § 7.1).218 He tries to refute 
Laeuchli'ss view that Ignatius' desire for death should be considered as masochistic 
andd pathological. In contrast, he argues that mere are significant similarities with 
Stoicc doctrines on a self-chosen noble death. The argumentation of this tentative 
investigationn is far from tight. Yet the effort certainly merits some attention. 

Tannerr begins with a discussion of some passages from Stoic writings in 
whichh is spoken of death as the separation of the soul from the body and of the 

Schoedell  (1991) 137; cf. Schoedel (1985) 17. 

Thee latter words can be found in C.A. Barton, The Sorrow of the Ancient Romans. The Gladiator 
andand the Monster (Princeton 1993) 59; the former in A.D. Nock, Conversion: The Old and the 
NewNew in Religion from Alexander the Great to Augustine of Hippo (Oxford 1933) 197. Cf. further 
E.R.. Dodds, Pagan and Christian in an Age of Anxiety: Some Aspects of Religious Experience 
fromfrom Marcus Aurelius to Constantine (Cambridge 1965) 135: "In these centuries a good many 
personss were consciously in love with death;" and R. Hirzel, "Der Selbstmord," ARW 11 (1908) 
4522 who speaks of a "Selbstmordmanie." Cf. also the more technical studies of A.J.L. van Hooff, 
FromFrom Autothanasia to Suicide: Self-Killing in Classical Antiquity (London and New York 1990); 
andd Y. Grise, Le suicide dans la Rome antique (Montreal 1982). 

R.G.. Tanner, "Martyrdom in Saint Ignatius of Antioch and the Stoic View of Suicide," Studia 
PatristicaPatristica 16 (1985) 201-205. Tanner's most important source for Stoic views of suicide seems 
too have been J.M. Rist, Stoic Philosophy (Cambridge 1969) 233-255. 
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materiall  nature of the soul. The relevance of these texts for his interpretation of 
Ignatiuss remains unclear. Subsequently, he deals with Stoic attitudes to a voluntary 
death.. The Stoic view seems to have been that sometimes it becomes a moral duty 
too remove oneself from life, but only on reasonable grounds. Suicide is acceptable 
onlyy if it is for the sake of one's country (or one's friends), or if it is necessary 
inn the endeavour to avoid anguish such as might untune one's hegemonikon. 
Althoughh Tanner rightly points out that similar considerations can be found in the 
workss of later Church Fathers, the link with Ignatius' ideas on his near death is, 
again,, not made explicit. Only after these preliminary remarks Tanner comes to 
whatt seem to be his two main points. He argues that Ignatius' letter to the Romans 
sharess 1. the Zenonian and Socratic view that the call of God must not be avoided, 
andd 2. the Roman military Stoic view of a noble death. 

Accordingg to Tanner, the first view is reflected in passages such as Rm 2:1: 
"Forr I do not want you to please people, but to please God (oó ydp SéAxo óndq 
dv$pomapecncf|CTCu,, dXAd $e<p dpéaat)," and Rm 4:1: "I die willingly for God, 
iff  you do not hinder me (éyó) éicèv i!mèp Oeoö &7io$vf|CTKG), édvrtep óusïq f̂| 
KCoXuariTE)."2199 Tanner notes that - just as Zeno and Socrates understood their 
deathss as prompted by a divine call - Ignatius is willing to die because he is 
summonedd by God. There can be little doubt that Ignatius saw his own death as 
ann event which was willed by God (cf. Sm 11:1). Hence, in a very general sense 
Tanner'ss observation seems valid. 

Butt are there also more specific resemblances between Ignatius' perception 
off  his death as authorized by God and the views which can be found in the 
legendaryy stories about the deaths of Socrates and Zeno? According to Plato, 
Socratess stated that a person should not kill himself unless God sends some 
"necessity""  (dvdyicri) upon him (Phaedo 62c). It seems to have been his "inner 
voice""  (Saifioviov) which told Socrates that his execution was something which 
shouldd not be prevented to happen (Apol. 41 d). Neither of these fundamental 
notionss - dvdyicri or Soup.óviov - can be found in the letters of Ignatius. 

Diogeness Laertius (7.28) tells the story of Zeno who chooses to die when he 
stumbless and breaks a finger. Zeno interprets this event as a divine call to depart 
fromfrom life. For Zeno the divine signal to die seems closely related to the idea that 
oldd age and injury did no longer allow him to live "according to nature" (mid 
(pucriv).. Thus, the decision to take his life is made "rationally" (EÓX-óycoq). Again 
neitherr of these Stoic notions - Kaxd <puorv or eüXóycot; - occurs in Ignatius' 
reflectionss on his death. 

Thee conclusion must be drawn that the correspondence with the Zenonian 
andd Socratic tradition is rather superficial. As I hope to show later (see chap. 
3.2.3),, Ignatius' notions that he dies "for God" (Rm 4:1) or "according to the will 
off  God" (Sm 11:1) come much closer to what can be found in the Hellenistic-
Jewishh and Christian (martyrological) traditions. 

Quitee surprisingly, Tanner  does not refer  to the text in Rm 7:2: "Ther e is water  living and 
speakingg within me, saying from within me (ëaco&év noi Aiyov): Come to the Father."  Yet this 
iss the Ignatian text which comes closest to the Socratic notion of an "inner  voice." 
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Thee view that Ignatius' letter to the Romans shares the Roman military Stoic 
conceptionn of a brave and noble death is even less well argued by Tanner. He 
referss only to Rm 2:1: "If you remain silent and let me be I shall be a word of 
God,, but if you love my flesh I shall be a mere voice." Just as the Stoic soldier 
attainss wisdom and true glory through a brave death, Ignatius is transformed into 
aa Word of God through a heroic death. However, again there is no similarity in 
vocabularyy whatsoever. How the notion of "becoming a word of God" can be 
interpretedd as a military glory term is not explained by Tanner. 

Thuss Tanner has not succeeded in substantiating his assertion that Ignatius' 
desiree for death can be clarified against the background of the Stoic view of 
suicide.. Nevertheless, his attempt to understand Ignatius' willingness to die in a 
widerr cultural context must be appreciated. The idea that Ignatius was a child of 
hiss age, and, therefore, indebted to the views of voluntary death which prevailed 
inn the Greco-Roman world at large should not be dismissed too easily. Although 
nott with special attention to Ignatius, such an analysis of voluntary death as a 
culturall  phenomenon has been taken up more recently by Arthur J. Droge and 
Jamess D. Tabor, and by G.W. Bowersock. 

Inn a joint effort Droge and Tabor published a monograph (1992) on the debate 
aboutt voluntary death in Western antiquity and, above all, within early Judaism 
andd Christianity.220 By the term voluntary death they mean "to describe the act 
resultingg from an individual's intentional decision to die, either by his own agency, 
byy another's, or by contriving the circumstances in which death is the known, 
ineluctablee result."221 Quite deliberately, this definition comprehends "martyr-
dom"" as well as "suicide." 

Drogee and Tabor discuss respectively: the views of the philosophical schools, 
instancess of voluntary death in the Old Testament and Hellenistic Jewish writings, 
andd instances of voluntary death and discussions on the notion in early Christian 
writings.2222 They come to the conclusion that before the fifth century CE one 
findsfinds a surprisingly open discussion of voluntary death. The general view seems 
too have been that to take one's life, or allow it to be taken, was a noble choice, 
providedd there was sufficient justification. Thus, in antiquity the debate centred not 
soo much on the question whether a self-chosen death was acceptable in itself, but 
ratherr on the question when or under what circumstances such a choice was 
justified.. Only with Augustine came the reversal. He condemned the option of a 
voluntaryy death quite categorically. According to Droge and Tabor, it is due to 
Augustinee that in the Western society of today "suicide" still has the negative 
connotationn of "self-centred" and "sinful." This last contention probably can be 

A.J.. Droge and J.D. Tabor, A Noble Death: Suicide and Martyrdom among Christians and Jews 

inin Antiquity (San Francisco 1992). 

Droge-Taborr (1992) 4. 

Thee account of the early Christian martyrdom tradition seems to have been very much influenced 
byy the chapter entitled "Persecution and Martyrdom" in R. Lane Fox, Pagans and Christians 
(Londonn 1988) 419-492. 
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challenged.. Nevertheless, Droge and Tabor must be given credit for their collection 
off  an enormous amount of material. Their study clearly demonstrates the vast 
hermeneuticall  gap which must be bridged when a modern scholar studies ancient 
accountss of a self-chosen death. 

Ann inevitable consequence of Droge-Tabor's extremely broad approach is 
thatt their discussions of individual authors and writings are often rather sketchy. 
Thus,, they spend merely a few pages on the figure of Ignatius of Antioch.223 

Theyy note the voluntary nature of Ignatius' death (Rm 4:1), his usage of sacrificial 
termss (Rm 4:2), his transvaluation of life and death (Rm 6:2), and his usage of the 
notionn of an imitatio mortis Christi (Rm 6:3). None of these notions are discussed 
inn depth. Moreover, a lot of aspects of Ignatius' reflections on his imminent death 
aree not touched upon. Droge and Tabor conclude - with reference to the observa-
tionss of Tanner - that "Ignatius cannot be dismissed as an aberration, nor should 
hiss enthusiasm for martyrdom be attributed to masochism or psychosis."224 

Howeverr right this observation may be, without a more thorough analysis of the 
letterss it remains a rather tenuous comment. 

Inn one of his Wiles Lectures at the Queen's University in Belfast (held in 1993 
andd published in 1995), the renowned classicist G.W. Bowersock dealt with the 
phenomenonn of voluntary martyrdom in quite a similar way as Tanner and Droge-
Tabor.. In his fourth lecture - entitled "Martyrdom and Suicide" - he considers 
martyrdomm in relation to suicide with the aim to demonstrate the peculiarly Roman 
characterr of Christian self-sacrifice.225 

Bowersockk points to two different Christian traditions. On the one hand he 
referss to Tertullian who invokes the noble suicides of the great pagans of the past 
ass important parallels to the voluntary deaths of the Christian martyrs {Ad Mart. 
4;; Apol. 50). As an intellectual schooled in the Latin classics Tertullian seems to 
haill  suicide as a noblee death in the cause of truth and integrity. On the other hand 
Bowersockk points to the emphatic rejection of the Roman glorification of suicide 
byy Clement of Alexandria {Strom. 4). For the Platonist Clement, martyrdom is 
onlyy acceptable when it is imposed on the believer and bears witness of the 
believer'ss faith. According to Bowersock Clement reflects an essentially Greek 
pointt of view as opposed to Tertullian's Roman point of view. 

Bowersockk infers: "Without the glorification of suicide in the Roman 
traditionn the development of martyrdom in the second and third centuries would 
havee been unthinkable. The hordes of voluntary martyrs would never have existed. 
Bothh Greek and Jewish traditions stood against them."226 This assertion - almost 
solelyy based on a comparison between Tertullian and Clement - is certainly an 
oversimplification.. The study of Droge-Tabor makes it abundantly clear that there 

Droge-Taborr (1992) 130-132. 

Droge-Taborr (1992) 132. 

Bowersockk (1995) 59-74. 

Bowersockk (1995) 72-73. 
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iss much in the Greek and Jewish traditions which gives evidence of a similar 
enthusiasmm for a self-chosen death as can be found in the Roman tradition. 

Inn sum, the attempt to explain early Christian enthusiasm for a voluntary death 
(Bowersock)) - or Ignatius' desire for death in particular (Tanner) - against the 
backgroundd of the Roman Stoic view of a noble death remains, respectively, 
lopsidedd or simply unsuccessful. Droge-Tabor's much broader approach seems to 
bee more promising. In antiquity the fascination for a self-chosen death was not 
limitedd to Roman Stoic circles. However, Droge-Tabor's analyses of individual 
casess - such as Ignatius - leaves much to be desired for. 

8.28.2 Perkins: The Suffering Self 
AA rather different attempt to interpret Ignatius' desire for death as an example of 
aa widespread fascination with death and suffering in the Greco-Roman culture of 
thee early Roman empire was made by Judith Perkins.227 In a stimulating article 
shee discusses the works of three second century authors: Aelius Aristides, Ignatius 
off  Antioch, and Marcus Aurelius. 

Shee notes that the sentiments apparent in the works of these three men often 
havee been labelled as neurotic and pathological. Opposing such a view, she argues 
thatt "their emphasis on pain and suffering reflects a widespread cultural concern 
off  the period that used representations of bodily pain and suffering to construct a 
neww subjectivity of the human person."228 It is impossible here to deal with the 
generall  presupposition of Perkins' investigation, i.e. the theory that the early 
empiree was a critical period in the development of the concept of the human 
"person""  or "the self."229 The question which should be asked is: Does her 
approachh lead to a better understanding of Ignatius and his letters? 

Perkinss begins her investigation with the figure of the Asian rhetorician Aelius 
Aristidess (117-171 CE). She focuses on his work called Orationes sacrae in which 
Aristidess recounts his long interaction with the god Asclepius by way of a detailed 
narrativee of his illnesses, dreams, and physical treatments. Perkins notes that it is 
alwayss Aristides' body which is the place of encounter with the divine. Through 
dreamm visitations the god gives him instructions with regard to the treatment of his 
body,, and his submission to these painful and sometimes even life-threatening 
commandss brings him into union with the divine. Thus, Aristides constructs a 

2277 J. Perkins, "The "Self as Sufferer," HTR 85 (1992) 245-72. This article was also published as 
Chapterr Seven in J. Perkins, The Suffering Self: Pain and Narrative Representation in the Early 
ChristianChristian Era (London and New York 1995) 173-199. Notably, here Perkins gave it the title 
"Ideology,, not Pathology." 

2288 Perkins (1992) 246. 

Perkinss (1992) 246-247 refers especially to the work of Michel Foucault. Cf. also the somewhat 
moree elaborate exposition in Perkins (1995) 4-14. Notably, other (sociologically orientated) 
scholarss especially emphasized the non-individualistic nature of ancient personality; see e.g. the 
recentt study of Paul by Malina-Neyrey (1996) and cf. Malina (1978). 
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subjectt who meets the god through bodily pain and suffering. Perkins concludes 
thatt Aristides depicts himself as a suffering body, or in other words, his "self*  as 
aa "sufferer." 

Perkins'' discussion of the letters of Ignatius of Antioch is much shorter than her 
examinationn of Aristides' Orationes sacrae. She summarizes her findings by way 
off  a comparison between Ignatius and Aristides. She maintains that both 1. show 
aa major concern with the suffering body, 2. relinquish their body to divine surveil-
lancee and control; 3. embrace their suffering as the basis of their relationship with 
thee divine; and 4. understand pain as profitable.230 Can these observations really 
bee substantiated by a careful reading of the Ignatian letters? 

First,, do Ignatius' letters really show an intense concern with the suffering 
body?? Perkins states that Ignatius portrayed his suffering body as explicitly as 
Aristides.. However, the only passage which she quotes to make her point is Rm 
5:3:: "Wrenchings of bones, manglings of limbs, grindings of the whole body, evil 
torturess of the devil, let these come upon me." It is quite impossible to understand 
thiss text as showing a real interest in the suffering body. First of all, it is an 
examplee of Ignatius' vivid imagination and his rhetorical skills. Ignatius depicts 
hiss future lot. He does not reflect on his present sufferings. Furthermore, Rm 5:3 
doess not so much illustrate Ignatius' concern for his suffering body as his desire 
too end his human life (see chap. 3.10.2). 

Perkins'' view - related to this first point - that Ignatius portrayed the local 
Christiann communities as groups united around the suffering bodies of their 
memberss is equally debatable, if not more so. Surely, according to Ignatius the 
markk of true Christians is their willingness to die (Mg 5:2), their conformation to 
Christ'ss passion (Ph 3:3), and their consideration for those in distress and pain (Sm 
6:2),, but to speak of a "community of sufferers" is a rather serious distortion of 
Ignatius'' description of the churches. With the exception of Sm 6:2, Ignatius never 
speakss about everyday human suffering. Issues such as illness and poverty are 
(almost)) never touched upon. Notably, the verb Ttdax© - denoting a death for the 
sakee of Christ - is never used with regard to the members of the local communi-
ties.. Christians are not gathered around their suffering bodies, but around the 
bishopp and the eucharist. Not pain and suffering are the central notions, but faith 
andd love which - to quote Ignatius' own words - "are the beginning and end of 
life""  (Eph 14:1). 

Second,, does Ignatius surrender his body to divine control? As I have noted 
beforee (§ 8.1), there are passages in the letters which indicate that Ignatius' saw 
hiss own death as willed by God. Further, it is true that Ignatius understood himself 
too be supported by Christ, as is most obvious in Sm 4:2: "I endure all things since 
he,, the perfect human being, empowers me." In short, God and Christ control his 
lif ee and his fate. However, Ignatius never indicates that God directly regulates his 
body.. In this respect the difference between Ignatius and Aristides is considerable. 

Perkinss (1992) 265-266. 
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Asclepiuss gives Aristides detailed directions how to take care of his body. Christ 
merelyy strengthens Ignatius to endure and to die for God. 

Third,, did Ignatius see his suffering as the basis of the relationship between 
himm and the divine? Surely, one of Ignatius' central concerns is that his suffering 
wil ll  bring him unto God. However, for Ignatius "to suffer" does not mean to 
enduree agonies, but simply to die (see chap. 3.2.1). Not pain brings him closer to 
God,, but the complete destruction of his body. Even Perkins must admit that in 
thiss respect the position of Ignatius is far more radical than that of Aristides. 
Furthermore,, it must be noted that within the Christian community the relationship 
withh the divine is not based on the suffering (or death) of the believer, but rather 
onn the faithful and loving harmony of the believers in obedience to the bishop. It 
seemss that Ignatius only came to highlight the importance of suffering because of 
hiss particular predicament as a Roman prisoner on the road to death. 

Lastly,, did Ignatius understand his pain as profitable? Strikingly enough, 
Ignatiuss never speaks about the extreme pains which he will have to endure during 
hiss execution. He does refer to the abuses of his guards, but characteristically he 
deniess that these afflictions will justify him (Rm 5:1). Again, it must be concluded 
thatt in the end Ignatius only accepted death, and not pain, as profitable. 

Inn conclusion, the similarities between Ignatius and Aristides seem rather 
limited.. The idea that the letters of Ignatius contain indications of the development 
off  a new conception of human subjecthood, namely the subject as sufferer, seems 
arbitrary. . 

Afterr her analysis of Ignatius' letters Perkins looks at the Meditations of the Stoic 
philosopherr and emperor Marcus Aurelius (121-180 CE). As with the letters of 
Ignatius,, Perkins has problems to fit  this writing in her scheme. The Meditations 
demonstratee a particular fascination with death, but - in contrast with earlier texts 
fromfrom Aurelius' hand - this work displays little interest in the suffering body. On 
thee contrary. Aurelius rather seems to be disgusted by all bodily activities. Hence 
Perkins'' approach only works well with regard to Aristides. 

Inn her later monograph (see n. 227) - which is largely a collection of articles 
publishedd earlier - Perkins tries to substantiate her theory of the development of 
aa new form of human self-understanding by looking at other writings from the 
second,, third and fourth century CE. For an assessment of the letters of Ignatius 
onlyy the second chapter, entitled "Death as a Happy Ending," is really germane. 
Here,, Perkins points out that in writings such as the Acts of the Martyrs, the 
ApocryphalApocryphal Acts of the Apostles, and the early Christian Apologies Christians are 
portrayedd as a community of sufferers who rejected conventional social life and 
saww a violent death as the glorious fulfilment of their Christian existence. Within 
thee Christian thought-world the stance of Ignatius and other martyrs was not 
abnormal.. Rightly, Perkins declares: "In fact, their aspirations were not only 
normal,, but normative."231 

Perkinss (1995) 33. Cf. also Butterweck (1995). 
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8.38.3 Brent: The Imperial Cult 
Thee most recent attempt to situate Ignatius' reflections on his impending death 
withinn the cultural setting of the early Roman empire was made by Allen Brent 
(1998).2322 He argued that Ignatius imaged his journey to the city of Rome as an 
eventt analogous to the procession in the imperial (mystery) cult, with himself in 
placee of (the statue of) the emperor. His article consists of four parts. I will try to 
reproducee and review the - often rather puzzling - argumentations of each part 
briefly. . 

Brentt begins with what he calls "the foundations of Ignatius' martyr cult." His 
mainn points seem to be I) that Ignatius understood his death as an atoning sacrifice 
andd 2) that the piety of the Christian communities was very much focused on this 
culticc event of Ignatius' martyrdom. However, Brent's interpretations of the texts 
doo not carry conviction. 

Too substantiate the second point, Brent refers to the imitation-terminology, 
andd especially to Eph 1:1: "Being imitators of God, inflamed by the blood of God, 
youu accomplished perfectly the task suited for you; for... you hastened to see me." 
Yet,, the uijj.T|ai<; mentioned here is certainly not cultic. What is more, the concept 
off  imitation never has a cultic connotation in the letters (see § 3.4b). The represen-
tativess of the Ephesian church are called "imitators of God" because they hastened 
too see Ignatius to strengthen and refresh him with prayer, company, and food and 
drink,, not because they are drawn to him as an image of the suffering God. There 
simplyy is nothing in Eph 1:1 to suggest this. The phrase "the blood of God" does 
nott refer to the spectacle of Ignatius' near martyrdom - as Brent thinks -, but to 
thee passion of Christ as the foundation of the love and unity in the Christian 
communities. . 

Thee hospitality of Ignatius' fellow Christians is perfectly well understandable 
withinn a non-cultic setting. Bruce J. Malina, for instance, has pointed out that the 
locall  Christian church can be compared with what under Roman law was known 
ass an association (societas). The members of such an association were obliged to 
supportt each other.234 

Brent'ss claim that Ignatius understood his death as an atoning sacrifice too 
cann be challenged. When Ignatius calls himself an dviiij/uxov (Eph 21:1), he does 
nott mean to say that he is an atoning sacrifice, but that he is devoted to the well-
beingg of the churches, now and in the future (see § 7.4b). Likewise, the phrase in 
Rmm 4:1 "I am God's wheat" does not implicate that Ignatius saw his death as a 
kindd of eucharist. Rather it depicts his death as a transformative process which 
wouldd change him from wheat into pure bread (see § 6.1). Lastly, the sacrificial 
terminologyy in Rm 2:2 emphasizes the vigour of Ignatius' dedication to God and 
nott the cultic aspect of his death (see chap. 3.2.3). Moreover, the terms used in 
thiss last passage - "altar" (duaiaaxripiov) and "libation" (CT7rov8iCTÖf)vai) - are 

A.. Brent, "Ignatiu s of Antioch and the Imperial Cult,"  VC 52 (1998) 30-58. 

Cf.. e.g. Ph inscr  and see esp. Bommes (1976) 56-69: "Exkurs : Alucc/Biut bei Ignatius." 

Seee Malina (1978) esp. 74-77: "Th e Christian Traveller  (Named Ignatius)." 
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certainlyy far too general to make a correlation with the imperial cult and its 
offeringss of thus et vinum evident. 

Inn the second part of his article, Brent points to various features of the Ignatian 
martyrr cult which, in his opinion, mirror those of Roman emperor worship. He 
beginss with an analysis of Rm 2:2: "In love becoming a choir (xopóq), you may 
singg to the Father in Jesus Christ, because God judged the bishop of Syria worthy 
too be found at the (sun's) setting." Here, the Roman Christians are pictured as 
singingg praise to God because Ignatius was judged worthy to die in the arena. 
Brentt relates this image to the fact that in the imperial mysteries OjivcpSoi and 
$eoA,óyoii  sung praise to the emperor. 

Thiss interpretation seems farfetched. Notably, there are no terminological 
correspondences.. Moreover, the Roman Christians are not envisioned as singing 
praisee to Ignatius, but to God. As elsewhere in the letters of Ignatius,235 the 
musicc imagery simply seems to elicit the important notions of harmony and 
concord.. Such a link between music and unity was a well-known topos in Greco-
Romann literature. 

Brentt continues with pointing to Ignatius' use of the term "fellow initiates" 
(<ru|j.|ii3oTai)) in Eph 12:2. Indeed, this and related terms were initially drawn from 
thee mysteries. Yet the terminology was more widely used in the first century and 
thereafter,, most often without a clear cultic connotation.236 Brent's assertion that 
Ignatiuss saw his role as bishop at one point as a mystagogue also seems to be 
basedd upon a biased and rather careless reading of the texts. To give one example: 
hee quotes Ph 9:1, "Who is entrusted with the holy of holies ... with the secrets of 
God,""  to make clear that Ignatius is like the high-priest in the imperial cult. 
However,, the subject of Ph 9:1 is not Ignatius but Jesus Christ! 

Thee last cluster of Ignatian terms to which Brent refers in the second part of 
hiss article are the cpópoq-compounds (cf. chap. 3.7.5): 9eoq>ópoq, xpiaxo(pópo<;, 
vaocpópoq,, and dyioqmpoc;. Brent argues that Ignatius uses these terms in direct 
parallell  with the names of certain functionaries in the imperial mysteries who 
carriedd the image of the emperor (the so-called aePaaxocpópoi) or other sacred 
objects.. Central in Brent's argumentation is the passage in Eph 9:2: "So you are 
alll  companions on the way, God-bearers and temple-bearers, Christ-bearers, bearers 
off  holy things (éo*xè oiSv mi a\3vo8oi Ttavxeq, öeocpópoi Kat vaocpópoi, 
Xpuyxocpópoi,, ayiocpópoi)." According to Brent, the Ephesians are presented as 
figurativelyy joining Ignatius' martyr procession like participants in an imperial 
mysteryy rite. Instead of carrying the image of the emperor, they conduct Ignatius, 
thee image of the suffering Father-God! 

Seee e.g Eph 4:2: "May each of you remain joined in chorus, that being harmonious in concord 
.... you may sing with one voice." There are no indications whatsoever that this text refers to a 
eucharistiee church service, as Brent claims. Cf. Schoedel (1985) 52-53. 

Seee Schoedel (1985) 73. Cf. especially Paul's use of the verb jiuéco (Phil 4:12) and the noun 
uuoTfipiovv (Rom 11:25; 16:25; 1 Cor 2:1; etc). 

235 5 

236 6 
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Thiss is a rather peculiar exegesis of Eph 9:2. For it is clear that Ignatius calls 
thee Ephesians "companions on the way" (CTÓVOÖOI) to stress the notion of a 
commonn lot of all Christians, and not to portray them as companions on his own 
wayy to the Roman arena. The road metaphor simply resumes the directly preceding 
imageryy in Eph 9:1: "Love is the way which leads up to God (f| dydTtr}  Ó5öq f) 
dvacpépouaaa eiq öeóv)." Moreover, nothing suggests that Ignatius is the object 
off  the piety of the Ephesians. Characteristically, Eph 9:2 ends with the words: 
'Thatt in your new way of life you may love nothing except God alone." As 
elsewheree in the letters, Ignatius propagates a harmonious and godly community 
life,, not some special martyr cult. 

Inn the third part of his article, Brent proceeds to clarify further in what sense 
Ignatiuss is an image of the suffering Father-God. The key text is a passage in Mg 
6:1,, which Brent translates as follows: "The bishop is pre-eminent as a representa-
tionn of God (Tïpoica&rmévoi) TOÖ è7tiaKÓ7cou eiq TUTCOV 9eo0)."237 

Brentt points out that TU7io<; usually means "small statue" or "relief," and 
referss to inscriptions in which the word is used of the statue of the emperor. He 
claimss that in Mg 6:1 Ignatius uses the word analogously; but with this distinction 
thatt - since in the Judaeo-Christian tradition of the time inanimate statues were 
prohibitedd - in the Christian liturgy human figures functioned as the iconic 
representativess (TÓ7ÏOI) of divine beings. In short, Ignatius is a spiritual image of 
Godd the Father. 

Moreover,, he argues that the verb npoKdÖT|u<xi should not be translated 
withh "to preside," but with "to be pre-eminent;" and he refers to the following 
inscriptionn from Pergamon as a precise parallel to Mg 6:1: "Demeter and Kore, the 
goddessess who are pre-eminent over our city (xaïq 7tpoKa&rijiévai<; Szaïq xf|<; 
netene,netene, f|n<»v)."238 Like these goddesses in their city, Ignatius is pre-eminent in 
thee church, not as a god but as an image of the Father. This preeminence shows 
itselff  especially in the bishop's function in the eucharistie liturgy. 

Thiss interpretation of Mg 6:1 is untenable. The remark that xvnoq usually 
meanss "statue" is quite perplexing, and can only be upheld with regard to the 
inscriptionall  material. The translation of the verb npoKdörmai with "to be pre-
eminent""  instead of "to preside" seems to be prompted by the usage of it in the 
muchh discussed laudation of the Roman church in Rm inscr. In this passage, the 
Romann community is called 7TpOKadrj|i6vn xfjq dyd7iri<;, a phrase which is often 

Actuallyy the Greek mss read "i n the place of God"  (et<; TÓAOV 3eoö). The reading elq TUTIOV 
SeoOO is a conjecture already suggested by Zahn (1873) 570, (1876) 32-33, and Lightfoot (1889) 
2.118-1199 on the basis of the Syriac, Arabic and Armenian texts and the parallel in Tr  3:1. It was 
rejectedd by others, especially because ek; xónov deoö represents the lectio difficilior,  so e.g. 
Schoedell  (198S) 112 n. 4 and Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 50. 

Seee Brent (1998) 46. The translation of the verb Tipotc&Sriua i with "t o be pre-eminent"  seems 
especiallyy peculiar  in this instance (see further  below). 
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translatedd with "pre-eminent in love."239 Yet, this translation seems to be 
promptedd by the anti-papal sentiments of certain Protestant scholars who could not 
imaginee that Ignatius spoke about the Roman church as "presiding over love." In 
anyy event, the translation of the verb 7tpoicadr|uxu with "to be pre-eminent" 
seemss to make little sense in Mg 6:1, which speaks so clearly about a hierarchical 
subjectionn to the church leaders. 

Thee whole of Mg 3-7 deals with episcopal authority and unity. The Magne-
sianss are to show their bishop respect "in accordance with the power of God the 
Father""  (Mg 3:1). If they deceive their bishop, they really "try to cheat him who 
iss unseen" (Mg 3:2). They are to do nothing without their bishop, "as the Lord did 
nothingg without the Father" (Mg 7:1). All these images are used by Ignatius to 
pleadd for unity under the authority of the one bishop, not to present the bishop as 
somee sort of iconic representation of God the Father in the eucharistie liturgy. It 
mustt be noticed that Ignatius often compares the bishop with Christ or God the 
Fatherr using the particle obq.240 In Sm 8:1, for instance, Ignatius exhorts his 
readerss with the words: "You must all follow the bishop as Jesus Christ (followed) 
thee Father;" and in Tr 2:1 he states: "You are subject to the bishop as to Jesus 
Christ.""  These comparisons always seem to be true comparisons. The same holds 
truee with regard to Mg 6:1: the bishop presides over the community after the 
likenesss (or in the place) of God. 

Inn the fourth part of his article, finally, Brent discusses the embassy terminology 
inn Ignatius' letters. He points to Ph 10, Sm 11, and Pol 7 (cf. § 7.3). In these 
passagess Ignatius petitions his addressees "to undertake an embassy of God" 
(rcpeapeöaaii  öeoö 7ipeaPeiav) and to appoint "a godly ambassador" (deo7cpEa-
PeuTfjq),, who can also be called "God's courier" (deoSpouoq), to rejoice together 
withh the Antiochenes. 

Brentt claims that these references to an embassy (7tpcCTpeia) should be 
understoodd in the light of the ambassadors (7ipéaP£i<;) mentioned in certain 
inscriptionss dealing with the imperial cult. He observes two important points of 
correspondence.. First, just as the pagan ambassadors are send to Rome to seek 
approvall  for the extension of the imperial cult, the godly ambassadors in the 
Ignatiann letters travel to Antioch to proclaim the progress of Ignatius' martyr 
procession.. Second, just as imperial ambassadors accompany the divine emperor, 
thee Christian ambassadors accompany the martyr-bishop Ignatius. 

Thiss interpretation of the embassy terminology in the last three letters of 
Ignatiuss is untenable. First, there are no indications that the godly ambassadors are 
sentt to Antioch to proclaim Ignatius' martyr cult. Rather they are "to rejoice 

Seee e.g. Grant (1966) 85, Lake (1912) 1.225, and Bauer sv 7ip0KCt9r|ucu. This translation of Rm 
inscrr seems to go back to a suggestion of Hamack, see Brent (1991) 134-139 with the reference 
inn n. 23. Contra such a translation of the verb in Rm inscr: e.g. Schoedel (1985) 166 n. 4 who 
notess that Ignatius is working metaphorically. Cf. also the literature mentioned in nn. 119-120 
above. . 

240 0 Cf.. e.g. the astute analysis of Ignatius' language in Schoedel (1985) 113-114. 
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together""  with the Antiochenes because they are at peace (Ph 10:1; Sm 11:2); they 
aree to "join in giving praise for the godly tranquillity granted them" (Sm 11:3); 
andd they are "to glorify the name" (8o£daoci TO ÖVOUXX: Ph 10:1). Brent's view 
thatt "the name" in this last phrase is associated with Ignatius' martyrdom is 
tendentious.. Indeed, TO ÖVOUXX does occur in the context of Ignatius' death (Eph 
1:22 and Mg 1:2), but this is just one of many different contexts in which this 
generall  term is used (see further chap. 3.3.2). Here - as in most instances - the 
nounn undoubtedly refers to Christ. Second, Brent's claim that the godly ambassa-
dorss accompany Ignatius is simply untrue. Ignatius never calls those Christians 
whoo accompany him along the way "(godly) ambassadors" (see Eph 2:1; Ph 11:1; 
andd Sm 10:1). Only those who travel in the opposite direction, i.e. to Antioch, are 
calledd thus. In short, there are no indications that Ignatius' ambassador terminology 
parallelss that of the imperial cult. Certainly the terminology had a much wider use. 
Notably,, it even turns up in the New Testament.241 

Inn sum, Brent's view that there are strong parallels between Ignatius' ideas on his 
journeyy to Rome and certain features of the Roman emperor cult does not carry 
conviction.. There are no indications that Ignatius understood his journey in terms 
off  a cultic procession in which he himself was the iconic representation of the 
sufferingg Father-God and his fellow-Christians were the initiates of a mystery cult 
centredd around him, the bishop-martyr. 

8.48.4 Conclusion 
Thee attempt to understand Ignatius' reflections on his imminent death against the 
backgroundd of certain trends at the time of the early Roman empire has, thus far, 
onlyy been partly successful. Most valuable are probable the monographs of Droge-
Taborr and Perkins which give broad outlines of Jewish, Christian, and Greco-
Romann attitudes towards suffering and death. These studies make it clear that - as 
Perkinss has put it - "if there is pathology, it belongs to the culture rather than to 
thee psychology of any individual."242 Yet, unfortunately, these studies fail to give 
thoroughh and balanced accounts of Ignatius' reflections on his impending death. 
Moreover,, the more detailed expositions of Tanner, Perkins and Brent do not carry 
conviction.. Ignatius does not portray himself- or at least not predominantly - as 
aa Stoic sage, a sufferer, or a rival to the emperor cult. The similarities between 
Ignatiuss and figures such as Zeno, Aristides, and the divinized Roman emperor are 
superficiall  and scanty. 

Seee e.g. 2 Cor 5:20 and Eph 6:20. Cf. for a recent discussion of the ambassador terminology in 
pagann literature and the New Testament: A. Bash, Ambassadors for Christ (Tubingen 1997). 

Perkinss (1992) 266. 
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9.. CONCLUSION 

Inn this chapter I have tried to give a balanced account and critique of the various 
attemptss which have been made to clarify Ignatius' reflections on his imminent 
death.. Looking back, it seems that Ignatian scholarship with regard to this topic 
cann be divided into two periods. 

Inn the early stage of the study of Ignatius' desire for death, all scholars had 
aa strong theological and especially christological interest. More in particular, it 
couldd be said that all of them were very much focused on the relationship between 
Christ'ss passion and Ignatius' death. Yet their answers on the question how this 
relationn should more precisely be understood differed greatly. Schlier suggested 
thatt Ignatius understood his road to Rome as a celestial journey, analogous to that 
off  the unredeemed Redeemer. Bartsch spoke about Ignatius' reenactment of the 
passionn of his cult God, Jesus Christ. Preiss and Tinsley emphasized Ignatius' 
notionn of an imitatio mortis Christi. Von Campenhausen and Brox thought that 
Ignatiuss saw himself as an alter Christus and his death as a second passion. Wetter 
andd Weinrich, lastly, maintained that Ignatius interpreted his journey and his near 
deathh as a cultic event analogous to the eucharist - which, in turn, they interpreted 
inn terms of a reenactment of, or participation in the passion of Christ. 

Itt has been the merit of Karin Bommes to bring clarity to all this confusion. 
Inn her monograph she showed convincingly that all of these approaches are one-
sided.. She argued that the relationship between Ignatius and Christ - and between 
thee Passion and Ignatius' death - cannot simply be captured in one more or less 
alluringg model of thought. Moreover, she also pointed to the important role of God 
thee Father and especially the Christian communities in Ignatius' reflections on his 
impendingg execution. No study of Ignatius' desire for death should ignore the 
resultss of her investigation. 

Moree recently, the interest of Ignatian scholars seems to have shifted to the 
psychological,, sociological and cultural-historical aspects of Ignatius' longing for 
deathh (and ancient views of voluntary death in general). Some scholars applied the 
psychoanalyticall  theories of Adler, Freud and Jung to clarify Ignatius' longing and 
anxietyy for death. They diagnosed Ignatius as a genius with a neurotic temper who 
sufferedd from an inferiority complex, or as someone who had lost touch with 
realityy and envisioned his near death as a solution to his sexual anxiety. Although 
aa great many scholars have been all too ready to label Ignatius' eager anticipation 
off  his own death as neurotic, these more distinctive psychological diagnoses do not 
seemm to have won the support of anyone else but the original diagnosticians. 

Moree widely accepted is nowadays what I have called "the failure theory," 
i.e.. the idea that Ignatius desired to achieve in death what had evaded him in life. 
Accordingg to the proponents of this theory, Ignatius had failed as bishop and now 
triedd to rehabilitate himself and the convictions for which he stood by way of his 
gloriouss journey to Rome and his death in the amphitheatre. Yet, as I have tried 
too show, this theory too is based on a rather speculative interpretation of certain 
passagess in the letters. 

Thee attempts to understand Ignatius' desire for death against the background 
off  important trends in the early Roman empire are - at least in principal - more 
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credible.. Rightly these scholars pointed to the hermeneutical gap between our 
timess and the world of the first and second century CE. Unfortunately, these 
cultural-historicall  studies failed to substantiate their particular hypotheses by way 
off  a careful analysis of Ignatius' thought and/or a meticulous comparison of the 
relevantt terminology. 

Thus,, the - in itself legitimate - study of the psychological, sociological and 
cultural-historicall  aspects of Ignatius' longing for death seems to have been 
pursuedd at the expense of a close reading of the texts. It seems that one could only 
hopee to carry the study of Ignatius' desire for death a step further if the 
approachess of the two scholarly traditions just described are linked, i.e. if a 
systematicc reconstruction of Ignatius' thoughts on his near death and his theology y 
moree in general is undertaken with due consideration of the contextual aspects; or, 
inn other words, if a scrutiny of all the relevant texts is combined with a careful 
andd open-minded analysis of the background of Ignatius' thought. It is only thus 
thatt we may hope to disclose and illuminate the views of this bishop who reflected 
onn the meaning of his own death by making use of the language of his own days 
andd his own community. 

*** * 



CHAPTERR THREE 

UNTOO FULFILMENT 

~~ A CLOSE READING ~ 

"Becomee such as you are, 
havingg learned what that is." 

PINDARR Pythian 2.72 

1.. INTRODUCTION 

Inn the preceding chapter I have already touched upon many aspects of Ignatius' 
reflectionss on his impending execution. Certainly, the outcome of the discussion 
off  previous works has not been merely negative. Yet, as I have tried to argue, 
nonee of these earlier studies has proven to be really satisfactory. How then should 
onee proceed in the hope to come to a more adequate description of Ignatius' fears 
andd hopes in the face of his imminent death? What are the lessons which can be 
learntt from the history of research? 

First,, an important flaw of many of the investigations dealt with in the 
previouss chapter is their selective usage of texts. This means that many of these 
accountss of Ignatius are lopsided. For instance, it cannot be denied that Ignatius 
speakss of his death as an imitation of Christ's passion (chap. 2.3.3), or that there 
iss a certain analogy between the lot of Christ and that of Ignatius (chap. 2.4.1-2), 
orr that Ignatius uses eucharistie language when he speaks of his hopes for the 
futuree (chap. 2.6.1). But none of these ideas really controls Ignatius' thought. 
Thus,, first and foremost one should be careful to take into account the whole of 
Ignatius'' ideas on his imminent death. One should not simply focus on one or 
merelyy a hand full of salient passages. 

Second,, the history of research learns us to be cautious to correlate Ignatius' 
reflectionss too readily to pagan views of suffering and death, or to later Christian 
ideass on martyrdom. Certainly, there are resemblances with what can be found in 
Gnosticc sources (chap. 2.3.1-3), Greco-Roman traditions (chap. 2.8.1-3), and later 
Christiann accounts of the violentt deaths of believers (chap. 2.2.2 and 2.8.1-2). But 
inn every instance, and with regard to every term, the data should be evaluated 
carefully.. Starting-point should be the use of similar terminology, and the possible 
differencess in the way these terms are used should not be ignored. The wish to 
explicatee Ignatius' ideas by reference to other sources is valid, but should be taken 
upp with more caution. 

Third,, one should be alert with regard to the dangers of working with a 
preconceivedd scheme which has not come forth from an analysis of Ignatius' own 
thought.. The investigation should not be dominated by one's own theological or 
psychologicall  frame of reference. A study of the role of God, Christ, Spirit, and 
thee church in Ignatius' meditations on his death is in itself legitimate and helpful, 
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butt is also bound to misrepresent Ignatius' thought more or less seriously (chap. 
2.5).. The same holds true of all kinds of psychologizing theories which are based 
onn rather questionable hypotheses and not on a meticulous analysis of the relevant 
passagess themselves (chap. 2.7). 

Inn sum, a conscientious investigation should deal with all relevant passages, 
shouldd consider the parallels carefully, and should not work with an anachronistic 
scheme.. How can these three requirements be met? Of course various reading 
strategiess are possible. What I have done is the following. I have chosen to select 
alll  key concepts and terms and to arrange them under several headings. Thus, I 
hopee to have precluded a biased selection, and to have done justice to the structure 
off  Ignatius' own thought. With regard to each term and phrase, I will look at 
Ignatius'' usage of the word in other contexts and at the possible traditio-historical 
background. . 

Thiss chapter does not aim to be a purely lexicographical study. I am not so 
muchh interested in terms as in ideas, and ideas are properly expressed in sentences 
andd larger text segments. Or, in other words, for me philology has not been an end 
inn itself, but merely the inescapable basis of my interpretation. Accordingly, I will 
analyzee the terms in their direct context, in their relation to each other, and in the 
frameworkk of the whole of Ignatius' letters. This strategy implicates that many 
passagess in the letters will be discussed more than once, each time focusing on a 
differentt concept. The unfortunate consequence of this strategy is that a certain 
amountt of repetitiousness cannot be avoided. Despite this disadvantage, it seems 
too me that this approach - i.e. focusing on Ignatius' specific terminology - is the 
bestt way to get a clear and unbiased picture of Ignatius' desire for death. 

Too begin with, I will look at those passages in which Ignatius speaks about his 
deathh simply in terms of suffering, dying, or fighting with the beasts (§ 2). This 
clusterr of passages will , for instance, clarify to what extent Ignatius saw his 
impendingg execution as an awe-inspiring occasion to die for God, or to suffer with 
Christ.. I hope to show that Ignatius' language in these passages often finds close 
parallelss in other writings. 

Subsequently,, I will turn to those notions which seem to be more distinctive 
forr Ignatius' views on such a violent death for the sake of one's faith. I think that 
twoo clusters of terms can be distinguished. First, I will consider his desire to be 
judgedd worthy (§ 3), to be perfected (§ 4), to be justified (§ 5), and to become a 
truee disciple (§ 6). These notions - and some related but less important concepts 
whichh will be discussed in § 6.4 - seem to point to a future hope as well as a 
presentt reality. Thus, Ignatius envisions his road unto death in terms of a process 
off  becoming what he already is. Second, I will turn to those notions which point 
(more)) exclusively to the final consummation, when Ignatius will attain God (§ 7), 
receivee the lot (§ 8), and be raised (§ 9). With these three notions, Ignatius seems 
too portray his imminent death more in particular as a way unto the eschatological 
salvation. . 

Finally,, I will look at those passages in which he speaks of his death in 
termss of setting from this world (§ 10). The main question here is whether Ignatius 
alsoo understood his death as a welcome opportunity to be liberated from earthly 
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misery,, an aspect which seems to have been such an important element in other 
traditionss in which is spoken of a desire for death. After these detailed analyses, 
aa more general picture can be drawn (§ 11). 

2.. TO SUFFER - TO DIE - TO FIGHT WITH BEASTS 

Ann investigation of Ignatius' terminology with regard to his imminent death must 
necessarilyy begin withh an analysis of those passages in which Ignatius speaks most 
straightforwardlyy about his execution, namely in terms of "suffering" (rcdcrx*0)» 
"dying""  (d7io$vrjrjKco), or "fighting with the beasts" (Snpiofiaxéo)).1 Ignatius' 
usagee of these three verbs in itself may not be very surprising; and an analysis of 
thesee terms may not promise to yield much information with regard to Ignatius' 
specificc ideas about his death. However, a close reading of the passages in which 
thesee terms occur surely should tell us something more about his thoughts on the 
themee of the violent and voluntary death of a Christian. I will deal with Ignatius' 
usagee of these three verbs one after another, beginning with the verbs naG%® (§ 
2.1-2)) and aouTcdaxG) (§ 2.3), and subsequently turning to the verb dTcodvrjcncco 
(§§ 2.4-6) and the verb ör)piop.axéa> (§ 2.7). 

2.12.1 To Suffer (Rm 4:3, 8:3 and Pol 7:1) 
Ass has already been noted in chap. 2.3.4c, Ignatius uses the verb 7tdax<ö four 
timess to refer to the event of his execution. Three of these passages have a similar 
tenor.. In Rm 4:3, Ignatius states: "If I suffer, I shall be a freedman of Christ (èdv 
Tiddö),, dTieXeuSepoq yevfjcronat ' Inaoö Xpicrtoü);" and in Rm 8:3, he remarks 
similarly:: "If I suffer, you wanted it (èdv 7id&©, f|$8X,fjaaTe)." The construction 
inn Pol 7:1 is somewhat different: "If through suffering I may attain God (èdvrcep 
8idd TOO raxÖeiv Öeoö eimox©)." Three remarks can be made with regard to 
thesee three passages. 

First,, Ignatius' usage of conditional clauses seems to point to his prudence 
andd anxiety. 'To suffer" is an awe-inspiring event. In his perception the road to 
thee amphitheatre is still long; and the end is uncertain. The concrete reasons for 
hiss caution are not indicated other than that the success depends on the cooperation 
-- or better: the non-intervention - of the Roman community (Rm 8:3). 

Second,, in these passages the verb 7tdax<o seems to be more or less a 
synonymm for the verb d7todvfjarKü).2 Ignatius clearly points to a definite event in 
thee future - note that the verb is used in the aorist - , not to some durative 

Furtherr  Ignatius once uses the euphemism "t o fall asleep"  (KOiuriSfivai ) in Rm 4:2. See for  the 

metaphoricall  expression "t o set from the world"  (8üvou ctTtö KÓO^OU ) § 10.3. 

Soo also in pagan authors, and in the New Testament and the other  writing s from the corpus of 
thee Apostolic Fathers especially with regard to Christ, see e.g. Lk 22:15; 24:46; Acts 1:3; 3:18; 
17:3;;  Heb 9:26; 13:12; and Mart. Pol. 17:2. Cf. e.g. Bauer  sv 3aa. 
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process.. "If I suffer" obviously means "if I suffer death," and not something like 
"i ff  I suffer mental agonies and bodily pains." That this is the case will become 
evenn more evident when I will deal with the concepts which appear in the apodo-
ses,, i.e. the notions "to be a freedman of Christ" (§ 9.1) and "to attain God" (§ 
7.1),, which both refer to a post mortem state. 

Moree in particular, it appears that the verb Tiaaxu) refers to a special kind 
off  death, namely to the violent death of a person who dies because of his or her 
faithfulnesss to God. It should be noted that Ignatius never uses the verb rcao/co 
withh regard to the members of the Christian communities. Certainly, Ignatius was 
interestedd in the everyday hardships of his addressees. Yet he did not expect them 
too suffer a violent death in the immediate future. With regard to the Christian 
communitiess the dominant concept is that of endurance (Ó7tou,ovf|/Ó7ronévct)).3 

Besidess the four instances in which Ignatius refers to his own lot, the verb navx® 
iss only used with regard to Christ's passion.4 Thus, it seems likely that Ignatius 
understoodd his death as at least in some way analogous to the passion of Christ. 
Yett this point should not be pressed. The passion of Christ remains a unique 
event.55 The analogy most likely simply lies in the fact that both died at the hands 
off  the pagan authorities. Both remained faithful unto death. 

Third,, in two of the three apodoses of these conditional clauses, Ignatius 
referss to the consequence of his suffering; i.e. he will be a freedman of Christ (Rm 
4:3),, and he will attain God (Pol 7:1). As I have already noted, I will discuss these 
twoo concepts more extensively in § 9 and § 7. I hope to show that in Ignatius' 
letterss the notions of the attainment of God and the acquirement of true freedom 
bothh express the state of salvation which, in the end, will be attained by every 
Christian.. At this point, it suffices to note that Ignatius presents his suffering as 
thee condition for his attainment of this ultimate salvation. Through suffering he 
wil ll  fulfi l his life according to Christianity. 

2.22.2 To Love the Suffering (Tr 4:2) 
Att least two of the three observations made above are substantiated by the fourth 
passagee in which Ignatius uses the verb TI&CTXG). In Tr 4:2, Ignatius states: "I love 
thee suffering, but I do not know if I am worthy (dyan© \xzv yap TÖ Ttadeïv, 
öXk'öXk' OÓK otöa et a^ióq eijii)."6 Here, the same mixture of prudence and awe 

Sec::  Mg 1:2; 9:1; Tr  1:1 Rm 10:3; Sm 9:2; 12:2; and Pol 3:1. Only twice Ignatius speaks of his 
ownn endurance: Eph 3:1 and Sm 4:2; and once of Christ' s endurance: Pol 3:2. Thus, Cmou,ovfj 
iss not a terminus technicus for  the perseverance of the martyr , see further  Bommes (1976) 229-
239. . 

Trr  10:1; Sm 2:1 (thrice); and 7:1. See further  chap. 2.3.4c. 

Contraa e.g. Von Campenhausen (1964) 65: "Er  [i.e. Ignatius] spricht einfach von dem Zeitpunkt , 
daa er  'leiden' - man mochte iibersetzen: seine Passion erleiden wird."  Note, however, that 
Ignatiuss never  speaks of his "Passion,"  i.e. he never  uses the noun 7td8o<; with regard to his own 
death! ! 

6 6 Seee on this passage also chap. 2.7.4 and on the notion of worthiness esp. § 3.1-2. 
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cann be found as in the first three passages. It seems that one must have special 
qualitiess to be worthy of the suffering. That suffering (naöeïv) refers to a violent 
deathh for the sake of Christianity seems also clear from the context. The construc-
tionn with the verb dya7idü> calls for special attention. In what sense did Ignatius 
"love""  the suffering? 

Firstt of all, it should be noted that the verb dyando) and the corresponding 
nounn dyd7rr| occur very often in the Ignatian epistles.7 It appears that for Ignatius 
lovee is one of the most important qualities of the local Christian communities. In 
mostt cases, the direct object of the verb dya7tdco is a concrete individual, a group, 
orr God/Christ. Yet, in a few instances, the object is - like in Tr 4:2 - an abstract 
concept.. In Eph 11:1, for instance, Ignatius admonishes his readers: "For either let 
uss fear the coming wrath, or let us love the present grace (f\ yap if)v u.éAAouaav 
opyf|VV <poPr|$G)u,£v, fj tf|v evsaxcoaav x<*piv dya7T.T|rja)u.Ev);" and in Ph 7:2, 
Ignatiuss recounts that he had exhorted the Christians in Philadelphia with the 
words:: "Love union (xf|v ëvcoaiv dya7ïdx8)." It is possible that Tr 4:2 should be 
interpretedd on a par with these passages. 

However,, the verb dyaTidco in combination with an infinitive can also have 
thee qualified meaning of "to wish to."8 Such an interpretation of the construction 
seemss to make good sense here in Tr 4:2.9 As a matter of fact, it seems more 
appropriatee to interpret the passage as expressing Ignatius' desire to suffer than as 
referringg to his love for suffering in general. For the latter idea does not occur 
elsewheree in the letters. Nevertheless, taking Ignatius' fondness of the love theme 
inn consideration, his choice of words here in Tr 4:2 can hardly be unintentional. 
Perhapss he meant to present his desire for death as a truly Christian love for 
faithfulnesss unto death.10 

Inn any event, the combination of the two notions, "love" and "suffering/ 
death,""  remains striking. In ancient Greek literature, there seem to be no close 
parallelss to the way in which Ignatius uses the verb dyand© to express his 
longingg for death. In Roman literature the motif of amor mortis does turn up, but 
onlyy sparsely. Most notable are the instances in Lucan's historical work Bellum 

Seee for dyandco: Eph 1:3; 9:2; 11:1; 15:3; 21:1; Mg 6:1; 6:2; Tr inscr; 3:3; 4:2; 13:2; Rom 
inscr;; Ph 5:1; 5:2; 7:2; Sm inscr; 7:1; 9:2; Pol 2:3; 5:1 (twice); and for Aydmi: Eph 1:1, 3; 2:1; 
3:2;; 4:1; 9:1; 14:1 (twice), 2; 20:1; Mg 1:1, 2; 5:2; 6:1; 7:1; 13:1; 14:1; Tr 3:2; 6:1; 12:3 (twice); 
13:1;; Rom inscr; etc. 

Seee Bauer sv 2. Cf. e.g. / Clem. 22:2: "He who wants to live, desiring to see the good days (o 
ÖéXcovv ^tofjv, dyanoav f|uipa<; i5eiv dyaödq)." See for the use of the article TO with the 
infinitiv ee in Tr 4:2 e.g. Blass § 399,2. 

Cf.. e.g. the translations of Lightfoot (1889) 2.556 and Lake (1912) 1.217, both render the phrase 
with:: "I desire to suffer." 

Notee that in Tr 4:2 the notion of "love" seems to be contrasted with the notion of "envy" (^fj^oq) 
andd that Ignatius further emphasizes his need of "gentleness" (7tpaóxr)q). 
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CivileCivile or Pharsalia,u and the negative assessment of a famosae mortis amor in 
Horatius'' Epistula ad Pisones, better known as Ars Poëtica (469). 

2.32.3 To Suffer with Him (Sm 4:2) 
II  have already remarked that Ignatius' usage of the verb n&Gxco with regard to his 
ownn imminent execution seems to imply that he saw at least an indirect relation 
betweenn his own death and the passion of Christ. In one other passage, he makes 
thiss idea more explicit, namely by using the verb croujidaxou. 

Inn Sm 4:2, he speaks about his near death in the following way: "But near 
thee sword, near God; in the midst of the beasts, in the midst of God; only in the 
namee of Jesus Christ to suffer with him. I endure all things since he, the perfect 
humann being, empowers me (dX.V èyyCx; naxaipac; èyyCx; Seoö, uexa û 
Örjpiüovv nexa û ÖEOÖ, \XQ\QV év xcp óvónaxt 'IrjaoC Xpiaxoö eiq xö aujx-
7ta9EÏvv aóx<». 7idvxa Lmouév©, aöxoö u€ èv8uvauoövxo<; xoö xeteiou 
dvdpóitou).""  The important question here is: What does Ignatius mean when says 
hee that he hopes to suffer with Christ? Does he refer to some sort of mystical bond 
betweenn the dying Christian - in this case: he himself - and Christ?12 Several 
observationss can be made in an attempt to answer this question. 

First,, the direct context should be taken into consideration. It should be noted that 
mostt editors and commentators of the Ignatian letters construct the sentence 
differentlyy from what I have suggested. They take the phrase ei<; xö or>u7ta9eïv 
aóxq»» with what follows, i.e. they place a full stop after 'IT|CTOÖ Xpiaxoö.13 Yet, 
ass Lightfoot and Schoedel rightly note, the parallel constructions in Eph 11:1 (and 
Rmm 5:3) make it clear that the phrase should be taken with what precedes.14 

Ignatiuss appears to be saying that whatever form his death would take - whether 
hee would be decapitated or devoured by the beast - the only thing which really 
matterss is that he dies in the name of Christ and, thus, that he suffers with Christ. 
Iff  this indeed is a correct rendering of Ignatius' train of thought, it seems justified 
too infer that Ignatius used the verb CTUH7tda%a) not so much as to express the 
notionn that he will suffer with Christ suffering at his side, as to voice the idea that 
hee will suffer in imitation of Christ's passion. That is not to say that he hints at 
somee outward similarity between his death and Christ's passion, but that he 
presupposess a congeniality of inward motivation. He dies in the name of Jesus 
Christ,, i.e. as his follower and disciple. 

Seee e.g. the words of Scaeva (6.245-246): "Death is dearer to me than Pompey and the Senate's 
causee are to you {Pompei vobis minor est causaeque senatus quam mihi mortis amor);" and the 
amoramor mortis of untamed people 4.146-147; and 8.363-364. Cf. also Rutz, W., "Amor mortis bei 
Lucan,""  Hermes 88 (1960) 462-475. 

Cf.. esp. the discussions in chap 2.3 and § 6.4a. 
133 See Grant (1966) 117; Camelot (1969) 137; Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 93 and Fischer (1956) 206. 
144 Schoedel (1985) 232 and Lightfoot (1889) 2.300. 

file:///xq/qv
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Second,, it should be noticed that although Ignatius often emphasizes the 
intimatee bond between Christians and Christ (see § 7.5), he does not share Paul's 
predilectionn to express this intimacy with the preposition auv and its verbal 
compounds.155 On the other hand, Ignatius frequently does use ouv-compounds to 
stresss the harmonious conduct of the members of the local churches.16 Most 
strikingg is his directive to the community of Smyrna in Pol 6:1: "Labour together 
withh one other, contend together, run together, suffer together, sleep together, rise 
togetherr as God's stewards (avyKomaxt 6.Xkr\Xoiq, auva&Xeïxe, auvxpexexe, 
o*up7tdaxeTE>> auyKoip.da3e, auveyeipeade éq &EOÜ oticovóp.oi)." The verb 
(m)u)7idcx%G)) here is used in what is for Ignatius an uncharacteristic way, namely 
inn the sense of "to experience pain, harm, or loss (together)." Most likely Ignatius 
was,, in this case, influenced by the Pauline tradition.17 In any event, the fact that 
Ignatiuss uses the auv-compounds predominantly in a social context makes it quite 
unlikelyy that some mystical bond is intended.18 

Thesee two observations - i.e. that eiq TO aupjr.a&EÏv aüxcp should be taken 
withh êv X& óvóu.a,Ti ' Irjaoö Xptotoö and that the auv-compounds are normally 
usedd in a social context - seem to indicate that Ignatius uses the phrase "to suffer 
withh him" (auu.7ta9sïv auxa») in Sm 4:2 simply to point to the common lot of him 
andd Christ without presupposing some mystical union. 

Thee call to suffer with Christ was relatively well-known in the early Christian 
tradition.. Most closely related seems to be the passage in Rom 8:17: "We suffer 
withh him (auji7idaxp|i£v) so that we may also be glorified with him."19 Although 
inn this passage "to suffer with Christ" seems to mean "to endure afflictions as 
Christt did" (see Rom 8:18) and not "to die as Christ did," Paul probably intends 
too express the same idea as Ignatius in Sm 4:2. The message is that - to put it in 
Paul'ss words (Rom 8:17) - Christians are "joint heirs with Christ" (auyKA.r|po-
vó|!oii  Xpiaxoö). 

Itt may be enlightening to note that in the later Christian traditions the bond 
betweenn the violent death of the Christian and the passion of Christ began to be 
formulatedd in much stronger terms. Thus, in the later half of the second century 

Seee e.g. in Paul: auv Xpia i^ (Rom 6:8, 2 Cor 4:14, Phil 1:23); auv<;do) (Rom 6:8, 2 Cor 7:3); 
auvoxaupócoo (Rom 6:6, Gal 2:20); and cufindoxö) (Rom 8:17). 

Seee e.g. CTuyKOiuctonai (Pol 6:1); aoyKOTuacü (Pol 6:l);cnjyxo:ipa> (Tf 1:1, Ph 10:1, Sm 11:2); 
auu<pa>voc;; (Eph 4:1-2, 5:1); aovdy© (Mg 10:3); auvaS^éü) (Pol 6:1); ouvapiaó^co (Eph 4:1); 
aovÖioao-KotXiTr|<;(Ephh 3:l);auv8o£d£ai (Sm 11:3); auveyeïpco (Pol 6:1); auvépxouai (Eph 
13:1;; 20:2); cuvoÖot; (Eph 9:2); and auvtpéx© (Eph 4:1, Pol 6:1). 

Seee 1 Cor 12:26: "I f one member suffers, all suffer together with it (KCU ette Ttdaxei fiv 
\izXo<;,\izXo<;, aun7tdaxEi Ttdvxa i d uiXr|);" cf. 2 Tim 2:3; and 2 Clem. 4:3. 

Too be sure, some of the auv-compounds used in Pol 6:1 have sometimes been interpreted as 
referringg to a unity experienced culticly. Yet there seem to be no strong arguments for such an 
interpretation.. See e.g. Schoedel (1985) 275. 

Cf.. further I Pet 4:13; 2 Tim 2:11; PPhil. 9:2: " ... the Lord, with whom they [i.e. Ignatius and 
otherss who were executed] also suffered (t<p Kupup, $ KCU auvéreadov);" Pass. Perp. 18:9; and 
Mart.Mart. Iren. 2:3 (Musurillo 294). 
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thee striking idea seems to have developed that in the violent death of a Christian 
Christt suffers afresh.20 This concept is certainly unknown to Ignatius. Likewise, 
thee more orthodox idea that Christ suffers within or for the martyr seems of a later 
date.211 In Sm 4:2 the two phrases "to suffer with him" and "to be empowered by 
him""  (cf. Phil 4:13) seem to be point to distinct things. Thus Ignatius seems to 
standd most firmly in the Pauline tradition. 

2.42.4 To Die Free-Willed for God (Rm 4:1) 
Ignatiuss uses the verb &7todvrj  CTKCO five times to refer to his final lot. No less than 
fourr of these instances occur in his letter to the Christian community in Rome. I 
wil ll  first discuss the important passage in Rm 4:1 (§ 2.4). Then I wil l deal with 
thee two passages (Tr 10:1 and Rm 6:1) in which Ignatius' usage of the verb 
diro^vTjj  CTKCO seems to recollect Pauline notions (§ 2.5); and, finally, I wil l turn to 
thee two passages (Rm 6:2 and Rm 7:2) in which Ignatius contrasts the verb 
&7IOÖVT33 CTKCO with the verb £dco (§ 2.6). 

Inn Rm 4:1 Ignatius writes to the Christian community in Rome: "I write to all the 
churchess and certify to all that free-willed I die for God, if you do not hinder me 
('Eycoo ypdcpco 7idCT<xi<; xaïq eKKA/naiaiq KCCI èvréA,Ax>uxxi Tidaiv, öxi èycb 
èKcovv ón:èp &8oö dnoÖvTj CTKCO, èdvrcep óueï<; p,f| KcoXóante)." In this passage the 
verbb d7to& vrj CTKCO is modified by two concepts: êKcó v and mrèp öeoö. Both notions 
requiree further comment. 

Thee word èKCÓv is translated by most English translators with "willingly." 22 Since 
thee whole of Ignatius' letter to the Romans breathes an ardent enthusiasm for death 
thiss translation certainly seems appropriate. Ignatius is glad to die for God. Yet 
twoo observations make it likely that something more specific is intended. 

First,, the one other instance in which Ignatius uses the term ÊKCÓV should be 
noted.. In Rm 5:2 Ignatius remarks with regard to the beasts in the arena: "Should 
theyy not consent voluntarily, I shall force them (K& V aöxd 8è êKÓvxa p.f| OÉXTJ, 

èycbb 7tpoc7pidCTOnai)." Thus, as appears to be the case in Greek literature in 

Seee e.g. Mart. Ludg., Eusebius ME 5.1.41 (GCS 9,1.418); Act. PL (PH 7; NTA 2.258); and Act. 
Pet.Pet. 35 (Aa 1.88); cf. also Act. John 103 (CCA 1.217) and Mart. Ign. Ant. 3 (Funk-Diekamp 
2.330). . 

Seee e.g. Act. Carp. 3:6 (Musurill o 32); Mart. Ludg., Eusebius HE 5.1.23 and 56 (GCS 9,1.410 
andd 424); Pass. Perp. 15:6; and Tertullian , Pud. 22.6 (CCL 2.1329). See for  Augustine's 
predilectionn for  this theme: J. den Boeft, "Martyres sunt, sed homines fiterunt. Augustine on 
Martyrdom, ""  in: A.A.R. Bastiaensen, A. Hilhorst , and C.H. Kneepkens, eds., Fructus Centesimus 
(Dordrechtt  1989) 120. 

Seee Lake (1912) 1.231; Srawley (1935) 74; Goodspeed (1950) 222; and Schoedel (1985) 175. 
Lightfoott  (1889) 2.560 translates: "of my own free will; "  Grant (1966) 89 and Richardson (1953) 
104::  "voluntarily;"Camelo t (1969) 111: "de bon coeur;"  Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 72: "freiwillig; " 
Vonn Balthasar  (1984) 90 and Fischer  (1993) 187: "geme." 
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general,, the term 8K<DV expresses the antipode of "being forced by someone 
else.""  The idea - or should one say: illusion - that he dies of his own accord 
seemss important to Ignatius. He reverses the roles. Not he lingers, not he must be 
forced,, but his executioners. The wild beasts are more likely to hesitate than he 
(seee further § 10.2). 

Second,, it should be noted that in one other instance Ignatius uses what 
seemss to be a quite similar concept. In Mg 5:2 he exhorts his readers with the 
words:: "Unless we freely choose to die unto his suffering, his lif e is not in us 
(èótvv fif | auöaipéTöx; cxcojiev TÖ &7ÏO3<XVEÏV ei<; TÖ (XÜTOU na&oq, TO Cftv 
auToOO OV)K £CTTIV èv f|ulv)." The meaning of the adverb aüöcupéTox; is unequi-
vocally:: "self-chosen."24 Thus Ignatius is not the only one who dies "of his own 
freefree will. " He expects every Christian - note the first person plural - to be 
preparedd to do exactly the same (see further chap. 2.3.4c). The words ÊKCQV and 
aó&aipsTcoc;; are more or less synonyms. 

Thus,, it seems that Ignatius used the word èKÓv to express not so much that 
hee would pass away cheerfully, but that he would die of his own accord. This, of 
course,, raises the question, How literally should this idea of a free-willed death be 
taken?? Did Ignatius hand himself over to the Roman authorities, as some have 
suggested?255 Notably, in first and second century Greco-Roman literature, the 
phrasee eiabv ct7toSvTjCTKCö indeed is sometimes used in the context of such a 
voluntaryy death or suicide.26 Yet a brief survey of ancient traditions with regard 
too "voluntary" death wil l show that this is, most likely, not how the word éiccóv 
wouldd have been understood by Ignatius' readers. 

Thee notion of a free-willed death can be found in many writings of Greek and 
Romann authors through the ages. May two examples suffice. First, in his famous 
tragediess Euripides speaks repeatedly of human beings who die voluntarily for the 
benefitt of others. The sacrificial deaths of two women, Polyxena and Iphigeneia, 
aree especially telling. When they are led to the altar they take things into their own 
hands.. Thus, Polyxena asks to be released and subsequently exclaims (Hec. 448-
449):: "Free-willed I die (èicouaa ÖVTJCTKG)), on my flesh let no man lay hand, 
unflinchingg wil l I yield my neck." In similar circumstances, Iphigeneia declares 
(Iph.(Iph. 1553-1555): "For my country's sake my body give, and for all Hellas, to be 
ledd of you unto the Goddess' altar, willingl y (êicoöaa)." Although others instigated 

Seee for instances in early Christian literature e.g. Rom 8:20; 1 Cor 9:17; Diogn. 2:9; and Mart. 
Pol.Pol. 4:1. Interesting are also the occurrences of the term in Epictetus Diss. 4.3.9: "For I am a free 
mann and a friend of God, so as to obey him of my own free will (Tv' èKcüv 7tei9couai ccÜTtö);" 
cf.. 3.5.9; 4.3.5; etc. 

Cf.. e.g. 3 Mace 6:6 and esp. 2 Mace 6:19 (quoted below). 

Soo e.g. Trevett (1992) 61-66, see chap. 2.7.6. Cf. the passage in Sm 4:2: "Why have I given 
myselff  up to death (ti 5È iccri èctoTov £K5OTOV öéöatKot t(p Savdttp)." 

Seee e.g. Josephus Bell. 3.359; Appianus Bell. Civ. 1.3.20; and Cassius Dio Hist. Rom. 60.3.5. 
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theirr sacrificial deaths, both women approach the altar undauntedly and without 
beingg forced. A behaviour which was also expected of sacrificial animals.27 

Second,, in Cynic-Stoic circles Plato's and Xenophon's descriptions of the 
deathh of Socrates seem to have been very influential.28 The message is clear. If 
hiss time has come, the wise and honourable man does not flee, but takes his death 
firmlyy into his own hands. It appears that only such a self-authorized death was 
assumedd to be a noble death. Notably, it is not the self-inflicted death which is 
glorifiedd in this Socratic tradition, but rather the dignity and calm with which the 
sagee accepts his lot. He himself places the cup to his lips. The truly free man does 
willingl yy what necessity is about to force on him. 

Inn the Jewish martyrological tradition a similar fascination with a free-willed 
-- and therefore noble - death can be found. Thus, in 2 Mace 6:18-31 the story of 
thee noble death of the old man Eleazar is presented as an example to all. When he 
wass forced to open his mouth to eat swine's flesh, he not only spit out the flesh 
butt "welcoming death with honour rather than life with pollution, he went up to 
thee rack of his own accord (aodaipetox;)" (6:19). The old man desired to leave 
too the young people "a noble example of how to die a good death willingly and 
noblyy (Tipo&uuxix; KCU yevvaiox;) for the revered and holy laws" (6:28). In other 
Hellenistic-Jewishh writings similar passages can be found.29 

Thee early Christian tradition is no exception with regard to the reverence for 
aa free-willed death so widely found in ancient culture. It is possible that the way 
inn which the death of Jesus Christ is pictured in the gospels too played a role of 
importancee in Ignatius' thought. In John 10:17-18, for instance, Christ exclaims: 
"II  lay down my life ... no one takes it from me, but I lay it down of my own 
accordd (dtTï'éjiauToö)." The Roman authorities have no power over Christ. He lays 
downn his life of his own free will.30 There are also close parallels to Ignatius' 
ardentt plea not to interfere with his execution. Especially intriguing is the obscure 
passagee in Heb 11:35: "Others were tortured, refusing to accept release, in order 
too obtain a better resurrection" (see further § 9.6c). Later examples of such 
behaviourr can be found in the Acts of the Martyrs. In the Martyrdom of Andrew 
thee apostle responds to the efforts of his fellow-Christians to set him free with the 

Seee further  e.g. Van Henten (1997) 158-159. 

Seee e.g. Droge-Tabor  (1992) 17-51 and K. Döring, Exemplum Socratis. Studiën zur Sokrates 
NackwirkungNackwirkung in der kynisch-stoischen Popularphilosophie derfrühen Kaiserzeit und imfrühen 
ChristentumChristentum (Wiesbaden 1979). Cf. on the importance of the term éiccóv in these philosophical 
circless also e.g. A.J. Malherbe, "Determinism and Free Wil l in Paul: The Argumentation of 1 
Corinthian ss 8 and 9,"  in: T. Engberg-Pedersen, ed., Paul in His Hellenistic Context (Edinburgh 
1994)) 245-249 and literatur e there mentioned. 

Seee e.g. 2 Mace 7:10; 4 Mace 11:1-3; 12:19; 17:1; Josephus C. Apion. 218; and ?Mo Legat. 117. 

Grantt  (1966) 13 also refers to Paul. He states: "Ignatius ' voluntary dying is not unlike Paul's 
voluntaryy apostleship,"  and points to 1 Cor  9:17: "I f I do this [i.e. to proclaim the gospel] of my 
ownn will (éiccóv), I have a reward."  Yet it seems that Paul precisely denies that he proclaims the 
gospell  of his own free will , see verse 16: "I f I proclaim the gospel, this gives me no ground for 
boasting,, for  an obligation (dv&yicri ) is laid on me;"  and cf. e.g. G.D. Fee, The First Epistle to 
thethe Corinthians (Grand Rapids 1987) 419-420. See on the other  hand Malherbe (1994) 249. 
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words:: "O the great dullness of those instructed by me," and when the proconsul 
venturess to draw near to the cross to set Andrew free, he cries out in a loud voice: 
"Lordd do not suffer Andrew ... to be released."31 Eventually, this awe for a free-
willedd death seems to have led to the peculiar phenomenon of voluntary martyr-
doms.. Although some accounts are undoubtedly purely legendary, it seems that 
theree really were early Christians who gave themselves up to the Roman author-
itiess without any immediate cause.32 Later church fathers dealt harshly with this 
abberation.33 3 

Thus,, it seems clear that pagan as well as Jewish and Christian authors often 
emphasizedd the significance of a free-willed death. In this respect Ignatius stands 
inn a long tradition. Moreover, it should be noted that - until the later half of the 
secondd century - this willingness normally did not imply that the person concerned 
hadd sought death. This makes it likely that in Rm 4:1 the word SKCCIV indicates the 
wayy in which Ignatius embraces the opportunity given to him, and that it does not 
referr to the circumstances under which he was arrested. In any event, it seems that 
thee fact that Ignatius accepted to die in the Roman amphitheatre of his own free 
wil ll  would more likely have been seen as a sign of a nobleness of spirit than as 
aa mark of an inappropriate monomania and thirst for honour. 

Ignatius'' willingness to die has often startled modern readers. Yet, it may 
bee enlightening to note that in comparison with the rhetoric in other martyrological 
writingss Ignatius' language here is certainly not excessive, but rather constrained. 
Laterr Christian acounts of martyrdom not only portray the brave martyr as dying 
"willingly, ""  but even speak of his or her "joy" (xapct). They record that believers 
endedd their life "smiling" (71000^8181 dco) and "laughing" (yeXdco).34 Moreover, 
suchh extravagance cannot be dismissed as a later aberration, a quirk of Christian 
fanaticism.. In the New Testament similar notions can be found. In Lk 6:22-23, for 
instance,, Christ himself is recorded to have said: "Blessed are you when people 
hatee you, and when they exclude you, revile you, and defame you on account of 
thee Son of Man; rejoice in that day and leap for joy (xdpr|Te év èKEivrj xrj 

Act.Act. And. 61 and 63 (CCA 6.535 and 541; NTA 2.150). Cf. e.g. Act. Phil. 5:4 (Musurillo 350); 
andd Mart. Pet. Lino 9 (Aa 1.11). 

Seee e.g. Mart. Pol. 4:1; Lucian Peregr. 13; Act. Carp. 42 (Musurillo 26-28); Pass. Perp. 4:5; 
Mart.Mart. Pion. 4.7 (Musurillo 138); 18.2 (Musurillo 158); Act. Cypr. 5:1 (Musurillo 172); Act. Eupl. 
11 (Musurillo 310); Justin 2 Apol. 2 (Goodspeed 79-80); Origen Exhort. Mart. 22 (GCS 2.19-20); 
Tertulliann Ad Scap. 5.1 (CCL 2.1131); Fuga 9.1-3 (CCL 2.1146-7); Eusebius HE 6.41.7 (GCS 
9,2.602);; 8.6.6 (GCS 9,2.822); 8.9.5 (GCS 9,2.756-7); Mart. Pal. 3.2-4 (GCS 9,2.910); and John 
Chrysostomm Horn, in I Cor. 4.7 (PG 61.35-36). 

Seee Mart. Pol. 4:1; Act. Cypr. 1:5 (Musurillo 170); and esp. Clement Strom. 4.16.3-17.3 (GCS 
15.256);; 4.77.1 (GCS 15.282); for Cyprian and Augustine, see Droge-Tabor (1992) 167-183. 

Seee e.g. Mart. Pol. 12:1; Mart. Ludg. Eusebius HE 5.1.34 (GCS 9,1.414); Pass. Perp. 17:1; 
18:1,9;; Act. Carp. 38 (Musurillo 26); 4:3 (Musurillo 32); Mart. Pion. 7:5 (Musurillo 146); 21:9 
(Musurilloo 164); Mart. Fruct. 1:4 (Musurillo 176); 4:3 (Musurillo 180); Mart.Mar. 4:5,9 
(Musurilloo 198); Mart. Mont. 6:2 (Musurillo 218); 13:2,6 (Musurillo 226); Act. Max. 3:3,5 
(Musurilloo 248); Act. And. 55 (CCA 6.519); and Lactantius Div. Inst. 6.17 (CSEL 19.543). 
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f|HépQtt iccti CTKiprficTaTE)!"35 Furthermore, the motif of a joyous death can also 
bee found in the Jewish martyrological tradition,36 and in the Greco-Roman stories 
aboutt the self-chosen deaths of certain Indian ascetics.37 The fact that Ignatius 
doess not speak in terms of joy and laughter about his death points to the prudence 
andd anxiety with which he anticipates the end. In this respect, his language stands 
onn a par with a more widely accepted view of what is to be understood as a noble 
andd worthy death. 

Inn Rm 4:1 Ignatius states not only that his death is "free-willed," but also that it 
iss "for God" (Cmèp deoö). What is the significance of this notion? In what sense 
cann Ignatius say that he dies for God? If one sees a Christian author use the phrase 
"too die for" (durodavetv imép), the first thing which wil l probably come to the 
mindd of the interpreter is the christological Ü7iép-formula. And indeed, just as Paul 
andd other New Testament writers, Ignatius frequently speaks of Christ's death "for 
us,""  using either the preposition unep with the genitive case or the preposition Sid 
withh the accusative case.38 Thus, the question should be raised whether there is 
anyy relation between Rm 4:1 and these christological passages. 

Firstt of all, it is important to notice that Ignatius never goes as far in his 
identificationn with Christ as saying that he dies "for other people." Moreover, it 
seemss probable that in the phrase Cmèp Seoö, the preposition ÜTiép does not have 
thee meaning of "for the benefit of * - as in the phrase Ó7tèp f|n<»v - but rather the 
meaningg of "for the sake of' or "because of." To presume that God is in need of 
anythingg seems quite inappropriate. Most likely, "to die for God" means to die as 
aa consequence of one's faithfulness to God and the divine cause. This inference 
seemss to be confirmed by those passages in which Ignatius speaks about being a 
prisonerr "for Christ." 

Inn Eph 1:2 Ignatius lauds the Ephesians for their kindness: "For hearing that 
II  was bound from Syria for the common name and hope ... you hastened to see me 
(ÓLKouaavreqq yap ÖEÖsuivov &7tö Eupta<; tircèp TOO KOIVOÖ óvó(iato<; icai 
èXni&oqèXni&oq ... I8eïv éarcouödaaTe)." The term "the name" is also used absolutely 
elsewheree in Ignatius' letters (cf. § 3.2) and it usually refers to the name of Jesus 
Christ.. Here, the phrase clearly emphasizes the common loyalty of all Christians 
too Christ. Telling is also the slight variation in words in Tr 12:2: "My bonds 
exhortt you, (bonds) which I carry about because of Jesus Christ (napaicateï 

Cf.. further  Mt 5:12; Acts 5:41; Heb 10:34; Jas 1:2; and 1 Pet 4:13. See: W. Nauck, "Freude im 
Leiden.. Zum Problem einer  urchristlichen Verfolgungstradition,"  ZNW 46 (1955) 68-80 who 
tracess this traditio n back to the Maccabean "martyrs "  (see next footnote). 

Seee the use of r)5éo><; in 2 Mace 6:30 and 4 Mace 10:20; cf. further  e.g. 4 Mace 9:29-31; 
Josephuss fie//. 1.653; 2.153; 7.418; and 2 Bar. 52:6. Cf. also the rabbinical tradition : b. Sanh. 
101a;;  y. Ber. 9.14b; and Gen. Rab. 33:1. 

Seee for  references F.J. Dölger, "Der  Feuertod ohne die Liebe, Antik e Selbstverbrennung und 
christlicherr  Martyrium-Enthusiasmus,"  Antike und Christentum 1 (1929) 263-268. 

Forr  8id see: Sm 2:1; Tr  2:1; Rm 6:1; and Pol 3:2; for  öitóp Sm 7:1; and Rm 6:1. Cf. Paul, see 
forr  usép: Rom 5:8; 14:15; 1 Cor  15:3; 2 Cor  5:14; and 1 Thess 5:10; and for  8id: 1 Cor  8:11. 
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ujidqq id Seo>id (j.ou, a EVEKEV 'IT|CTOÖ XpuxcoC TrEpupépo)," and in Eph 3:1: 
"II  have been bound in the name (5é8eja,ai êv xa> óvó|iaxi)." All these passages 
seemm to implicate that Ignatius is bound and will die because of his faithfulness 
too Christ. 

Ignatiuss rarely speaks about other Christians doing something "for God" or 
"forr Christ." Only two passages appear to be relevant. In Ph 10:2 Ignatius speaks 
aboutt the Philadelphian embassy which will go to Antioch "for the name of God" 
(ÓTtèpp óvóu,axoc; &EOÖ); and in Pol 3:1 he advises the Smyrnaeans on how to deal 
withh false teachers, and states: "Especially for God's sake we must put up with 
everythingg (fidXicrxa 8è ÊVEKEV ÖEOÖ 7tdvxa ÓTTOJIÉVEIV f\\iaq 8st)." Both 
passagess seem to give expression to the idea that Christians should act not so much 
ass to please people - here, the Antiochenes, the heretics, or even Ignatius himself 
-- but as to be faithful servants of God. 

Thus,, it appears that in Rm 4:1 the phrase "to die for" should be interpreted 
ass meaning "to die in loyalty of." The first readers of Ignatius' letter to the Roman 
communityy would certainly have recognized this idea. For it seems to have been 
veryy widespread in antiquity. In the Greco-Roman tradition the idea of dying for 
thee sake of ones fatherland, city, family or friends was very well-known.39 There 
evenn existed a special verb for this concept: 0)7iEpa7io$vrj CTKEIV. Nevertheless, the 
notionn of dying for the sake of a god would probably have been an absurdity for 
thee pagan mind. For this more specific idea we must turn to the Hellenistic-Jewish 
andd especially the early Christian traditions. 

Withh regard to the Hellenistic-Jewish tradition, several passages in the first or 
secondd century writing called 4 Maccabees are of foremost importance. The words 
spokenn with regard to the Maccabean martyrs in 4 Mace 16:25, "They knew also 
thatt those who die for the sake of God live to God (ëxi Sè mi xaüxa £i8óxe<; 
öxii  oi 8id xöv 9eöv d7to&vrj OKOVXEC; ĜOOTV xcp &EO>)," closely resemble Igna-
tius**  formulation. A similar usage of the preposition Sid can be found in 16:19: 
"Youu ought to endure any suffering for the sake of God (ócpEitaxE Ttdvxoc TÏÓVOV 

D7iO(iévEivv Sid xöv ösóv)." But even the preposition vmép is used in a similar 
context.. Thus, the fourth of the seven brothers is recorded to have said (10:20): 
"Gladly,, for the sake of God, we let our bodily members be mutilated (f|8éco<; 
\37iepp xoö ÖEOÖ xd xoO aé\iaxoq \iéhr\ dKpöxripia^ó^EÖa)." Yet,, in the Jewish 
martyrologicall  tradition as a whole this idea of dying for God is not most central. 

Seee e.g. Plato Symp. 179b, 180a, 208d; Aristotle EN 1169a 20; and the second passage from 
Euripidess quoted above. Cf. for further references e.g. H.S. Versnel, "Quid Athenis et Hieroso-
lymis?? Bemerkungen iiber die Herkunft von Aspekten des effective death" in: J.W. van Henten, 
B.A.G.M.. Dehandschutter, H.J.W. van der Klaauw, eds., Die Entstehung der jiidischen Martyro-
logielogie (Leiden 1989) 182-185; M. Hengel, The Atonement. A Study of the Origins of the Doctrine 
inin the New Testament (London 1981) 1-32; and S.K. Williams, Jesus' Death as Saving Event. 
TheThe Background and Origin of a Concept (Missoula 1975) 137-163. 

file:///37iep
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Thee idea of dying for the sake of the Law or for the Jewish people is far more 
important.40 0 

Inn the New Testament and other writings from the corpus of the Apostolic 
Fatherss too parallels can be found. Paul never speaks of "dying for Christ or God." 
However,, in Phil 1:29 he uses the phrase "suffering for Christ" (TtdaxEiv ïmèp 
XpioroO).. Likewise, in Phil 3:8 he speaks of " ... Christ, for whom I have 
sufferedd the loss of all things (5i'öv xd Ttdvxa è^rmicoSriv)," in 2 Cor 4:11 of 
"beingg given up to death for Jesus' sake (el<; Sdvaxov 7capa8i5óu,eöa 8id 
'Inoouv);""  and in 2 Cor 12:10 of suffering "weaknesses, insults, hardships, 
persecutions,, and calamities for Christ (ïmèp Xpiaxoö)." 

Thee only relevant passages in the Gospel tradition seem to be John 13:37, 
wheree Peter says to Christ: "I will lay down my life for you (xf| v v|/v>xrj v |iou ÓTtèp 
aoöö drJCTco)," and the closely related saying in the Synoptic tradition (Mt 10:39; cf. 
16:25;; Mk 8:35; Lk 9:24): 'Those who lose their life for my sake will find it (o 
ÓLTioXêaaqÓLTioXêaaq xrjv yux,r|v aóxoü ëveicev èuoö eöpfJCTei aóxfjv)." More importantly, 
inn Acts the circumlocution ümèp xoö óvóumoc; (xoö Kupiou) can often been 
foundd in the context of suffering and persecution.41 Lastly, the phrase "those who 
sufferedd for the sake of the name" (oi rcadóvxeq ÓTièp/eiveKev xoö óvó^axoq) 
seemss almost to have become a terminus technicus denoting the Christian martyr 
inn the Shepherd ofHermas.42 

Thus,, it seems likely that at least the (Jewish-)Christian readers of Ignatius' 
letterr to the community in Rome would have understood the significance of the 
expressionn "to die for God." Pagan readers would probably have been baffled by 
thee fact that Ignatius loyalty was directed to a god. Yet to all the idea of a noble 
deathh for the sake of a higher goal would have been well-known. 

Althoughh the phrase ónèp &EOÖ &7to&vrj oxto in itself is unique in the Ignatian 
letters,, the underlying idea is not. For this phrase seems to stand on a par with 
thosee two passages in which Ignatius presents his death as a sacrifice for God. In 
Rmm 2:2 Ignatius petitions the Christians in Rome: "Grant me nothing more than 
too be poured out as a libation for God (7tA.éov 5é u.oi u,r| 7iapdaxna$E xou 
o~7tov8ia$fivaii  Seep)." In Rm 4:2, a similar request is made: "Pray Christ for me 
thatt through these instruments [i.e. the wild beasts] I may be found a sacrifice to 
God""  (Aaxotveuaaxe xöv Xpiaxöv Cmèp èu.oö, ïva 5id xd»v ópydvtov XOUXOÖV 
deoöö dixria eüpe&ro)." 

Inn chap. 2.6.1,1 have already tried to show that this sacrificial imagery does 
nott allude to the Christian celebration of the eucharist. Nor seems there to be a 

Seee the list in Van Henten (1989) 71; and further Van Henten (1997) 125-135, 187-269; and D. 
Boyarin,, Dying for God. Martyrdom and the Making of Christianity and Judaism (Stanford 
1999). . 

411 See e.g. Acts 5:41; 9:16; 15:26; 21:13. 
42 2 

Seee Hermas 9:9; 10:1; 13:2; 105:2-3; and 105:6. This circumlocution also occurs in many later 
ActsActs of the Martyrs. Cf. also PPhil. 8:2: "If we suffer for his name sake (édv Jióaxwiiev Övd 
too övouxx aÜTOü)." 
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correspondencee with those New Testament passages which present Christ's death 
ass a sacrifice (duaia). For, in these instances, Christ is presented as a sacrifice 
"forr us" and not "for God."43 In short, Ignatius does not use the sacrificial 
imageryy to present his violent death as an event analogous to the eucharist or 
Christ'ss passion. Rather this language seems another way to express his faithful-
nesss to God. Notably, such a usage of sacrificial imagery has close parallels in 
Hellenistic-Jewishh and other early Christian sources.44 The Jewish and Christian 
believerss are portrayed as being true to their God even unto death. Unreservedly 
theyy sacrifice their lives. Only in this sense they are sacrificial offerings which pay 
tributee to God's cause. 

2.52.5 It Is Better to Die (Rm 6:1) 
Twoo passages in which Ignatius uses the verb d7io$vrj aKco to refer to his future lot 
seemm to be reminiscences of Pauline language. In chap. 2.3.4c, I already referred 
too the phrase in Tr 10:1: "I die, then, in vain (Scopedv oóv &7co9vr5aKco)." These 
wordss stands in the context of Ignatius' refutation of docetic ideas with regard to 
Christ'ss death. Ignatius strongly emphasizes the correlation between his own death 
andd Christ's passion. If Christ died in appearance, his own death is in vain (cf. Sm 
4:2).. If Christ did not die as a real human being, his own death - as a human 
beingg - is without hope. Although there are no verbal parallels, this argumentation 
iss quite similar to Paul's line of thought with regard to Christ's resurrection and 
thatt of Christians in 1 Cor 15:14-15. Here, I wil l not come back to Tr 10:1, but 
onlyy deal with a second passage which has been interpreted as an allusion to Paul: 
Rm6: l. . 

Inn Rm 6:1, Ignatius writes: "Of no profit to me wil l be the ends of the world and 
thee kingdoms of this age, it is better for me to die to Jesus Christ than to rule the 
endss of the earth (ou5év u,e cbcpeA-fjaei xd 7tspaxa TOÖ KÓCTLIOU ouöè ai (3aai-
tefcutefcu TOO aicovoq xouxou, KaA,óv \xo\ aTtodaveiv eic; 'IT|CTOÖV Xpiaxóv f̂  
pamAsueivv x&v nepaxatv xf\q yf\q)." At this point of our investigation (see 
furtherr § 10.3), I would like to deal with three aspects of this passage: 1. the 
phrasee KCCA-ÓV \IQX artodaveïv, 2. the addition ei<; 'Irjaoöv Xpiaxóv, and 3. the 
referencee to the ends of the world and the kingdoms of this age. 

Ephh 5:2; Heb 7:27; 9:26; and 10:10. Cf., however, the idea that the martyr death is a sacrifice 
thatt redeems and purifies a given community (cf. already 4 Mace 17:22 and Mart. Pot. 1:1) in 
somee later authors, such as Origen and Prudentius, see: J. Petruccione, "The Martyr Death as 
Sacrifice:: Prudentius Peristephanon 4:9-72," VC 49 (1995) 245-257. 

444 See e.g. Dan 3:39-40 (LXX/0) ; Wis 3:6; Rom 12:1; Phil 2:17; 2 Tim 4:6; Mart. Pol. 14:1-2; 
Mart.Mart. Ludg., Eusebius HE 5.1.52,56 (GCS 9,1.422,424); Act. Carp. 3:4 (Musurillo 30); Mart. 
Con.Con. 6:7 (Musurillo 192); Mart. Das. 5:2 (Musurillo 274); and Act. Eupl. 2:6 (Musurillo 316). 
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Mostt commentators take the words KCtXóv urn dnodavetv to be an allusion to 
11 Cor 9:15.43 Indeed the verbal similarity is undeniable. But the context in which 
Paull  uses these words is completely different. Paul speaks about his missionary 
practices,, and states: "But I have made no use of any of these rights [i.e. to get a 
livingg by the gospel]... indeed, I would rather die than that ('Eyto 8è oü Kéxpn,-
u,aii  oó5evi TOÓTCÖV ... icaA.öv yap u,oi \iaXkov dnoöavcïv fj)." Thus, in Paul, 
thee phrase "I would rather die than that" is no more than a hyperbolic expression, 
comparablee with the English saying "over my dead body." On the other hand, in 
Rmm 6:1 the expression refers to Ignatius' concrete death. In this respect, Ignatius' 
sentimentss are much closer to Paul's reflections in Phil 1:21, 23 where the apostle 
statess that for him "dying is gain" (èp.oi TÖ drcoSavew K8p8oq) and "far better" 
(7toXAc§§ |IÖXA£>V Kpeïaaov). 

Moreover,, it must be observed that exclamations such as "It is good to die" 
(KOLA-ÖVV  dïto&aveïv), or "It is better to die" (péA/aov / Kpeïaaov / d^eivov 
drtoSavetv)) must have been well-known to educated Greek audiences, for they 
occurr very often in classical drama and other Greek literature.46 In the midst of 
miseryy and despair the tragic hero exclaims that it is better to die, or even better 
nott to have been born at all. In some of these instances, the word icaXóq is used 
inn the meaning of "noble" or "honourable." Judging from the usage of the word 
KaXóqKaXóq elsewhere in the letters of Ignatius, the adjective probably does not have 
thiss special connotation in Rm 6:1.47 Ignatius simply ponders the two options "to 
die""  or "to live," and decides that for him it is better to die. In any event, it seems 
wisee to leave the question whether the phrase icaX,óv uoi dmodavsiv in Rm 6:1 
reallyy is an allusion to 1 Cor 9:15 open. 

Ignatiuss states that it is better for him "to die to Jesus Christ" The phrase el<; 
'Inaoóvv Xpiaróv seems unusual.48 What does the preposition eiq express here? 
Doess it have the spatial connotation of "going to" Christ, as has sometimes been 
argued?499 Such an interpretation may seem attractive, but it does not find support 
inn the normal usage of the phrase eiq Xptaxóv in Ignatius. 

Seee Lightfoot (1889) 2.217; Grant (1966); Camelot (1969) 114; Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 75; 
Schoedell  (1985) 182; and Fischer  (1956) 189. 

Seee e.g. Aeschylus Prom. Vine. 750; Ag. 1364; Euripides Hec. 214f, 377f; Troad. 672; Plato 
Apol.Apol. 41d; Gorg. 483b; Phaedo 62a; Aristotl e EN I t 15b 5; Rhet. 1412b 18; Xenophon Apol. 33; 
Hell.Hell. 4.8.38; Epictetus Ench. 12.1; and Athenaeus Deipn. 14.633e. Surprisingly, the phrase also 
occurss in the LXX , see Jona 4:3; Tob 3:6; Sir  40:28; and 1 Mace 3:59. See for  more references: 
S.. Vollenweider, "Di e Waagschalen von Leben und Tod. Zum antiken Hintergrun d von Phil 1,21-
26,""  ZNWZS (1994) 105-109, but even this extensive collection is certainly not complete. 

Cf.. the usage of the word in Eph 15:1; Rm 2:2; 3:3; Ph 9:1; 9:2; and Pol 2:1. 

Lightfoott  (1889) 2.218 reads 5id 'Ir|aoü v Xpicrcóv with the Greek text of LR and the Latin 
off  MR. This reading is obviously an attempt to smooth down the text. 

Soo Bauer  (1920) 250; Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 76; and esp. F. Bergamelli, "Morir e e vivere in 
Ignazioo di Antiochia: Romani6,1-2," StudiaPatristical] (1997) 99-102. See on Ignatius' usage 
off  the preposition eig in general: Brown (1963) 69-73. 
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Inn the letters of Ignatius the phrase eiq 'rr)aoöv Xpiaxóv occurs six more 
times.. Ignatius speaks of "having faith and love in Jesus Christ" (eicj ' Inooöv 
Xpiaxóvv ëxrjxe xr|v niaxxv mi xfjv dydTünv: Eph 14:1), "the plan regarding 
thee new human being, Jesus Christ" (OIKOVOU,iaq etcj xóv KGUVOV dv&pcoTtov 
'iTjaoövv Xpiaxóv: Eph 20:1), "hoping in him" (eic; aóxöv efori^eiv: Ph 5:2; 
11:2),, and "proclaiming with him in view" (KaxrjyyeiA,av eiq aóxóv: Ph 9:2). 
Inn none of these instances the preposition eicj has a spatial connotation. The sixth 
passagee is less clear. In Tr inscr Ignatius speaks about "Jesus Christ, our hope, 
throughh the resurrection unto him ('Ir|aoó Xpiaxoü, xfjcj ÈAJUSOC; f|u,a>v èv xfj 
eiqeiq aóxóv dvaaxdaei)." The precise meaning of the phrase eiq aóxóv has been 
disputed,, but even here a non-spatial connotation of the preposition eic; must be 
preferred.. Ignatius does not speak about an ascension unto Christ in heaven, but 
aboutt a resurrection with Christ in view (see further § 9.4). Moreover, it should 
bee noted that the combination eic; Xpiaxóv occurs some ten times in the New 
Testamentt (esp. in the Pauline letters), but that in none of these instances the 
prepositionn eicj has a spatial connotation.50 

Takingg these passages into consideration, it seems that Ignatius' words in Rm 
6:11 should probably be understood as meaning: "It is better for me to die with 
Jesuss Christ in view," or even "It is better for me to die for Jesus Christ." If this 
assumptionn is right, the expression dnoSaveïv sic; Tnaoöv Xpiaxóv would 
comee quite close to the formulation órcèp Seoó d7to9vrjaK(ö in Rm 4:1.51 

Thiss conclusion seems to be substantiated by the fact that Ignatius uses the 
prepositionn eiq with the noun Öeóc; quite similarly. Most notably, in Eph 12:2, he 
speakss about "those slain for God" (xcov eicj Öeöv dvaipouu.év<ov).52 On the 
otherr hand, the notion "coming to God" is normally expressed by the preposition 
npóqnpóq (see Rm 2:2 and 7:2). 

Lastly,, the immediate context in which the phrase KaXóv (ioi d7io$avetv eic; 
'' Irjaouv Xpiaxóv stands should be considered. Ignatius' renunciation of "the ends 
off  the world" (xd Ttépccxa53 xoö Kóajiou) and "the kingdoms of this age" (ai 
Paaiteicaa xoö aicavocj xoóxou) seems rather grotesque - for in no way were 
thesee within his reach -, but can be understood against the background of certain 
Jewishh and Christian traditions. 

Moree than once occur the notions of "having faith/believing in Jesus Christ" (Acts 24:24; Gal 
2:16;; Col 2:5) and "being baptized into Christ" (Rom 6:3; Gal 3:27). See further Rom 16:5; 1 
Corr 8:12; 2 Cor 1:21; 11:3; Gal 3:24; Eph 5:32; Phlm 6; and 1 Pet 1:11. 

See,, however, Günther (1941) 145 n. 3 and Brox (1961) 207: "Durch die Worte icaXóv noi 
dtno&avcïvv eig ' Ir|aoöv Xpiaxóv wil l Ignatius die Nachfolge im Leiden und Sterben als Ziel 
angeben.""  Cf. also Bommes (1976) 85. 

Yet,, the phrase tiq 9eóv does seem to have a spatial connotation in Eph 9:1: "Love (is) the way 
whichh leads up to God (f| 5è dyd^n. ó5ö<; f| dtvcctpépoooa el<; 9eóv)." See § 9.2 for the passage 
inn Rm 2:2: " ... that I may rise to him (elq cctixöv dvatetXo))." 

Thee Greek text of the MR reads xépitvot, "delights," instead of népaxa. This reading has been 
acceptedd by some, e.g. Camelot (1969) 114, but it seems out of context here. 
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Firstt and foremost Ignatius' words seems to be a radicalized version of the 
Jesus'' saying as it can be found in the synoptics (Mt 16:26; cf. Mk 8:36; Lk 9:25): 
"Forr what will it profit a human being if he gains the whole world but forfeits his 
lif ee (xi yap tf>(peA.r|&T|aeTai ctvdpcoTtoq éctv xöv KÓajiov ÖAOV KepSfJCTTj xf| v Sè 
\|/UXT|VV  aöxoö £r|uaG)df])." Notably, Ignatius does not adopt the conditional 
structuree of this New Testament saying. For him this world is of no profit, no 
matterr what happens. He has passed the point of no return. 

Further,, the fact that Ignatius speaks of "the kingdoms of this age" makes 
itt possible that he was also thinking of the New Testament story of the temptation 
off  Christ. In Mt 4:8-10 (cf. Lk 4:5-8) we read about Satan's offer to give Jesus 
"alll  the kingdoms of the world" (ndoaq xd<; paoaXeicu; xoö KÓa|iou), if he 
wouldd fall down and worship the tempter. Although Ignatius does not refer to the 
rolee of the devil in Rm 6:1, he had done so in Rm 5:3. Therefore, the synoptic 
traditionn of Christ's temptation may not have been far from his mind. 

Withh regard to both parallels with the gospel tradition, the verbal correspon-
dencess with Matthew (or the other Synoptic gospels) are not close enough to be 
absolutelyy sure of a direct dependency.54 But since Ignatius' language seems 
somewhatt peculiar within the context, it is most likely that he was referring to 
popularr traditions. It should also be noted that the same motif of an offer of 
worldlyy power also plays a role in the stories of the Maccabean martyrs. Antiochus 
promisess the Jewish martyrs riches and a position in the government of his realm, 
iff  only they would renounce their ancestral tradition.55 Yet, again, there are no 
closee verbal correspondences with the Ignatian text. 

Inn sum, in Rm 6:1 Ignatius presents himself as one who makes a firm decision to 
die.. This choice is made with Jesus Christ in view and counter the enchantment 
off  worldly power. Whether one accepts the passage as a studied allusion to the 
storyy of Christ's temptation or not, it cannot be denied that Ignatius describes his 
decisionn to die as a drama of almost cosmic proportions. Although ancient readers 
wouldd have been familiar with the idea that it is better to die than, for instance, 
too suffer the loss of one's dignity, the notion that it is better to die than to rule the 
worldd would, probably, have struck them as excessive. It seems likely that only 
forr Christian readers Ignatius' words would have rung a bell. 

2.62.6 Life and Death (Rm 6:2 and 7:2) 
Twicee Ignatius contrasts - although in different ways - the notions death and life 
inn the context of his reflections on his imminent execution (Rm 6:2 and 7:2). In 
thesee passages he contrasts the verb &7io8vrj cncco with the verb ̂ ctco. Both instances 
meritt close attention. 

Cf.. Smit Sibinga (1966) 267-268; Koester (1971) 34; and literature mentioned in chap. 1.4.2e. 

Seee 2 Mace 7:24; 4 Mace 8:7; 12:5; and cf. Mart. Is. 5:8. 
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Inn Rm 6:2 Ignatius petitions his fellow-Christians in Rome: "Indulge me, brothers; 
doo not prevent me from living, do not want that I die, do not give to the world 
onee who wants to be God's, nor deceive him with matter; let me receive pure light 
-- when I have come thither, I shall be a human being (aóyyvuué urn, d8eX.(poi, 
\xr\\xr\ é(i7to5iCTT|xé u,oi Cj\aait fifj &eA,rjar)xé \xz &7io$aveiv, TÖV TOÖ öeoö 
SéXovraa eïvai KÓau.q> uf| x<*puyr|0*&£ ur|5è UA.TJ é^aTtaxrïcrnxe, dcpexé fis 
Kadapövv q>©<; Xa^eïv, èKEt jrapayevójievoc; dvdpcorcoc; ëaojiai)." 

Obviously,, in this passage Ignatius once more requests his fellow-Christians 
inn Rome not to intervene. But what does Ignatius mean by saying that the Roman 
Christianss would prevent him from living (èuTtoöio-nré |ioi tftaai) and want him 
too die (SeX,fJCTr|Té \XB dTtodavstv) if they hindered his execution? In other words, 
inn what sense does Ignatius perceive his execution as a chance to live (Cfyaan) and 
hiss release as a doom to die (&7ioöaveïv)? 

Likee Paul, Ignatius is fond of binaries; most prominent are flesh ~ spirit, 
faithh ~ love, and beginning ~ end. But the polarity life ~ death also plays an 
importantt role in Ignatius' thought.56 Most frequently, the terms TO ^ V and f) 
(̂öfjj  refer to the true and eternal life which was given to the Christians through 

Christ'ss death (9dvaxo<; / &7io&vrj<TKG)).57 In these passages, both polar concepts 
havee a positive connotation. But both can also be used in a negative sense. The 
termss £dco and pioq can refer to a life in human fashion or according to Judaism 
whichh must be said farewell.58 Similarly, the terms a7to9vfj OKCO, a7ióX.X.û it, 
5ta<p&efpci>,, öavdaiuoq, davaxocpópot;, veicpocpópoc;, and veKpóq can be used 
metaphoricallyy to characterize (the lot of) the schismatics - judaizers or docetists 
-- who jeopardize the true Christian life.59 In short, in the letters true eternal life 
throughh Christ's death is contrasted by false life which is really death. 

Itt is possible to interpret Rm 6:2 along these lines: Ignatius asks the Romans 
too allow him to be true to a life according to Christ, and not to want his release 
whichh would mean death, i.e. the end of this true life. The interpolator of the LR 
obviouslyy understood Ignatius' words in this way, for he reworks the passage as 
follows:: "Do not hinder me in attaining to life; for Jesus is the life of believers. 
Doo not wish me to die, for life without Christ is death (UTJ èu7toÖicrr|Té fioi eiq 
^cof|vv cpÖdaou, 'IrjooOq yap èaxiv f| ĉof| T<DV max&v. (xf| SeA.rjar|TÉ (ie 
d7codaveiv,, ddvaxoq yap éaxiv r| dveu XpioxoO (̂Dfj)."60 

Seee S. Zanartu, El Concepto de ZOH en Ignacio de Antioquia (Madrid 1977); and Idem, "Les 
conceptss de vie et de mort chez Ignace d'Antioche," VC 33 (1979) 324-41. Although there are 
linkss with Paul, Ignatius' language seems to come closest to the Johannine tradition in this 
respect,, cf. Bultmann (1953) 42. 

Seee Eph 3:2; 6:2; 8:1; 9:2; 11:1; 14:1; 17:1; 18:1; 19:3; 20:2; Mg 1:2; 5:1-2; 8:2; 9:1-2; 10:1; 
Trr 2:1; 9:2; Rm 7:2-3; Ph 1:2; 3:2; Sm 4:1; and Pol 2:3. Cf. also chap. 4.2.2. 

Seee Mg 8:1; 9:1; Tr 2:1; Rm 7:3; 8:1; and Ph 11:1. 

Seee Eph 16:2; 17:2; Mg 10:2; Tr 4:1; 6:2; 11:1; Ph 6:1; Sm 5:2; 7:1; and Pol 5:2. Of course, this 
metaphoricall  usage was widespread in antiquity. 

Rmm 6 (Funk-Diekamp 2.264). 
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However,, the context of the C,f\aai ~ &7io9aveïv opposition here in Rm 6:2 
makess it more likely that Ignatius meant something different. Ignatius contrasts 
thiss "world" (KÓauoq) with another place "there" (èicei), and "matter" (ÖA.T|) with 
"puree light" (Kadapo<; pax;). I will consider these concepts in § 10.3-4. At this 
point,, it is important to notice that the contrast seems to be an ontological contrast 
betweenn two worlds, and not a moral contrast between a life according to God and 
aa life not according to God. It seems likely that the verbs dno&vfjoKG) and <̂ dco 
tooo illuminate this contrast between here and hereafter. What Ignatius means to say 
is:: "Do not prevent me from dying (= life), do not want that I go on living (= 
death)." " 

Thee idea that those who die for the sake of God will live to God and receive 
thee reward of eternal life seems to have been part of a very early Christian (and 
Jewish)) tradition and has remained popular later on.61 But the paradox here is far 
moree poignant in the sense that not only death is called life, but also life called 
death.. Earthly life has become trivial to Ignatius. Only a new life after death is 
truee life.62 The inversion - life is death and death is life - seems to have been 
well-likedd in the Platonic tradition. For the Platonist the present tangible world is 
onlyy a faint reflection of the spiritual world of the ideas. It is closer to death than 
too true life.63 However, Ignatius' words here in Rm 6:2 should probably not be 
understoodd as such a general statement about life. Ignatius' world-denial stands 
overr against his high appraisal of the everyday life in the Christian communities. 
Thesee Christians will not so much attain the true life through Christ in the distant 
future,, but they already possess it at this very moment (see n. 57 above). Ignatius 
himselff  has come to the point that going on living would mean dying, but this is 
certainlyy not the case for other Christians. 

Ignatius'' formulation is extremely terse and seems very much prompted by 
aa play on words. Yet in the later Acts of the Martyrs the same point is sometimes 
madee with more clarity. Thus, we encounter the following conversation: "Maximus 
[i.e.. the prefect] said: I counsel you out of pity that you sacrifice and continue to 
livee with us. Julius [i.e. the martyr] answered: To live with you would be death 
forr me. But in God's sight, if I die I shall live for ever."64 Surely, the outlook 
onn earthly life as utter misfortune - popular in certain Greco-Roman circles - can 

611 Sec e.g. Mt 10:39; 16:25; Lk 17:33; John 12:25; 2 Tim 2:11; Rev 2:10; cf. 2 Mace 7:9, 36; 4 
Macee 7:19; 16:25; and 17:12, 18. See for  later  texts e.g. Mart. Pol. 14:2; Mart. Pion. 20:5 
(Musurill oo 162); Mart. Mont. 10:4; 19:6 (Musurill o 222, 232); Mart. Das. 4:4 (Musurill o 274); 
Gos.Gos. Thorn. 58; Act. Thorn. 142, and 160 (Aa 11,2.249, 271). Cf. for  the baptismal symbolism of 
"lif ee through death:"  A.J.M. Wedderburn, Baptism and Resurrection. Studies in Pauline Theology 
againstagainst Its Graeco-Roman Background (Tubingen 1987) 360-392. 

622 Cf. esp. Bergamelli (1997) 102-106. 
633 See e.g. Plato Gorg. 492e: "Wh o knows whether  to live is not to die, and to die to live;"  cf. 

Philoo Leg. 1.108; Cicero Resp. 6.14; Macrobius Com. Somn. 1.13.2; and further  Wedderburn 
(1987)) 383-384. 

644 Mart. Jul. 3:5 (Musurill o 262). 
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alsoo be found in the Christian and Hellenistic-Jewish martyrological traditions,65 

butt these instances remain quite isolated. In contrast, there are also martyrological 
writingss which explicitly refute such a negative view on life, although acknowl-
edgingg that there is a still better life in store.66 It seems best to place Ignatius 
withinn this latter tradition. 

Ignatiuss contrasts the verb arcoOvfj  CTKCO with the verb £ato for a second time in Rm 
7:2.. Ignatius reckons with the possibility that he will lose his nerves in the end, 
whenn he has arrived in Rome. He urges his Roman addressees not to listen to his 
possiblee supplications for assistance then, but only to give heed to what he writes 
themm now. He states: "For I write to you alive, longing to die. My longing has 
beenn crucified, and there is no matter-loving fire in me (C,&v y&p ypd(p(ö Op.iv, 
èpa>vv xoö &7to$avsïv, ó èpöq ëpax; eataupcoTai, icai OÖK ëcxiv év èpoi 7tóp 
cpiA,óöA,ov).""  Although the phrase èpróv xoö &7to9avEïv, of course, attracts ones 
attentionn most, I will first look at Ignatius' usage of the participle ^cbv. 

Becausee of Ignatius' brevity of expression it is impossible to determine with 
completee certainty what he exactly means to express with the participle Cfiv. 
Schoedell  states: "By 'living' he must mean living in the fullest sense of the term 
andd in full possession of his faculties - with his mind unclouded by the immediate 
threatt of the arena and intent upon attaining God."67 Quite differently, Lightfoot 
paraphrasess Ignatius' words with: "In the midst of life, with all its attractions, I 
writee deliberately and desire death."68 

Itt seems that both these interpretations can be vindicated from the context. 
Schoedel'ss interpretation complies with what immediately precedes our text, i.e. 
Ignatius'' anxiety that he will falter in the end. Lightfoot's interpretation complies 
withh what follows, i.e. Ignatius' farewell to his longing for this earthly life. Yet 
Lightfoot'ss interpretation seems the more probable one. Like in Rm 6:2 Ignatius 
contrastss life (^©v) with death (oiTiodaveiv), in this instance to say: although I 
amm still alive I have already turned away from this life; I no longer belong to this 
world;; I long to die, i.e. I desire to end this life. In Schoedel's interpretation the 
vigourr of the opposition life ~ death is lost. 

Thee phrase "longing to die" (èpcüv TOO drcodavElv) here in Rm 7:2 is the most 
straightforwardd expression of Ignatius' desire for death to be found in the letters. 

Seee e.g. Mart. Pol. 3:1: " ... intending to be freed all the more quickly from this unjust and 
lawlesss life;'*  Josephus Ant. 15.158: "They reckoned it a gain if they died, a misfortune to live;" 
andd Bell. 7.343. 

Seee e.g. Mart. Pion. 5:4 (Musurillo 142): "1 too agree that lif e is good, but the life that we long 
forr is better;" and Mart. App. 30 (Musurillo 98): "I have been glad to live, Perennis, but 1 have 
nott been afraid of death because of my love of life. There is nothing more precious than life -
thatt is eternal lif e - which is the immortality of the soul that has lived a good life on earth." 

Schoedell  (1985) 184; so also Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 76. 
68 8 Lightfoott (1889)2.222. 
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It,, therefore, deserves close attention. How unusual is the way in which Ignatius 
heree expresses his wish to end his life? 

Thee verb êpdo does not occur in the New Testament or the other writings 
fromfrom the corpus of the Apostolic Fathers. In Ignatius' letters it occurs twice more. 
Inn Rm 2:1, he uses the passive form: "If you love my flesh, I shall again be a 
(mere)) voice (èdv 5è èpaa&f]Te xi\q aapKÓq uou, 7idA.iv ëaofiai (pcovfj)." In Pol 
4:33 he uses the verb in a construction with an infinitive: "Let them [i.e. slaves] not 
desiree to be set free out of the common fund (UT| èpdicoaav drcö TOO KOIVOÖ 
èXeudepoöa&ai).""  In both instances the verb seems to have a negative connota-
tion.. This is also true of the corresponding noun ëpcoc; with which Ignatius 
continuess in Rm 7:2. Thus, it seems that Ignatius did not hesitate to express his 
desiree for death in the strongest of terms. At the same time, it should be noted that 
hee immediately clarifies what kind of desire is haunting him. For the phrase "I 
longg to die" is immediately followed by the words "my longing is crucified" (o 
ép.ó<;; ëpüx; eataupoxai). His longing for death is contrasted with a desire for 
materiall  goods (see further § 10.5). 

Thee grammatical construction of the phrase "longing to die" (épcóv TOD 
dTioöaveiv)699 closely resembles that of Tr 4:2: "I love to suffer" (dyaTt© TO 
7ta$eiv)) which was discussed in § 2.2. Yet, despite their grammatical similarity 
Rmm 7:2 and Tr 4:2 appear to highlight different aspects of Ignatius' death wish. 
Inn the latter passage Ignatius speaks about a truly Christian love to suffer for the 
sakee of Christ and God, in the former about a passionate desire to die. 

Inn § 2.2 I claimed that the phrase "to love the suffering" is unique in ancient 
Greekk literature. Can the same be said of the phrase presently under discussion? 
Schoedell  states: "The expression "longing to die" has good parallels in Greek 
literaturee and would not have seemed especially unusual."70 Schoedel gives two 
referencess without quoting them in full. Would he have done so, it would have 
beenn clear that the expression is not so unproblematic as Schoedel claims it to be. 
Thee two passages are from Sophocles (Ant. 220) and Hippocrates (De Art. 7). In 
thee former passage one of the personages states: "No man is so foolish that he is 
enamouredd of death (Savetv èpq,)-" and in the latter Hippocrates refers to certain 
patientss who "do not long to die (OOK dTiodctvelv èpcovTSt;), but are unable to 
standd firm." Thus, in both cases a longing for death is presented as something 
unheardd of! 

AA further search for parallels does not yield much results.71 In any event, 
thee instances are much fewer than in the case of the phrase "it is better to die" 
(Rmm 6:1). The Platonic tradition - starting with Plato's very influential dialogue 
thee Phaedo72 - seems to have tended in the direction of a cautious acceptance of 

Seee Blass § 400 for the infinitive with the article in the genitive case. 

Schoedell  (1985) 184 n. 17. 

See,, however, Hippocrates De Mul. Aff. 177. 

Seee e.g. Plato Phaedo 67d: "The true philosophers are always most eager (npo9unoövTai) to 
releasee the soul," 67E: "They desire (èTttöuuoüm) to have the soul by itself," 67E-68A: " ... 
wouldd it not be very foolish ... if they should not be glad to go to the place where there is hope 

69 9 

70 0 

71 1 

72 2 
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aa libido moriendi, and in some later texts such sentiments are even formulated in 
clearr terms.73 In general, however, Greek and Roman authors seem to have been 
disinclinedd to speak about a desire or yearning for death.74 

Inn the Christian and Jewish tradition exact parallels seem absent. Surprising-
ly,, the closest parallel in the early Christian tradition can be found in Paul. Despite 
hiss awareness of the necessity to stay alive, Paul declares in Phil 1:23: "My desire 
iss to depart (xf|v è7iiSu|j.ïav ex<ov eiq TO ctvatajacu)." Moreover, in some later 
martyrologicall  writings is spoken of a "desire for martyrdom" (xfjc; (ictpxupictc; 
é7ti$uu,ia).75 5 

Inn sum, Ignatius' application of the verb dnoövfjoKCD is more complex than his 
usagee of the verb TI&CTXG). The circumlocutions éic<ï)v órcèp 9eoC &7todvrj  CTKOO (Rm 
4:1)) and CttroOaveiv eiq 'Irjrjoüv Xpiaxóv (Rm 6:1) come quite close to what 
Ignatiuss tried to express with the single verb nó.G%()i. In Tr 10:1 too all the 
emphasiss lies on the idea of death as the possible consequence of a life according 
too Christ. However, in two other instances Ignatius uses the verb &7io&vfj GKOO quite 
differently.. In these passages Ignatius maximises the obvious opposition of life 
versuss death, and that in two different ways: in Rm 7:2 to stress that dying means 
thee end of earthly life, and in Rm 6:2 to point out that staying alive means dying. 
Itt should not surprise us that a lover of verbal play like Ignatius exploited the 
possibilitiess of the verb cutodvrJCTKCo in this way. However, these two passages are 
moree than just instances of Ignatius' quibbling. They tell us something essential 
aboutt his ideas about his near death, namely that he saw death as the threshold to 
truee life (see further § 10). 

2.72.7 To Fight with Beasts (Eph 1:2 and Tr 10:1) 
Finally,, a few words need to be spoken about a third verb which Ignatius employs 
too speak about his death. Twice Ignatius uses the verb ÖT)pio|xaxéo) to refer to his 
execution.. In Eph 1:2, he states: "I was put in bonds from Syria... hoping by your 
prayerr to attain to fighting with the beasts in Rome (5e8s|j.évov dt7iö Supiaq ... 
bXniCpvzabXniCpvza xfj Ttpoaeoxi ÓJICÜV è7tixuxeïv èv 'Pó(irj dnpiouaxTÏacu);" and in 

off  attaining what they longed for all through life (6id piou f̂ pcov tuxsïv)." 

Seee e.g. Pseudo-Plato Axiochus 372: "For I am so far from fearing death that I now feel love 
towardd it (ëpcota aöxoö Èxeiv)." 

Seee e.g. Seneca Ep. 24.22-26 where he criticizes a libido moriendi and quotes Epicurus (Frg. 496 
andd 498) in support. Cf. e.g. Epictetus Diss. 1.9.13-15, 2.15.4-12; Marcus Aurelius 9.3; and 
Porphyryy Vita 11. Still, even Seneca was very much enchanted by the bliss of an eternal life after 
death,, see his reveries in Ep. 102. 

Seee e.g. Mart. Ludg. Eusebius HE 5.1.29 (GCS 9,1.412); and Mart. Mont. 9:2 (Musurillo 220). 
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Trr 10:1 he asks himself: "Why do I pray even to fight with beasts (xi 8è mi 
eöxo^aii  ST|pio|iaxiiaai)?"76 

Ignatius'' prudence is again striking in these two instances. He hopes and 
prayss to fight the beast, nothing is certain yet. Besides the verb &T|piou.axé<ü 
Ignatiuss uses the noun TO 3-nptov several times to refer to his encounter with the 
wildd beasts.77 Although Ignatius also mentions fire (Rm 5:3 and Sm 4:2), cross 
(Rmm 5:3) and sword (Sm 4:2) as possible instruments of his execution, it is quite 
evidentt that he expected to die in the amphitheatre by the wild beasts (cf. § 10.2). 
Thee image of a heroic struggle with the wild beasts seems to have appealed to him 
inn some special way. 

Thiss is also clear from his usage of wild beast metaphors elsewhere. Once 
Ignatiuss uses the verb Örjpionaxéot) figuratively to characterize his arduous road 
too Rome (Rm 5:1): "From Syria to Rome I fight with beasts, through land and sea, 
byy night and day, bound to ten leopards - which is a company of soldiers ('ATIO 
Zupiaqq (iéxpi 'Ptóurfë &T|pio|iaxG>, 5i&  yf\q Kat &aA,aaor|<;, VUKTO^ jcai 
f||iépa<;,, èv8e8euivo<; Sém X£07tdpÖoi<;, ö èaxiv axpaxuoxiKÓv xcty^ia)."78 

Likewise,, Ignatius uses the noun TO Srjpiov twice to denote the false teachers who 
leadd the members of the local Christian communities astray.79 Thus, for Ignatius 
thee wild beast seems to be an outstanding symbol for the power which combats the 
divinee cause. Ignatius will fight the wild beasts in the amphitheatre as he struggles 
withh them on his way to Rome. 

2.82.8 Conclusion 
Thee passages which were discussed in this paragraph offer a variegated picture of 
Ignatius'' reflections on his imminent death. Four aspects seem most prominent. 
First,, in several passages Ignatius seems to hint at the similarity between his own 
deathh and Christ's passion. He will die like Christ died (Tr 10:1), he will suffer 
likee Christ suffered (Rm 4:3; 8:3; Pol 7:1), and in this sense he will suffer with 
Christt (Sm 4:2). Second, Ignatius twice points out that his death is for the sake of 
Christianity.. He dies for God (Rm 4:1) and with Christ in view (Rm 6:1). Third, 
hee presents his near death as the end of an earthly life (Rm 7:2), and the beginning 
off  a truer life (Rm 6:2). And fourth, he speaks of his suffering as the means to 

Grantt  (1966) 78, 90 thinks that in the latter  text Ignatius uses the verb metaphorically, i.e. he 
think ss that with the "wil d beasts"  the heretics are meant which Ignatius combats, just as in the 
Paulinee text 1 COT 15:32 (see below). Since Ignatius in the next sentence in Tr  10:1 refers to his 
death,, this interpretation does not carry conviction. 

Seee Rm 4:1-2; 5:2-3 and Sm 4:2; cf. e.g. Mart. Pol. 2:4; and 11:1. 

Seee for  the "regal-imperial "  style of this passage: Grant (1966) 90 and Schoedel (1985) 178. The 
onlyy occurrence of the verb èr\pio\ia%éa) in the New Testament (1 Cor  15:32) probably should 
alsoo be understood metaphorically, see Bauer  sv and e.g. A.J. Malherbe, "Th e Beasts at Ephesus," 
JBLJBL  87 (1968) 71-80. See for  an interpretation of the image of Roman soldiers as leopards: D.B. 
Saddington,, "St. Ignatius, Leopards, and the Roman Army,"  JTS 38 (1987) 411-412; cf. also 
Lakee (1912) 1.233 n. 1; and Frend (1965) 200. 

79 9 Seee Eph 7:1; Sm 4:1. Cf. Titus 1:12. 
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bringg to fulfilment his relation with God and Christ. If he suffers, he will be a 
freedmann in Christ (Rm 4:3), and attain God (Pol 7:1). Of course, these four 
aspectss are closely interrelated. Ignatius' death is comparable to Christ's passion 
becausee both die for the same cause. Ignatius' death means life because through 
deathh he will attain God and Christ. 

3.. TO BE JUDGED WORTHY 

Worthinesss is a very dominant concept in Ignatius' thought. The adjective d^ioq 
andd its compounds - such as d£ió$eo<;, d^ioLuxKdpiaxoi;, and d£iÓ7ncrxo<;80 

-- occur 37 times, the verbs d îóco and Kotxa îóco 14 times. This is a far higher 
frequencyy than in any New Testament writer or other Apostolic Father. The ct̂ vo-
compoundss are exclusively used as laudatory terms for the members of the local 
churches,, but the adjective &£,ioc, and especially the two verbs are also used with 
regardd to Ignatius himself. Particularly interesting are those six instances in which 
Ignatiuss speaks about his worthiness of being executed in Rome.81 Since the 
proponentss of the so-called failure theory (see chap. 7.2-6) argued that Ignatius' 
blemishedd self-esteem was a decisive catalyst in his desire for death, it is important 
too look at these passages closely (§ 3.1). In this paragraph I will also look briefly 
att Ignatius' usage of the notion of worthiness with regard to others than himself 
(§3.2)) and the possible traditio-historical background of this remarkable emphasis 
onn worthiness (§ 3.3). 

3.13.1 The Worthiness of Ignatius 
Inn Tr 4:2 Ignatius writes: "For I love the suffering, but I do not know if I am 
worthyy (dyaTica jièv yap TÖ 7iaöeïv, 6XV OÓK oï5a ei d^iói; eiui)." In chap. 
2.7.4d,, I have tried to interpret this passage from its direct context. I concluded 
thatt Ignatius doubts whether he will make it to the end because of his inclination 
towardss boasting and his need for gentleness. But Tr 4:2 also stands in a wider 
context.. For there are two other instances in which Ignatius expresses his doubt 
concerningg his own worthiness to fight the beasts: Tr 12:3 and Rm 1:1.1 will look 
att these two passages first and then turn to those three passages in which he seems 
too be more positive about his own worthiness. 

Inn Tr 12:3 Ignatius prays the Trallians to listen to his exhortations, and he 
continuess with the words: "Pray also for me who need your love in mercy of God, 

Theree occur eleven (or thirteen including v.1.) of these compounds. Four of these are hapax 
legomenalegomena in all extant Greek literature! Cf. Brown (1963) 15. 

Thee other passages which refer to Ignatius' worthiness deal with: 1. Ignatius' doubts whether he 
iss worthy to benefit from the communities which he writes (Eph 2:2; Mg 12), 2. his unworthiness 
too be from Antioch (Tr 13:1; Rm 9:2; Sm 11:1), 3. his gladness to be counted worthy to meet 
hiss addressees (Eph 9:2; Mg 2:1; Pol 1:1), or 4. his hopes to be counted worthy to write a second 
letterr to the Ephesians (Eph 20:1). See for 1. and 2.: chap. 2.7.4a and c. 
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thatt I may be regarded worthy to attain the lot with which I am invested (KOU 
Ttepii  é^oü 8è Trpocyeóxea^e, ir\c, dq>' 0>n<»v ó.ydni\q xp-ftCpvroq èv iep èXèei 
TOOO 9EOÖ, eic; TÖ KaTa^uoOfjvai u£ TOO KXTIDOU OU itepitceiuai èmTuxsïv)." 
II  will say more about the idea of "the lot" and the textual problems of the relative 
clausee in § 8.1. At this point it suffices to refer to two other aspects. First, it 
shouldd be noted that Ignatius' request that the Trallians may pray for him is 
triggeredd by his statement that he prays for them. In other words, he seems to be 
emphasizingg the need of reciprocal support. Thus the passage cannot simply be 
interpretedd as evidence of Ignatius' strong sense of unworthiness. Rather all are 
presentedd as dependent on the mercy of God and the love for each other. Second, 
itt should be noted that Ignatius connects his request for prayer with the idea of 
beingbeing judged worthy. The passive form of the verb KctTa îoo) probably indicates 
thatt it is God who should judge him worthy. Ignatius does not seek the approval 
off  the Trallians but of God. 

Thiss last point is made even more explicit in Rm 1:1, where Ignatius writes 
too his fellow-Christians in Rome: "For bound in Christ Jesus I hope to greet you, 
iff  the will is that I am judged worthy to be to the end (dedspévoq ydp èv 
Xpioropp Tnaoö èXniCpy C>|iöc; daTidaaaftoi, èdvrcep &éA,r)|ua rj TOO d îa>-
Sfïvaii  ne ei<; izkoq etvai)." Again, at this point I will not go into the question 
off  the exact meaning of the phrase ei<; TéXoq elvai (see § 4.3). It seem clear 
thatt it refers to his execution. What interests us here is what Ignatius says about 
hiss worthiness. The conditional clause makes it clear that - as in Tr 4:2 and 12:3 
-- he seems not completely sure that he will be judged worthy of a glorious 
death.822 Distinctive here is Ignatius' absolute usage of the noun "will " {§zkx\\ia). 
Howw should it be understood? 

Thee absolute usage of the noun $sA,T|u,a - either with or without the definite 
articlee - can also be found elsewhere in the Ignatian letters,83 but it seems to be 
quitee rare in early Christian literature. The only parallels in the New Testament 
andd the corpus of the Apostolic Fathers are two passages in the letters of Paul. In 
Romm 2:18 Paul speaks about those who boast of their relation to God and "know 
thee will " (ytv(5o-KSt<; to ^éXr\\ia); and in 1 Cor 16:12 he states with regard to 
Apolloss and his visit to the community in Corinth: "It was not at all the will that 

Yett  Ignatius' formulation in Rm 7:1 shows that his doubt is to a certain extent rhetorical: "Th e 
rulerr  of this age wishes to carry me off and to corrupt my godly intent (TT)V EI<; Seóv nou 
yvé\ir\v).yvé\ir\v). So then let none of you present help him, rather  take my side - that is, God's side." 
Here,, he states clearly that his wil l to suffer  in Rome is the will of God. Cf. also Sm 11:1, where 
hee calls his bonds god-pleasing (dEOicpeneotötta). 

Seee Eph 20:1: "If.. . it be the wil l (êdv ... 9éAr|ua rj) , I will give you in the second document 
whichh I am going to writ e you further  explanation;"  and esp. Sm 11:1: "Not being worthy to be 
fromfrom  there ... but by the wil l I  was counted worthy (KCCTÖ déXtiua Öè Komi^KDSnv); "  and Pol 
8:1::  "I  am sailing any moment from Troas to Neapolis, as the will requires {éq xö SéXr\\ia 
npoaT&aaEi).""  Cf. Ignatius' usage of the noun yvéuri, see Eph 2:2; Rm 8:3; Ph inscr, Sm 6:2; 
andd 8:1. 
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hee would come now (TCÓIVTÜX; OÜK rjv &ê\r)\ia Iva vOv eXdrj)."84 At least with 
regardd to the former passage, it is clear that '*the will " stands for "the divine will. " 
Thee same seems to hold true for Ignatius' usage of the noun.85 

Inn several instances Ignatius actually added nouns in the genitive case such 
ass TOO 7taipó<;, 'Irjaou Xpiatoö, or Seou to the noun &eX,r|u.a.86 Sometimes the 
ancientt translators and transcribers of the letters even appended such explicative 
nounss in the genitive case where Ignatius failed them.87 The notion of the divine 
wil ll  in Rm 1:1 makes it even clearer than in Tr 12:3 that it is God who must judge 
Ignatiuss worthy of his illustrious undertaking. Ignatius hopes that it is God's will 
thatt he will suffer. Of course, the idea that it is God's will if a Christian dies or 
sufferss is quite common in the whole Christian tradition.88 Especially interesting 
aree those passages which speak about sufferings or death in accordance with God's 
will. 89 9 

Thee above mentioned three passages in which Ignatius seems to doubt his own 
worthinesss are balanced by three passages in which this uncertainty seems to be 
replacedd by blatant confidence. These passages are Eph 21:2, Mg 1:2 and Rm 2:2. 
Notably,, all three of these appear in letters which were written before Ignatius got 
thee news about the restoration of peace in Antioch. Thus these passages offer a 
seriouss challenge to the "failure theory." They show that Ignatius' confidence is 
unrelatedd to the situation in Antioch. Each of these passages deserves some special 
attention. . 

Inn Eph 21:2 Ignatius writes: "Pray for the church in Syria from where I am 
beingg led off in bonds to Rome - being the least of the believers there - as I was 
judgedd worthy to be found unto the honour of God (Ttpoaeuxeade orcep TTJ<; 
èKKAT|a(aqq xf\q èv lupia, ööev 5e5eu,évo<; eiq 'PÖ>UT|V &7u&you,ai, Èaxaxoq 
a>vv Tróv èicei TtiaxaW, roaTcep f|£uoSr|v ei<; Tinf|v SeoC EÜpsSfjvai)"90 

Althoughh Ignatius states that he is the least of the believers in Antioch, it cannot 
bee denied that he also seems to be very confident of his own worthiness. Again, 

84 4 

87 7 

Thee passage is sometimes translated otherwise, see e.g. NRSV: "He was not at all willin g to 
comee now." So also e.g. Fee (1987) 824. 

Seee also Bommes (1976) 256-257; and Lightfoot (1889) 2.85. 

Seee Eph inscr; Tr 1:1; Rm inscr, Ph inscr; and Sm 1:1. In contrast with the absolute use of 
9éX.r|uaa these kind of phrases are well-known in early Christian literature. 

Seee the textual apparatus of the critical editions on Rm 1:1 and Sm 11:1. 

See,, for instance, the echo's of Christ's exclamation (Mt 26:42): "Your will be done (Y£VTi9f]T<o 
too MX.r\na ooo)" in Acts 21:14 and Mart. Pol. 7:1. 

Seee e.g. 1 Pet 4:19: "those suffering in accordance with God's will " {oi n&axovxzc, KCCTC* TO 
3éA.r|uaa too Seoü); and Mart. Pol. 2:1: "all the martyrdoms that took place in accordance with 
God'ss will " (tct uaptupux wdvxa T& KCCTÓ; TÖ 3éA.r|Ha TOÖ &eoü yeyovóta)." 

Ignatius'' usage of the conjunction &antp seems somewhat peculiar. Schoedel (1985) translates 
"since;""  Lightfoot (1889) 2.550 "according as." Most likely the clause should be taken with the 
verbb dcTtdyouai and not with the directly preceding parenthesis as in the translations of Lake 
(1912)) 197 and Camelot (1969) 79. 
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thee passive fi^uóönv should be interpreted as apassivum divinum, God has judged 
Ignatiuss worthy. 

Thee expression ei<; Ti|if|v deoC and closely related phrases occur more 
oftenn in the letters,91 especially with regard to the representatives who are sent 
too other communities. It has no specifically martyrological connotation. Some 
Christianss are chosen to play a more distinctive role. Ignatius is just one of them. 
Thee usage of the passive infinitive of eópuncü) points to a final decisive moment. 
Thus,, Ignatius considered only the future event of his execution, and not the road 
too Rome itself, as that which happens for the honour of God. 

Inn Mg 1:2 Ignatius declares cheerfully: "For having been deemed worthy of 
aa most godly name, in the bonds which I bear I sing the churches (Kaxa^icodeic; 
yapp óvónato<; öeoTipeTtsardTou, èv o\q ncpicpépco Seajioïq $5(Ö TOK; 
èKKA.naia<;).""  The passive KaTa^wo&eiq again refers to God as agent. The notion 
"aa most godly name" (övop,a deoTipeTieaTaTov) is more enigmatic. The adjective 
9£07tp£7rfj<;; is not singular in Ignatius. He also uses it with regard to his bonds 
(Smm 11:1), and the Smyrnaean church (Sm inscr), presbytery (Sm 12:2) and 
councill  (Pol 7:2).92 But what is this name (övouct)? Some scholars thought that 
itt referred to Ignatius' surname ©eotpópoq,93 others suggested that it alluded to 
thee Pauline title Séojitoq Xpuruoü,94 or the epithet fidpruq,95 or even to 
Damas,, the bishop of Magnesia.96 None of these suggestions carries conviction. 
Ignatius'' use of the word övopxt elsewhere points in a different direction. 

Ignatiuss uses the term ovopxt in four different ways. First, he employs it in 
thee prepositional construction è§ &vó\iaxoq or KOLT' övojia with the meaning of 
"individually."977 Secondly, Övouxx can refer to the name of a concrete human 
beingg or human beings.98 Thirdly, it is used of God or Christ, especially in the 

Seee for  eiq xiuf|v 9eoö: Eph 2!: 1-2; Sm 11:2; Pol 5:2; and cf. elg ti^f| v èiceivou TOO 
9eA.'fiaavTO<;;  rjuöq : Mg 3:2; êv Tiufj  'lr|ooö: Mg 15:1; elq Tiui|v Tiatpói; : Tr  12:2; slq Tiuf|v 
Tffee aapte o<; TOÖ teopiou: Pol 5:2; and zie, Tiuf|v üuéav: Eph 2:1. 

AA simitar  concept is SeouaicdpiOTOf; in Sm 1:2 and Pol 7:2. See also Bauer  sv &EO%p£itf\c, who 
givess the translation: "göttlicher  Art entsprechend, von göttlicher  Herrlichkeit. " 

Soo Richardson (1953) 94 and Grant (1966) 14, 57; cf. already e.g. Pearson (1672) 523 and 
Hilgenfeld(1853)) 193. 

Soo Lightfoot (1889) 2.108 who refers to Paul: Eph 3:1, 4:1 and Phlm 1:9. Cf. also Bommes 
(1976)) 188 n. 360; and Kleist (1946) 126. 

Soo e.g. Lipsius (1856) 90; cf. Zahn (1873) 417. 

Soo Zahn (1876) 28-29 who points to Mg 2:1: "I  was thought worthy to see you in the person of 
Damas;""  and Pol 1:1: "  ... having been counted worthy of your  blameless face (KaTcdjuoSeu; 
TOOO Ttpoac&nou aou)."  But - as Schoedel (1985) 104 n. 6 points out rightl y - this solution does 
nott  fit  the context of Mg 1:2 very well. 

Seee Eph 20:2; Sm 13:2; Pol 4:2; 8:2. See Bauer  sv 3. 

Seee Rm 10:1; Ph 6:1; Sm 5:3; 13:2; and Pol 8:3. 

91 1 

92 2 

93 3 

94 4 

95 5 

96 6 

97 7 

98 8 
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expressionn "in the name of Jesus Christ" or "in the name of God," but also 
absolutely.999 Lastly, there are one or more passages in which the noun övouxx 
seemss to stand for the designation Xpumavtoji 6c, or Xpiaxuxvóq. 

Thee passage in Mg 10:1 is quite clear: "Let us become his disciples and 
learnn to live according to Christianity. For one who is called by any name other 
thann this, is not of God (|j,adr|xcu aüxoü yevóu£voi, pddcupEV Kaxd Xpuma-
VU7U.ÓVV  C,f\v. öq yap &M.cp óvóp.axi Kateixcu 7tXéov xouxou, OÜK ëcxw xoü 
$£o0).""  The demonstrative pronoun xouxou obviously refers back to the word 
XpiCTXiaviap,, 6c,. More controversial are several other passages. 

Inn Eph 7:1 Ignatius writes: "For some are accustomed with evil deceit to 
carryy about the name, at the same time doing things unworthy of God (EuoÖaaiv 
yapp xivec; SóXa> 7tovrjp<§ xó övopxx rcepicpépeiv 6.Xhx xivd 7tpdCTaovxe<; 
dvd^iaa deou)." It is possible that "the name" here refers to the name "Jesus 
Christ.""  Notably, in Eph 9:2 Ignatius speaks of believers as "Christ-bearers" 
(Xpio-xocpópoi).. An interesting parallel in PPhil 6:3 also points in this direction. 
Heree we read about "those who in hypocrisy bear the name of the Lord" (xd>v év 
ÜTtoKpiaeii  cpspóvxcov xö övouxx xoó icupiou). On the other hand it is also very 
welll  possible that "the name" here refers to the appellation Xpuxcuxvóq. In Mg 
4:11 and Rm 3:2 Ignatius emphasizes that it is necessary not only to be called a 
Christian,, but also to be (found) one, i.e. a Christian has to live up to the honour-
ablee title given to him (see also § 6.4b). Eph 7:1 could thus be paraphrased: some 
bearr the name "Christian" without acting as such. 

Bothh interpretations of Eph 7:1 - i.e. "the name" stands for "Christ" or for 
"Christian""  - are also possible with regard to Eph 1:2: "I was put in bonds for the 
commonn name (8e8eu,évov unep xoö KOIVOU ovop,axoq)." The exact meaning 
off  Eph 1:1 is even more difficult to pin down: "Having received in God your 
muchh loved name, which you possess by a just nature according to faith and love 
inn Jesus Christ (djioSe^dpevoc; èv Sea) xö 7to^uayd7rnxóv CTOU övouot, Ö 
KéKxrjaSee (puaei ÖiKcua icaxd rciaxiv KOU dyd7tr)v év Xpicrrcö 'Ir|oou)." 
However,, Paulsen's suggestion that "the name" here refers to Xpiaxiavicrp- 6c, 
seemss the most tenable interpretation.100 

Thiss survey of the various ways in which Ignatius uses the word övou.a 
pointss out that Mg 1:2 can be related to a group of texts in which "the name" 
standss for "Christian" or "Christianity." Thus, "having been found worthy of a 
mostt godly name ... I sing the churches" probably means: having been found 
worthyy to be called a Christian I praise the Christian communities.101 But the 

Seee for the expression "in the name of... :" Eph 1:3; Rm inscr; 9:3; Ph 10:2; Sm 4:2; 12:2; and 
Poll  5:1; absolutely are Eph 3:1: "bound in the name;" Tr 8:2: "my name is slandered;" and Ph 
10:1:: "to glorify the name." Cf. Daniélou (1958) 199-216; Bauer sv 14 and literature mentioned 
there. . 

Paulsenn (1978) 93-98; and Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 24-26. So alsoSchoedel (1985) 41 and A. Stahl, 
PatristischePatristische Untersuchungen (Leipzig 1901) 172. See for other interpretations: Zahn (1876) 5; 
Lightfoott (1889) 2.28; Bauer (1920) 196; K. Niederwimmer, Grundriss der Theologie des 
IgnatiusIgnatius von Antiochien (Diss.; Wien 1956) 91-93; Schoedel (1964) 312; and Grant (1966) 31. 

Soo also Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 48; and Schoedel (1985) 104-105. 
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additionn "in the bonds which I bear" gives the text an extra dimension. To be 
calledd a Christian also means to be found a Christian. To be worthy of being 
calledd a Christian also means to be worthy of being bound in the name and 
ultimatelyy to die unto Christ. In his bonds Ignatius is truly a Christian. 

Finally,, a third passage in which Ignatius expresses his confidence in his 
ownn worthiness should be dealt with. In Rm 2:2 he writes: "... that becoming a 
choruss in love you may sing to the Father in Jesus Christ that God judged the 
bishopp of Syria worthy to be found at the (sun's) setting having sent him from the 
(sun's)) rising (ïva èv dydïirj X°PÖ£ yevónsvoi èicrnTE xq> rarrpi èv 'rnaou 
Xpicrrc$,, ÖTi lev è7tiaK07tov Eupiaq Kaxr|£icaa8v ó dsöq E\jpe3f}vai Eiq 
5ÓCTIVV &71Ó dvatoX-fi*; neTa7tEU\|/dpxvo<;)." This is the only time that Ignatius 
explicitlyy mentions God as the one who has judged him worthy. The imagery of 
thee sun's rising and setting refers to Ignatius' journey from the east to the west 
(seee further § 9.2), but the emphasis lies on being found in the west, i.e. on 
reachingg the Roman amphitheatre. Rm 2:2 is also the only time that Ignatius calls 
himselff  bishop. Here Ignatius' enthusiasm outshines his cautious humbleness -
althoughh the triumphal tone is somewhat soothed by the fact that he speaks of 
himselff  in the third person.102 

Inn sum, three times Ignatius expresses his doubt whether he is worthy to die in the 
amphitheatre.. He writes that he does not know if he is worthy (Tr 4:2). He states 
thatt he needs the prayer of his addressees (Tr 12:3) and emphasizes that it is in 
God'ss hands (Rm 1:1). Yet in three other passages Ignatius is more positive. He 
seemss quite aware of his special position. God judged him worthy to be found to 
thee honour of God (Eph 21:2), to bear a most godly name (Mg 1:2), and to be 
foundd at the sun's setting (Rm 2:2). Thus, prudence and humility is combined with 
aa strong feeling to be chosen by God to play a distinctive role. Nothing suggests 
thatt Ignatius was a man marked by blemished self-esteem or a poignant feeling of 
unworthiness. . 

3.23.2 The Worthiness of Other Christians 
Ass I have already said, Ignatius does not only speak about his own worthiness. He 
usess the adjective & îo<;, the so-called d£io-compounds, and the verbs d îooo 
andd Kata^ióco frequently with regard to others. 

Ignatiuss uses the adjective d^ioq frequently to praise the addressees of his 
letterss or other Christians. Most noticeably, Ignatius states that they are "worthy 
off  God" (d^ioq TOÖ &EOÖ),103 but he can also declare that one or several special 

Probablyy the öti-clause indicates the contents of the song of the Roman Christians; so e.g. Grant 
(1966)) 87. Most translators, however, understand on as a causal conjunction; so e.g. Lightfoot 
(1889)) 2.559; Camelot (1969) 109; Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 70; Schoedel (1985) 170; and Fischer 
(1993)) 185. 

Ephh 2:1; Eph 4:1; and Rm 10:2; cf. Sm 11:3. Once Ignatius also speaks about the opposite (Eph 
7:1)::  "doin g things unworthy of God"  («pdaaovtê  &vd£i a 9eoü). 
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personss - the bishop, the presbyters, etc - are worthy of the community to which 
hee writes. Only once Ignatius also speaks about Christ's worthiness. In Eph 15:1 
hee writes: "What he has effected in silence is worthy of the Father (d oiycov 5è 
7U87ioir|K8v,, di^ia TOO naxpoc, eaxiv)." 

Ignatius'' use of a wide variety of a^io-compounds is even more prominent 
thann his use of the adjective A îoq. Especially in the inscription of his letter to 
thee Christians in Rome these terms abound to praise the uprightness of the Roman 
community.. Besides of his fellow-Christians, he also speaks of the worthiness of 
thee prophets (Ph 5:2). Of the &^to-compounds, the adjective d^ió&eoq is the one e 
whichh is most frequently used.104 

Lastly,, it should be noted that the verbs dt̂ ióco and Kaxa^ióo) occur less 
oftenn with regard to other persons than Ignatius himself. The former is used once 
withh regard to the church in Syria, the latter thrice with regard to those who are 
sendd to the Antiochene church.105 Although in these instances too - with the 
exceptionn of Pol 7:2 - the passive aorist is used, it is less clear whether God or 
Christianss in general are intended as subject. 

Inn any event, it can be said that the notion of worthiness is quite prominent 
inn Ignatius' letters. Unreservedly Ignatius states that his readers are worthy of God 
andd worthy of each other. Especially the local communities in Rome, Smyrna and 
Ephesuss are highly praised. The question why the concept of worthiness was of 
suchh a great importance to Ignatius can only be answered tentatively. It seems 
implausiblee that Ignatius was merely preoccupied with this idea because of some 
doubtss with regard to his own worthiness, as the proponents of the failure theory 
appearr to suggest. More likely, it should be related to Ignatius' vision of a unified 
andd well-ordered Christian community in which all respect the appointed church 
leaderss and all are accountable to the one bishop and the one God.106 In such a 
communityy "to be judged worthy" is of utmost importance. 

3.33.3 Worthiness in the Early Christian Tradition 
Inn the introduction to this paragraph I already noted that the ói^io-terms occur far 
moree often in Ignatius than in any other writing from the New Testament or the 
corpuss of the Apostolic Fathers. The a^io-terms occur, for instance, only six 
timess in the seven undisputed letters of Paul and only eight times in the Gospel 
accordingg to Matthew.107 With regard to Paul, only two instances seem to show 
somee resemblance with the way in which Ignatius uses the &4 l°-termmo^°gy- m 

Phill  1:27 Paul exhorts the Christians in Philippi with the words "Live your life in 
aa manner worthy of the gospel of Christ (dt̂ icoq TOU eóayyeXiou TOO Xpiaxou 
7ioA.us\3ea$e);""  and in 1 Thess 2:12 he pleads that the Thessalonians "lead a life 

Mgg 2:1; Tr inscr; Rm inscr; Rm 1:1; and Sm 12:2. 

Mgg 14:1; Ph 10:2; Po! 7:2; and 8:2. 

Cf.. Paulsen (1978) 89-90. 

Cf.. e.g. Bauer sv; MM sv; W. Foerster, "&£io<;, KZ\." TWNT 1.378-380; P. Trummer, "&£io<;, 
d^ióo),""  EWNTMIY, and E. Tiedtke, "ft^io?," TBNT 3.1047-1048. 
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worthyy of God (7iEpi7taxeiv A îax; TOO $eoö)."108 Characteristically, in both 
thesee passages Paul does not give a positive description of the worthiness of his 
addresseess - like Ignatius does -, but exhorts them. To be worthy of God seems 
too be a goal, not an asset. In this respect Ignatius' language seems to be more in 
coherencee with what can be found in pagan inscriptions and letters, where the 
phrasee dt̂ icoq TOO SEOU or TÖV de&v occurs frequently as a positive appraisal of 
someone'ss actions.109 

Thee idea that Christians, by and of themselves, are not worthy of God but 
shouldd strive for worthiness seems also to lie behind other passages in the New 
Testament.. Several stories in the Gospel tradition - for instance that of the prodi-
gall  son in Luke (15:19-21) - emphasize the sinful and unworthy status of humans 
inn the sight of God. The underlying notion seems to be that humans are only 
judgedd worthy by a sovereign act of grace by God. Sometimes this event of being 
judgedd worthy is placed at some (unspecified) point in the future. Thus the &£io-
terminologyy can also turn up in an eschatological context. In Lk 20:35, for 
instance,, Jesus speaks about "those who are considered worthy of attaining that 
age""  (oi KaT0t4iö>&évT8q TOO aiövoq èiceivou TUXEÏV). Likewise, the author 
off  the Revelation of John speaks about those Christians who will have remained 
faithfull  until Christ's return (Rev 3:4): 'They will walk with me, dressed in white, 
forr they are worthy (ÖTI ÓL ÎOI slcnv)." 

Inn the New Testament is seldom spoken about worthiness in the context of 
sufferingg and death. In 2 Thess 1:5, the persecutions and the afflictions which the 
Thessalonianss are enduring are called "evidence of the righteous judgement of 
God,, that you may be found worthy of the kingdom of God, for which you are 
alsoo suffering" (evSeiyna xf\c, 8iKa£a<; Kpiaeox; too Öeoö eiq TO mTa^ito-
$fjvcuu ujxa<; TTJ<; fiavxkeiaq TOÖ deoü, vmèp f\q mi 7idax£xe). In Mt 10:38 
Jesuss is recorded to have said: "Whoever does not take up the cross and follow me 
iss not worthy of me (öq ou Axxu^dvei TÖV aTaupöv aoToü Kai &Kota>uSei 
óniCTcoo nou, OÜK ËCTTIV uou &£io<;)." In both cases the implication seems to be 
thatt only by accepting sufferings and hardships a Christian can (eventually) be 
foundd worthy of God. Lastly, in Acts 5:41 it is said about the apostles who were 
imprisonedd and flogged: "They rejoiced that they were considered worthy to suffer 
dishonourr for the sake of the name (xaipovrec;... ÖTI Karn^icóÖTiaav uTièp TOÖ 
óvóu.aTO<;; cmu.aCT&f)vai)." This comes close to Ignatius' usage of the verb 
KoiTa îó©© in the context of his near death. Suffering is an honourable event for 
whichh not all are judged worthy. 

Inn the other writings from the corpus of the Apostolic Fathers - as in the 
Neww Testament - the ct^io-terminology does not occur very often. The author of 
thee Didache once speaks of bishops and deacons "worthy of the Lord" (15:1), and 

Cf.. also Eph 4: t; Col 1:10; and 3 John 6. 

Seee MM 51 for references. Notably, in pagan letters one can also find phrases such as d£io>̂  
aoöö Kai TÖV Seröv (cf. Eph 2:1 and Rm 10:2). The notion "to be worthy of god" can also be 
foundd in philosophical treatises, see e.g. Epictetus Diss. 4.8.30 and Ench. 15. Cf. also Wis 3:5 
andd the references in Paulsen (1978) 89 n. 71. 

108 8 

109 9 
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inn the Shepherd of Hermas the formula "God has deemed me worthy" (ó &eo<; 
ÖL̂ IÓVV  (x£ fiyrjaaxo) occurs quite frequently.110 Yet these writings never speak 
off  worthiness in the context of suffering or death. Even in the later Acts of the 
MartyrsMartyrs the theme of worthiness occurs only sporadically. Polycarp, for instance, 
statess in his prayer to God: "I bless you because you have thought me worthy of 
thiss day and this hour (e\bX,oy© ere, öxt f|£icoo-d<; \ie xfje; f||iépa<; mi <Spac; 
xauTTi<;)."m m 

Thus,, Ignatius' emphasis on worthiness is rather unique. Still, it is probably 
unfairr to charge Ignatius with an infirm fixation on his personal worthiness. Two 
thingss must be noticed: first, Ignatius does not use the d^io-terminology only, or 
evenn predominately, with regard to himself; and second, the Ignatian letters are 
probablyy the only authentic ego-document of a Christian sentenced to death in 
antiquity.. It is quite understandable that the authors of the later Acts of the Martyrs 
weree not equally absorbed by the theme of worthiness. For them it, surely, was 
quitee obvious that the martyrs were worthy. 

Inn sum, Ignatius' lavish praise of his addressees as worthy of God has no 
closee parallels in the New Testament. In this respect the pagan practice of letter 
writingg probably offers a more fitting background. His prudence with regard to his 
ownn worthiness in the face of death seems more in coherence with what can be 
foundd in the New Testament. His awe for the judgement of God seems to match 
thatt of other early Christians authors. 

3.43.4 Conclusion 
Althoughh sometimes voiced in prudent formulations, Ignatius seems to have been 
confidentt that his future death in Rome was authorized by God (Rm 2:2), and was 
ann authentic Christian deed to the honour of God (Eph 21:1). Nevertheless there 
iss a manifest tension. Ignatius is counted worthy, but at the same time he must 
provee worthy. The fact that such a tension is absent from Ignatius' appraisal of the 
worthinesss of the members of the local communities must probably be seen as an 
epistolaryy convention. In any event, the prominence of the &£io-terms shows that 
inn his view Christian life is very much dominated by God's judgement. 

HermasHermas 5:2; 11:4; 22:3; 30:1; cf. also 66:5; 68:5; 72:1; 77:1; and 105:5. 

Mart.Mart. Pol. 14:2; cf. e.g. Act. Carp. A 41 (Musurillo 26): "You thought me, a sinner, worthy;" 
BB 6:1 (Musurillo 34): "I f I am worthy;" Mart. Pion. 22:1 (Musurillo 164): "Of such an end was 
hee deemed worthy;" Mart. Iren. 5:2 (Musurillo 298): "I thank you, Lord Jesus Christ ... of 
judgingg me worthy;" and Act. John 113 (CCA 1.327; NTA 2.207): "Lord Jesus count me 
worthy.""  Note also 4 Mace 18:3. 
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4.. TO BE PERFECTED 

Noww that I have dealt with the general notions of suffering, death, and worthiness, 
II  can turn to the more specific concepts which Ignatius uses to reflect on his 
imminentt execution. Twice Ignatius speaks of his present situation and his hopes 
forr the future in terms of a contrast between imperfection and perfection. Although 
thiss sparse number of instances in itself does not justify any special attention, I 
hopee to show in the three paragraphs which will follow this one (i.e. § 5-7) that 
thee yearning for completion and perfection - explicitly formulated in these two 
passagess - is one of the most important motifs in the whole of Ignatius' thought 
aboutt his death. Therefore, we need to look at these two passages in some detail. 
II  will begin with a close reading of the two texts (§ 4.1), and then proceed with 
aa discussion of similar notions in Ignatius' speaking about other Christians (§ 4.2) 
andd himself (§ 4.3). In the end I will deal with the possible links with contempor-
aryy traditions (§ 4.4-5). 

4.14.1 The Perfecting of Ignatius (Eph 3:1 and Ph 5:1) 
Ass said, twice Ignatius speaks about his own (im)perfection. Let me begin by 
quotingg the passages in full. In Eph 3:1 Ignatius writes to the Ephesians: "I do not 
commandd you as being someone. For even though I have been bound in the name, 
II  have not yet been perfected in Jesus Christ. For now I have but begun to be a 
disciple,, and I speak to you as fellow-learners. For I must be anointed by you with 
faith,, admonition, endurance, patience (OO Oiaxacaopai £>\\iv <hq &v TIC;, el 
yapp Kal 5e5epai èv xq> óvóuxxxi, OUTKD d7ïfjpxiau,ai èv 'Ir|aoö Xpurxo). vöv 
yapp &p/f|v ëx<o too paörixeueaSai Kai npoaTjxXé Ou,ïv éq crov8i5aaica-
Xvcaicjj  pou. èu-è yap ë8ei ócp' ópdiv Ü7taA£i(p9f|vai Tiiaxei, voudeoua, umo-
(aovfj,, uaKpo&uuia)." 

Inn Ph 5:1, Ignatius addresses the Philadelphians quite similarly: "I watch out 
forr your safety - not I, but Jesus Christ in whom, though I am bound, I fear all 
thee more, since I am still imperfect, but your prayer will make me perfect unto 
Godd that I may attain the lot in which I was shown mercy (&u<pa\\C,o\ia\ tipaq, 
OUKK èyü> 5é, aAA.' 'Ir|aoö<; Xpiaxó<;, év <f> SeSspevoq cpopoöpai paAAxrv, ax; 
ëxii  GW dvaTtdpTiaroq,112 &A.A.' f| 7ipoc»euxfj 0>p©v ei<; Öeóv113 pe &7tap-
tiaeii  ïva év $ KA.f|pq> f|Aefj&rjv êTtuuxco)." 

Thee structure of both passages appears to be the same. Ignatius complicates 
hiss claim to authority as teacher and overseer by pointing to the fact that although 

Thiss is the reading of the Greek text of the LR and the Latin text of the MR. The Greek text of 
thee MR has "snatched up"  (dvapmxaTÓq) in stead of "imperfect "  (dvandtpTioxoi;) . Cf. for  this 
wordd e.g. Plato Phaedr. 229d. This reading makes no sense within the context and seems only 
too have been defended by Voss (1646). 

Thee words elq &eóv are omitted by the Latin text of the MR. Most translators couple this phrase 
withh the verb dnapxiasi, but Grant (1966) 102 link s it to the preceding noun and translates: 
"yourr  prayer  to God wil l make me perfect."  This interpretation does not carry conviction, for  if 
thiss is what Ignatius intended, he would undoubtedly have used the preposition npóc,. 
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hee is bound, he has not yet been perfected, he is still imperfect. Obviously Igna-
tius'' predicament enhanced his prestige. But at the same time his status as prisoner 
pointedd to a yet unfulfilled future event: his execution. In Ignatius' perception, the 
roadd ahead was long and full of dangers, the outcome uncertain. In both passages 
Ignatiuss expresses the need for the support and prayer of the communities to carry 
hiss journey to a successful conclusion. In the former Ignatius entreats his fellow-
Christianss to anoint him with patience and endurance, i.e. to give him the power 
too die as a faithful Christian. In the latter Ignatius states more directly that it is the 
prayerr of the Philadelphian community which will make him perfect. Thus Ignatius 
presentss the support of the communities as a prerequisite of being able to fight the 
battlee to the end.114 

Thiss is not to say that the phrases "not yet to have been perfected" and "to 
bee still imperfect" simply mean "not yet to have died" and "to be still alive." In 
Ephh 3:1, Ignatius elucidates the notion of imperfection by saying - note the 
explanatoryy yap - that he "has but begun to be(come) a disciple." In § 6 it will 
bee shown that there are several other passages in which Ignatius states that he is 
nott yet a disciple, but will become one in death. In general, Christian life seems 
too be characterized by a dialectical tension between already being a disciple and 
nott yet being a disciple. In any event, the implication here appears to be that the 
attainmentt of perfection and true discipleship coincide. Thus, perfection means the 
fulfilmentt of a life-long endeavour to become (more of) a disciple. In Ph 5:1, 
Ignatiuss links the idea of perfection with the notion of "attaining the lot." In § 8.1, 
II  will argue that the lot refers to the glorious heritage of all Christians, something 
whichh will be attained at the eschaton. Moreover, with regard to this concept too 
onee can observe a dialectical tension. Ignatius has been shown mercy in the lot, 
butt at the same time still has to attain the lot. The final attainment of the lot will 
onlyy happen at the end of this life. 

Inn sum, it seems that the notion of perfection does not merely refer to the 
completionn of a human's life on earth. Rather it appears to point to the annulment 
off  the dialectical tension of the life of faith.115 Ignatius highlights this under-
standingg of perfection further by adding the phrases "in Jesus Christ" (èv 'IiiaoG 
Xpiaxcp)) in Eph 3:1 and "unto God" (eiq 3eov) in Ph 5:1. Although the precise 
meaningg of these prepositional phrases can be disputed,116 it seems most likely 
thatt Ignatius used them to express the idea that he hoped to be perfected in the 

Thee request for prayeT is a recurring theme, see besides Ph 5:1 also Eph 1:2: "Hoping by your 
prayerr to attain to fighting with beasts;" Eph 11:2: "May it be mine to rise by your prayer;" Mg 
14:: "Remember me in your prayers that I may attain God;" Tr 12:3: "Pray also for me who needs 
yourr love in the mercy of God;" Rm 3:1: "Only ask power for me both within and without;" Rm 
8:3:: "Make petitions on my behalf that I may attain;" Ph 8:2: "Through your prayers 1 want to 
bee justified;" and Sm 11:1: "That by your prayer I may attain God." 

Contraa e.g. LPGL sv A7tapn£o> 4a where it seems to be suggested that Ignatius speaks about 
perfectionn in a moral sense. 

Seee for the former the discussion in chap. 2.5.2b; for the latter § 2.5. Richardson (1953) 88 
translatess the passage in Eph 3:1 with "I have not yet reached Christian perfection." 
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eyess of Christ and God, or in other words, that he longed to fulfi l a life according 
too Jesus Christ and God. 

Itt should not be forgotten that Ignatius' emphasis on his imperfection here stands 
inn the context of his exhortations of the Hphesians and the Philadelphians. Ignatius' 
self-effacementt before his addressees should no longer surprise us (see chap. 
2.7.4),, but the terminology which he uses to articulate his humility here in Eph 3:1 
andd Ph 5:1 should. For Ignatius' choice of words seems rather unusual. The 
adjectivee dva7idpTtaxo<; does not occur elsewhere in the letters, nor in the New 
Testamentt or the corpus of the Apostolic Fathers. Even in pagan authors the term 
iss very rarely found.117 The verb draxpTî c» is, of course, more common. It used 
severall  times by Ignatius, but in these instances it does not refer to the perfection 
off  a human being. Most closely related is Ignatius' usage of the verb in the sense 
off  "accomplishing a deed or task."1'8 Notably, the verb dTiapxî co does not 
occurr in the New Testament and only twice in the remaining Apostolic Fathers. 
Neitherr of these instances seems relevant for the interpretation of the two passages 
presentlyy under discussion.119 

Inn pagan writings the verb seems most often to be used in the meaning "to 
completee something." Yet, some authors also speak about a person who is "made 
perfect.""  Interesting is, for instance, the clause, "If you make him perfect (el 
aüxövv dtTtapTiarjq)," in a contract between a teacher and the master of a slave 
(POxy.(POxy. 724.12). The phrase obviously means "If you [i.e. the teacher] will have 
learntt him [i.e. the apprentice] everything." It seems that the closely related verb 
KotTapTî o)) is used in a similar way in the New Testament. In Lk 6:40 Jesus is 
recordedd to have said: "A disciple is not above the teacher, but everyone who is 
fullyy trained will be like the teacher (ÓÓK ÊCTTIV p.a&r|TTi<; Cmèp tóv SiödorcaAov, 
KarripTio>8vo<;; 8è ndq ëarai ÖN; Ó 5t8dcKaAo<; aóxoö)."120 This saying 
standss in the context of several other "parables" which deal with theme of the 
correctt attitude in guidance and teaching (Lk 6:39-42). Thus, the theme of author-
ityy is coupled to the concept of "being fully trained," or "being made perfect." In 
thiss respect the congruity with Ignatius is quite remarkable. Is it possible that 
Ignatius'' choice of words was dictated by this specific background? If so, "having 

1,77 Lightfoot (1889) 2.259 refers to Diogenes Laertius Vit. 7.63 = SVF 2.58 where it is used of 
verball  expression. 

II  10 

Seee Eph 1:1: "Yo u accomplished perfectly the task suited to you (TÓ ëpyov auyyeviicov 
TeXeicoqq &jrr|pTtaaTe); "  and Pol 7:3: "Thi s is God's deed and yours when you accomplish it 
(djiapt(ar|Te). ""  See for  Anapxi^t o in the meaning of "t o prepare:"  Eph 19:3: "What had been 
preparedd by God (TO Jtapd 9EC5 &nr)pTiauivov ) had its beginning."  Cf. also Ph 9:2: 'Th e 
gospell  is the completion (dndpTiaua) of incorruptibility. " 
HermasHermas 58:2 speaks of God creating and perfecting all things (cf. KataptiC,© in 8:1 and 26:1). 
Moree interesting is Mart. Pol. 6:2: "  ... that this one [i.e. Polycarp] will fulfi l his own lot (TÓV 
tÖiovv KX.fjpo v dnapxiarj) , being made a partaker  of Christ." 

Cf.. also Lk 14:27-28: "Whoever  does not carry the cross and follow me cannot be my disciple; 
forr  which of you, intending to build a tower, does not first sit down and estimate the cost, to see 
whetherr  he has enough to complete it (eig dnapTiajióv)." 
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nott yet been perfected" (OÜTHÜ d7if|pxiauai) would refer to the condition of being 
merelyy a disciple or learner, and not (yet) an authoritative teacher. Ignatius goes 
evenn further and states that he has only just begun to be(come) a disciple. Interest-
ingly,, Kleist remarked with regard to Eph 3:1: "The words "I am not yet perfected 
inn Jesus Christ" show Ignatius's terseness and virilit y of expression, since the 
Greekk word rendered "perfected" literally means - to use our modern educational 
parlancee - "I am not yet graduated in (the school of) Jesus Christ; I am right now 
onlyy a freshman (dpxf|v £%G>)"]21 

4.24.2 The Perfecting of Other Christians (Eph 2:2 and Sm 1:1) 
Thee closely related verb Koixocpxî o» deserves some more attention. Ignatius uses 
thiss verb thrice. Two instances seem relevant (Eph 2:2 and Sm 1:1).122 In both 
textss Ignatius speaks about the ordinary members of the local communities. 

Inn Eph 2:2 - i.e. just before he comes to speak of his own (im)perfection -
Ignatiuss states: "It is right to glorify Christ who glorified you, so that being joined 
inn one obedience, subject to the bishop and the presbytery, you may be holy in 
everyy respect (7tpé7iov ouv ècrxiv, Kotxd TÏ&VTCI xpórcov 5o£d^eiv Tncoóv 
XpiCTiovv TÖV So^daavxa óu-dq, ïva èv uió; Omoxayfj KccxripxiaLiévoi, ÓTIO-
xaaaÓLievoii  tq> è7ricncÓ7CQ) Kal xq> 7ipeapuxepiq>, Kaxd 7tdvxa TJXE f|yiaa-
uivoi);""  and likewise in Sm 1:1 he declares: "For I perceived that you are settled 
inn immovable faith (èvónaa yap i3|j.d<; Kaxripxiaiiévoix; év diavfjxq) niaxei)." 

II  have quoted these passages in the translation of Schoedel. Other translators 
renderr them similarly.123 Grant, however, translates the relevant phrase in Eph 
2:22 with: "... so that you may be made perfect in a single obedience;"124 and 
Fischerr (and others) translate the words in Sm 1:1 with: "Ich gewahrte euch doch 
vollendett in unverriickbarem Glauben."125 In other words, both these commenta-
torss suggest that Ignatius uses the verb Kaxapxî co to portray the members of the 
Christiann communities as "being made perfect."126 If they are right, there seems 
too be a striking contrast between Ignatius and his addressees. Whereas they are 

" '' Kleist (1946) 121. 
11 The third instance is Ph 8:1: "1 did my part as a man set on union {èyd> jièv oöv TÖ ÏÖIOV 

é7toiouvv <hq &v&p(ünoq Eiq ëvcomv KaTtiptia^évog)." See for the combination KaTrjpTio-
uivoc;; elq t i : Bauer sv 2a. Srawley (1935) 87 translates &v9po)7to<; eiq êvooaiv KairipTia-
(iévogg with "a man perfectly established in union," but then one would have expected év instead 
off  etc; (see the two passages discussed below). 

1233 See e.g. Lightfoot (1889) 2.544, 567 and Lake (1912) 1.175, 253: resp. "(perfectly) joined 
together""  and "established;" Richardson (1953) 88, 112: resp. "united" and "fitted out;" Bauer-
Paulsenn (1985) 27, 90 resp. "festgeschlossen" and "ausgestattet." 

1244 Grant (1966) 34. 
1255 Fischer (1993) 205; cf. Von Balthasar (1984) 100; Camelot (1969) 133: "vous êtes achevés;" and 

Bauerr sv KottapTi^ü) lb. 
1266 Cf. also Kleist (1946) 61, 90 who translates Eph 2:2 and Sm 1:1 resp. with "full y trained in 

unanimouss submission" and "thoroughly trained in unshaken faith." 
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alreadyy "made perfected" (mxr|pxiajiévoi), Ignatius is not yet "made perfected" 
(ó.nr\pxia\iai).(ó.nr\pxia\iai). There seem to be at least two indications that a translation of the 
verbb KOtxapxî co along these lines is appropriate. 

First,, it can be observed that at least twice Ignatius uses the adjective xsteioq to 
speakk about the perfection of Christians. In Eph 15:2 he writes: "He who truly 
possessess the word of Jesus is able also to hear his silence, that he may be perfect 
(tvaa xs'keioq rj)." More straightforward is the passage in Sm 11:3: "You who are 
perfectt be intent also on perfect things (xekeiox övxeq XÉXEICI mi <ppoveïxe)," 
whichh is possibly a reminiscence of Phil 3:15: "Let those of us then who are 
perfectt be of the same mind (öcoi oóv xétaioi, xoOxo (ppovtojiev)." Ignatius 
usess the xéX£io<;-terminology more often, but none of those instances seems 
relevantt here.127 Still, it seems quite clear that Ignatius thought of those Chris-
tianss who lived obediently and faithfully within the community as "perfect" 
(xéteioc;).. Of course, this offers only circumstantial evidence for the translation 
off  Kctxrjpxianévoi with "being made perfect." 

Off  greater importance seems to be a second observation, namely that there 
aree several interesting parallel passages in the New Testament. In contrast to the 
verbb ct7capxî (0, the closely related verb Kaxapxî co occurs frequently in the New 
Testamentt (13 times), and the corpus of the Apostolic Fathers (3 times). In four 
instancess is spoken of human beings who are "made perfect." Lk 6:40 has already 
beenn discussed above. The three other relevant passages appear at the opening or 
closingg sections of New Testament letters. 

Inn 1 Cor 1:10, Paul exhorts his readers with the words: "I appeal to you ... 
thatt all of you may be in agreement and that there may be no divisions among 
you,, but that you be united in the same mind and the same purpose (7rapaKaXo5 
8èè C>n&<;... Iva xö aóxö Xéyrjxe Ttdvxeq icai \ir\  rj èv ÓJIIV <j%iG\iaxa, fjxs 8è 
KaxTjpxia|iévoii  èv xco aóxa> vot icai èv xfj aóxr) yv<u|ir|)." The similarity with 
thee Ignatian phrases in Eph 2:2 and Sm 1:1 is clear. Both Paul and Ignatius use 
thee perfect participle in the medium voice; both connect this participle with a noun 
withh the preposition èv. I have quoted the Pauline text in the rather free translation 
off  the NRSV. Strictly speaking, the verb Kaxctpxî oo certainly does not have the 
meaningg "to unite." Other translations seem more appropriate. Bauer, for instance, 
suggestss the rendering "vollendet in demselben Sinn und derselben Überzeug-
ung."128 8 

Thee second instance from the New Testament can be found in Heb 13:20-21: 
"Noww may the God of peace ... make you complete in everything good (ó Öè &EÓC; 
xr)qxr)q 8ipfjvT|<; ... mxapxiaai tipac, èv Ttavxi dyada»)." This is the translation 
off  the NRSV. The REB translates: "May the God of peace ... make you perfect in 

Seee for  xekeióm Sm 7:2; for  xéXeio<;: Ph 1:2; Sm 4:2; 10:2; 11:1,2; Pol 1:3; and for  tetauog: 
Ephh 1:1; 14:1; and Sm 5:2. 

Seee Bauer  sv KatapTi^ o lb. Note also the NRSV translation of 2 Cor  13:9: "Thi s is what we 
prayy for, that you may become perfect (eöxóne&ct tf)v tijidiv  KaTCipxiaiv); "  and compare the 
imperativee KaTapTÏ̂ eaÖE in 2 Cor  13:11. 
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alll  goodness." There seems little doubt that in this instance the verb Kaxapxic/o 
hass the connotation of completion or perfection. 

Lastly,, in 1 Pet 5:10 the verb Kctxapxî co occurs in connection with the 
notionn of suffering. The author of this letter comforts his readers with the words: 
"Afterr you have suffered for a little while, the God of all grace ... will himself 
restore,, support, strengthen and establish you (ó 8è 9sö<; naaide, xótpixcx; ... 
öXiyovöXiyov na&ovxaq aviöq icaxapxiaei, crrnpi^si, aÖevcóaei, ÖEU-EAAÓCFEI)." 

Here,, both the NRSV and the REB translate with "God will restore you," which 
certainlyy is a correct translation, but Bauer's suggestion to render with "God will 
makee you perfect" seems also justifiable.129 

Thus,, there are three passages in the New Testament in which the verb KOIX-

apxiCfiiapxiCfii is used to speak about the condition of the Christian believers. The verb 
hass different connotations, expressing either the notion of harmony, completion, 
orr restoration. Yet, in all three instances the thought of reaching - or returning to 
-- an ideal or perfect state of Christian life seems to be prominent. Notably, Spicq 
concludedd his lemma on the verb as follows: "On concluera que Kocxapxî co est 
unn element majeur de la paidéia de 1'Eglise primitive et - surtout chez saint Paul 
-- de 1'«edification», qu'il s'agisse de construire progressivement la vie chrétienne 
«préparant»» a la gloire, ou de restaurer et remettre en état ce qui est deficient soit 
danss 1'existence personnelle, soit dans les relations avec le prochain."130 In any 
event,, the translation of the verb Kccxapxî to with "to make perfect" seems not 
inappropriatee in these instances from the New Testament. This makes it quite well 
possiblee that Ignatius used the verb similarly. 

Thus,, it indeed seems that Ignatius indirectly contrasts his own imperfection with 
thee perfection of his addressees. How this dissimilarity should be assessed is a 
differentt and more difficult question. The four passages which have been discussed 
upp till now do give an answer, but I hope that the analysis of Ignatius' language 
inn the rest of this chapter will make it clear that the contrast probably should be 
interpretedd as a "rhetorical exaggeration." It seems that his anxiety in the face of 
aa glorious death and his desire to exhort his addressees prudently brought Ignatius 
too emphasize his own imperfection - using the verb ctraxpxî oi - over against the 
perfectionn of other Christians - using the verb Kaxapxi<£a> - who were gathered 
inn one faith and obedience. Yet in principle all have to strive for perfection, until 
thee end comes. This observation seems to be substantiated by the fact that when 
Ignatiuss uses the adjective xéteioq to speak about the perfection of Christians, a 
dialecticall  tension is clearly expressed. All who are perfect must at the same time 
strivee after perfection. 

Bauerr sv KaxapTi^o) lb. 

Spicqq 1.253-255 and 416-419 (quotation on p. 419). 
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4.34.3 To Be to the End (Rm 1:1) 
Onee other passage could possibly shed some more light on the issue of Ignatius* 
desiree to be made perfect. In Rm 1:1-2 Ignatius opens the main body of his letter 
too the Roman Christians with the words: "For as a prisoner in Christ Jesus I hope 
too greet you, if it be (God's) will for me to be judged worthy to be to the end. For 
thee beginning has been well ordered (6e8e|j.évo<; ydp èv Xpuxccp ' Inaoü èXniCp* 
üliaqüliaq ctartctaacrdcu, édvrcep SéArma <rj TOO d^iro&fivai \is sic, xilxic, elvai. 
f|| u.èv yap ctpxr| eooiKovop-ntoq èariv)." In § 3.1 I already dealt with the 
conceptss SSXTHIO: and &;i<D$f)vai. But what does Ignatius mean with "to be to 
thee end?" How should the noun TÖ TÉXO<; and the prepositional construction with 
eiqq be interpreted? 

Inn early Christian literature the noun xeXoq can have at least three connota-
tions:: 1. cessation, 2. final point or conclusion, and 3. goal.131 The first option 
seemss unlikely within the context of Rm 1:1. Probably Ignatius is not just speaking 
aboutt being worthy to decease. Thus the choice seems to be between the second 
andd third possibility. Bauer and Delling opt for the third, i.e. xéXoq in the meaning 
off  goal to which a movement leads. Both scholars suggest the translation: "am Ziel 
sein."1322 Since here in Rm 1:1-2 Ignatius contrasts the end (xéXoq) with a well 
orderedd beginning (ctpxTJ), this interpretation seems valid. Ignatius would then 
expresss that he hopes to be worthy to attain the goal to which the beginning 
alreadyy pointed. Yet there are indications that the second connotation of the word 
léhoqléhoq was also in Ignatius' mind. Most importantly, the combination of the noun 
withh the preposition eiq elsewhere in the Ignatian letters should be taken into 
consideration. . 

Notably,, in pagan as well as Christian and Jewish literature the phrase et<; TBAXN; 
iss often used as an adverbial expression, with the meaning "at last," "forever," or 
"completely."1333 In Ignatius' letters the phrase occurs - besides Rm 1:1 - two 
moree times, but it is never used in this way. In Eph 14:2 Ignatius states: "For the 
deedd is not a matter of what one now (vuv) professes but of being found in the 
powerr of the faith to the end (eópeörj Eiq TÉAXX;)." Here, vuv and ei<; xéXoq are 
thee contrasted terms. It is not clear from the context whether xzkoq refers to the 
eschatologicall  end or the death of the Christian, but surely the term points to a 
decisivee event in the future. The Christian has to remain faithful "to the end." The 
samee is probably intended in the final greetings in Rm 10:3 where the phrase zXq 
xéïjoqxéïjoq occurs together with the agonistic concept ÓTiouovfj: "Farewell to the end 
inn the endurance of Jesus Christ (ëppoaöe ziq xéXoq èv UTTOHOVT] 'Inaou 
Xpicrtoo).""  Although Ignatius' language here is terse, it seems that he has trans-
formedd a standard greeting into an exhortation to persist to the end.134 

Seee e.g. Bauer sv xé\oc; la-c; and G. Delling, "téXoq KT A..," TWNT 8.55-57. 

Bauww sv lc and Delling 7WT8.58. 

Seee Delling TWNT 8.51, 52-53, 56-58; and Bauer sv ldy. 

Thee passage in Rm 10:3 may also have an eschatological connotation, see chap. 4.2.1. 

131 1 

132 2 

133 3 

134 4 
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Itt is likely that the expression eiq xéhoq in Rm 1:1 should be interpreted 
onn a par with these two passages. Noticeably, Ignatius' usage of the verb elvai 
inn Rm 1:1 appears to be similar to his usage of the verb süpe&f|vai in Eph 14:2. 
Forr Ignatius the final point is his execution in Rome and he hopes to be worthy 
too reach this end. For other Christians the end lies in a more distant future. It 
seemss as if Ignatius did no feel obliged to distinguish between personal and 
historicall  eschatology, as if the eschaton comes at different moments in time. 

Notably,, such a usage of the phrase eiq xéXoq also occurs several times in 
thee New Testament. Thus the saying, "the one who endures to the end will be 
saved""  (ó Ó7toueiva<; eic; téAxx; oüxoc, acodfÏCTETai), occurs thrice; twice in the 
settingg of Christ's eschatological discourse (Mt 24:13 and Mk 13:3), and once in 
Christ'ss instructions to his disciples (Mt 10:22). With regard to all three passages 
itt is difficult - if not impossible - to determine whether the word TéA,oq refers to 
thee end of time or to the death of the individual. On the one hand, in Mk 13:7, Mt 
24:6,, 14 the noun TÉAXX; is used of the eschatological end. On the other hand, Mk 
13:9-12,, Mt 10:16-23, and 24:9 all speak of Christians who are persecuted and put 
too death. The message simply seems to be: endure and be faithful as long as one 
lives. . 

Moreover,, this notion of persisting to the end can be identified as an agonistic 
motif.1355 Pagan authors frequently used the image of the athlete as a metaphor 
off  the human being who struggles for virtue. Both the righteous human being and 
thee athlete must continually keep the goal in sight and strive to attain the end, 
whichh means consummation and perfection.136 However, for Ignatius the goal is 
nott to attain virtue but to suffer death. The idea that life is a contest and that death 
iss the finish line which marks the end of the race can also be found in the writings 
off  other Christian authors.137 

Inn sum, Ignatius' hope to be judged worthy to be to the end (Rm 1:1) corresponds 
withh his appeal to all Christians to be faithful (Eph 14:2) and to endure to the end 
(Rmm 10:3). Thus Christian existence is seen as a process leading to a certain goal 
orr end (xékoq). For Ignatius this end is obviously his violent death in Rome, for 
otherr Christians the exact point of time of this end is less clearly defined. Yet for 
alll  the present situation seems in a way to be the same. In other words, Ignatius 
iss not the only one who lives his life in expectation of a decisive future event. It 
seemss likely that Ignatius' usage of the verbs dnapxi^co and KaxapTî oo should 
bee understood against the background of this - more or less strongly expressed -

Fischerr (1993) 183 is the only commentator to point this out with regard to Rm 1:1, but he does 
nott give any parallels. 

Seee e.g. V.C. Pfitzner, Paul and the Agon Motif (Leiden 1967) 27 and 33 n. 6 who refers to 
Epictetuss Ench. 51.1-2; and Aristoteles EN 111,9, 1117b2-7. Delling TWNT 8.50 refers to Philo 
Somn.Somn. 1.171: "I f our practiser (aatcrjTfjq) exert himself and run to the end (Spdjirj Jtpóq TÖ 
TÉA.O<;)." " 

Seee esp. 2 Tim 4:6-7: " ... the time of my departure has come. 1 have fought the good fight, I 
havee finished the race (TÓV 5póp.ov xexéXeKa);" andcf. Mart. Ludg., HE 5.1.12 (GCS 9,1.406). 

135 5 

136 6 

137 7 
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futuree orientation. Ignatius' road to Rome and the obedient and harmonious life 
off  the Christians within their local communities are both preparative stages in a 
processs leading to fulfilment. 

4.44.4 The Perfecting of Paul (Phil 3:12) 
Ignatius'' emphasis on his imperfection may seem striking. Yet, although the choice 
off  words is different, there can be found a remarkable parallel to Ignatius' striving 
too reach perfection in Paul's letter to the Philippians (3:12).1381 will look at this 
passagee first, before I turn to other relevant passages from the early Christian and 
Jewishh tradition (§ 4.5). 

Inn Phil 3:12-14 - i.e. just after he has expressed his desire to share in the 
sufferingss of Christ and his hope to attain the resurrection from the dead (see § 
9.6b)) - Paul writes: "Not that I have already obtained or have already been per-
fected,1399 but I press on to make it my own, because Christ has made me his 
own.. Brothers, I do not consider that I have made it my own; but this one thing 
II  do: forgetting what lies behind and straining forward to what lies ahead. I press 
onn toward the goal for the prize of the upward call of God in Christ Jesus (oux 
öxii  T\ST) ëAxxp\>v i\ f\6i\ TETeA£iö)(j.ai, 8U5KGD öè ei Kai Kaxa^dpco, è<p'$ mi 
KaxeArjuxp$T|vv Ó7cö XptaxoO. dSeAxpoi, èya> ènauxöv oO Xoyi^oum KaxeiA-r)-
(pévai.. êv 8é, xd nèv ÓTTÏCTG) 87iiA*xv9avón8vo<; xoxq 6è eunpoa&ev 
è7i8KT8ivó|isvo<;,, Kaxd OKOTIÖV SUÓKCO ei<; TÓ ppapeïov rr\q dvco Kkf[ascaq xoö 
öeoöö èv Xpiaxc§ TnaoO)." 

Thee differences between this Pauline passage and Ignatius' reflections on his 
ownn (im)perfection are clear. First of all, Paul uses the verb xeteióco140 and not 
thee verb drcapxî CD. Moreover, the agonistic character of Paul's language in Phil 
3:12-144 is much more outspoken than that of Ignatius' words in, for instance, Rm 
1:1.. On the other hand, the correspondences with Ignatius are also striking, such 
ass the context in which is spoken of suffering and death (Phil 3:10), the emphasis 
onn the "not yet" character of the present, and the usage of the first person singular 
off  the perfect: xexetetcoiiou (cf. d7tfjpxia|iai in Eph 3:1). Thus, Bultmann drew 
thee conclusion: "Das OÖÏKD drcTipxianat (Eph 3,1), exi tbv dva7idpxiCTXoq (Phild 
5,1)) hat doch keinen anderen Sinn als das paulinische ov>% öxi fj§T| ëXapov ^ fj5r| 
xexeXsioonaii  (Phil 3,12)."141 

Off  course, this much-discussed passage in Paul's letter to the Philippians 
cannott be dealt with in detail within the scope of this study on Ignatius' desire for 

Notably,, none of the commentators of the letters of Ignatius points to Phil 3:12, but a few of the 
commentatorss on Paul's letter to the Philippians do point to Ignatius. See esp. F.F. Bruce, 
PhilippiansPhilippians (Peabody 1995) 121 who concludes: "Paul's outlook is saner." 

NRSVV translates: "not that I... have already reached the goal;" REB has: "I have not yet reached 
perfection." " 

Notee that this is the only instance in which Paul uses the verb xeXeióo). He uses the adjective 
xtteioqxtteioq more often, see Rom 12:2; 1 Cor 2:6; 13:10; 14:20; and Phil 3:15. 

Bultmannn (1953) 50. 

138 8 
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death.. However, for an adequate comparison between Phil 3:12 and the Ignatian 
passagess (i.e. esp. Eph 3:1 and Ph 5:1) at least two questions should be answered 
-- if only tentatively - : 1. What does Paul mean by perfection, and 2. When does 
hee hope to reach this perfection? 

Thee first question has received many different answers in Pauline scholarship. 
Somee argued that Paul denies already to have achieved righteousness fully, or that 
hee denies already to belong to the assembly of the glorified righteous.142 Others 
suggestedd that Paul disclaims to have reached some ultimate stage of moral perfec-
tion.1433 Appealing is also the suggestion that Paul simply declares not yet to have 
receivedd the prize at the end of the race.144 Many more interpretations could be 
mentioned,, all with some degree of probability. Yet, for several reasons it seems 
mostt likely that the verb xetetoo) here refers to some sort of perfect "knowledge" 
off  Christ.145 

Thee perfect xexeXeicoiiou stands on a par with the directly preceding aorist 
eAxxPov.. It seems most appropriate to presume that this implicates that Paul will 
bee made perfect when he "has obtained." Unfortunately, what Paul hopes to obtain 
iss not immediately clear. The object of the verb A,a^pdvco is omitted. However, 
thee context leaves little doubt about the implied object. In the preceding passage 
(w.. 7-11),146 Paul had spoken about his relationship with Christ and his desire 
too "gain Christ" (Xpiaxöv Kep8fjaa>: v. 8) and to "know him" (TOO yvravai 
aóxóv:: v. 10). Notably, the verb (KaTa)Xanpdvo) can have both these connota-
tionss of "grasping" and "understanding." Therefore it seems most likely that 
Xpiaxóqq should also be taken as the object of the verb Xa îpdvco. More explicitly 
thann in w. 7-11 Paul now, in v. 12, underscores the notion of imperfection. 
Althoughh being grasped or known by Christ (KaxeA/rj uxp&riv Ü7iö Xpiaxoö), he has 
nott yet fully grasped or known Christ (f|§r| ëXxxpov).147 

Thiss "knowledge" of Christ is not a merely intellectual kind of knowledge, 
butt rather an experimental kind of knowledge. This is clear from what Paul says 
inn vv. 10-11. In this passage the phrase "to know him" (yvd>vai aóxóv) appears 

1422 See respectively A.F.J. Kiijn , "Paul's Opponents in Phil 3," NovTl (1964) 281 who refers to Sir 
27:88 and Rom 9:30, and U.B. Muller, Der Brief des Paulus an die Philipper (THNT; Leipzig 
1993)) 165. See on the theme of righteousness further § 5. 

Soo e.g. M.R. Vincent, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistles to the Philippians 
andand to Philemon (ICC; Edinburgh 1897) 157. 

1444 So e.g. Delling TWNTS.S5. 
1455 So e.g. J.T. Forestell, "Christian Perfection and Gnosis in Philippians 3:7-16," CBQ 18 (1956) 

123-136;; Pfitzner (1967) 145; G.F. Hawthorne, Philippians (WBC; Waco 1983) 150-151; and 
G.D.. Fee, Paul's Letter to the Philippians (Grand Rapids 1995) 343-345. 

146 6 

Seee for an extensive analysis of this difficult passage: V. Koperski, The Knowledge of Christ 
JesusJesus My Lord: The High Christology of Philippians 3:7-11 (Kampen 1996). 
Cf.. for the same kind of rhetoric: 1 Cor 13:12: "Now I know only in part, then I will know fully, 
evenn as I have been fully known (öpxi yivoóaKü) èic nspouq, TÓTE 8è êjciyvcóaouxxi Ka&aiq 
KCUU è7t£yvcóa0T|v)." 
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too be explained by what follows, i.e. "to know Christ" means "to know the power 
off  his resurrection and the sharing of his sufferings by becoming like him in his 
death,, if somehow I may attain the resurrection from the dead" (see further § 
9.6c).. In short, to know Christ means to suffer, to die, and to be raised with 
Christ.. Until this has happened Paul has not yet grasped Christ fully. Until then 
hee is still imperfect. In other words, the path to perfection leads through suffering 
andd death. 

Thesee observations also seem to answer the second question, i.e. Paul hopes 
too be made perfect in death. Unfortunately, things are a littl e bit more complicated. 
Quitee understandably, most commentators leave the question when perfection will 
bee reached unanswered. Hawthorne, for instance, states that Paul "must wait for 
aa future day, the eschatological day (?), when the partial will give way to the 
perfectt (I Cor 13:10)."148 The question mark is telling. An analysis of Paul's 
trainn of thought in the whole of 3:2-21 will make clear what is the problem. 

Fromm verse 4 onwards Paul speaks - quite emphatically - about himself in 
thee first person singular. What he describes here is the shift from his former life 
ass a Pharisee to his present life in Christ. The culminating point for Paul is the 
fulfilmentt of his relationship with Christ through his personal experience of 
suffering,, death, and resurrection (w. 10-11). Yet this testimony is not merely 
promptedd by Paul's preoccupation with his own life. It has a paraenetic and 
polemicall  drift. 

Inn verse 15 Paul moves from his own personal situation to that of Christian 
believerss in general, from the first person singular to the first person plural: "Let 
thosee of us then who are perfect be of the same mind (öaoi ouv téXeioi, TOUTO 

9pova>nev).""  That is, his fellow-believers are exhorted to imitate him, and to live 
accordingg to his example (v. 17). The implicit paradox is quite clear. Although 
theyy are perfect, they - like Paul - are not yet made perfect. In his polemics with 
certainn opponents (see w. 2-3 and 18-19) Paul presents the course of his own life 
too make it clear that perfection cannot be reached during this earthly life. For "our 
citizenshipp is in heaven, and it is from there that we are expecting our Saviour, the 
Lordd Jesus Christ; he will transform the body of our humiliation that it may be 
conformedd to the body of his glory" (w. 20-21). The latter phrases cannot but 
referr to Christ's parousia and the general resurrection. 

Thus,, it seems that Paul - quite unconsciously - turns from his personal 
hopee to be perfected in death to the eschatological expectation of all. Whether 
perfectionn is reached in death or at the end of time seems to be of no importance. 
Thee central message is that it cannot be reached in this life. Rightly Lohmeyer 
stated:: "Immer bleiben zwei Möglichkeiten, die eine "Die Herr ist nahe" (4:5) und 
diee andere "Der Tod is nahe." Aber vor der Aufgabe des steten und unanfecht-

Hawthomee (1983) 151. 
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barenn Weiterwanderns ist es unwichting geworden, auf welche Weise die Vollend-
ungg kommt, wichtig allein und gewiB, daB sie kommt."149 

InIn conclusion, the similarity between Ignatius' exclamation oörao carrjpTianca in 
Ephh 3:1 and Paul's words ou/ f̂ Sri TETeXeicaum in Phil 3:12 is striking. Both 
authorss emphasize that they are not yet perfected, and both seem to expect only 
too reach perfection in death. Nevertheless there are also significant differences. 
Ignatiuss stresses his imperfection in an attempt to exhort his addressees discreetly, 
withoutt claiming some special authority. Paul presents his imperfection and his 
strivingg to reach perfection as a model for his addressees (although this may, more 
indirectly,, also be one of Ignatius' intentions). Moreover, Paul seems to link the 
notionn of perfection more directly to the figure of Christ. For him, perfection 
meanss true and full knowledge of Christ. For Ignatius, perfection means the 
fulfilmentt of his discipleship (Eph 3:1) and the attainment of the lot (Ph 5:1). 
Althoughh a so-called "Christ mysticism" is certainly not completely missing in the 
letterss of Ignatius, it seems more prominent in Pauline literature. 

4.54.5 To Be Perfected in Death 
Likee Paul, Ignatius relates the idea of perfection to the event of his near death. 
Onlyy when he dies in the amphitheatre, he wil l be perfected. Can this notion of 
reachingg perfection through death be found in other Greek writers,150 or was it 
uniquee to Paul and Ignatius? I already pointed out that the verb xeA îóco - as the 
wholee xeteioq-cluster - is not very prominent in Ignatius' letters (see n. 127). 
Still,, at this point of our investigation it seems fitting - because the underlying 
notionn seems to be similar to Ignatius' ideas - to refer to the special usage of this 
verbb in later martyrological writings.151 

Inn these, the verb xeXeióco is frequently used to speak of death as the moment 
whenn the martyr is "perfected." In the Roman Acts of the Martyrdom of Ignatius, 
forr instance, Rome is praised as follows: "The great city of the Romans, in which 
Peterr was crucified, and Paul was beheaded, and Onesimus was perfected 

E.. Lohmeyer, Die Briefe an die Philipper, Kolosser und an Philemon (Göttingen l21961) 150; 
cf.. e.g. Pfitzner (1967) 150-151. See also my discussion of Phil 1:23 in chap. 4.3.2 and Phil 3:11 
inn § 9.6b. 

II  will'only deal with Hellenistic-Jewish and Christian authors. H.W. Attridge, The Epistle to the 
HebrewsHebrews (Philadelphia 1989) 86 n. 80 refers to IG 14.628 as an example of the equation of death 
andd perfection from a pagan source (cf. LSJ sv TEXEIOCO). However, this inscription is most 
likelyy a Christian epitaph from the fifth century CE; cf. e.g. IG 14.629. 

Cf.. M. Viller, "Martyre et Perfection," Revue d'ascétique et de mystique 6 (1925) 17-25, and M. 
Viller ;; K. Rahner, Aszese und Mystik Mystik in der Vaterzeit (Freiburg/Basel/Wien 1989; reprint of 1939 
edition)) 36-38: "§ 8. Das Martyrium als die Vollkommenheit." 
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(éTeXeiG)$Ti).. Clement of Alexandria is an important witness for the fact that 
thiss equation of martyrdom and perfection was probably already widespread in the 
laterr half of the second century: "We call martyrdom perfection (teXfiicoaiv TO 
fxapxupiovv KaXx>G|j.Ev), not because the man comes to the end of his life as 
others,, but because he has exhibited the perfect work of love."153 Noticeably, in 
suchh passages Clement seems to correct less orthodox views of perfection. The 
otherr side of the argument is represented by a Gnostic writer such as the author 
off  the Testimony of Truth (NHC 9,3) who criticizes the idea that one can be 
perfectedd with a martyr's death (34:1-11). Clement of Alexandria seems to have 
wonn the controversy. At the beginning of the fourth century Eusebius uses both 
thee verb xeXeioo) and the noun TSASUOCTK; frequently and as a matter of course 
too denote a martyr's death.154 

Iss this usage of the verb teteiÓG) completely unique to later Christian 
writingss on martyrdom? At least three instances in Hellenistic-Jewish sources have 
alsoo been interpreted as associating perfection with (a martyr's) death. In 4 Mace 
7:155 the Maccabean martyr Eleazar is praised as a "man of blessed age and of 
venerablee grey hair and of law-abiding life, whom the faithful seal of death has 
perfectedd (öv nicrcfj Savd-cou oxppayiq etsteirocrev)." The meaning seems clear. 
Ass in the Christian martyrological writings referred to above, the verb TEXEIÓÖ) 
iss used to describe the consummation of the life of faith in death. The other two 
instancess from Hellenistic-Jewish writings are less unambiguous. 

Inn Wisdom 4:13 the righteous man who dies a premature death is called a 
personn who was "perfected in a short time" (TEXEICÓÖEK; èv óAiycp). According 
too some the verb TEASIÓ© here refers to the translation into heaven of the right-
eouss after a brief life among sinners;155 according to others it refers to the moral 
orr spiritual perfection attained by the righteous during (and despite) a brief 
life.1566 Both interpretations can be substantiated from the context. Vv. 7 and 10 
off  the same chapter speak about the heavenly ascension and subsequent rest of the 
righteous.righteous. On the other hand, w. 8-9 and 16 stress the idea that old age is not 
measuredd by number of years. In any event, the correlation between death and 

Mart.Mart. Ign. Rom. 10 (Funk-Diekamp 2.359); see further Act. Thorn. 169vl (Aa 11,2.285); Mart. 
And.And. Alt. 11 (Aa 11,1.64); Mart. Mat. 31 (Aa 11,1.261); and cf. Act. Pet. 1 (Aa 1.46); Act. Phil. 
1377 (Aa 11,2.69); and Act. Barn. 9 (Aa 11,2.295). 

1533 Clement Strom. 4.14.3 (GCS 15.255); see also e.g. Strom. 4.130.5 (GCS 15.306). Cf. e.g. A. van 
denn Hoek, "Clement of Alexandria on Martyrdom," Studia Patristica 26 (1993) 327-335. 

1544 See for TeteCcomg e.g. Eusebius HE 6.2.15 (GCS 9,2.524); and Mart. Pal. 13.9 (GCS 9,2.949); 
andd for zeXeióü) e.g. HE 5.2.3 (GCS 9,1.428); 5.16.22 (GCS 9,1.468); 6.2.12 (GCS 9,2.522); 
6.3.133 (GCS 9,2.528); 7.11.26 (GCS 9,2.664); 7.15.5 (GCS 9,2.670); 8.6.6 (GCS 9,2.750); and 
8.10.9,111 (GCS 9,2.762). See further LPGL sv TSXEIÓÖ 8. 

1555 So e.g. Delling TWNT 8.82; and L.K.K. Dey, The Intermediary World and Patterns of Perfection 
inin Philo and Hebrews (Missoula 1975) 79. 

Soo e.g. D. Peterson, Hebrews and Perfection: An Examination of the Concept of Perfection in 
thethe "Epistle to the Hebrews " (Cambridge 1982) 26; and many of the commentaries on Wisdom. 
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perfectionn seems more indirect than in 4 Mace 7:15. The righteous man is not 
perfectedd in death, but rather before or after death. 

Philo'ss words in Leg. HI 45 are equally puzzling. Interpreting Num 20:35, 
Philoo says: "When Aaron dies (TEAcuta), that is, when he is made perfect (xeAei-
coöfj),, he goes up into Hor, which is Light; for the end of the Word is Truth (to 
ydpp xeAxx; TOO AxSyou dA,fj&eid ècrxiv)," The wordplay is obvious, and makes 
itit  hard - if not impossible - to determine whether Philo knew of traditions which 
associatedd a concrete death with the notion of perfection. Philo allegorizes Aaron's 
death.. Aaron is a symbol of the Word. The Light is a symbol of Truth. Thus, the 
deathh of Aaron is interpreted as the Word being perfected, i.e. reaching his end, 
inn Truth.157 

Perhapss more significant than these examples from Hellenistic-Jewish 
writingss is the fact that in the New Testament Christ's death can be spoken of in 
termss of perfection or completion. In Lk 13:32 Jesus is recorded to have said: 
"Listen,, I am casting out demons and performing cures today and tomorrow, and 
onn the third day I am perfected (xfj xpixrj TEAEIOULUXI)." The NRSV translates 
"onn the third day I finish my course," and the REB has "on the third day I reach 
myy goal." Talbert, however, suggests that this passage must be understood from 
thee development pattern of Jesus' career present in Luke's Gospel. According to 
Talbert,, Luke uses traditional Hellenistic terminology to present Jesus' lif e as a 
developmentt between beginning and perfection. The initial stage of making 
progresss (rcpoéK07ixev: Lk 2:52) is followed by the final stage of perfection.158 

Whetherr one accepts this paideia scheme or not, it seems quite clear that in Luke 
13:322 perfection is correlated with a death crowned by victory. 

Thee perspective in John's Gospel is slightly different. Here Christ's death is 
understoodd as the completion of the work of the Father. The formulation in John 
19:28-300 is most striking: "When Jesus knew that all was now completed (Tiavxa 
xsxéA^rjxou)) ... he said: I am thirsty ... he said: it is completed (XEXEXECTXCU); 

thenn he bowed his head and gave up his spirit."159 Although the verb here used 
iss TEAECO and not XEA ÎÓCO, the passage seems relevant. For the two notions of 
deathh and completion are closely related. 

Finally,, the idea that Christ was perfected is prominent in the so-called letter 
too the Hebrews. In Heb 2:10 Christ is presented as the pioneer of salvation whom 
Godd "made perfect through suffering" (8td 7tadr|(j.dTC0v XEteiraacu); in Heb 5:9 
Christt is said to be the one who "having been made perfect" (xeXsuodeic;) 
becamee the source of eternal salvation for all who obey him; and in Heb 7:28 
Christt is described as the Son who "has been made perfect forever" (eiq xóv 
a iövaa XEXEA^ICOJIEVOV). The context of these passages indicates that the author 

Cf.. e.g. Peterson (1982) 30-31; and Dey (1975) 58. 

C.H.. Talbert, "Discipleship in Luke-Acts," in: F.F. Segovia, ed., Discipleship in the New 
TestamentTestament (Philadelphia 1985)65-66. 

Cf.. John 4:34; 5:36; and 17:4. Especially interesting with regard to John 19:28-30 is L.Th. 
Witkamp,, "Jesus' Thirst in John 19:28-30: Literal or Figurative?," JBL 115 (1996) 489-510 who 
interpretss Christ's thirst as his desire to complete the work of the Father in death. 

157 7 

158 8 

159 9 
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off  Hebrews does not speak about the perfecting of Jesus as such but rather of his 
qualityy as mediator of salvation. The verb TEXSIÓG) seems to have the meaning "to 
qualify""  or *to make completely adequate."160 Jesus' proving in temptation, his 
self-sacrificee in obedience to the Father, and his heavenly exaltation qualify him 
ass mediator and high priest. 

Inn sum, the three writings from the New Testament give a variegated picture. 
Nevertheless,, all three in some way associate the death of Christ with the notion 
off  perfection or completion. The usage of the verb xeteiótD in such a context is 
byy far most prominent in the letter to the Hebrews. In Hellenistic-Jewish writings 
onlyy in a single passage in 4 Maccabees death is directly equated with perfection. 
Itt seems quite well possible that the specific usage of the verb teteióco in the 
laterr Christian Acts of the Martyrs is rooted in writings such as 4 Maccabees and 
Hebrews.1611 A direct relation between this xeXeioco-tradition and Ignatius cannot 
bee established. Nevertheless, the passages discussed in § 4.4-5 seem to offer a 
fittingg background against which the Ignatian notion of perfection in death can be 
understood. . 

4.64.6 Conclusion 
Inn this paragraph I have discussed the two passages in which Ignatius speaks about 
hiss hope to be perfected in death (Eph 3:1 and Ph 5:1). For Ignatius death means 
thee fulfilment of a life of faith, and the end of a dialectical tension between 
"already""  and "not yet." I have argued that such an understanding of death is not 
completelyy unique to Ignatius. The equation of death and perfection can also be 
foundd in Paul, Luke, Hebrews, and 4 Maccabees. It becomes quite prominent in 
laterr Christian Acts of the Martyrs. Distinctive is Ignatius' usage of the verb 
&7iapTi£a>> in stead of teXeióco. Perhaps this choice of words can be explained 
fromm his predilection for the discipleship imagery. For the verb dTiapTî co also 
hass the connotation of "becoming fully trained." The contrast between the imper-
fectionn of Ignatius and the perfection of ordinary members of the local churches 
shouldd not be absolutized. In principal, all have to strive after perfection until the 
end. . 

5.. TO BE JUSTIFIED 

Mostt closely related to Ignatius' concept of perfection seems to be his notion of 
justification.. Twice Ignatius uses the verb SIKOUÓÜ) to speak about his present 

Soo Delling TWNT&M;  and esp. Peterson (1982) 49-125. See for  other  interpretations e.g. Bauer 
svv Teteióü) 2a and Dey (1975) who interpret perfection here respectively as "Uberwindun g 
irdischerr  Gebundenheit"  and "proximit y or  access to God." 

161 1 Soo also Attridg e (1989) 86. 
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situationn and his future hope (Rm 5:1 and Ph 8:2). In this paragraph I will discuss 
thesee passges (§5.1) and see how they fit in with Ignatius' views on righteousness 
inn general (§ 5.2). A brief comparison with the Pauline notion of justification 
seemss also appropriate (§ 5.3). 

5.15.1 The Justification of Ignatius (Rm 5:1 and Ph 8:2) 
Inn Rm 5:1 Ignatius writes about the Roman soldiers who escort him and states: 
"Byy their injustices162 I become more of a disciple, but not because of this am 
II  justified (èv 5è xoïq ccÖiKfjfxaorv aóicöv uaAAov )ia&r|Teuo|uai, &A,V ou 
7tapdd TOÓTO 5e8iKcua)|iai)." 

Thee resemblance with Eph 3:1 discussed in the preceding paragraph (§4.1) 
iss apparent. First, in both cases Ignatius links his predicament as a Roman prisoner 
withh the notion of discipleship. In the following paragraph (§ 6.1) I will discuss 
thiss aspect extensively. Second, in both cases Ignatius emphatically precludes any 
complacency.. In Eph 3:1 Ignatius declared "I have not yet been perfected" (oürau 
d7tfjpTiCT(iai)) and here he states "I am not justified" (ou SeSuccucouou). The 
implicationn seems to be that justification, just as perfection, will only be attained 
inn the future, i.e. at death. This seems a rather peculiar usage of the notion of 
justification.. How should it be understood? 

Inn general, the Ignatian phrase "but not for that reason am I justified" {aXV 
oüü 7tctp& TOÖTO öeöiKcucopm) in Rm 5:1 has been understood as a reminiscence 
off  Paul's words in 1 Cor 4:4: "but I am not thereby acquitted" (aïX OÜK èv 
TOUT»» 8e8iKcu<oum). The verbal similarity is indeed striking. Yet the drift of 
bothh passages appears to be quite different. Paul states that it is a small thing that 
hee should be judged by humans. He does not even judge himself (v. 3). It is the 
Lordd who judges him (v. 4), and it is, therefore, only the Lord who can justify 
him.. Although he is not aware of anything against himself, he is not thereby 
acquitted.. Ignatius, on the other hand, does not so much emphasize his dependence 
onn God's judgement and grace, as his own responsibility to endure till the end. If 
hee remains faithful, he will be justified. The difference is evident, but, at the same 
time,, should not be overstated. Certainly Ignatius does not propagate some sort of 
justificationn by works, in this case: by martyrdom.163 Other passages in the 
letterss show that he is well aware of being dependent on the grace of God.164 

Ignatiuss merely stresses the future (or "not yet") aspect of his justification. The 

Followingg Richardson (1953) 104,1 have chosen this translation to render the wordplay dSiicrjuxx 
~~ 8iKcaócö (cf. 1 Cor 6:1-11). Lightfoot (1889) 2.560 translates dcoucfjuocTa with "wrong 
doings;""  Lake (1912) 1.233 has "il l deeds;" Camelot (1969) 113: "mauvais traitements;" Grant 
(1966)) 90, and Schoedel (1985) 178: "mistreatment;" Fischer (1993) 189, Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 
74,, and Von Balthasar (1984) 91: "MiBhandlungen." 

Thiss seems to be the view of Rathke (1967) 29: "Seine Rechtfertigung hangt also ganz und gar 
daran,, diesen Weg bis zu seinem Ende zu gehen;" cf. Paulsen (1978) 33. 

Seee e.g. Rm 1:2: "I f I attain the grace to obtain my lot;" Ph 8:2 (quoted below); and Sm 11:1: 
"Byy the (divine) will I was counted worthy, not because of the witness of my own conscience, 
butt because of the grace of God." 
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questionn whether such a future orientation of righteousness is completely un-
Paulinee shall be dealt with later (§ 5.3). First, we need to look at the second 
passagee in which the verb 5IKCUÓ<D occurs: Ph 8:2. 

Thiss second passage stands in the context of Ignatius' polemic with his Judaizing 
opponentss in Philadelphia (Ph 5-9). It seems that these Judaizers questioned his 
teachingss because he could not establish his point from the Old Testament, which 
theyy called "the archives."165 Probably, his opponents surpassed him in scriptural 
knowledgee and exegetical skill. Ignatius' rejoinder is biting. He does not so much 
caree about the archives. For him Christ is everything. In Ph 8:2, he states: "But for 
mee the archives are Jesus Christ, the inviolable archives are his cross, and his 
deathh and resurrection, and the faith through him - in which, through your prayers, 
II  want to be justified (èuxn 8è dp^eïd èaxiv 'Irjaouq Xpioxóq, xd d$iKxa 
dpxetaa ó axaupöq aüxoö KOU ó ddvaxot; Kai fj dvdaxaaiq aoxoö Kal f) 
7tioxi(;; f) 6V aüxoC, év olq déX<D èv xf}  TipoaeuxT) üp.a>v SucaicoÖfjvai)." 
Althoughh it comes rather like an unexpected afterthought, it is clear that in the 
relativee clause at the end Ignatius refers to the occasion of the imminent death of 
Ignatius.. When he dies, he will be justified. 

Thee phrase "I want to be justified" is qualified by two constructions with the 
prepositionn èv. The first is a combination with a relative pronoun: "in/through 
which""  (èv olc;). The plural masculine relative pronoun refers to four concepts: 
oxaupóq,, ddvaxoq, dvdaxaait;, and nicxiq. Although never in this combina-
tion,, Ignatius uses the first three terms often to refer to the saving events of 
Christ'ss life.166 The last element in this list, f| 7UCTX«; f| 6V auxoü, is of a 
differentt order, It shifts the focus from Christ's life to the faith of the believer. 
Thee relation between the first three notions and the last can be interpreted in two 
ways.. On the one hand, Ignatius can understand Christ's death and resurrection as 
thee sources of faith (see e.g. Mg 9:1). On the other hand, he can understand 
Christ'ss death and resurrection as the objects of faith (see e.g. Mg 11:1). Thus, the 
wordss èv oïc; seem packed with meaning. They express that Ignatius wants to be 
justifiedd by the saving events of Christ's life as well as by his own faith in these 
events,, a faith which he - mirabile dictu - actually receives through Christ (8i' 
auxoö)) and his passion and resurrection. 

Butt this is not yet all. Ignatius uses the preposition év a second time, namely 
inn the phrase "through your prayers" (èv xf}  7tpoCTeuxT| UJXCÖV). As elsewhere in his 
letterss (see esp. Ph 5:1 quoted above in § 4.1 and the passages referred to in n. 
114),, Ignatius emphasizes that he needs the prayer of his addressees to attain his 
goal.. Notably, Ignatius - unlike a modern theologian such as the German scholar 

Seee about this term esp. W.R. Schoedel, "Ignatiu s and the Archives,"  HTR 71 (1978) 97-106 who 
referss to a similar  emphasis on the Old Testament as "records"  (&vaypcupa i) in Philo and 
Josephus. . 

1666 See for  <jTaopo<;: Eph 9:1; 18:1; Tr  11:2; Sm 1:1; for  Sdvaio<;: Eph 19:1; Tr  2:1; 11:2; and for 
dvdaxaaie;::  Eph 20:1; Mg 11:1; Ph inscr; 9:2; Sm 1:2; 3:1; 3:3; 7:2; and 12:2. 
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Andreass Lindemann167 - seems not to have been bothered by the question how 
gracee (èv olq) and prayer (év rrj 7upoa£i)xii tijicov) relate to each other. Both are 
required.. In any event, the combination is certainly not unique in early Christian 
literature.168 8 

Inn sum, twice Ignatius says that he hopes to be justified in death. In Rm 5:1 the 
emphasiss lies on his own responsibility to endure to the end. In Ph 8:2 he rather 
stressess his dependence on the grace of God and the prayer of the local Christian 
communities.. From this latter passage the bond between Ignatius and his fellow-
Christianss is clear. He desires to be justified in Christ, who is the foundation of 
thee salvation of all. 

5.25.2 Judaism and Righteousness in Ignatius (Sm 1:1) 
Thuss far the question what Ignatius more precisely means with the phrase "to be 
justified""  has remained unanswered. Several scholars have emphatically denied that 
thee phrase should be understood in a Pauline sense. Molland, for instance, stated: 
"5iKaioua$att is used not in the Pauline sense, but of the martyr's growing 
perfectt in righteousness through his suffering."169 Surely, Ignatius' language does 
nott appear to cohere with Paul's most characteristic usage of the justification 
terminology,, namely to express the present status of the believer who is justified 
throughh faith. Yet, it cannot be denied that Rm 5:1 is a reminiscence of 1 Cor 4:4 
andd that Ph 8:2 stands in the context of a refutation of the views of Judaizers 
whichh seems - at least partially - similar to Paul's concerns. Moreover, since 
Ignatiuss understood himself as an imitator of Paul (Eph 12:2), one should not 
excludee too easily the possibility that he adopted a Pauline stance in these matters 
too.. Thus I think the issue calls for further investigation. First, I will take a closer 
lookk at Ignatius' rebuttal of the Judaizers. Second, I will turn to his usage of the 
notionn of righteousness elsewhere in the letters. 

Inn two passages Ignatius opposes the views of certain Judaizers at length: Mg 8-10 
andd Ph 5-9. There is no scholarly agreement with regard to the question who these 
Judaizerss were. Zahn, Lightfoot and others argued that they were some sort of 

Secc Lindemann (1979) 217: "Eine genaue theologische Analyse dieser Ausage ist letztlich 
unmöglich,""  and also n. 306: "Wie verhalten sich èv olq und év tr| npooeuxT 0u.d)v zueinander? 
Eindeutigg erkennbar scheint nur, daB Ignatius hier die Rechtfertigung als Geschenk begreift." 

Seee Grant (1966) 106 who refers to Phil 1:19: "Through your prayers and the help of the Spirit 
off  Jesus Christ this will turn out for my deliverance." 

E.. Molland, "The Heretics Combatted by Ignatius of Antioch," JEH 5 (1954) 3; so also e.g. 
Schoedell  (1985) 179; Rathke (1967) 28-30; Bartsch (1940) 41-42; and Von der Goltz (1894) 31-
32.. More positive is Lindemann (1979) 217: "Lediglich in Phld 8,2 ist ein Gebrauch des Verbes 
ÖIKCUOÜVV zu erkennen, der dem paulinischen Verstandnis nahezukommen scheint;" so also 
Bultmannn (1953) 41; and Dassmann (1979) 145. 
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Judaeo-Gnostics.. Others thought that they were not really Judaizers at all, but 
ratherr docetists who claimed to have the support of the Old Testament for their 
christologicall  doctrines.171 Neither of these views can be upheld. The phrases 
whichh were interpreted by these scholars as references to gnostic or docetic ideas 
-- such as "old fables which are useless" (Mg 8:1) and "our life arose through him 
andd his death which some deny" (Mg 9:1) - seem to have a more general bearing. 
Thiss has been argued convincingly by Paul J. Donahue.172 

Thee Judaizers simply seem to have been Jewish or gentile Christians with a 
strongg interest in Jewish customs and scripture. In contrast with those Judaizers 
opposedd by Paul, they do not seem to have emphasized the importance of a strict 
observancee of the Mosaic Law. The passage in Ph 6:1, "It is better to hear Christi-
anityy from a man uncircumcised than Judaism from a man uncircumcised," 
possiblyy even implies that at least some - if not all of them - were uncircumcised. 
Consequently,, well-known Pauline antitheses such as law (vóu.oc;) versus grace 
(X&piq),, or works (Ëpya) versus faith (7ÏÏO*TI<;) do not play any role in Ignatius* 
polemic.. Schoedel noted that it was probably more the idea of Judaism than its 
practicee that appealed to these Judaizers.173 Trevett even suggested that their use 
off  scripture was possibly not unlike what can be found in the gospel of Matthew 
andd the Revelation of John.174 

Althoughh the problems faced by Ignatius and Paul were not the same, their 
polemicc strategy seems to have similar traits. Two elements frequently recur in 
Ignatius'' argumentation: 1. the contrast between Judaism and Christianity; and 2. 
thee notion that the prophets already believed. It seems likely that both notions were 
inspiredd by Pauline ideas. I shall go into both briefly. 

Inn Mg 8:1 Ignatius begins with the statement: "For if we continue to live 
untill  now according to Judaism, we confess that we have not received grace (ei 
ydpp (aéxpi vOv Katd ' Iou5aÜT(j.óv175 Q&\iev, ó(j.oXoyoö|iev x<*pvv W 
elXT)<pévai).""  In the following he notes that both the prophets and the apostles 
abandonedd Judaism and lived according to Christianity. In Mg 10:3 this leads him 

Seee references in chap. 1.4.2g; and M. Edwards, "Ignatius , Judaism, and Judaizing,"  Eranos 93 
(1995)) 69-77; J. Speigl, "Ignatiu s in Philadelphia. Ereignisse und Anliegen in den Ignatiusbrief-
en,""  VC 41 (1987) 360-376; and C.K. Barrett , "Jews and Judaizers in the Epistles of Ignatius," 
in::  R. Hamerton-Kelly, ed., Jews, Greeks and Christians (Leiden 1976) 220-244. Cf. also most 
recently::  M.D. Goulder, "Ignatius*  Docetists" VC 53 (1999) 16-30 who suggested that Ignatius' 
opponentss were Ebionites! 

Seee Molland (1954) 1-6 and L. Gaston, "Judaism of the Uncircumcised in Ignatius and Related 
Writers, ""  in: S. Wilson, ed., Anti-Judaism in Early Christianity (2 vols.; Waterloo 1986) 2.33-44. 

P.J.. Donahue, "Jewish Christianit y in the Letters of Ignatius of Antioch,"  VC 32 (1978) 81-93; 
cf.. Munier  (1993) 406-407. 

Schoedell  (1985)200-201. 

Trevettt  (1992) 169-194 

Thiss is the text as suggested by the Latin of the MR. All Greek manuscripts add the word vójiov 
afterr  Katd . Yet this is awkward Greek. Except Zahn, all editors have excepted the reading 
suggestedd by the Latin text. 

171 1 

172 2 

173 3 

t74 4 

175 5 
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too the puzzling assertion: "It is ridiculous to profess Jesus Christ and to Judaize; 
forr Christianity did not believe in Judaism, but Judaism in Christianity (' IrjaoGv 
Xptatovv XaX ï̂v mi iouöat^eiv, ó yap XpiaxiaviCTji öq OÜK eiq 'IouSoaa-
p.ovv èmoTsuaev, &A.X' ' Iouöaïauöc; ziq Xpiaxiavia(i óv)." In his letter to the 
Philadelphianss Ignatius uses the same opposition. The passage in Ph 6:1 has 
alreadyy been quoted above. 

Ignatius'' usage of the noun ' Iou8aïoru.óq and the verb iouSat^eiv is 
remarkable.. Within the New Testament and the corpus of the Apostolic Fathers, 
Paull  is the only other author who uses these concepts. In his letter to the Galatians 
Paull  speaks of his earlier life and progress "in Judaism" (év x& ' IOUSCUCTLK̂  : 
1:13-14)) and of those who "live like Jews" ('IouSaiKcoq <̂ fjv / iouSat^siv: 
2:14).. A careful comparison between Paul and Ignatius in this respect has recently 
beenn made by Karl-Wilhelm Niebuhr.176 He comes to the surprising conclusion 
thatt Ignatius' formulations can best be explained as a creative application of 
Paulinee language.177 Both speak of Judaism not as a system of belief but as a 
wayy of life. Both regard Judaism as something which has been abandoned. The 
differencee is that Paul speaks of Judaism as a period in his own life while Ignatius 
generalizess the idea and speaks of a universal shift from Judaism to Christianity 
whichh brings all people - Jew and gentile - together. Yet this difference is not 
decisive.. Niebuhr rightly noted that such universalism is certainly also the central 
messagee of the whole of Paul's letter to the Galatians. 

Thee second important element in Ignatius' refutation of the Judaizers seems 
lesss directly inspired by Paul. Notably, the apostle never mentions the prophets in 
hiss letter to the Galatians. The notions that the prophets were persecuted and that 
theyy made their proclamation with the gospel in view can be found both in Paul 
andd Ignatius.178 But Ignatius' most prominent idea - namely that the prophets 
livedd according to Christ inspired by his grace (Mg 8:2), were disciples of Christ 
inn the spirit (Mg 9:2), and were saved because they already believed in Christ (Ph 
5:2)) - seems to have no direct parallel in Paul.179 Still, Ignatius' emphasis on 
gracee and faith does sound very Pauline. In a way, his argumentation with regard 
too the prophets comes close to Paul's reference to Abraham as someone who was 
savedd because he believed (Rom 4:3 and Gal 3:6). Like Paul presents Abraham as 
aa model of faith, Ignatius does so with the prophets. 

Inn sum, it seems very well possible that Ignatius was inspired by Pauline 
thoughtt in dealing with Judaizing tendencies in the local communities. This makes 

K.W.. Niebuhr, "Judentum und Christentum bei Paulus und Ignatius von Antiochie," ZNW 85 
(1994)) 218-233. See for an interpretation of Ignatius' polemic as being strongly influenced by 
Paulinee emphases also Trevett (1992) 176-177. 

Seee Niebuhr (1994) 231: " ... so ist m.E. der RückschluB auf Gal 1,13f. zwingend." 

Comparee for the former Mg 8:2 with Rom 11:3 and 1 Thess 2:15; for the latter Ph 5:2 and 9:2 
withh Rom 1:2, 3:21 and 16:26. 

Sincee Ignatius does not show much interest in the prophets elsewhere in his letters - referring 
too them only once more and quite casually (Sm 7:2) -, this special emphasis was most likely 
promptedd by the views of his judaizing opponents. 
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itt likely that when he used the notion of justification in Ph 8:2, he was well aware 
off  the Pauline connotations of this concept. It can hardly be a coincidence that 
Ignatiuss stated that he hoped to be justified through faith in Christ. As Paul, he 
seemss to counter the notion of a self-achieved righteousness.180 Thus the view 
off  Molland and others (see above) that Ignatius saw justification as a process of 
growingg perfect seems untenable. Surely, it is true that Ignatius emphasizes the 
futuree aspect, but this does not make his righteousness something which is 
achievedd through works. 

Thiss assessment of Ignatius' language seems to be substantiated by Ignatius' usage 
off  the notion of righteousness elsewhere in the letters. Unfortunately there is only 
onee other passage - besides Rm 5:1 and Ph 8:2 - which really sheds some light 
onn the issue of righteousness, namely Sm 1:1.181 In what looks like a semi-credal 
statementt about Christ, Ignatius uses the phrase: "... baptized by John, that all 
righteousnessrighteousness might be fulfilled by him (psj3a7n:iap,évov ójtö 'ICD&VVOD, ïva 
7iA.ripcoor]]  Ti&aa öiicaioauvri ÓTI' aóxou)." 

Att first sight, this formulation appears to be a reminiscence of Mt 3:15. 
Whetherr it really is, is hard to say. The semi-credal setting may suggest that 
Ignatiuss did not rely on the Gospel according to Matthew itself but on certain 
kerygmaticc traditions.182 Still, it is important to notice that in comparison with 
thee account in Matthew, the perspective has changed significantly,183 namely 
fromfrom a joint act by John and Jesus184 - "for it is proper for us in this way to 
fulfi ll  all righteousness" (oöxcoq yap Ttpénov èaxiv fjnïv 7tA.r)paiaai 7iöaav 
8iKcuoa\3vr|v)) - to a sovereign act of Jesus. In Mt 3:15, Jesus seems to be 
presentedd as a model of righteous conduct (cf. the use of the 5iKaio-terminology 
elsewheree in Matthew). In Sm 1:1, Jesus is rather pictured as the saviour who 
justifiess all (cf. the whole of Sm 1:1-2). It is quite possible that this modification 
wass inspired by Pauline ideas on justification. In any event, this passage makes it 
clearr that Ignatius understood the salvation of the believers - including their 
justificationn - to be dependent on the Christ event. 

Cf.. Trevett (1992) 178-179; and T. Aono, Die EntwicUung des paulinischen Gerichtsgedankens 
beibei den Apostolischen Voter (Bern/Frankfurt am Main/Las Vegas 1979) 333-344: "Ignatius 
verstehtt die paulinische Rechtfertigungslehre wenigstens teilweise richtig" (p. 344). 

Otherr texts seem of no relevance, see for oiicaioq: Eph 1:1; Mg 12:1; and for öixauüg Eph 
15:3;; and Mg 9:2. 

Cf.. e.g. Koester (1971) 57-59; Paulsen (1978) 38-39; and Smit Sibinga (1966) 275-277. See 
furtherr literature mentioned in chap. 1.4.2e. 

Contraa Schoedel (1985) 222: "The difference ... may reflect nothing more significant than 
Ignatius'' desire to preserve a string of riming words at the end of the last four phrases of Sm 1:1 
(9eoö,, jiap9évou,'Ia>&wou, aöioö)." 

Att least, this seems the most obvious interpretation of the Matthean language. Perhaps, the first 
personn plural could also be understood as an appeal to the readers. 
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5.35.3 The Future Orientation of Righteousness in Paul 
Ignatius'' notion of justification has often been said to be un-Pauline because of its 
futuree orientation. Ignatius is thought to represent "a development of a strand of 
Paulinismm in which justification had become more or less the equivalent of 
sanctificationn and redemption."185 It is true that in Ph 8:2 and especially in Rm 
5:11 Ignatius emphasizes that his justification is still future, but the passage in Sm 
1:11 shows that this "not yet" is balanced by an "already." Although Ignatius will 
onlyy be justified in death, all righteousness has already been fulfilled by Christ in 
hiss baptism. It must be noticed that such a paradoxical tension with regard to the 
ideaa of righteousness can also be found in the theology of Paul. Although the 
apostlee most often speaks of righteousness as a present reality, he too can under-
standd it as something which comes to fulfilment in the future. 

Inn his discussion of Rm 5:1 Theodore Zahn, for instance, pointed to the 
passagee in Gal 5:5: "For through the Spirit, by faith, we eagerly wait for the hope 
off  righteousness (r̂ ueic; yap 7tvsuu<m éic niöieax; éA.7iï8a SiKauxjóvng 
an£K&£xó\i£&a)"an£K&£xó\i£&a)"mm Unfortunately, the passage is not unambiguous, since it is 
nott immediately clear whether the genitive 8iKcuoauvr]c; should be taken as an 
objectivee or a subjective genitive. But other texts are more obvious; especially 
thosee instances which speak about God's final vindication of his own as an act of 
justification.. Notably, Paul uses a future tense in Rom 3:30: "Since God is one, 
andd he will justify the circumcised on the ground of faith and the uncircumcised 
throughh the same faith (eïrcsp slq ó Ösoq ö<; SiKaicóaei 7iepiTou.f)v éK 
Tuoreoöqq >cai dtKOoPuaxtav 5ia xfiq Ttiateüx;)."187 

Singularr but striking is the fact that some manuscripts add the words f̂  f\8r\ 
6e6iKai<op.aii  in Phil 3:12 (see also § 4.4): "Not that I have already obtained, or 
havehave already been justified, or have already been made perfect." This phrase 
comess very close to Ignatius' words in Rm 5:1. Only few scholars think that these 
wordss originally belonged to the Pauline text.188 Nevertheless, since they can be 
foundd in several second century textual witnesses - the vetus latina, papyrus 46, 
andd Irenaeus - the possibility that this alternative reading of the text was known 
too Ignatius should be taken seriously. 

Thus,, it seems that the gap between Ignatius' ideas about justification and 
Paul'ss is not as wide as has often been thought. Although the notion is never used 
too refer to the present righteousness of believers in the context of debates about 

Schoedell  (1985) 179 n. 14. So also Rathke (1966) 30: "Die Rechtfertigung wird bei Ignatius 
ahnlichh umgebogen wie in den Pastoralbriefen. Die Rechtfertigung im echt paulinischen Sinn tritt 
zurückk und der Gedanke der Erlösung drangt sich ganz vor." 

Zahnn (1876) 63. Contra Rathke(1966) 30 n. 4 who argues that the genitive should be understood 
ass a genitivus subjectivus: "Es geht hier um die aus der Glaubensgerechtigkeit sich ergebende 
Hoffnung." " 

Seee further esp. J.D.G. Dunn, The Theology of Paul the Apostle (Edinburgh 1998) 467 and 
literaturee there mentioned. 

Seee references in Fee (1995) 337 n. 1. See also Bruce (1995) 122 who states about this insertion: 
"I tt resembles rather the Ignatian use [i.e. of the verb 5IKCIIÓÜ>]." The textual witnesses are: P46, 
D,, (F), (G), a, (b), (Irenaeus) and Ambrosiaster. 
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thee Jewish law, the passages in Sm 1:1 and Ph 8:2 - stating that righteousness is 
throughh Christ and through faith in Christ - sound quite Pauline, More peculiar is 
Rmm 5:1. Yet, this passage is obviously a reminiscence of 1 Cor 4:4 and may have 
aa close parallel in Phil 3:12. 

5.45.4 Conclusion 
Quitee analogous to his statement that he is not yet perfected (Eph 3:1) but that he 
hopess to be perfected soon (Ph 5:1), Ignatius declares that he is not yet justified 
(Rmm 5:1) but that he hopes to be justified soon (Ph 8:2). For him only death brings 
hiss final justification. Due to the scarcity with which Ignatius uses the SIKCUÓCD-

terminology,, it is difficult to determine what he exactly meant by justification. Yet, 
thiss should not lead us to conclude that the term was to him in itself quite hollow. 
Especiallyy the occurrence of the notion in Ph 8:2 - in the midst of his polemics 
withh Judaizers, and in combination with the term TUOTK; - makes this implausible. 
Mostt likely, justification meant the same to him as it did to Paul: acceptance by 
God.. He seems to have come to associate his justification with his death, because 
hee saw his death as the ultimate encounter with the divine. Just as Paul could 
connectt justification with the eschaton, Ignatius could connect justification with his 
violentt death in the imminent future. Moreover, just as in Pauline thought, there 
iss a dialectical tension between "already" and "not yet." For, as the passage in Sm 
1:11 makes clear, Ignatius at the same time held that all were already justified by 
Jesuss Christ. 

6.. TO BECOME A DISCIPLE 

Inn the two preceding paragraphs I have discussed two passages (Eph 3:1 and Rm 
5:1)) in which Ignatius speaks about discipleship as a stage on the way to, respect-
ively,, perfection and justification (see § 4.1 and 5.1). These two passages do not 
standd on their own. They can be compared with several other passages in the 
letterss in which Ignatius speaks about his near death or his road unto death in 
termss of becoming a true disciple. As a matter of fact, the notion of discipleship 
iss one of the most important elements in Ignatius' reflections on his imminent 
execution.. In this paragraph, I will consider the concept carefully. 

II  will begin with a close reading of the texts in which Ignatius speaks about 
hiss own discipleship (§ 6.1). Subsequently, I will deal with the question of how 
Ignatius'' ideas about his own discipleship correlate to his views on discipleship 
moree in general (§ 6.2), and how Ignatius' notion of discipleship correlates to what 
cann be found in the early Christian traditions of his time (§ 6.3). At the end of this 
paragraphh (§ 6.4), I will try to elucidate Ignatius' distinctive application of the 
discipleshipp imagery further by discussing his analogous usage of several other 
terms,, namely: imitator (nip/nTfjq), Christian (Xpiaiiavóq), word of God (Xóyoq 
öeoö),, human being (civSpcorax;), and someone (xiq). 
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6.16.1 The Discipleship of Ignatius 
Ignatiuss uses the noun nadnrfjc; five times and the verb uixOr|TeuG) twice with 
regardd to his own situation. Besides Eph 3:1 and Rm 5:1, there are two other 
passagess in which Ignatius speaks about the beginning of his discipleship and the 
progresss he makes: Rm 5:3, and Tr 5:2. In the remaining three instances he speaks 
aboutt the fulfilment of his discipleship: Eph 1:2, Rm 4:2, and Pol 7:1. 

Thee formulations in Eph 3:1 and Rm 5:3 are quite similar. In the former passage 
Ignatiuss states: "I have not yet been perfected in Jesus Christ. Indeed now I have 
butt begun to be a disciple, and I speak to you as my fellow learners (OUTOÖ 

&7ifjpTia|iaii  èv ' Irjaou Xptcrtc§. vuv yap dpxf|v £%& TOO u.a$r)TEi3ca&ai Kai 
7ipoaAxxA.öö ü\iiv éq auv8i5acncaX,iTai<; (iou);" and in the latter he exclaims: 
"Indulgee me, I know what is to my advantage. Now I begin to be a disciple. May 
nothingg of things visible and invisible envy me, that I may attain Jesus Christ 
(auyyva>ur|vv LIOI £X£T8> T*  LLOI auuxpépei, èy<b yivcooicco. vöv dp^oum 
u.a$r|Tf|<;; eïvai. ur|dév jae CpyXéaai T<ÖV ópotTöv Kai aopdxtov, ïva 'IT|CTOO 

Xpurcoüü É7tlTl3XÖ))" 
Inn both instances the word vuv alludes to Ignatius' present predicament as 

aa prisoner. Ignatius presents his captivity as the beginning of his discipleship. If 
Ignatius'' words are taken literally, the implication would be that he did not regard 
himselff  as a disciple before his arrest. Yet, the reference to the Ephesians as his 
"felloww learners" (CTUv8i5aaKaX,{tai) marks the rhetorical character of Ignatius' 
language.. Ignatius does not command the Ephesians as their teacher (öiödaica-
A.o<;),, but as their fellow learner, i.e. as a fellow disciple. Moreover, in both these 
passagess Ignatius indicates that the situation is trying, but holds the promise of 
fulfilment.. In Eph 3:1 he speaks of perfection (see § 4.1), and in Rm 5:3 of the 
attainmentt of Jesus Christ (see § 7.1). 

InIn Rm 5:1 - as we already saw in § 5.1 - Ignatius writes: "By their [i.e. the 
Romann soldiers'] injustices I become more of a disciple, but not because of this 
amm I justified (èv 5è xoïc; döiKfjuacnv avxév u.d>Aov uxx$r|Te\5ouxxi, óXk' oü 
7tapdd xoöTO 8£5iKaiG)|iat)." Here too Ignatius presents his imprisonment as 
merelyy a stage on the road to true discipleship. Yet, in contrast with Eph 3:1 and 
Rmm 5:3 the comparative ^.dXXov suggests that he already regarded himself as a 
disciplee before his arrest. He now only becomes more of a disciple. 

Inn Tr 5:2 Ignatius declares: "Yes even I, not because I am in bonds and am 
ablee to known heavenly things ... not because of this am I already a disciple. For 
wee need many things that we may not lack God (Kai yap èycó, ou Kaöón 
SéSsuoiii  Kai SóvaLiai voeïv td ercoupdvia ... rcapd touxo f\br\ u.a$r|Tf)c; 
eijxi.. noXka yap f|uiv AsiTtei, tva dsoö |if| A£i7ia>|ieöa)." In the first three 
passagess Ignatius presented his imprisonment as a stage in the process of becoming 
(moree of) a disciple, here his language is more drastic. He states that even his 
imprisonmentt and his knowledge of heavenly things do not make him a disciple. 
Thee formulation "not because of this" (ov> napa TOUTO) is the same as in Rm 5:1: 
"nott because of this am I justified," and thus seems to put discipleship on a par 
withh justification. It is important to notice that Ignatius correlates his own lot to 
thatt of all Christians. Rightly Schoedel noted that an a fortiori  argument lies just 
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beloww the surface.189 Ignatius seems to be saying: if even I am not yet a disciple 
-- despite my imprisonment and superior knowledge -, how much more this is true 
off  others. The shift from a first person singular to a first person plural in the last 
partt of the passage is telling. All lack many things. 

Thee variance in expression between the four passages just quoted points to 
thee rhetorical nature of Ignatius' statements. Most likely, Ignatius was not con-
sciouss of the inconsistency in asserting at the same time "not yet to be a disciple" 
(Trr 5:2), "to begin to be a disciple" (Eph 3:1; Rm 5:3), and "to become more of 
aa disciple" (Rm 5:1). Of course, - despite the differences in formulation - the 
centrall  message of all four of these passages is the same. In all of these Ignatius 
emphasizess that discipleship is not so much an asset as a goal after which one 
strives.. His captivity is presented as the beginning of a process of becoming more 
off  a disciple. Consequently, it seems fair to presume that the completion of this 
progressionn coincides with the end of his imprisonment, i.e. with his death in 
Rome.. This will become more evident from the following three passages in which 
Ignatiuss speaks about the fulfilment of his discipleship. 

Inn Eph 1:2 Ignatius expresses his hope that by the prayer of the Ephesians he may 
reachh the amphitheatre in Rome to fight the wild beasts, that "by attaining" (Sid 
TOOO êTtiTuxetv) he may be able "to be a disciple" (ua&TiTfiq Elvai)." In § 7, I 
wil ll  look more closely at Ignatius' notion of attaining (ènvzv%£Ïv). But even 
withoutt determining the precise meaning of this concept, the correlation between 
thee event of the execution and the notion of discipleship seems clear. Ignatius sees 
hiss death as the moment when he will be a true disciple, i.e. when his discipleship 
wil ll  be fulfilled. 

Thee statement in Rm 4:2 is even more straightforward: 'Then I shall truly 
bee a disciple of Jesus Christ, when the world will not even see my body (tote 
ëox>naii  uo:$T|Tfï<;&A.r|Sa)<; Tnaoü Xpiaxoö, öxe oó8è TÖ o<b\ia uou ó KÓauoc; 
ö\|/sxai).""  Ignatius will only have completed his task beyond any doubt when the 
beastss have not left even the tiniest bit of his body. When the earthly Ignatius has 
ceasedd to exist (cf. § 10), his life is fulfilled and his discipleship is perfected. 
Moreover,, it must be observed that only here in Rm 4:2 Ignatius speaks about 
becomingg a disciple of Jesus Christ. In general, the bond between the one Teacher, 
Jesuss Christ, and his disciple, Ignatius, is not emphasized. The endurance and 
deedss of the disciple are the focal points. Notable is also the use of the adverb 
dXtiSax;,, which suggests that Ignatius did see himself as a disciple, but only 
thoughtt to become a true disciple in death. 

Finally,, a last relevant passage can be found in Pol 7:1: "Since the church 
att Antioch in Syria is at peace - as I have been informed - thanks to your prayer, 
II  too have become more content in godly freedom from care, if through suffering 
II  may attain God that I may be found a disciple by your entreaty (67tei5f| r| 
èKicXr|CTiaa f| èv 'AvTioxeÏQt Trjq Eupiai; eipnveuei, éq èèr\\é&r\ \ioi, 5id 
TT|VV 7ipoa£uxr|v UJKDV, K&yè eó9u(iÓTepo<; éyevóu.r)v èv du.Epip.vio: 9eoö, 

Schoedell  (1985) 145. 

http://du.Epip.vio
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èdvrcepp Sid TOO Ttct&eïv deou è7UTuxco eiq TO eupe9f|vai ^e èv TTJ CQTTICTEI 
uu.a>vv (iaör]Tr]v)." 

Thee last part of this passage poses a significant text critical problem. For the 
mostt important textual witnesses read: "that at the resurrection I may be found to 
bee your disciple" (eiq TÖ eüpeSfjvcti U,E év TTJ avaaxdazi ouxov jaafhiTfjv). 
Thiss is the text as suggested by the Latin text of the MR: "in resurrectione vestri 
discipulum,""  and the Greek text of the MR. Although the latter reads ncL&r\if\v 
insteadd of |o.a$r|Tfjv, which quite obviously is a scribal error. The reading with 
cuTfjaeii  is attested by the Greek text of the LR and also suggested by the 
Armeniann and Arabic versions. It is not immediately clear which reading is the 
superiorr one. 

Manyy scholars choose to read év TTJ AvaaTdaei.190 However, most recent 
commentatorss prefer to read èv TTJ aiTfjaei.191 They point out that the absolute 
usagee of the term u.adr|Tfj<; and the emphasis on the importance of the prayer of 
thee addressees is characteristic of Ignatius, and that, on the other hand, the only 
parallell  passage which could possibly support the reading év TTJ dvaaTdaei is 
Ephh 11:2 (see § 8.1 and 9.1). Moreover, it seems highly unlikely that Ignatius 
wouldd call himself a disciple of the Smyrnaeans. He and all other Christians are 
discipless of Christ, the one and only Teacher (Eph 15:1 and Mg 9:1). This argu-
mentationn carries conviction. It seems that Ignatius parallels the present peace in 
Antiochh to his own future attainment of God. Just as the Antiochenes have found 
peacee thanks to the prayer of the Smyrnaeans (Old TT|V 7tpooxuxT|v Ou.o>v), 
Ignatiuss hopes to be found a disciple by their entreaty (èv TTJ oriTTJaei üfiöv). The 
usee of different nouns (npoGev%r\ ~ alxT]aiq) should be seen as a stylistic 
variation. . 

Inn the previous two passages (Eph 1:2 and Rm 4:2) Ignatius connected the 
notionn of becoming a true disciple with the event of the encounter with the wild 
beast.. Here, in Pol 7:1 true discipleship (naÖTiTfji;) is linked with the idea of 
sufferingg (rax^eiv). Lightfoot suggested that Ignatius had the proverbial phrase 
-Ka^r\\iaxa-Ka^r\\iaxa ixa f̂juxxTa - agonies are learning experiences - in the back of his 
mindd when linking these two concepts.192 Although it cannot be excluded, this 
doess not seem to be very likely. In Pol 7:1 the two concepts are not correlated 
directlyy but are separated by the notion of the attainment of God. Further, since 
Ignatiuss uses first the verb 7iaSEiv and then the noun u,a$r|Tf)<;, the play upon 
wordss has been lost. Thus, especially in comparison with the poignant proverbial 
sayings,, the link is rather secondary. Even more importantly, it should be observed 

Seee e.g. Fischer (1993) 222; Von Balthasar (1984) 109; Bihlmeyer (1970); Camelot (1969) 153; 
Grantt (1966) 12, 136; Corwin (1960) 228; Richardson (1953) 120; and Lake (1912) 1.274. 

Seee e.g. Lightfoot (1889) 2.355; Bauer (1920) 280; Bommes (1976) 251-252; Bauer-Paulsen 
(1985)) 106; and Schoedel (1985) 278 n. 4. 

Lightfoott (1889) 2.355, cf. Schoedel (1985) 278 n. 2. See on the popularity of this proverb in 
antiquity:: H. Dörrie, "Leid und Erfahrung. Die Wort- und Sinn-Verbindung Jta9eïv-(iaSetv im 
griechischenn Denken," Akademie der Wissenschaften und der Literator in Mainz. Abhandelungen 
derder Geistes- und Sozialwissenschaftlichen Klasse (1956) 303-344. Note also Heb 5:8, and 
commentatorss on this verse. 
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thatt for Ignatius the verb THXCTX*0 has a rather different connotation than the 
correspondingg terms in the proverbial sayings. In the Ignatian letters "suffering" 
iss more or less synonymous withh "dying" (see § 2.1). For Ignatius a violent death 
iss certainly not a learning experience. Thus, here in Pol 7:1 - as in Eph 1:2 and 
Rmm 4:2 - death is presented as the moment when Ignatius' discipleship is com-
pleted.. In death he will be found a disciple. 

6.26.2 The Discipleship of Christians in General 
Thee seven passages discussed above show that the idea of unfulfilled discipleship 
iss an important feature of Ignatius' reflections on his road unto death. Some 
scholarss have pointed out that this idea seems to stand in sharp contrast with 
Ignatius'' positive identification of other believers as disciples (uadr]Tai).193 

Theyy detected some sort of a two-level form of discipleship in Ignatius, in the 
sensee that ordinary believers are already true disciples here and now, while 
Ignatiuss will only become a true disciple through death. 

However,, the distinction between Ignatius and other believers is not as 
simplee and clear-cut as these scholars believe it to be. As I have already tried to 
show,, in passages such as Tr 5:2 Ignatius clearly states that other Christians too 
lackk many things. In a way, all have to strive for true discipleship. I hope to 
demonstratee this further by looking at those six instances in which Ignatius uses 
thee discipleship terminology with regard to other believers, or believers in general 
(i.e.. including himself). Four times Ignatius uses the noun uadrixai, and twice the 
verbb u.a$r|T£OG). 

Twoo passages in which the noun occurs are indeed quite straightforward. In Pol 
2:11 Ignatius admonishes Polycarp: "If you love good disciples, you have no credit, 
ratherr bring the more troublesome into subjection by gentleness (KOCAOCN; u.aSr|xa<; 
èavv <piXfj<;, %é.p\q aoi OÓK ëaxiv, \xakïx>v xouq tanu-oxépouc; èv 7tpaóxr|xi 
Ó7tóxaCTO"e);""  and in Mg 9:2 he states: "How shall we be able to live without him, 
off  whom the prophets also were disciples in the spirit, him to whom they looked 
forwardd as teacher (7i©<; i\\iB\<;  Suvnaonsda tftoai x^P^ cttixou, oó KOU oi 
rcpocpfjxaircpocpfjxai |4.adr|xai övxeq xq> Ttveuuaxi (bq 5i5aaicaA.ov auxov Ttpoa-
eSÓKöv)."1944 In both cases, Ignatius presents discipleship unquestionably as an 
actuall  reality. The members of Polycarp's community as well as the honourable 
prophetss are disciples as they live - or lived - their lives on earth. 

Inn these two passages Ignatius clearly plays upon the "learner" or "pupil" 
aspectt of the noun ua9r)xf]<; (cf. Mg 9:1 and 10:1, discussed below). In the former 

Seee esp. Brox (1961) 207-208; and cf. e.g. Schoedel (1985) 28, 43; Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 26; 
Baumeisterr  (1980) 264; and Bommes (1976) 41-50. 

Thiss is the translation of Schoedel; cf. also e.g. Grant (1966) 63. It seems the most elegant way 
too render  Ignatius' usage of the personal pronoun aütóq in the relative clause (cf. Blass § 297.3). 
Lesss correct seems to be the translation of Lightfoot (1889) 2.553: "Seeing that even the 
prophets,, being his disciples, were expecting Him as their  teacher  through the spirit; "  cf. also 
Fischerr  (1993) 169; and Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 53. 
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(Poll  2:1) some sort of teacher - pupil relationship between the bishop Polycarp 
andd the good disciples seems to be implicated; and in the latter (Mg 9:2) Ignatius 
explicitlyy links the noun u<x9r|Tfj<; with the noun SiSdcncaAxx;.195 Rightly, 
Schoedell  notes that Ignatius' language sometimes suggests the idea of the church 
ass a school.196 Thus, in Eph 3:1 Ignatius calls his fellow-Christians "my fellow 
learners""  (auvSiSaaKaXixan; uxn>). Wilkins further points out that the "learner" 
aspectt may be illustrated by Ignatius' use of the rare noun uotöriTeia in Tr 3:2: 
"yourr bishop whose very demeanour is a great lesson (TO KaTdcrrrma \isydkr\ 
|ia3r|T£ia)."1977 However, it should be noted that Ignatius does not emphasize 
thee intellectual aspect of learning. The prophets are disciples of Christ because 
theyy "live according to Jesus Christ" (Mg 8:2), and not because they are taught by 
Jesuss Christ. Likewise, in Pol 2:1 the phrase "good disciples" refers to those who 
livee in obedience to the one bishop, and not to those who are attentive and diligent 
pupilss of Polycarp. 

Further,, the singular person plural in the main clause of Mg 9:2 (n&q r\ \i£iq 
8uvr)0"ÓLie$aa <̂ fjacu x^P^ ocóxoö) deserves special attention. Ignatius, here, 
identifiess himself with his addressees. Moreover, the word "also" (Kai) in the 
relativee clause clearly implicates that Ignatius understood both himself and the 
Magnesianss to be disciples of Christ, just as the prophets. This is an important 
observation.. Although Ignatius shrinks to call himself a disciple in the context of 
hiss reflections on his own imminent death, he does not hesitate to associate himself 
withh the discipleship of other Christians in the context of a rebuttal of Judaizing 
tendenciess (cf. § 5.3)! 

Thee two other passages in which the noun |ia§r|Tai occurs (Mg 9:1 and 
10:1)) also stand in the context of Ignatius' attack on the Judaizers. In Mg 9:1 he 
states:: "And therefore we endure, that we may be found disciples of Jesus Christ, 
ourr only teacher (Kai 5ia TOÜTO Ü7io^évo|aev, ïva eüpeöcö îev na&r|TOU 
'' Iriaoö XpiCTTOü TOÖ u.óvou ÖioaaicdXou f|Li(ov)." Like in Mg 9:2, Ignatius here 
usess the first person plural. Clearly, all Christians - and not just Ignatius - have 
too endure to be found disciples. The agonistic notion of endurance and the phrase 
"too be found" - which appears to refer to some sort of final verdict over the life 
off  the believer (cf. esp. Pol 7:1) - suggest that Ignatius is thinking of discipleship 
ass a constant challenge, a race which has to be run to the end. 

Thee tenor of Mg 10:1 is quite similar. Ignatius once more warns against 
Judaismm and exhorts his readers with the following words: "Let us become his 
disciples,1988 and let us learn to live according to Christianity (uccör|Tai auxoC 
yevójievoi,, jid&conev Kaxd Xpioriavio>t ov Cf\v)." Again Ignatius identifies 

Notee that except as Teacher Christ is also presented as Lawgiver in the Ignatian letters; see Eph 
9:2;; Mg 2; 13:1; Rm inscr; and cf. Schlier (1929) 55-57. 

Schoedell  (1985) 43 n. 16. 

M.J.. Wilkins, "The Interplay of Ministry, Martyrdom, and Discipleship in Ignatius of Antioch," " 
in:: Idem, et al. eds., Worship, neology and Ministry (Sheffield 1992) 300. 

Fischerr (1993) 169; Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 54; and Bommes (1976) 42 translate: "nachdem wir 
seinee Jünger geworden sind ... ," but such a translation seems less proper. 
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himselff  with his addressees. Both he and the Magnesians have to become disciples. 
Moreover,, Ignatius' usage of the verb navSdvco in this context indicates that he 
iss thinking of something like a learning process. Christians learn to become better 
discipless of Christ. In short, in Mg 9:1 and 10:1 Ignatius stresses the ongoing 
processs of becoming more of a disciple. 

Inn both these passages Ignatius - just as in Pol 2:1 and Mg 9:2 - clearly 
playss upon the "learner" aspect of the noun \ia^r\xr\q. In Mg 9:1 the noun Si8do> 
KGtAxx;; points in this direction; and in Mg 10:1 the verb navödvww suggests such 
aa connotation. Nevertheless, it should again be noted that Ignatius does not so 
muchh stress the intellectual aspect of discipleship as the practical element. A 
Christiann must not so much adhere to Christ's teaching as follow Christ in his 
actions.. The task of the disciple is to live according to Christianity. In Mg 9:1 
Ignatiuss speaks more specifically about the obligation to endure, namely just as 
Christt did.199 This emphasis on actions probably also explains why Ignatius 
shrinkss from speaking of discipleship as an established fact. As long as one lives, 
onee must prove to be a disciple of Christ. As long as one has not yet died, one has 
nott yet completely followed Christ. 

Lastly,, I have to deal with two passages (Eph 10:1 and Rm 3:1) in which Ignatius 
usess the verb nadrjTeóü). In the first passage Ignatius calls for unceasing prayer 
"onn behalf of other people" (Omèp xcov &XKG>V dv&pomcov), i.e. non-Christians. 
For,, he declares, "there is hope of repentance in them" (ëcruv èv aóxoï<; éXnlc, 
fiexavoiaq).. Then he continues with the words: "é7uxpéi|/ax£ ouv aüxoiq K&V 
êKK  TCÖV êpyoov óuiv fiadr|X£udf|vai." The exact meaning of these words seems 
unclear.. On the one hand, Schoedel translates - somewhat loosely -: "Let them 
learnn at least from your deeds to become disciples."200 The passage, on the other 
hand,, could also be rendered quite differently with: "Let them at least be instructed 
byy your deeds."201 The crucial question appears to be how to interpret the verb 
jiaSr)xeuco.. Does Ignatius use it in the meaning of "to make (someone) a disciple," 
orr in the meaning of  4to teach?" In other words, does Ignatius admonish the 
Ephesianss to convert pagans,202 or does Ignatius merely ask them to teach others 
something? ? 

Althoughh the notion of repentance (u^xavoia) in Eph 10:1 may suggest the 
former,, the particle K&V and what follows in Eph 10:2 makes it more likely that 

Cf.. Schoedel (1985) 124; and Wilkins (1992) 304: "Endurance is a sign of discipleship precisely 
because,, for Ignatius, Christ's teachings consists of his enactment of his Father's will in being 
obedientt to the point of death." 

AA more literal translation would have been: "Let them then at least from your deeds become 
disciples.""  Camelot (1969) 67 translates: "Permettez-leur done au moins par vos oeuvres d'etre 
voss disciples," so also Lake (1912) 1.185; i.e. both take öutv with both êpycov and ua9riT£u-
Sfjvai,, which seems less likely. 

Soo Grant (1966) 41; and cf. also Lightfoot (1889) 2.546; Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 36; and Fischer 
(1993)) 151. 

Soo e.g. Wilkins (1992) 303. 
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thee latter is intended. Ignatius' train of thought seems to have been the following: 
evenn if pagans do not repent thanks to the constant prayer of Christians, the 
exemplaryy behaviour of Christians may at least instruct them, i.e. change their 
conduct.. Thus, pagan anger may be softened by Christian gentleness, boastfulness 
byy humbleness, and fierceness by mildness (Eph 10:2). It seems less likely that 
Ignatiuss argued that if pagans are not converted by the constant prayer of the 
Ephesians,, then at least by their works. Such a denigration of the power of prayer, 
andd thus of God, seems alien to the pious Ignatius. 

Rmm 3:1 raises the same question with regard to the translation of the verb 
Lia9TjteuG).. On the one hand, Schoedel translates: "You never envied anyone, you 
taughtt others. I simply want that to stand fast which you command when you 
makee disciples (oóSénoxe èPaoKavaxe oóSevi, OLXXOVC, èSiöd^axe. éyri) 8è 
$éXxo,, iva K&iceïva pépaia ij , a |ia0r|xei3ovxe<; évTÉXAscröe)."203 On the 
otherr hand, Grant renders the second sentence of this passage with: "I desire the 
instructionss you have given to stand fast."204 The latter translation - taking 
|ia$r|X£\3a>> in the meaning of "to teach" - seems to make more sense. A reference 
too the missionary activities of the Roman church does not really fit the context. 
Moree likely, Ignatius refers to the fact that the Roman Christians taught others to 
enduree like athletes (see / Clem. 5-6). He asks the Roman Christians to hold firm 
too their own teaching, and thus not to hinder him from being executed. Like the 
wholee of Ignatius' letter to the Romans, this passage is an ardent plea to be 
grantedd to die in the amphitheatre. 

Inn sum, it seems that in Rm 3:1 as well as in Eph 10:1 Ignatius uses the verb 
|ia9TiT8\3coo in the meaning of "to teach," and not in the meaning of "to make 
someonee a disciple." Therefore, these two instances do not really shed more light 
onn Ignatius' notion of discipleship. 

Inn conclusion, four times Ignatius speaks about the discipleship of believers in 
general.. In two of these instances he presents discipleship as a present reality (Pol 
2:11 and Mg 9:2), but in the two other instances he characterizes discipleship as an 
ongoingg process of becoming more of a disciple (Mg 9:1 and 10:1). It seems that 
discipleshipp is both a present reality and a future hope. Further, it is important to 
noticee that twice Ignatius uses the first person plural (in Mg 9:1 and 10:1). Thus, 
thee paradoxical tension between "already" and "not yet" seems essential to his 
conceptt of discipleship in general.205 For all Christians discipleship is not a static 
fact,, but a constant challenge. Due to his predicament, the challenge to prove to 
bee a disciple is far more acute for Ignatius - and, therefore, the "not yet" is more 
stronglyy emphasized -, but there seems to be no fundamental difference between 

Cf.. so also Fischer (1993) 185; and Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 71: "Ich aber will , daB auch das festen 
Bestandd habe, was ihr Jünger werbend anbefehlt." 

Grantt (1966) 88; cf. Lightfoot (1889) 2.559: "My desire is that those lessons shall hold good 
whichh as teachers ye enjoin;" Lake (1912) 1.229; and Camelot (1969) 111. 

Cf.. esp. Wilkins (1992), see e.g. p. 314: "Ignatius appears comfortable with a tension between 
discipleshipp as a present reality and as a future hope made perfect through martyrdom." 
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himm and other Christians.206 Striking is the passage in Tr 5:2: "Not because of 
thiss am I already a disciple; for we need many things that we may not lack God." 
Ignatiuss smoothly shifts from the first person singular to the first person plural, 
explainingg the fact that he is "not yet" a disciple from the "not yet" character of 
Christiann existence in general! In the present world there are good and troublesome 
discipless (Pol 2:1), but one can only be called truly a disciple when everything is 
enduredd (Mg 9:1) and life is completed. In short, according to Ignatius discipleship 
iss a lifelong process of learning to live according to Christianity (Mg 10:1) and 
Christt (Mg 9:2). 

6.36.3 Discipleship in the Early Christian Tradition 
Ignatius'' diffidence to call himself a disciple seems peculiar. It raises the question 
howw unique his ideas on discipleship really were. Or, in other words, how does his 
usagee of the discipleship terminology relate to what can be found in the Christian 
traditionn before and shortly after him? To answer this question I will now briefly 
lookk at the terms u<x&riTfj<; and (ia&T|T8v3(o in the New Testament, the corpus of 
thee Apostolic Fathers, and some later martyrological writings. 

Inn the New Testament the noun fiaÖTycrjc; occurs frequently (i.e. some 250 times), 
butt only in the gospels and in Acts.207 In the gospels the noun refers almost208 

exclusivelyy to the limited group of Jewish men who accepted Jesus as their master 
andd who had a close personal bond with Jesus during his life.209 In other words, 
inn the gospels a disciple is someone who follows Jesus literally, i.e. physically. 
Consequently,, the gospel authors usually speak of "his disciples" (oi ua9r|Tai 
aÓTOü). . 

Inn Acts the term denotes not the personal disciple of Christ, but the Christian 
moree in general. Subsequently, the author of Acts simply speaks of "the disciples" 
(oii  naöt|Tai). That is, the noun uotSnTTiq is used without further specifications. 
Itt has been shown that such an absolute usage of the word is also characteristic for 

Cf.. Bultmann (1953) 50: "Freilic h ist es im grunde auch nicht so, dass dem JQngersein vor  dem 
Martyrertod ee ein Stuck fehlte, das noch hinzugefügt werden müsste, um es quantitativ vollstandig 
zuu machen. Vielmehr  ist Ign. schon jetzt potentiell oder  latent der  uaSriTfiq der  er  sein möchte, 
undd er  sehnt sich danach, es auch reell und demonstrattv zu werden." 

Seee for  what follows e.g. K.H. Rengstorf, "uxxvÖdvco KTX., "  7W7'4.444-465; and cf. also M.J. 
Wilkins ,, The Concept of Disciple in Matthew's Gospel: As Reflected in the Use of the Term 
MadrjTiiqMadrjTiiq  (Leiden 1988); and J.D.G. Dunn, Jesus'Call to Discipleship (Cambridge 1992). 

Ma9r)tfj qq is also used of other  disciples, such as the disciples of John the Baptist (Mt 9:14; 11:2; 
etc.),, the disciples of the Pharisees (Mt 22:16; Mk 2:18), and the disciples of Moses (John 9:28). 

Thiss observation prompts Reitzenstein (1916) 458 to state: "Mi t der  Gefangenschaft trit t der 
Christt  in ahnlich unmittelbaren Verkehr  mit seinem Meister, wie einst die JQnger  standen; der 
Todd erhebt zu dem vollen Rang und Lohn der  |ia$r|Tfi<;. "  Since Ignatius never  uses the noun 
uxxSriTfjc ;;  but always the noun dnoatoXxx; to speak about the first believers who had known 
Christt  personally, this suggestion does not carry conviction. 
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thee Ignatian letters. Thus, there is a formal similarity.210 Yet the concept of 
discipleshipp in Acts is not simply the same as that found in Ignatius. In Acts the 
notionss of discipleship and faith (7TICTTK;) seem closely linked. A disciple is a 
personn who has become obedient to the faith (Acts 6:7) and who will continue in 
thee faith (14:22). This correlation of nadr|xf|̂  and 7ticrceua) also occurs in John 
(seee below), but is nowhere to be found in the letters of Ignatius. As is often the 
casee in Hellenistic literature in general211 - the noun ua&nrnc; here has first and 
foremostt the connotation of "adherent." 

Inn short, in the New Testament the noun |iaor|Tf|<; refers either to those who 
followedd Christ before he died, or to those who came to believe in him later on. 
Thee term functions very much like a title. In contrast with Ignatius, the develop-
mentall  aspect is not underscored. One either follows Christ and believes in him, 
orr not. Despite this fact, some scholars have suggested that Ignatius' characteristic 
notionn of discipleship as a constant challenge and as something which is not yet 
fulfilledd can be traced back to the New Testament.212 Schoedel and Bauer, for 
instance,, especially refer to Lk 14:27: "Whoever does not carry his cross and 
followw me cannot be my disciple (öcm<; oó pacrcd^ei TOV ataupöv éautoö Kai 
ëpxEToaa oma© fK>v>, oü 5v3vaxai slvai uou jiaSnTfjc;)."213 At first sight, the 
verball  correspondence with Ignatius' words in Eph 1:2, " ... by attaining I may be 
ablee to be a disciple" (6ict xoO è7tiiuxeïv Suvrjdö u<x$r|Tf|c; elvai)," may seem 
striking,, but in fact the differences are more significant. First, the notion of 
followingg Christ seems to be lacking in the Ignatian letters. Notably, Ignatius never 
usess the verb dcKOAOU&éco to reflect on his death or his road to Rome.214 Second, 
Ignatiuss usually speaks of becoming "a disciple," and not of becoming "Christ's 
disciple.""  Third, Ignatius will be a disciple in death, and not merely in toil and 
hardship.. The message of Luke seems to be that discipleship necessarily implies 
suffering,, while Ignatius rather declares that true discipleship can only be attained 
throughh suffering (cf. Pol 7:1). 

Schoedell  refers further to two texts from the Gospel of John. According to 
Schoedell  the evangelist John, like Ignatius, thinks of discipleship here and now as 
stilll  incomplete. In John 8:31 Jesus is recorded to have said to the Jews who had 

Nott surprisingly, some have therefore argued that this usage of the term originated in Antioch, 
seee e.g. J. Jeremias, "Die antiochenische Quelle der Apostelgeschichte und die Datierung der 
erstenn Missionsreise," ZNW 36 (1937) 215; but cf. Rengstorf TWNT 4.463 who suggests a 
Palestiniann background. 

Seee esp. Wilkins (1988) 11-42; and cf. e.g. Rengstorf, TWNT 4.418-428. 

Seee esp. Schoedel (1985) 43; and Bauer (1920) 198; cf. also Wilkins (1992) 304-305. 

Cf.. also Lk 9:23: "I f any want to become my followers (et tiq Qélzi ÓJUOTO UOU £pxeo8ai), 
lett them deny themselves and take up their cross daily and follow me (óncoX.ou9eÏTO) uoi);" and 
thee parallel passages in Mt 16:24; and Mk 8:34. 

Hee does use the verb to speaks about believers who follow the bishop (Ph 2:1; Sm 8:1), a false 

teacherr (Ph 3:3), or Ignatius himself (Ph 11:1). 
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believedd in him (7cpo<; xouq TtETTiaxEUKÓxac; auxcp 'IouSaioo^):215 "If you 
abidee in my word, you are truly my disciples (édv ójieïq UGIVT|XE év xtp Xóy(p 
èjj,o),, dX.r|&öq u<xdr|xa( jxoó èax£)." In John 15:7-8 Jesus likewise says: "If you 
abidee in me, and my words abide in you (èdv \izivr\xe év èuoi KOU xd ^>T|naxd 
Houu év üuav ustvrj), ask for whatever you wish, and it will be done for you. My 
Fatherr is glorified by this, that you bear much fruit and become my disciples 
(yévriaöe2166 èuoi uot$r|xat)." Indeed, certain elements of these passages can 
bee compared with Ignatius' language. The emphasis on abidance (uivco) corre-
spondss with the notion of endurance (Cmonevto) in Mg 9:1; and the usage of the 
verbb yivoum is directly parallelled in Mg 10:1. Thus, both John and Ignatius 
presentt discipleship as a constant challenge. Yet, Ignatius' rhetorical denial of his 
ownn discipleship has no equal in John. Likewise, in John there is no direct link 
betweenn discipleship and suffering or death. 

Thee verb ua9r|xeua) occurs four times in the New Testament. Twice the verb 
hass the meaning "to make disciples" (Mt 28:19 and Acts 14:21), while in Mt 27:57 
thee verb is used with regard to Joseph from Arimathea who also "had become a 
disciplee of Jesus" (èfj.a&T)X£\3Sr| xcp * Inaoü). In these three instances the meaning 
off  the verb conforms with the general usage of the noun uadrjxfjt; in the New 
Testamentt as a title of a group of people. The fourth passage (Mt 13:52) is 
different:: "Every scribe who has been trained for the kingdom of heaven (uxic9r|-
xeodeic;; xrj paoiX&io: xcov oópavöv) is like the master of a household who 
bringss out of his treasure what is new and what is old." In this enigmatic passage 
thee verb (xadrixeuco seems to have the meaning "to teach." This would correspond 
withh Ignatius' usage of the verb in Eph 10:1 and Rm 3:1. Thus, it seems that in 
nonee of these four instances is spoken of an ongoing process of becoming (more 
of)) a disciple. 

Inn the corpus of the Apostolic Fathers the discipleship terminology does not occur 
ass frequently as in the New Testament. Outside the letters of Ignatius the noun 
u<i$r)xrj<;; is used merely eight times in this corpus of writings, the verb (xaOrixeüoo 
doess not occur at all. Ignatius' contemporary Papias of Hierapolis speaks twice of 
"discipless of the Lord" (xou Kupïou nadnxai).217 The context suggests that this 
phrasee refers most likely to those who had known Christ personally, i.e. that the 
termm uo:$r|xf)<; is used just as in the four gospels. 

Inn the so-called Epistle to Diognetus the noun occurs four times in one long 
passagee (Diogn. 11:1-2). The anonymous author of this homily declares to "have 
becomee a disciple of the apostles" (ÓLnooxófaav yEvónEvoq nadrjxfjq), and -
subsequentlyy - a teacher for "those who are becoming disciples of the truth" 
(yivop,évoiqq dXr|9£iaq uadrjxatc;). Henceforth, the author speaks twice simply 

Ass in Acts, there seems to be a correlation between the notion of discipleship (uaSrjx r\q) and 
faithh (jtiaTEÓco). Cf. also John 2:11; 6:60-64; and 20:26-29. 

Notee that Nestle25 here prefers the reading of the Codex Sinaiticus, the Codex Alexandrinus, the 
Codexx Athous Lavrensis, the minuscule 33, and the majority text which read a future tense. 

Pap.Pap. 2:4 = Eusebius HE 3.39.4 (GCS 9,1.286). 
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off  "disciples" (|ia$r|Tai). He states that not unbelievers, but disciples learned the 
mysteriess of the Father, and that to them the Word appeared. Like sometimes in 
Ignatiuss the emphasis here lies on the "learner" aspect. Yet, in the Epistle to 
DiognetusDiognetus this learning is not so much a process of learning to live one's life in 
accordancee with Christ - as in Ignatius -, but a progressive search for truth. 

Inn the Martyrdom of Poly carp the noun occurs twice. In 22:2 Irenaeus is 
calledd a "disciple of Polycarp" (u<xdr|Tfj<; TOU noA,uKdp7rou), i.e. the term refers 
too a concrete teacher ~ pupil relationship. The epilogue in Chapter 22 is obviously 
aa later addition to the text of the Martyrdom of Polycarp}x% The initial author 
off  this document uses the noun |ia$r|Tf|<; quite differently. In 17:3 he exclaims: 
"Forr him we reverence as the Son of God, whereas we love the martyrs as dis-
cipless and imitators of the Lord, and rightly so on account of their unsurpassable 
affectionn towards their own King and Teacher, may we too become their compan-
ionss and fellow-disciples (xoCxov u£v ydp uióv övta TOO deoö irpoorcuvo öu£v, 
louqq 6c fidptupaq a><; u<xÖr|Td<; mi uaur|Td<; TOO Kupiou dya7ta>|iEV d îcoq 
ëveicaa suvoiaq dvimeppA.r]Toi) xf\q sic, TÖV ÏÖIOV PaaiAéa Kai 5i8daKaXov, 
a>vv yévouo Kai f|(id<; KOivoovouq TE Kai ai)(i^ia9r|Tdc; yevéa^ai)." 

Itt should be observed that this passage mirrors the central message of the 
MartyrdomMartyrdom of Polycarp. For these "acts" were not only written to commemorate 
thee death of Polycarp, but also to instruct Christians in general how to behave in 
thee face of persecutions and hardships. The recurrent idea is that martyrdom should 
nott be sought, but should be suffered according to the Gospel of Christ (Kaxd TO 
eóayyéAiovv Xpicrcou).219 Martyrs like Polycarp are the true disciples of Christ, 
andd other Christians may become fellow-disciples of the martyrs by following their 
example.. The association of discipleship and a violent death may seem similar to 
whatt can be found in Ignatius. Yet, far more than in Ignatius the spotlights are 
heree on the martyr, who in a unique way is an imitator and disciple of Christ. 
Ignatius'' dialectical understanding of Christian discipleship seems absent in the 
MartyrdomMartyrdom of Polycarp. The noun u<xSr|Tf)<; is used to emphasize the subordinate 
positionn of the martyrs - and subsequently the believers in general -, not to point 
too the fact that Christian existence is a constant challenge. 

Finally,, it should be observed that the theme of discipleship does not play a role 
off  importance in the later Acts of the Martyrs. The noun naör)Trj<; occurs only 
rarely.. In the story about the Martyrs of Lyons it is stated with regard to a certain 
Vettiuss Epagathus: "He chose to lay down even his own life for the defence of the 
brethren,, for he was and is a true disciple of Christ, and he follows the Lamb 
whereverr he goes (i\v ydp Kai ëaxiv yvfiaioc; XpiaxoC naSr|Tfj<;, dKoXoo&©v 

Cf.. e.g. B. Dehandschutter, Martyrium Polycarpi. Een literair-kritischestudie(Leuven 1979) 131-
155.. Note that the phrase "disciple of Polycarp" also occurs in the epilogue of the so-called 
Moscoww manuscript. 

219 9 

Seee esp. Mart. Pol. 1:1; and 19:1. Cf. further e.g. Th. Baumeister, "Die Norm des Evangeliums-
gemassenn Blutzeugnisses. Das Martyrium Polycarpi als vorsichtige Exhortatio ad Martyrium," 
in:: Stimuli. Exegese und ihre Hermeneutiek in Antike und Christentum (Festschrift DaBmann; 
Munsterr 1996) 125-128; and Buschmann (1998) 49-58. 
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tq>> dtpviQ) ÖTtou ètv CmóVyrj)."220 Like in Afarf. Pol. 17:3 (see above), the notion 
off  discipleship seems to be associated with the idea of an imitation of Christ. Yet, 
heree discipleship is not directly linked with a violent death. Vettius' willingness 
too die rather is presented as the ultimate proof of his love for other Christians. 
Thiss love shows him to be a disciple off  Christ, not the act of dying itself. Vettius 
doess not become a disciple in death, but he is one for all time, both during his life 
andd thereafter (rjv KOU ëcrciv). Thus (laSriTfjc; seems to be a honourable title for 
aa true Christian. 

Thee same seems to hold true for one passage in the Martyrdom ofApollonius 
andd one in the Martyrdom of Pionius.221 Two very late martyrological writings 
-- respectively from the fourth and fifth century CE - do use the discipleship 
terminologyy similarly as Ignatius. In the Acts ofPhileas, the martyr - when he 
comess to the spot where he is to be beheaded - cries out: "Before, we did not 
suffer;; but now we begin to suffer; now we begin to become disciples of Christ 
(nondum(nondum passi sumus. nunc incipimus pati. nunc coepimus esse discipuli Christi);" 
andd in the Antiochene Acts of the Martyrdom of Ignatius it is commented with 
regardd to Ignatius: "He was vexed within himself, thinking that he had not yet 
attainedd true love towards Christ, or the complete rank of disciple {f\G%a'k'kEV 8e 
KaO'' èauTÖv éq |ifj7ta> xf\c; övrax; eiq Xptcrtóv ó.yam\c, è<pai|/&p,evo<; |arjöè xf\q 
Teniae;; TOO naSrjxoö xd^eax;)."222 However, it is possible that both passages 
aree reminiscences of the language used in the letters of Ignatius. 

Inn sum, in early Christian writings the noun ^adrjit]^ is used of the person who 
hadd followed the earthly Christ, or more in general of the adherent of the Christian 
faith.. The constant challenge of Christian discipleship is only rarely highlighted. 
Onlyy one or two passages in the Gospel of John and perhaps one or two other 
passagess seem to speak about discipleship as incomplete, i.e. as a lifelong test and 
ongoingg process. The radical consequence of such an understanding of discipleship 
-- namely that a Christian only becomes a true disciple of Christ in death - is 
nowheree drawn explicitly. It appears that Ignatius' paradoxical usage of the term 
uctdrjTfjqq is rather unique. 

6.46.4 Related Passages 
Inn all but one letter the noun nadr|Tfj<; is the only "title" which Ignatius uses in 
hiss reflections on his imminent death. Yet in his letter to the Roman community 
-- in which he expounds his desire for death most extensively - several others 
occur.. Two of these seem particularly closely related to the notion of discipleship: 

HEHE  5.1.10 (GCS 9,1.406). Cf. Rev 14:4: "  ... these follow the Lamb wherever  he goes. They 
havee been redeemed from humankind as first fruit s for  God and the Lamb." 

Mart.Mart. Ap. 26 (Musurill o 96): "Th e disciples of the Logos ... die daily to pleasure;"  Mart. Pion. 
13:44 (Musurill o 152): "What other  criminal has filled the entire world with his disciples?"  Cf. 
Mart.Mart. Pion. 13:4 and 14:4 (Musurill o 152, 154) with regard to the disciples in Christ' s time. 

Act.Act. Phil. 9:1-2 (Musurill o 352) and Mart. Ign. Ant. 1 (Funk-Diekamp 2.324). 
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thee noun "imitator" (JIIUTITTÏC;) in Rm 6:3 and the noun "Christian" (Xpumavóc;) 
inn Rm 3:2. Further Ignatius also states that in death he hopes to become a "word 
off  God" (kóyoc, $eoö: Rm 2:1), a "human being" (av&pamoc;: Rm 6:2), and 
"someone""  (TIC;: Rm 9:2). I will consider every one of these five passages and 
notionss in some detail. 

a)) To Become an Imitator (Rm 6:3). In chap. 2.3.3,1 discussed the work of two 
scholarss who argued that Ignatius' thoughts on his near death were dominated by 
thee notion of an imitatio Christi. I remarked that this view is questionable since 
Ignatiuss only once speaks about his death explicitly in terms of an imitation of 
Christ.. It is at this single passage that we must now look in more detail. 

Inn Rm 6:3 Ignatius appeals to his addressees: "Allow me to be an imitator 
off  the suffering of my God. If anyone has him within himself, let him understand 
whatt I want, and let him sympathize with me, knowing the things which constrain 
mee (è7UTpBV[/otTé uoi uiunTf|v elvcu TOO 7td$ouc; TOÖ 3eou nou. el TIC; CCUTOV 

évv èauTcp ë/ei, vorja&Tco, ö öéXco, Kal oDuna&EiTO) \io\, ei8a>c; T& auvéxovTd 
He).""  Like the whole of Ignatius' letter to the Romans, this passage is an appeal 
too the Christians in Rome not to thwart his execution. By dying a violent death, 
Ignatiuss hopes to become an imitator of Christ's death on the cross. 

Off  course the central question is, What does Ignatius mean with imitation 
whenn he speaks of imitating the death of Christ? Does it mean that he wants to 
copyy or replicate Christ's passion?223 It seems unlikely that this is what Ignatius 
intended.. Surely Ignatius does not seem to be interested in the possible outward 
similaritiess between his death and the passion of Christ. On the contrary. His fight 
withh the wild beast does not resemble Christ's crucifixion at all. Rather Ignatius 
seemss to be speaking of a similarity in "motivation." Probably the passage could 
bestt be paraphrased by something like: "Allow me to be an imitator of Christ, 
whichh means - at least for me, Ignatius, in my particular situation - to suffer like 
Christt suffered, i.e. to endure like Christ did, to remain faithful like Christ did, and 
too die free-willed for God like Christ did." 

Thiss interpretation can be corroborated from the direct and wider context. 
Ignatius'' request to allow him to be imitator is followed by the statement that 
thosee who have Christ within themselves should sympathize with him. Ignatius 
emphasizess that his desire to imitate can be understood by all Christians, and not 
becausee all hail the passion as a model which should be copied, but because all 
livee their lives in close intimacy with Christ. Or, in other words, all Christians can 
sympathizee with Ignatius because all strive to be imitators of Christ. In chap. 
2.3.4bb I have given a brief discussion of those six instances in which Ignatius uses 
thee imitation terminology with regard to the believers in general. Especially the 
passagee in Eph 10:3 seems relevant: "Let us be eager to be imitators of the Lord 
-- who was wronged more? who was defrauded more? who was rejected more?" 

Seee discussion in chap. 2.3, and cf. e.g. Grant (1966) 92: " ... imitating, that is re-enacting, the 

passionn of my God." 
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Ass I have argued, Ignatius here exhorts his readers to imitate Christ's humility, 
gentleness,, and endurance. It is on such spiritual qualities and not on external 
featuress that Ignatius*  notion of imitation is focused. 

Thiss raises the further question, How does the notion of imitation (|iiu.r|Tfi<;) 
relatee to the notion of discipleship (u,a9rjTf|c,)? Several scholars noted that the 
ideass of discipleship and imitation converge in Ignatius' thinking.224 Corwin and 
Wilkinss remarked that Ignatius' notions of discipleship and imitation are not 
preciselyy the same, but have a kindred meaning. Wilkins formulates the difference 
ass follows: "Discipleship implies devotion to Christ and following his pattern; 
imitationn emphasizes the pattern, but assumes the devotion."225 However, as I 
havee tried to show in chap. 2.3.4b, in the Ignatian letters imitation is not so much 
aa matter of copying a pattern as of conforming to an exemplar. Therefore Wilkins' 
formulationn of the distinction between the two concepts does not hold true without 
duee consideration. 

Surely,, in Rm 6:3 Ignatius uses the word uiur|Trjq in stead of \iaQr\Tr\q 
becausee he refers to a concrete event in Jesus' life on earth, but this does not mean 
thatt this event, the passion, is understood to be a pattern which can be copied. The 
notionn of a pattern is of minor importance in Ignatius' conception of imitation. 
Thee difference between discipleship and imitation rather seems to lie in the fact 
thatt discipleship implies subordination and imitation does not. This is the reason 
thatt Ignatius can exhort his readers to imitate other Christians (Sm 12:1) but does 
nott urge them to become disciples of other Christians. There is only one Teacher 
(Ephh 15:1 and Mg 9:1), but there are many exemplars of truly Christian humble-
ness,, gentleness, love, and endurance. 

Howw does Ignatius' desire to become an imitator of the passion of Christ relate to 
whatt can be found in other early Christian writings? In the early Christian tradition 
theree seem to have been two different ways in which the relation between the 
violentt death of a believer and the passion of Christ was envisioned. 

First,, some early Christian writers modeled their accounts of the violent 
deathh of a Christian on the well-known gospel narratives of Christ's passion.226 

Thee earliest example of this procedure is probably Luke's account of the death of 
Stephen.. The last words uttered by Stephen in Acts 7:59-60 are clearly meant as 
aa reminiscence of Christ's words on the cross (cf. Lk 23:46). In the later Acts of 
thethe Martyrs too the similarities between the two events are regularly underscored. 
Thee Martyrdom ofPolycarp undoubtedly offers the best example of this endeav-
our.. This account of the death of the bishop of Smyrna is bracketed by the phrase 
"aa witness in accordance with the Gospel" (TO KOIT&  to eóayyéXiov iiaprupiov) 

Seee e.g. Giinther (1941) 145; Brox (1961) 205; Bommes (1976) 88 and the two authors men-
tionedd in the following footnote. 

Wilkinss (1992) 306; cf. Corwin (1960) 227. 

Seee esp, M. Pellegrino, "Limitation du Christ dans les actes des martyrs," La Vie Spirituelle 98 
(1958)) 38-54; and cf. V. Saxer, Bible and kagiographie. Textes et thèmes bibliques dans les Actes 
desdes martyrs authentiques des premiers siècles (Berlin/Frankfurt/New York 1986). 
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inn 1:1, and the phrase "a conspicuous martyr, whose testimony, following the 
Gospell  of Christ, everyone desires to imitate" (u,dpru<; ë^oxoq, oó TÖ uxxprupiov 
navxtc,navxtc, ê7ci9ü(4,oöaiv LU(4.eïa3ai Kara TÖ eüayyéAaov Xpiaxoö yevónevov) 
inn 19:1. In between, several passages refer to the similar circumstances of the 
deathh of Polycarp and the passion of Christ.227 Similar elements in many other 
ActsActs of the Martyrs could be mentioned.228 There are no indications that Ignatius 
kneww or was interested in this tradition. Thus, his notion of imitation should not 
bee understood against this background. Rightly, Betz remarked: "Im Unterschied 
zuu Polykarp spielt für Ignatius die Vita Jesu keine Rolle. Vielmehr betrachtet 
Ignatiuss sein Martertod als den Ort der Begegnung mit Christus. Diese Variationen 
wirdd man auseinander halten mussen."229 

Yet,, in the early Christian Acts of the Martyrs there is also another notion 
off  imitation to bee found, which does come close to Ignatius' ideas. The author of 
thee Martyrdom of Polycarp, for instance, points to the difference between Christ 
andd the Christian martyrs. Christ is worshipped as the Son of God, whereas the 
martyrss are merely disciples and imitators of the Lord because of their loyalty 
towardss their teacher (see § 6.3).230 This alignment of the notions of discipleship, 
imitationn and loyalty seems to imply a concept of imitation which is quite similar 
too that of Ignatius. Furthermore, one could also refer to PPhil. 8:2: "Let us be 
imitatorss of his endurance (LUUTITGU oöv yevü)U£$a xf\q Ó7iop,ovf|<;)," and a 
passagee in Mart. Ludg.: "They then were zealots and imitators of Christ, who 
beingg in the form of God thought it not robbery to be equal with God (oï Kcti ... 
Cj]X(oxaiCj]X(oxai mi uiuriTai XpiCTioö èyévovxo, ö<; èv nopq>fj &eoö vmapxov ov% 
apTiayLiövv f|yf|oaTO TÖ slvai laa Ssq»)."231 Like Ignatius, the authors of these 
passagess do not point to a similarity in outward circumstances but rather to a 
conformityy of demeanour. 

Ignatius'' desire to be an imitator of the suffering of Christ should be placed 
inn this second tradition. For him, imitation means obedience and conformation to 
Christ,, not a literal reiteration of Christ's actions. As a matter of fact, it seems 
onlyy to have been the monastic tradition which exploited the possibilities of the 
ideaa of an imitatio Christi fully. In this later tradition imitation indeed means 
copyingg Christ's actions and replicating Christ-like qualities in order to attain 

Seee e.g. Mart. Pol. 1:2: "Just like the Lord did ((bq Kal ó Kupioe;), he too waited that he might 
bee delivered up;" 6:2: "The police captain, who was called Herod, wass eager to bring him to the 
amphitheatre:: destiny had given him the same name, that ... those who betrayed him might 
receivee the punishment of Judas;" and 8:1: "They put him on a donkey and thus conducted him 
intoo the city. It was now a great Sabbath day." 

Seee further Pellegrino (1958) 40-49. 

H.D.. Betz, Nachfolge undNachahmung Jesu Christi im Neuen Testament (Tubingen 1967) 182. 
Seee for a different view e.g. Buschmann (1998) 59: "Dabei erscheint MartPol als narrative 
Ausfuhrungg ignatianischer Martyrer-Theologie (IgnRom 6,3)." 

Mart.Mart. Pol. 17:3 quoted in § 6.3 above; cf. also Mart. Pol. 1:2. 

Eusebiuss HE 5.2.2 (GCS 9,1.428); cf. Phil 2:6. 
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salvationn and sainthood. Only in this tradition the idea of Christ's life as a pattern 
forr a Christian way of life becomes of major importance.232 

b)) To Be Found a Christian (Rm 3:2). Perhaps even closer related to Ignatius' use 
off  the term naSrixfjq is his use of the title Xpiaxiavóq. Once Ignatius uses this 
titlee in the context of his reflections on his imminent death. In Rm 3:2 he writes: 
"Onlyy ask power for me both within and without so that not only may I speak, but 
alsoo will , that not only may I be called a Christian but also may be found one; for 
iff  I am found one, I can also be called one and be faithful (uóvov uxn 5uvau,w 
aixeiCTÖee ëcrcoöév xe KOU ë̂ cDÖev, Iva nf| nóvov Xéya), èXXa mi Sétao, \if\ 
Ivaa (ióvov Xiycofiai Xpicxiavóq, &Xka mi eópsdó), èdv yap sóped©, mi 
AéyeaSaii  8\3vap,ai Kai xóxe 7IICTTÖ<; etvai)." 

Thee idea expressed in this passage seems to be similar to what Ignatius tried 
too declare by saying that he is not yet a true disciple. Only by enduring to the end 
hee can prove to be a Christian and to be faithful, just as only in death he becomes 
aa true disciple. A special dimension of Rm 3:2 is the contrast of speaking versus 
willing,, and being called versus being found. These polarities are variations on the 
importantt Ignatian motif of word versus deed.233 Of course, this motif is a 
Greco-Romann commonplace which can also be found in many early Christian and 
(Hellenistic-)Jewishh writings.234 

Thiss motif of word versus deed does not only turn up in Ignatius' reflections 
onn his own situation. It can also be found in those instances in which Ignatius uses 
thee term Xpumavóq to refer to the followers of Christ more in general. In Mg 
4:11 he emphasizes the importance of not only being called a Christian but also to 
bee one (jaf| uóvov KaXetoOou Xpiaxtavoóq óXka Kai etvai). In Eph 14:2 he 
statess that "those professing to be Christians will be seen by what they do (oi 
è7tayyeXX.ó(0.evoii  Xpiaxiavo i235 eïvai 81'dbv npdcaouaiv ó<p$fjaovxai)." 
Evenn in Rm 3:3 Ignatius continues with: "The deed (TÓ ëpyov) is not a matter of 
persuasivee rhetoric, but Christianity (Xpiaxiocvian óq) is characterized by great-
nesss when it is hated by the world." The message is clear. The tree is known from 
itss fruit. Christians are judged by their deeds. They have to live out their convic-
tions.. They have to prove that they are worthy of the name given to them, may 
thiss title be \ia^r\xr\q, XpioTiavoq, or 7CICTXÓ<;.236 For all Christians the deed 
iss a matter of "being found in the power of the faith to the end" (Eph 14:2). For 

Cf.. e.g. Wilkin s (1992) 308 n. 1 and literatur e mentioned there. 

Seee the whole of Rm 2-3 and esp. Eph 14-15. Cf. on this theme: Baumeister  (1980) 261-264. 

Seee for  references from pagan literatur e e.g. Schoedel (1985) 76-77 n. 9; from Christian literatur e 
e.g.. Mt 7:21; 23:3; Lk 6:46-47; Rom 2:21; 1 Cor  4:20; Did. 11:10;/ Clem. 30:3; 38:2; and from 
Jewishh literatur e e.g. m. 'Abot 1.17; and 4 Mace 7:9. 

Thiss is the reading of the Greek and Latin of the MR. The LR has Xpiatoö, which is preferred 
byy most editors. 

Seee for  the titl e mazóq with regard to ordinary Christians: Eph 21:2; Mg 5:2; and Sm 1:2. 
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Ignatiuss this faithfulness is given concrete form in his death, for other Christians 
inn their love and faith within the unity of the church. 

Inn the Ignatian letters the title Xpiaxiavoq occurs six times: once with 
regardd to Ignatius himself (Rm 3:2), once with regard to the Ephesians (Eph 11:2), 
andd four times with regard to the followers of Christ in general.237 This fre-
quencyy is striking in comparison with the Christian writings of Ignatius' time. In 
thee New Testament the title occurs only thrice (Acts 11:26; 26:28; and 1 Pet 4:16) 
andd it appears that only in the latter half of the second century the title became 
moree popular as a self-designation.238 The origin of the term has often been 
discussed.. The instances from the New Testament suggest that it was initially used 
byy pagan outsiders and had a derogatory tenor. Notably, the outcry "I am a 
Christian""  occurs in almost every early Christian martyrdom account.239 Never-
theless,, in the letters of Ignatius the title - with the exception of Rm 3:2 - does 
nott seem to be associated with persecution and suffering. Thus, it may be pre-
sumedd that when Ignatius used the title in the context of his near death, he was not 
thinkingg of his testimony before the Roman authorities. 

c)) To Become a Word of God (Rm 2:1). The theme of word versus deed and 
faithfulnesss unto death is voiced in more baffling terms in Rm 2:1: "For I shall 
neverr have such an opportunity to attain God, nor can you, if you remain silent, 
bee credited with a better deed. For if you remain silent and let me be, I shall be 
aa word of God, but if you love my flesh, I shall again be a voice (ouxe ydp eye 
&£,<£>&£,<£>  Ttoxè icatpöv TOIOÖTOV öeoö èTuto/eïv, oöxe 0|i8?<;, èdv CTiG>7i;f|ar|xe, 
KpeiiTovii  ëpycp ëjtexe é7tiypa(pf|vai. èdv ydp rjuorcfJCTrixe dn' èuoö, éycb 
Xóyoc,Xóyoc, &80Ö, èdv 6è èpaaSf|xe xf|<; aapicóc; uou, ndkiv ëaouxxi (poovrj)." 

II  have given the Greek text as it can be reconstructed on the basis of the 
versionall  readings, especially the Latin translation of the MR. The textual tradition 
off  this passage gives evidence of the fact that early Christians had difficulty in 
understandingg Ignatius' imagery or were simply embarrassed by it. How could 
Ignatiuss be so presumptuous to call himself a word of God (Aóyoq öeoö)? It 
seemss to have been the interpolator of the LR who - quite understandably - felt 
thee need to adapt the text and changed it into: "If you remain silent and let me be, 
II  shall become of God (eyè yevfjcroncu Seoü), but if you love my flesh, I shall 
againn be running (71dA.1v ëaouai xpéxcov)." The first adaptation was probably 
inspiredd by Ignatius' language elsewhere in the letters (cf. § 7.5), the second by 

Seee Eph 14:2; Mg 4:1; Pol 7:3; and Xpiatiavó<; or XpiattaviKÓc; as adjective in Tr 6:1; cf. 
alsoo Xpiaxiaviauóc;: Mg 10:1, 3; Rm 3:3; Ph 6:1. Cf. further Bommes (1976) 30-38 for a 
discussionn of Ignatius' use of the title and references to more general studies on the term. 

Did.Did. 12:4 is the only instance in the early Apostolic writings outside the letters of Ignatius. See 
laterr also Diogn. 1:1; 2:6, 10; 4:6; 5:1; 6:1-9 (10 times); Mart. Pol. 3:2; 10:1; 12:1-2; and the 
Apologetess (nb: lacking in Tatian and rare in Athenagoras, Irenaeus and Hippolytus). 

Seee for the references: J.N. Bremmer, "Christianussum. The Early Christian Martyrs and Christ," 
in:: G. Bartelink, et al. eds., Eulogia (The Hague 1991) 16 n. 13. 

http://71dA.1v
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Paul'ss imagery of running the race (cf. 1 Cor 9:24-26) - an image which is 
nowheree else to be found in the seven authentic letters of Ignatius. Subsequently, 
thiss reading of the LR got into all Greek manuscripts of the MR that still survive. 
Nevertheless,, it is clear that this reading is secondary.240 

Ass I have pointed out in chap. 2.3.1-2, this passage played an important role 
inn the early efforts to understand Ignatius' thoughts on his imminent execution. For 
severall  scholars presented it as evidence of their view that in his death Ignatius 
hopedd to become (a) Christ. According to these scholars, Ignatius here expressed 
hiss desire to become the Word of God just as Christ had been before all ages.241 

Inn other words, they claimed that Ignatius spoke about some sort of divinization. 
Thiss interpretation of the phrase êyè Aóyoq 9eoö, however, seems untenable for 
att least two reasons. 

First,, it should be observed that Ignatius does not seem to be familiar with 
aa logos-christology as can be found in the prologue of the Gospel of John and later 
Christiann authors, especially the Greek Apologists. Ignatius only once speaks of 
Christt as Xóyoc;. In his polemic with Judaizers, he states in Mg 8:2: "There is one 
God,, who revealed himself through Jesus Christ his son, who is his word which 
proceededd from silence, who in every way pleased him who sent him (elq 9eó<; 
éoxiv,, ó cpavepróaa<; èaoxóv 8id Tnaoó Xpiaxoö xoö uioö aóxoö, ö<; èaxiv 
aOxoöö Xóyoq &TCÖ myf]q 7tpoeA,d(DV, öq Kaxa 7tdvxa eónpéaxnaev x& 
7cé(ivj/avTii  aüxóv)."242 Some elements in this passage do sound Johannine. Yet 
evenn here Ignatius speaks of Christ as "his word," i.e. the noun kóyoq is not used 
absolutely.. Schoedel rightly observed that "Ignatius is still very close to the purely 
metaphoricall  use of language."243 One could point to other passages (Rm 8:2 and 
Ephh 3:2) in which Ignatius quite similarly speaks of Christ as "the unlying mouth" 
(xöö d\|/Eu8è<; rjxó|aa) or "the Father's purpose" (xoC 7iaxpö<; i\ yvcóntj). All these 
imagess seem to be true metaphors. Or, in anachronistic terms, the Word is not 
understoodd as a hypostasis. Christ is the word of God only in the sense that 
throughh him the hidden purpose of God is revealed. Although Ignatius can speak 
off  Christ as preëxistent (Mg 6:1), he never - in contrast with, for instance, the 
Prologuee of John - speaks of the role of the word of God in the creation of the 

Funk-Bihlmeyerr  (1970) and most commentators make the same choices, see esp. Lightfoot (1889) 
2.198-2000 and also C. Lucca, "Ignazi o di Antiochia e il martirio . Un' analisi di Romani 2," 
SalesianumSalesianum 59 (1997) 622-624. Yet C.I.K. Story, "Ignatiu s to the Romans 2:1c,"  VC Al (1993) 
226-2333 and Camelot (1969) 108-109 argue for  the reading of the Greek manuscripts. Their 
argumentss are inconclusive. Firstly , if the Greek manuscripts offer  the original reading, the lectio 
difficiliordifficilior  of the Latin version remains a complete mystery, as Story admits himself (p. 232). 
Secondly,, it should be noted that the reading of the Latin version is supported by the independent 
Copticc and Syriac tradition . It is quite inconceivable that two translators independently made the 
samee extraordinary adaptation. 

Schlierr  (1929) 174; Preiss (1938) 211; Bartsch (1940) 81; and Brox (1961) 218. Yet note also 
thee more careful analysis of Ignatius' logos concept in Bartsch (1940) 61-71. 

Seee with regard to the text critical problems of Mg 8:2: chap. 1.4.2g. See for  the identification 
off  God as silence the many references in Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 52. 

Schoedell  (1985) 121. 
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world.. In the six other instances where the term Xóyoq occurs, Ignatius speaks of 
thee "word of Jesus" (Eph 15:2), the "word of God" (Ph 11:1 and Sm inscr), or 
usess the term in a profane sense (Mg 3:2, Ph 11:2 and Sm 10:1). Thus it is clear 
thatt Xóyoq is not a special predicate of Christ. 

Second,, it should be noted that the contrast of Xóyoq versus cpcovrj is well-
knownn from other pagan and early Christian sources. Greek philosophers applied 
thee image to illuminate the different degrees of meaningfulness of two utterances, 
Xóyoqq stood for the meaningful word of a rational being, (pcovfj for the empty 
soundd of an animal.244 In early Christian Gnostic circles, this terminology was 
adaptedd creatively. Thus, Heracleon the Valentinian contrasted John the Baptist as 
(pcovfjj  (John 1:23) with Christ as Xóyoq (John 1:14) to point to the inferior status 
off  the former.245 Although it seems unlikely that Ignatius was familiar with the 
finerfiner nuances of the philosophical speculations on language of his time, it is quite 
welll  possible that the distinction between Xóyoq and cpcovrj was known to him in 
aa popularized form. Moreover, it is also feasible - although exact parallels are 
lackingg - that he was influenced by Paul's rhetoric in 1 Corinthians, a letter which 
Ignatiuss seems to have known quite well. In this letter, Paul criticizes those who 
speakk in tongues by comparing their utterances to the indistinct sound (cpcovrj) of 
untunedd instruments.246 

Thus,, in Rm 2:1 Ignatius does not use the phrase Xóyoq &soö to express his 
hopee to become Christ. Only in a more indirect way the passage in Rm 2:1 may 
bee a hint to Christ after all. In at least two passages Ignatius refers to the silent 
deedsdeeds of Christ: Eph 15:1-2 and 19:1. In the former passage this is directly linked 
too the adagium that the good Christian "may act through what he says, and may 
bee known through that in which he is silent" (Eph 15:2). In this sense Christ is a 
modell  for the believer. It seems plausible that such ideas were in the back of 
Ignatius'' mind when he spoke about silence, deeds, and his desire to be a word of 
Godd in Rm 2:1. Yet it must be acknowledged that where Ignatius explicitly speaks 
aboutt Christ as word of God (Mg 8:2), the contrast between silence and word has 
aa quite different drift. Ignatius calls Christ a word of God because God revealed 
himselff  through Christ. When Ignatius states that he desires to become a word of 
Godd himself, he means to say that he wants to live out his convictions. The 
terminologyy is the same, the image a quite different one. 

Inn Rm 2:1 Ignatius seems to apply the contrast of word versus voice to eluci-
datee the theme of word and deed which occurs elsewhere in the letters and is 
paramountt to the whole of Rm 2-3. The flow of Ignatius' thought and imagery is 
remarkable:: If the Roman Christians remain silent, they will be credited with a 
goodd deed, and thus Ignatius will be a word of God, not a voice. The underlying 

Seee e.g. Aristotle Interpr. 4,16b 26: "Xóyoq Sé éoti «pcovfj ar||iavTiKfi," and Plutarch De anim. 
procr.procr. 27, 1026a: "Xoyoq 5è H^v; êv tpcovfj armavuicr] Siavotaq." See for further references 
esp.. Lightfoot (1889) 2.198-199. 

Quotedd by Origen Com. Joann. 6.20 (GCS 10.128-129). See for both terms in other Gnostic 
writings:: Trim. Prot. (NHC 13,1) 37,5; 37,23-34; and Act. Pet. 38 (Aa 1.96). 

Seee 1 Cor 13:1 and 14:7-11. 
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thoughtt seems to be that the silent deed authenticates what one says (cf. Rm 3:2), 
andd makes one's voice a word of God. Words without deeds are phony. Words 
whichh are acted upon are worthy of God.247 

Inn sum, when Ignatius states that he hopes to be a word of God, he does not 
meann to say that he desires to become (a) Christ. Rather with this striking imagery 
Ignatiuss expresses the idea that only in his death he can show that his words had 
meaning,, that his voice was a word of God. 

d)) To Become a Human Being (Rm 6:2). In Rm 6:2 another puzzling statement of 
Ignatiuss can be found. He says: "When I have come thither, I shall be a human 
beingg (éiceï 7tapayevóu€vo<; Avdpuwio*; Êaouai)." The phrase "when I have 
comee thither" may seem rather vague,248 But it should be realized that in Greek 
literaturee the demonstrative eicel could be used as a euphemism for the world 
beyond.2499 This is the only passage in which Ignatius uses such a "spatial" term 
too refer to his "lif e after death." Consequently, the significance of this term should 
nott be overemphasized. Nowhere does Ignatius clearly picture his near death as a 
gatewayy to the underworld (or to a heavenly realm). Therefore, the phrase éiceï 
7tapayevónsvoqq probably means nothing more than "when I have died." A more 
importantt element in this passage is Ignatius' assertion that through death he will 
bee "a human being" (AvSpumog). What does he mean by this term?250 

Firstt of all it should be observed that Ignatius' use of the noun dvdpomoc; 
iss far from consistent in the letters. Besides in Rm 6:2, the term occurs twice more 
withh regard to Ignatius himself. In Ph 8:1 it has a neutral meaning. Ignatius simply 
statess that he is "a man set on union" (&vdpG>7to<; etq ëvcoaiv Kon:r)pTian,évo<;). 
Yett in Rm 8:1 the term definitely has a negative connotation: "I no longer want 
too live in human fashion (OÓKÉTI ÖSXXÖ Katot dvÖp(Ó7iou<; ^ v ) ." Most likely this 
phrasee means literally that Ignatius wants to end his human life.251 Thus Ignatius 

Storyy (1993) 228 rightly  noted that in the two other  passages where the WOTÖ cpovfj  occurs (Eph 
4:22 and Ph 7:1), the term does not have a negative connotation. The latter  passage even speaks 
off  the fact that Ignatius spoke "wit h the voice of God"  (deou tpovfj) . Yet this discrepancy is 
hardlyy reason enough to reject the versional reading in Rm 2:1, as Story thinks (cf. n. 240). 
Probablyy it does mean that the contrast in Rm 2:1 should not be interpreted in strict dualistic 
terms,, cf. Lucca (1997) 633-638. 

Thiss is the translation of Lake (1912) 1.235; cf. Lightfoot (1889) 2.561. Schoedel (1985) 181 
translates::  "when I am there." 

Seee e.g. LSJ sv éKet 2: "freq . as euphem. for  év "AiSoo."  Cf. also ol èicei - the dead. 

Ass with Rm 2:1, the textual traditio n shows that early Christian copyists did not understand the 
text.. For  all Greek manuscripts - herein possibly inspired by biblical language (cf. 1 Tim 6:11 
andd 2 Tim 3:17) - read dvSpconoi; 9eoö. The simple Avdpoonot; is suggested by the Latin , 
Coptic,, and Syriac versions, and accepted by all modem editors and commentators. 

Onn the other  hand, the prepositional formulation with raid can have a more figurative meaning 
withh regard to his addressees. In Tr  2:1 he praises the Trallian s with the words: "I t is clear  to me 
thatt  you are livin g not in human fashion (oi> KCtTd dvSptowov £<&VTS<;)."  This use of the phrase 
KOtTÖtt  öv&ponov was probably inspired by Pauline language, see e.g. 1 Cor  3:3; 9:8; and 15:32. 
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cann assert 1. that he is a human being, 2. that he does not want to be a human 
beingg any longer, and 3. that he wil l be a human being through death. Once again 
itt becomes clear that Ignatius was an extremely dynamic thinker. Rightly, several 
commentatorss have pointed to the similarity between Rm 6:2 and a passage such 
ass Rm 4:2: 'Then I shall truly be a disciple of Jesus Christ (TÓTE ëaoncti (ladn-
Tfjqq &XT)3Ö)<; ' Inaoó XpiaToti), when the world wil l not even see my body."252 

Bothh the fulfilment of his discipleship and that of his humanity still lie in the 
future.. Although Ignatius already is a disciple and a human being, he wil l only 
becomee a (true) disciple and a (true) human being through death. 

Muchh of the discussion on this passage in Rm 6:2 has centred on the ques-
tionn of the background of Ignatius' striking use of the term ctvöpomoc;. As could 
bee expected, Schlier claimed to have found close parallels in Gnostic writings.253 

Yett the use of the term in this material is diverse and the similarity with Ignatius 
neverr obvious. Most notably, Schlier refers to the Gnostic notion of two human 
beings:: the perfect human being (zé'Xzioq ctvSpcoTtoq) and the psychical human 
beingg who is a mere image (eilcév) of the former.254 The perfect human being 
iss the inner human being (ÊCTCÜ dv&pomoq), entangled in a body. This terminology 
seemss quite different from Ignatius' language. Yet Schlier points out that in Sm 
4:22 Ignatius speaks of Jesus Christ as the perfect human being: "I endure all things 
sincee he, the perfect human being, empowers me (Ttdvra Ó7tojiévco, aÓTOö (ie 
èvöuvajjoövxoqq TOÖ TSASIOU dvdpcÓ7rou)." He infers that Ignatius wants to 
becomee what Christ already is: a perfect man, i.e. a spiritual being freed of the 
fetterss of bodily existence. This interpretation does not carry conviction. 

First,, the two phrases - ÖLvSpmnoq used of Ignatius in Rm 6:2 and Tétaioq 
&v9pco7roc;; used of Christ in Sm 4:2 - cannot simply be equated. Moreover, the 
latterr phrase should, probably, not be explained against a Gnostic background. 
Lightfoott and Schoedel pointed out that the passage stands within the context of 
Ignatius'' anti-docetic polemics (cf. the whole of Sm 2-8).255 Therefore, it seems 
moree likely that the adjective TÉA îoq underscores the completeness of Christ's 
humanityy than the perfection of his transcendence. Just such an application of the 
phrasee can be found in later second and third century contemplations on Christ's 
incarnationn and human nature.256 Nothing in Sm 4:2 indicates that Ignatius was 
thinkingg in terms of the Gnostic myth of the return of the heavenly man to his 
origin.. The phrase èiceï raxpayevójievoc; (see above) and the simple dv&pco7io<; 

Soo e.g. Zahn (1876) 65; Bauer (1920) 251; and Schoedel (1985) 183. 

Schlierr (1929) 172-173. 

Althoughh unnoted by Schlier, speculations on two types of men seem to have had their origin 
inn allegorical interpretations of the first two chapters of Genesis, see esp. many passages in 
Philo'ss Opif. and Leg.. Cf. on this issue e.g. T.H. Tobin, The Creation of Man: Philo and the 
HistoryHistory of Interpretation (Washington 1983). It seems unlikely that Ignatius was concerned with 
suchh exegetical niceties. 

Seee e.g. Lightfoot (1889) 2.300 and Schoedel (1985) 232-233. 

Alreadyy Zahn (1876) 87 referred to Melito frg. 6 (SC 123.226): "both God and perfect human 
beingg (öv9p©no<; téXeioq)." Cf. also Hippolytus C. Noet. 17 (PG 10.828). 

252 2 

253 3 

254 4 

255 5 

256 6 
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makee it highly unlikely that Ignatius was thinking in dualistic terms of becoming 
aa heavenly man. 

Althoughh Ignatius' use of the term &v3pa)7to<; in Rm 6:2 is not Gnostic, a New 
Testamentt background too cannot be established. In general the term has a neutral 
orr even disparaging connotation in the New Testament (see e.g. 1 Cor 3:4). An 
exceptionn is the way in which the author of the Deutero-Pauline letter to the 
Ephesianss speaks about "the new human being" (ó Kaivoq dvdpamot;).257 In 
Ephh 20:1 Ignatius uses this expression with regard to Christ. Yet, the connotation 
off  this phrase is quite different from that of the simple frvSpQitoc, in Rm 6:2. In 
thee New Testament passages, the expression "new human being" refers to the 
creationn of a new humanity through the annihilation of the dividing wall between 
Jeww and gentile. All human beings are gathered in the community as into the one 
bodyy of Christ. The Ignatian passage in Eph 20:1 is more enigmatic, but most 
likelyy something similar is intended. In any event, the phrase KCUVCX; &v&pamo<; 
clearlyy refers to a realized situation, not to a yet unrealized ideal as in the case of 
thee single noun övSpconot; in Rm 6:2. 

Thus,, Ignatius' dialectical use of the term övdpo)7to<; appears to be unparal-
leledd in Gnostic and early Christian sources. Yet, a similar play on words can be 
foundd in Cynic and Stoic circles.258 Diogenes Laertius, for instance, relates the 
well-knownn story of how Diogenes the Cynic lit a lamp in broad daylight and said, 
ass he went about: "I am looking for a man (ÓVvSpamov £nxa>)."259 Likewise the 
Stoicc Marcus Aurelius admonishes his readers with the words: "Lett human beings 
gett to know a true human being, living according to nature (ioTopfjxcoCTav oi 
&v$po)7ioii  av9po>7iov &>.r|fhvöv KOCT&  <puaiv ^(óvxa);" and "Begin to be a 
humann being, as long as you live (&p£ax note &v$pümo<; elvai, £©<; Cfiq)."260 

Off  course, Ignatius would not have agreed with Cynic and Stoic philosophers on 
thee question about what constitutes a real human being,261 but he does seem to 
sharee their rhetoric. That is, he similarly uses the noun Avöpcojcoq without further 
qualificationss to denote the ideal (of humanity). Admittedly, a striking difference 
remainss that for Ignatius the final attainment of his humanity only comes in death 
whilee the Cynic-Stoic tradition speaks about an ideal which can be realized in this 
world.. Yet Ignatius should not be accused of some sort of dualism. He states that 

Ephh 2:15 and 4:24. Cf. also Rom 6:6 and Col 3:9-10. 

Lightfoott  (1889) 2.220 seems to have been the first to note these parallels. See later  also Bauer 
(1920)) 251 and Schoedel (1985) 183. 

Diogeness Laertius Vit. 6.41; cf. also 6:60: "H e was returnin g from Olympia, and when somebody 
inquiredd whether  there was a great crowd, he said: Yes, a great crowd, but few human beings 
(ÓMYO II  6' ol ötvöpconoi)." 

Marcuss Aurelius 10.15 and 11.18; see also 4.3. Cf. further e.g. Epictetus Diss. 3.9.19; and 
4.1.127. . 

Thus,, the central notion in Stoicism is living "according to nature"  (KCITC I (puoiv), while Ignatius 
speakss about living "according to Jesus Christ"  (KCIT &  ' Ir|aoöv Xpioxóv), see Mg 8:2; Ph 3:2; 
andcf.. Eph 8:1; Mg 10:1. 

257 7 

258 8 

259 9 

260 0 

261 1 
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hee only becomes a human being in death, because he understands his death to be 
thee ultimate confirmation of the authenticity of his human life. 

e)) To Become Someone (Rm 9:2). Finally, I would like to refer briefly to one last 
passage.. In Rm 9:2 Ignatius states: "I am the last of them [i.e. of the Antiochenes] 
andd a miscarriage; but I have been given the mercy to be someone if I attain God 
(&A.A,'' i\kzr\\iai TIC, eïvou èdv Ösoö êTuxuxco)." I have discussed Ignatius' self-
effacementt toward the Christians in Antioch in chap. 2.7.4c. What interests us here 
iss the latter part of this passage. 

Thee emphasis on the mercy of God (f|Xér|nai) is paralleled in Ph 5:1 and 
probablyy a reminiscence of Pauline language (cf. 1 Cor 7:25 and 1 Tim 1:13). The 
notionn of the attainment of God (Öeoö Ê7ux\3xco) definitely points to his imminent 
deathh in Rome (see § 7). That leaves us with the puzzling phrase "to be someone" 
(xxq(xxq sïvou). Ignatius appears to be saying that although he is not yet someone, 
hee will be someone through his death. Thus, the indefinite pronoun is used in a 
similarr dialectical manner as several of the other terms discussed in this paragraph. 
Whatt is the background of Ignatius' use of the indefinite pronoun? 

First,, it should be observed that Rm 9:2 can be compared with Eph 3:1: "I 
doo not command you as being someone (oü 8iaxaaaop,ai óuiv éq &v xtq),"262 

whichh in turn corresponds with Tr 3:3 and Rm 4:3, where Ignatius states that he 
doess not command his readers as if he were an apostle like Peter and Paul. In 
otherr words, the indefinite pronoun xiq means "someone of importance" or 
"someonee with authority." Such a usage of the pronoun was widespread in 
antiquity.2633 It is also found in the New Testament. Thus, in Acts 5:36 is spoken 
off  a certain Theudas who rose up "claiming to bee somebody" (Xéycov elvcu xiva 
êauxóv).. More common yet in the New Testament is the usage of the neuter xi. 
Thus,, in Gal 2:6 Paul speaks about the apostles in Jerusalem as "those who are 
supposedd to be something" (oi 5oKOÖvxe<; eïvaï xt), and in Gal 6:3 he warns 
hiss readers with the words: "For if someone who is nothing thinks he is something, 
hee deceives himself (ei yap 5OKEÏ xiq eivai xi u/nSèv &v, ippevanaxó; 
èauxóv).""  In 1 Cor 3:7, Paul even draws the conclusion that neither his rival 
Apolloo nor he himself "is anything" (èaxiv xi), but only God. 

Iff  one would presume that the indefinite pronoun xxq has exactly the same 
connotationn in Rm 9:2 as in Eph 3:1, one could draw the conclusion that in Rm 
9:22 Ignatius states that through death he expected to reach an equal status as the 
apostles.. Yet, this inference probably goes too far. The passage in Rm 9:2 does not 

Thiss is the reading of the MR. The LR reads TI in stead of xiq. Lightfoot (1889) 2.37 chooses 
thee latter  variant with reference to the Pauline texts (see below). 

Seee e.g. Plato Gorg. 527d; Epictetus Diss. 3.14.2; and Plutarch Oe laude ipsius 1, 539a; cf. for 
furtherr  references LSJ sv II  5 and Bauer  sv 1 a £. Schoedel (1985) 48 n. 4 states: "fro m Plato 
too Plutarch the problem of what it means to be something is closely linked with the problem of 
merelyy seeming to be such and such as opposed to actually being so."  This seems to be an 
overstatement.. The tradition s definitely are more variegated. Yet it is certainly appealing to think 
thatt  such connotations played a role in Ignatius' choice for  the indefinite pronoun in Rm 9:2. 
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speakk directly about Ignatius' authority. It seems to have a more general thrust. 
Therefore,, it is more likely that Ignatius simply once more gave expression to the 
ideaa that only in death he will become anything: a disciple, a Christian, a word of 
God,, a human being, or: someone. 

6.56.5 Conclusion 
Thee idea of becoming a disciple ̂ a&T|Tf|<^uaST]TEUct>) is a prominent element in 
Ignatius'' reflections on his execution. The dynamics of this notion are striking. He 
beginss to bee a disciple (Eph 3:1 and Rm 5:3); he becomes more of a disciple (Rm 
5:1);; he is not yet a disciple (Tr 5:2); and he will be a disciple truly through his 
deathh (Eph 1:2, Rm 4:2 and Pol 7:1). This paradoxical understanding of his own 
discipleshipp appears to correspond with his understanding of Christian discipleship 
inn general. Christians are disciples, but at the same time they must learn to be 
discipless and they must endure to bee found disciples in the end (Mg 9:1 and 10:1). 
Forr all Christians, to be a disciple means first and foremost to live according to 
Christ.. Yet it is true that only with regard to himself Ignatius draws the radical 
consequencee of such a dialectical understanding of discipleship, namely that he 
wil ll  only be a (true) disciple when his life is over. 

Moreover,, a discussion of Ignatius' usage of several other terms in his letter 
too the Romans - nipjixifc, Xpicmocvóc;, A-óycx; ÖEOÜ, &V&OG)7ÏO<;, and xiq -
showss that such a dialectical tension between "already" and "not yet" is not limited 
too his reflections on his own discipleship. Notably, in several of these passages this 
tensionn seems to be illustrated by the motif of word versus deed. That is, the 
messagee seems to be that one must prove to be what one says to be through one's 
actions.. For Ignatius death is the ultimate challenge, and therewith the conclusive 
confirmationn not only of his discipleship, but also of his Christianity, his humanity, 
andd his identity. In death he will truly be someone: a disciple, an imitator, a word 
off  God, and a human being. 

7.. TO ATTAI N GOD 

Althoughh the notion of discipleship plays an important role in Ignatius' reflections 
onn his imminent death, there is one concept which occurs even more frequently 
inn this context. No less than twelve times Ignatius speaks about ' Inaoü Xpiatoö 
orr deou é7uxuxeïv. It is to this distinctive concept that we need to turn now. I 
wil ll  first discuss those passages in which Ignatius speaks about his own death (§ 
7.1),, and then look at those passages in which he uses the same phrase with regard 
too his fellow-bishop Polycarp (§ 7.2) or a quite similar phrase with regard to 
Christiann believers more in general (§ 7.3). Subsequently, I will deal with the 
questionn whether Ignatius used this notion to speak about a mystical union with 
Godd (§ 7.4), or whether it has a different connotation (§ 7.5). Last of all, I will 
seee what can be said about the traditio-historical background of this phrase (§ 7.6). 
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Yet,, before all this, it seems wise to spend a few words on the question of what 
iss the most appropriate translation of the unusual expression Seoö innx>x&ïv-

Almostt all English translators prefer the translation "to attain (un)to God."264 

Schoedell  is an exception. He almost always translates with "to attain God," and 
justt once has "to reach God" (Eph 12:2). Brown further suggests the translation: 
"too encounter God."265 The German translators mostly render "zu Gott gelang-
en."2666 Camelot, finally, does not choose for one fixed translation. He renders 
alternatelyy with "obtenir Dieu," "trouver Dieu," "arriver a Dieu," "atteindre Dieu," 
orr "parvenir a Dieu."267 Thus, by and large, there seem to be two options. Either 
onee understands the phrase in a spatial sense, meaning: to reach, get to, or attain 
too (a place near) God; or one interprets it in a far more poignant sense, meaning: 
too gain or obtain God.268 The latter alternative may seem a rather inappropriate 
wayy to speak about God. Yet I hope to show later that it fits some of Ignatius' 
moree unusual God language quite well (§ 7.5). I think that both options should be 
leftt open. Therefore, I have chosen for the translation "to attain God." 

7.11 Ignatius' Attainment of God or Christ 
Thee verb e7iixuyxav(o occurs 20 times in the letters of Ignatius and always in the 
meaningg "to attain." In 19 of these instances Ignatius is the subject, once Polycarp 
iss (see § 7.2). In 18 of these passages the direct context is Ignatius' execution.269 

Thee frequency of the verb indicates the degree to which Ignatius is engrossed in 
andd directed to his violent death in the Roman amphitheatre as his ultimate goal. 
Inn 10 of these 18 instances Ignatius speaks of "attaining God" (ÖeoO è7UTUX£ïv), 

Seee e.g. Lightfoot (1889); Lake (1912); Srawley (1935); Corwin (1960); Grant (1963); and 
Bowerr (1974). Richardson (1953) has "to get to God;" Goodspeed (1950) "to reach (the presence 
of)) God;" and Kleist (1946) "to meet God" or "way to God." 

Brownn (1963) 23. 

Seee Bauer (1920); Winterswyl (1954); Von Balthasar (1984); Bauer-Paulsen (1985); and Fischer 

(1993). . 

Cf.. his remark in the introduction: Camelot (1969) 34 where he refers to Bouyer (1960) 244: "II 
semblee qu'il faille traduire ces formules par «atteindre» ou «obtenir», - parfois tout simplement 
parr «parvenir jusqu'a»." 

Bothh are well-attested options of the use of the verb eTruuyxavto with a genitive case, see e.g. 
LSJJ sv II 2 and III 1. 

Thee only exception being Rm 1:1: énei eti^duevoq 9e<£ èné-ruxov iöelv ü^iöv td ó^ióSect 
rcpóacDJia,rcpóacDJia, (bq Kai rcXeov fjiouurrv A.CCPE!V. The translation of this text is difficult. Schoedel 
(1985)) 168 renders: "Since by prayer to God I have attained my desire to see your God pleasing 
faces,, as I asked to receive still more." The sentence is obvious an anacoluthon (cf. Eph 1:3; Mg 
2;; 5:1; Ph 7:2). It lacks some sort of request formula in the present tense. This opening of the 
bodyy of the letter reminds us of Rom 1:10-11: "Asking (8eó(aevoq) that by God's wil l 1 may 
somehoww at last succeed (suo5a>$f|aouai) in coming to you. For I am longing to see you 
(èTU7ro9o>> iöelv óuag)." 

266 6 

268 8 

269 9 
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inn two of "attaining Jesus Christ" ('Inaou Xptaroö emxuxeiv).270 It is with 
thesee twelve instances that I will deal in this paragraph. 

Byy using the phrase Seoö èmïv>%£ïv, Ignatius seems to picture the road ahead as 
somee sort of trajectory which must be completed successfully. Yet, whether he will 
succeedd or not, does not merely depend on his own perseverance. Several times 
Ignatiuss stresses the role of his fellow-Christians in his own attainment of God. In 
Mgg 14 he writes: "Remember me in your prayers that I may attain God (|ivr|ux>-
veuexéé jxou èv xaiq 7tpoasuxau; u îmv, ïva fteoö ercixuxG))." Very similar is 
thee passage in Sm 11:1: "By the (divine) will I was counted worthy, not because 
off  the witness of my own conscience, but because of the grace of God, which I 
prayy may be given to me perfect that by your prayer I may attain God (mxd 
öéX.Ti|iaa 5è KCITT|4I<Ö&TIV, OUK éic auvei5óxo<;, 6XV éic xdpixoq $eoü, f̂ v 
eö/o^aii  tSA£iav jioi Soöfjvai, tva êv xrj 7tpoaeuxTÏ ó^öv Seoü e7tuux©)." 
Suchh requests to pray for him occur more often in the letters (see n. 114). It 
shouldd be noted that in the latter passage prayer and grace stand side by side (cf. 
Phh 8:2). It is all too clear that Ignatius did not see his attainment as an achieve-
mentt of his own. 

Thee members of Roman community play a special role, because they are 
ablee - at least in Ignatius' own perception - to prevent his execution. In Rm 1:2 
Ignatiuss states: "It is hard for me to attain God, if you do not spare me (èp.oi öè 
Ö\5CTKOA.ÓVV  èaxiv TÖ deoö èmxv>%evv, édvirep óu£ï<; \if\ <peio-nadé |ioo)." 
Ignatiuss fears the love of the Roman Christians, but they can spare him by doing 
nothingg which can prevent his execution. Corwin interpreted this passage as 
saying:: if you do not grant me to be executed, I shall have to attain God in a more 
strenuouss way, i.e. by way of a lifelong endurance within the unity of the 
church.2711 This interpretation is certainly feasible in the light of Ignatius' use of 
thee phrase *to attain God" (deoö xo^eïv) elsewhere in the letters (see § 7.3), but 
seemss to ask too much of this specific passage. It seems more likely that Ignatius 
simplyy intended to say that it will be hard for him to carry through his execution 
iff  the Roman community tries to hinder this. In any event, it is clear that Ignatius 
nott only needs the prayer but also the cooperation of the Christian communities 
too be successful unto the end. 

Ignatiuss seems to be well aware of the fallibilit y of his undertaking. Other 
passagess in which the phrase deou £nvzx>%£iv occurs also verbalize this uncer-
tainty.. In Tr 12:2 Ignatius declares: "My bonds exhort you, (bonds) which I carry 
aboutt because of Jesus Christ, entreating to attain God (7iapaKaA£t uud<; xd 
8eCT|idd nou, d ëveicev Tnaoö Xpiaxoö TtepKpépco aixoujievoc; 9eoö 

Seee § 8.1 for the phrase "to attain the lot" (icA.fjpoo êniTUXÊlv: Tr 12:3 and Ph 5:1) and the 
expressionn "to attain the grace to obtain my lot" (x&pitot; éniiuxetv etg TÓ TÖV KA.fjpóv 
ArtoXaPeiv:: Rm 1:2); see § 6.1 for the phrase "by attaining to be a disciple" (6id TOO 
émTOXEÏvv jAadtjTfn; elvai: Eph 1:2), and see § 2.7 for the phrase "attaining to fighting with 
beasts""  (èmxuxeïv Sripionaxfjacu: Eph 1:2). Once (Rm 8:3) the verb has no object. 

271 1 Corwinn (1960) 254-255. 
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C7ÏITUXEÏV).""  Schoedel translates the last words with: "with the prayer that I may 
attainn God." Whatever is the most appropriate translation, it is clear that his 
prudencee prompted Ignatius to insert the participle aixounevoq.272 Similarly 
motivatedd seems to be his usage of the conditional clause in Rm 9:2 (cf. Pol 7:1 
quotedd below): "I have been given the mercy to be someone, if I attain God 
(r\XéT\\xai(r\XéT\\xai TIC; eïvai, èdv öeoC tnvtvxco)." 

Thesee passages give the impression that in Ignatius' perception the way unto 
fulfilmentt is a road studded with pitfalls. Yet it remains rather vague what these 
hazardss actually are. Only Rm 5:3 seems to refer to the possible threats more 
explicitly:: "May nothing of things visible and invisible envy me, that I may attain 
Jesuss Christ (ur|9év JJ.E CflXéaai xa>v ópaxtöv mi dopdxcov, tva 'Ir|aoö 
Xpiaxouu èniTuxo))." But even this passage is rather enigmatic. The expression 
"thingss visible and invisible" (xd ópaxd mi dópaxa) seems merely to be a 
circumlocutionn for "all things,"273 and "envy" can allude to the Romans (Rm 3:1 
andd 7:2) as well as to the ruler of this age (Tr 4:2; cf. Rm 7:1). Thus, although it 
iss clear who are Ignatius' supporters along the way unto attainment - namely God 
andd his fellow-Christians - , the opposing forces remain rather unspecified. 

Itt is quite obvious that for Ignatius "to attain God" is a possibility situated 
inn the near future of his execution in Rome. However, in the passages quoted thus 
farr Ignatius does not refer to an exact moment in time. In this respect two passages 
aree of special interest. In Eph 12:2 Ignatius states: "Paul... in whose steps may it 
bee mine to be found, when I attain God (oö yévoixó uoi UTIÖ xd ïxVTl etipedfV 
vcu,, öxav 9eoö èTtixuxcö)," and in Tr 13:3 he says: "My spirit is consecrated for 
you,, not only now, but also when I attain God (dyvi^sxai óuróv XÖ èuöv 
7tveGu<xx o0> p.óvov vöv, ÓLXKCL mi öxav deoó émxuxo))." The temporal clauses 
"whenn I attain God" (öxav $eoö emxuxG)) point to a specific moment in time. 
Yett the question is whether they refer to the event of Ignatius' execution or to a 
pointt after his death. 

Withh regard to Eph 12:2, a passage in the Martyrdom of Polycarp could 
perhapss shed some light on the issue. In Mart. Pol. 22:1 it is said: "Thus the 
blessedd Polycarp was martyred, in whose steps we may be found in the kingdom 
off  Jesus Christ (m&èq èLuxpxupT)aev ó uampioq noA,ump7to<;, oó yévoixo 
évv xfj paaitaia 'Ir|aoö Xpiaxou Tcpoq xd txvri eüpe&f|vai f)ud<;)." The 
verball  similarity with Eph 12:2 is striking. Surely, the expression "to follow in 
someone'ss (foot)steps" was well-known in the Greek world. The phrase was used 
too express the idea of imitation or tradition.274 However, Ignatius and the author 

Cf.. Tr 13:3: "I am still in danger; but the Father is faithful in Jesus Christ to fulfil my entreaty 
andd yours (ëxi ÓJTÓ KIVÖUVÓV elui, üXka maxöc, ó 7taTf|p év ' In,aoö Xpiotcp 7iXr|pöaai uou 
rn.vv aïTtimv icai OUJBV)." 

Seee also Tr 5:2: ' i am able to know ... things both visible and invisible;" Sm 6:1: "Even... the 
rulerss both visible and invisible ... are also subject to judgement;" and cf. Col 1:16: "in him all 
thingss ... were created, things visible and invisible." 

Seee e.g. Rom 4:12; 2 Cor 12:18; 1 Pet 2:21; Sir 21:6; Lucretius De Re. Nat. 3:1-8; Philo Opif. 
144;; Virt. 64; and Aelius Aristides Or. 35:39. Ignatius' usage of the preposition Cmó is peculiar, 
normally:: KCIT& T& txvii or (év) TOÜ; Ixveaiv. 
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off  Mart. Pol. seem to mean something different. Neither uses a form of the verb 
axoixéco,, Ó:KOAX)US éco, or any other verb expressing progress. Both use the passive 
aoristt of the verb eupuncG), which seems to point to a final situation or conclusive 
judgement.2755 In Mart. Pol. 22:1 the addition "in the kingdom of Jesus Christ" 
makess it clear that this final judgement takes place at the end of times. In other 
words,, "to be found in Polycarp's footsteps" means to reach fulfilment by entering 
thee new realm of God at the eschaton. Possibly, Ignatius intended the same thing 
inn Eph 12:2. That is, the phrase "to be found in Paul's footsteps" does not mean 
"too be martyred like Paul was," but rather *to attain the final salvation together 
withh Paul." Accordingly, "when I attain God" refers not so much to Ignatius' death 
ass the resulting ultimate salvation. 

Thee exact meaning of Tr 13:3 is difficult to establish. Most commentators 
interprett the verb ÓLyviCp as having a specific sacrificial connotation. According 
too these scholars, the phrase "when I attain God" means something like "by my 
martyrdom."2766 That is, Ignatius is thought to present his death as a sacrifice for 
others.. However, as I have already tried to show in chap. 2.7.4b, this interpretation 
cannott be upheld. It is more plausible to understand Ignatius' words as expressing 
hiss dedication to the Trallians, not only now but also in the future, not only here 
butt also in the hereafter.277 In other writings from the early Christian tradition 
thee idea can be found that the martyr who has arrived in heaven can intervene for 
thee well-being of his fellow-Christians. But also the idea that the martyr plays a 
rolee in the eschatological drama occurs.278 Whether Ignatius had one or the other 
notionn in mind cannot be said on the basis of Tr 13:3. He simply contrasts this 
presentt life with the final consummation. 

Thiss interpretation of Tr 13:3 seems to be substantiated by four instances in 
whichh Ignatius connects, more or less explicitly, the event of his execution and the 
momentt of his attainment. In Rm 2:1, Ignatius exclaims: "For I shall never have 
suchh an opportunity to attain God (oöxe yap èyè ë̂ co noxs icaipöv TOIOUTOV 
öeoöö è7tvtu%eïv)." With the words "such an opportunity" (icaipöv TOIOÜTOV) 
Ignatiuss obviously refers to his execution. His death in the Roman amphitheatre 
givess Ignatius the opportunity to attain God. This seems to mean that Ignatius 
understoodd his execution not as the moment of attainment itself, but rather as the 
conclusivee stage unto the attainment of God. 

Seee also: Eph 10:3 (twice); 11:1-2; 14:2; 21:1; Mg 9:1; Tr  2:2; 12:3; 13:3; Rm 2:2; 3:2 (twice); 
Rmm 4:1; Rm 4:2 (twice); 5:2; Sm 3:2; Pol 4:3; 6:2; 7:1. Cf. e.g.: 1 Pet 1:7; 2 Pet 3:14; Barn. 
21:6;;  / Clem. 35:4; etc. See below for  a discussion of the phrase "t o be found in Christ."  The 
usagee of the expression "t o be found"  in the sense of "t o be known"  or  "t o be judged"  seems to 
bee biblical. 

Soo Lightfoot (1889) 2.181; Grant (1966) 81; and Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 67. 

Thiss seems to be the way in which Schoedel (1985) 64 understands the text. 

Seee e.g. the role of the martyr s in Rev 6:9-11; 20:4; and the petition of the bystanders to the 
martyrr  Montanus in Mart. Mont. 13:5 (Musurill o 226): "Remember  us." Cf. also E. Dassmann, 
SündenvergebungSündenvergebung durch Taufe, Bufie und M&rtyrerfurbitte  in den Zeugnissen frühchristlicher 
FrömmigkeitFrömmigkeit und Kunst (Munster  1973) esp. 163-171. 
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Interestingg is also Ignatius' usage of the preposition Sid with the genitive 
casee in two other passages. In Rm 4:1, he writes: "Let me be the food of wild 
beasts,, through whom it is possible to attain God (dcpETÉ (ie öiipicov eivai 
Popdv,2799 5i'd>v ëvecmv deoü èmxuxeïv);" and in Pol 7:1: " ... if through 
sufferingg I may attain God (édvrrep 5id TOO Ttadeïv deoü érciTuxü))." Does the 
prepositionn 8 id indicate that the beasts are the instruments through which Ignatius 
advancess from his earthly existence unto God, or does it signify that the suffering 
itselff  is the moment at which Ignatius attains God? The former option seems to be 
moree in agreement with the usual connotations of the preposition 8id. In case of 
thee latter option the preposition èv would have been more appropriate. 

Lastly,, the tenor of Ignatius' words in Rm 5:3 seems to be quite similar: 
"Firee and cross, and packs of wild beasts, the wrenching of bones, the mangling 
off  limbs, the grinding of my whole body, evil punishments of the devil - let these 
comee upon me, only that I may attain Jesus Christ (ê7t' èj-iè èpxéaöcDaav, uóvov 
ivaa 'IT|CTOÖ XpioTOÖ è7UTUXG>)." The instruments of his execution are the means 
too destroy his body completely (cf. § 10.2), so that he may finally attain Jesus 
Christ.. Only when this life has ended, God will be attained. 

Inn sum, no less than twelve times Ignatius speaks about his imminent death as a 
possibilityy to attain God or Christ. We do not get much information about what 
Ignatiuss understood by this notion in itself. Yet the framework seems clear. On the 
roadd unto attainment Ignatius is supported by some and opposed by others. The 
gracee of God and the prayer of the local communities stand over against the envy 
off  things visible and invisible. His death is the last stage on the road to the final 
goal:: the attainment of God and Christ. 

7.27.2 Polycarp's Attainment of God (Pol 2:3) 
Inn the passages discussed thus far the phrase öeoö è7ctxuxeïv referred to the lot 
off  Ignatius. In one passage, however, Polycarp is the subject. In Pol 2:3 Ignatius 
writes:: ó icaipcx; drcavcei ae, éq Kupspvrtxai ÓLVS\IOV(; Kai <bq yzx^at^ó^z-
vot;; X,t|iéva,280 eiq TÖ 3eoC émTuxetv. Ignatius' formulation is rather terse 
andd therefore difficult to render. Schoedel translates: "The occasion requires you 
[i.e.. Polycarp], as pilots (require) winds, and as a storm-tossed sailor a port, to 
attainn God." In any event, this is the only passage in which Ignatius uses the 
phrasee Seoö emxuxeiv with regard to someone else rather than himself. This 
observationn begs the question whether the passage should be understood as urging 
Polycarpp to die as a martyr. 

Lightfoott (1889) 2.206 argues on the basis of the Syriac that pop(p)dv is a later addition which 
marss the antithesis between dripicov stvcu and ÖEOÖ éjiuuxttv. Yet the Syriac tradition stands 
alonee over against all other traditions. The text with popdv - obviously the lectio difficilior  -
iss accepted by all modern editors and commentators. 

Lightfoott (1889) 2.339 conjectures (on the basis of the Syriac) that the original reading was: "As 
aa ship requires a pilot and someone tossed by the winds a port" (d><; KUpepvf|Tr|V vaö<; Kai (be, 
dvép.oigg x£iHttCóu£vo<; Xijiéva). 
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Thee larger part of Ignatius' letter to Polycarp is an exhortation to the bishop 
off  Smyrna to be a good church-leader (Pol 1-5). Therefore, it seems most proper 
too understand the metaphor as referring to Polycarp's role as a bishop. In Pol 2:1 
Ignatiuss pictured Polycarp as a competent physician taking care of his patients, in 
Poll  2:2 as a prudent serpent and a pure dove. Likewise here in Pol 2:3 - although 
thee imagery is somewhat conflated - Ignatius portrays his colleague in nautical 
terms.. It seems that the passage could be paraphrased as follows: these turbulent 
timess require you, bishop Polycarp, to be the wind which moves your community 
memberss in the right direction and the haven in which they can find shelter, so 
thatt ultimately you and your community can attain God.281 

Withinn the direct and wider context of the letter it makes little sense to 
interprett Pol 2:3 in martyrological terms as saying: the occasion requires you to 
attainn God, meaning: it requires you to die for your faith.282 In this respect it is 
alsoo important to notice that in the contemporary Jewish writing called 4 Macca-
beesbees the martyr is described as a skilful pilot steering the ship of religion through 
troublee waters.283 Yet, in Pol 2:3 it is not Polycarp himself who is presented as 
thee pilot or the storm-tossed sailor looking for a save haven. On the contrary, he 
iss the wind and the port! In Pol 2:3 Ignatius continues with: "Be sober, as God's 
athletee (vr)<pe éq $eoö &SXr|Tf)<;)." Again these words are easily misunderstood as 
havingg a martyrological implication. However, the term &&for\xf[q  refers here, as 
inn Pol 1:3 and 3:1,284 to Polycarp's role as a leader who struggles with erroneous 
teachings,, not to his endurance in the face of persecutions.285 

281 1 

283 3 

284 4 

285 5 

Soo also Lightfoot (1889) 2.339-340; Corwin (1960) 255; and Richardson (1953) 118. Lightfoot 
givess many references to Christian writings in which the nautical metaphor is used with regard 
too the church (cf. in the Ignatian letters also Sm 11:3). Cf. Schoedel (1985) 264 for references 
too pagan writings using the image of the ship of state. 

So,, as it seems, Paulsen (1978) 75. 

Seee 4 Mace 7:1-3: "For like a most skilful pilot (&piaxot; KuPspvrjirti;), the reason of our Father 
Eleazarr steered the ship of religion over the sea of the emotions, and though buffeted by the 
stormingss of the tyrant and overwhelmed by the mighty waves of tortures, in no way did he turn 
thee rudder of religion until he sailed unto the haven of immortal victory (êiti TÖV Tfj<; dSavdtoo 
VIKT(<;; Juuiva);" and cf. 13:6-7: "For just as towers jutting out over harbours hold back the 
threateningg waves and make it calm for those who sail into the inner basin, so the seven-towered 
rightright reason of the youths, by fortifying the harbour of religion (TÖV tt\<;  eóaepeicu; Xi^éva), 
conqueredd the tempest of the emotions." 

Poll  1:3: "Speak to people individually in a godly unity of spirit. Bear the illnesses of all as a 
perfectt athlete;" Pol 3:1: "Let those seemingly worthy of confidence, yet holding erroneous 
teachings,, not strike fear in you. Stand firm as an anvil when struck. It is the mark of a great 
athletee to be battered and yet be victorious." 

Thee athletic metaphor occurs also in Eph 3:1: "I must be anointed" (0naXEi(p9fjvai); Rm 1:1: 
"too reach the end" (tic, ztXoq elvai); Ph 2:2: "God's runners" (Seoöpóuouq); Pol 6:1: 
"Contendd together, run together" (auvaötevre, covrpéxEte); and Pol 7:2: "God's courier" 
(SeoSpónoq).. Only the first two passages refer to a Christian under persecution. The athletic 
imageryy was widely used in Christian, Jewish and Greco-Roman literature, see esp. Pfitzner 
(1967). . 
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Inn short, Pol 2:3 does not speak of Polycarp as a Christian who is persecuted 
byy the pagan authorities. Nevertheless, by using the phrase deoti 87riTuxe^v» 
Ignatiuss does - if only implicitly - coordinate his own lot with that of his fellow-
bishopp Polycarp. This is also clear from what follows in Pol 2:3: "The prize is 
incorruptibilityy and eternal life, concerning which you too are persuaded (TO Qé\ia 
Acpdapaiaa icai ĉof| atóvux;, rcepi riq mi CTU 7tÉ7teiCTai)." The ultimate goal 
off  Polycarp and Ignatius (and all other Christians) is one and the same. "Attaining 
God""  stands on a par with "incorruptibility and eternal life" (cf. chap. 4.2.2). The 
roadd to this final destination, however, is different. Polycarp has to stand firm as 
aa bishop, Ignatius as one who dies for the faith, ordinary believers as faithful and 
obedientt members of the local communities. 

7.37.3 Christians' Attainment of God 
Thiss interpretation of Pol 2:3 seems to be supported by the three passages in which 
Ignatiuss uses the phrase öeou TUXEIV with regard to the future lot of all believers. 
Theree does not seem to be a significant difference between the meaning of the 
verbss eTmuyxavco and Tuyxavco. The prefix only appears to intensify the goal-
directedd traits.286 Therefore it is quite unfortunate that some translators render 
thee phrase Seou TUXEIV quite differently than the phrase Öeoö èmTuxetv.287 

II  have chosen to render the phrase Öeoö TUX£IV> just as deou è7UTu%eïv, with 
"too attain God." 

Inn Mg 1:3 Ignatius writes: " ... in whom [i.e. in Christ], if we endure the whole 
abusee of the ruler of this age and escape, we shall attain God (èv $ ÓTionévovxeq 
xr|vv 71&0OCV è7irjpeiav TOÖ öpxovToq TOÖ alcovoq TOUTOU KOU SiacpuyóvTEq 
SeoCC T£u£ó|ae&a)." Surprisingly, Ignatius uses here the first person plural. He 
speakss of "attaining God" as the ultimate goal of both himself and his addressees. 
Thee future tense of the verb Tuyxavoo and the expression "the whole abuse" give 
thee impression that Ignatius thinks of an event which takes place at the end of all 
earthlyy existence, i.e. at the eschaton. Like Ignatius (Rm 5:3), all Christians have 
too withstand the ruler of this world, to attain God in the next world. 

Seee Bommes (1976) 162 and 248; Schoedel (1985) 106 n. 9; and LSJ s.v. ini G.1II.4. In 
contrastt with Ignatius Tuyxctva» is by far the more common in Greek literature. The verb 
tuyxdvooo occurs only two more times in the Ignatian letters (Sm 11:3 and Poi 4:3). See further 
alsoo O. Bauemfeind, "Tuyxdvo) KTX.," TWNT 8.238-245. 

Notee esp. Fischer (1993) and Von Balthasar (1984) who render SEOÜ xuxeïv with "Gottes 
teilhaftigg werden" or "Gott erreichen" and öeoö èTtitoxsïv with "zu Gott gelangen." Schoedel 
(1985),, Richardson (1953), Grant (1966) and Bauer-Paulsen (1985) are more consequent. They 
translatee both phrases with resp. "to attain God," "to get to God," "to attain to God," or "zu Gott 
gelangen." " 
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Inn Sm 9:2 occurs a phrase with a similar tenor: "God is your reward, whom 
youu will attain if you endure everything for him (&u,oipf|288 ófnv ó deóq, ÓV 
övv 7idvxa Ó7iou,évovre<; auTou Teó^eaöe)." The emphasis on endurance and the 
futuree orientation of the notion of attainment is the same as in Mg 1:3. Striking 
iss the preceding clause which states that God is the reward. It seems to make clear 
thatt the phrase 9eo0 tuxeiv should not simply be understood as meaning 'Ho 
attainn unto God," but has the more poignant connotation of "to attain God." God 
himselff  is the reward which all Christians will acquire when they endure every-
thing. . 

Thee exhortation to endure all things in both Mg 1:3 and Sm 9:2 seems to be 
aa reminiscence of similar formulations in certain New Testament passages which 
standd clearly in an eschatological context. In the eschatological discourse, for 
instance,, Jesus says in Mk 13:13: "One who endures to the end will be saved (o 
5èè u7EOneivct<; eiq xéXoq oüzoq aooSfjaeTCu)."289 Most likely the two Ignatian 
passagess also refer to the eschatological salvation. Yet it cannot be excluded that 
Ignatiuss was also thinking of the individual death of every Christian. It appears 
thatt for Ignatius the problem of an intermediate state between death and eschaton 
wass a non-issue. A Christian will attain God either at death - as Ignatius - or at 
thee end of time, dependent on God's inscrutable will whether a Christian will die 
beforee the end of time or not. 

Finally,, a third passage in which Ignatius uses the phrase deou TUXEÏV 
shouldd be dealt with here. In Eph 10:1, Ignatius states: "Pray on behalf of other 
peoplee [i.e. non-Christians] unceasingly. For there is hope of repentance in them 
thatt they may attain God (KOU ÓTtèp xcbv AMxov 8è avdpamcov aSiaXeiTrcax; 
7tpoaei3%ead8.. ëaxiv yap èv aótoï<; èXnxq |iexavoia<;, tva dsoö xuxcoaiv)." 
Itt is not clear whether the attainment of God takes place at the moment the pagan 
convertss to Christianity,290 or whether his or her conversion is only the basic 
requirementt to attain God in the future. The latter possibility is certainly more in 
coherencee with the other passages which have been discussed.291 

Inn sum, "to attain God" is the future lot of Ignatius as well as of all other Chris-
tianss who endure to the end. In this sense all Christians have a common goal.292 

Thuss reads the Greek Berlin papyrus containing Sm 3:3-12:1 (see chap. 1.2.4n. 35). Other  Greek 
manuscriptss of the MR read djiotpei ; the Latin version: retribuat (cf. the conjecture of the early 
editors::  &u£i|3oi); and the LR: &|iE{\j/eTc u (cf. Sm 12:1). The reading of the Berlin papyrus 
mustt  be preferred for  several reasons, see esp. Schoedel (1985) 245-246. 

Soo also Mt 10:22; 24:13; Lk 21:19; cf. further  e.g. Rom 8:25; 2 Tim 2:12; / Clem. 34:8; and 
35:3-4. . 

Soo Paulsen (1978) 74 n. 97. 

Soo also Bommes (1976) 245 n. 458: "Der  übrige Gebrauch von xuyxcivEiv und ertituyx&vEi v 
beii  Ignatius legt es naher, auch in Eph 10,1 unter  dem deoü tuxetv die zukünftige Vollendung 
derr  vollen Gemeinschaft mit Gott zu verstenen, an welcher  die Nichtchristen Anteil erhalten 
werden,, wenn sie sich jetzt zur  Kirch e Christi bekehren." 

Soo also e.g. Preiss (1938) 201; Brox (1961) 210; and Bommes (1976) 241-250. 
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Apparentlyy this attainment of God is an event which will take place after every-
thingg is endured, i.e. after this earthly life. The expression "to attain God" (9eoö 
tuxeïv)) is used to denote the eschatological event, as the expression "to attain 
God""  (&80Ö èrciTUxetv) refers to Ignatius' lot at death. Thus, it seems that 
Ignatiuss expected to attain the eschatological salvation through his execution.293 

Inn a certain way, for him death is the eschaton. 

7.47.4 Attainment of God as Union with God 
Thee discussion of the passages in which the phrase deou (e7ii)xuxetv occurs has 
shedd some light on the temporal framework, but it still remains obscure what the 
phrasee means in itself. In other words, what does the phrase "to attain God" mean 
inn respect of the relation between the believer and God? The best way to clarify 
thiss matter seems to be to look at Ignatius' way of formulating the relation 
betweenn the believer and God more in general. Two scholars have done this by 
examiningg the relation between the concepts of union or unity and attainment. I 
wil ll  discuss their views first (§ 7.4), and then deal with those Ignatian concepts 
which,, I think, offer a more appropriate context (§ 7.5). 

Inn 1974 Richard A. Bower published an article which was entirely devoted to the 
questionn of the meaning of the verb ènvzuy%av<£> in the letters of Ignatius.294 

Therefore,, this publication deserves special attention. As could be expected, he 
beginss with a brief analysis of the passages in which Ignatius uses the phrase dsoC 
(êTüi)Tuxelv.2955 Rightly, Bower comes to the conclusion that the expression has 
aa pronounced soteriological focus. It refers to an ultimate reality or goal of 
redemption.. Subsequently, Bower states that it is in the light of this soteriological 
focuss that another concept in Ignatius should be clarified, a concept which may 
welll  - according to him - serve as an added explication of the phrase $EOÖ 
è7iiTuxeiv,, namely the concept of union with God. 

Bowerr identifies a scheme or process of union (£v<aaiq).2% He argues that 
inn Ignatius there are several levels or strata where union may be realized. The first 
levell  is that of the church and the ministry. Ignatius is very much devoted to the 
harmoniouss unity of the believers under the authority of one bishop.297 The 
secondd level is that of the unity with God. According to Bower, the unity of the 
churchh makes possible a union with God by participation in the Passion of Christ. 
Yett the passages which he adduces in support of his view that Ignatius speaks of 

Soo also Bouyer (1960) 245; cf. Meinhold (1963) 321; and Paulsen (1978) 69. 

R.A.. Bower, "The Meaning of EPIITYrXANQ in the Epistles of St. Ignatius of Antioch," VC 
288 (1974) 1-14. Bower, as some other scholars, consistently speaks of eirrruxsiv TOO 9eoO, 
althoughh Ignatius never uses an article in this phrase. 

Bowerr (1974) 1-4. 

Bowerr (1974) 4-8. 

Seee the examples given in chap. 2.3.4a. 

293 3 

294 4 

295 5 
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297 7 
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suchh a second level are not unequivocal. I will look briefly at what seem to be 
somee of the most important passages. 

Inn Ph 4:1, Ignatius states: uia aap£ TOO Kupiou fmdiv 'In/joo Xpiaxoö 
jcaii  êv rcoTrjpiov elq ëvoaiv TOO atnaxoq aÓTOö. Bower translates these 
wordss with: "There is one flesh of our Lord Jesus Christ, and one cup for union 
withwith his blood."298 Bower interprets this statement as saying that the eucharist 
makess possible a participation in Christ's passion and subsequently a union with 
Christ.. In chap. 2.3.4a, however, I already argued that Ignatius mainly refers to 
Christ'ss passion as the ground of the well-being of the church.299 Therefore, 
Schoedel'ss translation "one cup for union through his blood" is more likely the 
rightright one.300 That is, the genitive TOO aluaxoc, should be taken as a genitive of 
causee or source, and ëvcooiq should be interpreted as referring to the internal unity 
off  the congregation of believers. 

Thee next passage to which Bower refers is Ph 5:2: 'The prophets ... set their 
hopee on him and waited for him, in whom by believing they were saved, being in 
thee unity of Jesus Christ (év évÓTT)Ti ' Irjaoö Xpiaxoö Övxeq)." Bower translates 
thee last phrase with "being in unity with Jesus Christ."301 The context, however, 
doess not substantiate such an interpretation. The point which Ignatius tries to make 
inn Ph 5 is that the apostles and the prophets are "numbered together in the gospel 
off  the common hope" (auvnpiönrinévoi èv T$ eóayyeXia) Tfjc; KOIVT\<; 
èXnièoq).èXnièoq). The emphasis does not lie on a personal communion with Christ, but 
onn the concord of all who have put their hope in Christ. Therefore, "unity" does 
nott refer to the union with Christ, but to the fellowship of prophets, apostles and 
Christianss in the common belief in Christ.302 

Mostt important in Bower's argumentation is the difficult passage in Mg 1:2: 
"II  sing the churches, in which I pray for a union of flesh and spirit of Jesus Christ 
-- our everlasting life - and of faith and love - than which nothing is preferable 
-- and above all of Jesus and the Father (&5G> TOK; èKKATiaia*;, èv ale; ëvoatv 
sojournn aapKÖq Kai 7ive\3|iaT0<; 'Inaoö XpiaTOö, TOÖ 5id 7tavTÖ<; f||ia>v 
£fjv,, Tticxséq TE Kai ayairn ,̂ rjq oü8èv npoKÉKpiTai, TÖ 8è KopicÓTepov 
'' ITICTOÖ Kai noLTpóq)" Bower interprets the passage as follows. "Union of flesh 
andd spirit" refers to the Incarnation when the two spheres of human and divine 
becamee united in Christ. "Union of faith and love" refers to the Passion when 

Italic ss added. A similar  translation is given by Lake (1912) 1.243 and Von Balthasar  (1984) 95. 

Cf.. also Sm 1:1: "Yo u are ... established in love by the blood of Christ (èv z& atucm 
Xpiaxoö).""  Bower  does not refer  to the parallel text in 1 Cor  10:16: "Th e cup of blessing that 
wee bless, is it not a sharing in the blood of Christ (oöxi Koivtovi a éaxiv TOO aluatoq TOO 
Xpiaxoö)?""  which possibly could have strengthened his case. 

Schoedell  (1985) 199 (italics added); cf. Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 82 who remarks: "I n dem gvomc; 
TOÖÖ ctïnocToq kommt es fur  Ign weniger  auf die Einigung mit dem Blut an als auf die durch das 
eineeine Blut herbeigeführte Einheit der  Gemeinde, die keine Spaltung gestattet"  (italics in original); 
andd Richardson (1953) 108 who translates: "one cup of his blood that makes us one." 

Similarr  e.g. Lake (1912) 1.243 and Von Balthasar  (1984) 96. 

Soo also Lightfoot (1889) 2.262 and Schoedel (1985) 202. Pace Bower: Grant (1966) 102-103. 
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Christ'ss faith was expressed in the obedience of his love. "Union of Jesus and the 
Father""  refers to Christ's return to and union with the Father. The Christians - in 
theirr identification with Christ - are a part of this threefold scheme of union. They 
aree united 1. with the church which brings to earth the divine reality; 2. with 
Christ'ss Passion in the obedience of faith and love; and 3. with God, as result of 
thee union on the first two levels. 

Thiss interpretation is based on the assumption that 'Irjaoö Xpiaxoö here is 
aa genitive of subject and, thus, that the two pairs - flesh ~ spirit and faith - love 
-- refer to Christ.303 This is quite unlikely. In the Ignatian letters, the polar terms 
a&p44 and nvzv\ia do not predominantly stand for the human and divine nature 
off  Christ (so in Eph 7:2). On the contrary. Far more often the combination "flesh 
andd spirit" refers to a polarity in human existence (cf. § 10.1).304 A human being 
iss constituted of flesh and spirit; and together the two terms express a totality, 
somewhatt like in the English expression "to do something body and soul." The 
wholee of human life takes place on two "levels," so also social unity. Thus, in Rm 
inscrr Ignatius addresses the Roman Christians as "those who are united in flesh 
andd spirit to every commandment of his" (KCCTC*  aapica icai 7iveujj,a f|vco|j.evoi<; 
TC&CTTJTC&CTTJ èvxoATj aóxoö); and in Mg 13:2 he exhorts his readers to be subject to the 
bishopp and to each other, "so that there may be union both fleshly and spiritual" 
(II  vet £v<oai<; rj aapiaicfj TE mi 7rveunaTiKfj).305 

Thatt 'Inaou XpicrroO should not be interpreted as a genitive of subject is 
evenn clearer from Ignatius' use of the second oppositional pair. For in the Ignatian 
letterss the polar terms niaxiq and dyd7tr| never refer to the faith and love of 
Christ.3066 Faith and love are the dominating features of Christian life. They are 
thee beginning and the end of life (Eph 14:1). They are everything (Sm 6:1). Faith 
andd love express the concord and unity of the Christian communities in their total 
commitmentt to the Christian message.307 Thus it is clear that the two polarities 

Soo also Grant (1966) 57. 

Seee for adp£ ~ Ttveüua: Mg 1:2; 13:1; Rm inscr; Ph 7:1; l l :2;Sm 1:1; 3:2; Pol 5:1; TIVEUHOCTI-
KÓqKÓq ~ aapKiKÓ<;: Eph 7:2; 8:2; Mg 13:2; Sm 13:2 (twice); Pol 1:2; 2:2; 7tvsunaTiK<ü<; ~ 
oapKiKÖq:: Eph 10:3; Sm 3:3. Only in Eph 7:2, Sm 3:2, 3:3 and 12:2 do the terms refer to 
Christ.. Even in these instances, however, they seem to function as anthropological concepts. Cf. 
H.E.. Lona, "Der Sprachgebrauch von ZAPS, EAPKIKOL bei Ignatius von Antiochien," ZKT108 
(1986)) 383-408, esp. 397-405; and Schoedel (1985) 23-24. 

Thesee two passages show that Ignatius does not speak of a union of flesh and spirit as a union 
off  two entities, as was argued by A. Schweitzer, Die Mystik des Apostels Paulus (Tubingen 1981) 
330-3388 and Camelot (1969) 32. Rather, union of flesh and spirit means that union should take 
placee on both the fleshly and the spiritual level of human existence. 

Seee Eph 1:1; 9:1; 14:1, 2; 20:1; Mg 1:1,2; 13:1; Tr 8:1; Rm inscr; Ph 11:2; Sm 1:1; 6:1; 13:2; 
andd Pol 6:2. Cf. Mg 5:2; 6:1; and Ph 9:2. See, however, the enigmatic passage in Tr 8:1: "Renew 
yourselvess in faith, which is the flesh of the Lord, and in love, which is the blood of Jesus 
Christ,""  cf. Lona (1986) 394-395. 

Cf.. O. Tarvainen, Glaube und Liebe bei Ignatius von Antiochien (Joensuu 1967); Paulsen (1978) 
91-93;; and Schoedel (1985) 24-26. 
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inn Mg 1:2 should be understood as referring to the Magnesian community.308 

Tnaoöö XpiaxoC can best be understood as a genitive of source. 
Problematicc remains the last element in Ignatius' parallelism: "union of Jesus 

andd the Father." Elsewhere Ignatius presents the union between Father and Son as 
aa model of the perfect unity in the Christian community (Mg 7:1). The same could 
bee the case here. It must be admitted that if the passage is comprehended along 
thesee lines the parallelism breaks down. For the first two polarities directly refer 
too the unity within the Magnesian community, while the third points to a heavenly 
unionn which should be mirrored in the congregation. Yet such a flaw in consist-
encyy of composition must be preferred to an incongruence with Ignatius' imagery 
elsewheree in the letters- In any event, nothing indicates that Ignatius was thinking 
off  a union with God, as Bower argues. 

Afterr his discussion of Mg 1:2 Bower concludes: "We are now in a position 
too see more clearly the relationship of ëvcoaiq to the phrase eTiixuxetv TOO 
SEOU;""  and he continues: "ènizv%£\v, when used with God as its object, can be 
describedd as union: i.e. as the highest form of identification with and participation 
inn the reality of that to which one is united."309 This inference does not carry 
convictionn for at least two reasons: 1. as I have tried to show above, the ëva>ai<;-
terminologyy never refers to a (mystical) union with God, and 2. the phrase 3eo0 
éitiTDxeïvv is never directly linked with the ëvcooiq-terminology. 

Bowerr tries to corroborate his view by a further analysis of the individual's 
andd Church's actions or duties which aid in - what he understands to be - the 
attainmentt unto God.310 His remarks with regard to the role of the heavenly ~ 
earthlyy typology in Ignatius' ethics are interesting and often to the point. However, 
Bowerr does not succeed in showing how these ideas precisely pertain to the 
conceptss of attaining God and union with God. Therefore, these observations do 
nott really substantiate his view. 

Att the end of his article Bower very briefly discusses the question whether 
Ignatiuss has a place for eschatology. He judges Ignatius' references to a future 
salvationn and his utterances of being not yet perfected as insignificant, and con-
cludes:: "Ultimate salvation has to do with the individual's attaining to God within 
thee unity of the Church, it is not futuristic in the apocalyptic sense. Final salvation 
orr perfection can be realized immediately within the realms of ëvraaic; which are 
madee possible by Christ our resurrection."3 u Thus, Bower entirely neglects the 
mannerr in which Ignatius differentiates between the salvation reached within the 
churchh and the ultimate salvation reached in the future. According to him, union 
andd attainment are ultimately one and the same thing. 

Soo also Lightfoot (1889) 108-109 and Schoedel (1985) 105. Cf. also the passage in Mg 13:1: ".. . 
thatt  in everything you do you may prosper, as to the flesh and spirit (aapiei teal nvEujiaxi) , 
ass to faith and love (7t£atei icai dydrtrj) , in the Son and the Father, in the beginning and in the 
end""  (cf. Stn 1:1; 13:2; and Ph 11:2). 

Bowerr  (1974) 9. 

Bowerr  (1974) 9-13. 

Bowerr  (1974) 13 (italics added). 
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Somee fourteen years before Bower's article appeared, Virigini a Corwin had chosen 
forr a somewhat similar approach in her study of Ignatius of Antioch.312 Accord-
ingg to her, it is possible to clarify Ignatius' concept of union by looking at his 
vieww of the fate of the martyr. Although she explicitly notices that Ignatius never 
usess the ëvcDaiq-terminology with regard to his own fate, she nevertheless claims 
thatt Ignatius uses the phrase öeoü ê7uxuxeiv to express his hope that through 
deathh he wil l be brought into union with God. She states that Ignatius' exclama-
tionss that through his death he wil l become a word of God (Rm 2:1) and a human 
beingg (Rm 6:1) should be interpreted in the sense that Ignatius expected a union 
withh Christ, who is "the word proceeding from silence" (Mg 8:2) and "the perfect 
humann being" (Sm 4:2). But, she goes on, the martyr's death is not the only path 
untoo the attainment of God. The Christian who endures within the unity of the 
churchh wil l also attain to God after death. In contrast with Bower, Corwin judges 
bothh to be post mortem experiences: "The experience of union as well as the road 
off  the martyr makes a man ready to attain. But the attainment comes, one must 
suppose,, in death; the tense is future "ili 

Nextt Corwin turns to a discussion of the unifying experiences of the ordinary 
Christiann within the church. Quite similar to Bower, she speaks of a "school of 
union.""  A series of preliminary stages leads to the ultimate union which is a union 
withh God. The first step is that of obedience. Further Corwin refers to the ideas 
off  being in Christ, having God or Christ in oneself, union of faith and love, and 
unionn of flesh and spirit. These are preparatory stages to a mystical union with 
God.. Corwin alludes to several passages to demonstrate that Ignatius indeed speaks 
off  such a mystical union with God. Again, I wil l look at the most important of 
thesee briefly. 

Inn the closing of his letter to the Smyrnaeans (12:2) Ignatius writes: "I greet 
.... all of you individually and corporately, in the name of Jesus Christ, and in his 
fleshh and blood, in his passion and resurrection, both fleshly and spiritual, in unity 
off  God and of you (&OTT&^o|j.ai ... xoöq Kat' dv5pa KOU KOIVTJ TKXVTCK; év 
óvófiaxii  ' Inaoö Xpiaxoö m i xrj aapKi aüxoö m i xq> aïpaxi, na&zi xe m i 
dvaoxdoeii  aapKiKrj xe m i 7iv£U|iaxiKr], èv évóxnxi &eou m i uuróv)." The 
focall  point here is, of course, the last element in this elaborate greeting. Corwin 
arguess that the phrase évóxriq öeoó cannot have but the meaning of "unity with 
God."3144 For, she states, the notions "unity of God" and "unity of you" cannot 
bothh refer to the unity within the church. Rightly she notes that in the preceding 
seriess of double groupings neither of the poles is ever quite a synonym for the 
other.. Since the phrase évóxnc; üjiröv obviously refers to a social union, the phrase 
évóxrjt;; ÖeoO must refer to a mystical union with God. 

Thiss reasoning fails to be convincing. Both phrases can perfectly well point 
too the unity within the church without being merely synonymous. The first, for 

3,i3,i Corwin (1960) 247-271. 
3 ,33 Corwin (1960) 255 (italics added). 
3144 So also Grant (1966) 125; Von Balthasar (1984) 105; Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 98; and Fischer 

(1993)) 215. 
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instance,, may refer to the source of this unity, i.e. God, and the second to this 
unityy among the members of the community itself.315 Further it is also possible 
thatt evorqq ÖEOÖ refers to the unity within God (between Father and Son) of 
whichh the Smyrnaean unity (évóxnq u|id)v) should be an image (cf. Mg 7:1). Both 
thesee interpretations - conforming to Ignatius' ideas elsewhere in the letters - seem 
moree likely than Corwin's. 

Moree important in Corwin's argumentation is the passage which also played 
ann important role in Bower's argumentation: Mg 1:2. Corwin translates the passage 
ass follows: "I pray for a union with the flesh and spirit of Jesus Christ, who is our 
everlastingg life, a union of faith and love, to which nothing is preferable, and -
abovee everything else - a union with Jesus and with the Father (£VQ>CTIV su^o^ai 
aapKÖ<;; Kai nveuuxxxoc; * Inaoö Xpuruoü, too 8i& Ttavxcx; r)\i<bv Cftv, nioxeéq 
xzxz Kai aydmiq, ïfc oü8èv 7ipOKEKpixai, TÖ 5è Kupicóxepov 'Ir|croü Kai 
Ttaxpóq)."3166 Corwin's translation has the advantage that the last terms in the 
enumerationn "union of Jesus and the Father" fit  in more naturally. On the other 
handd this reading causes the second element, "union of faith and love," to become 
aa somewhat strange component in the catalogue. Further, it raises the question of 
howw a union with Jesus relates to a union with Christ's flesh and spirit. All in all, 
itt seems better to stick to the interpretation given above. 

Corwinn further refers to Eph 14:1: "The beginning is faith, the end is love. 
Thesee two, existing in unity, are God (dpxf| u£v niaxiq, xékoq 5è dyd7rn. xd 
8èè 8uo èv évóxnxi yevóusva öeóq èaxiv);" and Tr 11:2: "The head, then, 
cannott be born apart without the members, since God offers union, which is 
himselff  (ou Suvaxai ouv K£<paA.f| xcopiq yevvnSfivai317 aveu neA.a>v, xoO 
öeoöö ëvaxnv inayyzXko\iévov>y ö èaxiv auxóc;)." Rightly Corwin observes that 
inn Ignatius' perception God is the ground of unity in the churches. It is also clear 
thatt the metaphor of head and members stresses the bond between Christ and the 
Christians.. However, Corwin does not succeed in showing that Ignatius here refer 
too a mystical union with God. I already remarked that faith and love are polar 
termss which denote the totality of a truly Christian existence. The identification 
off  this totality with God in Eph 14:1 should not be taken too literally.318 In other 
passagess Ignatius expresses the same idea less tersely. In Eph 4:2, for instance, he 
writes:: "It is profitable, then, for you to be in blameless unity, that you may 

Soo Schocdel (1985) 252; cf. Lightfoot (1889) 2.322: "Th e first  genitive describes the binding 
principl ee of the unity; the second the component parts."  Cf. Ignatius' usage of the phrase tvóxr\q 
Seoüü in Ph 8:1; Ph 9:1; Pol 8:2; his usage of èvózr\q üuwv in Ph 2:2; and the double genitive 
inn e.g. Pol 7:3: "Thi s is God's deed and yours." 

Similarr  Von Balthasar  (1984) 79. Cf. also the peculiar  translation of Richardson (1953) 94: " I 
wantt  them to confess that Jesus Christ, our  perpetual Life, united flesh with spirit . I want them, 
too,, to unite their  faith with love - there is nothing better  than that. Above all, I want them to 
confesss the union of Jesus with the Father." 

Thee Armenian, Coptic and Arabic versions suggest the reading yevr|9f|vai which seems to make 
moree sense. 

Schoedell  (1985) 76, for  instance, refers to a similar  expression in Pliny the Elder  (Nat. Hist. 
2.18)::  "For  a mortal to help a mortal is god (deus est mortali iuvare mortalem)" 
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alwayss participate also in God (xpTJaiLiov ouv êaxiv ü^iat; èv aj4.a>|i(p évóxr|xi 
sïvai,, iva Kai 9eou 7r.avxoxe \\.zié%zxz)" and in Ph 8:1: "Where there is 
divisionn and anger, God does not dwell (ou 8è \i£pio\ioq êaxiv Kai ópyfj, deöq 
oóó KaxoiKei)." The message is clear. God is present in the unified Christian com-
munity,, but not in terms of a mystical union betweenn God and believer. Likewise, 
thee formula "which is (God) himself' in Tr 11:2 should not be understood as a 
literall  identification of God and union, but as a reiteration of the idea that God is 
thee cause of union.319 

Inn sum, Corwin comes to the conclusion that the mystical union with God in this 
lif ee foreshadows the ultimate and everlasting union with God after death when the 
believerr has attained unto God. Thus, Corwin's analysis coheres with that of 
Bowerr in that the attainment unto God is understood as a union with God,320 but 
differss from that of Bower in that 3eoö è7iixuxeïv is understood to be a future 
possibilityy which cannot be realized in this world. 

7.57.5 Ignatius on God and the Believer 
Inn the discussion of Bower and Corwin given above, I have tried to demonstrate 
thatt in Ignatius' letters the relation between God and believer is never formulated 
inn terms of union. Consequently, the phrase deoö (s:ti)xuxelv cannot be clarified 
byy reference to the £vooCTn;-terminology. What then are the characteristic formulas 
andd concepts in this respect? Or, in other words, what can be said about Ignatius' 
Godd language?321 Within the scope of this study, a detailed analysis of Ignatius' 
"theology""  cannot be given. Yet a few observations should be made. 

Thee noun Oeoq occurs some 185 times in the Ignatian letters, mostly without 
ann article.322 This high number is quite striking in comparison with other early 
Christiann sources. Only rarely Ignatius specifies whether öeóq relates to the Father 
orr to the Son.323 In most instances the word deóq seems to refer to the divine 

Seee also Schoedel (1985) 157-158 and for an analysis of the "which is" formula: Schoedel (1985) 
98-99.. Cf. e.g. Mg 7:1: "But let there be one prayer ... in blameless joy, which is Jesus Christ." 
Thiss passage clearly means no more than that Christ is the cause of a Christian's joy. Pro a 
"Gnostic""  understanding of Tt 11:2: Schlier (1929) 90 and Bartsch (1940) 27. 

Soo also Meinhold (1963) 321; Camelot (1969) 33-36; Paulsen (1978) 72; Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 
38;; and A. Brent, "History and Eschatological Mysticism in Ignatius of Antioch,"£7Y, 65 (1989) 
313-314.. Cf. also the literature mentioned in chap. 2.3.4a. 

Seee esp. D. Trakatellis, "God Language in Ignatius of Antioch," in: B.A. Pearson, A.T. Kraabel, 
G.W.E.. Nickelsburg, eds., Tke Future of Early Christianity (Essays in Honor of Helmut Koester; 
Minneapoliss 1991) 422-430; and Schoedel (1985) 18-20. 

Trakatelliss (1991) 423 counts some 180 instances; Brown (1963) 22 speaks of 178 instances. 

Sevenn times Ignatius speaks of "our God Jesus Christ:" Eph inscr; 18:2; Rm inscr (twice); 3:3; 
Smm 1:1; and Pol 8:9; cf. further: Eph 1:1; 7:2; 15:3; 19:3; Tr 7:1; Rm 6:3; Sm 6:1; 10:1. Ten 
timess Ignatius speaks of "God the Father:" Eph inscr; 9:1; 21:2; Mg inscr (twice); 3:1; 5:2; Ph 
inscr;; Sm inscr; and Pol inscr; cf. further Eph 7:2; 20:2; Ph 3:2; Sm 1:1. Moreover, the title 
Kuptoqq is used some 37 times and the title Ttaxfjp some 45 times. 
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inn general, although this does not mean that Ignatius did not distinguish two divine 
personss (cf. chap. 1.2.5d). The name of Christ occurs some 135 times. As said, a 
fulll  exposition on Ignatius' doctrine of God cannot be given. In what follows I 
wil ll  refer to those expressions which seem most significant with regard to the 
directt relation between God and believer. 

Firstt of all, it should be observed that the constructions with the preposition èv -
"inn God" (èv dsé)) and especially "in Jesus Christ" (èv 'ITJCTOU XptCTTu)) - are 
veryy prominent in the letters.324 The former phrase occurs some eleven times in 
thee letters,325 the latter some thirty times.326 

Thesee expressions are broadly used to qualify a concrete action or situation 
byy relating it to God or Christ. Ignatius greets and says farewell in Christ. He 
speakss of being bound in Christ, being perfected in Christ, doing all things in 
Christ,, abiding in Christ, remembering someone in Christ, coming together in 
Christ,, singing in Christ, loving each other in Christ, being salted in Christ, having 
compassionn in Christ, and being blessed in Christ. Likewise, Ignatius greets and 
sayss farewell in God, he receives the much loved name of the Ephesians in God, 
hee has knowledge in God, and he benefits in God. He speaks of an orderliness in 
God,, prayer and love united in God, men wise in God, the congregation in God, 
andd the purpose in God. In none of these instances is a mystical sense evident.327 

Ignatiuss simply presents the Christian life as completely dominated by Christ and 
byy God.328 

Thee phrase èv ' Irjaoö Xpiaxo) was most likely adopted by Ignatius from the 
Paulinee tradition.329 It should be observed that none of the New Testament 

Secondd most important is the prepositional phrase with icatd. See for  tcatd dcóv: Eph 2:1; 8:1; 
Mgg 1:1; 13:l;Tr  1:2; Ph 4:1; Sm 11:3; and for  KCXTÖ: KUpiov: Pol 5:2; and tcatd Xpiatov: Eph 
1:3;;  Mg 8:2; Ph 3:2. Cf. also 6id Xptcnoü: Eph 4:2; 9:1; Mg 5:1; and 8:2. 

Seee Eph 1:1; 6:2; 21:2; Mg inscr; 3:1; 14; Tr  4:1; 8:2; Pol 1:1 (twice); and 6:1. 

Seee Eph 1:1; 3:1; 8:2; 10:3; 11:1; 12:2; 20:2; 21:2; Mg inscr; 6:2; Tr  1:1; 9:2; 13:2; 13:3; Rm 
inscr;;  1:1; 2:2; Ph 10:1; 10:2; 11:2; and Sm 8:3; cf. also êv $: Eph 11:2; Mg 1:2; Tr  2:2; 13:3; 
Phh 5:1; 7:2; Pol 8:3; and êv aiiiq: Mg 10:2; Rm 4:3. See further  also év Kupup: Pol 8:3; év tcp 
ovouomm ' Ir|ooö Xptoxoö: Eph 3:1; Rm inscr; Sm 4:2; 12:2; Pol 5:1; èv yvrónrj  Xpicrioö: Eph 
3:2;;  Ph inscr; év Jtdöei aÖTOÜ: Eph inscr, 20:1; Tr  11:2; Ph inscr, év atpari 'InaoC 
XpiatoO::  Ph inscr; Eph 1:1; Sm 12:2; èv 9eA.fip.aTi 'ITJOO Ö XpiatoO: Eph inscr; and èv 
Suvdpxii  ' Ir|ooö Xpioxou: Eph 11:2. 

Contraa e.g. Goodspeed (1950) and Kleist (1946) who often translate év Xpurap with "i n union 
withh Christ." 

Schoedell  (1985) 19 remarks with regard to év Se<p: "Th e expression has a stereotyped quality 
andd often means littl e more than 'godly' or  'belonging to God'."  This holds only true for  those 
instancess in which Ignatius uses the expression to qualify a substantive, cf. Brown (1963) 70, and 
forr  some instances in the opening and closing of the letters. Trakatelli s (1991) 425 states: "Th e 
sentencess in which év Se(p occurs may be read as implici t statements of belief in a deep and 
directt  involvement of God in the lif e of the believers."  See with regard to év Xpio*T(p especially 
Bommess (1976) 121-132 (cf. chap. 2.5.2b): "Das gesamte christliche Sein und Tun grundet in 
Christuss und vollzieht sich immerfort in allen seinen AuBerungen in ihm"  (p. 129). 

329 9 Seee for  the relation with the Pauline usage of év Xpiatcp: Bommes (1976) 122-123. 

http://9eA.fip.aTi
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authorss or other Apostolic Fathers uses the Pauline phrase as frequently as Igna-
tius.. The phrase èv deq> is especially characteristic for Ignatius. It occurs only 
sparselyy in Paul or other New Testament writings.330 

Almostt all combinations of the phrase év &8G) or èv ' Irjooö XpioitS with 
aa substantive or a verb point to the present situation of the believers. An exception 
iss the expression "to be found in Jesus Christ" (èv 'lT|aoü Xpiaxcj EÓpe&f|vai) 
whichh has definitely a future orientation. In this respect it coheres most closely 
withh the phrase dsoö (é7ti)Tt>x£Ïv. Therefore it deserves special attention. The 
expressionn occurs thrice in the Ignatian letters. 

Inn Eph 11:1 Ignatius writes: "These are the last times. Let us then exercise 
restraint,, let us fear God's patience, that it may not turn to condemnation for us. 
Forr either let us fear the coming wrath, or let us love the present grace - one or 
thee other -, only that we may be found in Christ Jesus unto the true life (uóvov 
èvv Xpuruco ' Incroo eupeofjvai eiq TÖ dXr|9ivóv Cftv)." In Tr 2:2 he speaks of 
"Jesuss Christ, our hope, in whom we shall be found if we live in him" ('IntroO 
Xptaiou,, xf|<; èXnidoq f|pa)v, èv <& SidyovTsq eópeSiiaóneda). And in Tr 13:3 
hee states: "The Father is faithful in Jesus Christ to fulfi l my entreaty and yours, 
inn whom you may be found blameless (nxaxöq ó 7iaxf|p év 'Inaoö Xpiaxa) 
nXr\p(baainXr\p(baai u,ou xf|v aÏTnaiv icai C>|xd>v, év cp eupedevnre du.cou.oi)." 

Ephh 11:1 is clearly an eschatological warning. The phrase "to be found in 
Christ""  seems to refer to the end of time when the believer will be judged.331 At 
thatt moment, the believer must be found to be in Christ to attain the true life. The 
futuree orientation seems also clear in Tr 2:2. Probably the passage could best be 
paraphrasedd with "If we live in him now, we shall be found in him hereafter."332 

Trr 13:3 is more difficult, but the allusion to fulfilment suggests that "to be found 
inn Christ" here too refers to the ultimate goal of Christian existence. Thus it 
appearss that the expression "to be found in Christ" is the future-oriented variant 
off  the idea of living and acting in Christ. Ultimately, the whole of Christian 
existence,, both here on earth and later in life hereafter, is characterized by "being 
inn Christ." The believer lives in Christ now to be found in Christ in the end. 

Thiss interpretation is supported by Ignatius' language in a passage such as 
Ephh 20:2 where he speaks of "lif e in Jesus Christ for ever" (Cftv èv ' Inaou 
XpioiQQ Sid TravTÓq). Even the transition from this life to eternity takes place in 
Christ,, as Ignatius makes clear in Tr 9:2: "His Father will also raise in Christ Jesus 
uss who believe in him, apart from whom we do not have true life (r)pd<; touq 
7iicrceuovTac;; CCÓTCÜ éyepei ó 7caif|p aóxoö èv Xpiaxcö 'Ir|croö, oó x^P^ TO 

Seee Rom 2:17; 1 Thess 1:1; and 2:2; cf. John 3:21; 2 Thess 1:1; 1 John 4:15; and Jude 1. 

Seee for the use of the verb eupiaiccD in a similar context e.g. Lk 12:34; and 2 Pet 3:14. See 
furtherr also Aono (1979) 302, 311, and 322. 

Soo Lightfoot (1889) 2.155; cf. Lake (1912) 215; and Schoedel (1985) 141. Fischer (1993) 173 
translates:: "in dem unser Wandel erfunden werden soil;" and Bommes (1976) 127: "in dem 
lebendd wir erfunden werden sollen," but such a reading would require a conjunctive instead of 
aa future indicative. 

330 0 
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dAT|divóvv f̂jv OÓK ëxonev)." The believers who live in Christ will be raised 
inn Christ and live in him forever. 

Ignatius'' use of the phrase "to be found in Jesus Christ" (èv ' rnaou Xpiaxcp 
eOpeSfjvai)) seems rather unique. The only parallel in the New Testament and the 
corpuss of the Apostolic Fathers seems to be Phil 3:8-9, where Paul states: "For his 
sakee I have suffered the loss of all things and I regard them as rubbish, in order 
thatt I may gain Christ and be found in him (tva Xptoxov KepSrjaco icai eópeda> 
èvv aóicp)." Different answers have been given with regard to the question of the 
temporall  orientation of the two coordinate verbs in the purpose clause. Yet the 
firstfirst point of reference is certainly future. Paul hopes "to gain Christ" and "to be 
foundd in him" at the moment of his death, or on the day of Christ, i.e. at the 
parousia.3344 Furthermore, it should be observed that the two notions appear to 
explicatee each other: to gain Christ means to be found in him. Most likely the 
latterr is somewhat of a corrective of the former. For the gain metaphor seems to 
vieww Christ in quite inappropriate terms of property. It seems very well possible 
thatt for Ignatius the two analogous eschatological notions - '*to attain Christ or 
God""  (Xpiaxou or 9eou (è7u)xu%8?v) and "to be found in Christ" (èv Xpiaxcij 
eóp£Öf|vai)) - were similarly related. 

Soo far for the èv Xpurxo) and èv $eq> formulae. Secondly, it should be noted that 
Ignatiuss several times uses the preposition èv to say the same thing the other way 
round.. That is, Ignatius speaks of "having Christ or God in oneself." In Mg 12:1 
hee writes: "I know that you are not conceited, for you have Jesus Christ in you 
(oI8a,, ÖTi oó (püaioöoöe, Tnaoüv yap Xpiaxöv ëxexe ^v êauxotq);" and in 
Rmm 6:3 he states: "If anyone has him within himself, let him understand what I 
wantt (EÏ zxq aóxóv èv éauxcp ëxei> vor|0*dx©, ö ÖéAxü)." Thus, "having Christ 
inn oneself' is what unites all Christians. Although the construction with the verb 
ëxeivv seems quite particular for Ignatius,335 similar notions can be found in Paul 
andd John. In Gal 2:20 the apostle Paul, for instance, exclaims "Christ lives in me" 
(<£rjj  8è èv êjaoi Xpurxóq), and in Rom 8:10 and 2 Cor 13:5 he points out to his 
addressees:: "Christ is in you" (Xpioxoq èv ójiiv). In the Gospel of John, Jesus 
Christt himself similarly states that he is in the believers.336 

Inn a third passage Ignatius speaks more elaborately about God's indwelling. 
Inn Eph 15:3 he states: "Nothing escapes the Lord's notice, but even our secrets are 

Cf.. Rm 4:3 (see § 9.1). This idea is Pauline, see e.g. Rom 6:5; 8:11; 1 Cor 6:14; 15:22ff; 2 Cor 
4:14;; and 1 Thess4:14. 

Seee e.g. Fee (1995) 320-321 and esp. Koperski (1996) 163-170. 

Cf.,, however, e.g. Helenas 47:3 and 50:7: "having the Lord in one's heart" (l%(iiv TÖV tcuptov 
èvv tfj tcapöio; aÖTOÖ). The expression "to have God in oneself' is also quite rare, see however: 
Josephuss Ant. 10.250 (with regard to Daniel): "having the divine in him" (lx(OV t o &£Ïov év 
airap).. The idea of having (a part of) God in oneself can also be found in the Stoic tradition, see 
e.g.. Seneca Ep. 41.1; and Epictetus Diss. 2.8.11: "You have within you a part of Him (£xEl? 
Tii  év G8aoT(§ uipog éKeivou)." 

Seee John 14:20; 17:23, and 26; cf. 1 John 4:12, 15-16. 
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nearr him (cf. Mg 3:2). Let us do everything knowing that he dwells in us, that we 
mayy be his temples and he may be our God within us - which indeed he is, and 
hee shall appear before our face because we love him rightly (oó8èv Axxvddvei 
xovv Kupiov, &XXÖL Kai xd Kptrnxd 1\\i&v eyyuq aóxq> ècrxiv. rcdvxa oóv 
7ioiG)U£vv a>q aüxoö èv f\\iiv Kaxoucoüvxoq, Iva <DU,EV aóxoü vaoi Kai auxöq 
èvv f|uav deöi; r|u.G)v, orap Kai ëaxw Kai <pavfjasxai npö npocénov r\\i&v, 
èZ,èZ, ot>v 5iKaico<; dya7ta>u.£v aóxóv)." Ignatius concludes this section concerning 
God'ss indwelling with a reference to God's appearance "before our face." This 
mostt likely refers to the event of judgement's day (cf. Mt 24:30 and John 
14:21).3377 Thus the present closeness to God is strongly related to his final revel-
ationn in the future. 

Itt is significant to see how Ignatius here adopts but also modifies Pauline 
phrases.. Paul states in 1 Cor 3:16: "You are God's temple and God's spirit dwells 
inn you (vaöq öeoö ecrce Kai xó Ttveöuxx xoö &eou oiKeï èv óuiv);" and in 1 
Corr 6:19: "Your body is a temple of the holy spirit within you (xó ao>u.a Ou.a>v 
vaóqq xoö év tiuav dyiou nveujiaxóc; éaxiv)."338 It seems that Ignatius is less 
reluctantt than Paul in presenting God himself as the one who inhabits the Chris-
tian.. In any event, it is clear that in Ignatius' perception the Christian not only 
livess in Christ and in God, but also that God and Christ live in the Christian. 

AA third important expression denoting the close intimacy between the Christian 
andd God is the phrase "being of God or Christ" (deou or Xpiaxou eïvai). It 
occurss frequently in the letters. In Eph 8:1 Ignatius writes: "Let no one deceive 
you,, as indeed you are not deceived, being entirely of God (öXoi övxsq öeoö);" 
inn Eph 14:2: "Those professing to be of Christ (Xpiaxoö eivai) will be seen by 
whatt they do" (cf. § 6.4b); in Mg 10:1: "For one who is called by any name other 
thann this, is not of God (OÖK ëaxiv xoó öeoö);" in Rm 6:2: "Do not give to the 
worldd one who wants to be God's (xöv TOO $eoö Se^ovxa etvai);" in Rm 7:1: 
"Lett none of you present help him [i.e. the devil], rather become mine, that is 
God'ss (xouxéaxiv xoC &eou);" and in Ph 3:2: "For all who are of God and of 
Jesuss Christ (öoxn ydp öeoü eiaiv Kai ' Inaou XptaxoO), these are with the 
bishop;; and all who repent and come to the unity of the church, these too will be 
off  God (Kai oóxoi deoü ëaovxai)." 

Soo also Schoedel (1985) 78. Lightfoot (1889) 2.70; Grant (1966) 46; and Fischer (1993) 155 
translatee this phrase impersonal: "as is the case, and as will be made manifest before our face." 
NBB also the way in which Ignatius continues in 16:1: "Be not deceived, my brothers, corrupters 
off  homes will not inherit the kingdom of God." 

Cf.. also 1 Cor 14:25: "God is really among you (ó 9eó<; év üuïv èotiv);" and 2 Cor 6:16: "For 
wee are the temple of the living God; as God said: I wil l live in them (èvoiicf|aü) év aOtoiq)." 
Paul,, however, does not speak of God's indwelling in the individual, but of God's presence 
withinn the community. Note also Eph 3:17: " ... that Christ may dwell in your hearts (KatoiKft-
aatt TOV XptoTöv év Taïg KapSiaiq);" Hermas 28:1: "The Lord who dwells in you (ó KÓpioq 
óó év aol KOtTOiKC&v);" cf. Barn. 6:14; and 16:10. See further H. Hanse, 'Gott haben' in der 
AntikeAntike und imfriihen Christentum (Berlin 1939) 133-135. 
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Inn these instances the genitive construction appears simply to point to the 
alliancee with and fidelity to God and Christ of the Christians. A similar use of the 
phrasee can, for instance, be found in Paul.339 It should be observed that Ignatius 
doess not explicitly refer to an opposite alliance. In Mg 5:2 Ignatius speaks of two 
coinages:: "the one of God, the other of the world" (ö (xèv öeoö, ö 8è KÓCTJIOU). 
Yett this contrast between God and world certainly does not play such an important 
rolee as in the Johannine tradition (see further § 10.3). Notably, the Johannine 
polaritiess "to be from God" (èK 9eou elvai) - "to be from the world" (èic too 
KÓCTfiouu elvai) and "children of God" (téicva TOÖ 9eoö) - "children of the devil" 
(xéKvaa TOO SiapóXöü) are never used by Ignatius.340 In coherence with his use 
off  the phrase "to be of God" (deoO elvai), Ignatius also addresses his readers 
withh the expression "church of God" (èKKATjaia xoö deoö),341 which - of course 
-- can be found most prominently in the Pauline tradition.342 

Thee passage in Rm 6:2 deserves some special attention. Here "to be of God" 
shouldd probably be understood as a post mortem possibility. Thus, Ignatius seems 
too use an idea which expresses an actuality for ordinary Christians to refer to 
somethingg which is only a future possibility for himself. However, it must be 
noticedd that even for ordinary Christians "to be of God" means also "to become 
off  God" (Rm 7:1; cf. Eph 14:2). Therefore, the difference between Ignatius and 
otherr Christians should not be overemphasized. All Christians have to become 
whatt they are: of Christ and of God. 

Thuss far, I have pointed to several phrases in which the relationship between God 
andd the believer is expressed by way of a preposition or a simple genitive. In other 
instances,, Ignatius uses a special verb to allude to the close bond between God and 
thee believer. Notably, there can be found three verbs which are used with Öeóq as 
objectt in the genitive case. In Eph 4:2 Ignatius speaks about "participating in God" 
(&eo00 lisxéxeiv), in Mg 14 about "being full of God" (SeoO ye îeiv), and in Tr 
5:22 about "not lacking God" (Ssoö \if\ A£i7rerj$ai). I will deal with all three of 
thee concepts briefly. 

Inn Eph 4:2 Ignatius writes: "It is profitable, then, for you to be in blameless 
unityy that you may always participate also in God (xprjcnuov o£v ècrciv, x)\iaq 
évv a|j.cön(p èvÓTT|Ti elvai, tva Kai SEOÖ TKXVTOTC U-ETEXETE)." Here, the social 
unityy within the congregation is clearly linked with the idea of a participation in 
God.. The significance of the use of Kai in the purpose clause is difficult to 
determine.. Perhaps Ignatius used the word to underscore the correlation: only by 

Seee e.g. Rom 14:8: "We are the Lord's (TOÖ Kuptou éauév);" 1 Cor 1:12: "I am of Paul (éyw 
sl|iii  nauXou) ... or 1 am of Christ (èya 5è Xpiotoö);" 2 Cor 10:7: "If someone is convinced 
too be of Christ (Xpiotoö etvai);" cf. further 1 Cor 3:4, 23; Gal 3:29; and 5:24. 

Seee for the former esp. 1 John 4:5-6 and for the latter esp. 1 John 3:10. Cf. also the expression 
"fromm whom you are" (ê£ CCOTOÜ \î el<; èoxe) in 1 Cor 1:30. 

Seee Tr 12:1; Ph inscr; 10:1; and Sm inscr. Cf. also the expression "to those who are inseparable 
fromfrom God, from Jesus Christ" (oöaiv &xtop«rroi<; 9eoö 'Irjooö Xparroö) in Tr 7:1. 

Seee e.g. 1 Cor 1:2; 10:32; 11:16, 22; 15:9; 2 Cor 1:1; Gal 1:13; 1 Thess 2:14; etc. 
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participatingg in the congregation, the individual can participate also in God. This 
wouldd corroborate Schoedel's observation that the possible mystical significance 
off  the theme should not be exaggerated.343 In other words, participation in God 
iss merely the logical consequence of the congregational unity. It is not an issue in 
orr by itself, as for later Christian mystics. 

Ignatius'' usage of the verb fiexéxeiv is quite surprising. The participation 
terminologyy (nexéxeiv, uiSe^K;, uexoxfi, uixoxoc;) was widely used in the 
Greekk philosophical tradition to characterize the relation between a lower and a 
higherr entity. Thus it could be stated that a particular man participated in the idea 
mankind,, a human mind in the world-logos, or a human being in God.344 Some 
off  the later Christian writers also spoke of a participation in God,345 but the idea 
doess not occur in the New Testament or any of the Apostolic Fathers besides 
Ignatius.. In his commentary, Grant referred to 1 Cor 10:17 and 21 where Paul 
speakss about all who partake (usxexeiv) of the one bread and of the table of the 
Lord.3466 Yet nothing in Eph 4:2 indicates that Ignatius was thinking of an 
eucharistiee unity. Certain passages in Hebrews come closer to the way in which 
Ignatiuss speaks about a communion with the divine. In Heb 6:4, for instance, we 
readd about "those who have shared in the holy spirit" (U.EXÓXOUC; TIVEUJAOCXOI; 

ccytou),""  and in 3:14 about those who have become "partners of Christ" (uixoxoi 
xoöö XpiCTxoö). It should be observed that Ignatius coheres with these texts in 
understandingg partnership with the divine as a special gift enjoyed within the 
community,, and not as something which every human being possesses by nature 
(ass in the Greek philosophical tradition). 

Thee second verbal phrase stands in a similar exhortatory context. In Mg 14 
Ignatiuss states: "Knowing that you are full of God, I exhorted you briefly (ei5c5<; 
öxii  SEOC yé(j.exe, CTUVXÓ(J.CO<; raxpeicéXeuaa ó|id<;)." Like in Eph 4:2, Ignatius 
describess the present situation within one of the local communities as a lif e in 
closee intimacy with God. The use of the verb yé(ieiv with 9eó<; in the genitive 
casee as object seems to be singular in all extant Greek literature. Although the 
conceptt of being filled with God is certainly found elsewhere,347 it is unknown 

Schoede!!  (1985) 53. 

Cf.. H. Hanse, "ëxoo KTA~," 7W72.830-831; and Hanse (1939) 66-78; and see e.g. Plato Phaedr. 
253a:: " ... so far as a human being can participate in God (ica9óaov Sovatöv SeoO Av9p(57t(p 
uEtaaxeïv);""  Aristotle Part. Anim. 7.656a: "Humankind ... participates in the divine (TÓ 
dvSpcóroovv yivoc,... u£Téxei TOO Seiou);" and Philo Mos. 1.156: "If.. . the prophet is elevated 
too be God's friend, he shall subsequently participate in him (uetéxot dv aOtoö)." 

Soo esp. Origen, see Hanse (1939) 74-76. Note also Irenaeus' explanation of the concept of a 
Christian'ss participation in God: Adv. Haer. 4.20.5 (SC 100,2.642-643): "Participation in God 
iss to see God and to enjoy his goodness (ueToxfl 6è 9EOÖ ècm TO ópócv 9eöv KOU duto^aueiv 
T r KK  XP^CTTÓTTITOi ; CCÜTOÖ)." 

Grantt (1966) 36. 

LightfootLightfoot (1889) 2.139, Bauer (1920) 230, and Schoedel (1985) 131 refer, for instance, to 
Plutarchh Sept. Sap. Conv. 4.105b: "filled with God" (Seou UEOTÓO; Pollux Onom. 1.15: "full 
off  God" (7tX.f|priq ösoö); Virgil' s plena deo; Lucan Phars. 9.564: "full of God" (deo plenus); 
Senecaa Maior Suas. 3.5-7; and Plotinus 6.9.9: "a soul filled with God" (vj/ux'n tXripcoOEvaa 
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too the New Testament writers and any of the Apostolic Fathers besides Ignatius. 
Yet,, expressions such as "being full of greed and self-indulgence" (yéu^iv it, 
ap7tayf|<;; ïeai ducpaaiaq), and "being filled with the Holy Spirit" (7tA,ria&f)vai 
nv£v>\iaxoqnv£v>\iaxoq ayiou) can be found in the New Testament and other early Christian 
writings.3488 Paul's statement in Rom 15:14-15 is of special interest because it 
standss in a similar context of prudent exhortation as Mg 14: "I myself feel confi-
dentt about you, my brothers, that you yourselves are full of goodness, filled with 
alll  knowledge (ÖTI mi aÓToi u-eatoi èaxe Ayaöö)auvr|<;, nznXr\p(£>\iévo\. 
7ido-r|<;; yvóoEu*;), and able to instruct one another. Nevertheless on some points 
II  have written to you rather boldly." 

Thee third verbal phrase seems to be the negative counterpart of the first two. 
Inn Tr 5:2 Ignatius writes: "Not because of this am I already a disciple, for we lack 
manyy things, that we may not lack God (TIOAXCX yap f|uïv teinex, ïva $eoü [if\ 
A£i7ra>u£$a).""  The play on words is typical of Ignatius. This curious statement 
standss in the context of a passage in which Ignatius contrasts his own esoteric 
knowledgee and his status as a prisoner with the infancy of the Trallians (Tr 3:3-
5:2).. But despite this superiority he is not yet a disciple. Both he and the Trallians 
lackk many things, that is: they are still imperfect. With regard to Ignatius this 
imperfectionn obviously has to do with his imminent death. It is less clear what the 
Trallianss lack, but probably Ignatius meant to refer to the common obligation of 
everyy Christian to endure to the end. Most likely the final purpose clause, "that we 
mayy not lack God," refers to the eschatological future. Put in positive terms, the 
phrasee "not to lack God" must mean something like "to have God," Ignatius 
appearss to understand Christian life as a process of acquiring God! 

Surelyy both the active form Xsiretv - with a dative - and the middle form 
XEfaeadcaa - with a genitive - occur also in the New Testament and other early 
Christiann writings,349 but - as with the verbs nsxéxeiv and yéueiv - never 
withh Seóq as object. An interesting parallel can be found in another second century 
Christiann writing called the Shepherd ofHermas. In 9:9 a divine figure speaks to 
Herniass with the words: "The place to the right is for others who have already 
pleasedd God and have suffered for his name's sake, but you lack many things, that 
youu may sit with them (aoi 5è ndkXa AsiTiei tva |IET' aüxa>v Ka9iarj<;)." It 
shouldd be observed that the divine figure speaks about a special heavenly reward 
forr the martyr, while in Tr 5:2 Ignatius speaks about the future lot of all Chris-
tians.. Yet in both cases the phrase "to lack many things" is used to encourage the 
Christiann to endure to the end. 

3EOÖ).. Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 56 also refers to Pseudo-Clement Horn. 1.6: "H e (i.e Christ) did 
thesee things being full of the godhead (9SIÓTTITO< ; yeuxóv)." 

Seee for  the former  e.g. Mt 23:25 and cf. 23:27; Lk 11:39; Rom 3:14; and Barn. 11:11. See for 
thee latter  e.g. Lk 1:15, 41, 67; Acts 2:4; 4:8, 31; 9:17; 13:9, 52. 

Seee esp. Lk 18:22: "Yo u still lack one thing (6xi £v aoi taijtei);"  and Jas 1:4-5: "Le t endur-
ancee have its full effect, so that you may be perfect and complete, lacking nothing (f| 8è 
Oitonovfjj  êpyov téXsiov, tva f\xe téteioi KCCI ÓXÓKXTIPO I èv urjÖEvl tautónEvoi)." 
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Thee three verbal phrases just discussed - i.e. to participate in God, to be full 
off  God, and not to lack God - once again show the dialectical tension present in 
Ignatius'' God language. The believers who live in perfect harmony within the 
locall  communities participate in God and are full of God, but at the same time 
theyy still lack many things that they may not lack God. In other words, the first 
twoo phrases refer to a present reality, the third to a future hope. Moreover, this last 
phrase,, "not to lack God" (deoö u.f| XsiTieaöai), seems to stand on a par with the 
expressionn "to attain God" (9eoö (èm)xu%zïv). Both refer to the eschatological 
fulfilmentt of the present intimacy of the believer with God. Both picture this final 
realizationn in terms of acquiring God! 

Lastly,, I would like to point to one remarkable noun which expresses a close 
intimacyy with God, namely: "God-bearer" (öeocpópoq).350 It occurs eight times 
inn the letters, and with one exception it always refers to Ignatius himself. Ignatius 
openss all seven of his letters with the words: "Ignatius, also called Theophorus" 
('' ryvaxioq, ó mi ©eocpópoc;). In inscriptions and papyri the phrase ó KOU is 
widelyy used to append a second name (cf. e.g. Acts 13:9). Theophorus, however, 
iss not otherwise attested as a proper name. Therefore, it seems more likely that 
Ignatiuss used it as a special title referring to his devotion to God.351 This seems 
too be substantiated by the one other instance in which Ignatius uses the word. 

Inn Eph 9:2 he praises the Ephesians with the words: "You are all compan-
ionss on the way, God-bearers and temple-bearers, Christ-bearers, bearers of holy 
things,, in every way adorned with the commandments of Jesus Christ (èatè ouv 
icccii  CTUVOSOI 7idvT8q, deocpópoi Keu vaocpópoi, xPlGri;o(pópoi, &yio(pópoi, 
KGCT&&  7tdvTa KeKoap,évoi èv xati; èvroXaït; 'IT|CTOÖ XpiaToö)." The imagery 
seemss to be drawn from the pagan religious practice of a procession in which 
smalll  religious objects were carried around.352 In any event, this extraordinary 
enumerationn makes it clear that Ignatius did not reserve the title öeocpópoq for 
himself.. All Christians bear God (and Christ) within themselves. 

Thee word "theophoros" can be taken actively, meaning "bearing God," or 
passively,, meaning "borne by God." In the former case the accentuation should be 
&eocpópo<;,, in the latter case Öeócpopot;. In Eph 9:2 the word cannot have but an 
activee sense. The Ephesians "bear God" just as they "bear holy things." Thus it is 
probablee that the word also has an active sense when it refers to Ignatius.353 

Cf.. Zahn (1876) 2-3; Lightfoot (1889) 1.25-28; 2.21-23; Bauer (1920) 189-191; Schlier (1929) 
140;; Schilling (1932) 51-54; Hanse (1939) 135-136; Bartelink (1952) 117-118; Camelot (1969) 
56-57;; Bommes (1976) 257-258; Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 22-23; and Schoedel (1985) 36-37. 

Richardsonn (1953) 76-77, 87 translates the term with "God-inspired" and states that it is an 
epithett indicating Ignatius' prophetic gifts, but there is no evidence which could support this 
moree specific interpretation of the term. 

Seee e.g. Lightfoot (1889) 2.55-56 and Schoedel (1985) 67. Cf. remarks in chap. 2.8.3. 

Obviously,, it was understood in this way by the author of Mart. Ign. Ant. 2 (Funk-Diekamp 
2.328):: "Trajan said: Who is Theophoros. Ignatius replied: He who has Christ within his breast 
(oo XpioTÓv ëxtov év atépvoic,)." 
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Moreover,, the same seems to hold true with regard to other -<popoq compounds 
whichh occur in the letters.354 

Thee term deo<pópo<; does not occur in the New Testament or in any other 
writingg belonging to the corpus of the Apostolic Fathers.355 Yet the notion of 
"bearingg God" was know to some Greco-Roman authors,356 and especially well-
likedd by some later Christian writers.357 Notably, the related term xpiaxocpópoq 
evenn became an epithet of the Christian martyr.358 There are, however, no indica-
tionss that the term Öeocpópoq has a specific martyrological sense in Ignatius. The 
termm simply refers to a close intimacy with God. Christians bear God and Christ, 
justt as they have Christ in themselves and God dwells in them. 

Inn conclusion, Ignatius uses a wide range of concepts to express an intense and 
intimatee relation between the believer and God. Several of these concepts go well 
beyondd what can be found in the New Testament or in any other writing from the 
corpuss of the Apostolic Fathers. Especially striking is the directness with which 
Ignatiuss speaks about God. The believer bears God and God dwells in the believer. 
Thee Christian community does everything in God and in Christ. Christians have 
Christt within themselves, participate in God, and are full of God. They are entirely 
off  God and of Christ. May someone like Paul speak about the nearness of Christ 
andd the indwelling of the spirit, Ignatius does not hesitate to speak directly about 
God.. The believers are completely engrossed in a divine reality. 

Nevertheless,, some of the passages discussed above implicate that Ignatius 
expectedd this present intimacy to come to its fulfilment only in the future. God 
dwellss in us, but he will only appear before our face in the future (Eph 15:3). 
Christianss live in Christ now only to be found in him hereafter (Tr 2:2). Christians 
"aree of God," but also must "become of God" (Rm 7:1). Ignatius and the other 
Christianss still lack many things to acquire God (Tr 5:2). It seems that the phrase 
"too attain God" should be understood from this tension between already and not 
yet.. 'To attain God" is the future consummation of God's present nearness. 

Whatt this attainment of God means more concretely remains rather obscure. 
Ignatiuss does not seem to be interested in a real description of his post mortem 
statee or the eschatological future. Yet, it seems that the phrase dsoö (è7u)TUX£Ïv 

Seee &yio<pópo<; in Sm inscr; aaptccxpópoq and vetcpotpópoq in Sm 5:2. 

However,, note the Latin text of 1 Cor  6:20: "glorif y and bear  God in your  body"  (glorificate et 
portateportate deum in corpere vestro), and cf. the idea of putting on Christ (Xpioióv èvSÓEaSai) in 
Gall  3:27 and Rom 13:14. 

Seee e.g. Epictetus, Diss. 2.8.12-13; Lucan Phars. 9.564; and lamblichus De Myst. 3.5. 

Seee e.g. Irenaeus Adv. Haer. 3.16.3 (SC 211.298): "man bearing the Son of God"  (portante 
nominenomine Filium  Dei); 5.8.1 (SC 152.92): "t o bear  God"  (portare Deum); Clement Strom. 7.13 
(GCSS 17.58): "th e Gnostic is divine, God-bearing and God-bome"  (östoq ó VVOOTIKÓ ^ 
Seo<pop©vv m i 9so<popoó^ievo<;); Exc. ex Theod. 27.6 (GCS 17.116); Tertullia n Pud. 16.10 
(CCLL  2.1313); Res. 10.4 (CCL 2.933); 16.14 (CCL 2.940); and Adv. Marc. 5.7.5 (CCL 1.683). 

Seee F.J. Dölger, "Christophoro s als Ehrentitel für  Martyre r  und Heilige im christlichen Altertum, " 
AntikeAntike und Christentum 4 (1933) 73-80. 

354 4 

355 5 

356 6 

357 7 
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combiness at least two conceptions: firstly, the notion of coming to God or reaching 
God;; and secondly, the notion of acquiring or obtaining God. The first aspect is 
expressedd most unambiguously in Rm 7:2: "There is water living and speaking in 
me,, saying from within me: Come to the Father (Aeöpo 7ipö<; xóv nccxépa)," and 
Rmm 2:2: "It is good to set from the world to God (npöq 9eóv)." This notion, of 
course,, can also be found in many later martyrological writings.359 

Thee second aspect is less well-known from other traditions, but in Ignatius' 
thoughtt it is probably more decisive than the first. It may seem inappropriate to 
speakk about God or Christ in terms of property which can be acquired. Yet 
Ignatiuss did not share our sensitivities in these matters. This is clear from passages 
suchh as Rm 6:1: "I seek him (èiceïvov C,r\x&)... I want him (èiceïvov 3éXa>)," Tr 
5:2:: "We lack many things, that we may not lack God (Öeoö LIT) teuucóneOa)," 
andd Sm 9:2: "God is your reward (duoipf| üpïv ó deó<;)." Ignatius and all other 
Christianss seek and want God because they lack God. Their common hope is to 
acquiree God. 

7.66 An Eschatological or Magical Background 
Noww that I have looked at the passages in which the expression "to attain God" 
occurss (§ 7.1-3) and at the relation between God and believer in the letters more 
inn general (§ 7.4-5), I will turn to the difficult question of the traditio-historical 
backgroundd of this phrase Seoó (è7ii)xuxetv. First, I will deal with the possible 
biblicall  background. Subsequently, I will discuss the suggestion that close parallels 
cann be found in certain of the so-called Magical Papyri. Lastly, I will look at the 
complexx Christian tradition in which is spoken about having, receiving, or gaining 
Godd or Christ. 

Inn his commentary, Schoedel states: "Ignatius' talk about 'attaining' is not without 
linkss to traditional biblical ways of structuring the relation between God and 
humann beings."360 Unfortunately Schoedel does not dwell on this point and it 
remainss unclear of which biblical texts and expressions he was actually thinking, 
thee observations of Grant in his commentary are more concrete.361 

Hee points out that Ignatius' use of the verb (é7ti)xuyxó:vG> lies close to that 
reflectedd in certain passages from the New Testament. He refers to Luke 20:35, 
inn which is spoken of "those who are considered worthy of attaining to that age 
andd the resurrection from the dead" (oi 8è Kaxa îco&svxEc; xoö aiaivoc; éiceivoo 
xuxeïvv Kai ïx\q avaaxaaeox; xf\c, bn veKpróv); 2 Timothy 2:10, in which Paul 

Seee e.g. Mart, PI 5 (Aa 1.114); Act. Thom. 167 (Aa 11,2.281); Act. John 114 (CCA 1.335); Justin 
2Apol.2Apol. 2 (Goodspeed 80); Eusebius//£ 4.17.3 (GCS 9,1.360); 5.1.6 (GCS 9,1.404); 5.2.7 (GCS 
9,1.430);; Mart. Ign. Rom. 3 and 10 (Funk-Diekamp 2.346 and 358). 

Schoedell  (1985) 160 n. 5. Cf. Camelot (1969) 34-35: "En ce désir ardent de trouver Dieu il ne 
fautt pas voir une tendance propre aux religions hellénistiques ou a la gnose; il est au fond de 
toutee pensee religieuse - les Psaumes en fourniraient Ie témoignage - et de toute vie chrétienne." 

Grantt (1966) 43-44. 

360 0 
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asserts:: "I endure everything for the elect so that they may also attain to the 
salvationn which is in Christ Jesus, with eternal glory (Ttavxa Cmonéva) 8id xouq 
èKA£KTOi3<;,, tva icai aóxoï a<oxr\piaq TUXO>CTIV xf\q èv Xpiaxcp 'Inaoö p.exa 
8ó£r|<;; aicovioo);" and three texts from Hebrews. In Heb 6:15 the anonymous 
authorr states that Abraham "obtained the promise" (ènéxv>%ev xf\q inayyeXiaq), 
inn 11:33 he similarly speaks of other Old Testament figures who, "obtained 
promises""  (ercexuxev enayyeXiov), and in 11:35 he refers to those who refused 
too accept release "that they may obtain a better resurrection" (tva Kpeixxovoq 
dvaaxctaeax;; xu%G>cnv)."362 Grant draws the conclusion that "to 'attain' means 
primarilyy to participate in God's new age," and that "Ignatius*  language is thus 
basedd on previous Christian usage." These observations do not hold true without 
somee qualifications. 

Firstt of all, it should be observed that only the passages in Luke 20:35 and 
22 Tim 2:10 refer to the attainment of the eschatological salvation without any 
doubt.. In contrast, Heb 6:15 and 11:33 rather seem to point out that Jews from the 
pastt had the same faith, hope and promise as Christians attained more recently. 
Yet,, as is emphasized in the end inn Heb 11:3 9-40, these ancestors "did not receive 
whatt was promised (OUK èKOĵ ïaavxo xf| v enaTysXiav), since God had provided 
somethingg better so that they would not, apart form us, be made perfect." The 
thirdd passage from Hebrews (11:35) seems too obscure to serve as a solid basis for 
anyy theory (cf. § 9.6c). 

Further,, Grant's enumeration is not complete. There are two other texts in 
thee New Testament in which the verb eTnxuyxdvco is used. In Rom 11:7, Paul 
states:: "What Israel sought, Israel did not obtain, but the elected obtained it (Ö 
é7u£nxeïï 'IapaTJA., xoOxo OÜK tnéxv>%£v, f| 6è èKAoyfj ènéxoxev);" and in Jas 
4:22 it is said: "You want something and do not have it, you murder and you covet 
somethingg and cannot obtain it (KCU OV 8uvaa$e è7iixoxeïv)." Neither of these 
passagess has an eschatological connotation. The verb xuyxdvcD too is used more 
oftenn in the New Testament. Yet, besides in the three passages referred to by 
Grant,, it never points to the eschatological end.363 

But,, most importantly, it should be noted that nowhere in the New Testament 
-- or in any other early Christian writing but the Ignatian letters -, the verbs 
éTttxuyxdvfi)) and xuyxctvcD are used with &zóq or Xpurxó<; in the genitive case 
ass direct objects. Although the rare use of the term in the New Testament makes 

Fromm the Apostolic Fathers the passage 2 Clem. 5:5-6 could be added: "You must realize, 
brethren,, that our stay in this world of the flesh is slight and short, but the promise of Christ is 
greatt and wondrous, even rest in the world to come and life eternal. What then must we do to 
attainn this (éjutuxeïv ctOiöv), except to lead a godly and righteous life?" See for examples from 
martyrologicall  writings: Forty Martyrs 3:4 (Musurillo 360): " ... that all of us may obtain God's 
eternall  blessings (TUXCOJIEV tröv aloovioov too Seoö dya&oöv);" and Act. Pet. 39 (Aa 1.98; NTA 
2.316):: "You shall obtain those things (êiceivojv TSU4E°9E)." 

Seee for x\r(x&v(a in the meaning of "to obtain:" Acts 24:2; 26:22; 27:3; Heb 8:6; cf. J Clem. 
61:2;; 2 Clem. 15:5; Diogn. 9:6; Hermas 40:5; and 103:4. See for the verb tuyxóv© in the 
meaningg of "to hit upon" or "to happen to be:" Lk 10:30vl; 20:13; Acts 12:15; 19:11; 28:2; 1 
Corr 14:10; 15:37; 16:6; cf. / Clem. 14:2; Diogn. 2:1, 3; 5:8; and 10:7. 
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itt unlikely, Grant may be right in assuming that Ignatius' choice for the verb 
shouldd be understood against a traditional Christian background. Yet Ignatius' 
characteristicc notion that the attainment of God or Christ is the eschatological goal 
off  the Christian cannot be found in the New Testament or in any other writing 
fromm the corpus of the Apostolic Fathers. The phrase öeoö (è7ii)xuxeïv seems 
completelyy unique in early Christian literature. 

AA different background of the concept deoö (e7ti)iuxeiv has been suggested by 
Henningg Paulsen.364 He argued that Ignatius' terminology has its background in 
Hellenisticc religiosity. He pointed to several passages in the so-called Magical 
Papyri.. Although Paulsen's remarks are brief, two interesting references deserve 
closerr scrutiny. 

Severall  of the Magical Papyri contain mysterious instructions for a meeting 
withh a certain god, whom the initiate can subsequently ask anything he or she 
wishes.3655 One of the most important of these is probably "The Sacred Book 
Calledd Unique or Eighth Book of Moses" (PGM XIII) . The second version of the 
initiationn ritual in this papyrus (PGM XIII . 343-646) is introduced as follows: 
ëaxww Sè f\ npafyq TOÖ T& rcctvxa rcepiéxpvcoq óvó(iaTO<;. ë/ei 8è o-uaxaaiv, 
évv rj auToö îrjSèv Tiapacpicov 87iiTeu£rj (PGM XUL 345). The translation of this 
passagee is not without its difficulties, but one could argue that it should be ren-
deredd with something like: "It is the procedure of the name that encompasses all 
things.. It has (the power to bring about) an encounter, in which you will attain 
himm if you leave out nothing."366 Indeed this use of the verb èniTuyx&vG) with 
aa genitive referring to the deity who will be attained, at least formally, closely 
resembless Ignatius' phrase $eoü èiaxvx£i\. 

Unfortunately,, the verb eTUTuyx&vcD does not reoccur later on in the papy-
rus.. Instead, expressions occur such as: "Show me your true form (u,op<pf|)" (584), 
"Comee to me, lord" (603), "Let your auspicious form (uopcpfj) be revealed to me" 
(617),, and "Come into my mind and my understanding for all the time of my life 
.... for you are I, and I, you ... for I have your name" (791-795). The idea of 
acquiringg a deity can also be found in other passages in the Magical Papyri, but 
inn these instances the verb e7iiTuyxctva) is not used.367 

Thee second passage is from the so-called letter of Nephotes to Psammetichos 
(PGM(PGM IV. 154-285). It holds a magical procedure for an encounter (auCTiaaK;) 

Paulsenn (1978) 70-72. 

Seee concerning the Magical Papyri also Hanse (1939) 12-17. 

Smithh in H.D. Betz, ed., The Greek Magical Papyri in Translation (Chicago and London 21986) 
1822 translated: 'This is the ritual using the name that encompasses all things. It also has 
directionss for a meeting with the god in which you will succeed if you leave out nothing [of what 
iss prescribed]." That is, Smith seems to take aóroÖ with ur)5év. 

Seee e.g. PGM 1.42-195 which contains a spelt to acquire an assistant who is also called god (I. 
96).. The terms used here are Xfjv)nq and Aaupdvsiv. 
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withh Typhon (or any other god).368 At the moment of the confrontation with the 
godd the participant is told not to be alarmed and to say: 

"a\)vecrc&dT|vv aou xtj iepa ^opcpfj, 
é6uvap.ó&i}vv t<p iep<p aou óvóumt, 
ènétuxóvv aou xr\q &7ioppoïa<; TO>V dtyadóv, 
Kopie,, Ösè derov, Avert;, Öaïnrov" (PGM IV. 216fï). 

Thenn follows a magical formula with the conclusion: "Having done this, return 
whilee controlling a godlike nature (iaoSéou q>uaeco<; Kupieuaag) which is accom-
plishedd through this encounter" (PGM IV. 220f). The translation of the first and 
thee third strophe is open to discussion. O'Neil gave the following translation:369 

"II  have been attached to your holy form, I have been given power by your holy 
name,, I have acquired your emanation of the goods, Lord, god of gods, master, 
daimon.""  Paulsen does not give a translation, but he seems to follow the sugges-
tionn made by Hanse. This scholar emends aou in the first strophe to aoi and 
translates:3700 "Ich ward mit dir vereinigt in heiliger Gestalt, ich ward stark durch 
deinenn heiligen Name, ich habe dich erlangt, dich ÜberfluB aller Gtiter, Herr, Gott 
derr Gorter, Herrscher, Demon." This translation differs form O'Neil's at two 
points.. It remains to be seen which of these translations is the better one. 

First,, the emendation in the first strophe seems unnecessary. It is quite clear 
thatt the passage deals with the yearning of the initiate to see the true form of the 
god,, just as in PGM XIII . Moreover, as I have already said, the whole of PGM IV 
dealss with the right magical procedure for an "encounter" (auataaic;).371 It 
seemss that the corresponding verb auviarauxxi should be translated accordingly. 
Thus,, the appropriate translation of the first strophe is: "I have encountered your 
holyy form." Second, Hanse and Paulsen understood the genitive aou in the third 
strophee as directly dependent on the verb eniTuyxavco and, thus, the phrase "the 
emanationn of the goods" as an apposition.372 On the other hand, O'Neil under-

Seee concerning this passage also R. Reitzenstein, Die Hellenistischen Mysterienreligionen 
(Leipzigg J1927) 185-189. Reitzenstein is especially interested in the prayer  (PGM IV . 179-200) 
whichh seems to contain reminiscences of the mystery cult of Osiris. His understanding of 216ff 
inn terms of a union with the deity seems unjustified, see below. 

In::  Betz. (1986)41. 

Hansee (1939) 14 (italics added); cf. Paulsen (1978) 71. 

Seee PGM IV . 209; 221; and 261. The problem of the translation of the noun avataaiq and the 
correspondingg verb auviatauxxi in the Magical Papyri is complicated. Reitzenstein (1927), 
Hansee (1939), K. Preisendanz, ed., Papyri Graecae Magicae. Die Griechischen Zauberpapyri (2 
vols.;;  Stuttgart M973-1974), and Paulsen (1978) generally chose to translate "Vereinigung"  and 
"vereinig tt  werden"  (Preisendanz and Hanse also note the alternative translation "empfohlen 
werden'*).. Yet the idea of a union with (a) god seems to be absent from the Magical Papyri (a 
termm such as ÊVCOOK; does not occur). O'Neil and other  translators in Betz (1986) render 
axxnaaiqaxxnaaiq more correctly with "(divine ) encounter"  orr  "meeting." 

Forr  other  passages in the PGM in which the emanations of the god are called divine gifts, see 
PGMPGM XII . 254; XIII . 781; and XXI . 15. 
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stoodd CTOI) in the third strophe as a subjective genitive, just as oou in the first and 
secondd strophe. Both choices are attractive. The latter option is substantiated from 
thee direct context. The former option would cohere perfectly with PGM XIII . 345. 
AA definite decision cannot be made. 

Inn any event, the Magical Papyri show that an encounter with a divine being 
throughh magical spells could be understood in terms of getting hold of this divine 
being.. The initiate attains the god (PGM XIII . 345), becomes the god {PGM XIII . 
795),, and rules over a godlike nature {PGM IV. 220). He can use the god to fulfi l 
alll  his wishes.373 The correspondence between Ignatius' use of the phrase Öeoö 
emxuxsivv and the use of the verb emxuyxctvco with a genitive in two of these 
passagess is indeed striking. Yet there are also significant differences. In contrast 
withh Ignatius, this magical attainment is not a future event which lies at the other 
sidee of death. This eschatological orientation of Ignatius' concept of attainment is 
farr more in coherence with the Christian texts quoted above. Further, in the 
Magicall  Papyri "attaining a deity" seems to mean something like "to get a deity 
underr control." Such a notion of attainment does not seem to fit  Ignatius' under-
standingg of God very well. 

Finally,, a third possibility with regard to the traditio-historical background of 
Ignatius'' notion of the attainment of God should be considered. As already said, 
thee most striking aspect of Ignatius' use of the phrase $eou (èTu)xuxEÏv is that 
itt seems to imply that Ignatius - in some metaphorical sense - could speak of God 
inn terms of property which can be acquired. Most modern Christians may find this 
ann inappropriate way to speak about God, but in the New Testament and in later 
earlyy Christian literature the relation between the believer and God is sometimes 
voicedd in similar terms. The believer is spoken of as having, winning, receiving, 
orr acquiring God (or Christ). 

Thee fundamental notion within this variegated tradition is that of "having 
God""  (Ö8Öv ëxeiv).374 In the New Testament the phrase occurs thrice. In 1 John 
2:233 it is said: "No one who denies the son has the Father, everyone who con-
fessess the Son has the Father also (7t&<; ó apvoujaevoc; xöv uiöv oü5è xöv 
Tiaxépaa è%ei, ó ö\iokoy(bv xöv uiöv KCU XÖV raxxépa ëxei)>" m 1 JQmi 5:12: 
"Whoeverr has the Son has life, whoever does not have the Son of God does not 
havee life (ó ëxcov xöv uiöv t%z\ xf|v Cp*r\v, ó u>r| ëxcov töv uiöv xou &EOÓ xf|v 
^cof|vv OÜK éxev)," and in 2 John 9: "Everyone who does not abide in the teaching 
off  Christ, but goes beyond it, does not have God (Seöv OÜK ëxei)." In these 
Johanninee texts, the phrases "to have the Father, the Son, or God" refer to the 
closee intimacy between God and the believer in the Christian congregations. The 

Interestingg is also the passage at the beginning of the letter of Nephotes: "You will bear (olaziq) 
bothh the ruler of the universe and whatever you command" (PGM IV. 165). Perhaps one should 
emendd the text to «ad öyei<;, see Betz (1986) 40 n. 46 and Preisendanz (1973/74). Yet, as has 
beenn noted in § 7.5, the idea of bearing (<pép(ü) the deity was quite well-known in antiquity. 

Seee Hanse, 7Tf7vT 2.822-824; Hanse (1939) 78-115; and cf. J. Eichler, "£xf>," TBNT1.491 -494. 
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samee notion can also be found in later Christian authors.375 Although these 
authorss differ from Ignatius in using the metaphor of "having God" to describe a 
presentt reality rather than a future possibility, it cannot be denied that the imagery 
iss similar. 

Itt should be observed that this notion of having God seems to have been 
typicallyy Christian. In his study on the notion of "having God" (see n. 338), Hanse 
arguedd that the expression developed from a fusion of the pagan Greek idea of a 
demonicc or metaphysical possession and the biblical idea of the Lord as Israel's 
Godd (cf LXX Pss 15:2; 32:12; 143:15; etc.). This observation seems to be sub-
stantiatedd by the fact that the closest parallels to the Johannine expressions can be 
foundd in Hellenistic-Jewish writings.376 In contrast, Epictetus seems to have been 
thee only pagan author who used the phrase. In Diss. 2.8.16-17, Epictetus remarks: 
"Havee you not God there, where you are? And when you have Him, do you seek 
forr someone else? (èicei TÖV Seóv OÓK tyzvz;, eh' &A,A.OV xivd T̂|T8i<; 
8K8ÏVOVV ëxtov;)." Like the loyal Johannine Christian, the Stoic knows that he has 
Godd with him always. He does not have to search for Him. 

Yett Ignatius still does seek for God and Christ (Rm 6:1). Consequently, it 
iss important to observe that the present-oriented notion of "having God" also has 
itss future-oriented analogies in the early Christian tradition. Different verbs can be 
usedd to express the future notion of "acquiring God." Unfortunately, Ignatius' use 
off  the verb (hn\)T\>y%óy<£> does not have close parallels. Although expressions 
suchh as "to attain a good demon" (dyaÖoC öaipovoq tux^ïv) can be found else-
where,3777 the Ignatian construction of (é7ii)Tuyx<xvü> with Oeou as object seems 
too be unique. Hanse identified Philo De Virtutibus 208 as the only parallel.378 In 
thiss passage Philo states with regard to Jacob: "OUTGX; eOdpearoq, éq Kai öeoü 
Tuxeïvv è7iaivétoo." Nevertheless, the predicative use of e7iaivexoc; makes it 
clearr that the construction here surely does not have the same poignant meaning 
ass in Ignatius.379 Colson's translation in the Loeb-edition, "he won such favour 
thatt God too joined in praising him," seems to be in compliance with what Philo 
intentss to say. Yet there are other verbs which do express the notion of acquiring 
God,, especially in the early Christian tradition. 

Inn the New Testament, the idea is expressed once by the verb KepSaivo». In 
§§ 7.5,1 already referred to this passage in Phil 3:8 in which Paul declares: "For 
hiss sake I have suffered the loss of all things and I regard them as rubbish, in 
orderr that I may gain Christ (ïva Xpiorcöv tcepÖTJaco)." Of course Paul's use of 

Seee with regard to the Apostolic Fathers: 2 Clem. 2:3; and 16:1. See for  the later  Christian 
authors::  Hanse (1939) 109-115. 

Seee e.g. 2 Mace 8:36; 11:10; and 3 Mace 7:16. 

Seee e.g. Dio Chrysostomus Or. 69.4 and Josephus Ant. 16.210; cf. "t o attain the good"  (xuxeiv 
TOOO dyaSoö) in Plotinus 3.5.7 and Corp. Herm. 2B.5, "t o attain the One"  in Plotinus 1.6.7; and 
"t oo attain mind"  (voö tuyxdveiv) in Corp. Herm. 10.22; 12.4. 

Hansee (1939) 141. 

Thee construction is not unusual, see Hanse (1939) 78-86: "Got t haben mit Pradikatsnomen und 
inn anderen besonderen grammatischen Verbindungen." 

375 5 

376 6 

377 7 

378 8 

379 9 
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thee gain metaphor is triggered by his language in 3:7: "Whatever gains I had, these 
II  have come to regard as loss because of Christ (dxiva rjv ^oi KépSrj, xauxa 
r)yr|uaii  5id xöv Xpiaxöv C,r]\iiav)"  Yet this does not obliterate the fact that he 
didd not find it unseemly to speak of Christ in terms of property which could be 
acquiredd after death or at the parousia. 

Especiallyy interesting are also several passages in the apocryphal Acts of 
Thomas,Thomas, in which the verb &7roXa|ipdvco is used. When the end has drawn near 
forr the apostle Thomas, he exclaims: "Behold, I rejoice and exult, knowing that 
thee times are fulfilled for me to enter in and receive <thee> (a7ioA.dpo>)."380 The 
verbb &7iOAanPdv(o also plays an important role in the account of Thomas' 
martyrdomm itself. When he is imprisoned, the apostle states: "And this [i.e. death] 
II  shall await gladly that I may go and receive that fair one, the merciful (dTco-
Xdpooo xöv ópaïov èicetvov, TÓV eüa7iXxxyxvov)."381 A similar phrase can be 
foundd in the Acts of Paul: "If we endure, we shall have access to the Lord, and 
shalll  receive as the refuge and shield of his good pleasure Jesus Christ (icai 
auvcpuyiovv mi örcXov eu5oida<; A-dpouev 'Iriaoöv Xpuxcóv)."382 Thus, it 
iss clear that the idea of receiving Christ through death can be found in "less 
orthodox""  circles of early eastern Christianity. 

Lastly,, it should be noted that the same notion also occurs in the writings of 
somee later Latin Church Fathers of high repute. Thus Augustine, for instance, 
speakss of "martyrs who endure so much, to acquire God" (martyres tanta pertule-
runt,runt, ut acquierent deum)" and Lactantius praises the believer "who desires to 
obtainn justice, God, perpetual life, everlasting light" (qui enim iustitiam, qui deum, 
quiqui vitam perpetuam, qui lucam sempiternam consequi cupit).3* 3 All in all, it 
seemss that Ignatius' bold language, picturing God himself as the ultimate goal of 
thee faithful Christian, is not completely unique. Other Christian authors too can 
speakk of God or Christ as the prize which will be attained in the end. 

Inn sum, the Ignatian phrase öeoö (è7ii)xuxeïv cannot be found elsewhere.384 Yet 
thee underlying notion that God himself is the prize which will ultimately be 
acquiredd by the believer does occur elsewhere in the early Christian tradition. 
Ignatius'' usage of the verb (ê7u)xuyxdva> - instead of e.g. d7ioXxx(ipdv(o - should 

Act.Act. Thorn. 142 (Aa 11,2.249; NTA 2.395). The conjecture <thee> is on basis of the Syriac 
version. . 

Act.Act. Thorn. 160 (Aa 11,2.272; NTA 2.402); cf. Act. Thorn. 159 (Aa 11,2.270) and 169 (Aa 
11,2.283). . 

PHH 8; NTA 2.259. Interesting is also the mysterious passage in the Gospel of Philip 67d: "Those 
whoo have not only obtained the names of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, but have 
obtainedd these very things themselves" (NTA 1.196). 

Seee Augustine Sermo 331.6.5 (PL 38.1461) and Lactantius Div. Inst. 6.17 (CSEL 19.543). Cf. 
perhapss also already Barn. 7:11: "[they] ... must lay hold of me through pain and suffering 
({RipévTeqq Kat rcaSóvxEq Xapeiv UE)." 

Soo also e.g. Niederwimmer (1956) 148; Brox (1961) 209 n. 52; Bower (1974) 1; Bommes (1976) 
164;; and Schoedel (1985) 29. 
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probablyy be explained from his emphasis on the road ahead. Notably the root 
conceptt of the verb è7tiTuyxavö) seems to have been "to hit the mark" (TOO 
CTKOKOÖ).CTKOKOÖ). Ignatius aspires to reach God as his goal at the end of his life, just as the 
well-aimedd arrow hits the target at the end of its trajectory. The emphasis does not 
liee on Ignatius' own achievement, nor does the notion of chance (luxn) seem to 
playy a role.385 Rather the expression &sou (£%i)xvxziv points to the idea of God 
ass the end of all, reached by maintaining a steady and godly course. 

7.77 Conclusion 
Thee phrase $eoö éTUTuxeïv is the most important concept in Ignatius' reflections 
onn his near death. It seems to have had the twofold connotation of reaching and 
acquiringg God. Since the analogous phrase Seoö xuxeïv is used with regard to the 
eschatologicall  goal of all Christians, it is clear that Ignatius did not have in mind 
aa special prize for the martyr. In other words, he will attain God at death, just as 
alll  believers will attain God at the end of time. At the same time Ignatius also 
describess the present communion of the Christian with God in bold terms. Thus 
itt appears that the attainment of God is the future fulfilment of the present inti-
macyy with God. 

Neverthelesss it remains enigmatic what this attainment of God more exactly 
entails.. Ignatius does not seem to be interested in a full description of the final 
goall  of Christian existence. Rightly Bommes remarked: "In dem immer wiederhol-
tenn deou eTiixuxeiv schaffi sich einerseits die groBe Sehnsucht des Ignatius nach 
Gottt und sein unbeirrbares Ausgerichtetsein auf ihn ihren Ausdruck. Auf der 
anderenn Seite aber zeigt das fast Stereotype, die Knappheit und Verschlossenheit 
dieserr Formulierung, dafi der Vater, das hier genannte Ziel, in sich jetzt noch der 
Unbekanntee ist."386 Ignatius limited himself in describing the future in terms of 
aa fulfilment of the present. Just as he hopes to become a true disciple while he 
alreadyy is a disciple (see § 6), Ignatius aspires to attain God while he already has 
Godd within himself. 

8.. TO ATTAI N THE LOT 

Att the beginning of the preceding paragraph (see n. 270) I already referred to two 
passagess (Ph 5:1 and Tr 12:3) in which Ignatius uses the notion "the lot" (o 
KA-fjocx;)) in combination with the verb "to attain" (è7iixuyxavo)). It is to this 
notionn of the lot that we must now turn. Ignatius does not only speak of "attaining 
thee lot," but also of "receiving the lot" (Rm 1:2) and "being found in the lot" (Eph 
11:2).. Notably, in each of these four passages Ignatius employs the term KA.fjpo<; 
too define the meaning of his imminent death. This means that after the notions of 

Soo Klcist (1946) 126, but see Bauerfeind, TWNT 8.241-242 and Bommes (1976) 163. 

Bommess (1976) 164. 
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discipleshipp and the attainment of God/Christ, "the lot" is the third most important 
conceptt in Ignatius' reflections on his near death. 

Inn this paragraph, I wil l look at these four passages in detail (§8.1) and then 
discusss the possible traditio-historical background of Ignatius' usage of the term 
KA.f|poqq (§ 8.2). This second part of our investigation is of special importance 
becausee the term has often been explained against a specifically martyrological 
background;; whether rightly so, remains to be seen. Lastly, let me remark that I 
havee chosen to translate the noun Kki\poq with "lot." I am aware of the fact that 
thiss English word has diverse connotations. Here it should only be understood in 
thee sense of "share" or "portion." 

8.18.1 The Lot of Ignatius 
Inn Ph 5:1 Ignatius interrupts his exhortations with the statement that he is still 
imperfect,, and continues: "But your prayer wil l make me perfect unto God, that 
II  may attain the lot in which I was shown mercy, having fled to the gospel as to 
thee flesh of Jesus and to the apostles as to the presbytery of the church (aXX' r\ 
7ipoaeuxr|| v\iév siq 3eov \ie dTrapxiaei, ïva év <o ïcXfïpü) f|A£riSr|V èmxuxco, 
7tpoacpuyo)VV  T<5 evayyeXicp éq aapici 'Lnaou KOLI xoïq anoaió'koic, <bq 7tpecr-
PuxEpiG)) èKK^rjaiat;)." 

Ignatius'' anxiety with regard to his own imperfection and his hope to be 
perfectedd were discussed earlier (see § 4). Here I wil l focus on the notion of the 
lott (K>,f|poc;). In this passage, two things are said with regard to the lot. First, 
Ignatiuss states that he was shown mercy in the lot (f)tefjdr|v èv i&  KA,fjpq>). 
Second,, he expresses his hope that he may attain the lot (enixvxco TOO 
icA.fjpou).3877 Both aspects deserve closer attention. 

Thee first element can be interpreted in at least two ways. Many scholars 
claimedd that Ignatius states that he has found mercy in the martyr fate.388 Yet 
thiss does not seem the most obvious way to interpret Ignatius' words. The idea 
thatt Ignatius wil l find mercy at his death in Rome can be found once in the 
Ignatiann letters,389 but the idea that Christians have found mercy within their 
locall  communities is certainly far more common.390 Moreover, it should be 

Thee noun KXfipou as object of the main verb iimuxo) of the ïva-clause has been drawn into the 
relativee clause and assimilated to the relative pronoun, see Blass § 294,5: "Aus der gebildeteren 
Sprachee stammt die gelegentliche Einbeziehung des Bezugsnomens in Relativsatz, wobei der 
Artikell  des Nomens wegfallen muB und das Nomen selber im Kasus ebenfalls assimiliert wird." 

Seee esp. Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 83: "Im Martyrerlos hat Ign Erbarmen erfahren, d.h. die göttliche 
Gnadee hat seiner Berufung zum christlichen Glauben sogleich die Richtung auf den Zeugentod 
gegeben;""  and Bauer sv KA/fjpog 3: "Das Los im Sinne von d. Schicksal, d. Geschick, besonders 
vonn Martyrern" (italics in the original); and cf. e.g. Lightfoot (1889) 2.180, 196, 260; Grant 
(1966)) 80; Bommes (1976) 243 n. 455; Schoedel (1985) 160, and 168. Richardson (1953) 
translatess the term throughout with "fate." 

Seee Rm 9:2: "I have been given the mercy to be someone if I attain God (r\kèy\\iai TIC; EIVOCI, 

édvv 3eou ènuuxco)." 

Seee Eph 12:1; Rm inscr; Ph inscr; and Sm inscr. 
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noticedd that in this passage in Ph 5:1 the verb "to be shown mercy" (f|A£tjdT|v) is 
qualifiedd by a participle "having fled to" (7ipoo<puy(ov). Ignatius has fled to the 
churchh and, thus, found mercy in a community where the gospel of Jesus is 
preachedd under the authority of the bishop and the presbyters. Thus, "to be shown 
mercyy in the lot" seems to refer to finding mercy in the common lot of all Chris-
tians. . 

Iff  this is the correct interpretation of the phrase "having found mercy in the 
lot,""  the question raises how Ignatius, at the same time, can say that he hopes to 
attainn this lot at death. The issue may seem puzzling. Yet it is no more so than the 
factt that Ignatius on the one hand states that he already is a disciple and on the 
otherr hand says that he still hopes to become a true disciple through death (see § 
6).. In other words, Ph 5:1 seems to be yet another instance of Ignatius' dialectical 
usagee of certain concepts. The lot in which he has found mercy must at the same 
timee still be attained. The question remains, What does Ignatius mean by "lot" 
(KAT|| poq)? 

Ass I have already noted, many scholars understood the term KA,f|po<; in the 
sensee of "destiny" or "fate" (see n. 388). More in particular, they argued that in 
Phh 5:1 and other passages (Tr 12:3 and Rm 1:2) the word referred to the fate of 
thee martyr, i.e. to martyrdom itself. Yet, as I hope to show in § 8.2, this is not the 
ordinaryy connotation of the noun KA.f|po<; in early Christian and Hellenistic-Jewish 
literature.3911 Rather it normally has the meaning of "plot of ground," "portion," 
orr "inheritance." In this sense, it seems to be closely related to the word "heritage" 
(KXT|DOVOHH ia), which seems to have been the more general, abstract, term. Thus, 
onee could speak of "the portion of one's heritage" (o Kkr\poc, xf[c, Kkr\povo\i Ca<;). 
Theree is no reason to presume that this is not also the connotation of the word in 
thee letters of Ignatius. Accordingly, Ph 5:1 could be paraphrased with something 
like:: "Your prayer will make me perfect unto God, that I may attain my portion 
off  the heritage, being a rightful heir who has found mercy in the gospel and the 
Christiann community."392 

Unfortunately,, there are few clues to determine in what kind of inheritance 
Ignatiuss hoped to share. Ignatius does not use any other term related to the noun 
KA.f|po<;; but the verb KAT)povoné(D, which occurs twice. In Eph 16:1, Ignatius 
warnss his readers with the words: "Corrupters of homes will not inherit the 
Kingdomm of God (oi oiicocpöópoi PaatXsiav ösoü oó KA.r)povo|j.rjaoucTiv);" and 
inn Ph 3:3 he similarly asserts: "If anyone follows a schismatic, he does not inherit 
thee Kingdom of God (el TIC, O/I^OVTI &KOAOi)8ei, PaoiXeiav $eou oó 
KA,r)povop.eï).""  The choice of words in these exhortations is traditional, most 

Seee e.g. W. Foester, "icXfipoi ; KTX.," TWNT 3.757-763; J. Eichler, "icXfjpoC TBNT 1.232-237; 
andd J.H. Friedrich, "icXfjfxw;, " EWNT 2.739-742. 

Cf.. the translations of Lightfoot (1889) 2.564: " ... that I may attain unto the inheritance wherein 
II  have found mercy;" and Camelot (1969) 125: " ... afin que j'obtienne Phéritage dont j 'ai recu 
laa misericorde." 

391 1 

392 2 
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likelyy borrowed from Paul.393 Yet this is not to say that the notion of inheriting 
thee Kingdom was a hollow phrase for Ignatius. It should be noticed that in these 
twoo passages Ignatius bans from the inheritance those who jeopardize the Christian 
community,, just as in Ph 5:1 he presents himself as a rightful heir because he fled 
too the gospel and the presbytery. It seems right to infer that in Ph 5:1, Eph 16:1, 
andd Ph 3:3 Ignatius refers to the same thing, namely to the ultimate end when all 
truee Christians will attain the inheritance. Thus Ignatius seems to hope to inherit 
inn death what others will inherit at the end of time. 

Noww that I have dealt with Ph 5:1 at some length, the other three passages in 
whichh the word icXfipcx; occurs can be passed over more briefly. Quite similar to 
Phh 5:1 is the passage in Tr 12:3: "Pray also for me who need your love in the 
mercyy of God, that I may be regarded worthy to attain the lot with which I am 
invested,, lest I be found reprobate (rcepi éjioó öè npoaEuxeaöe TTJ<; dep' uu,<»v 
dyd7rn<;; xp^^ovxoq év T# èAiei xoö Öeoö tic, TO KaTa£ico8f|vai u£ TOO 
KA,r|pou,, oó TtepiKeina, £7UTi)xe!v, ïva \ir\  d8ÓKi|j,o<; eópe&ö)." The strong 
emphasiss on the prayer of his addressees and the mercy of God is the same as in 
Phh 5:1. Much discussion has been raised with regard to the question of the right 
understandingg of the phrase eic; TO Kaxa^icodfivai [iz TOO KXf)pou ou 7tspi-
Kei^aa èniTvxziv. However, it appears that the construction is not as troublesome 
ass most commentators think it to be and that it does not need to be emendated to 
makee sense.394 

Firstt of all, it seems that - contrary to what most commentators and transla-
torss think - the infinitive èTtiTUxeïv should not be taken with the preceding 
TiepiKeifia,, but with the first infinitive KaTa^Kodnvai. In other words, the 
genitivee TOO KA.fjpou is not dependent on the infinitive mTa^ia)$f| vai, but on the 
infinitiv ee èmTuxetv. Consequently the relative clause, ou TiepiKei^a, should be 
identifiedd as an interjection, analogous to the relative clause, èv 4> f|A£fj$r|v, in Ph 
5:1.. The genitive of the relative pronoun (ou) can be explained as an attractio (see 
Blasss § 294). That is, the expected accusative of the relative pronoun is assimilated 
too the genitive of the immediately preceding antecedent KXrjpou. All in all, the 
phrasee could be reformulated as follows: eiq TO mTa^icoofjvai \xz ê7UTuxeïv 
TOOO KA,f|pOU, ÖV Tl&piKElUXX . 

Secondly,, the expression "to be invested with the lot" is not as unusual as 
itt may seem at first sight. For there are other examples in early Christian literature 

Seee 1 Cor  6:9: "Wrongdoers will not inherit the kingdom of God (ASIKO I öeoü pamXsïav ou 
icXripovojifjaoixnv), ""  cf. 6:10, 15:50; Gal 5:21; and Eph 5:5. 

Seee e.g. Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 66 who states: "Das Verstandnis des Endes von 12,3 bleibt diffizil , 
diee Übersetzung von TtepiKEincc mtt "das mir  anliegt"  philologisch ein Notbehelf;"  Schoedel 
(1985)) 160 n. 5 who asserts that the text hardly makes sense and suggests the emendation: "  ... 
thee lot which I am meant to attain (too KXf[po u ourcep KZ\\UX enixuxEiv);"  Lightfoot (1889) 
2.1800 who, following Bunsen, suggests to read: "  ... the lot which I am eager  to attain (TOO 
icA,f]poi>> ouitep ëyKetuai énituxeiv)"  on basis of the Latin MR: qua conor potiri; and C.I.K. 
Story,, "Th e Text of Ignatius' Letter  to the Trallian s 12:3,"  VC 33 (1979) 319-323 who suggests: 
""  ... to obtain the lot for  which I am appointed (too icXfipou, ou JtEpi Keluai, eniTuxeiv)." 
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inn which the verb TtEpiKEiuxx is used metaphorically. In Heb 5:2, for instance, it 
iss said about the Highpriest Jesus: "He himself is invested with weakness (avxoc, 
TiepiKEvraii  dadévEiav)," which in the NRSV translation is rendered with: "He 
himselff  is subject to weakness." Likewise in 2 Clem. 1:6 one can read about those 
whoo "are covered with blindness" (duxxupcomv rapiKEtnEvoi). Surely Ignatius1 

languagee is striking. But the phrase "to be invested with the lot" seems no more 
extraordinaryy than the expression "to be full of God" (&eoü ye^teiv: Mg 14) or 
otherr Ignatian imagery (see § 7.5). 

Thus,, it appears that in Tr 12:3 Ignatius gives expression to the same kind 
off  paradoxical tension between "already" and "not yet" as in Ph 5:1. He is shown 
mercyy in the lot and is invested with the lot, but he has not yet attained the lot; 
thatt will only happen if he remains faithful unto death. He must run the race to the 
end,, so that he is not disqualified (dSÓKiuxx;),395 i.e. not excluded from the 
companyy of those who are / will be saved. In other words, Ignatius understood 
himselff  as a rightful heir, but he expected only to attain the inheritance when 
everythingg is endured. 

Itt should be noticed how similar the phrase TOO KA,f)pou è7ctxuxeïv in Tr 
12:33 and Ph 5:1 is to the more common expression öeoö £niTV>%zïv (see § 7.1). 
Thee nouns KA.f|po<; and $EÓq almost seem interchangeable.396 Perhaps this is 
preciselyy what Ignatius intended. God himself is the prize of the true Christian (cf. 
esp.. Sm 9:2). God himself is the lot which will be attained by those who endure 
everything. . 

Inn the two passages discussed thus far, Ignatius uses the verb èmTuyxavG) t 0 

expresss the idea that the lot is something which can be attained at the end of an 
arduouss journey. In the two remaining instances Ignatius uses different verbs. In 
Rmm 1:2 he writes: "For the beginning has been well ordered, if I attain the grace 
too receive my lot unimpeded (f| (o.èv yap dpxrj EUOIKOVÓUTITÓC; ècmv, èdvrcEp 
XdpiTXx;3977

 £7UTÓX«> elq TÖ TÖV KA/qpov uou avEUTtoöiaxax; ATIOAXXPEÏV)." 
Thiss passage once more confirms that although Ignatius is very much focused on 
hiss own performance, he is quite aware that attaining the end is ultimately a gift 
fromfrom God. Furthermore, Ignatius' usage of the verb d7tOA.au$dv(o makes it clear 
thatt KA.fïpo<; more likely means "portion" or "inheritance" than "fate" or "destiny" 

Probablyy Ignatius borrowed this term from Paul, see esp. 1 Cor  9:27. In this Pauline text the term 
mostt  likely must be understood against the background of the athletic metaphor  of 1 Cor  9:24-26, 
soo e.g. Fee (1987) 440. 

Cf.. Schoedel (1985) 160 n. 5: "I t is significant that a word referrin g to one's lot or  portion as 
determinedd by God can replace the name of God himself." 

Lightfoott  (1889) 2.196 reads "th e end"  (itépaxoc;: suggested by Syrian and Armenian text of 
MR)) instead of "th e grace"  (x&piTo g Greek and Latin text of MR). Am, Sm and the Greek text 
off  LR contain both words. Lightfoot' s restoration of the text has not been accepted by any other 
modemm editor  or  commentator  of the letters. 
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(seee above). One's "destiny" is something which one has or fulfils, not some-
thingg which one receives by grace. The personal pronoun uou may lead one to 
thinkk that Ignatius refers to some special reward for him personally. However, the 
nextt passage will make it clear that such an interpretation would miss Ignatius' 
intentionss by a wide margin. 

Inn Eph 11:2 Ignatius states: "I carry about my bonds as spiritual pearls, in 
whichh may it be mine to rise by your prayer, of which may I always have a share, 
thatt I may be found in the lot of the Ephesian Christians who always agreed with 
thee very apostles in the power of Jesus Christ (ïvcc év icA,f|p(p ' Ecpeaioav eupsda» 
xa>vv Xpiaxiavav, oï Kai xoïq aTCoaxóAxnc; 7uavxoxs auvfjvECTav èv 8uvau£i 
'Inaoöö Xpiaxoö)."399 In this passage, the noun KATjpoq clearly refers to the 
commonn lot of all Christians, or - more precisely - thé lot of all those Christians 
whoo always agreed with the apostles. Ignatius will receive this lot at death, the 
otherr Christians probably at the eschaton. Perhaps it is significant that the phrase 
èvv KX-f|pcp e\bpe9f)vai finds its closest parallel in the expression èv Xpiorco 
'' Irjaoö eópedrjvai (see § 7.5). "To be found in the lot" is the future hope of 
thosee who live in Christ, just as "to be found in Jesus Christ" is. 

Thuss I have dealt with all four passages in which Ignatius uses the noun 
KA-fjpoc;.. Although different in terminology, one more passage must be mentioned. 
Inn Pol 6:1, Ignatius writes to the Smyrnaeans: "I am an expiation of those subject 
too the bishop, presbyters, and deacons, and may it be mine to have the portion 
withh them in God (Kai u£x' aüxeöv uoi xö uipoq yévoixo crxeïv év öecp)."400 

Thee correct translation of the last phrase can be debated.401 Yet it seems likely 
thatt the noun xö (lépoq should be interpreted in analogy with the noun ó KA.fjpoc;. 
Ignatiuss hopes to have "the portion," just as he hopes to receive "the lot." Even 
moree strongly than in the icA/rjpoc; passages, Ignatius here emphasizes that his share 

Cf.. e.g. the translations of Lightfoot (1889) 2.559, Srawley (1935) 72, and Goodspeed (1950) 
221:: " ... that I may receive mine inheritance without hindrance;" and Camelot (1969) 109: " ... 
dee recevoir sans empêchement la part (qui m'est réservée)." 

Schoedell  (1985) 72 translates: " ... that I may be found a participant in the lot of the Ephesian 
Christians;""  Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 37: " ... damit ich mich innerhalb des Erbgutes der Epheser 
befande;""  Von Balthasar (1984) 74:"... um am Erbe der Christen von Ephesus Anteil zu haben;" 
Camelott (1969) 69: " ... pour être trouvé dans 1'héritage des chrétiens d'Éphèse;" Grant (1966) 
42:: " ... that I may be found in the lot apportioned to the Ephesian Christians;" Richardson 
(1953)) 91: " ... so that I may be numbered among the Ephesian Christians." Cf. Goodspeed 
(1950)) 210: " ... so that I may be found in the class of the Christians of Ephesus;" Kleist (1946) 
65:: " ... in the ranks of ... ;" Srawley (1935) 45-46: ... among the band of...;" and Lightfoot 
(1889)) 2.547: " ... in the company of ... ." Strikingly enough, none of the commentators has 
anythingg to say on this passage! 

Lightfoott (1889) 2.351 reads napó. $£(£ with the Greek of the LR, and the Syriac and Armenian 
versions.. His choice has not been adopted by any other modern editor or commentator. 

Schoedell  (1985) 274 translates with "may I obtain my lot with them in God," cf. Lake (1912) 
1.275.. Lightfoot (1889) 2.573 has: "may it be granted me to have my portion with them," cf. 
Grantt (1966) 135 and Fischer (1993) 221. Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 105 combines the notion TO 
Hépoqq axeïv and év 9e<$ and translates with "mit ihnen möchte es mir gelingen teilzuhaben in 
Gott,""  cf. Camelot (1969) 151. 
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orr portion is with ordinary Christians, not with a special class of exceptional 
Christians,, such as the martyrs.402 

Inn sum, the notion of "the lot" is quite prominent in Ignatius' ideas on his immi-
nentt death. Two particularities of Ignatius1 usage of this notion have come to the 
fore.. Firstly, for Ignatius the term involves an inherent tension between "already" 
andd "not yet." Ignatius was already shown mercy in the lot (Ph 5:1) and is 
investedd with the lot (Tr 12:3), but he will only attain the lot in the end (Ph 5:1 
andd Tr 12:3) and needs the grace of God to receive it (Rm 1:2). Secondly, for 
Ignatiuss the term points to the common lot of all Christians (esp. Eph 11:2). It is 
nott a special prize for the martyr. Although Ignatius never uses the term KA.T|OOC; 
outsidee the context of his reflections on his near death, it seems clear that the word 
iss rather a general soteriological concept than a specifically martyrological term. 
Ignatiuss receives the lot at death, other Christians probably at the eschaton. In the 
endd all will be united. 

8.28.2 The Notion of Inheritance in the Judaeo-Christian Tradition 
Ass I have pointed out above, several scholars claimed that the term KA.fjpo<; in 
Ignatiuss should be understood as meaning "fate," and that at least three times it 
referss more in particular to the fate of the martyr, i.e. to martyrdom itself. All of 
thesee scholars quote Mart. Pol. 6:2 in support of their interpretation: 'The police 
captain,, who chanced to have the same name, being called Herod, was eager to 
bringg him [i.e. Polycarp] to the stadium, that this one might fulfi l his own lot, 
becomingg a sharer with Christ (Iva èicsïvot; jièv xöv ï5iov KA/npov dt7tapTiarj, 
Xpurcoüü Koiv<övö<; yevójievoq), while those who betrayed him might receive the 
punishmentt of Judas himself." Indeed, in this passage the word KA.f|po<; seems to 
referr to the special "fate" of the martyr Polycarp. The message appears to be that 
alll  participants in the drama of Polycarp's death play their own distinctive roles 
-- the police captain that of Herod, Polycarp that of Christ, and those who betray 
himm that of Judas. All fulfi l their appointed fates. Thus this passage seems to 
corroboratee the view that in Ignatius too the term icA,f|po<; refers to the special fate 
off  the martyr. However, as I hope to show, this passage is far from representative 
off  the usage of the noun in first and second century Greek literature. 

Firstt of all, it should be noticed that the term KA/rjpoq is rarely used in other 
martyrologicall  writings. As a matter of fact, the account of the martyrs of Lyons 
{Mart.{Mart. Ludg.) seems to be the only writing among the Acts of the Martyrs in 
whichh the term is of some importance at all. In this document the term occurs 
thrice,, and always in the phrase: to be added to, or taken into "the ranks of the 

Cf.. however  Mart. Pol. 14:2 : "I  bless you because you have thought me worthy of this day and 
thiss hour, to have a share among the number  of the martyr s (TOÖ foxfleïv uipo^ èv <5cpi9u<§ tcov 
(lapTupmv).""  The difference with Ignatius is telling. 
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martyrs""  (ó KXf\poq x<av napxupcov).403 Notably this usage of the word is quite 
differentt from that in the Mart. Pol or the Ignatian letters. It may be concluded 
thatt the term icA,f|poq never had a well-defined martyrological sense. More likely 
thee background of the term should be sought elsewhere. 

Thee most appropriate starting-point for our investigation seems to be the 
Neww Testament. In the New Testament the term KX.fipoq does not occur very often. 
Inn the gospels it is used with regard to the lots which the Roman soldiers cast to 
dividee Jesus' clothing (Mt 27:35 par), in Acts with regard to the lots which the 
apostless cast to choose someone to replace Judas (1:26). Moreover Luke also uses 
thee word to express the more colloquial notion of having a "share" in something 
(Actss 1:17 and 8:21). Theologically more significant are two other passages. In 
Luke'ss account of Paul's apology before king Agrippa, Paul tells his audience that 
att his conversion Christ had commissioned him to go to the gentiles (Acts 26:18): 
"soo that they may receive forgiveness of sins and a portion among those who are 
sanctifiedd by faith (TOO A-apeïv auxouc; dtcpeaiv anapxia>v KOU KATjpov év 
xoïqxoïq fiyiaajiévon; Triatei)." Similarly, in Col 1:12 the Colossians are reminded 
off  the fact that it was the Father who has enabled them "to share the portion of the 
saintss in the light" (eiq xf|v jxepiöa xoü KA,tipou xróv dyitov èv xco (pom).404 

Inn these instances the noun KA.fjpo<; clearly refers to the common portion or lot 
sharedd by all believers, which is understood as a heavenly gift from God.405 In 
thiss respect these texts cohere with Ignatius' language of "being shown mercy in 
thee lot" (Ph 5:1) and "being invested with the lot" (Tr 12:3). Yet, the other aspect 
off  the Ignatian concept, i.e. the future notion of attaining the lot in the end, seems 
too be lacking in these passages. Nevertheless, if we look at related terms in the 
Neww Testament, we will find that the dialectical tension between present reality 
andd future hope is not unique to Ignatius' views. 

Off  foremost importance is without doubt Ignatius' great example: the apostle 
Paul.. On the one hand the apostle emphatically states that the believers are heirs 
(K>.r|povó|ioi)) of God and through God.406 On the other hand Paul stresses that 
thee kingdom of God is an inheritance still outstanding. Only true believers will 
inheritt (KA,r)povo(4,éco) the kingdom.407 In some of the Deutero-Pauline writings 
thee same tension can be found. We saw above that the author of Colossians stated 
thatt the gentiles already share the portion (K f̂ipoq) of the saints (Col 1:12). Yet, 
inn Col 3:24 it is said: "You know that from the Lord you will receive the inherit-

Mart.Mart. Ludg., Eusebius HE 5.1.10, 26, and 48 (GCS 9,1.406, 412, 420). 

Cf.. also Acts 20:32: " ... to give you the inheritance among all who are sanctified (Soüvcci xfiv 
icA.r|povouiavv èv idic, f|yiaanévoiq Jióaiv);" and PPhil. 12:2: "May he [i.e. the Father] give 
youu lot and part with his saints (det vobis sortem et partem inter sanctos suos)." More difficult 
iss 1 Pet 5:3. 

Seee W. Foester, "icX,f|po<; KTX, " TWNT3.762-763 who speaks, somewhat confusingly, of "das 
eschatologischee Teil." 

Seee e.g. Rom 8:17; Gal 3:39; and 4:7. 

Seee n. 393 for references. Cf. outside the Pauline tradition also: Mt 5:5; 19:29; 25:34; Mk 10:17; 
Lkk 10:25; and 18:18. 

403 3 

404 4 

405 5 
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ancee as your reward (eiSótec; ÖTI &7tö Kupioo &7toA,fin\|/ECT8E tf| v dvrowtóöomv 
xf[qxf[q KA,r|povop.ta<;)." Both the future tense and the usage of the noun 
dvTa7ró5oCTit;; makes it likely that this verse refers to the eschaton.408 Similarly 
ambiguouss are the various passages in the opening chapter of the Deutero-Pauline 
letterr to the Ephesians.409 

Thus,, it seems that the heritage imagery suited the early Christian bringers 
off  the good news well. It lend itself to clarify the paradoxical tension between 
"already""  and "not yet." That is, through Christ the gentiles had become rightful 
heirs,, while the finale attainment of the heritage would only take place in the 
future,, i.e. at the eschaton. 

Thee background of early Christian usage of the notions of portion (Kkf\po<;) and 
inheritancee (KAJIDOVOH id) unquestionably lies in the Old Testament and the later 
Jewishh traditions. In the Septuagint the terms KA.f|po<; and KATipovouaa refer 
predominantlyy to God's gift of the land to the Israelites as their rightful heritage. 
Yet,, in some of the later writings of the Septuagint the concept KA,f|po<; can also 
referr to an other-worldly portion or lot. Thus, in the Theodotion version of Dan 
12:13,, it is said: "You shall rise unto your lot at the fulfilment of the days (dva-
crxf|arjj  eiq TÖV KA,f)póv aou sic, CTUvxeteiav fuxepcov)."410 Of course, I am not 
arguingg that Ignatius was directly dependent on such Hellenistic-Jewish writings. 
II  am merely trying to sketch the wider Judeao-Christian background against which 
Ignatius'' use of the term KA.f|po<; should be understood. One striking feature must 
finallyfinally  be noticed. 

Inn § 8.1, I pointed to the remarkable similarity of the expressions deoö 
énvzwxEÏvénvzwxEÏv and KA/npou èm-zv>%Eiv. I observed that the terms KA,f|po<; and Seóq 
seemm almost interchangeable. At this point, I would like to come back to this issue. 
Forr there are some eye-catching passages in the Septuagint in which the terms 
"God""  and "lot" are also linked very closely. In Deut 10:9 and 18:2, it is stated 
thatt the Levites have no portion among their brethren, but that "the Lord himself 
iss their portion" (icupioc; atixöq Kkf\poq aóxoC).411 Related, but different in 
terminology,, are several passages in the Psalms, in which the Psalmist exclaims: 
"Thee Lord is the portion of my inheritance (Kupioq f| [isplq xf\q KATipovouiaq 
uou),""  or "God is my portion (rj fiepic; LIOU Ó deóq)."412 

Itt is revealing to see how a first-century Hellenistic-Jewish author such as 
Philoo of Alexandria deals with especially the first group of these texts. Philo more 
thann once refers to these instances, and he seems quite comfortable with the notion 

Cf.. Bauer  sv dvtanóSoau;. 

Comparee Eph 1:11 with Eph 1:14 and 1:18. 

Cf.. Wis 3:14; 5:5; and also / Enoch 37:4; 39:8; and 48:7. 

Cf.. also those passages in which the people are called the Lord' s lot: 'These are your  people and 
yourr  lot (outoi Xaóq oou m i KXf)po<; aoo),"  in Deut 9:29; cf. Est 4:17h; and Deut 32:9. 

Pss 15:5 and 72:26. Cf. also Ps 141:6. 

408 8 

409 9 

410 0 

411 1 

412 2 
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off  "having God as one's portion" (icA.f|pov È%E\V TÓV Öeóv).413 At the same 
time,, Philo offers a critical reflection on this terminology. Of special interest is his 
discussionn in De Plantatione 46-72. At the end of this section (70), Philo notes the 
objectionn of his imaginary opponents: "It is irreligious and dangerous to speak of 
Godd as the portion of man (dvopamou Seov KXfjpov)." Philo gives an extensive 
answer,, which I will quote here in full, because it seems to address the same kind 
off  difficulties as which are raised by Ignatius' language: 

"Whatt I would say to them is this: The frame of mind in which you approached the 
considerationn of the subject was not a genuine one, but spurious and illegitimate. 
Youu imagined that there is no difference between the way in which God is said to 
bee the portion («cA^pov) of the wise, and die way in which plantationss of vines or 
olivee trees or the like are said to be the possessions (KTfjuma) of their owners. You 
failedd to notice that portrait-painting is spoken of as a lot (KA.fjpoq) for portrait-
painterss ... not as an earthly possession (yfjivov Ktfjuct), but as a heavenly prize 
(óA.u|i7tiovv dtyéviojia). For things such as these bring benefit to those who have 
themm without being under them as masters. Pray, then, you petty fault-finders, when 
youu hear the Existent One spoken of as Portion (TÖ ÖV icX.fi pov), do not take it to 
meann a possession (Kif j uci) similar to those which have been mentioned" {Plant. 71 -
72). . 

Again,, it should be noticed that there is no evidence that Ignatius was well-read 
inn the Old Testament (see chap. 1.4.2e), and it seems even more unlikely that he 
wass familiar with Philo's works.414 Still, Philo's deliberations are important in 
thee sense that they show that the idea of God himself as the portion (icA,f)po<;) of 
thee believer was appreciated by a first century thinker standing in the biblical 
tradition.. Furthermore, Philo's reflections on the notion of possession (KTrjuxx) in 
thiss context are engaging. 

Inn § 7,1 have tried to argue that in Ignatius the phrase Seoö éïtituxeïv has 
especiallyy the connotation of "acquiring God." If we are right in presuming that 
Ignatiuss understood God himself as the lot (Seóq = K^fipoq), the phrase K>.f|pou 
in\xx>yzwin\xx>yzw implicates the same thing, namely God as a possession which can be 
obtained.4155 It is exactly this problematic notion on which Philo deliberates. In 
contrastt with Philo, Ignatius is not a writer to be troubled by the implications of 
hiss striking metaphors. Nor does it seem probable that he would have appreciated 
Philo'ss sophisticated solution. Yet, despite these differences, Ignatius and Philo 
seemm to agree in their conception of God as portion and prize of the true human 
being.. Of course, the journey of Philo's wise man is quite different from Ignatius' 

Seee e.g. Leg. 2.51-52; 3.82; Somn. 1.159; Plant. 63; Sobr. 56,58; Congr. 134; and Mut. 26. Cf. 
esp.. Hansen (1939) 99-102 who speaks of a "nicht mehr biblische Gottesmystik" (p. 100). 

Seee e.g. Schoedel (1985) 17 and D.T. Runia, Philo in Early Christian Literature. A Survey 
(Assen-Minneapoliss 1993) 89-90. 

Philoo never speaks of "attaining the lot" using the verb èjtnuYXÓtvco, but he does use the verb 
Xayxdvco.. He, for instance, speaks of great kings "who received God as portion" (ot TÖV 9èov 
KA/fjpovv êXaxov) in Plant. 68. Cf. also Sacr. 127: " ... the Benefactor, whom he [i.e. the 
worshipper]]  received as portion (öv KXf\pov êXaxev);" and Prov. 2.11. 

http://icX.fi
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ownn road to Rome, but both seem to have similar ambitions, both are God-runners 
onn their way unto God. 

8.38.3 Conclusion 
Fourr times Ignatius expresses his hope to attain, receive, or be found in the lot 
whenn all is over, i.e. at his death. The central term used in these passages, KA/npoc;, 
doess not have the connotation of destiny or fate, and does not refer to martyrdom 
itself.. Rather the noun KX,f|po<; should be understood against the background of the 
Judaeo-Christiann tradition which portrayed the believers as the rightful heirs of a 
godlyy heritage. For Ignatius as well as for other representatives of this tradition, 
thee notion implied a dialectical tension between present reality and future hope. 
Thee believer already is a heir, but will only inherit in the future. Thus, the term 
Kkf\poc,Kkf\poc, points to the final lot of all Christians. Ignatius hopes to attain the lot at 
deathh which is the lot of all at the eschaton. 

9.. TO RISE 

Inn the two preceding paragraphs (§ 7-8), I have tried to show that two important 
notionss in Ignatius' reflections on his imminent death - namely his desire to attain 
Godd and his hope to be found in the lot - have an eschatological connotation. This 
interpretationn seems to be supported by the fact that twice Ignatius uses the verb 
"too rise" (dtvioxaum) in the context of his contemplations on his impending 
execution.. It is to Ignatius' notion of resurrection that we must turn in this present 
paragraph. . 

II  will begin with a discussion of the two relevant passages (§ 9.1) and a 
thirdd passage which - although different in terminology - has often been linked 
too these two (§ 9.2). Subsequently, the question needs to be addressed how these 
passagess relate to Ignatius' concept of resurrection more in general. Therefore I 
wil ll  look briefly at what Ignatius says about the resurrection of Christ (§ 9.3), that 
off  the believers in general (§ 9.4), and that of the Old Testament prophets (§ 9.5). 
Thee key question appears to be whether Ignatius distinguished between the heaven-
lyy resurrection of some - including himself - immediately after death and the 
fleshlyfleshly resurrection of all believers at the eschaton. I will argue that this is improb-
able.. To substantiate this view, I will need to deal with those passages in early 
Christiann and Hellenistic-Jewish writings which have been identified by some 
scholarss as speaking about a special resurrection of the martyr in heaven imme-
diatelyy after death (§ 9.6). For, if such a notion of a martyrological resurrection 
wass widespread in Ignatius' times, it becomes likely that he understood his own 
resurrectionn in these terms. 
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9.19.1 The Resurrection of Ignatius (Eph 11:2 and Rm 4:3) 
Twicee Ignatius speaks about his own resurrection.416 The first instance can be 
foundd in his letter to the Christians in Ephesus (Eph 11:2). The second stands in 
thee context of his more elaborate reflections on his imminent death in his letter to 
thee Christians in Rome (Rm 4:3). Both passages deserve close attention. 

Inn Eph 11:2, Ignatius tells his readers: "Let nothing have any attraction for you 
withoutt him, in whom I carry about my bonds as spiritual pearls, in which it may 
bee mine to rise by your prayer, of which may I always have a share, that I may 
bee found in the lot of the Ephesian Christians (%(üpi$ xouxou ur|8èv ü|itv 
7ipe7réTCO,, èv $ xd Secrd̂ Ttepicpépoo, XOLN; 7rv£i>naxucoü<; u.apyapixa<;, êv olq 
yévouóó uoi dvaaxfjvai xrj npoaeuxi öp-döv, r)<; yévouó uoi dei uixoxov 
eïvou,, ïva év K.Xf\p<$ 'Ecpeaicov eupeSa» xtöv Xpicmavcov)." The last part of 
thiss sentence has been discussed in the preceding paragraph (§ 8.1). Here we must 
focuss on the notion of resurrection. It is very difficult to determine what Ignatius 
heree means by "rising" (dvacrxf]vai). The only clues which the text offers are the 
factt that Ignatius speaks about rising 1. in his bonds, and 2. by the prayer of his 
fellow-Christians.. Depending on how they understood these two elements in the 
passage,, scholars have proposed different interpretations. 

Firstt of all, Grant suggested that the phrase "in the bonds" should be taken 
literally.. That is, he held that Ignatius not only expected to rise in the flesh but 
evenn in his chains.417 To substantiate this remarkable interpretation, Grant refers 
too Sm 3 where Ignatius counters the docetic denial of the reality of Christ's 
sufferingg by recounting the story of Christ's appearance in the flesh (èv aapKi) 
evenn after the resurrection. Although Ignatius does not relate that Christ showed 
hiss hands and feet to the disciples as in the Gospel accounts (Luke 24:39 and John 
20:20),, Grant apparently infers that Ignatius expected his own resurrected body to 
bearr the marks of his enchainment, just as Christ's resurrected body bore the 
woundss of his crucifixion. I will deal with Ignatius' polemic in his letter to the 
Smyrnaeanss at more length later (§ 9.3). 

Quitee understandably, most other scholars rejected such a literal reading of 
thee passage in Eph 11:2. Lightfoot suggested that the phrase "in the bonds" should 
bee taken metaphorically.418 That is, he held that Ignatius meant to say that he 
hopedd to appear at the resurrection invested with the glory of discipleship and 
suffering,, of which his chains were the symbols. Despite their disagreement with 
regardd to the question of how literal the phrase "in the bonds" should be taken, 
bothh Grant and Lightfoot believed that Ignatius spoke about his participation in the 
fleshlyy resurrection of the dead at the end of time. Other scholars argued that 
Ignatiuss referred to a different kind of resurrection altogether. 

Seee § 6.1 for  a possible thir d passage (Pol 7:1). 

Seee Grant (1966) 42. Cf. also e.g. Kleist (1946) 65 who translates "  ... to wear  them when I rise 
fromfrom  the dead;"  Camelot (1969) 69: "Je voudrais ressusciter  avec elles;"  and C.W. Bynum, The 
ResurrectionResurrection of the Body in Western Christianity, 200-1336 (New York 1995) 27. 

Lightfoott  (1889) 2.62. 
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Inn his monograph on the notion of the resurrection of the dead in the corpus 
off  the Apostolic Fathers, Ton H.C. van Eijk dealt with Ignatius' ideas on the 
resurrectionn at length and with the passage in Eph 11:2 briefly.419 Just as Light-
foot,, he rejected a literal interpretation. Nevertheless his explanation of Ignatius' 
languagee is quite different. Firstly, he argues that the preposition èv in the phrase 
"thee bonds in which it may be mine to rise" should be interpreted as having an 
instrumentall  sense. That is, the chains are the instruments through which Ignatius 
hopess to rise. Or, in other words, Ignatius will only rise if he dies as a true martyr. 
Secondly,, Van Eijk maintains that the phrase "by your prayer" shows that Ignatius 
heree refers to his near death in Rome and not to the eschaton. For Ignatius asks 
hiss readers frequently to pray for him so that he may remain faithful and 
accomplishh his mission, i.e. his martyrdom.420 Van Eijk points out that in Eph 
11:22 the infinitive (StvaaTfjvai could simply be replaced by 7cadeïv! 

Vann Eijk's two observations seem to lead to two different conclusions. As 
elsewheree in his investigations he seems to waver between two options. On the one 
hand,, he states that for Ignatius martyrdom is resurrection, in the sense that they 
aree two aspects of the same event.421 On the other hand, he maintains that Igna-
tiuss saw his own resurrection as an ascension unto God in heaven.422 How these 
twoo notions can be harmonized remains unclarified. Moreover, the first concept is 
aa rather puzzling one. It remains a mystery - at least to me - how martyrdom 
itselff  can be seen as resurrection, unless perhaps in some profoundly mystical or 
culticc sense. 

Schoedell  appears to endorse Van Eijk's observations with regard to Eph 
11:2,, except for the curious view that for Ignatius martyrdom is resurrection. He 
simplyy suggested that Ignatius here speaks of resurrection as a state immediately 
afterafter death.423 It is not in death, but through death that Ignatius hopes to attain 
thee resurrection. Schoedel does not go into details with regard to the precise nature 
off  this resurrection, but he seems to perceive this special resurrection - like Van 
Eijkk - as some sort of ascent into heaven. He believes that Ignatius also speaks 
aboutt such a resurrection in Rm 2:2 and Mg 9:2. I will deal with these passages 
laterr in this paragraph (§ 9.2 and 9.5). 

Inn sum, it seems that the various interpretations of Eph 11:2 especially differ 
onn the question of the exact moment of Ignatius' resurrection. Does Ignatius expect 

T.H.C.. van Eijk , La resurrection des morts chez les pères apostoliques (Paris 1974), see pp. 99-
1266 on Ignatius, and pp. 122-123 on Eph 11:2. 

Seee for  references: n. 114. Surely this argument is inconclusive. It should be noted that Ignatius 
qualifiess the noun "prayer "  with the relative clause "of which may I always have a share." 

Seee esp. Van Eijk (1974) 119-120. 

Seee esp. Van Eijk (1974) 121-124. 

Schoedell  (19S5) 72 n. 2: "Especially in light of Mag. 9.2 and Rom. 2.2 (4.3) Ignatius probably 
thinkss of resurrection as a state immediately after  death. In any event, his talk of rising in his 
bondss is not intended to clarify the state of human beings in the other  world but to express his 
hopee of seeing his martyrdom through. Hence also his reference to the prayer  of the Ephesians 
onn his behalf."  Similarly some of the scholars mentioned in § 9.6 (see esp. nn. 468-469). 
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too rise at the end of time, in death, or immediately after death? The second option 
-- only advanced by Van Eijk - seems most questionable. It turns Ignatius from a 
convictt who is about to suffer a cruel death in the arena into a mystic who 
experiencess resurrection spiritually in some sort of cultic act. Thus the choice 
seemss to be between the first and the third option. Unfortunately both views find 
corroborationn in the direct context. 

Onn the one hand, it should be noted that in Eph 11:1 Ignatius starts off with 
thee words: "These are the last times (ëaxaxoi Kcapoi)." Subsequently, he points 
too God's "judgement" (Kpipxx), "the coming wrath" (xfjv p,éM»ouaav öpyfjv) and 
thee ultimate goal of "being found in Christ" (èv Xpiaxcp 'IrjaoO eupeöfivai). 
Thesee notions clearly refer to the eschatological future (cf. chap. 4.2.1). Further-
more,, Ignatius also seems to end the passage in Eph 11:2 with a reference to the 
eschatologicall  salvation, when he will be found in the "lot" (Kkf\poq) of the 
Ephesiann Christians (cf. § 8.1). Indeed, the notions "to rise" and "lot" are directly 
linked:: Ignatius hopes to rise so that (ïva) he may be found in the lot of the 
Ephesiann Christians. 

Onn the other hand, it cannot be denied that in Eph 11:2 Ignatius also speaks 
aboutt his own individual death. Especially the fact that he states that he hopes to 
riserise in his bonds, points out that he closely links his resurrection with his suffering 
att the hands of the Roman authorities. He seems to present his imminent execution 
ass his only possibility to participate in the resurrection. 

Thus,, it must be concluded that in Eph 11 Ignatius speaks both of his own 
personall  end and of the end of all, of his death and of the eschaton. The question 
remainss whether the infinitive dvaaxf|vai in Eph 11:2 should be connected with 
thee former or the latter. However, it is also possible that this is a false dilemma 
altogether.. For, it seems feasible that Ignatius understood his death as the gateway 
too the eschatological resurrection, just as he saw his death as the possibility to 
attainn God and the lot (see § 7-8). Before drawing any final conclusions, let me 
noww look at the second passage in which Ignatius uses the verb aviaxaucu with 
regardd to his own resurrection. 

Inn Rm 4:3 Ignatius assures his readers: "I do not command you as Peter and Paul. 
Theyy were apostles, I am a condemned man; they were free, I am still a slave. But 
iff  I suffer, I shall be a freedman of Jesus Christ, and I shall arise free in him {ox>% 
(bc,(bc, riéxpof; iced riaöXoc; 8iaxaaaop.ai üfiïv. èiceïvoi &7róaxoA.oi, éyé 
KaxaKpiToq,, èKEivot éteudepot, éyè 8è \ié%pi vöv öoöJioq. CtXV èdv 7ta&a>, 
&7i8A£üÖ8po<;; 'IrjCToö Xpiaxoó KOU &vaaxfiCTOu,ai êv aüttp éteuSepoc;)." I 
dealtt with Ignatius' self-effacement in the context of his exhortations earlier (see 
chap.. 2.7.4a). What interests us here is the second part of this passage. Ignatius 
statess that through death and resurrection he will become what the apostles already 
weree during their life: free (èAsu^epoq).424 The two key notions in this passage 

Thiss seems the most obvious interpretation of the opposition. See, however, Fischer (1993) 187 
whoo states: "Doch versteht Ignatius die Freiheit der Apostel im Hinblick auf das Folgende wohl 
auchh vom Lohn fur ihr Blutzeugnis." Contra this view: Van Eijk (1974) 120 and Schoedel (1985) 
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aree freedom and resurrection. A further word about both of these, to begin with 
thee latter. 

Vann Eijk maintains that this passage indicates that for Ignatius resurrection 
(dvdaTacnq)) is just another aspect of suffering (7td$o<;), or in other words that 
theyy are two aspects of the same moment.425 His argumentation is rather cryptic 
att this point. He, for instance, claims that the words "in him" (év OLOTG» mean that 
Ignatiuss hopes to rise "dans le Christ" and "dans la Passion." Yet it appears to be 
moree probable that the preposition év should be taken in an instrumental sense, 
justt as in Eph 11:2. Moreover, it is also possible that the words év aürcp should 
nott be connected with the preceding future verb ctvaarfjaouxxi at all, but with the 
followingg adjective èteóöepoq. Paul most characteristically speaks of freedom in 
Christt (see below). All in all, it seems more likely that in Rm 4:3 Ignatius simply 
expressess his hope that he will rise after having suffered (note also the conditional 
clause).. The precise nature of his resurrection remains again unclear. Perhaps the 
notionn of freedom can give us a clue. 

Ignatius'' usage of the notion of freedom is striking. His emphasis on the fact 
thatt the apostles were free and that his own freedom is only a future possibility 
seemss odd. The theme of Christian freedom is, of course, well-known from the 
Paulinee letters,426 but Paul only once explicitly combines the notions of freedom 
andd apostleship, namely in 1 Cor 9:1 where he asks rhetorically "Am I not free? 
Amm I not an apostle? (OÓK eiua êXeudepo<;; OUK el t̂ dt7tóaToAx>c;;)." Normally 
Paull  portrays freedom as a general quality of Christian life. In Christ everyone is 
free,free, namely from the Law, from death, and from sin.427 Moreover, for Paul 
freedomfreedom seems especially to be a present reality, whereas for Ignatius it seems to 
bee only a future possibility. In this respect, Ignatius has been considered to serve 
aa pivotal role in early Christian thought by which the desire for a future freedom 
inn Christ comes to outweigh the reality of a present freedom in Christ.428 There 
mayy be some truth in this viewpoint. Nevertheless, it should be noted that even in 
Paull  freedom can be presented as a future hope. Of foremost importance is the 
passagee in Rom 8:19-21: "For the creation waits with eager longing... in hope that 
thee creation itself will be set free from its bondage to decay and will obtain the 
freedomfreedom of the glory of the children of God (è<p' èXnibx Öxi mi OX>IJ\ f| Kzioxc, 
éA£o&epa>$fjaeTaii  &7EÖ xfjc; SODXSICK; xf|<; cpSopaq etc; tf|v èteudepiav xfj<; 

176.. Cf. H. Katzenmayer, "Ignatiu s ad Romanos 4,3,"  IKZ  43 (1953) 65-72 who argues that Rm 
4:33 is an early witness for  the fact that both Paul and Peter  visited Rome. 

Vann Eijk (1974) 120. 

Notee Ignatius' usage of the word ctfteXeudspoq. Withi n the corpora of the New Testament and 
thee Apostolic Fathers, it finds its only parallel in 1 Cor  7:22. 

Seee e.g. Rom 6:18: "Havin g been set free from sin;"  8:2: "For  the law of the Spirit of lif e in 
Christt  Jesus has set you free from the law of sin and of death;"  Gal 2:4: "Th e freedom we have 
inn Christ; and 5:1: "Forr  freedom Christ has set us free." 

Seee esp. C.N. Jefford, "Ignatiu s of Antioch and the Rhetoric of Christian Freedom,"  in: C.N. 
Jefford,, ed., Christian Freedom (New York 1993) 25-39. Cf. also Bultmann (1953) 49: "Di e 
Freiheitt  is nicht wie bei Paulus die schon gegenwartige, sondern erst die künftige, die in der 
Auferstehungg verwirklich t werden wird." 

425 5 

426 6 

427 7 

428 8 
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Só^Tjqq TCÖV xéKvov TOO Öeoö)." Here, true freedom is an eschatological gift. Is it 
nott precisely such an eschatological freedom of which Ignatius also speaks in Rm 
4:3,, i.e. a freedom which wil l be attained at the eschatological resurrection of the 
believers? ? 

Theree is one other passage in which Ignatius speaks about Christian freedom, 
andd which, thus, could shed some more light on the issue. In his letter to his 
fellow-bishopp Polycarp, Ignatius deals with the topic of the manumission of slaves. 
Inn Pol 4:3, he exhorts his readers with the words: "Let them [i.e. slaves] serve all 
thee more to the glory of God, that they may attain a better freedom from God. Let 
themm not desire to be set free from the common fund (etc; 5ó£otv 9eou nXsov 
5ouA£D8T(Daav,, ïva Kpeixiovoq èteuöepiac; &TIÖ ÖEOÖ TUXGXTIV. JAT) èpdrcoaav 
dt7röö xoö KOIVOÖ èXsodepoöaöat)." The commentators of the Ignatian letters 
havee explained this passage by referring to Paul's remarks on slaves in 1 Cor 7:21-
24.. However, Ignatius' rhetoric differs from Paul's. Paul remarks that Christian 
slavess - despite being subjected to human masters - really are freedmen of Christ. 
Ignatius'' language is less paradoxical. He says that Christian slaves should serve 
theirr masters, that they may attain a better freedom from God. Of course, the key 
questionn is: When does this attainment take place? 

InIn an extensive article on this passage, J. Albert Harrill contended that the 
phrasee "attaining a better freedom" refers to the event of baptism.429 However, 
thiss reading does not really carry conviction. There are no indications in Ignatius' 
letterss that for him baptism meant the attainment of freedom (cf. Sm 8:2 and Pol 
6:2).. Moreover, it is clear that the slaves about whom Ignatius speaks are already 
Christianss in the full sense of the word, whereas the tva-clause refers to the future 
ratherr than to the past. Ignatius' usage of the verb "to attain" (xx>y%av<o) probably 
indicatess that he speaks of the final consummation at the eschaton. For, as I have 
arguedd in § 7.3, this is the dominant connotation of the verb. Thus, the message 
appearss to be that Christian slaves must endure as humble slaves of the Lord that 
theyy may attain true freedom at the end of time. If this is a correct interpretation 
off  Pol 4:3, the two passages in which Ignatius speaks about freedom (Rm 4:3 and 
Poll  4:3) preach the same message. That is, true freedom is something only con-
summatedd at the eschaton when the believer rises free in Christ. The only remark-
ablee thing is that in Rm 4:3 Ignatius relates this eschatological reward to the event 
off  his death. Especially because of this close correlation between death and 
freedom,, it is appealing to understand the passage against the background of an 
altogetherr different tradition. 

Thee idea that death means a release from earthly life, and therewith freedom 
forr the soul,, was a well-known motif in Greco-Roman reflections on death inspired 
byy Plato.430 The idea was also adopted in later Christian traditions. Most notably, 

J.A.. Harrill, "Ignatius, Ad Polycarp. 4.3 and the Corporate Manumission of Christian Slaves," 
JournalJournal of Early Christian Studies 1 (1993) 107-142, esp. p. 115. 

Seee e.g. Plato Phaedo 62b; 67a; Cicero Tusc. 1.118; Resp. 6.14; Seneca Ep. 12.10; 26.10; 70.5, 
16,, 24; 77.15; Ira 3.15.3-4; Marc. 20.3; Tacitus Ann. 15.64; 16.35; and Macrobius Com. Somn. 
1.13.18.. Josephus ascribes this idea to several Jewish groups, see e.g. Bell. 2.155 and 7.344. 
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thee motif occurs in some of the descriptions of the martyrdoms of the apostles as 
foundd in the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles. The apostle Thomas, for instance, 
iss recorded to have said, just before he died: "I have become a slave, therefore 
todayy do I receive freedom (aTj|xepov xf|v èteu&epïav XafxpdvG))."431 The 
notionn can also be found in some of the later Acts of the Martyrs*7,2 Thus it may 
seemm right to draw the conclusion that Ignatius spoke about a similar attainment 
off  freedom immediately after death. However, it must be remembered that Ignatius 
doess not appear to be a proponent of the dualistic anthropology which underlies 
suchh a conception of death as a liberation of the soul from the paltry body (cf. § 
10.1-2).. Moreover, the mere fact that Ignatius speaks about his resurrection makes 
thiss view unlikely. In the end, the similarities with the Pauline tradition seem to 
bee more decisive. Probably, for Ignatius to rise free in Christ means to participate 
inn the new creation.433 

Inn sum, twice Ignatius speaks about his own resurrection (Eph 11:2 and Rm 4:3). 
Althoughh he closely links his resurrection to his impending execution, there are no 
clearr indications that he understood this resurrection to be something else than the 
eschatologicall  resurrection. On the contrary. Eph 11:2 clearly stands in the context 
off  eschatological exhortations; and it seems likely that the notion of freedom in 
Rmm 4:3 also has an eschatological connotation. Thus, Ignatius perceived his violent 
deathh as a condition to participate in the resurrection at the end of time and not as 
aa gateway to a heavenly existence with God. 

9.29.2 To Rise Like the Sun (Rm 2:2) 
Beforee I turn to those passages in which Ignatius speaks about the resurrection of 
otherss than himself, I need to discuss a passage in Rm 2:2 which has sometimes 
beenn associated with the two passages discussed above (§ 9.1). Most importantly, 
bothh Van Eijk and Schoedel refer to Rm 2:2 to substantiate their view that it is 
quitee well possible that Ignatius understood his own resurrection as a heavenly 
ascensionn unto God immediately after death.434 

Act.Act. Thorn. 167 (Aa 11,2.282; NTA 2.404); see also Act. PI (PH 2; NTA 2.252); Act. And. 61 
(CCAA 6.535); Act. Pet. 37 (Aa 1.92). Cf. also Lightfoot (1889) 2.210 and Schlier  (1929) 155. 

Seee e.g. Act. Just. (C) 3:4 (Musurill o 56); Pass. Perp. 11:4; Act. Carp. (B) 4:3 (Musurill o 32); 
andd Mart. Fel. appendix (Musurill o 270). 

Grantt  (1966) 90 points out that in Rm 4:3 Ignatius continues with the words: "Now I am 
learning,, as one bound, to desire nothing."  He infers that Ignatius is learning to be trul y free by 
desiringg nothing. He rightl y notes that this a Cynic-Stoic ideal (see e.g. Epictetus Diss 4.1.175). 
Yet,, Ignatius speaks about freedom as a futur e reward and not as a characteristic of the person 
whoo has given up every attachment to this world. 

Seee Van Eijk (1974) 121; and Schoedel (1985) 27 and 72 n. 2. Notably, both these scholars 
presumee a certain ambiguity in Ignatius' notion of resurrection. For, as we already saw, Van Eijk 
alsoo argues that for  Ignatius resurrection and suffering are two aspects of the same thing; and 
Schoedel,, more rightly,  also observes that Ignatius does not work with a spiritualized conception 
off  the resurrection. Both observations contradict the idea of resurrection as an ascension. 
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Inn Rm 2:2 Ignatius expresses his hope that the Roman Christians - becoming a 
choruss in love - will sing to the Father:435 "God judged the bishop of Syria 
worthyy to be found at the (sun's) setting having sent him from the (sun's) rising 
(xövv é7iiaK07iov Supiac; Kaxr|£ia>rjEv ó Seöq eópe9f|vai eiq 8\3mv dnö 
dvaxo^fjqq (j.exa7T8|A\j/d|ievo<;);" and he immediately adds the comment: "It is 
goodd to set from the world to God that I may rise to him (KaXöv TO 8övai ÓLUÖ 
KÓCFUOUU 7ipö<; &eóv, Iva eiq aüxóv dvaxeiXa))." Of course, within the context 
off  the present discussion of Ignatius' notion of the resurrection, the most important 
elementt in this passage is the second part. Yet, since the concluding remark seems 
too follow directly from the preceding imagery, both elements in this passage merit 
ourr attention. 

Thee first part could also be translated: "God judged the bishop of Syria 
worthyy to be found in the west having sent him from the east."436 In § 3, I 
alreadyy dealt with the significance of the theme of being found worthy. Here, the 
observationn suffices that Ignatius obviously was confident of his own worthiness. 
Moree striking is the image of a trajectory from the east to the west. The notion of 
reachingg the west may be an allusion to certain traditions about Paul's apostolary 
work.. In 1 Clem. 5:6, for instance, it is said of Paul: "He was a herald both in the 
eastt and in the west (icfjpû  yévouevoq ëv TE xrj dvaxoA.f] KOU év xrj Suaei)." 
Moreover,, it is also feasible that Ignatius parodies the well-known laudations of 
Romann power in which Rome is glorified as ruling from the rising to the setting 
sun.4377 In any event, Ignatius' language surely is quite bombastic, even though 
hee presents these words as spoken by his fellow-Christians in Rome and not by 
himself.. It is one of the very few moments that Ignatius seems to loose himself in 
reveriess about the glory of his death. 

Thee second part of the passage in Rm 2:2 is even more stunning. The verbs 
"too set" (8uoum) and "to rise" (dvaxéA.A.co) clearly correspond with the nouns 
"west""  (8\3ai<;) and "east" (dvaxoA-fj) in the first part. Whereas in the first part 
Ignatiuss uses the solar imagery to picture his journey from Antioch to Rome in 
termss of the sun's daily journey across the sky from the east to the west, he now 
usess the solar imagery to describe his death in terms of the sun's setting at dusk 
andd his post mortem lot in terms of the sun's rising at dawn. It may seem obvious 
too correlate this polar imagery of setting (Suouai) and rising (dvaxéAAco) with 
thee also closely interrelated notions of suffering (nó.G%(ü) and rising (dvicrxaum). 
Thus,, one could draw the conclusion - as Van Eijk and Schoedel apparently did 

G.. Jouassard, "Aux origines du culte des martyrs dans le christianisme: S. Ignace d'Antioche, 
Romm 2:2," RSR 39(1951) 362-367 interprets this imaginary tribute to Ignatius as "un témoignage 
particulièrementt remarquable du culte des martyrs dans l'Église chrétienne vers le début du 
secondd siècle" (p. 367). This is mere speculation. Yet it must be admitted that the image was 
usedd by later hagiographers such as Chrysostom, see Lightfoot (1889) 2.202. Cf. for the image 
off  the chorus also 4 Mace 8:4, 13:8 and 14:7-8. 

Thee phrase is translated in these terms by Lightfoot (1889) 2.559 and Grant (1966) 87-88. 
437 7 Soo Schoedel (1985) 172. 
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-- that for Ignatius resurrection meant something like an ascension unto God. Yet, 
whetherr this is a correct inference is doubtful. 

Thee solar symbolism was widely used in antiquity and was also exploited by 
thee early Church Fathers. Notably, the notion of Christ as the sun who shines over 
thosee in Hades after his passion and descent, and over those on earth after his 
resurrectionn was well-liked.438 Moreover, the image also seems to have been of 
speciall  importance in the early Christian baptism rituals. In baptism the Christian 
diess and rises with Christ, just as the sun sets and rises again. In baptismal hymns 
Christt can be called both "the rising sun" (fjA,io<; &vatoA,'n<;) and "the sun of the 
resurrection""  (ó xf\q dvaatdcreGx; f\X\oq).m Some Church Fathers also spoke 
aboutt the resurrection of the dead and the entrance into the eschatological kingdom 
off  all faithful Christians in terms of the sun's rising at dawn.440 In short, it is 
clearr that in early Christian literature the image of the rising sun was frequently 
linkedd with the idea of the resurrection. Yet, it should be noted that the image is 
appliedd to different kinds of resurrections, ranging from the symbolic resurrection 
inn baptism to the very concrete resurrection at the eschaton. Thus, it appears that 
forr all these Christian authors the image of the rising sun is a true metaphor, plain 
andd simple. The fact that an author uses the image does not tell us anything about 
hiss views on the precise nature of the resurrection. The same seems to hold true 
withh regard to Ignatius. 

Inn Rm 2:2 Ignatius expresses his hope that through death he may rise to God 
(dvaxéXAxDD eiq deóv). This language is triggered by the preceding imagery of the 
sun'ss daily journey across the sky. It seems quite unlikely that the verb dvaTéXAxo 
hass a concrete spatial connotation. Just as the verb 8uoum does not imply that 
Ignatiuss expected to descend (into Hades), the verb dvatéXXco probably does not 
meann that he expected to ascend (unto Heaven). The image appears to be a true 
metaphorr pointing to the end of one and the beginning of a new existence. In this 
respect,, it is worthwhile to notice how the author of First Clement rounds off his 
referencee to Paul's missionary work in east and west (see above). In 1 Clem. 5:7, 
hee states: "He [i.e. Paul] reached the boundary of the west and testified before the 
authorities;; thus, he left the world behind and was taken up to the holy place 
(oÖToqq cbrr|X,A,dYr| TOO KÓCTJIOÜ KCU ei<; TOV dyiov xÓ7iov &veA.fjn(pdr|)." The 
differencee in terminology is significant. If Ignatius really thought of an ascension 
untoo heaven, would he not have made this clear in similar terms? 

Seee for  references and discussion: F.J. Dölger, Sol Salutis: Gebet und Gesang im christlichen 
AitertumAitertum (Munster  21925) 336-379. 

Seee for  the first  term Melit o Frg. 8b.4 (SC 123.232); for  the second Clement Protr. 84.2 (GCS 
12.63).. Cf. also Ignatius himself, see Mg 9:1: "Livin g in accordance with the Lord' s day, on 
whichh also our  lif e arose through him and his death (f| Cfar\ 1\ii&v dvéteitev SI'CIÓTO Ü Kal too 
Savdtouu aüioü)." 

Seee e.g. Origen Com.Joann. 10.108 (GCS 10.189); Horn. Gen. 10.3 (GCS 29.97); and Severia-
nuss Horn. Cosm. 5.5 (PG 56.477). Cf. already 1 Clem. 24:3 for  the succession of night and day 
ass an analogy for  the resurrection from the dead. 
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Inn sum, the interesting passage in Rm 2:2 does not shed any light on the issue of 
howw Ignatius expected to be raised. Rather, when we want to clarify Ignatius' 
viewss on the nature of his own resurrection, we have to look at different passages, 
mostt notably, those in which he speaks about the resurrection of Christ. It is to 
thesee passages that I will turn now. 

9.39.3 The Resurrection of Christ 
Nott surprisingly, Ignatius frequently refers to the resurrection of Christ, either 
usingg the verbs dviaxanai (twice) or éyeipo (thrice), or the noun dvdo~Tacri<; 
(100 times). Most of these fifteen instances are quite stereotypical. The usage of the 
polarityy "his suffering and resurrection" (TtdSoq atiioö tcai dvdcrcaait;),441 and 
thee emphasis on the salvific nature of the resurrection of Christ442 are typical of 
Ignatius,, but do not tell us much about his ideas on the concrete peculiarities of 
Christ'ss resurrection. More important in this respect is Ignatius' exposition on the 
resurrectionn of Christ in his polemic with the docetists in Sm 2-8. It is at this text 
thatt we must look somewhat more closely. 

Afterr a collection of semi-credal statements in Sm 1:1-2, Ignatius proceeds with 
ann impassioned plea for the reality of Christ's passion and resurrection, and against 
thosee who say that Christ suffered only in appearance (TO 8OKSIV). In Sm 2:1, he 
startss with the simple statement: "And he [i.e. Christ] truly suffered just as he also 
trulyy raised himself (icai dXn&cöt; ë7ta8ev, dx; KOU &X.r|&G)<; dvéaTnaev 
èauxóv).""  The notion that Christ raised himself may seem peculiar,443 but does 
nott seem to be paramount. The emphasis here lies on the adverb aArj&ax;. The 
termm is picked up from the semi-credal statements in Sm 1:1-2 and also occurs in 
Ignatius'' rebuttal of a docetic christology in Trallians (see § 9.4). What Ignatius 
meantt by it becomes clear in Sm 3:1-3. 

Inn Sm 3:1 Ignatius opens with the words: "For I know and believe that he 
wass in the flesh even after the resurrection (eya> ydp mi ^exd tfjv dvdcrraaiv 
èvv oapKi aüxov oi8a KOU nicnisuo) övia)." In Sm 3:2 he explicates this 
fleshlinesss by referring to the tradition that after the resurrection the apostles 
touchedd Christ, "being intermingled with his flesh and spirit" (Kpaöévxec; xfj 
aapKii  auxoO KOU tcp 7iveu^aTi). Finally, in Sm 3:3 he ends the passage with the 
assertion:: "And after the resurrection he ate and drank with them as a being of 
flesh,, although spiritually united with the Father ((leid 8è rr|v dvdataaic; 
auvécpayevv auxoü; KOU auvé7U8v éq aapKiKÓq, Kaïrcep 7iveuuaTiK(ö<; 

Seee Eph 20:1; Mg 11:1; Ph 8:2; 9:2; Sm 7:2; and 12:2. 

Seee Rm 6:1; Ph inscr; and Sm 1:2. 

Seee e.g. Lightfoot (1889) 2.293 who remarks: "This is different from the language of the NT 
wheree Christ is always said to be raised by the Father." Cf., however, John 2:19 and 10:17-18 
whichh do not use the very same words, but clearly point to Christ's power to take his life up 
again. . 

441 1 

442 2 

443 3 
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f|Vü>névo<;; XG> 7iaxpt)." Thus, Ignatius makes it abundantly clear that to be raised 
trulyy means to be raised in the flesh, as a being of flesh. 

Justt as in Tr 9:1 Ignatius tried to refute the docetists by pointing out that 
Christt ate and drank during his earthly life, he here counters the docetists by 
notingg that Christ ate and drank after his resurrection. Christ is one and the same 
beforee and after the resurrection. Even the qualifying phrase, "although spiritually 
unitedd with the Father" (icaiircp 7iveu|iaxiKü)<; f|vtofiévo<; x<p naxoi), should not 
bee interpreted as referring to a closer intimacy with the Father than before the 
resurrection.. According to Ignatius, Christ was already united with the Father 
duringg his earthly life, as is clear from the passage in Mg 7:1: "The Lord did 
nothingg without the Father, being united (i\v<o\xévoq <5v)." 

Ignatius'' assertion that the risen Christ is crapKiKÓq is quite exceptional in 
earlyy Christian literature and would certainly have been completely unacceptable 
too someone like Paul. But a strong emphasis on the physical reality of Jesus Christ 
afterr the resurrection can surely also be found elsewhere in the early Christian 
tradition.4444 Most notably, certain elements in Ignatius1 argument seem reminis-
centt of the appearance story in Lk 24:36-43.445 In any event, it is clear that 
Ignatiuss had no doubts about the fleshly nature of Christ's resurrection. 

Inn Sm 4:1-6:1, Ignatius continues with his exhortations against the docetists, 
butt the emphasis shifts again to the reality of Christ's passion. Notably, Ignatius 
linkss the reality of the passion to the meaningfulness of his own imminent death 
andd the sufferings of others (see chap. 2.4.2). In Sm 6:2-8:2, Ignatius turns to 
moree practical issues. In 7:1, he accuses the docetists of remaining aloof from the 
communall  meetings, because they do not confess that "the eucharist is the flesh 
off  our saviour Jesus Christ which suffered for our sins, which the Father raised by 
hiss goodness (xf[v eóxapiaxtav adpica eïvai TOO a«>Tf)po<; fm<»v 'IrjaoO 
Xpiaxoöö xf|v ÓTcèp xcov &u<xpxiu>v f|u<jöv rcadoöaav, f̂ v xfj XPTIOTÓXT)XI Ó 
Tiaxfipp fjyeipev)." Unusual is the fact that Ignatius speaks of Christ's flesh -
insteadd of Christ himself - as being raised by the Father. This peculiarity should 
bee explained by the anti-docetic context and Ignatius' idea that Christ's fleshliness 
representss his reality. Despite the fact that Ignatius speaks about the eucharist, 
theree is no ground to interpret the reference to Christ's resurrection against the 
backgroundd of some sort of mysterienhafies Verstandnis des Abendmahles. Ignatius 
referss to the concrete historical event of the resurrection and not to some sort of 
culticc transformation.446 In any event, the passage in Sm 7:1 once more indicates 
thatt Ignatius saw the resurrection of Christ as a resurrection of the flesh. 

Ignatius'' statements about the physical reality of Christ after the resurrection are 
significant.. Only here Ignatius speaks concretely about the precise nature of the 
resurrection.. The question, of course, remains whether the resurrection of Christ 

Cf.. also e.g. Acts 10:41; Sib. Or. 8.318-320; and Justin Dial. 51:2 (Goodspeed 150). Cf. also 
Philostratuss Vit. Apoll. 8.12. 

Seee for  a discussion of the problems involved: the references mentioned in chap 1.4.2e (n. 138). 

Soo also e.g. Van Eijk (1974) 104-107; contra Maurer  (1949) 97. 

444 4 

445 5 

446 6 
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andd that of ordinary Christians are of the same nature. Will Christians be raised 
inn the flesh, just as Christ? To answer this question we must now look at those 
passagess in which Ignatius speaks about the resurrection of all believers. 

9.49.4 The Resurrection of All Christians 
Fourr times Ignatius speaks about the resurrection of all Christians, either using the 
verbss dviaxajiav (once) or èyeipro (once), or the noun dtvaaxaaiq (twice). In 
generall  these four instances do not offer any information about Ignatius' ideas 
concerningg the concrete nature of the event. His references to the resurrection of 
thee believers are always quite abrupt, with the exception of Tr 9:2. Let me there-
foree begin by looking at this passage. 

Justt as Sm 2-8, the whole of Tr 9-11 is an emphatic warning against docetism. In 
Trr 9:1, Ignatius begins by pointing out that Jesus Christ was truly born, truly 
persecuted,, and truly crucified (cf. Sm 1-2). In Tr 9:2 he continues with the words: 
"[Jesuss Christ] who was also truly raised from the dead, his Father having raised 
him;; who - i.e. his Father - in the like fashion will so raise us also who believe 
inn him through Jesus Christ (6q KOU &A.T|SÜ><; ^yepon, &7tö veicpc&v, èysipavxog 
aÓTÖvv TOO naxpöq aóxoö, Kara TO ófioicona öq KOU447 f)jj.a<; TOUI; Tuaxeuov-
Taqq atiTCp oöxcoq èyspet ó 7taTf|p aÓTOö év Xpiax<§ 'Ir|aoö)." The close link 
betweenn Christ's resurrection and that of all those who believe in him is obvious. 
Thiss correlation conforms to what can be found, for instance, in the letters of 
Paul.4488 All in all, the message of Tr 9:2 is clear and seems to cohere with 
traditionall  eschatological expectations. At the end of time the Father will truly 
raisee the believers, just as he truly raised Christ under the rule of Pilate. Here in 
Ignatius,, it obviously means that the Father will raise the believers in the flesh, 
justt as he raised Christ in the flesh. It should be noticed that Ignatius uses the first 
personn plural. That is, he refers to the resurrection of the believers at the eschaton 
inn which he will also participate! 

Thee three other passages in which Ignatius speaks about the resurrection of all 
believerss are more cryptic. In the opening of his letter to the Trallians, Ignatius 
praisess his addressees as being "at peace in flesh and spirit by the suffering of 

Thiss is the reading of the Greek text of the MR (followed by Lightfoot). The sentence is 
obviouslyy an anacoluthon (nb the proleptic usage of the phrase KCCT& TÓ onoitouxx and especially 
thee double subject in the second relative clause). Editors have suggested the emendations &Q m i 
KotTdd TO onoiwua (Funk-Bihlmeyer and Camelot, following the Latin translation of MR), 06 
KOUU Kcaö TÓ óu.ota>u.a (Zahn), or oö Kam TÖ óux>io)|ia iaxi (Schoedel). Paulsen (1978) 65 
n.. 28 suggested to drop the second reference to the Father. All these emendations seem not really 
necessary. . 

Seee e.g. Rom 8:11; 1 Cor 6:14; 15:12-23; 2 Cor 4:14; 1 Thess 4:14; and especially Rom 6:5: 
"Forr if we have been united in a death like his, we will certainly be united with him in a 
resurrectionn like his (el yap au^cputoi yeyóvaiiEV x& óp.ouïm TOÖ Savcaou aCnoö, ctX^a 
icedd TTJ<; dvaaTctaeax; éaóue8a)." 
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Jesuss Christ, our hope, through resurrection unto him" (eipriveoouarj èv aapKÏ 
KOUU rcveujiaxi xcp Tidöei 'IrjCToO Xpwrxoö, xf|<; iXniboq fjjicbv, èv xfj eiq 
aóxövv dvaaxdaei). In the whole of this introductory laudation of the Trallians, 
thee eschatological notion seems of secondary importance, but it is certainly there. 
Ignatiuss first and foremost stresses the present blessedness of the believers who 
livee a new life in Christ. Yet, at the same time, this life holds a promise. The 
believerr has the hope of being raised unto Christ. According to Van Eijk, the 
additionn "unto him" (eiq aóxóv) suggests that Ignatius is thinking of a heavenly 
ascensionn unto Christ.449 But such a spiritualized conception of the resurrection 
wouldd stand in sharp contrast with the passage in Tr 9:1-2 (see above). It is quite 
unthinkablee that in one and the same letter Ignatius would emphatically deny a 
doceticc understanding of the resurrection and at the same time implicitly endorse 
suchh a view. Moreover, it seems that in Ignatius' letters the preposition eiq does 
nott always have a spatial connotation (see the discussion in § 2.5). Probably, 
"resurrectionn unto him" (Tr inscr) means nothing else than "resurrection in like 
manner""  (Tr 9:2).450 

Similarlyy terse as Tr inscr are the two remaining passages. Both occur in Ignatius' 
anti-doceticc polemics in Sm 2-8 (cf. § 9.3). In Sm 5:3, Ignatius states: "Indeed, I 
wouldd rather not even remember them [i.e. the names of the docetists], until they 
repentt in regard to the passion, which is our resurrection (dM,d [tr\&è  yévoixó 
u-oii  aóxcov u,vrmovsueiv, uixpi^ °^ u£xavof|CTtoaiv siq xö na&oc,, 6 éaxtv 
fm<5vv dvdcxaan;)." Van Eijk argues that the noun xö n&Soq here does not 
simplyy point to the passion of Christ. He notes that earlier in his argumentation 
Ignatiuss stressed the close link between the passion of Christ on the one hand, and 
thee death of the martyr (Sm 4:2) and the individual sufferings of the believers (Sm 
5:1)) on the other hand. According to Van Eijk the underlying concept is that the 
sufferingg Christian participates in the passion of Christ. Consequently, Van Eijk 
inferss that the noun na&oq in Sm 5:3 does not only refer to the passion of Christ, 
butt also indirectly to "the passion of the martyrs." And the passion of the martyr 
(xöö 7tddo<;) is his resurrection (ö êaxiv dvdaxaaiq): 'ia passion elle-même est 
saa montée vers Dieu."451 

Thiss interpretation of Sm 5:3 fails to carry conviction. First of all, Ignatius' 
argumentt in Sm 4:2 and 5:1 does not imply that the suffering Christian participates 
inn the passion of Christ (see chap. 2.4.2). Because of this - and Ignatius*  strictly 
christologicall  use of the noun nd3o<; elsewhere (see chap. 2.3.4c) - it is highly 
unlikelyy that xö nd&oq in Sm 5:3 refers to anything else but the passion of Christ. 

Vann Eijk (1974) 122: "L'expression ... suggère que dvdotaaiq est encore concue comme un 
mouvementt  ascendant vers le Christ." 

Cf.. the remark by Schoedel (1985) 137: "Bu t special attention given to the passion and the 
resurrectionn in this connection suggests that Ignatius already has in mind the theological problems 
discussedd later  in the letter;"  and the translation by Richardson (1953) 98: "Since we shall rise 
inn union with him." 

Vann Eijk (1974) 121. 
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Secondly,, the words "which is" (ö èoxiv) in the phrase "the passion which is our 
resurrection""  do not imply that passion and resurrection are (two aspects of) the 
samee thing. Ignatius' use of these words elsewhere makes it clear that the function 
off  the relative is to connect the two terms not so much for the purpose of equating 
themm as of setting them in a striking relation to each other.452 Thirdly, Ignatius' 
emphasiss on the fleshly reality of Christ's resurrection in Sm 2-3 makes it unlikely 
thatt he refers to a spiritual resurrection only two chapters later. 

AA more convincing interpretation of the passage in Sm 5:3 can easily be 
given.. Already in Sm 4:1 Ignatius asked the Smyrnaeans to pray for the docetists 
thatt somehow they may repent. In Sm 5:2 he calls them blasphemers of the Lord 
becausee they do not confess that Christ is the bearer of flesh. Finally, here in Sm 
5:33 he exhorts the docetists to repent "in regard to the passion." That is, he asks 
themm to recognize the true, fleshly, reality of the passion of Christ. Moreover, he 
addss the remark that it is only such a true passion in the flesh which guarantees 
"ourr resurrection." For if Christ suffered in appearance, there is no hope and no 
resurrectionn for us humans. Thus, it is clear that Ignatius here speaks of a resurrec-
tionn in the flesh, just as in Sm 3:1-3. 

Thee last relevant passage is quite similar to Sm 5:3. In Sm 7:1 Ignatius once more 
admonishess the docetists: "They who speak against the gift of God die in their 
disputing,, it would profit them to love so that they may also rise (oi ouv 
óivxiXéyovxsqóivxiXéyovxsq tfj Scoped TOÖ deoö au^rjToOvreg &7iodvfjoTcouaiv, auvécpepev 
5èè auxoïc; dcya7idv ïva mi dvaaTrómv)." Early on in Ignatian scholarship, the 
verbb dyaTtdv was taken to refer to the celebration of the love-feast or the euchar-
ist,, of which Ignatius speaks at the beginning of Sm 7:1.453 Accordingly, the 
relatedd Tva-clause was interpreted as referring to a cultic resurrection. Yet, rightly 
noo recent scholar seems to hold to this view. They agree that "to love" (dya7r.dv) 
heree refers to works of love. That is, Ignatius exhorts the docetists to take care of 
thee needy within the Christian community, something which they - at least 
accordingg to Ignatius - scorned to do (see Sm 6:2). The question remains what 
Ignatiuss here means by "to rise." 

Itt appears that the reference to the resurrection is triggered by the preceding 
statementt that the disputers die. The verb "to die" (dTtoovrjoKco) is most likely 
usedd metaphorically. Therefore, one could conclude that the same holds true with 
regardd to the verb "to rise" (dvicrcaiiai). In other words, one could infer that 
Ignatiuss here states that through works of love the docetists may overcome death 
andd participate in the new life in Christ, just as the other faithful members of the 
Christiann community.454 This interpretation is attractive, but must be rejected on 

Cf.. esp. Schoedel (1985) 98 and 235. 

Seee for references and a refutation of this view e.g. Van Eijk (1974) 114-115 and Schoedel 
(1985)) 241-242. 

Soo Lightfoot (1889) 2.307 and Grant (1966) 120 who refer to 1 John 3:14: "We know that we 
havee passed from death to life because we love one another. Whoever does not love abides in 
death;""  cf. also 1 John 2:10-11. 

452 2 

453 3 

454 4 
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secondd thoughts. Once more it should be noted that such a spiritualized conception 
off  the resurrection would stand in sharp contrast with Ignatius' emphasis on the 
fleshlyfleshly reality of the resurrection in Sm 2-3. 

Itt seems more likely that in Sm 7:1 too Ignatius points to the eschatological 
resurrectionn in the flesh.455 The reasoning seems to be that those who do not 
lovee have no hope. Only those who take care of the needy will rise at the end of 
time.. This would cohere with traditional Judeao-Christian ideas about judgment 
day.4566 Moreover, this interpretation of Sm 7:1 seems to be substantiated by the 
similarr argument in Sm 2:1: "He [i.e. Christ] truly suffered just as he also truly 
raisedd himself, not as some unbelievers [i.e. the docetists] say that he suffered in 
appearance,, whereas it is they who are (mere) appearance; and just as they think, 
soo it will happen to them, being bodiless and demonic." The docetists are (mere) 
appearancee now and will be so in the future. They will rise bodiless and demonic 
att the eschaton.457 Ignatius presents the denial of the reality of Christ's passion 
andd resurrection as the reason for future damnation, just as in Sm 7:1 he presents 
lovee as the gateway to future salvation. 

Inn sum, four times Ignatius speaks about the resurrection of all believers. Once he 
makess it explicitly clear that the believer will be raised in like fashion as Christ, 
i.e.. in the flesh (Tr 9:2). The remaining three passages are more terse (Tr inscr; 
Smm 5:3; 7:1), hut there are no indications that in these instances Ignatius refers to 
anotherr kind of resurrection. The view that in Tr inscr and Sm 7:1 resurrection is 
thoughtt of as an upward movement unto God has proven to be untenable. Thus for 
Ignatiuss resurrection - whether that of Christ in the past or that of the believers 
inn the future - always meant resurrection in the flesh. However, there remains one 
passagee which appears to challenge this conclusion. To this passage I will turn 
now. . 

9.59.5 The Resurrection of the Prophets (Mg 9:2) 
Inn his polemics against the Judaizers in Mg 8-10 (cf. § 5.2), Ignatius points to the 
examplee of the prophets from the Old Testament. He states that the divine prophets 
alreadyy lived according to Jesus Christ. For this reason they were even persecuted, 
beingg the disciples of Christ in the spirit. They looked forward to Christ as their 
teacher.. Then, in Mg 9:2 Ignatius ends his reference to the Old Testament prophets 
withh the absorbing statement: "And therefore he for whom they rightly waited 
camee and raised them from the dead (KOU 8id TOÖTO, ÖV 5IKCU©<; dvé^ievov, 
7tapö>vv ftyeipev aótouq èic veKp©v)." 

Soo Fischer  (1993) 211; and Van Eijk (1974) 115. 

Seee e.g. the description in Mt 25:34-36: at the parousia Christ will only bless those with eternal 
lif ee who fed the hungry, gave the thirstyy something to drink , and visited the imprisoned. Notably, 
thesee categories correspond with some of the works of love mentioned in Sm 6:2. 

Seee esp. Schoedel (1985) 225; and cf. Von Balthasar  (1984) 101. 
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Thesee words are rather enigmatic. It is clear that Ignatius deals with the issue 
off  the salvation of the prophets. Yet, whereas in Ph 5:2 Ignatius simply stated that 
thee prophets were saved in Christ and in Ph 9:1 that they entered into the unity of 
Godd through Christ, he here refers to their resurrection. The use of the aorist tense 
off  the verb eyeipco makes it highly unlikely that Ignatius refers to the resurrection 
off  the prophets at the eschaton.458 But to what kind of event does he then refer? 
Whenn were the prophets raised by Christ? Almost all modern scholars have 
suggestedd that Ignatius refers to the belief that after his death at the cross Christ 
descendedd into the underworld where he preached to the dead for three days so 
thatt those who had died before his coming would be saved too.459 Yet this inter-
pretationn of Mg 9:2 is not without its difficulties. 

Mostt importantly, it is unclear in what form Ignatius may have known this belief. 
Inn other words, it is hard to determine how and when this peculiar piece of early 
Christiann doctrine developed.460 In the Gospel of Matthew we can already find 
thee prophecy that "for three days and three nights the Son of Man will be in the 
heartt of the earth" (12:40); and the first references to some sort of descent can be 
foundd in the Pauline letters (Rom 10:7 and Eph 4:9). Yet it is only at the end of 
thee first century with the so-called first letter of Peter that we get a clear picture. 
Inn 1 Pet 3:19 it is stated that Christ "went and made proclamation to the spirits in 
prison""  (toïq êv cputaxKT) TIVSUUXXCJIV rcopeudeii; eicfjpu^ev). Undoubtedly, the 
wordd "prison" here refers to the underworld. Likewise in 1 Pet 4:6 it is said that 
"thee gospel was proclaimed even to the dead" (KCU veicpoïc; euT)yyeA.ï(Tdr|). The 
implicationn clearly is that this proclamation takes place so that also the dead may 
bee saved, but their lot is not spelled out more precisely. 

Inn early Christian literature from the second century onwards, references to 
Christ'ss proclamation in the underworld occur more frequently.461 Most interest-
ingg are probably those writings which clarify what happened to the dead after 
Christt had proclaimed the gospel to them. The so-called Epistola Apostolorum is 

Off  course, strictly speaking fjyeipev can also be read as an imperfective, but this seems less 
likely.. Cf. the aorist éaóör iaav in Ph 5:2. Lake (1912) 1.207 seems to have been the only scholar 
whoo thought that Mg 9:2 is "possibly a proleptic reference to final resurrection." 

Seee Lightfoot (1889) 2.131; Lake (1912) 1.207; Bauer (1920) 227; W. Bieder, Die Vorstellung 
vonvon derHollenfahrtJesu Christi (Zurich 1949) 141-144; Danielou (1958) 261-262; Grant (1966) 
63;; Camelot (1969) 89; Van Eijk (1974) 115-116; Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 54; Von Balthasar 
(1984)) 82; Schoedel (1985) 124; and Fischer (1993) 169. 

Seee on the issue e.g. Bieder (1949) 32-195; Danielou (1958) 257-273; and N. Brox, Der erste 
Pe/rusfcrie/(Neukirchen-Vluynn 1979) 182-189. 

Seee e.g. Ep. apost. 27; Sib. Or. 1.378; 8.310-313; Odes Sol. 42:11-20; Gos. Pet. 41; Justin Dial. 
72.44 (Goodspeed 182); Melito Pascha 102 (SC 123.122); Irenaeus Adv. Haer. 1.27.3; 3.20.4; 
4.22.1,, 27.2, 33.1, 12; 5.31.1 (SC 264.352; 211.396; 100.688, 738, 804; 153.390); Tertullian 
Anim.Anim. 55.1-4 (CCL 2.862); and especially the Descensus Christi ad inferos as found in de Gos. 
Nicod.Nicod. 17-27 (Ea 323-332; NTA 1.521 -526). Cf. also the tradition that the apostles - after having 
diedd - preached to those who had died before them, see e.g. Hermas 93.5-7; and Clement Strom. 
6.44.5,, 45.4, 46.2 (GCS 15.454). 
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uniquee in merely speaking of an ascension. In this writing - probably from the 
middlee of the second century CE -, it is said that Christ descended and preached 
too the righteous and to the prophets, "that they may come forth from the rest 
whichh is below into heaven."462 All the other writings which specify the lot of 
thosee who listened to Christ's preaching in Hades appear to speak of a fleshly 
resurrectionn followed by a heavenly ascension. The righteous rise and ascend 
togetherr with Christ, as "appendages of the Lord's resurrection."463 Some of 
thesee authors were clearly influenced by the remarkable tradition found in Mt 
27:52-53:: "The tombs also were opened, and many bodies of the saints who had 
fallenn asleep were raised. After his resurrection they came out of the tombs and 
enteredd the holy city and appeared to many (KCU xd nvTjueïa dve^x^^av Ka* 
7ioX.X.dd CTG&nata x©v KEKOIUTUI év<ov dyiov fiyépöncav Kai è^eXdóvxec; èic TCÖV 
fivr|(j,6i<Dvv |4,8xd xfjv ëyepaiv aóxou siCTf)XÖov ei<; xrjv dyiav nóXiv Kai 
èv8(pavÏCTÖrjaavv TIOAAO !<;)." The idea of a descent is absent in this passage, but 
thiss obviously did not stop early Christian thinkers to read this notion into the text. 
Thus,, the notion of Christ's descent into Hades after his death and the notion of 
thee resurrection of a multitude of people at his resurrection came to be linked. 
Whenn this combination happened for the first time cannot be determined. But it 
cannott be excluded that Ignatius was already familiar with this mixed tradition. 

Althoughh there are obviously similarities between Mg 9:2 and certain of the 
descensusdescensus ad inferos traditions, there are also important differences. First, Ignatius 
simplyy does not - at least not explicitly - refer to a descent into the underworld. 
Hee merely states that Christ "came," using the participle napóv.464 Notably, 
Ignatiuss is the first Christian author to use the corresponding noun rcapouaict with 
regardd to the "first coming" of Christ (Ph 9:2). It seems most likely that he meant 
thee same thing when using the verb ndpetua. The view that the participle rcapóv 
referss to Christ's descent into Hades is merely a guess. Second, Ignatius does not 
explicitlyy refer to another important element in many of the descensus ad inferos 
traditions,, namely: Christ's preaching to the dead. It is possible to read the sen-
tencee directly preceding the passage under discussion as a hint in this direction: 
"Christ,, our only teacher,... of whom the prophets also were disciples in the spirit, 
himm to whom they looked forward as their teacher" (Mg 9:1-2). Thus it may be 
arguedd that Ignatius implied: the prophets looked forward to Christ as their 
teacher,, and he eventually came to them to teach them. Yet, whether this is really 
whatt Ignatius intended remains doubtful. 

Ep.Ep. apost. 27 (translation of the Ethiopic version according to NTA 1.265). Schlier (1929) 73-76 
seess this passage as proof for an earlier tradition which spoke of Christ's post mortem ascent (!) 
too a supra-mundane sphere in which those who had died earlier waited. His reconstruction of this 
traditionn is highly speculative and based on later Mandaeic writings. 

Soo Tertullian Anim. 55.4 (CCL 2.862); see also e.g. Gos. Nicod. 24-25; Origen Comm. in Matt. 
(GCSS 41.230); Eusebius HE 1.13.20 (GCS 9,1.96); Dent. Ev. 10.8.64 (GCS 23.483); and the LR 
versionn of Tr 9:2 (Funk-Diekamp 2.104). 

Camelott (1969) 89 and Van Eijk (1974) 115 choose to translate this participle with "par sa 
presence." " 
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Inn sum, it is uncertain whether in Mg 9:2 Ignatius hints at Christ's descent into 
Hades.. On the other hand, the past tense of the verb eyeip© and the participle 
7tapcovv make it likely that he refers to an event during Christ's first coming on 
earth.. Ignatius does not specify the precise nature of the resurrection of the 
prophets.. Yet the circumstantial evidence of the early Christian traditions almost 
unanimouslyy points in the direction of a concrete resurrection in the flesh followed 
byy an ascension into heaven.465 Thus, although the resurrection of the prophets 
iss unique in the sense that it takes place before the eschatological resurrection, it 
cannott be taken to corroborate the notion of a special resurrection of the martyr 
inn heaven. 

9.69.6 The Resurrection of the Martyr 
Ass in the previous paragraphs of this chapter, the question has to be raised of the 
possiblee traditio-historical background, in this case, of Ignatius' notion of the 
resurrection.. Of course, the issue is far too complicated to be dealt with in all its 
complexities.. Moreover, it must be realized that what could be called systematic 
reflectionss on the resurrection of the dead only started to develop in the second 
halff  of the second century CE.466 Yet, one aspect deserves our full attention, that 
is:: those early Jewish and Christian traditions in which is spoken of the resurrec-
tionn of the martyr. 

Mostt decisive in this respect is the monograph of U. Kellermann (1979).467 

Thiss German scholar argued that in the Hellenistic-Jewish writing called Second 
MaccabeesMaccabees the resurrection of the martyr is viewed as a resurrection in heaven 
immediatelyy after death, this in contrast with the eschatological resurrection which 
wil ll  take place at the end of time and in the flesh. Moreover, he claimed that this 
notionn of a so-called "martyrological resurrection" could also be found in many 
laterr Hellenistic-Jewish and Christian writings, including the letters of Ignatius.468 

Especiallyy several Dutch scholars have endorsed Kellermann's observations. More 
inn particular, they have elaborated his suggestion that the first Christian believers 
understoodd Christ's resurrection too as a martyrological resurrection in heaven.469 

Thee attempts of these scholars to demonstrate this challenging theory from the 

Vann Eijk (1974) 117-118 seems to be overcautious when he states that in this case it is illegit-
imatee to ask whether Ignatius thinks of a spiritual or corporeal resurrection. 

Seee esp. (Ps.-)Justin De resurrectione (if authentic: before  165), Athenagoras De resurrectione 
mortuorummortuorum (shortly after 177); and Tertullian De resurrectione mortuorum (  207-220). 

U.. Kellermann, Auferstanden in den Himmel. 2 Makkabaer 7 und und die Auferstehung der Martyrer 
(Stuttgartt 1979). 

Kellermannn (1979) 64-65, 80-134 (p. 131 with regard to Ignatius). 

Kellermannn (1979) 64, cf. 134-142; H.J. de Jonge, "De opstanding van Jezus. De joodse traditie 
achterr een christelijke belijdenis," in: T. Baarda, H.J. de Jonge, M.J.J. Menken, eds., Jodendom 
enen vroeg Christendom: continuïteit en discontinuïteit (Kampen 1991) 47-61; and J. Holleman, 
ResurrectionResurrection and Parousia. A Traditio-Historical Study of Paul 's Eschatology in 1 Corinthians 
1515 (Leiden 1996) 139-157 (references to Ignatius on p. 147 n. 7 and 154 n. 1). 

465 5 

466 6 

467 7 

468 8 

469 9 
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earliestt traceable phraseology concerning the belief in Jesus' resurrection cannot 
bee discussed here. 

Mostt importantly, we need to look at those passages in early Jewish and 
Christiann writings which speak about the resurrection of a believer who suffers a 
violentt death. I will restrict myself to those passages in which is spoken of a 
resurrectionn expressis verbis. In other words, I will only deal with those instances 
inn which the verbs dvicmmi/eyeip<D or the noun dvdcrcacK; are used, and leave 
asidee all those cases in which is referred to some sort of heavenly exaltation after 
death.. Surprisingly enough, itt happens that this restriction limits the number of the 
relevantt passages considerably.470 In what follows, I will respectively look at a) 
thee Hellenistic-Jewish tradition, b) the New Testament, and c) the later Christian 
tradition. . 

a)) The Hellenistic-Jewish Tradition. The views on the possibility and the nature 
off  a life after death vary greatly in the Hellenistic-Jewish tradition.471 Systematic 
reflectionss are rare. Sometimes even within one and the same writing, completely 
differentt notions appear to stand side by side. Resurrection is frequently spoken 
off  in the context of the divine judgement at the end of time. Yet, the notion also 
turnss up in other contexts. 

Mostt notable is the Hellenistic-Jewish writing called 2 Maccabees, - probably 
datingg from the second century BCE - in which is spoken about the resurrection 
inn the context of the violent death of the heroes of the true faith. In 2 Mace 7, the 
storyy is told about the execution of seven brothers and their mother during the 
reignn of Antiochus Epiphanes. According to Kellermann this story is very much 
dominatedd by the idea of a resurrection. He even speaks about a "theologisches 
Traktatt über die Auferstehung."472 

Theree are two passages in 2 Mace 7 in which the verb dvirjrr)Ui and the 
nounn &vd<Tracn<; occur. Both record the last words of one of the seven brothers. 
Whenn the second brother is at his last breath, he addresses the Seleucid king with 
thee words (7:9): "You accursed wretch, you dismiss us from the present life, but 
thee King of the universe will raise us up to an everlasting renewal of life (Su (lev, 

Cf.. Kellermann (1979) 130: "Der Auferstehungsbegriff for die postmortale himmlische Erhöhung 
derr Martyrer begegnet nicht oft; die Sache ist aber liberal 1 voraugesetzt." In my opinion, the last 
inferencee is unfounded. 

Seee e.g. P. Hoffmann, Die Toten in Christus (Munster 1966) 81-155; G. Sternberger, Der Leib 
derder Auferstehung (Rome 1972); G.W.E. Nickelsburg, Resurrection, Immortality and Eternal Life 
inin Intertestamental Judaism (Cambridge 1972); H. Cavallin, Life after Death (Lund 1974); U. 
Fischer,, Eschatologie und Jenseitserwartungen im hellenistischen Diasporajudentum (Berlin 
1978);; and H. Cavallin, "Leben nach dem Tode im Spatjudentum und im fruhen Christentum. 
I.. Spatjudentum," ANRW Principat 19,1: Religion (Berlin 1979) 240-345. 

Kellermannn (1979) 35-40. See for a critique on Kellermann's one sided assessment of the story 
e.g.. J.W. van Henten, De joodse martelaren als grondleggers van een nieuwe orde. Een studie 
uitgaandeuitgaande van 2 en 4 Makkabeeën (Diss.; Leiden 1986) 114-117. 
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aX&GTcap,aX&GTcap, èK TOO Tiapóvxoq r\\idq Cfiv dnok6tiq, ó 6è xou KOCT^OÖ PamAsüc; 
.... eiq aicoviov avapiGKJiv Cpyf\q rïndq dvaaxfJCTEi)." When the fourth brother 
iss near death, he utters his trust in God and disdain for his persecutors in similar 
termss (7:14): "One cannot but choose to die at the hands of mortals and to cherish 
thee hope God gives of being raised again by him, but for you there will be no 
resurrectionn to life (Aipexöv nexaAXdoxrovxac; im' dvöpórccov xdq Cmö xou 
öeoöö 7tpo05oKdv èA.7ii8a<; 7tdA.iv dvaaxrjaeaSai UTt'auxoG, aoi fièv yap 
dvaaxaaiqq eiq ĉof]v OÜK ëcrxcu)." 

Bothh brothers speak of a vindication of those who die for the divine laws. 
Althoughh evil seems to prevail at the moment of the persecutions, this is not really 
thee case. In the near future the roles will be reversed. The contrast is manifest. The 
Seleucidd king Antiochus will die,473 and the Jewish heroes will live. Unfortunate-
lyy for the modern scholar, time and place of this restoration to life are not spec-
ified.. As I already said, Kellermann and some other scholars interpret the two 
passagess as referring to a special resurrection of the martyr in heaven immediately 
afterr death.474 Two general observations are thought to substantiate this view. 
Firstly,, the eschatological perspective seems absent from the whole of 2 Macca-
bees.. Hope is directed to the event of the final liberation of the Jewish people 
fromfrom their lawless oppressors rather than to the eschaton. Secondly, the two 
brotherss seem to speak exclusively of their own resurrection. There are no hints 
thatt other faithful Jews will also await a resurrection. These two observations are 
correct,, but hardly conclusive. It is more important to look at the positive argu-
mentss of Kellermann and others. Are there any indications in 2 Mace 7 that the 
brotherss expected to be raised in heaven directly after death? 

Firstt of all, it has been pointed out that there is a close link between the two 
eventss of death and vindication. This correlation is expressed most strongly in the 
speechh of the youngest of the seven brothers who dies last. He reflects on the lot 
off  his six brothers who showed him the way in dying nobly. The passage (2 Mace 
7:36)) is not without its textual and interpretative problems,475 but could probably 

Seee 2 Mace 9:28. The notion of retaliation is emphasized strongly in 2 Mace, cf. e.g. 3:38; 4:42; 
5:10;; 8:34-35; 13:8; and 15:32-35. 

Kellermannn (1979) e.g. 19, 63-64, 78-80; so also De Jonge (1991) 50-52; Holleman (1996) 145-
149;; and Van Henten (1997) 180-181. S. Zeitlin; S. Tedesche, The Second Book of Maccabees 
(Neww York 1954) 55-56 thinks that a very concrete resurrection of the flesh was intended. 
Likewisee Sternberger (1972) 5-25 speaks about a new life on earth. His effort to understand the 
notionn of resurrection against the background of the general anthropology of 2 Mace is praise-
worthy;; cf. W. Marchel, "De resurrectione et de retributione statim post mortem secundum 2 
Mach.. comparandum cum 4 Mach.," VD 34 (1956) 327-341; and Hoffmann (1966) 92-94. Most 
otherr scholars are more cautious and hesitant to give definite answers with regard to time and 
place,, see e.g. Nickelsburg (1972) 94-111; Cavallin (1974) 111-115; J.T. Nelis, // Makkabeeën 
uituit de grondtekst vertaald en uitgelegd (Bussum 1975) 36-37, 168-169, 173; C. Habicht, 2. Mak-
kabaerbuchkabaerbuch (Gütersloh 1976) 187; and Van Henten (1986) 119. 

Seee esp. H. Bückers, "Das ewige Leben in 2 Makk 7:36," Biblica 21 (1940) 406-412; and cf. 
F.M.. Abel, Les Livres des Maccabées (Paris 1949) 381; Hoffmann (1966) 93-94; Cavallin (1974) 
112;; Nelis (1975) 174; Habicht (1976) 237; Kellermann (1979) 32, 79; Van Henten (1986) 85; 
Hollemann (1996) 146-147; and Van Henten (1997) 175. 
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bestt be translated with: "For our brothers after enduring a brief pain for eternal life 
havee now fallen under the covenant of God (oi u£v yap vöv fiuixepoi a8eX,(f>oi 
Ppaxuvv ónevéyKavxeq TTÓVOV aevdou ĉofjc; órcö 8iadf|Kr|v öeoö TreTctÓKa-
aiv).""  The six older brothers have now (vöv) - i.e. now that they have died for 
thee laws - proven to belong to the covenant. The contrast between the brevity of 
thee pain and suffering and the eternity of the reward stands out. It has been argued 
thatt suffering and eternal life are so closely connected that one can only come to 
thee conclusion that the termination of the suffering is perceived as the beginning 
off  the eternal life, or - in other words - that the brothers are raised immediately 
afterr death.476 Yet this argumentation fails to carry conviction.477 Most notably, 
thee youngest brother does not say that his brothers are now enjoying eternal life, 
butt merely that they have now fallen under the covenant of God.478 It should be 
noticedd that the passage continues with a reference to the future punishment of 
Antiochuss by the judgement of God. The main point seems to be the opposition 
betweenn the reward of the faithful Jewish martyrs (oi uiv) and the punishment 
off  the lawless Antiochus (aö 5é). When and where this settlement - may it be 
vindicationn or damnation - will take place is left unsaid. Notably, this unclarity 
wass resolved by the author of 4 Mace.479 

Inn brief, the story of the violent death of the seven brothers and their mother 
inn 2 Mace 7 does not contain indications when and where the martyrs will be 
raised.. Therefore the view that they will be raised in heaven immediately after 
deathh cannot be substantiated from the direct context. Yet there are at least two 
otherr passages in the rest of 2 Mace which have been thought to support this 
notionn of a martyrological resurrection, namely 2 Mace 15:12-16 and 12:43-44. 
Lett me look at these briefly. 

Inn 2 Mace 15:12-16, Judas Maccabeus is told to have related a dream or a 
visionn to his soldiers to cheer them before the battle against Nicanor. In this dream 
twoo persons appear to Judas: Onias the high priest who prays with outstretched 
handss for the whole body of the Jews, and Jeremiah the prophet of God who gives 
Judass a golden sword. It has been argued that Onias and Jeremiah here are pres-
entedd as exemplary martyrs who encourage the soldiers from heaven. That is, they 
alreadyy are enjoying a new life after being raised in heaven immediately after 
death.4800 However, this interpretation does not have much to commend it. First 

Soo De Jonge (1991) 51; and Holleman (1996) 147; cf. Cavallin (1979) 282. 

Cf.. e.g. Biickers (1940) 412; Marchel (1956) 335-336; Hoffmann (1966) 93-94; and Sternberger 
(1972)) 21-22. 

Unless,, of course, the genitive ctevdou C<*>fK is taken with the following vmö 8iaSf]Kr|v, which 
seemss highly unlikely, see e.g. Holleman (1996) 147. See for  the use of the expression ninxa» 
Ü7ióó in the sense of "t o belong to:"  Van Henten (1997) 175 n. 219. 

Inn 4 Mace the heavenly vindication of the Maccabean martyr s is balanced by the punishment of 
thee tyrant Antiochus not only in this lif e but also after  death (see e.g. 4 Mace 12:18 and 18:5), 
aa notion which is completely lacking in 2 Mace! 

Seee Kellermann (1979) 86-87; Van Henten (1986) 118-119; De Jonge (1991) 50-51; Holleman 
(1996)) 148; and Van Henten (1997) 181. 
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off  all, it should be noted that Judas Maccabeus relates a dream (15:11)! The 
passage,, therefore, has no real value in determining the narrator's opinions about 
lif ee after death.481 More importantly, neither Onias nor Jeremiah is presented as 
aa martyr. The murder of Onias is related in 2 Mace 4:34, but his death has nothing 
glorious.. The death of Jeremiah is not alluded to at all. In contrast, the description 
off  the two figures at the beginning of the dream points in a different direction. 
Oniass is described as a man of modest bearing and gentle manner, well-trained 
fromfrom childhood (15:12), Jeremiah as a grey-haired man with dignity and authority; 
neitherr are examples of bravery and self-sacrifice. Obviously, the function of the 
dreamm is to call into remembrance the piety of illustrious ancestors and their 
supportt for the good cause. Indirectly, the vision also calls forth the divine support 
forr the Maccabean cause. It should be noted that the idea of a reward after death 
iss not mentioned at all. 

Thee other passage outside 2 Mace 7 which has been interpreted as referring 
too the resurrection of the martyr immediately after death is 2 Mace 12:43-44.482 

Itt is the only passage - besides 2 Mace 7:9 and 14 - in which the resurrection 
terminologyy occurs. In 2 Mace 12:32-45, the narrator tells us that Judas Maccabeus 
wentt to the battlefield to burry the corpses of those who had fallen. He discovers 
thatt every soldier who had fallen was wearing tokens of the idols of Jamnia under 
hiss tunic. He concludes that this was the reason these men had died. He takes up 
aa collection to provide for a sin offering. Then follows the comment of the 
narratorr (12:43-44): "In doing this he acted very well and honourably, taking 
accountt of the resurrection, for if he were not expecting that those who had fallen 
wouldd rise again, it would have been superfluous and foolish to pray for the dead 
(7ictvuu Ka)i(bq KCU ÓLOxeimq 7ipdTT(ov ónèp dvaCTTdoeox; Sia^oyi^ou-evoq, ei 
\ir\\ir\  yap xoviq 7tpo7t87tTG)KÓTa<; &vaarfjvai 7rpoae5ÓKCt, rcepiaaöv Kat Xr|pG)58<; 
Ó7tèpp v£Kpê)v eöxeaöai)." The assumption clearly is that the soldiers are not 
raisedd immediately after death. They must first be purified by way of a sin 
offering.. Only then they are able to receive their reward. When this will take place 
iss not specified. In any event, some kind of intermediate state seems to be presup-
posed.. Therefore, the eschatological resurrection may well be meant here,483 but 
aa definite decision cannot be made. 

Inn short, the evidence for the view that the author of 2 Mace believed in a special 
resurrectionn of the martyr in heaven immediately after death is weak. On the other 
hand,, there are indications that the author intended something quite different. Of 
foremostt importance is the fact that the whole of 2 Mace 7 is dominated by the 
conceptt of a restoration. It is said again and again that the demolished bodies of 

Soo also e.g. Cavallin (1974) 114; and Sternberger (1972) 11-12 who refers to OT passages such 
ass 1 Sam 28:12-14. 

Seee Holleman (1996) 147 and De Jonge (1991) 52. 

Cf.. e.g. Van Henten(1997) 181-182; Cavalin(1974) 116 n. 20; and Hoffmann (1966)94.2 Mace 
6:23,, possibly, also points in this direction: "He [i.e. Eleazar] declared himself quickly, telling 
themm to send him to Hades." 
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thee martyrs will be restored by the Almighty God. This revivification is not only 
verbalizedd by the verb aviarT|ua, but also by the verb &7toSi5cofii and the verb 
KoiiiCpnax. KoiiiCpnax. 

Inn 2 Mace 7:11, the third of the seven brothers is told to have put out his 
tonguee and stretched forth his hands courageously, and to have said: "From him 
[i.e.. God] I hope to get them back again (nap*  aóxoö TauTa 7taA,tv kXniCfa 
Koniaaadai).""  Likewise the mother is praised because she encouraged her sons 
withh the words (7:23): "The Creator ... will give life and breath back to you again 
(ÓÓ TOO KOCTUOU KTlOTTiq... TO 7TVEÜ|ia Kal TTJV C,(üf\V ÜUAV TC&X.IV a7co8i5ö)aiv)." 
Shee cheers her youngest son with the words (7:29): "Accept death so that in God's 
mercyy I may get you back again along with your brothers (auv TOK; aöetapoïq 
CTOüCTOü KO|iicra>|!ai ae)." Most striking is undoubtedly the narrator's account of 
Razis**  death (14:46): "He tore out his entrails ... calling upon the Lord of life and 
spiritt to give them back to him again (tauta amo) nakiv &7to5oövai)." 

Thee vivid language of these passages is unambiguous. The words completely 
loosee their meaning and force when they are understood as speaking about some 
kindd of spiritual body in the Pauline sense (1 Cor 15:44). Why should a spiritual 
bodyy have a tongue, hands, and even entrails?484 Quite obviously, the Maccabean 
martyrss hoped to be raised in the flesh. They, therefore, cannot have thought of 
aa resurrection in heaven. 

Moreover,, it should be noticed that the recreation of the martyr is compared 
withh the conception of a child in the womb of its mother in 7:22-23 and the 
creationn of the cosmos out of nothing in 7:28.485 Obviously creation and recre-
ationn are seen as analogous events, both are miracles worked by the Almighty God 
whichh surpass human understanding. Probably, the author of 2 Maccabees inserted 
thesee references to the omnipotence of the Creator not only to glorify God, but 
alsoo to deal with the scepticism of those who asked themselves how the bodies of 
thee brothers - which were wrecked so thoroughly - could ever be restored.486 

Suchh an anxiety over the resurrection of the annihilated body is well-known 
fromfrom later Christian martyrological writings487 and theological treatises on the 

Cf.. Nickelsburg (1972) 103-108 who argues that the notion of restoration in 2 Mace should be 
understoodd against the background of Isaianic traditions. Nickelsburg's attempts to reconstruct 
thee genesis of 2 Mace 7 should be judged critically , but he is quite right  in pointing out that the 
Oldd Testament forms a more appropriate background to understand the notion of restoration than 
Platonicc tradition s about immortalit y and eternal life. 

Cf.. on these verses e.g. Van Henten (1997) 176-180 and Kellermann (1979) 68-71. 

Notee also that the denial of the possibility of a resurrection is a classical topos in Greek and 
Romann literature, see e.g. Homer //. 21.56; 24.550-551; Aeschylus Ag. 569; 1360-1361; Eum. 
648;;  and Lucretius De Re. Nat. 3.929-930. Cf. further  A. Oepke, "AVIOTTIU I  KTA..,"  TWNT 
1.369-370;;  and Wedderbum (1987) 181-183. 

Bestt  known is the passage in Mart. Ludg., Eusebius HE 5.1.62-63 (GCS 9,1.426), see below 
underr  § 9.6c. Cf. on the issue esp. Bynum (1995) 43-51: "Resurrection was finally  not so much 
thee triump h of martyr s over  pain and humiliation as the triump h of martyrs' bodies over 
fragmentation,, scattering, and the loss of a final resting place"  (p. 51). 
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resurrectionn of the dead. In early Christian and Jewish literature two different 
solutionss with regard to this dilemma can be distinguished. One tradition strongly 
emphasizess the omnipotence of God the Creator who is able to restore the earthly 
bodyy out of the tiniest scraps and pieces, or even out of nothing. Another tradition 
pointss out that the resurrection is a transformation process. The annihilation of the 
earthlyy body is not an obstacle, but far more a necessity to rise. The earthly body 
mustt die so that the heavenly body may rise (see esp. 1 Cor 15:35-49). It seems 
quitee obvious that 2 Mace 7 should be understood against the background of the 
formerr tradition. 

Inn conclusion, it seems that the notion of resurrection in 2 Mace 7 should be 
understoodd against the background of the major theme of restoration. What is 
destroyedd by Antiochus will be restored by God. The concept of a transformation 
seemss completely absent in 2 Mace 7. Likewise, the ideas of an ascension unto 
heavenn and (a yearning for) a heavenly existence in the presence of God after 
deathh play no role in 2 Mace. If these observations are correct, it becomes quite 
understandablee why the author of 4 Mace omitted all references to a restoration 
-- including the verb dviaxr||ii - from his account of the deaths of the Maccabean 
martyrs.. The notion of a restoration did not fit in with his conception of a life 
afterr death in heaven in the presence of the Lord and the patriarchs.489 

Thus,, the resurrection of the Maccabean martyrs in 2 Mace 7 must probably 
bee understood in terms of a resurrection of the fleshly body. The question, of 
course,, remains when this restoration or resurrection of the wrecked bodies of the 
martyrss would take place. The author of 2 Mace does not give us any clues. His 
interestss lie elsewhere. Yet, despite the absence of eschatological notions in this 
writing,, the most obvious answer is that the resurrection will take place at the 
eschaton.. If so, 2 Mace 7 offers a remarkable parallel to Ignatius. Just as Ignatius 
wil ll  rise at the eschaton because he dies willingly for God, the Maccabean martyrs 
wil ll  rise at the end of time because they remain faithful to God and his laws. In 
bothh writings, the resurrection does not seem to be a special prize for the martyr, 
butt the common hope of all true believers. 

Theree are several other passages in the Hellenistic-Jewish tradition which have 
beenn identified as referring to a special resurrection in heaven before the (general) 
resurrectionn at the end of time. However, as I have already noted, the resurrection 
terminologyy occurs only rarely. Kellermann refers to two passages from the so-
calledd testament literature which are worth mentioning: TBen 10:6 and TJob 

Seee e.g. Irenaeus Adv. Haer. 5.3.2 (SC 153.44); Tatian Or. 6 (Goodspeed 273); Athenagoras Res. 
2-100 (SC 379.218-252); and Tertullian Res. 11 (CCL 2.934). 

Seee 4 Mace 5:37; 7:19; 9:8, 22; 10:15; 13:17; 14:5; 15:3; 16:25; 17:5, 11, 18; and 18:23. The 
possiblee exception is 4 Mace 18:17: "He confirmed the query of Ezekiel: Shall these dry bones 
live?""  See further e.g. Van Henten (1997) 182-184. 
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4:9.. Yet, neither of these stands in an explicit martyrological context. There-
fore,, I will discuss them only briefly. 

Thee first text belongs to the so-called Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, 
aa writing which is - in its original form - probably roughly contemporary with 2 
Mace.4911 TBen 10:6 tells us about the resurrection of certain patriarchs: "And 
thenn you will see Enoch and Seth and Abraham and Isaac and Jacob rising on his 
rightright hand in joy (&vuTrau,évou<; éK Se îróv èv dyaXAidaei)."492 It is true 
thatt the resurrections of the other patriarchs (10:7) and all other people (10:8) only 
followw after the resurrection of these five figures, but this certainly does not point 
too a fundamental difference between the resurrections of the three groups. Despite 
somee hierarchical order, the whole of TBen 10:6-8 should be interpreted as a 
descriptionn of the resurrection at the end of time.493 This conclusion is substanti-
atedd by the fact that the idea of a resurrection occurs frequently in the Testaments 
ofof the Twelve Patriarchs and in every one of these instances seems to refer to the 
eschatologicall  resurrection.494 

Thee second passage is from the Testament of Job, a writing which must be 
datedd at least a century later than Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. In this 
writingg the idea of a resurrection at the end of time is juxtaposed to the idea of an 
assumptionn into heaven immediately after death.495 This discord of different 
conceptionss of afterlife - resurrection versus heavenly existence - can be found 
inn many Jewish and Christian writings and should not surprise us. In any event, 
thee two ideas can and should not be harmonized into the one concept of a heaven-
lyy resurrection immediately after death. Therefore, Kellerman wrongly quotes TJob 
4:7-99 as a proof-text for the idea of a heavenly resurrection. In this passage, an 
angell  tells Job that the Lord says: "I will return you again to your goods. It will 
bee paid to you doubly, so you may know that the Lord is impartial - rendering 

Kellermannn (1979) 64-65; cf. Holleman (1996) 153. 

So,, at least, H.C. Kee in OTP 1.777-778 and J. Becker, Die Testamente der zwölf Patriarchen 
(Güterslohh 1974) 25. R.H. Charles in APOT 2.289 gives a date around 137-107 BCE. M. de Jonge 
andd some others have argued that the writin g is essentially a Christian document composed in 
thee second century CE, see e.g. the collection of essays: M. de Jonge, ed., Studies on the 
TestamentsTestaments of the Twelve Patriarchs (Leiden 1975). 

Thiss is the translation of R.H. Charles in APOT 2.359; H.C. Kee in OTP 1.828 translates: "  ... 
beingg raised up at the right hand in great joy."  The Greek can be found in PTVG 1,2.177. Cf. on 
thiss writin g in general: Hoffmann (1966) 128-131; Sternberger  (1972) 63-72; and Cavallin (1974) 
53-57. . 

Soo most scholars, see literatur e mentioned in the following footnote; Becker  (1974) 137; and 
H.W.. Hollander, M. de Jonge, The Testaments of of the Twelve Patriarchs. A Commentary (Leiden 
1985)) 437, 439. 

Seee TSim 6:7; TJud 25:1-5; TZeb 10:2; TBen 10:6-8; cf. TLev 18:14; and TDan 5:11-13. Despite 
thee fact that the idea of an eschatological resurrection seems to dominate in this writing , the 
notionn of an eternal lif e immediately after  death can also be found, see esp. TAsh 6:5-6. Cf. 
furtherr  e.g. Hoffmann (1966) 128-131; Sternberger  (1972) 63-72; and Cavallin (1974) 53-57. 

Cf.. TJob 4:9 and 40:4 with 39:12-13; 40:3; 41:4; and 52:2-12. Cf. further  e.g. Cavallin (1974) 
160-163;;  and Holleman (1996) 153. 
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goodd things to each one who obeys. And you shall be raised up in the resurrection 
(icaii  èy£p9fJCTr| êv xrj dvctaxdaei)." Here is most likely hinted at the eschatol-
ogicall  event.496 

b)) The New Testament. There are at least three passages in the New Testament 
whichh have been identified as referring to a special resurrection of the martyr.497 

Off  foremost importance are Paul's words in Phil 3:11. This puzzling passage needs 
carefull  analysis. The other two instances - Heb 11:35 and Rev 20:4-5 - can be 
discussedd more briefly. 

Inn Phil 3:10-11 Paul states: "I want to know him [i.e. Christ] and the power of his 
resurrectionn and the sharing of his suffering by becoming like him in his death; if 
somehoww I may attain the resurrection from the dead (TOÖ yvoavai aOxov Kai 
xf|vv Suvajiiv xfjc; dvaaxdaeax; auxoö Kai [xf|v] Koivcoviav [xróv] TtaSrmdxcov 
aóxoö,, auLLfAopcpî  ó\xtvoq x(p Savdx(p aüxou, el 7ia><; Kaxavxfjao) siq xf|v 
è^avdaxaaivv xf|v èic v8Kpti>v)." 

Severall  scholars interpreted the last part of this passage as expressing Paul's 
hopee to participate in a resurrection other than the resurrection of all believers at 
thee parousia. Some scholars held that Paul spoke of the special resurrection of the 
martyrr in heaven immediately after death,498 or even of the resurrection of all 
believerss in heaven immediately after death.499 Others argued that Paul hinted 
att the "first resurrection," i.e. the special resurrection of the martyrs on earth as 
describedd in the Revelation of John (20:4-5).5001 will briefly consider what seem 
too have been the three most important arguments adduced in support of these 
views.501 1 

First,, scholars pointed to the construction of el n(aq in combination with a 
subjunctive.. Although it is still denied by some, it seems quite sure that the 

Cf.. the remarks by R.P. Spittler in OTP 1.841 note c. 

Theree are other passages in the New Testament which have been identified as such but do not 
containn the resurrection terminology, so e.g. Phil 1:23; 2 Tim 2:11-13; 1 Pet 4:19; Rev 2:10; 
3:21;; 6:11; and 7:14. 

Seee Lohmeyer (1961) 141; T.E. Pollard, "Martyrdom and Resurrection in the New Testament," 
BJRLBJRL 55 (1972-73) 245-246; Kellermann (1979) 109-113; Hollemann (1996) 154-155; and cf. 
E.. Stauffer, Die Theologie des Neuen Testaments (Stuttgart 41948) 165. 

Seee e.g. C.H. Hunzinger, "Die Hoffhung angesichts des Todes im Wandel der paulinischen 
Aussagen,""  Leben angesichts des Todes (Tubingen 1968) 86-87; and P. Volz, Die Eschatologie 
derder jüdischen Gemeinde im neutestamentlichen Zeitatter (Tubingen 1934) 270. 

Seee R.E. Otto, "I f Possible I May Attain the Resurrection from the Dead (Philippians 3:11)," 
CBQCBQ 54 (1995) 324-340. 

Otherr arguments - such as Paul's use of martyrological themes throughout the letter or his 
allegedd acquaintance with the idea of the heavenly vindication of the martyr - are merely 
circumstantiall  and will , therefore, not be discussed. 
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constructionn expresses some doubt or hesitation. That is, Paul seems uncertain 
whetherr he will be worthy to participate in the resurrection. It has been argued that 
Paul,, therefore, cannot have meant the general resurrection of the dead. For if all 
wil ll  rise - i.e. even the unjust - there is never any reason to doubt about one's 
resurrection.. This observation seems valid. However, from this it does not follow 
thatt Paul here speaks of a special resurrection which is an exclusive reward for the 
believerr who maintains his confession in the face of martyrdom. Rather Paul seems 
too presume that only the true believer will rise. That is, he does not speak about 
aa general resurrection but about a resurrection of the righteous.503 It should be 
noticedd that the phrase "being conformed to his death" (auu^opqu^óiisvoc; x<p 
&avdxq>> aóxoö) does not refer to Paul's actual death as a martyr but to the whole 
off  his life as a life in Christ. Moreover, the passage has a paradigmatic tenor. In 
Phill  3:4b-14 Paul presents his personal history as an example for all believers,504 

justt as he had done with Christ's life and death in Phil 2:5-11. The implication 
clearlyy is that conformation to Christ's death is a "condition" to attain the resurrec-
tion,, not only for Paul but for all believers. Or, as the apostle puts it elsewhere: 
iff  we share in his sufferings, we will share in the future resurrection (Rom 8:17; 
cf.. 2 Tim 2:11-13). Surely these passages should not merely be read as exhorta-
tionss to martyrdom! Still, the way in which Paul speaks about suffering and death 
ass a proviso for future resurrection is closely parallelled in Ignatius. 

Second,, scholars have pointed to the highly unusual phrase f| e^avdaxaaiq 
fll  èK v£Kpa>v, a hapax in all extant early Christian literature. It has been noted that 
Paull  uses the prepositional expression èK veicpc&v almost exclusively with regard 
too the resurrection of Christ (exceptions are Rom 6:13 and 11:15), whereas he uses 
aa simple genitive (dvdaxaaiq veicpoov) when he speaks about the eschatological 
resurrection.5055 From this correspondence of language, it has been concluded that 
inn Phil 3:11 Paul expresses his hope to be raised like Christ, that is, before the 
eschatologicall  resurrection. This argumentation fails to carry conviction. 

Mostt notably, it seems that there are indications which point in exactly the 
oppositee direction. For the unusual noun e^avdaxaau; stands in contrast with the 
nounn dvdaxaaic; in the phrase "the power of his [i.e. Christ's] resurrection" 
earlierr in the sentence. A similar distinction between Christ's resurrection and that 
off  the believers can be found in 1 Cor 6:14: "And God raised the Lord and will 

Muchh ink has been spilt on discussions about the precise meaning of the construction, see for  an 
overvieww esp. Otto (1995) 325-330. 

Soo also e.g. Fee (1995) 335-336; and Koperski (1996) 277-278. The question whether  Paul ever 
speakss about a general resurrection is a difficul t one, see e.g. H. Molitor , Die Auferstehung der 
ChristenChristen und Nichtchristen noch dem Apostel Paulus (Munster  1933); and L.J. Kreitzer, "Resur-
rection,""  DPL 811-812. 

Notee Paul's language in Phil 3:15: "Le t those of us then who are mature be of the same mind;" 
andd 3:17: "Brothers , join in imitatin g me, and observe those who live according to the example 
youu have in us." 

Seee 1 Cor  15:12-13, 21, 42. Only once Paul speaks about Christ' s resurrection in terms of 
dvdataoigg v£Kp<&v (Rom 1:4). Other  New Testament writer s can speak of the eschatological 
resurrectionn as r\ dcvdaxaaiq r\ etc VEKDCÖV, see Lk 20:35; and Acts 4:2. 
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alsoo raise us by his power (ó 5è öeöq KOU TÖV Kupiov fjyeipev Kai t|u.d<; 
è^eyepeïï 5td xf\q 8uvdp.E(D<; auTOÖ)." Yet it seems wise not to make too much 
off  these terminological variations. Paul's exposition in 1 Cor 15 makes it quite 
clearr that he saw a close correlation between Christ's resurrection from the dead 
andd the resurrection of the dead. 

Moreover,, it seems likely that Paul repeated the preposition (è^ccvdcrcaaic; 
èic)) to stress the fact that salvation and resurrection can only be attained out of the 
depths.. The emphasis does not lie on exaltation, but on suffering and endurance. 
Att this point, the polemical context of the passage should be taken into consider-
ation.. Paul challenges those who think to be perfect (see Phil 3:2-3, 18-19). Over 
againstt their pompous self-confidence he stresses humility and imperfection. 
Resurrectionn lies in the future and is not already experienced fully in the pres-
ent.506 6 

Lastt but not least, scholars have pointed to a passage earlier in Paulus' letter 
too the Philippians. In Phil 1:12-26, Paul informs his readers about his personal 
affairs,, i.e. his imprisonment. Most remarkable are his words in Phil 1:21-24: 'Tor 
too me living is Christ and dying is gain. If I am to live in the flesh, that means 
fruitfull  labour for me; and I do not know which I prefer. I am hard pressed 
betweenn the two; my desire is to depart and be with Christ, for that is far better; 
butt to remain in the flesh is more necessary for you ('Ejxoi ydp TO <̂ fjv Xpiaibq 
KOUU TO dTtoSaveiv KSpöo<;... TT|V è7iiduu,iav ë^cov eiq TO dvaA.uaai Kai auv 
XpiCTTC§§ eïvai, noXXó} [ydp] p,dA,Xov Kpeïaaov, TÖ 5è è7uuiveiv [év] Tfj 
aapKii  dvayKociÓTepov 6V f||id<;)." The passage has been interpreted as refer-
ringring to a special resurrection of the martyr: Paul desires to die for the sake of his 
faith,, so that he may be with Christ, namely after being raised in heaven immedi-
atelyy after death.507 At first sight, this interpretation may seem attractive, and yet 
itt raises several questions. 

Firstt of all, does Paul really ponder his imminent martyrdom? This is highly 
unlikelyy since Paul seems confident that he wil l be released in the near future (Phil 
1:24-26;; 2:24). Despite his imprisonment, the dilemma of lif e or death is purely 
hypothetical.5088 Paul contrasts death with life, without specifying what kind of 
deathh he is thinking of. Moreover, a literal reading would lead one to the absurd 
conclusionn that Paul contemplated suicide!509 

Secondly,, the terminology which Paul uses to refer to the post mortem 
situationn should be observed carefully. Paul does not say that he wil l rise when he 

Soo also e.g. Koperski (1996) 283-285; Fee (1995) 336; Bruce (1995) 119; A.T. Lincoln, Paradise 
NowNow and Not Yet (Grand Rapids 1991) 92-93; and J. Gnilka, Der Philipperbrief (Freiburg 1968) 
197. . 

Seee besides literature mentioned earlier also Schweitzer (1981) 135-138: "Er [i.e. Paul] erwarted 
auff  Grund seines SelbstbewuQtseins, dafl ihm im Falle seines Martyrertodes eine besondere Art 
vonn Auferstehung beschieden sei" (S. 137). 

Cf.. e.g. Fee (1995) 147-148. 

Soo indeed A.J. Droge, "Mori  lucrum: Paul and Ancient Theories of Suicide," NovT2>0 (1988) 
263-286;; cf. Droge-Tabor (1992) 120-121. 

506 6 

507 7 

508 8 
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departss from life, but merely that he will be with Christ. What Paul understands 
byy this notion "to be with Christ" (auv Xpio*x(§ eïvai) is highly debated. Most 
scholarss think that Paul refers to the "intermediate state" between one's personal 
deathh and resurrection of all believers at the eschaton. Mostly, this interim state 
iss understood as a glorious coexistence with God and Christ in heaven (see chap. 
4.3.1).. Yet, it should be noted that Paul uses the expression "to be with the Lord" 
(auvv Kupi<p etvca) when he speaks of the new life of all believers with Christ 
att the end of time (1 Thess 4:17; cf. 5:10). Thus it seems that in Phil 1:23 Paul 
doess not differentiate between the final salvation at the eschaton and his personal 
lott after death. Of course this peculiarity raises questions. Later I will deal with 
thee difficulties of the issue of the relation between death and eschaton in more 
detaill  (see chap. 4.3). In any event, it must be concluded that there are no indica-
tionss that Paul speaks about a martyrological resurrection in Phil 1:23. 

Inn sum, none of the three main arguments to interpret Phil 3:11 as referring 
too the resurrection of the martyr in heaven immediately after death holds. Of what 
kindd of resurrection must we then be thinking? Paul's phraseology in itself does 
nott convey any clues about the time or place of this resurrection. The context, 
however,, definitely points to an event in the distant future (Phil 3:12-14) when all 
Christianss will share in the same lot (Phil 3:20-21). That is, most likely Paul refers 
too the resurrection of the believers at the eschaton. 

Thee two other passages from the New Testament which have been identified as 
referringg to a special resurrection of the martyr can be dealt with more briefly. 
Nearr the end of the roll call of heroes and heroines of faith in Heb 11, we read (v. 
35):: "Women received their dead by resurrection; others were tortured, refusing 
too accept release in order to obtain a better resurrection (ëfoxpov yuvaïKeq è£ 
dvaardaeax;; xoöq veKpoöq aüxév, ftAAoi  5è èxi)|i7iaviaör|oav oó rcpooSe^d-
UEVOII  xfjv dTTokmpooaiv, tva Kpeixxovoq dcvao-xdaecoc; TUXCOCTIV)." Agreeing 
withh most commentators, Kellermann interprets the second part of this verse as an 
allusionn to the Maccabean martyrs. This reference to 2 Mace 7, he infers, "legt die 
Deutungg einer postmortalen himmlischen Auferstehung nahe."510 This argumenta-
tionn is inadequate because it is circular. Rather Heb 11:35 has to be understood 
fromm its own context. 

Inn this verse two resurrections are juxtaposed. The first part of the verse 
referss to the miracles worked by Elia and Elisa who brought a child back to life 
(seee 1 Kings 17:17-24; 2 Kings 4:25-37); the second part refers to the execution 
off  the Maccabean martyrs who hoped to be raised. The second of these resurrec-
tionss is called a "better resurrection." The key question, of course, is in what sense 
thiss second resurrection is "better" than the first. 

Itt should be noted that the use of the comparative Kpeixxcov is characteristic 
off  the whole of Hebrews. Frequently, a comparison is made between the old 
covenantt and a better covenant brought by Christ, or between earthly goods and 

Kellennannn (1974) 120. 
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somethingg heavenly.511 Therefore, it seems likely that the comparative Kpeixxoov 
inn 11:35 must be understood as referring to the superiority of a final restoration 
too eternal life in contrast with a temporary awakening unto an earthly life.512 Yet 
thee Maccabean martyrs did not attain this better resurrection before others - i.e. 
beforee the eschaton - , as is made clear by the conclusion in Heb 11:39-40: "Yet 
alll  these, though they were commended for their faith, did not receive what was 
promised,, since God had provided something better so that they would not, apart 
formm us, be made perfect (TOO $eo0 nepi 1)\i&v Kpeïxxóv TI npoptan/anévou, 
ivaa |if| x^P^ T)M-<ÖV TEXEKDÖCÖOTV)." 

Thus,, it appears that in Heb 11:35 the Maccabean martyrs are presented as 
truee witnesses of the faith because they kept true to their faith even unto death, in 
thee hope that they might once participate in the final restoration to eternal life, i.e. 
inn the eschatological resurrection! 

Thee third passage from the New Testament which has been identified as referring 
too a special resurrection of the martyr can be passed over even more briefly. In 
Revv 20:4-5, it is said about those who had been beheaded for their testimony to 
Jesus:: "They came to life and reigned with Christ a thousand years; the rest of the 
deadd did not come to life until the thousand years were ended; this is the first 
resurrectionn (aöxn rj &vdcrraai<; f) Ttpcorn)." The term "the first resurrection" is 
uniquee in early Christian literature. Possibly the author of the Revelation coined 
itt in analogy with the idea of a "second death" (8eóxepo<; 9dvaxo<;).513 In any 
event,, it is quite obvious that the heavenly vindication of the martyrs mentioned 
earlierr in this writing514 and their resurrection at Christ's parousia but before the 
generall  resurrection of the dead (Rev 20:12-13) are two distinct events. The author 
off  Revelation was clearly not familiar with the idea of a martyrological resurrec-
tionn in heaven immediately after death. 

c)) The Later Christian Tradition. Thus, the idea of a special resurrection of the 
martyrr in heaven seems to be absent from the Hellenistic-Jewish tradition and the 
Neww Testament. Can the same be said of later Christian writings? Two passages 
fromfrom the corpus of the Apostolic Fathers - both dating from the middle of the 
secondd century - and several passages in the later Acts of the Martyrs and the 
ApocryphalApocryphal Acts of the Apostles - dating from the end of the second century or 

Seee e.g. Heb 11:16: "They desire a better country, that is a heavenly one (vOv 8è KpEiixovoq 
ópéyovtai,, TOOT' ëoxiv èTtoupav(ou);" and cf. further 1:4; 6:9; 7:7, 19, 22; 8:6; 9:23; 10:34; 
11:400 and 12:24. 

Soo also e.g. Attridge (1989) 350. Cf. C. Spicq, L 'Epitre aux Hébreux (2 vols.; Paris 1953) 365, 
369-3711 who furthermore suggests that the contrast may also be one between a "resurrection" by 
wayy of a release, and a resurrection by way of a restoration to eternal life. 

Seee Rev 2:11; 20:6, 14; and 21:8. 

Seee for Revelation's description of the martyrs under the altar and before the throne of God: 6:9-
11;; 7:9-17; cf. 2:10; 14:13; and perhaps 15:1-4. 
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laterr - have been thought to speak about a heavenly resurrection immediately after 
death.. I wil l look at them briefly. 

Mostt striking are probably the words which Polycarp utters in his prayer just 
beforee his death (Mart. Pol. 14:2): "I bless you because you have considered me 
worthyy of this day and hour to receive a portion among the number of the martyrs 
inn the cup of your Christ unto the resurrection of eternal lif e both of the soul and 
thee body in the incorruption of the Holy Spirit among whom may I be accepted 
beforebefore you today as a fat and acceptable sacrifice (eOXoy© ere, ÖTI r^ioocdi; \XE 
xf\qxf\q f|uipa<; Kai <&pa<; Tauxrit;, too Axxjtetv uipoq év dpiöui$ TGJV uaprupcov 
èvv T(p 7cotr|p{<p TOO Xpiaroö coo eiq dvdaraaiv ^cof|qaicoviou \}/uxr|<;xe Kai 
aéaé \iaxoq év depdapaia nveuumo*; dyïou èv ot<; 7ipoa8sx9sïr|v èvémóv aou 
arjixepovv èv Sua ia niovi Kai 7ipoa88KTr])." 

Itt has been observed that in this passage the notion of a resurrection is 
framedd by a two-fold reference to Polycarp's entry into heaven where he wil l be 
inn the presence of the other martyrs (év dpiO|aq> TG>V uxxpTOpoov) and of God 
(évórcióvv aou). From this it has been concluded that the term dvdataa iq here 
cannott but refer to a heavenly resurrection.515 This understanding of the term 
failss to carry conviction for two reasons. 

First,, the idea of a heavenly coexistence with the other martyrs or with God 
iss not implied. The phrase X^xpeïv uipoq èv dpi9|X(i? TOOV uxxpTupov does not 
pointt to a heavenly coexistence with the martyrs. Rather it has a more abstract 
connotation.. Remarkably close is, for instance, the phrase in 1 Clem. 35:4: "to be 
foundd among the number of those who endure" (eibpe$f|vai èv xq> dpi&u<9 rev 
ÓTIOHEVÓVTODV),, which surely does not implicate a concrete coexistence of all those 
whoo endure. Similarly Polycarp merely expresses his faith in becoming a member 
off  the species "martyr." Moreover, it is clear that he hopes to join the martyrs in 
deathh (èv TCÖ 7ioTT|pi(p TOO XpioTOü) and not in heaven. 

Likewisee the phrase 7ipoa6exSeirjv èvamióv aou at] uepov does not imply 
ann appearance before God in heaven. The language seems to be a reminiscence of 
thee prayer of Azariah in the furnace in Daniel (3:39-40): "Yet with a contrite heart 
andd a humble spirit may we be accepted ... such may our sacrifice be in your sight 
todayy (7tpoa8ex$eirtnev ... OÖTCÖ yevéaöco TJUXDV r\ öua ia èvcÓTcióv aou 
afinepov)."5166 Similarly Polycarp asks that he may be accepted by God as an 
agreeablee sacrifice (èv 9ua ta rcpoaSeKTfj). Not in heaven, but here on earth he is 
boundd like a distinguished ram (Kpioq èn\CT\\xoq) and burnt like an acceptable 
burnt-offeringg (óAoKauTö|xa 8EKTÓV: 14:1). 

Soo esp. De Jonge (1991) 55-56; and cf. e.g. H.W. Surkau, Martyrien in jüdischer und Jrüh-
christlicherchristlicher Zeit (Göttingen 1938) 127 n. 97; Kellermann (1979) 131; Van Henten (1993) 722; 
Hollemann (1996) 147 n. 7, 154 n. 1; and Buschmann (1998) 285. 

Seee on the link with Daniel esp. Buschmann (1998) 249-252; and Van Henten (1993) 721. See 
forr  a similar  use of the preposition èvtojiióv: Rom 14:22; 2 Cor  4:2; Gal 1:20; 1 Tim 5:21; 6:13; 
22 Tim 2:14; 4:1; and / Clem. 7:3. 

file:///iaxoq
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Second,, the phrase dvdoraaic; C,(of\q aicoviou \\rv>%T\q xe Kai arapaxog 
itselff  seems to exclude an interpretation along the lines of a heavenly resurrection. 
Thee resurrection life is characterized as a life in soul and body. Nothing suggests 
thatt the author here is thinking of a spiritual body. Rather in the Martyrdom of 
PolycarpPolycarp the polar terms "soul and body" refer to the whole human being in flesh 
andd spirit (cf. 19:2). Thus, it seems clear that phrase refers to a restoration of 
humann life in both its spiritual and physical quality. This makes it most likely that 
thee reference is to the eschatological resurrection. It must be admitted that the 
correlationn between martyrdom and eschatological resurrection is surprising. But 
thee peculiarity must probably be explained from the fact that the author adapted 
eucharistiee prayer formulae.517 

Thee second relevant passage from the corpus of the Apostolic Fathers is 2 Clem. 
19:3-4:: "Blessed are they who obey these injunctions. Although for a short time 
theyy suffer evil in this world, they will gather the immortal fruit of the resurrec-
tion.. So let not the pious man be grieved if at the present time he is miserable. A 
timee of blessedness awaits him. When he has come to life again with the fathers 
above,, he will rejoice in an eternity that knows no grief (|iaicdpioi oi xouxoic; 
Ü7iaKov3ovTE<;; xoïq 7rpoCTxdy(j.aaiv. K&V óAayov /póvov KaKonaÖTiacoaiv èv 
x<££ KÓanq) xoux(j>, xöv dÖdvaxov xfjq dvaaxdaecoq Kaprcov xpuyfjaouaiv. p,f| 
ouvv A,U7I8(CTÖCO ó B\)GE^r\q, édv éTii xotq vöv xpóvou; xaXauicopfj. naicdpioc; 
aóxövv dvauivei xpóvoq. èiceïvot; &va> (isxd TÜJV TiaxépcDv dvapióaac; 
£Ü(ppav$fj<T8xaii  eiq xöv dXu7rnxov aiöva)." 

Thee contrast between the sufferings in this world (èv xcp KÓOU© xouxq)) for 
aa short time (óA,iyov xpóvov) and the sorrowless bliss with the fathers above 
(dvco)) for all eternity (etc; xöv aio va) is obvious. Quite surprisingly the notion 
off  a resurrection (dvdcrxaaiq) is inserted in this scheme. It could be concluded 
thatt the term marks the transition between earth and heaven, things temporal and 
eternal,, suffering and glory, and thus refers to the martyrological resurrection in 
heavenn directly after death.518 

Still,, even here the two concepts, i.e. resurrection and heavenly existence, 
aree not directly linked. It is probably no coincidence that the author uses the rare 
verbb dvapióco and not dviaxrmi to describe the heavenly revivification in the 
lastt part of this passage.519 Moreover, it should be noted that a spiritual under-
standingg of the resurrection stands in sharp contrast with the clear reference to the 

5177 Cf. e.g. Schoedel (1967) 69-71; Camelot (1969) 202-207; Dehandschutter (1979) 154, 252; D. 
Tripp,, "The Prayer of St Polycarp and the Development of Anaphoral Prayer," EL 104 (1990) 
97-1322 (esp. 105); Buschmann (1998) 226-290 (esp. 282-283); and Van Eijk (1974) 134-137 who 
speakss about "un veritable enchaïnement de termes eschatologiques," and concludes: "II n'y a 
danss M.P. aucune indication que Ie martyre lui-même soit concu comme une dtvdaTaoK;-
ascensionn comme e'est le cas, a notre avis, chez saint Ignace" (p. 137)! 

5188 So Holleman (1996) 154 n. 1; De Jonge (1991) 56; and Van Eijk (1974) 191: "II s'agit sans 
aucunn doute de la resurrection, qui semble avoir lieu, non sur la terre, mais la-haut." 

519 9 

Cf.. R. Knopf, Die Lehre der zwölf Apostel. Die zwei Clemensbriefe (Tubingen 1920) 181: "&v(D, 
obenn im Himmel, stammt aus andersartiger Eschatologie wie das eben gebrauchte dvaataoig." 
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resurrectionn of the flesh (adp£) in 2 Clem. 9:l-5.520 The discrepancy may be 
explainedd form the fact that Chapters 19-20 were added only later to the whole of 
Chapterss 1-18,521 but it is also possible that the author simply believed both in 
thee heavenly existence of the righteous after death and their resurrection at the end 
off  time without linking the two notions. 

Finally,, we should take a brief look at the early Christian genre of the Acts of the 
Martyrs.Martyrs. If the concept of a special resurrection of the martyr was a well-defined 
concept,, it should be found here. Although the notion of an ascend to heaven is 
farr more common, some of these Acts do indeed speak of the resurrection of the 
martyr.. However, it happens that the notion is seldom used unambiguously. 

Thus,, in the story of the Martyrs of Lyons, originally dating from the end of 
thee second century CE, it is told that the bodies of the martyrs were burned, 
reducedd to ashes, and swept into the river Rhone by their vicious persecutors, "so 
thatt they might have no hope in the resurrection (Iva nr)8è èXniba axa>o-iv 
dvaaxdaeax;),, through trusting in which ... they despised terrors, going readily 
andd with joy to death."522 Obviously the martyrs were expected to rise in the 
flesh.flesh. Notably, the hope in such a fleshly resurrection is explicitly linked to the 
fearlessnesss of the martyrs in the face of death. The moment the martyrs were 
expectedd to rise is less clear. The pagan bystanders seem to anticipate the possibil-
ityy that the Christian martyrs would rise immediately after death. Yet an indirect 
hintt at the eschatological event also seems to be intended. 

Thee same ambiguity can be found in a puzzling passage in the Martyrdom 
ofof Pionius, written in the latter half of the third century CE. When the martyr 
Pioniuss is nailed on the gibbet to be burned, the executioner gives him a last 
chancee to repent. But Pionius refuses and answers: "I am hurrying that I may 
awakee all the more quickly, manifesting the resurrection from the dead (crauS©, 
tvaa darcov èyepÖG), 5T|A.COV xfiv èic veicpc&v dvdaxaatv)."523 The comparative 
9drcovv only seems to make sense when Pionius expected to rise immediately after 
death.. Nevertheless, at the same time the verb èyeipco and especially the phrase 
"the"the resurrection from the dead" (f| èic veicpöv dvdaxacnc;) are general terms 
whichh usually refer to the eschatological event. 

Thee answer to this conundrum seems to lie in what follows. In the following 
chapterr of the Martyrdom of Pionius, it is told: "After the fire had been extin-

Seee on this passage: Van Eijk (1974) 62-86; and A. Lindemann, Die Clemensbriefe (Tubingen 
1992)) 223-227; cf. also A.P. O'Hagan, Material Recreation in the Apostolic Fathers (Berlin 
1968)) 70-71; and K.P. Donfiied, The Setting of Second Clement in Early Christianity (Leiden 
1974)) 134-144. 

Seee e.g. A. DiPauli, "Zum sogenannten 2. Korintherbrief des Clemens Romanus," ZNW4 (1903) 
321-329;; and Lindemann (1992) 191, 255-256. Pro the integrity of 2 Clem.: E. Baasland, "Der 
2.. Clemensbrief und frühchristliche Rhetorik. Die erste christliche Predigt im Lichte der neueren 
Forschung,""  ANRW Principat 27,1: Religion (Berlin 1993) 115-116. 

Mart.Mart. Ludg., Eusebius HE 5.1.63 (GCS 9,1.426). Cf. also e.g. Mart. Ap. 37 (Musurillo 100). 

Mart.Mart. Pion. 21:4 (Musurillo 164-165). 
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guished,, those of us who were present saw his body like that of an athlete in full 
arrayy at the height of his powers. His ears were not distorted; his hair lay in order 
onn the surface of his head; and his beard was full as though with the first blossom 
off  hairs. His face shone once again - wondrous grace - so that the Christians were 
alll  the more confirmed in faith."524 The almost tangible details in the description 
off  Pionius' body make it unlikely that something like a spiritual body in heaven 
iss meant. Rather, the passage seems to describe Pionius' resurrection in the flesh 
immediatelyy after his death! Moreover, this event is said to have the effect that the 
Christiann bystanders were confirmed in faith. Thus, Pionius' resurrection seems to 
bee presented as a proleptic example pointing to the resurrection from the dead 
(8T)X(ÖVV TT)V 8K VEKpöv avdaxamv), i.e. the fleshly resurrection of all faithful 
att the eschaton. 

Somethingg similar seems to be intended by the author of the Martyrdom of 
Fructuosus,Fructuosus, which dates from the fourth century CE. When the bands that tied their 
handss were burnt through, Fructuosus and his companions knelt down in joy (4:3), 
"assuredd of the resurrection" (de resurrectione securus). Again this passage may 
appearr to hint at a special resurrection of the martyr in heaven. Yet the end of the 
storyy told in the Martyrdom of Fructuosus points in a different direction. After 
theirr death, fellow-Christians came to collect the ashes of the well-loved martyrs. 
Butt Fructuosus appeared to them and urged them that what each had taken of his 
ashess should be restored without delay. Thus, he confirmed "in his own suffering 
andd resurrection of the flesh" (in suapassione et resurrectione carnis) what he had 
taughtt on earth (6:3). This last passage definitely alludes to a fleshly resurrection 
att the end of time. The remains of the martyr should be gathered and buried so 
thatt he may rise at the youngest day. Moreover, it is by his own resurrection in the 
fleshh that the martyr confirms the fleshly resurrection of all. 

Thee notion of a post mortem appearance of the martyrr can also be found in 
severall  of the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles. In the Martyrdom of Paul, original-
lyy belonging to the Acts of Paul dating from the end of the second century CE, the 
apostlee Paul is told to have warned Nero with the words: "I will arise and appear 
too you (èyep&eic; èuxpavfjaojiat aoi)."525 Moreover, Paul preaches the resur-
rectionn of all believers to two of Nero's servants who state that they will believe 
inn God if Paul will rise again after death (5). And indeed Paul does rise to scorn 
thee emperor and bring others to belief (6-7). 

Inn the so-called Martyrdom of Andrew priusy an extract and revision of the 
ActsActs of Andrew from the eighth century CE, the apostle Andrew is said to have 
madee a similar prediction before dying, but then to his fellow-Christians: "When 
II  have died, I will appear to you today and point you the way of the resurrection 
(xf|vv o5ov tfjc; dvaaxdcreGx; t>7io8eiKvu(Dv)."526 Again the word avaaxauxc, 
heree has been interpreted as referring to the martyrological resurrection. Yet a 

Mart.Mart. Pion. 22:2-3 (Musurillo 165). 

Mart.Mart. PL 4 (Aa 1.112; NTA 2.262-263). 

Mart.Mart. And. Pr. 10 (CCA 6.694); note here the varia lectio: aujiévcov öjiïv for onoSeiKvucov. 

524 4 

525 5 

526 6 
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referencee to the eschatological resurrection of the believers seems more obvious. 
Forr it seems unlikely that all believers were expected to be martyred so that they 
wouldd rise. 

Thee idea of a post mortem appearance, or even fleshly resurrection, in these 
ApocryphalApocryphal Acts of the Apostles and Acts of the Martyrs seems to be inspired by 
thee stories about Christ's epiphanies or folk legends about dead who return to 
hauntt the living. In any event, in these writings this notion is clearly linked with 
thee doctrine of an eschatological resurrection of all believers. The concept of a 
speciall  resurrection of the martyr in heaven immediately after death seems to be 
missing,, although many of these writings do speak about a heavenly dwelling-
placee of the martyrs. Thus, resurrection and life after death in heaven seem to be 
understoodd as two distinct notions. 

Lastly,, we must refer to a passage in the Martyrdom of Matthew ̂  dating from 
thee fourth or fifth century CE. In this writing, we read about the response of the 
bystanders:: "We all saw Matthew as rising from the bed and travelling to heaven 
(eïöousvv Tcdvreq TÖV MaiSaïov cbq ö.nö xf\<; KA,ÏVT|<; dvaardvxa Kai rcopeu-
ou^vovv et<; tóv oópavóv)."527 The notion of a heavenly ascension is apparent. 
However,, it is quite obvious that the verb dviaianai is used here in the collo-
quiall  sense of "to get up," and not in the technical sense of "to be raised." All 
emphasiss lies on the subsequent verb Trope uojicu. The bystanders are pictured as 
witnessess of Matthew's ascent into heaven. Therefore, it seems likely that the 
authorr of this Martyrdom of Matthew was far more inspired by accounts of post 
mortemmortem ascensions - be it of Christ or other divine men - than by the notion of 
aa resurrection in heaven.528 

d)) Conclusion. From this tentative and brief survey it may be concluded that the 
notionn of a martyrological resurrection - i.e. a resurrection which was clearly 
markedd off from the eschatological resurrection in the sense 1. that it takes place 
inn heaven immediately after death and not on earth at the end of time, and 2. that 
itt is reserved to the martyr - was most likely unknown to Ignatius of Antioch and 
mayy never have existed at all.529 The idea of a heavenly vindication of those 

Mart.Mart. Mat. 24 (Aa 11,1.250). 

Thee notion of an ascension or  assumption into heaven after  death is a widely known concept in 
ancientt  religion. See for  Christ' s ascension: Mk 16:19; Lk 24:50; Acts 1:9-11; 1 Pet 3:22. See 
forr  the Jewish traditio n e.g. 1 Enoch 104:2; TAbr B14; 4 Mace 17:5; Wis 4:10-11; TJob 39:12; 
52:10;;  Philo Mos. 2.288; and for  the Greco-Roman traditio n esp. Anthologia Graeca 7.87, 363, 
587;;  9.207-208. Cf. further  e.g. F. Cumont, Lux Perpetua (Paris 1949) 142-188. The explicit 
referencee to the bystanders who see the ascension reminds one of the persons who testified before 
thee Senate to have seen the Roman emperor  ascending after  his death, see Suetonius Aug. 100 
andd Cassius Dio Hist. Rom. 56.46.2 with regard to Augustus; Seneca Apo. 1 with regard to 
Claudiuss and Drusilla. 

Cf.. e.g. Von Campenhausen (1964) 126: "Jedenfalls ist die herrschende Auffassung, der  Glauben 
ann die sofortige Auferstehung der  Martyre r  im Gegensatz zu allen iibrigen Christen sei in der 
uiterenn Kirch e allgemein gewesen, keinesfalls zutreffend;"  and A. Stuiber, Refrigerium Interim 
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whoo die for the sake of their faith was well-known, but it seems never to have 
beenn spoken of in terms of a resurrection. A resurrection of the martyr immediate-
lyy after death is spoken of in some of the later Christian Acts of the Martyrs and 
ApocryphalApocryphal Acts of the Apostles, but in these cases the resurrection of the martyr 
iss definitely supposed to have taken place on earth. 

II  have dealt with the Hellenistic-Jewish and early Christian writings which 
exploitt the notion of a resurrection in their reflections on the violent death of the 
believer.. It has been shown that the concept is used with various connotations. 
Sometimess the notion of a complete restoration of the fleshly body is emphasized 
withoutt the temporal framework being clarified (2 Mace 7 and Mart. Pol. 14:2). 
Sometimess a hierarchical order in the event of the eschatological resurrection is 
impliedd (TBen 10:6-8 and Rev 20:4-5). Sometimes the eschatological resurrection 
off  all true believers is clearly intended {TJob 4:9 and Phil 3:11). Sometimes the 
precisee meaning is difficult to determine, although the eschatological perspective 
seemss to dominate more or less strongly (Heb 11:35 and Mart. Fruct. 4:3). Some-
timess a concrete fleshly resurrection immediately after death is spoken of {Mart. 
Pion.Pion. 21:4 and Mart. PI. 4). In any event, it must be observed that - perhaps with 
thee exception of 2 Clem. 19:3-4 - the notion of a resurrection is never connected 
withh the idea of an ascension into heaven or a heavenly existence after death. Such 
ann identification was only made by later Gnostic authors.530 

Mostt importantly, this brief discussion of the Hellenistic-Jewish and early 
Christiann tradition shows that the ideal of remaining faithful unto death could be 
linkedd with the promise of receiving a reward at the eschaton. I.e. several Jewish 
andd Christian writers seem to present a violent death for the sake of one's belief 
ass a firm guarantee for one's participation in the eschatological resurrection or, the 
otherr way round, the hope of a resurrection at the eschaton as a powerful consola-
tionn in the face of death. In this sense, Ignatius is not unique. 

9.79.7 Conclusion 
Inn Eph 11:2 and Rm 4:3 Ignatius speaks about his death as a possibility to attain 
thee resurrection. Unfortunately in these two passages Ignatius does not specify of 
whatt kind of resurrection he was thinking. Contrary to what has sometimes been 
argued,, passages such as Rm 2:2 - in which Ignatius speaks metaphorically about 
hiss death in terms of setting and rising like the sun -, and Mg 9:3 - in which he 
referss to the special resurrection of the prophets - do not shed any light on the 
issue.. Rather it seems that Ignatius identifies his own lot with the final lot of all 
Christians.. That is, he hopes to be raised together with all other true believers in 
likee fashion as Christ was raised, namely: in the flesh (cf. esp. Tr 9:2 and Sm 3). 

(Bonnn 1957) 76 n. 7: "In der altchristlichen Literatur ist nie davon Rede, daB die Martyrer sofort 
auferstehen,, sondem nur, dafl ihre Seelen sofort in den Himmel gelangen." 

Seee e.g. Exeg. Soul 134.10-14 (Robinson 196): " ... that she [i.e. the soul] might be restored to 
thee place where originally she had been. This is the resurrection that is from the dead. This it the 
ransomm from captivity. This is the upward journey of ascent to heaven." 
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Thiss peculiar usage of the notion of an eschatological resurrection in the context 
off  a violent death is not completely unparalleled in other early Christian (and 
Hellenistic-Jewish)) writings. Moreover, this interpretation of Eph 11:2 and Rm 4:3 
iss in coherence with the conclusions reached in § 7 and 8 with regard to Ignatius' 
usagee of the phrase $eoö è7tituxeïv and the term Kkf\poq. The effort to interpret 
Ephh 11:2 and Rm 4:3 as referring to a special resurrection of the martyr would 
resultt in a serious failure to capture the idiosyncrasy of Ignatius' thought. 

10.. TO SET FROM THE WORLD 

Thuss far I have looked especially at what Ignatius hopes to attain in or through 
death.. In this last paragraph we need to look at those passages in which Ignatius 
speakss about what he expects to relinquish. The vital question seems to be whether 
hiss desire for death can be understood as a longing to be liberated from earthly 
misery.. The idea of death as a liberation of the soul from the fleshly body and the 
materiall  world was very common in the Greco-Roman world, but did it also affect 
Ignatius'' views on his imminent death? 

Alll  the relevant passages occur in Ignatius' letter to the Christian community 
inn Rome. I will deal with these by focusing on the six key concepts. First, I will 
discusss the anthropological terms a&p£ (§ 10.1) and addict (§ 10.2). Then I will 
turnn to the cosmological terms KÓcruoq (§ 10.3) and öXn (§ 10.4). In the end I will 
deall  with those passages in which Ignatius speaks of the crucifixion of his êptoq 
(§§ 10.5) and the nearness of his xoKEXóq (§ 10.6). Thus, I hope to establish how 
Ignatius'' desire to set from the world should be comprehended. 

10.110.1 The Flesh (Rm 2:1) 
Off  the six nouns mentioned above, adp̂  is by far the most frequently used in the 
Ignatiann letters. It occurs some 33 times. Yet, surprisingly enough, Ignatius uses 
thee term only once in the direct context of his reflections on his near death. In Rm 
2:1,, he asks the Roman Christians not to hamper his execution: "For if you remain 
silentt and let me be, I shall be a word of God, but if you love my flesh, I shall 
againn be a (mere) voice (êdv ydp CTia>7tfjaT|Te &TI' èjaoO, èycb Xóyo<; &eoö, èdv 
6èè epaaof|T£ xfjq aapicóq u,ou, nóXiv §ao|icu qxovfj)." 

Thee passage consists of two contrasting conditional clauses. In the apodoses, 
thee term "voice" (qxovfj) is placed over against the phrase "word of God" (Xóyoq 
9eou).. In § 6.4c I dealt with the meaning of this opposition. I argued that Ignatius' 
languagee should be understood against the background of the view that one's deeds 
authenticatee one's words. More importantly, I claimed that the phrase Xóyoc, 9eoö 
doess not refer to Ignatius' divine status after death. Here we need to focus on the 
twoo protases. In these, Ignatius contrasts the silence of the Roman Christians with 
theirr longing for his flesh. The concept of silence is obviously prompted by the 
themee of word versus deed. The second notion is more startling. The vital question 
seemss to be whether Ignatius' appeal not to love his flesh presupposes a dualistic 
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anthropology.. To answer this question we must look at Ignatius' use of the term 
CT&p£CT&p£ elsewhere in the letters. 

Thee noun adp£ and the corresponding adjective crapKiKÓc; and adverb aapKiKox; 
aree among Ignatius' most favourite concepts. They occur altogether some 43 times 
inn the letters. They are used in a wide range of different settings.531 In general, 
itt can be said that adp̂  refers to the concrete appearance or material corporeality 
off  a human being, or the outer manifestation of the acts of a human being. Often 
thee term adp£ stands over against the noun Tiveö â which refers to the inner 
humann being. Likewise the corresponding adjective aapKiKÓt; stands over against 
thee adjective flveuuxxxiKOi;, and the adverb aapKiKCoq over against the adverb 
Tiveuuaxncdx;.. In Pol 2:2 this duality seems to be parallelled by the opposition of 
visiblee things versus invisible things (xd (paivójiEva vs. xd dópaxa). Moreover, 
itt is also possible that the binary of flesh and spirit should be connected with the 
polarr terms "within and without" (ëacoSev xe icai ë^oodev) as used by Ignatius 
inn Rm 3:2 (cf. e.g. 2 Cor 7:5). 

Inn most instances the "fleshly" aspect of human existence is not disapproved. 
Onn the contrary. Let me give a few examples. Ignatius judges the Christians in 
Ephesuss to be lucky to have Onesimus as their bishop "in the flesh" (èv aapKi: 
Ephh 1:3); he wishes that the Christians in Magnesia prosper in everything they do, 
"inn flesh and spirit" (aapici mi 7iveuu<xxi: Mg 13:1); he praises the churches in 
Godd who in every way refreshed him, "both in flesh and spirit" (aapici xe mi 
rcveuuaxi:rcveuuaxi: Tr 12:1); and he exhorts the Christian wives to be satisfied with their 
matess "in flesh and spirit" (aapici icai rcveujiaxi: Pol 5:1).532 Thus, adp£, and 
7iv£Öuoii  are obviously complementary rather than antithetical terms. 

Thee only exception in this regard seems to be the passage in Eph 8:2 where 
Ignatiuss writes: "Fleshly people cannot do spiritual things, nor yet spiritual people 
fleshlyy things; just as faith cannot do the things of faithlessness, not yet faithless-
nesss the things of faith (oi aapiaicoi xd itveunaxiKd rcpdaaeiv ou 5uvavxai 
oó5èè oi TtveujiaxiKoi xd aapiaicd, a>o~7iep ou5è f| niaxic, xd xfjq d7ucrxia<; 
ouSèè T) dmaxia xd xfjc; 7tiaxe<ö<;)." The contrast between fleshly and spiritual 
peoplee seems to correspond with Pauline language.533 Yet it should be noted that 
Ignatiuss ends the passage with the words: "But what you do even according to the 
flesh,, that is spiritual, for you do all things in Jesus Christ (d öè mi mxd 
adpmm Tipdaaexe, xaöxa 7tveu(xaxiKd èaxiv, èv Tnaoö yap Xpiaxop rcdvxa 
7tpdaCT8xe).""  Rightly, Schoedel observes that here an almost conscious correction 

Seee esp. Lona (1986); and cf. e.g. E. Schweizer, "adp£, KX\." TWNT'1.146-147'. 

Cf.. Paul's juxtaposition of the terms o&uot and nveüua, as in, for instance, 1 Cor 7:34:" ... that 
theyy [i.e. unmarried women] may be holy in body and spirit (ïvoc rj dtyia tcai ta> acóuati Kai 
T<99 nveóuati)." 

Seee esp. Rom 8:5; Ga! 5:16-17; and cf. 1 Cor 2:14-15. Cf. further e.g. R. Bultmann, Theology 
ofof the New Testament (New York 1955) 237-246. Schlier (1929) 134-135 considers Ignatius' 
languagee in Eph 8:2 to be Gnostic and refers to Irenaeus Adv. Haer. 1.6.1-2 (SC 264.90-94). 
However,, the dichotomy here is one between VJ/UXIKOI and 7iv£ouaTiicoi, i.e. between those 
whoo have to do good works and those who are spiritual by nature. 
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off  the Pauline antithesis lies before us. The noun adp£ does not refer to a life 
underr the Law and in sin - as is often, but not always,535 the case in the letters 
off  Paul -, but to the inferior, though not despicable, sphere of the concrete bodily 
existencee of human beings. What Ignatius tries to say is that even the outward 
humann life - where fleshly relationships are inevitable - should be dominated by 
thee inner human relationship with Christ. Thus, even here in Eph 8:2 Ignatius7 

usagee of the noun odp£ is quite neutral. 
Neverthelesss there are some passages in which the inferiority and weakness 

off  the human flesh is at least hinted at. Ignatius, for instance, states that he is 
writingg the Roman community not "according to the flesh" (Kaxd capica), but 
"accordingg to the purpose of God" (Kaxd yvu)UT|v Öeoü: Rm 8:3); and the 
Magnesianss are exhorted not to regard their neighbours "in a fleshly way" (Kaxd 
adpKa),, but to love each other "in Christ" (év ' InaoC Xpiaxo): Mg 6:2). In these 
instancess the flesh is contrasted with God or Christ. Here, the opposition does 
comee close to what Paul tried to express with his well-known binary phrases Kaxd 
odpKaa and Kaxd TTVEUUXX. Both Paul and Ignatius preach the message that the 
believerr should walk by faith in Christ, not by sight. All should live by the spirit, 
nott by the outward appearance of the flesh. 

Itt is quite clear that the word adp£ in Rm 2:1 should be interpreted against the 
backgroundd of passages such as Rm 8:3 and Mg 6:2. At the beginning of Rm 2:1 
Ignatiuss already pointed to an opposition of God versus human beings: "I do not 
wantt you to please people but to please God (oó öéXxo óp.a<; dvöpG)7iapeaKf|aai, 
dXXdd Seep dpsoai)." Now he says "If you remain silent and let me be, I shall be 
aa word of God, if you love my flesh, I shall be a (mere) voice." The opposition 
iss clearly one of God's purpose versus human interests, outer appearance versus 
innerr intention. Thus, "do not love my flesh" seems to mean "do not take notice 
off  my outer appearance, but observe my inner preoccupations, my spirit, and the 
purposee of God."536 

Inn conclusion, when Ignatius asks the Roman Christians not to love his flesh, 
thiss should not be understood as the utterance of an ascetic whose thought was 

Schoedell  (1985) 64. However, Paul's words in Gal 2:20 come quite close to those of Ignatius: 
"Th ee lif e I now live in the flesh, I live by faith in the Son of God (ö öè vüv C,a> év aapKi, év 
7t{ateii  QS> TfJ TOO utoO too Ösoö);"  see Bultmann (1953) 46-47. Cf. also Gos. Thorn. 22: "When 
youu make the inside the outside, and the outside as the inside ... then you shall enter  the 
kingdom." " 

Paull  also uses the term odp£ in a more neutral sense like Ignatius does, see e.g. Phil 1:22 and 
cf.. further  Bultmann (1955) 1.232-236. Camelot (1969) 25; Niederwimmer (1956) 14; Koester 
(1957)) 59-60; and Lona (1986) 408 suggested that Ignatius' usage of the term adp£ comes close 
too that in the Gospel of John. But precisely in the two cases in which the opposition adp£, ~ 
nveOnaa occurs (3:6 and 6:63), the term adp£ does seems to have a negative connotation. 

Lonaa (1986) 402 interprets the passage somewhat differently . According to him, Ignatius protests 
againstt  an improper  kind of love: "Di e Sorge urn diese adp£ wird als Zeichen fur  eine unreine 
Liebee angesehen."  Ignatius, however, does not criticize the nature of the Romans' love, but the 
choicee of the object of their  love. 
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dominatedd by a strong sense of world denial. The flesh is regarded by Ignatius as 
ann inherent aspect of human existence. The flesh should be sanctified and not be 
eradicatedd as something evil. Yet, on the other hand, the flesh is also something 
outward,, something which sometimes clashes - or seems to clash - with God's 
purpose.. When Ignatius' time has come to die, it is no longer any use - or better: 
"ann inopportune kindness" (Rm 4:1) - to care for his flesh. 

10.210.2 The Body (Rm 4:2 and 5:3) 
Thee concept ad>|ia is far less common in Ignatius than the term adp .̂ The noun 
occurss only four times in the letters. Once it is used with regard to the one body 
off  the church (Sm 1:2): " ... that he [i.e. Christ] might raise an ensign to the ages 
.... whether among the Jews or among the Christians in the one body of his church 
(évv èvi oxó|uaxi xfjq tKKkr\<jiaq auxoö)." It is quite surprising that this image 
-- which suits Ignatius' key concern, the unity of the church, so well and was well-
knownn in Pauline Christianity537 - does not occur more often in the letters.538 

Inn the three other instances Ignatius uses the term in the context of his reflections 
onn his near death. The term occurs twice in Rm 4:2, and once in Rm 5:3. Both 
passagess deserve close analysis. 

Inn Rm 4:2, Ignatius writes: "Entice the wild beasts that they may become my tomb 
andd leave behind no part of my body that when I fall asleep, I may burden no one. 
Thenn I shall truly be a disciple of Jesus Christ when the world wil l not even see 
myy body (KO^OCKEUCTOCXE xd önpia, tva uoi xdcpoq yévcovxai m i LLT|$EV 

KaxaXiTtooCTii  xdov xoö aa>|aaxó<; uou, tva \xf\ KOIUTIÖEIC; papu<; xivi yévcouxxi. 
XÓXEE ëaoLicu uotör|xf|£; etXr\&<bq ' Ir|aoö XpiaxoC, öxe oó5è xó <rd)|id p,ou ó 
KÓauogg öij/exai)." I wil l deal with Ignatius' longing that the cosmos may not see 
hiss body later in § 10.3. Here I wil l focus on the first part of this passage. Ignatius 
creativelyy strings three images. 

First,, he asks the Roman Christians to entice the wild beasts (KoA.otKeuaax£ 
xdd önpia). This petition probably must be understood as an allusion to concrete 
practicess at Roman festivals. At the spectacles in the amphitheatre there seem to 
havee been arena assistants who were appointed to stir up the wild beasts (or the 
gladiators)) when they were reluctant to attack.539 Here in Rm 4:2 Ignatius seems 
too ask the Roman Christians to take the place of these Roman servants. A littl e 
laterr the same theme reoccurs. In Rm 5:2 Ignatius declares that he himself wil l 
enticee (KoA,aK£\3o*G)) the wild beast or even force (7rpoCTPi drjo|iai) them when 

Seee e.g. Rom 12:4-5; 1 Cor 10:17; 12:12-27; Eph 1:23; 2:16;4:4, 12, 16; 5:30; Col 1:18,24; and 
3:15. . 

Cf.,, however, Eph 4:2 and Tr 11:2, where Ignatius speaks of Christians as the members (uéA.r|) 
off  Christ; and the usage of the word aaiuatEiov in Sm 11:2. 

Seee e.g. Seneca Ep. 7.4-5; Act. Thee. 35 (Aa 1.262; NTA 2.245); and Eusebius HE 8.7.1-2 (GCS 
9,2.752).. Cf. further also e.g. the mosaic described by K.M. Coleman, "Fatal Charades: Roman 
Executionss Staged as Mythological Enactments," JRS 80 (1990) 54. 
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theyy will not be found prompt with him. This motif of the martyr's fearless 
assistancee in his own execution can also be found in the later Acts of the Mar-
tyrs.tyrs.540540 But Ignatius' rhetoric in Rm 4:2 is even more stunning. It is hard to see 
whatt Ignatius could have expected the Roman Christians to make of his request 
forr their assistance in his execution. Quite understandably, Ignatius has been said 
too overdramatize the event.541 Yet it seems proper to consider briefly what the 
Romann audiences expected to witness in the amphitheatre. 

Itt appears that these expectations differed considerably depending whether 
aa criminal or a gladiator confronted the wild beasts in the arena. The former was 
expectedd to show penitence and terror,542 the latter vigour and fearlessness.543 

Thee condemned was reduced to the level of an object, a slave of the penalty. The 
gladiatorr was glorified as a hero. He was expected to render his life willingly and 
evenn to appear to take pleasure in the struggle up to the moment of death.544 The 
audiencee would protest fiercely if the gladiator showed the slightest of hesita-
tion,5455 and despite the low social status of the gladiator the hope for a grand and 
spectacularr death in the amphitheatre induced many to volunteer. 

Thus,, it can be said that in Rm 4:2 and 5:2 Ignatius identifies himself with 
thee brave gladiator rather than the despised convict. He does not comply with his 
rolee as a criminal without a will of his own. In this sense, his outcry to entice the 
beastss is an indirect challenge of Roman power. Still, Ignatius does not dwell on 
thee image. He seems not the man to glorify his own heroism. Some later Christian 
authorss were less reticent in comparing the martyr to a gladiator.546 In any event, 
Ignatius'' petition to entice the wild beasts should not simply be rebuked as the 
bravadoo of a sado-masochist. 

Ignatiuss continues with the surprising statement that he desires that the wild 
beastss may become his tomb (ïva jaoi xdcpoq yévcoviai). To the modern reader 
thiss may seem a peculiar image, but the idea that a wild beast could become the 
tombb of a deceased human being was well-known in Greco-Roman literature. In 
general,, Greeks and Romans seem to have been repelled by the idea of such a 
disgracefull  "burial." Notable is, for instance, the irony with which Apuleius (Met. 

Seee e.g. Mart. Pol. 3:1; Pass. Perp. 6:4; 18:5; Mart. Pion. 2:3-4 (Musurill o 136); and Eusebius 
HEHE  8.7.2 (GCS 9,2.752). A popular  martyrological theme is the refusal of wild beasts to devour 
Christians,, see e.g. Pass. Perp. 19:6; Act. Thee. 33-37 (Aa 1.259-263); and Eusebius HE 5.1.42 
(GCSS 9,1.418), Ignatius does not seem to have this motif in mind. 

Seee Schoedel (1985) 176; and cf. 180 n. 17. 

Cf.. e.g. D. Potter, "Martyrdo m as Spectacle,"  in: R. Scodel, ed., Theater and Society in the 
ClassicalClassical World (Ann Arbor  1993) 53-88. 

Seee e.g. Vill e (1981); Barton (1993) 11-81; and C. Barton, "Savage Miracles: The Redemption 
off  Lost Honor  in Roman Society and the Sacrament of the Gladiator  and the Martyr, "  Represen-
tationstations 45 (1994) 41 -7'1. 

Seee e.g. Cicero Tusc. 2.17.41; and Marcus Aureliuss 10.8; cf. Seneca Ep. 37.2; and Tranq. 11.3. 

Seee e.g. Cicero Pro Milone 92; Seneca Ira 1.2.4; and Ep. 7.5. 

Seee e.g. Tertullia n Scorp. 4.5 (CCL 2.1076); and Ad Mart. 3.1 (CCL 1.5). Cf. Bowersock (1995) 
50-51. . 
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4.13)) calls the wild beasts of the arena: "these noble sepulchres for the condemned 
men""  (ilia damnatorum fitnera).547 Thus, Ignatius again turns things topsy-turvy. 
Whatt was dreaded most by others, is desired ardently by him. 

Third,, Ignatius declares that he hopes that the beasts will leave behind no 
partt of his body (ur|9èv KaxaA.t7ï£0CTi TCÖV TOÖ o"cóf4.axóq uou). Once again one 
couldd say that Ignatius overdramatizes the event of his death. For, obviously, it is 
quitee unthinkable that the wild beasts really would devour him completely. It is 
interestingg to notice that Christians of later generations were greatly troubled by 
thee idea of Ignatius' body being devoured completely. Thus, the author of the so-
calledd Antiochene Acts of the Martyrdom of Ignatius states that the tougher parts 
off  Ignatius' body remained and were brought to Antioch as relics; and the author 
off  the so-called Roman Acts of the Martyrdom of Ignatius claims that the beasts 
crushedd Ignatius to death, but did not touch his flesh, so that his relics might be 
aa protection to the great city of the Romans.548 Both accounts are clearly in flat 
contradictionn with Ignatius' own hopes expressed here in Rm 4:2 and in Rm 5:3 
(seee below). It is all too clear that the authors of these hagiographic works were 
merelyy interested in safeguarding the claims of respectively Antioch or Rome to 
possesss the relics of Ignatius.549 Ignatius himself, however, does not show any 
interestt in the veneration of relics. What, then, is the underlying idea of his desire 
forr the complete disappearance of his body? 

Ignatiuss himself gives the ground for his wish: "... that when I fall asleep 
II  may burden no one (ïva nf| KOiuT|&eiq Papuq xivi yevco^iai)." This rather 
surprisingg statement may be an allusion to the claim of Paul that he did not burden 
thee local Christian communities, although a precise verbal parallel cannot be 
found.3500 The devouring of the complete body would save the Roman community 
thee trouble of taking care of Ignatius' corpse. When the beasts have become 
Ignatius'' tomb, no burial is needed. 

Inn sum, the first part of Rm 4:2 seems first and foremost to express Ignatius' 
concernn for a quick, neat and honourable execution. At the same time, it must be 
noticedd that in the second part of Rm 4:2 Ignatius links the idea of the complete 
disappearancee of his body with the notion of true discipleship (see § 10.3). Thus, 
hiss wish to leave behind no part of his body also springs from a more profound 
concernn for the fulfilment of his own discipleship. For the completeness of his 

Secc further e.g. Sophocles El. 1488; Gorgias, in Longinus De Subl. 3.2; Lucretius De Re. Nat. 
5.990-993;; cf. Marcus Aurelius 4.21; and Athenagoras Suppl. 36 (Goodspeed 357). 

Seee Mart. Ign. Ant. 6 (Funk-Diekamp 2.336) and Mart. Ign. Rom. 10 (Funk-Diekamp 2.359); cf. 

alsoo Evagrius HE 1.16 (PG 86.2465). 

Inn the end, the contest seems to have been won by Rome. For the relics of Ignatius are now to 
bee found in the church San Clemente in Rome. An inscription in the apse mosaic points out the 
finall  resting-place of a tooth of Ignatius.. A nice painting of Ignatius' confrontation with the wild 
beastss can also be seen in this church. 

Paull  uses the verbs KaxaPapéco (2 Cor 12:16) and éTUpccpéco (1 Thess 2:9); cf. also 2 Cor 11:9; 
22 Thess 3:8; 1 Tim 5:16; and Ignatius in Ph 6:3. 
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destructionn points to the end of his life, and consequently to the perfection of his 
discipleship. . 

Inn Rm 5:3 Ignatius speaks about the destruction of his body in even more vivid 
andd gruesome terms: "Fire and cross, and packs of wild beasts, wrenchings of 
bones,, manglings of limbs, grindings of the whole body, evil tortures of the devil 
-- let these come upon me, only that I may attain Jesus Christ (nop KOU axaupoq 
dnpicovv te a\)axdaei<;, CTKopmauo i óatécov, auyKOTtai |ieA.d>v, dtteauoi öA-ou 
tooo O*ÓU<XTO<;, Kami KoA,daei<; xoC SiapóXou èn'è\iè èpxéaSooaav, (lóvov 
Ivaa 'Inaoö Xpiatoü éTmuxG))."551 

Thiss is the passage which has probably been quoted most often as evidence 
off  Ignatius*  "pathological" desire for self-destruction. Indeed, Ignatius' litany of 
horrorss is extreme. The exultant tone cannot be denied, but the passage should not 
bee merely interpreted as the rattling outcries of a disturbed mind. The list seems 
too be carefully constructed. It consists of three elements. First, Ignatius refers to 
threee means of execution: fire, cross, and wild beasts; second, he gives a threefold 
descriptionn of the complete destruction of the body; and third, he refers to the role 
off  the devil. Each element needs some further comment. 

Ass said, Ignatius begins with mentioning three means of execution: fire, 
cross,, and beasts. Since Ignatius had already spoken about his encounter with the 
beastss in Rm 4:1-2 and 5:2, their mention here in Rm 5:3 as the instruments of his 
executionn is as expected. The phrase "packs of wild beasts" (dnpuov auoTCtcyeiq) 
heree heightens the earlier references to the wild animals.552 

Ignatius'' reference to "fire" (rcup) and "cross" (axaupóc;) is more puzzling. 
Certainly,, crucifixion and burning at the stake (crematio) were both often practised 
meanss of execution in the Roman empire,553 but - with the exception of his 
referencee to "fire" (nop) and "sword" (^idxaipa) in Sm 4:2 - Ignatius does not 
seemm to contemplate any other penalty than the damnatio ad bestias. Thus, the 
expansionn to a list of three should probably be understood as rhetorical embellish-
ment.. Another - less likely - possibility is that Ignatius really did envisage a 
combinedd penalty, of which we read in some Acts of the Martyrs.554 

Ignatius'' threefold list can be compared with the - often even more extensive 
-- catalogues of penalties which can be found in other early Christian writings. The 

Seee for  several text critical problems in this passage: Lightfoot (1889) 2.216. 

Thee word auatdasii; is frequently translated with "grapplings,"  "conflicts,"  or  "struggles,"  so 
e.g.. Lightfoot (1889) 2.561, Lake (1912) 1.233, Srawley (1935) 77, Kleist(1946) 82,Goodspeed 
(1950)) 223, and Richardson (1953) 105. But the use of the word in Tr  5:2 makes the meaning 
"packs""  or  "formations "  more likely. 

Seee for  a death by burning in martyrological accounts e.g. 2 Mace 6:11; 4 Mace 17:1; Josephus 
Bell.Bell. 1.655; 2.152; Mart. Pol. 13-16; Act. Carp. 36 (Musurill o 26). The cross does not seem to 
occurr  very often in martyrological accounts, but see of course Act. And. 54ff (CCA 6.515ff); and 
Act.Act. Pet. 37-38 (Aa 1.91-97); and cf. e.g. As. Mos. 8:1; Josephus Bell. 3.321; and Tacitus Ann. 
15.44. . 

Seee Mart. Ludg. Eusebius HE 5.1.41 (GCS 9,1.418): cruxificion and beasts; and Mart. Pion. 
21.5-99 (Musurill o 164): crucifixion and crematio. 
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authorr of the so-called Shepherd ofHermas (10.1), for instance, speaks of those 
whoo endured "scourges, prisons, great tribulations, crosses, and wild beasts" 
(jadciiyaq,, (puAxxK&c;, Ö?u\|/ei<; \azyakaq, axaupouq, fhipia). And especially 
strikingg is the resemblance with a passage in Origen's treatise the Dialogue with 
HeraclidesHeraclides (24): "Thus I am confident to die for the sake of truth, thus I despise 
whatt is called a handy death, thus bring wild beasts, bring crosses, bring fire, bring 
tortures.. I know that when I depart, I withdraw from the body, I repose with 
Christt (OÖTCO 7te(öo(j,ai dTioSvrjcnceiv ÜTtèp öXr\§ziaq, ouxcoc; exoi^ou TOC 

Xeyouévouu Öavdxou Kctxacppovó), ouxax; <pépe ÖTjpia, <pépe axaupouq, cpéps 
Tiöp,, (pépe Paadvouc;. Ol8a 6xi &JKX xcp d7r.aA,A.ayfjvcu é^épxoji.ai xoö 
CTCójiaxoi;CTCójiaxoi; jisxd Xpiaxoö dvaTrauoum)." Like Ignatius, the Christian martyr here 
callss forth the tortures. On the other hand, the difference between this last passage 
andd Ignatius is also notable. Ignatius merely speaks about the destruction of his 
bodyy and not about a withdrawal from it.555 There is also some resemblance 
betweenn Ignatius' list and the oath of the gladiators (sacramentum gladiatorum) 
whoo swore to their masters "to be burnt, wounded, slain, or bound" (uri, vulnerari, 
occidi,occidi, alligari).556 Like the gladiator, Ignatius solemnly declares that he is 
preparedd to undergo every kind of ordeal to please his Lord. 

Ignatiuss continues with a threefold description of the destruction of his whole 
body.. First, he speaks about "wrenchings or scatterings of bones" (cncopTtiano i 
ÓCTXÉCQV).. The noun CTKOpTtiajj. óq does not occur elsewhere in the corpus of the 
Apostolicc Fathers or the New Testament.557 The usage of the plural is noticeable. 
Probably,, it should here - as well as in the two following phrases - be interpreted 
ass a plural used to refer to the concrete manifestations of an abstract concept.558 

Thus,, aKop7tia(j.o i means "cases of wrenching." 
Bauerr judges Ignatius' vivid imagery here to be the product of his unbridled 

imagination.5599 However, it is possible that Ignatius hinted at a motif which was 
knownn to him from the Old Testament tradition. In Psalm 21 (LXX) , for instance, 
aa vivid picture is given of men's misery. In v. 15 the Psalmist exclaims: "Al l my 
boness are out of joint (öieaKopït ia$r| rcdvxa xd óaxd nou)."560 The verbal 
similarityy with Ignatius is striking, the more so as the preceding verses of the 

Seee for further lists of penalties in early Christian literature e.g. Act. And. 39 (CCA 6.490); Justin 
Dial.Dial. 110.4 (Goodspeed 226); Tertullian Ad Nat. 1.18.1 (CCL 1.37); and Minucius Felix Oct. 
37.33 (CSEL 2.52). 

Seee e.g. Seneca Ep. 14.4; 37.1; 71.23; and Petronius Satyr. 117. Cf. Barton (1994). 

Outsidee these two corpora the noun surely can be found in second century writings, see e.g. 
Marcuss Aurelius' characterization of death (7.50) as: "a breaking up of the closely linked atoms 
or,, what is much the same, a scattering of the impassive elements (TK; aicopjuauo*; twv 
dt7ia3oavv aToixefrov)." 

Seee Blass § 142; and cf. e.g. the plurals in Rom 13:13; 2 Cor 12:20; Gal 5:20-21; Mt 15:19; and 
Mkk 7:21-22. 

Seee Bauer sv aicop7tiajióq: "Zerstreuung von Knochen, wie sie nach der zügellosen Phantasie 
dess Ignatius neben vielem anderen derail das Martyrium bringen wird." 

Cf.. Ps 52:6: "ó 9eóg SieaKÓpniaev óatct;" and 140:7: "8ieaKop7tia9r| i d o a ta T|UGJV." 

file:///azyakaq
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Psalmm spoke about bulls and lions which encircle the person in distress. Although 
hiss letters do not give evidence of a first-hand knowledge of the Psalms, it seems 
quitee likely that Ignatius was familiar with some of their imagery, especially of 
thosee Psalms which from early on were interpreted christologically.561 

Second,, Ignatius speaks about "manglings or cuttings of limbs" (GIT/KOTOX i 
u.eA,d)v).. The noun crüyK07iii does not occur elsewhere in the Apostolic Fathers or 
thee New Testament. The corresponding verb OUYKÓTTCG) does occur, but only rarely 
andd seems to have had no special connotation in early Christian literature. Third, 
Ignatiuss concludes his depiction of the devastation of his body with the phrase 
"grindingss of the whole body" (dteauoi öXou TOU aióuaxoq). Again, the noun 
a>xa|ió<;; (or ó;A,r|ap.ó<;) does not occur elsewhere in the Apostolic Fathers or the 
Neww Testament and only rarely in Greek literature in general. The phrase is an 
obviouss allusion to the imagery used in Rm 4:1: "I am ground by the teeth of wild 
beastss (6Yó8óvTtov drjpiov dXfj&o^ai)." In Rm 4:1 the notion "to be ground" 
referredd to a stage in the process of transformation, from wheat to puree bread (see 
furtherr chap. 2.6.1), here in Rm 5:2 it expresses the complete annihilation of the 
body.. The phrase crowns the two preceding expressions. 

Thee relationship between the three means of execution and the threefold 
depictionn of demolition is not altogether clear. Only the first component of the 
descriptionn could be interpreted as describing the horrors suffered by way of a 
crucifixion.. None of the three components seems to point to the circumstances of 
aa death at the stake. On the other hand, the third component definitely refers to an 
executionn by wild beasts, and the other two components can also be understood 
inn this way. Therefore, it seems most likely that all three components refer to a 
confrontationn with the wild beast. Perhaps, even some logical sequence is intended: 
thee beasts first disjoint the bones, then tear off the limbs, and finally devour the 
pieces,, leaving nothing behind. 

Thee gory details with which Ignatius visualizes the destruction of his body 
havee offended many modern readers of the letters. Our sensitivities, however, were 
probablyy not shared by all ancient readers. Within the early Jewish and Christian 
traditionn Ignatius*  language comes closest to the elaborate descriptions of tortures 
inn 2 and 4 Maccabees. Although there are no verbal parallels, Ignatius' desire to 
bee wrenched, mangled, and ground can, for instance, very well be compared with 
thee entreaty of the eldest of the seven brothers in 4 Maccabees, who addresses 
Antiochuss Epiphanes with the words: "Cut my limbs, burn my flesh, and twist my 
jointss (Téuvexé |xou id \iéXr\ icai TIUOOÖTÉ \IOV XÖLC, adpicai; Kai axpe^Xovxe 
xaa apdpa)."562 Surely, the intentions of the author of 4 Maccabees were quite 
different.. The endurance of the Maccabean martyrs - with the ultimate conse-

Seee with regard to Psalm 21 (LXX ) e.g. Mt 27:35, 46; Heb 2:12; 1 Pet 5:8; and Justin Dial. 98, 
102-1033 (Goodspeed 212-213, 216-220). 

44 Mace 9:17; see further  2 Mace 7:3-5, 7, 10-11; 14:45-46; 4 Mace 6:6, 25-26; 9:11-14, 19-21, 
26-28;;  10:5-8; 11:9-10, and 17-19. Cf. also Josephus Bell. 2.152 with regard to the Essenes. 
Similarr  descriptions of tortures can, of course, be found abundantly in the early Christian Acts 
ofof the Martyrs, see e.g. Mart. Pol. 2:2; 16:1; Pass. Perp. 21:2; Act. Carp. 2.4; and 3.5 (Musurill o 
30,, 32). 
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quencee of the complete destruction of their bodies - is related as a paragon of the 
supremacyy of reason over the passions,563 and of the superiority of the Jewish 
heroess over against the Seleucid king Antiochus. For Ignatius, the complete 
disappearancee of his body simply marks the completion of a faithful life, and 
thereforee the attainment of God. However, this difference does not nullify the fact 
thatt both Ignatius and the author of 4 Maccabees thought it fitting to make their 
pointt by using similar imagery. 

Inn the Greco-Roman tradition too there can be found parallels to Ignatius' 
rhetoric.. The tone of Seneca's discourse can, for instance, become quite exuberant 
whenn he speaks about death as the destruction of the body: "Let go your already 
uselesss limbs (membra) with resignation and dispense with that body (corpus) in 
whichh you have dwelt so long. It will be torn asunder, buried out of sight, and 
wastedd away (scindetur, obruetur, abolebitur)."5(A Again, the message is quite 
differentt - the Platonic adage of aco â afju.a565 does not seem to have occupied 
Ignatius'' mind -, but the rhetoric is the same. Secondly, let me refer to the four 
timess that Philo gives a quotation from a lost tragedy of Euripides (Frag. 697), 
wheree Heracles exclaims: "Roast and consume my flesh, and drink thy fill  of my 
darkk blood (muTipa, K&TCUSE cr&pKac;, è\mXr\GSr\Ti uou mvcov KEXCUVÖV 
aï^ia)."5666 Surprisingly enough, Philo refers to these words as an example of 
howw the man of knowledge should respond to distress and pain, stepping out like 
ann athlete to meet all grievous things with strength and vigour. Thus, Ignatius' 
graphicc description of the destruction of his body in the passage under discussion 
shouldd not too easily be denounced as an instance of bad taste. 

Ignatiuss ends his "catalogue of horrors" with a reference to the works of 
Satan:: "evil tortures of the devil" (Kami KoXaaeic; toö SiapóXou). Schoedel 
translatess the plural of the noun KOXOCCTK; with "punishments," but this rendering 
seemss less appropriate in this context.567 The idea that the torments suffered by 
persecutionn are punishments designed by God - an idea strongly emphasized in, 
forr instance, 2 Maccabees568 - is nowhere to be found in the letters of Ignatius. 
Here,, Ko^ctaeic; simply means "torments or tortures," i.e. the noun directly refers 
too the aforementioned atrocities. Ignatius quite often alludes to the role of the 
Adversaryy of God, and thrice in the context of his imminent death. Besides the 
referencee to the "devil" (5i&poA,o<;) as the one who racks his body here in Rm 
5:3,, Ignatius speaks twice of the "ruler of this age" (o apxcov TOC atüWoq 

Note,, for instance, the opening words of 4 Mace: "The subject that I am about to discuss is most 
philosophical,, that is, whether devout reason is sovereign over the emotions." 

Ep.Ep. 102.27; cf. e.g. the fragment from Seneca found in Lactantius Div. Inst. 6.17 (CSEL 19.546); 
andd Marcus Aurelius 7.68. 

Seee e.g. Plato Phaedo 64c-67b; Crat. 400c; cf. Cicero Tusc. 1.74; 1.118. The idea that the body 
restrainss the soul seems to have been extremely wide-spread in the Greco-Roman world. 

Seee Philo Prob. 25; 99; Leg. 3.202; and Ios. 78. 

Schoedell  (1985) 178. The translation "tortures" is given by Lightfoot (1889) 2.561; Lake (1911) 
1.233;; and Grant (1966) 91. Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 74; and Fischer (1993) 189 translate "Plagen." 

Seee 2 Mace 6:12-16; 7:18, and 32. Cf. e.g. Van Henten (1997) 136-140. 
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xouxou)) as the one who tries to corrupt his Godly intent and to carry him off (Tr 
4:2;; Rm 7A).5* 9 The devil is seducer and torturer at the same time, he is an evil 
powerr which must be endured and overcome. 

Thee idea that the Christian who faces adversity really fights the devil seems 
too have been a widespread motif in early Christianity. The notion can already be 
foundd in Rev 2:10: "The devil is about to throw some of you into prison" (cf. 
12:10),, and is quite prominent in some of the later Acts of the Martyrs. The 
passagee in Mart. Pol. 2:4 comes probably closest to Ignatius' language: "Those 
whoo were condemned to the beasts endured terrifying tortures ... that, if possible, 
hee might lead them to a denial by constant torture (oi eiq xd dripia Kaxaicpi-
devtec;; Cménewav Seivdq KoXdaeiq ... Iva, st 8uvr)Sevn, 8td xf|<; èmnóvou 
KoXdaeax;; eiq dpvnaiv aóxouq xpé\|/rj)." Since the person who administers the 
torturess is not mentioned explicitly, the passage seems rather obscure. In most 
Greekk manuscripts the words ó xupavvoc; are inserted after "if possible," thus 
makingg the proconsul to be the subject of the sentence. However, it must be 
noticedd that the next chapter (3:1) opens with the words: "For the Devil invented 
manyy things against them (7ioX.X.d ydp éurjxavdxo ïcax' aóxaW ó SidpoAxx;)." 
Thiss yap-clause should be understood as offering the key to the preceding pass-
age.5700 It is the devil who through the Roman authorities tries to corrupt the 
Christianss (see also Mart. Pol. 17:2). In the Martyrium Lugdunensium the devil is 
introducedd into the account by no less than five different names: the Adversary, 
thee Evil One, Satan, the Devil, and the Serpent.571 Perpetua's visionary dream 
off  her fight with the Egyptian is also a striking example. The passage ends with 
thee words: "Then I awoke; I realized that it was not with wild animals that I 
wouldd fight but with the devil {et experrecta sum. et intellexi me non ad bestias, 
sedsed contra diabolum esse pugnaturam)."572 Thus, it seems quite clear that the last 
elementt in Ignatius' catalogue would have been appreciated as an appropriate 
conclusionn to his list of tortures. It reveals the fire, the cross and the wild beasts 
ass the instruments of the devil. 

Inn conclusion, it is clear that in Rm 4:2 as well as Rm 5:2 "the body" (a©not) 
standss for the material component of a human being, the bones and the limbs, the 

Seee further  for  ó Ixtxavaq: Eph 13:1; for  ó SidpoXoq: Eph 10:3; Tr  8:1; Sm 9:1; for  ó dpxcov: 
Ephh 17:1; 19:1; Mg 1:2; and Ph 6:2. 

Seee Lightfoot (1889) 3.368. 

Mart.Mart. Ludg., Eusebius HE 5.1.5-6, 16, 27, 42 (GCS 9,1.402-403, 408, 412, 418). 

Pass.Pass. Perp. 10.13-14, see also 3.3; 20.1; and cf. further  e.g. Act. Carp. 35 (Musurill o 26); 4.2 
(Musurill oo 32); Mart. Fruct. 7.2 (Musurill o 184); Justin Dial. 131 (Goodspeed 252); Origen 
Exhort.Exhort. Mart. 36 (GCS 2.34). Cf. also Mart. Is. 5:1; and further  F.J. Dölger, "Der  Kampf mit 
demm Agypter  in der  Perpetua-Vision. Das Martyriu m als Kampf mit dem Teufel,"  Antike und 
ChristentumChristentum 3 (1932) 185-187. 
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mortall  flesh, the earthly tent.573 Thus, in Ignatius the meaning of the noun crajjia 
comess quite close to that of the noun adp .̂ There is only a slight difference, in 
thee sense that adp̂  refers to the material component of a human being as the 
outwardd aspect, and acöjia t 0 m e s a me m m8 ^ a to tal  0I" various parts. 

Itt must be noticed that neither of the passages in which Ignatius uses the 
nounn acöfia in his reflections on his death gives any evidence of a fundamentally 
negativee assessment of the body. Surely, some dichotomy between the inner man 
andd the outer framework is presupposed, but this notion is certainly not empha-
sized.. Notably, Ignatius does not speak about the liberation of his soul, spirit, or 
mind.5744 Further, it is significant that adjectival qualifications, such as "useless" 
orr "superfluous," are missing. The physical body is not even pictured as distressed 
byy care and suffering. Probably, Ignatius would have felt uncomfortable with 
Paul'ss famous saying in 2 Cor 5:6: "While we are at home in the body we are 
awayy from the Lord (èv xcö CTtó(iaxi èic5r|u.oCu£v &7iö TOO Kupioo)." It seems that 
Ignatiuss valued the body highly. This is clear from the way in which he juxtaposes 
thee adjectives "bodiless" (daójiaxoq) and "demonic" (öai|u.oviKÓ<;) in his dispute 
withh the docetists.575 

Inn short, in the Ignatian letters the noun ao)u.a refers to a materiality which 
iss a constructive and essential aspect of human existence. Thus, the annihilation 
off  the body is not in itself a joyful occasion; rather it is a sign of the perfect 
faithfulnesss of the true disciple of Christ, who is prepared to give up his life, i.e. 
hiss body, in loyalty to God. When his body has disappeared completely, Ignatius 
wil ll  be a true disciple (Rm 4:2) and attain God (Rm 5:3). 

10.310.3 The World (Rm 2:2, 3:2, 4:2 and 6:1-2) 
Noww that I have dealt with Ignatius' two most important anthropological terms, 
<s6.pt,<s6.pt, and aöjaa, I can turn to his two most important cosmological terms, KÓauoq 
andd \)\r\. The term KOG\XOC, occurs 9 times in the letters. Four times it is used in 
thee general context of Ignatius' exhortations. Five times it is used in the direct 
contextt of Ignatius' reflections on his imminent death. Let me first look briefly at 
thee first group. 

Inn these four instances, God and the world are presented as two opposing 
spheres.. Most illustrative is the passage in Mg 5:2: 'There are two coinages, the 

Thiss seems to be the first meaning of the Greek word, see e.g. in Paul's letters: 1 Cor 5:3; 7:34; 
22 Cor 4:11; 12:7; Gal 4:13; and 6:17. Cf. further Bultmann (1955) 1.192-203; and E. Schweizer, 
F.. Baumgartel, "aa>u.a KtX." TWNT 7.1057-1064. J.A.T. Robinson, The Body: A Study in 
PaulinePauline Theology (London 1952) 28-9, Bultmann (1955) 1.195, and many others have argued 
thatt in Paul the term aauct more importantly denotes "the whole person." Yet see for a careful 
critiquee of this holistic definition: R.H. Gundry, Soma in Biblical Theology with Emphasis on 
PaulinePauline Anthropology (Cambridge 1976). 

Seee for the noun vjo>xr| Ph 1:2; and 11:2; for rcveönot § 10.1; and for voü<; Mg 7:1. 

Smm 2:1; cf. the phrase "bodiless demon" (8aiu.óviov &aé\iaxov) in Sm 3:2. The contrast with 
thee positive assessment of a bodiless existence in Gnosticism is striking, see the referenes in 
Paulsenn (1978) 142 nn. 50-51. 

http://s6.pt
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onee of God, the other of the world, and each of them has its own imprint on it, 
thee unbelievers that of this world, the believers the imprint of God the Father 
(èoxivv \o\ii<y\iaxa 8uo, ö jièv $eoö, ö 8è KÓa|xou, Kai ëicaaxov aóxcov ï8iov 
XapaKtripaa e7iiKeip,evov exei, 01 aniaxoi xou KÓa îou xoóxou, 01 6è maxoi 
XapaKxf|paa OEOÖ Ttaxpöq)." The two remaining passages are quite similar. In Rm 
3:33 Ignatius declares: "Christianity is characterized by greatness, when it is hated 
byy the world (neyéSoix; èaxiv ó Xpioxiaviau, óq, Öxav jiiaf|xai ÓTIO KÓOJAOU);" 

andd in Rm 7:1 he exhorts his readers: "Do not profess Jesus Christ and desire the 
worldd (|ir| XaXeixe 'IT|CTOÖV Xpiaxóv, KÓCT|XOV 8è erti&Dusixs)."576 

Inn these passages, the term KÓajioq seems to stand for those outside the 
churchh who are hostile towards God, Christ, and the Christian faith. Of course, this 
notionn of an antagonism between the world and God is well-known from the 
Paulinee and Johannine tradition.577 Yet it remains to be seen whether Ignatius 
usess the term KÓCJIOC; in a similar negative sense in the context of his reflections 
onn his near death, as it is claimed by, for instance, Schoedel.578 Let me, there-
fore,, now look at each of the five relevant passages (Rm 2:2; 3:2; 4:2; 6:1, 2). 

Inn Rm 2:2 Ignatius writes: "It is good to set from the world to God that I may rise 
too him (KaXöv xó 8övai duo KÓCJ|UOU 7ipö<; 9eóv, ïva eiq aüxöv dtvaxeiX©)." 
Thiss statement picks up the language of the directly preceding solar metaphor with 
whichh I dealt in § 9.2. As in Mg 5:2, the opposition here is between God and the 
world:: to set from the world means to rise to God. Yet it is doubtful whether the 
termm KÓCTJAO<; here in Rm 2:2 refers specifically to the hostile world outside the 
church.. It would not fit  in with the concrete spatial imagery. More likely, the word 
KÓcrfioqq points simply to the physical world in general. That is, Ignatius expresses 
hiss hope to go under before the eyes of the world, i.e. believers and unbelievers 
alike,, only that he may go up to God. 

Thee fact that the assertion "to set from the world is good" (icaXöv xö SOvai 
airee KÓCT̂ IOU) is formulated in terms of a general statement may lead one to the 
conclusionn that Ignatius considered this physical world as a dreadful place which 
aa human being can only hope to leave as soon as possible. However, it should be 
observedd that Ignatius qualifies his statement with the phrase npöq Seóv and the 
subordinatee clause: "so that / may rise to him (tva ei<; auxov dvaxeiXco)." It 
appearss that to relinquish the world is merely the better option for him at this 
moment.. Ignatius does not advocate an ascetic denial of the world.579 

Cf.. for  the notion of the "hate of the world: "  John 7:7; 15:18-19; 17:14; and 1 John 3:13. 

Seee for  the usage of the term in John and Paul e.g. Bultmann (1955) 1.254-259; and H. Sasse, 
"Koaué©,, KTX..."  TWNT 3.892-896. 

Schoedell  (1985) 14: "Th e term world in Ignatius is always used in the negative sense familiar 
too us from the NT as that which is opposed to God;"  and cf. 23 n. 119: "Th e world, then, is 
neverr  simply the physical world." 

Schlierr  (1929) 146 also points to Ph 11:1, "Rheus Agathopous, an elect man ... having said 
farewelll  to lif e (ötnotct^ducvoq i&  P«p),"  as an example of an ascetic tendency in Ignatius. 
Indeedd this terminology does seem to have had an ascetic connotation, see e.g. Lk 14:33; 2 Clem. 
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Moreover,, it must be noticed that although the exact wording TO SGVOU &7ió 
KÓa|j.oüü seems unique to Ignatius, a similar expression can be found more often 
inn martyrological writings, namely: "to depart from the world" (ÓLTtaXXaaGO\iai 
TOCC KÓCTUOU).580 Bauer claims that this phrase was a colloquial circumlocution 
forr the simple verb "to die."581 It seems quite likely that Ignatius' more figurat-
ivee language should be interpreted similarly. Thus, the phrase "It is good to set 
fromm the world to God" probably does not express a contemptus mundi any more 
thann Rm 6:1: "It is good for me to die to Jesus Christ (icaXóv \io\ drcoSaveiv 
etc;; Tncjoóv Xpureóv)." 

Ignatius'' rhetoric in Rm 3:2-3 poses more serious interpretative problems: "For if 
II  am found one [i.e. a Christian], I can also be called one and prove faithful then 
whenn I do not appear to the world. Nothing that appears is good; for our God 
Jesuss Christ rather appears by being in the Father (é&v ydp eópeddj, KOU 
Xéyeadaii  Suvaum icai TÓTE maTÖcj eivai, ötav KÓapq) \if\ q>aivcopai, 
oü8èvv (paivó(aevov KaXóv. ó ydp Öeöcj f|pa>v Tnaoöq Xpiaiöq èv 7iaxpt <2>v 
pdX,A.ovv cpaivETca)." I dealt with Ignatius' hope to be found a Christian through 
deathh in § 6.4b. Here, we must focus on what follows. Ignatius' imagery - playing 
onn the verb (pouvojicu - is puzzling. There can be distinguished three stages in 
Ignatius'' line of thought. 

Thee first element is the temporal clause "when I do not appear to the world" 
(ÖTOCVV  KÓo-p<p f̂j (pouvoopou). The phrase seems to be analogous to Rm 4:2: 
"whenn the world will not even see my body" (ÖTË OVJ8E TÖ aópxx pou ó KÓap.o<; 
ö\|/exai).. It is clear that here the verb cpaivopm "to appear" means something 
likee "to be seen." Only when his outer appearance has been destroyed completely 
-- when his flesh/body will be non-existent and thus no longer seen - Ignatius will 
bee a true disciple (Rm 4:2) and a faithful Christian (Rm 3:2). In both these 
passagess the meaning of the noun KÓCTUOCJ seems quite neutral. The term seems to 
referr to the whole physical world, including all human beings, i.e. Christians and 
paganss alike. Thus, the clause could probably well be interpreted as saying "when 
nobodyy will see me." 

Thee second element is the general statement "Nothing that appears is good 
(oó8èvv cpaivópEvov KaA.óv)."582 Taken on its own this assertion could very 

6:4-5;; 16:2; Act. Thee. 5 (Aa 1.238); and Philo Legat. 41. But Ignatius uses it only once and not 
withh regard to himself. 

Seee e.g. I Clem. 5:7: "Thus he [i.e. Paul] departed from the world (ó.nr\k\&yr\ TOÖ KÓOIIOU);" 
Act.Act. Carp. 36 (Musurillo 26): " . .. that they might all the more quickly depart from the world 
(drtaAAaydkoivv TOÖ KÓCT(10\J);" cf. Mart. Pol. 3:1; Act. Max. 2:11 (Musurillo 248); Mart. Das. 
10:22 (Musurillo 278); and Act. Thorn. 159 (Aa 11,2.270). 

Seee Bauer sv duiccXAaaato 2b; cf. LSJ sv B.II.2. However, the verb was also used in the meaning 
off  "to be freed of," see e.g. Plato Phaedo 80d. 

Thee Greek manuscripts of both the LR and the MR read aitóviov in stead of KCtXóv. This 
alterationn should be interpreted as an attempt to make the Ignatian text cohere with the Pauline 
passagee in 2 Cor 4:18, "What can be seen is temporary, but what cannot be seen is eternal (T& 
(iAxnó^vaa JipóoKatpa, TÓC 6è u.f| pXejtófieva cclévia)," which is inserted into the text by 
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welll  be interpreted as a radical denial of the value of the whole visible world.583 

However,, two considerations point in a different direction. Firstly, such a radical 
worldd denial would be unparalleled in the letters. The only other instance in which 
Ignatiuss uses the neuter participle of the verb tpaivoucu is illustrative (Pol 2:2): 
"Youu [i.e. Polycarp] are both fleshly and spiritual that you may humour the things 
whichh appear before your eyes, ask that things unseen may be revealed (oapKiKÖ<; 
e?? Kai 7tvei)|iaTiKÓ<;, tva xd <paivóu£vd oou eiq npóa<anov KoAaKeurjq, xd 
8èè dópaxa atxei tva coi (pavepcoÖiï)." The opposition here is between things 
visiblee and invisible. Yet it is clear that both are essential and valuable aspects of 
humann existence. A good bishop has an eye for both. 

Secondly,, it must be noted that the verb cpatvouxxi cannot only be used in 
thee meaning of "to make one's appearance" or "to be seen,"584 but also in the 
meaningg of "to seem to be (what one is not)." In this sense the verb cpa(vop.ai 
comess close to the verb SOKSCO.585 At this point we should refer to a passage in 
Origen'ss De Oratione. In this work Origen comments on Matthew's condemnation 
off  the hypocrites who pray at the street corners (Mt 6:5) as follows: "Nothing that 
appearss is good, only seeming to be and not truly existing (ou5èv cpaivónevov 
icaX,óvv èati oiovei SOKTJOEI öv Kai ÓÓK dX-rjÖöq)."586 The verbal similarity 
withh Ignatius is striking. Taking the context into consideration, it seems very likely 
thatt for Ignatius the same is at stake here in Rm 3:3. At the beginning of Rm 3:2, 
Ignatiuss emphasized the importance of "not only to speak but also to will " and 
"nott only to be called a Christian but also to be found one." The opposition seems 
too be one of mere appearance versus concrete actuality, pretence versus truth (cf. 
§§ 6.4b-c). Thus, the phrase "nothing that appears is good" should probably first 
andd foremost be understood as saying "mere intentions which are not authenticated 
byy deeds are no good." Surely, Ignatius plays on the double meaning of the verb 
cpaivop-ai.. For him "not merely to seem to be" means "not to appear, i.e. not to 
bee seen." His disappearance is the ultimate confirmation of his faithfulness, 
discipleship,, and Christianity. 

thee interpolator  of the LR. The reading KCCXÓV - or  dyadóv as proposed by Bauer-Paulsen 
(1985)) 72 and others - is suggested by the Latin , Syriac and Armenian versions of the MR. 

-- So esp. Schlier  (1929) 103, 148; and Meinhold (1963) 318. 

Cf.. the translation of the passage with "Nicht s Sichtbares ist gut"  by Bauer  (1920) 246, Bauer-
Paulsenn (1985) 71 and Fischer  (1993) 185; "Nothin g visible is good"  by Lightfoot (1889) 2.559, 
Lakee (1911) 1.229, Srawley (1935) 74, and Goodspeed (1950) 222; "Nothin g you can see has 
reall  value"  by Richardson (1953) 104; and "Rien de ce qui est visible n'est bon"  by Camelot 
(1969)) 111. 

Seee esp. Schoedel (1985) 173: "I n Greek literatur e appearing (to tpaivónevov) is frequently 
synonymouss with seeming (TÓ SOKOÜV) to be something and opposed to actually being so."  In 
aa footnote (n. 18) Schoedel refers to Aristotle, Plato and Xenophon. The verb SoKéco is of central 
importancee in Ignatius' refutation of docetic heresies, see Tr  10:1; Sm 2:1; and 4:2. Cf. also Vogt 
(1984)) 63-64; and W.R. Schoedel, "Riesenfeld's Ignatius. Some Elaborations,"  Patristic, 
Medieval,Medieval, and Renaissance Conference 4 (1979) 153. 

586 6 Origenn De Or. 20 (GCS 3.334). 
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Thee third element is the phrase "For our God Jesus Christ rather appears by 
beingg in the Father (ó ydp 9eö<; I'IJJ.CDV 'Ir)ox>0<; Xpiaxö<; év raxxpi <E>v [laKkov 
(paivexai).""  Here Ignatius forms a paradox. The first part of the paradox is not 
formulatedd in terms of "appearance,"587 but there can be no doubt that what 
Ignatiuss tries to say is: "Now that Christ no longer appears (to the world), he 
appearss more clearly (to the Christian community)," or in other words: "Christ is 
moree clearly seen, now that he is no longer seen." Possibly Ignatius was inspired 
byy Johannine language. Thus, Jesus states in John 14:19: "In a littl e while the 
worldd wil l no longer see me, but you wil l see me (ó KÓCU.O<; U.E OÓKÉXI öecopei, 
v\i£iqv\i£iq 5è &£(opeïTE \ie)." 

Onee should be careful not to read too much into this last element of Ignatius' 
extensivee play on the verb cpaivou.ai. Some commentators have interpreted the 
passagee as referring to a contrast between Christ's earthly existence when he was 
nott recognized and his heavenly existence when he was at last revealed as the Son 
off  God.588 However, such a scheme is nowhere to be found in the Ignatian 
letters.. Incarnation and passion are both mysteries which reveal Christ's true 
nature.5899 Further, it should be noticed that Ignatius immediately continues with 
thee words: "The deed is not a matter of persuasive rhetoric (oo 7i£icniovfi<; TO 
ëpyov).""  It is still the opposition of word versus deed which dominates Ignatius' 
mind.. It seems that Christ's passion is not prized as the destruction of the visible, 
butt as the deed which ascertains the word. It is in this respect that Ignatius can 
comparee himself with Christ. Ignatius wil l then be faithful (TÓTE 7uaxo<; Eivat) 
whenn he does not appear to the world (ötav KÓCTLIQ) LIT) cpaivooLiai); Christ then 
appearss more (u.aA,A.ov cpaivsxai) when he is in the Father (èv raxxpi <&v). In 
otherr words, one wil l appear more when one proves faithful. Both Christ and 
Ignatiuss prove faithful in death. 

Thee next passage which should be mentioned here is Rm 6:1: "Of no profit to me 
wil ll  be the ends of the world, and the kingdoms of this age; it is better for me to 
diee to Jesus Christ than to rule the ends of the earth (ou5év U.E dxpEA-fjaei xa 
Ttépaxaa xoó KÓa|iou oóSè ai paaiXstai xoO airóvoq xouxou. KaXóv u,oi 
a7io$avsïvv zie, ' Inaoöv Xpurxóv f\ paaitouEiv xtöv TiEpdxov xfjc; yf\q)." 
Sincee I already dealt with this passage extensively in § 2.5, we can be brief about 
itit  here. 

Inn this passage the nouns KÓojioq and yf) (cf. Rm 5:1 and Sm 11:2) seem to 
bee used as synonyms. Thus, it is clear that the term cosmos here has a neutral 

Thee formulation év raxTpi <Sv probably stems from the Johannine tradition, see John 14:20: "On 
thatt day [i.e. when the world will no longer see Christ] you will know that I am in my Father 
(éyd)) èv iq> naxpi jiou);" cf. 10:38; 14:11; and 17:21. 

Seee e.g. Lightfoot (1889) 2.205; Grant (1966) 88; and Bauer sv cpaivw 2b: "Christus dadurch, 
daBB er év jratpi, d.h. der Welt unsichtbar geworden ist, udXXov qxxivExai tritt um so mehr 
inn die Erscheinung als das was er wirklich ist namlich ó èeöq f\\i&v." 

Seee for instance the "hymn" in Eph 19:1-3; and Mg 6:1: "Christ who before the ages was with 
thee Father and appeared in the end (év xéXsi étpdvri)." 
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meaning.. This would be in coherence with the usage of the noun in the synoptic 
traditionn on which Ignatius is probably dependent in this passage.590 The term 
KÓCF|ioc;; simply stands for the physical world in which all human beings live, some 
too rule, others to serve. 

Thee phrase "this age" (o airi>v OCTO<;) has a more distinctive connotation. 
Thee Semitic expression points to an opposition between the present age and the 
agee to come (ó aièv jxéXXov). Although the latter phrase never occurs in the 
letterss of Ignatius, the former probably did retain its eschatological connotation. 
Quitee often Ignatius speaks about the devil as the ruler of this age (ó apx<ov TOO 
aicovot;; TOUTOD) who tries to lead Christians astray.591 These observations may 
leadd one to conclude that Ignatius here expresses his desire to leave the present 
evill  world behind. Nevertheless it seems more likely that Ignatius qualified the 
nounn "kingdoms" (Paaiteïai) with the expression "of this age" (TOO airavoq 
TOUTOD)) to point to the transient nature rather than to the anti-divine stance of the 
kingdoms.. Probably Ignatius would not have felt the need to state that the devilish 
kingdomss are of no profit to him. Ratherr he simply declares that human power and 
gloryy are nothing to him, now he is about to die. 

Onee last passage should be dealt with. In Rm 6:2 Ignatius implores the Christians 
inn Rome: "Do not give to the world one who wants to be God's (TÖV TOÖ 9eoo 
SiAovTo;; eivcu KÓayup jar) %apior\a&s)" Again Ignatius contrasts God and the 
world.. Ignatius' usage of the verb xapiCpiiax in this context is noticeable. In 
Ignatius'' letters and in early Christian literature in general the verb is often used 
withh regard to God's gracious gifts.592 Thus, Ignatius' saying could well be 
understoodd as a paradox emphasizing the ill-timed generosity of the Roman 
community,, like in Rm 4:1: "Do not hinder me ... do not become an inopportune 
kindnesss for me." The term KÓa\ioq, then, would have a neutral connotation. 

However,, sometimes the verb %apiCpiiai also has the meaning of "to turn 
over,""  i.e. to hand over to people who want to punish or kill someone.593 In this 
casee the term KOCTJIOC; would have the negative connotation of the realm of anti-
divinee powers hostile to the Christian faith. It is quite difficult to determine with 
certaintyy which of the two connotations of the verb was foremost in Ignatius' mind 
heree in Rm 6:2. On the one hand, the positive sense of the verb would cohere with 

Seee Mt 4:8-10; 16:26 (and parallels); and further  the discussion in § 2.5. 

Seee Eph 17:1; 19:1; Mg 1:2; Tr  4:2; Rm 7:1; and Ph 6:2. The exact wording of this titl e cannot 
bee found elsewhere in the NT or  the Apostolic Fathers. Closest comes the expression ó dpx<üv 
-tooo KÓOUOU xouTOU in John 12:31; 14:30; 16:11; cf. also the phrase &PXOVTE< ; TOO cd<avo<; 
toÓTOüü in 1 Cor  2:6, 8. 

Thee only other  instance in which Ignatius uses the verb is Eph 1:3: "For  blessed is he who has 
grantedd (xotpiad|ievo<;) you who are worthy to have such a bishop."  Cf. e.g. Rom 8:32; Gal 
3:18;;  Phil 2:9; Did. 10:3; Hennas 105:6; and 2 Clem. 1:4. 

Ass is remarked by Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 76; see esp. Acts 25:11: "Now if I [i.e. Paul] am in the 
wrongg and have committed something for  which I deserve to die, I am not tryin g to escape death; 
butt  if there is nothing to their  charges against me, no one can turn me over  to them (oö5e(<; u,e 
Öóvataii  ai>TOi<; xctP" 10" 1^ 01);"  cf. 3:14; 25:16; and Phlm 22. 
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Ignatius'' emphasis on the benevolence of the Roman community elsewhere in the 
letter.. On the other hand, the negative sense of the verb would match Ignatius' 
languagee in what follows: "Nor deceive me with matter" (see § 10.4). Conceivably 
Ignatiuss was well aware of the ambiguous connotations of the verb. 

Inn conclusion, in the five passages discussed above the noun KÓCLKX; seems first 
andd foremost to refer to the sphere of every day human life, to the multitude of 
humann beings constituted of flesh and spirit. Ignatius wants to leave this world 
(Rmm 2:2), not to appear to it (3:2), not to bee seen by it (4:2), and not to be given 
too it (6:2). The world will no longer be of any profit to him (6:1). The connotation 
off  the word KÓG^IOC, as the realm of the antagonists of God, Christ, and Christian-
ityy is not highlighted. Presumably, to go out of the world - considered as the 
spheree of earthly life - for Ignatius also meant to be freed from the world -
consideredd as the sphere of anti-divine powers -, but this conclusion is never 
drawnn explicitly.594 In his reflections on his near death, the cosmos is simply 
understoodd as the whole visible world, the global community of human beings. 
Ignatius'' desire to leave this world does not amount to an ascetic denial of the 
worldd and certainly not to a Gnostic contempt for it. 

10.410.4 Matter (Rm 6:2 and 7:2) 
Thee three terms which have been discussed thus far in this paragraph certainly 
belongedd to the standard vocabulary of Christian authors of the first and beginning 
off  the second century. The term with which I have to deal now, namely "matter" 
(uX.r|),, cannot be found as frequently in these earliest of Christian writings. Ignatius 
iss no exception. He uses this noun only once in the letters (Rm 6:2). Further, in 
onee other passage (Rm 7:2) he uses the highly unusual adjective "matter-loving" 
(<piA,óöfax;).. Both passages deserve close attention. 

Inn Rm 6:2 Ignatius - immediately after the request "Do not give to the world one 
whoo wants to be God's" (see § 10.3) - continues with two more entreaties: "Nor 
deceivee (him) with matter, let me receive pure light (|4T|6è ÖATJ è^aTcaxTJanTe,595 

acpexéé \xz Kadapóv cpa><; A,a(5eiv)." Thus, Ignatius juxtaposes the notions KÓâ ioq 
andd ÖA.T), and at the same time contrasts these notions with the concept of "pure 
light.""  The passage raises two questions. First, does Ignatius' usage of the term 
öA,r)) here give evidence of a dualistic or even Gnostic world view? Second, should 

Cf.. e.g. Paul in 1 Cor 5:9-10: "I wrote to you in my letter not to associate with sexually immoral 
persons,, not at all meaning the immoral of this world (toïq nópvoiq too KÓauou TOUTOU) ... 
sincee you would then need to go out of the world (EK TOÖ KÓauou e^eXSeïv)." 

Thesee three words are missing in the Greek texts of MR and LR, but can be reconstructed from 
thee Latin version of MR: neque per materiam seducatis. The verb é^anaxda) is chosen on the 
basiss of the fact that Ignatius uses this verb twice in Eph 8:1 and there too it is translated with 
seducareseducare by the Latin version of the MR. Lightfbot restores the text as having read ur|8è öXrj 
KoXxxK8Óarjt8.. The reading uriSè öXrj iijaL%a.xi\or\iz is followed by most other scholars, so e.g. 
Zahn,, Funk, Camelot, Bauer-Paulsen, and Schoedel. 
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thee opposition of "matter" versus "pure light" be understood as an opposition of 
aa physical versus a noetic reality? 

Thee first question is difficult to answer because of Ignatius' terse style and 
thee fact that the term öX,rj occurs only here in the letters. However, a comparison 
withh the usage of the term uA.r) in other Christian and Hellenistic-Jewish writings 
off  the first and second century may shed some light on the issue. As could be 
expected,, Schlier claimed that Ignatius' usage of the term öA/n, in Rm 6:2 finds its 
closestt parallels in "Gnostic" documents in which 5A.T) stands for the substance that 
iss hostile to God.596 He refers to several passages, especially from the so-called 
ApocryphalApocryphal Acts of the Apostles, where it is stated that man really is "immaterial" 
(ötöXoq),, "light" (q>o><;), "pure" (radapóq), "superior to the flesh" (ÓTtèp crapm) 
andd "superior to the world" (Cmèp KÓauov), and where on the other hand is 
spokenn of "matter, consorting with the madness of matter" (uA.rj v>Xr\\iaviaq 
auvoiKe).597 7 

Althoughh some of the language coheres with Ignatius' phraseology, it must 
bee noted that the underlying scheme in Gnosticism is quite different. Ignatius does 
nott contrast two ways of life - namely of the one who is completely engrossed in 
matterr and the one who is not -, but he contrasts his present life with his post 
mortemmortem existence. Therefore we must also look at other Christian and Hellenistic-
Jewishh writings from the first two centuries CE. Rightly, a more recent interpreter 
off  the letters such as Schoedel pointed out that the noun ükr\ was not merely a 
technicall  term in Gnostic circles.598 

Ass said, the word ö^n was not a term much favoured by early Christian 
authorss of the first and beginning of the second century. The term occurs only 
oncee in the New Testament, and in this instance (Jas 3:5) the word has its primary 
sensee of "wood" or "forest." In the corpus of the Apostolic Fathers the term occurs 
thricee - once in / Clem. 38:3 and twice in Diogn. 2:3. In these instances, ÖXTJ is 
understoodd as the elementary substance of which the perishable things on earth are 
made.. 1 Clem. 38:3 deals with the creation of man and the issue "of what matter 
wee were made" (èic noiac, 6Xr\<; eyevfjfhiuev). Yet the emphasis does not lie on 
thee lowliness of the human constitution but on the goodness of God the Creator. 
Diogn.Diogn. 2:3 is about the idols which are made by human beings out of "corruptible 
matter""  (<pSaprf|<; üA.rjc;). It is remarked that "from the same matter" (éic Tf\c, 
aótfjqq öXrjc;) other things could easily well have been made. Thus, it seems that 
inn these passages the term ÖAT| is used in the neutral sense of "raw material." Both 
humann beings and idols are made of mean elements: the one of clay and dust, the 

Schlierr  (1929) 148. See also Bauer  sv öXr| who claims that the term here is used "mi t dem 
Beigeschmackk des Sündigen, Widergöttlichen (wie bei Philo und in der  Gnosis);"  Meinhold 
(1963)) 318 who speaks about "das dualistische Weltbild , das Ignatius mit der  Gnosis verbindet;" 
andd Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 76: "di e Materie, die widergöttliche Stoff." 

Seee resp. Act. And. 6 (Aa 11,1.40) and Act. John 84 (CCA 1.289); cf. also Irenaeus Adv. Haer. 
1.6.11 (SC 264.92) where is referred to the belief that "matter  is incapable of salvation"  (\i.i\ ydp 
Eivaii  rf| v üA,nv SeKtttcflv aotnpiag). 

Schoedell  (1985) 182, who nevertheless still speaks of "language that borders on Gnosticism." 
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otherr of wood, stone, or iron. This elementary material is in itself something dead 
andd without soul or spirit. Only the creative act of God can bring it to life. But the 
termm UX.T| does not refer to a substance which is evil in itself or hostile to God. 

Withh the Christian apologists of the second half of the second century the 
termm üXr\ becomes far more popular. As in 7 Clem. 38:3, it is used in a neutral 
sensee to denote the material which God utilized in his act of creation. Over against 
thee views of certain pagan philosophers it is emphasized that matter is created and 
nott uncreated and eternal like God.599 On the other hand, the term often also has 
aa clearly negative connotation. The opposition God - matter is not merely used to 
emphasizee the superiority of the creator over against all creatures, but also to point 
too the fundamental difference and incompatibility of God and matter. According 
too the apologists, Christians "distinguish God from matter" (8icupouaiv ano xf\q 
V)Xr\qV)Xr\q Tov 9eov), and teach that "matter is one thing and God another" (ëxepov 
|iévv Ti eïvai xr|v öA.r|v ükkov 8è TÖV ÖCÓV).600 

Moreover,, sometimes UAT| is presented as a substance which poses a constant 
threatt to the human soul. The soul should enter into union with the divine spirit, 
andd not look downward to matter. For, if the soul continues solitary, "it tends 
downwardd towards matter" (npöq xf\v vXr\v veuei K&TCO), and dies with the 
flesh.6011 "Matter" stands for the sphere ruled by the passions. It is the instrument 
usedd by the devil and the demons to seduce human beings. Therefore, Tatian says: 
"Shouldd any one wish to conquer them [i.e. the demons], let him repudiate matter 
(xf|vv ÖAT)V Tcapaixriado&ci))."602 Athenagoras calls the devil "the ruler of matter 
(óó TTfc öA.n? öpxöv)."603 

Thiss usage of the term öA,rj in a negative sense can also be found in the 
workss of first century Jewish writers. Philo, for instance, writes about God's 
creativee acts: "When out of that [i.e. out of matter] God produced all things, He 
didd not do so with His own handiwork, since his nature, happy and blessed as it 
was,, forbade that He should touch the limitless chaotic matter (coreipou KOU 
7iE(pupLiévr|(;; uX-rn;)."604 Philo appreciates matter as a constructive element in this 
earthlyy world, as the raw material which God used in his act of creation; but on 
thee other hand, perishable matter and the pure mind of God are sharply opposed. 

Seee e.g. Justin / Apol. 9.2; 10.2; 59.1; 67.7 (Goodspeed 31, 68, 76); Theophilus Autol 2.4; 2.6; 
2.10;; and 2.13 (Grant 26, 30, 40, 48). 

Athenagorass Suppl. 4.1; cf. 15.1; 24.1 (Goodspeed 319, 329, 343); Tatian Or. 4.2; 5.3; and 12.1 
(Goodspeedd 271, 272, 278). 

Tatiann Or. 13.2 (Goodspeed 280); cf. 15.3 (282): "Matter desired to exercise lordship over the 
soull  (öA.r| tf|q v|/uxfj<; Kate^ouaid^eiv r)9éA.T|aev);" 20.1 (287): "For the world still draws us 
down,, and through weakness I incline towards matteT (xfjv öXrjv eitiQaxa);" Clement Strom. 
7.82.55 (GCS 17.59): "Despising all matter which distracts him (Ttöactv xf|v nepia7t(boav OCÓTÖV 
ü\r\vü\r\v Ö7iepn.<pavfjaa<;)." 

Tatiann Or. 16.2 (Goodspeed 283). 

Suppl.Suppl. 24.4, 5 and 25.1 (Goodspeed 344, 345). 

Spec.Spec. 1.329; cf. further e.g. 3.180; Her. 159-160; Fug. 198; Leg. 1.83, 88; 3.252; Post. 114-119, 
165;; cf. Wis 11:17; and 15:13. 
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Likee with the Christian apologists "matter" is the sphere of the vile passions. In 
Leg.Leg. 3.243 Philo calls the Pharaoh, who is a symbol of the passionate nature of 
humann beings, "a lover of matter" (xf\<; üfo^c, £pacrxf\q). 

Anotherr Jewish writer, Flavius Josephus, made use of the notion uA.r) to 
explainn the contempt for death of the Essenes: "For it is a fixed belief of theirs 
thatt the body is corruptible and its constituent matter impermanent (xf|v ÖXTJV OÓ 
fxóvifiov),, but that the soul is immortal and imperishable" (Bell. 2.154). A view 
whichh Josephus endorses in his own speech at Jotapata: "Al l of us have mortal 
bodies,, composed of perishable matter (èic q>Saprf|c; uX,r|q 8e8r|u.ioup7r|Tai), but 
thee soul lives for ever" (3.372). 

Itt is difficult to determine where this usage of the noun t>Xr\ in a negative 
sensee in both the Christian apologists and Hellenistic Jewish writers came from. 
Probablyy it stems from some kind of popularized form of Platonism. Although 
notablyy the Middle Platonists seem to have used the term especially in the techni-
call  - Aristotelian - sense.605 

Inn sum, in first and second century Christian and Hellenistic-Jewish literature 
thee notion \>Xr\ is used with various connotations: ranging from "raw material used 
byy God to create the world" to "sphere of God's opponent the Devil." Where does 
Ignatiuss fit  in? Two observations can be made. First, in contrast with some of the 
abovee mentioned authors Ignatius does not speak of an opposition of matter versus 
soul.. He does not envisage his death as a separation of soul and body, spirit and 
matter,, the intellectual and the corporal, but simply as a withdrawal from the 
worldd and from matter. It may be objected that this difference is insignificant, 
sincee the latter implicates the former; for what else withdraws from the world if 
nott the soul? Nevertheless the fact that Ignatius does not speak in dualistic terms 
iss telling. Second, in contrast with some of the above mentioned authors Ignatius 
doess not associate matter with the Devil. In other words, matter is not spoken of 
ass a substance hostile to God. Thus, it seems that Ignatius belongs to those authors 
forr whom the term x>Xr]  had a more neutral connotation. 

Admittedlyy Ignatius does not give us much to go on. Still Schoedel was 
probablyy right in stating that for Ignatius: "The material world is an inferior reality 
capablee of being used by others to deceive the person who is reluctant to follow 
outt his convictions, but it is not in and of itself hostile to God."606 The notion 
SXr\SXr\ probably stands for the outward, physical, aspect of the world, just as the term 
actp̂ ^ stands for the outward, physical, aspect of the human being. Yet, Ignatius' 
anthropologyy nor his cosmology can be called dualistic in the strong sense of the 
word. . 

Seee e.g. Plutarch De Isid. 374B: 'The material of the world is full and is associated with the 
goodd and pure and orderly (Ttkx\pt\c, yap èottv r\ ÖA.T) TOO KÓOUOU Kat t(p dya9cj  Kai KaSapcg 
Kaii  K£Koojir|uévcj > auvEOTiv);"  but also 374D: "Plat o calls raw material Poverty, utterly lacking 
off  herself in the Good (FlEviav 5E rn,v üXryv Jipoaeuiev êvöea uèv oóoav aötfiv KOCS' 
éauTf|vv toö dya9oö)." 

Schoedell  (1985) 182. See also Baumeister  (1980) 283 n. 37: "Di e Hyle isthier  das dem Auferste-
hungslebenn gegenüber  Geringere. Doch ist sie nicht als böse gekennzeichnet." 
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Noww I have to turn to the second question raised at the beginning of the discussion 
off  Rm 6:2, namely: How does the term OAT) relate to the words with which 
Ignatiuss continues in Rm 6:2: "Let me receive pure light" (&(peTÉ ue Kadapov 
q><ü<;; Attpeïv)? The phrase is not linked to what directly precedes by a conjunction 
orr particle, but it is quite obvious that Ignatius here contrasts his desire "to receive 
puree light" with his longing "not to be given to the world" and "not to be deceived 
withh matter." In short, the terms KÓayioq and uX/rj are contrasted with the phrase 
Kadapóqq (prag. Does this not presume a dichotomy between a material world and 
ann immaterial existence after death? 

Indeed,, it seems most obvious to assume that the concept "pure light" refers 
too an immaterial existence after death in the presence of God. I already pointed to 
aa passage from the Acts of Andrew in which the adjective "pure" (icadapó<;) was 
usedd as a synonym for "immaterial" (düXoc;), but many other passages could be 
mentioned.. Let me consider these briefly, before I turn to whatt I think is the more 
likelyy traditio-historical background of Ignatius' words. 

Thee usage of the noun q>a><; - and its derivatives - to denote the deity, the 
divinee substance or the divine heavenly sphere, was almost universal in the Greco-
Romann world.607 Moreover, since death was often visualized as a doorway to a 
heavenlyy or divine realm, life after death was frequently depicted as an existence 
inn the light.608 Most notably, this motif occurs repeatedly in the later Christian 
ActsActs of the Martyrs. Thus, in the Passio Perpetuae (11.4) the young catechumen 
Saturuss envisions his lot and that of his companions as follows: "When we were 
freefree of the world, we first saw an intense light {liberate primo mundo vidimus 
lucentlucent inmensam)." The lot of the presbyter Pionius is described in similar terms: 
"Hee passed through the narrow gate into the broad, great light (SifjX&e 8id xf\q 
CTTEvfjc;CTTEvfjc; dupac; tic, TO TIAOITU KOU jxéya cpcoq)."609 

Thee adjective Ka&apóq frequently turns up in similar contexts in Hellenistic 
Greekk literature. The notion of purity was widely used with regard to the non-
material,, noetic, or divine world. Especially interesting are those passages in which 
thee terms (pax; and m&apóq are combined. Plutarch, for instance, speaks of the 
placee where the gods dwell as "a secure abode gleaming with the purest light (xov 
TÓ710VV dadteuxov cpcoxi KaöapcoTdra) 7r.EpiAa|i7r.óu£vov)."6,° Furthermore, the 

Seee e.g. H. Conzelmann, "ipa><; KXX." TWNT 9.302-348; and R. Bultmann, "Zur Geschichte der 
Lichtsymbolikk im Altertum," Philologus 97 (1948) 1-36. Schlier (1929) 172 again refers 
especiallyy to "Gnostic" parallels, e.g. Odes Sol. 21:5-6; 29:7; Irenaeus Adv. Haer. 1.4.1 (SC 
263.62-64);; and Act. Thorn. I l l (Aa 11,2.222). Cf. also Gos. Phil. 106, 127. 

Seee e.g. Cicero Tusc. 1.74: "Your true wise man will joyfully pass forthwithh from the darkness 
heree into the light beyond (in lucem Ulam);" and Seneca Ep. 102.28. 

Mart.Mart. Pion. 22:1 (Musurillo 164). Cf. further Mart. Mar. 6:1 (Musurillo 200): "Christians, for 
whomm awaits the joy of eternal light (gaudium lucis aeternae);" and Mart. Jul. 2.6 (Musurillo 
262):: "Your crafty talk cannot deprive me of the eternal light (famine aeterno)." 

Plutarchh Pericl. 39.3; cf. Fragm. 211:" ... the survival of the soul [i.e. after death] and the purer 
lightt that succeeds its passing (KCtSapootépou qxoTÖg UET& TT̂ V ££o8ov 8ir|yf|aaTo);" and 
Pseudo-Clementt Horn. 20.9 (GCS 42.274) where is spoken of the souls of men as "drops of pure 
light""  (qxoTÓq icaSapoG aiayóvEc;). 
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adjectivee tca&apóc; is sometimes used to distinguish sun light from the divine 
heavenlyy light.611 Thus, it is no wonder that the adjective Kaöapóq is also used 
too indicate the post mortem condition of the soul. Josephus, for instance, relates 
thatt Eleazar, the leader of the Jews at Masada, encouraged his comrades with the 
wordss (Bell. 7.344): "For it is this [i.e. death] which gives liberty to the soul and 
permitss it to depart to its own pure abode (oóxoq (j.èv yap èXeudepiav SiÖoCx; 
iyox<xï<55 sic; xöv oiiceïov Kai Kotdapöv dcpvrjai TÓKOV óniaXkaaaeG^ai)." 

Thus,, there is abundant parallel material which would support the suggestion 
thatt Ignatius' desire "to receive pure light" should be understood as a longing to 
enterr a heavenly and divine realm after death.612 Yet this observation does not 
coheree very well with one of the most important conclusions reached thus far in 
ourr investigation, namely that Ignatius speaks about his death in eschatological 
termss (see § 7-9). Therefore, we must consider another possibility, one which 
seemss to be suggested by Ignatius' usage of the light symbolism elsewhere. 

Ignatiuss uses the noun (pax; thrice more. In the so-called star hymn (Eph 
19:2)) Ignatius refers twice to the light of Christ: "A star shone in heaven brighter 
thann all the stars, and its light was ineffable ... it outshone them all with its light 
(dtCTxfipp èv oöpavo) ëXauA|/ev Omèp 7idvra<; xovq dtatepac;, Kai TO (pöq aóxoö 
aveicX.dXr|Tovv f|v ... aöxöq 5è T|V vmepp'dA.Â ov TO (pan; aÓTOö Cmsp TtdvTa)." 
Inn Ph 2:1 he calls the Christians in Philadelphia "the children of the light of truth" 
(xÉKvaa cpcoTÖq dXT)deia<;). Once he also uses the corresponding verb (pom^G). He 
addressess the community in Rome as the church "enlightened" (7ce(pama|iévrj) by 
thee will of him who willed all things (Rm inscr). These notions - Christ's light, 
Godd as he who enlightens, and the Christians as the children of the light - were 
commonn in the early Christian tradition.613 They all point to the enlightened state 
off  the Christian community. 

Att first sight, there may seem to be a discrepancy between the church and 
Ignatiuss in the sense that ordinary Christians are already enlightened while Ignatius 
stilll  desires to gain the light. Schoedel comments here: "It is typical of Ignatius 
thatt he ascribes to other Christians or the church what he himself seeks."614 This 
remarkk must be understood against the background of Schoedel's theory that 
Ignatiuss was impelled by the desire to achieve in death what had evaded him in 
lif ee (see chap. 2.7.2-6). Yet Schoedel seems to misinterpret Ignatius' language. 
Firstly,, "to receive pure light" seems to bee a different, more powerful, notion than 

Secc e.g. Clement Protr. 11 (GCS 12.80): "Ligh t has shone forth from heaven, purer  than the sun 
(tpcoqq ... f|\Cou ica&apÓTepov)." 

Soo e.g. Bauer  (1920) 251; Grant (1966) 92; and Conzelmann TWNT 9.348. 

Seee for  the idea of Christ as the light e.g. Mt 4:16; Lk 2:32; John 1:4-9; 3:19-21; 12:35-36; for 
thee verb (pam^co e.g. Heb 6:4; 10:32; and for  the notion "sons/children of the light"  e.g. Lk 16:8; 
Johnn 12:36; Eph 5:8; and 1 Thess 5:5. 

Schoedell  (1985) 182 n. 6. See also Paulsen (1978) 73 and Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 76 who 
suggestedd that the phrase "t o receive pure light"  is reminiscent of traditional baptismal terminol-
ogy,, i.e. that Ignatius hopes to receive at death what others receive at baptism. Cf. Conzelmann 
TWNT93A1,TWNT93A1, 349. 

611 1 

612 2 

613 3 

614 4 
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"too be enlightened." Secondly, as I have tried to show in § 3-6, it appears that 
Ignatiuss conscientiously maintains a tension between the "already" and the "not 
yet""  of salvation by using the same terminology both with regard to the present 
andd the eschaton. The same dialectical tension may very well be presumed here. 
Thatt is, the state of being enlightened comes to its fulfilment in the event of 
receivingg pure light. This interpretation is substantiated by the fact that although 
inn early Christian literature the light symbolism is used most frequently with 
regardd to the present salvation of the church, it can also be used with regard to the 
endd of time, when God will enlighten all believers (see e.g. Rev 22:5). 

Inn conclusion, it seems that the phrase "to receive pure light" does not refer 
too Ignatius' desire to attain what other Christians already have, but to the common 
-- eschatological - hope of all Christians. Just as he hopes to receive the common 
lott (TOV KA,r|pov a7tOA.apeiv) in which he has found mercy (§ 8.1), he hopes to 
receivee the light (<p(5)<; XaPeiv) which enlightens him and all true Christians. Thus, 
evenn here in Rm 6:2 Ignatius does not so much refer to his personal salvation after 
deathh as to the common hope of all Christians. In other words, he does not present 
hiss death for the sake of Christianity as the gateway to a heavenly realm where he 
wil ll  live with the other heroes of faith in the presence of God. 

Ignatiuss uses the noun ÖAT| only in Rm 6:2, but there is one other passage which 
seemss of some relevance in a discussion of the notion "matter." In Rm 7:2 Ignatius 
declares:: "My longing has been crucified, and there is no matter-loving fire in me, 
butt there is water living and speaking in me (ó è\iöq ëpooq èaxaupcoxai, Kal ODK 
ëcrnvv èv èuoi Ttöp cpiXóüXov,615 öScop 8è Cpv KOU XaXx)öv èv èjaoï)." 
Ignatiuss illustrates the eradication of his longing (see § 10.5) by an opposition 
betweenn matter-loving fire and living water. The line of Ignatius' thought is clear. 
Thee concept "longing" (ëpcoc;) evoked the notion "fire" (Ttöp), which in turn 
evokedd its antipode: "water" (ööcop). 

Schlierr observed that the contrast between fire and water was prominent in 
thee reflections on baptism found in certain Gnostic circles.616 But the background 
off  Ignatius' language is surely not necessarily Gnostic. The burning and blazing 
firefire was an image which was used in many traditions to describe human passions 
andd desires.617 Moreover, the notion "living water" (uScop ^a»v) is most likely a 

Notee that the Greek of LR reads: q>iA.oöv TI, which is also supported by the Latin text of the 
MR.. Hilgenfeld (1902) seems to have been the only editor who preferred this reading. Yet 
cpiXoOXovv is obviously the lectio difficilior,  see further Lightfoot (1889) 2.223-224. 

66 Schlier (1929) 147; see e.g. Pseudo-Clement Horn. U.26 (GCS 42.167); and Epiphanes Adv. 
Haer.Haer. 19.3 (GCS 25.220-221). Cf. also Lang, F., "rcöp KTX, " 7W7VT6.948: "Bei Ignatius von 
Antiochh tritt der dualistisch-gnostische Sprachgebrauch hervor." 

77 See e.g. 1 Cor 7:9; Jas 3:5-6; Philo Leg. 3.248-249; Migr. 99-101. Cf. Lang WNT6.927-953 
andd Schoedel (1985) 185 n. 22. 
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reminiscencee of Johannine language.618 More unusual is Ignatius' usage of the 
adjectivee "matter-loving" (qnXóötax;). It deserves some further comment. 

Althoughh the usage of (piX-prefix words was widespread in antiquity, both 
inn pagan and in Christian literature,619 this specific combination of cpiAxx; and 
uXnn occurs very rarely. Outside Ignatius' letters the word occurs once in Origen 
andd further only in patristic writings of much later date.620 Other cpiX-prefix 
wordss do not occur in the Ignatian letters. Once the verb (piXsto is used (Pol 2:1). 
Inn this passage the verb has a positive connotation. Yet, the more important 
elementt in the compound <piA.óüAxx; is, of course, the implied oA.ii. What does it 
standd for here in Rm 7:2? 

Somee commentators suggested that Ignatius may have associated the notion 
ÖX.T11 with nop, because he had the primary meaning of the word tiX.T| - namely 
"(fire)wood""  - in mind.62J Such word-play can be found in the writings of other 
firstfirst and second century writers. Clement of Alexandria, for instance, speaks about 
gluttonss who surrounded with the sound of hissing frying-pans, "cling to matter 
likee fire" (KaMntp TO rcüp, xf\q 0>Xr\q è^exóuevoi).622 Ignatius, however, does 
nott seem to capitalize the primary meaning of the word. He does not allude to the 
imagee of flames clinging to the firewood. The concept "fire" (nop) is a simple 
metaphorr for desire. 

Itt seems most likely that the implied 6Xr\ in the compound quXoOXcx; has 
thee same connotation as the v>Xr\ in Rm 6:2. That is, it stands for the outward and 
materiall  aspect of the world. Thus, Ignatius here in Rm 7:2 declares that he no 
longerr has any desire for the fleshly world. This interpretation is substantiated by 
thee fact that in Rm 7:3 Ignatius continues with the words: "I take no pleasure in 
corruptiblee food nor yet in the pleasures of this life (oti% f)8op,ai xpocpfj cp&opaq 
oó6èè rjöovaïq TOU piou TOUTOU)." This may sound very much like the outcry of 
ann ascetic.623 Yet, it should be noticed that Ignatius speaks only in these strong 
termss when he reflects upon his own situation. Never does he exhort ordinary 
Christianss to some kind of ascetism (cf. § 10.5). But for him the time has come 
too die. Normal food is no longer any use to him. 

Seee öSoap C<öv in John 4:10; 7:38; cf. ö6<op Cfitf\q in Rev 7:17; 21:6; 22:1, 17; and further  e.g. 
F.. Hahn, "Di e Worte vom lebendigen Wasser  im Johannesevangelium,"  in: God's Christ and His 
PeoplePeople (Oslo 1978) 51-70. See for  uocop toctouv: Odes Sol. 11.6 and further  Schoedel (1985) 
1855 nn. 27-28. 

Seee within the New Testament esp. 2 Tim 3:2-4: "For  people will be lovers of themselves, lovers 
off  money ... lovers of pleasure rather  than lovers of God (Èaovxcu yap ot av9pco7rot 
tpïXautoii  (piXdpyopot ... (piX.fi5ovoi uaA.Xov f\ tpiXóSeoi)."  See for  these kind of congeries 
off  (piX-prefi x words also e.g. Philo Prob. 21. 

Origenn Fragm. in Luc. 216 (GCS 49), see for  references to sixth and seventh century writings: 
LPGLL  sv. Cf. also Bartelink (1952) 55. 

Soo Zahn (1873) 563; Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 77; and Schoedel (1985) 185 n. 25. 

Clementt  Paed. 2.1.3 (GCS 12.155); cf. further  e.g. Philo Mos. 2.58. 

Note,, however, that his language is not exceptional in the early Christian tradition , cf. e.g. Lk 
8:144 with regard to f|8ovcti TOO piou, and John 6:27 with regard to Tpopf| (pSopac;. 
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Inn conclusion, the passage in Rm 7:2 further clarifies the meaning of the word UXT| 
inn Rm 6:2. The notion üXr\ refers to the corruptible aspect of the human world, a 
spheree which is all too easily dominated by a yearning for food and pleasure. 
Thus,, "matter" is not merely that which should be left behind at death, but also 
somethingg which is closely related to desire (Rm 7:2) and deception (Rm 6:2). 
Despitee these negative undertones of the term, Ignatius' language should not be 
interpretedd as dualistic or Gnostic. In Christian and Hellenistic-Jewish literature 
fromfrom the first and second century the term H>Xr\ was often used with a distinctly 
negativee connotation, but in comparison Ignatius' rhetoric is quite subdued. In any 
event,, for him matter is not a substance hostile to God. 

10.510.5 Longing (Rm 7:2 and 4:3) 
Ignatiuss does not only repudiate the objects of his longing - i.e. matter, corruptible 
food,, and pleasures of this life -, but also the desire itself. For, in Rm 7:2 he also 
states:: "I write to you alive, longing to die. My longing has been crucified, and 
theree is no matter-loving fire in me (Cfbv ypd<po> óutv, épa>v TOO &7todaveïv. 
óó éfj.oq ëpox; èaxaupooxai, mi OÓK ëaxiv êv è|uoi 7iöp (piA.óüAov)." The play 
onn words (époov ~ ëpox;) is evident and the paradox is clear: Ignatius' longing has 
died,, he now only longs to die. Further, it is obvious that the term ëpox; and the 
phrasee 7iöp <piXóvkov are synonymous. That is, just as Ttöp, the noun ëpox; refers 
too the ignoble passions, the lust for material things. Although the meaning may be 
clear,, Ignatius' choice of words in the phrase, ó èp.öq ëpox; èaxauponai, remains 
remarkable.. A further word about both the noun and the verb used here. 

Off  course, the noun ëpox; was commonly used in classical Greek, but - as 
itt seems - usually not as a term of reproach. Once again, Schlier suggested that 
thee usage of the noun ëpox; in this negative sense is typical of Gnosticism.624 

Yett this observation does not hold true. Indeed the noun ëpox; does not occur in 
thee New Testament or in any of the Apostolic Fathers except Ignatius. Yet it does 
occurr twice in the Septuagint. In both cases, the noun is clearly a term of 
reproach.. In Prov 7:18, the adulteress is said to encourage her lover with the 
words:: "Come, let us welter ourselves in love (Seöpo icai èyKr|XuT9ö>fiev 
ëpo)Ti);""  and in Prov 30:15-16 is spoken of four things which are never satisfied: 
"Hadess and love of a woman, Tartarus and earth not satiated with water (#8r|<; iced 
ëpox;; yuvaiKÖq, Kai xapxapoq Kai yf) OOK èp.7ii7tXxxLiévT| 05axo<;)." In these 
passages,, the term ëpox; clearly has a sexual connotation. 

Inn the writings of Hellenistic-Jewish authors the noun occurs frequently with 
aa similar connotation. Philo of Alexandria, for instance, interprets the serpent of 
Genn 3:1 allegorically as "a bond of love and desire under the rule and dominion 
off  pleasure" (Sea^cx; ëpcoxo<; Kai ini^\y\iiaq, ÓLp%oüaT\q Kai SuvaCTxeuouaiic; 
flSovfjc;).6255 And Flavius Josephus criticizes the gross immoral behaviour of the 

Schlierr (1929) 152. He refers to Corp. Herm. 1.18-19; one Act. John. 68 (CCA 1.261). 

Leg.Leg. 2.72; cf. Prob. 21; Spec. 4.85; and Dec. 151. 
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Greekk Gods, asking whether it is not monstrous to attribute licentious unions and 
amourss (xouq êpcoxaq) to the deities (C Apion. 2.244). 

Surprisinglyy enough, Christian writers from the second and the third century 
cann use the term êpcog both in a negative and positive sense.626 Most striking is 
Origen'ss interpretation of Rm 7:2 in his Commentarium in Canticum Canticorum 
(quotedd in chap. 1.4.1c).627 He refers to this passage to show that Christ cannot 
onlyy be called &.yawc\ (1 John 4:8), but also tfxoq. Thus, according to Origen, 
"myy love has been crucified" means "Christ has been crucified." It is obvious that 
Origen'ss interpretation is untenable.628 The fact that the phrase Ttüp tpikóüXov 
iss used as synonym makes it clear that Ignatius uses the term ëpooq to denote his 
desiree for earthly things. 

Inn any event, it is clear that the usage of the term ëpcoq with a negative 
connotationn is not necessarily Gnostic. On the other hand, it should be noted that 
theree is a difference between the parallels referred to above and Rm 7:2. It seems 
thatt what these Jewish and Christian authors repudiate is especially sexual lust. Yet 
theree are no indications that for Ignatius the term 6p©q primarily had a sexual 
connotation.. Rather the noun ëpöc; seems to be used in a more general sense, just 
ass the corresponding verb épdco (see § 2.6). It simply refers to all misdirected 
desiress for earthly matters. 

Ignatiuss states that his desire "is crucified" (èaxaupcoxai). This metaphorical 
usagee of the verb axaopÓG) was most likely inspired by Paul.629 In Gal 5:24, 
Paull  states: "Those who belong to Christ have crucified the flesh with its passions 
andd desires (oi Sè xoö Xpioxoü xfjv a&pica èaxauptOCTav auv xoïq 7ta9fj|iacnv 
Kotii  xat<; èmSuuiau;);" and in 6:14 he speaks of the cross of Jesus Christ "by 
whichh the world has been crucified to me and I to the world (8i*  oó éuoi KÓan.o<; 
èoxaupcoxaii  K&y© KÓan<p)." Paul speaks about a crucifixion of the flesh (adp )̂ 
andd of the world (KÓCJUXX;), two concepts which Ignatius uses elsewhere in his 
reflectionss on his near death. It may be significant that Ignatius does not link these 
twoo concepts with the verb axaupóco. As I have tried to show above (§ 10.1-2), 
forr Ignatius "flesh" and "world" are more neutral concepts, not directly associated 
withh sin or unbelief. They simply denote a corporeal reality which must be left 
behindd when the end has come, but which is not evil in itself. Thus, it seems that 

Seee for  the noun in a positive sense e.g. Justin Dial. 8.1 (Goodspeed 99): "A love of the prophets 
(êpox;;  TÖV TipocpTitüiv ) kindled my soul;"  and Clement Protr. 11 (GCS 12.82): "Th e heavenly 
andd trul y divine love (oópdvioi; Kal Seto<; övtoog £po)q) comes to men." 

Comm.Comm. in cant. prol. (GCS 33.71). This interpretation was taken up by later  Christian writers, 
seee for  references Lightfoot (1889) 2.223; most recently by Srawley (1935) 78, Kleist (1946) 
136,, and Richardson (1953) 105. 

Seee e.g. A. Nygren, Agape and Eros (Philadelpia 1953) 390-391; and A. von Harnack, "Der  Eros 
inn der  alten christlichen Literatur, "  SitzungsberichtederPreussischenAkademie der Wissenschaf-
tenten zu Berlin 1 (1918) 84. 

Grantt  (1966) 93 also refers to Valentinian speculation as found in Irenaeus Adv. Haer. 1.2.4 (SC 
264.43)::  "Her  enthymesis, with its passion, was separated from her  by Horos, crucified (duto-
axaupcoSS f|vai), and expelled from that circle;"  but he rightl y notices that this passage is probably 
alsoo dependent on Paul. 
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forr Ignatius it would have been foolishness to speak of a crucifixion of the flesh 
andd the world as such.630 He merely condemns an improper - i.e. especially for 
himm who is about to die for his faith - lust for these. 

Althoughh the term epox; does not occur elsewhere in the letters, one other passage 
iss of importance in this context. In Rm 4:3 Ignatius writes: "Now I am learning, 
ass one bound, to desire nothing (vöv (lav&dvo) 5e5su,évo<; p.r|5èv ercidonew)." 
Thee notions "to desire nothing" and '^o have longing crucified" seem to be more 
orr less synonymous. Both point to the annihilation of Ignatius' desire now that he 
iss on his way to Rome. 

Itt is, however, not merely the particular situation of Ignatius which demands 
aa rejection of all desire. The notion has a more general bearing on the Christian 
wayy of life. In Pol 4:3 Ignatius warns that slaves must not become "slaves of lust" 
(SoOtann é7tiSi>|iia<;). In Pol 5:2 he states that it is right for men and women who 
marryy to establish their union with the approval of the one bishop, that the mar-
riageriage may be "according to the Lord and not according to lust" ( mm Kupiov 
Kctii  (ifj KCCT' è7uöup,iav). Lastly, in Rm 7:1 he exhorts his addressees more in 
general:: "Do not profess Jesus Christ and desire the world (u,r| AXXÂ ÏTE ' Inrjoöv 
Xpicrcóv,, KÓau,ov 5è é7tt$unette)." In all these cases, Ignatius points to an 
oppositionn between Christ and lust. It is clear that a desire for earthly things can 
standd in the way of a life according to Christ. Thus, Ignatius' personal situation 
ass a prisoner on the way to his execution only intensifies the general demand not 
too desire. On the other hand, it must be observed that Ignatius does not propagate 
asceticism.. Most telling is the passage in Pol 5:2. Here Ignatius presents celibacy 
andd marriage as equally honourable options, although he seems to be more cau-
tiouss toward the former. In Pol 5:1, he even exhorts all Christians to be satisfied 
withh their mates in both flesh and spirit. They must love their mates as the Lord 
lovess the church.631 

Off  course, the idea that all vile passions and desires should be eliminated 
wass widespread in the Greco-Roman world, especially in Stoic circles.632 Still, 
itt is not unlikely - because his familiarity with the Pauline letters - that Ignatius 
wass at least also partly indebted to Paul in incorporating this idea. Paul does not 

Cf.. the different assessment by Baumeister (1980) 280-281: "Gegeniiber Gal 5,24 und 6,14 ist 
jedochh eine Sinnverschiebung festzustellen. Paulus meint mit der Welt die von Siinde gepragte 
Wirklichkeit.. Ignatius befindet sich dagegen im Bereich einer hellenistischen Todesdeutung, nach 
derr der Tod das Ende der Verhaftung des Menschen und den niederen Bereich des Stofïlichen 
undd der Beginn der Freiheit im Bereich des Geistigen ist." 

Seee further e.g. M.Y. MacDonald, "The Ideal of the Christian Couple: Ign Pol 5:1-2. Looking 
Backk to Paul," NTS 40 (1994) 105-125; Schoedel (1985) 272-273 and A. Niebergall, "Zur 
Entstehungsgeschichtee der christlichen Eheschliessung. Bemerkungen zu Ignatius und Polykarp 
5,2,""  in: G. Muller, W. Zeiler, eds., Glaube, Geist, Geschichte, Festschriftfiir Ernst Benz (Leiden 
1967)) 107-124. 

Seee e.g. Epictetus Diss. 2.16.45: "Cast out ... desire (ëK(3ctA£ ... èjriSujuav);" 4.1.23: "Learn 
nott to desire or to fear (nr|8' emSuuelv f\ (pofteta&cu dnouadc&v);" 4.1.175: " ... destroying 
yourr desire (dvaaicEUfj xf\q èm9u|iïaq);" cf. 2.18.8; 3.9.21; 3.15.7; and 4.9.3. 
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usee the term spox;, but the idea that "desire" is something reprehensible in itself 
cann be found in the Pauline letters.633 The terms which Paul uses are the noun 
è7u3uu,taa and the corresponding verb è7iidup.éo). Besides Gal 5:24, one could 
referr to Rom 13:14: "Make no provision for the flesh, to gratify its desires (vf\q 
aapKÓ<;; 7tpóvoiav uf| noieïaSe eiq èTudouAocq)."634 For Paul the notion of 
desiree (èTtiSuuia) is closely related to that of flesh (adpQ. With Ignatius this is 
nott the case, obviously because - as I have tried to show above - actp̂  is for him 
aa more neutral term. 

InIn conclusion, Ignatius uses the term ëpcoq in the sense of "longing or lust for 
materiall  things." Thus, it refers to a wrong attitude towards the material aspect of 
thee present world (KOCTUO<;), i.e. towards matter (6kr\). Ignatius' usage of the term 
ëpüx;; with the negative connotation of "lust" cannot be claimed to be Gnostic. The 
nounn ëpcot; was used as a term of reproach by many other Greek - most notably 
Hellenistic-Jewishh - authors. Ignatius' repudiation of his "longing" (êpooc;) should 
bee linked with his more general demand not to "desire" (è7ii$un(a/è7uduuéG>), 
aa notion which can be found in Paul as well as in especially the Stoic circles of 
hiss time, but which does not necessarily imply a real asceticism. 

10.610.6 Birth (Rm 6:1) 
Att the end of this paragraph, I would like to turn to one final passage. In Rm 6:1 
Ignatiuss declares in the midst of his reflections on his near death: "Birth is upon 
mee (6 TOKETO<; noi éTtiicevcat)."635 This curious statement seems to stand quite 
onn its own, and it is not immediately clear what Ignatius tries to express here. The 
wordd xoicexóg can be understood in two ways. 

First,, the word XOK£XO<; can be taken in an active sense, referring to the 
eventt of giving birth, as in Eph 19:1: 'The virginity of Mary and her giving birth 
eludedd the ruler of this age (ëXadsv xóv apxovxa xoö aicovoq xouxou f\ 
7iap$eviaa Mapia<; m i ó XOKEXCN; aóxfï<;);" and Job 39:1: "Do you know when 
thee mountain goats give birth (ei eyvcoc; Kctipöv XOKEXOÖ xpaY£A,d(pG)v 
ïtéxpaq)?""  If the word XOKEXO<; is taken in this sense, it means that Ignatius here 
depictss death as a painful event, an ordeal which must be suffered like a woman 
inn labour. The association between death and the pains of giving birth would not 
bee unique. In Acts 2:24, for instance, Christ's resurrection from the dead is spoken 

Seee e.g. Bultmann (1955) 1.224-225. 

Seee also e.g. Rom 1:24; 6:12; 7:7; Gal 5:16-17; 1 Thess 4:5; 2 Tim 2:22; 3:6; 4:3; and cf. Paul's 
allusionn to the Old Testament commandment in Rom 7:7 and 13:9: "Yo u shall not covet (O\JK 
èTudonfjaeiq)." " 

Schoedell  (1985) 181 translates with: "Th e pains of birt h are upon me;"  so also Lightfoot (1889) 
2.561;;  Lake (1911) 1.233; Srawley (1935) 77; and Richardson (1953) 105. Fischer  (1993) 189 
andd Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 75 have: "Das Gebaren steht mir  bevor;"  Grant (1966) 92: "Childbear -
ingg is upon me;"  Goodspeed (1950) 223: "Childbirt h is upon me;"  and Camelot (1969) 115: 
"Mo nn enfantement approche."  Note also that the Latin version of the MR translates TOKETÓI ; 
wronglyy with "gain"  {lucrum), perhaps reading xÓKoq. 

633 3 

634 4 

635 5 
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off  in the following terms: "God raised him up, having freed him from the birth 
painss of death (ó 3eö<; dvéaxrjCTev X.\3aaq xaq cbSivaq too Savdxou)."636 

Second,, the word XOKEXÓ<; can be taken in a passive sense, referring to the 
eventt of being born, as in Sir 23:14: "You wil l curse the day of your birth (xf|v 
r iuipavv xoó XOKEXOÖ rjou mxapdcrn)." If the word XOKEXO<; is taken in this 
sense,, it means that Ignatius here envisages death as the beginning of a new life, 
i.e.. as a rebirth. This image of death too can be found elsewhere. In Mart. Pol. 
18:3,, for instance, the day of Polycarp's martyrdom is called his "birthday" 
(f|(iépaa yevédXaov); and in 4 Mace 16:13, the mother of the seven brothers is 
spokenn of as "giving rebirth for immortality" (elq d&avaaiav dvaxiicxouaa) 
too the whole number of her sons. The idea of death as a new birth can also be 
foundd in the writings of Greco-Roman authors. Thus, the Stoic philosopher Seneca 
writess in one of his letters to Lucilius: "That day which you fear as being the end 
off  all things, is the birthday of your eternity {aeterni natalis est)**37 

Thus,, both the active and the passive sense of the word xoicExog are widely 
attested.. Still, the question remains, What is the more likely connotation of the 
wordd in Rm 6:1? Most scholars have chosen not to decide for one or the other 
option.. They suggested that Ignatius had both meanings of the word TOKEXÓ<; in 
mind.6388 Yet it seem unlikely that Ignatius meant to portray himself as a woman 
inn labour. For he never speaks about his death as a painful experience. On the 
otherr hand, he does speak about his death as the moment when he wil l become a 
"humann being" (Rm 6:2) and "someone" (Rm 9:2). Therefore, it seems probable 
thatt the notion which was foremost in Ignatius' mind was that of a new birth. The 
utterancee "ó XOKEXÓC; UOI èitiKeixai" could best be paraphrased with "my rebirth 
iss near."639 

Whatt does this birth metaphor imply? Should "birth" here be understood as 
ann image for the entry into an heavenly and divine realm immediately after death, 
justt as in the Hellenistic-Jewish and Greco-Roman parallels referred to above? This 
interpretationn may seem the most obvious one, but it must nevertheless be rejected. 
Ass I have tried to show in § 7-9, Ignatius does not speak about his post mortem 
lott in terms of an individual reward. On the other hand, the image of a new birth 
fitss in perfectly with the notion of becoming what one is, an idea which dominates 
soo much of Ignatius' thoughts on his irnminent death (see § 3-6). Ignatius expects 

Thee passage is quoted in PPhil. 1:2 in the following way: "Jesus Christ... whom God has raised, 
havingg freed him from the (birth) pangs of Hades (A.óoa<; xac, cbStvaq too $Sou)." The meta-
phoricall  usage of the noun <b6iv and the verb (J>5ïvco was widespread, and turns up in different 
contexts,, cf. esp. Gal 4:19 and eschatological passages such as Mt 24:8 and Mk 13:8. 

Senecaa Ep. 102.26; cf. also e.g. Marcus Aurelius 9.3. 

Soo Schoedel (1985) 182; Von Balthasar (1984) 92; Bommes (1976) 85 n. 143; Camelot (1969) 
114;; Grant (1966) 92; Lightfoot (1889) 2.218; and Zahn (1873) 561. 

Soo also Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 76; Baumeister (1980) 282; and Maurer (1949) 89. 

636 6 

637 7 

638 8 

639 9 
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thatt through death he will be born again, in the sense that through death he will 
becomee a disciple, Christian, and human being, as he already is.640 

JJ 0.7 Conclusion 
Inn this paragraph I have tried to sketch the "negative side" of Ignatius' desire for 
death,, i.e. not his longing to attain God, but his longing to leave behind the world. 
Thee most important conclusion which can be drawn from this analysis, focusing 
onn six important terms, is that Ignatius' did not picture his death as an escape 
routee delivering him from an evil, diabolic, or antagonistic world. In this sense, 
hiss world view is not dualistic or Gnostic, as was especially argued by Schlier. His 
desiree to leave the world seems first and foremost a desire to complete his earthly 
life.. It is not an evil world from which Ignatius wants to retire, but the ordinary 
humann life. He wants to leave behind the world (KOOUOC;) made of matter (öA.r|), , 
andd the body (aci)u<x) made of flesh (adp^). His desire (ëpox;) for earthly things 
iss crucified. He wishes that his body will be destroyed completely to the point that 
thee world will no longer see him. He longs to complete his human life, so that he 
mayy prove to be whom he is, being born again (TOK8TÓ<;). Perhaps the way in 
whichh Ignatius ends his plea in his letter to the Romans is telling. Right before the 
closingg formulae of the letter, he declares (Rm 8:1): "I no longer want to live after 
thee manner of human beings (OUKSTI Öétao m i d dvöpÓTiouq ^fjv)."641 

11.. CONCLUSION 

Inn this chapter I have tried to give a close reading of those passages in which 
Ignatiuss speaks about his imminent death. In spite of the risk of oversimplifying 
Ignatius'' thought and omitting those elements which do not fit  into the scheme, 
wee should now attempt to come to a general synthesis. Of course I cannot give a 
synopsiss of everything which has been said. I will merely try to sketch what I 
perceivee to be the fundamental concept behind Ignatius' desire for death. Three 
observationss seem to be fundamental. 

Perhapss Ignatius was influenced by the fact that birt h was frequently used as a metaphor  for 
conversionn in early Christian literature, see e.g. the Johannine notion of a birt h from above (see 
esp.. John 3:3-8), or  Paul's description of his missionary work as giving birt h to children (1 Cor 
4:15;;  Gal 4:19). 

AA very similar  phrase occurs in Tr  2:1: "I t is clear  to me that you are living not in human fashion 
butt  in the fashion of Jesus Christ (icata &v8p(onov C,&vtzq1 &\Xa KCttd 'Ir|aoöv Xpiaióv)." 
Schoedell  (1985) 186-187 n. 33 notes: "I t is characteristic of Ignatius that he can attribut e the 
virtua ll  attainment of such an existence to other  Christians and find it lacking in himself,"  and he 
referss to his general hypothesis with regard to Ignatius' sense of failur e (see chap. 2.7.2-6). It is, 
however,, clear  that Kar a dvSpónoô  Cftv here has a different - more literal - meaning than the 
phrasee in Tr  2:1; so also Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 77. Note also the difference in singular  and plural 
(iff  the singular  in Tr  2:1 is the primordia l reading). 
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First,, Ignatius does not employ a distinct vocabulary when he speaks about 
hiss impending execution. He does not bestow himself a special title - such as 
"martyr""  - and does not speak about a special reward for his faithfulness unto 
deathh - such as "a glorious coexistence with Christ in heaven." On the contrary. 
Al ll  the key notions in his reflections on his near death - worthiness, perfection, 
justification,, discipleship, attainment of God and the lot, and resurrection - are 
alsoo important concepts in his deliberations on the life of the ordinary members 
off  the local Christian communities. 

Second,, Ignatius most characteristically stresses the "not yet" aspect when 
hee makes use of this general terminology in his reflections on his near death. He 
statess that he is not yet perfected, not yet justified, and not yet a disciple. Only in 
deathh he will be perfected, be justified, and become a disciple. Yet, there are clear 
indicationss that there is a strong rhetorical element in this emphasis on the "not 
yet.""  It is especially clear that Ignatius - at the same time - considers himself 
"already""  to be a disciple. Thus, there appears to be a dialectical tension between 
"already""  and "not yet." A similar tension is present in the notions "to attain God 
orr Christ" and "to attain the lot." The former expresses the idea that in death the 
presentt intimacy with God and Christ is brought to fulfilment. The latter expresses 
thee idea that in death Ignatius will finally attain the common Christian lot in which 
hee already has found mercy. In other words, his desire for death is not a longing 
forr something completely new, but a longing for fulfilment. 

Third,, Ignatius presumes a close correspondence between his own lot and the 
lott of all believers. His use of general terminology in his reflections on his near 
deathh already indicates this. It has frequently been suggested that the correlation 
iss merely a negative one, in the sense that Ignatius desires to become in death 
whatt ordinary believers already are within the unified local churches. Although 
Ignatius'' language sometimes may seem to point in this direction, this view cannot 
bee upheld. A closer scrutiny of his rhetoric shows that the dialectical tension in 
Ignatius'' thought on his near death is parallelled in his understanding of Christian 
existencee in general. The believers are called perfect in their single obedience to 
thee one bishop, but are also exhorted to be intent on perfect things and to endure 
too the end. The believers are called disciples, but are also admonished to become 
discipless of Christ and to learn to live according Christianity. The goal of Ignatius 
andd the members of the local churches is the same. Just as Ignatius, they aspire to 
attainn God and to receive the lot. Just as Ignatius, they hope to be raised like 
Christt was raised. Notably, these last three notions are eschatological concepts in 
Ignatius'' thought. Thus, the life of the members of the Christian communities is 
characterizedd by the same challenge to live up to one's convictions - to prove to 
bee whom one is said to be - until the final consummation. Surely, for Ignatius the 
challengee is more acute, since the end is more imminent. Accordingly, the "not 
yet""  element is more prominent in his reflection on his near death than in his 
admonitionss to the local communities. But there is no fundamental difference 
betweenn him and other Christians. 

Itt could be asserted that it is of little surprise that Ignatius reflected on his 
nearr execution in these general terms, since he lived in a time when a distinctive 
outlookk on martyrdom had not yet developed in the early Christian tradition. But 
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thiss is not completely true. Notably, the author of the Revelation of John - who 
addressedd some of the same communities in Asia Minor as Ignatius a decennium 
laterr - highlighted the special position of the martyrs. Therefore, it seems most 
likelyy that Ignatius deliberately choose to speak about his death the way he did. 
Itt should not be forgotten that his letters are not personal notes, but public letters 
directedd to concrete communities. It is as the prominent leader of an influential 
Christiann church that he addresses his readers. He writes to them about his own 
personall  anxious desires as the common hopes of all. 

Inn short, Ignatius' desire for death is a longing to bring his life as a Christian 
too fulfilment. Ignatius' perspective on Christian life could be described with the 
imagee of a school. All those who are admitted as disciples of the one teacher Jesus 
Christt experience the challenge to live up to their potential. All strive to be worthy 
off  God and to be true disciples. Graduation day is in prospect. Then the present 
intimacyy with God will be brought to fulfilment in the attainment of God. For 
Ignatius,, this decisive and final moment is obviously his imminent execution. For 
Christianss in general, it seems to be the eschaton. 



CHAPTERR FOUR 

THEE DESIRE FOR THE END 

~~ CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS ~ 

"O"O my soul, do not aspire to immortal life, 
butbut exhaust the limits of the possible." 

PINDARR Pythian 3.61-62 

1.. INTRODUCTION 

Thee outcome of the close reading in the preceding chapter gives rise to at least one 
furtherr question which seems to be too vital to be ignored, namely that of the 
relationn between Ignatius' personal end and the end of all, i.e. between death and 
eschaton.. How could Ignatius use one and the same notion both with regard to the 
eschatologicall  consummation and his own fulfilment in death? How could he state 
thatt he would attain God, receive the lot, and be raised, when he suffered, if these 
aree truly eschatological notions? 

Itt has often been claimed that in Ignatius' thought the longing for personal 
salvationn at death completely overshadows the expectation of communal salvation 
att the eschaton. If this is true, the question just raised is not only irrelevant, but 
simplyy wrong. Therefore, there is some urgency to deal with Ignatius' eschatology 
moree in general, to see whether or not he maintained the traditional Christian hope 
off  a communal end. If he did - and, of course, I already tried to show this in the 
previouss chapter -, the question indeed becomes, what he perceived to be the 
relationn between the two, i.e. between death and eschaton. In other words, what 
happenss with the believer between the moment of death and the final, communal, 
salvationn at the end of time? Did Ignatius perhaps presume a so-called intermediate 
state,, just as other ancient Christian and Jewish writers? 

Inn this final chapter, I will deal with these tantalizing questions. First, I will 
lookk at the matter of the eschatology of Ignatius in general (§ 2). Subsequently, 
II  will consider the more specific issue of the relation between death and eschaton 
(§§ 3). Thus, I hope to give at least a tentative answer to the perplexing question 
raisedd by Ignatius' distinctive outlook on death. Moreover, I will point to other 
earlyy Christian writings to set the issue in a wider context. 

2.. THE ESCHATOLOGY OF IGNATIUS 

Thee eschatology of Ignatius is a controversial issue which has received consider-
ablee attention in recent scholarly literature. Two topics seem to have dominated 
thee debate. First, it has frequently been asserted that in the letters of Ignatius the 
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traditionall  early Jewish-Christian eschatology of the last day has given way to a 
Hellenisticc eschatology of heaven. Second, it has been argued that Ignatius viewed 
thee eschatological salvation as already fully realized in the local churches gathered 
aroundd their bishops. In this second paragraph, I will consider both issues. To test 
thee first view, I will look at those passages in the letters in which Ignatius makes 
usee of traditional eschatological imagery (§2.1). Succeedingly, I will discuss the 
issuee of the relation between the present and future aspect of the eschatological 
salvationn in Ignatius' thought (§ 2.2). 

2.12.1 Parousia and Final Judgement 
Thee scholarly assessments of Ignatius' eschatology differ greatly. On the one hand, 
somee scholars considered Ignatius as a true witness of traditional early Christian 
eschatology.. Jean Beblavy, for instance, called Ignatius, of all Apostolic Fathers, 
"lee plus rapproché de saint Paul."1 Likewise E. Fudge praised Ignatius' eschatolo-
gyy as exemplary in its christocentric and historical character.2 On the other hand, 
otherr scholars - as it seems they represent the majority - argued that the traces of 
ann apocalyptic eschatology in the letters are secondary.3 They rather spoke about 
Ignatius'' Hellenistic eschatology, claiming that Ignatius did not expect a communal 
salvationn in the world to come, but an individual salvation in the world above.4 

Inn other words, they asserted that Ignatius longed to attain a state of immortality 
directlyy after death and no longer anticipated a cosmic apocalyptic drama at the 
endd of time. Lastly, a third group of scholars simply observed that both distinct 
streamss of eschatological thought - the apocalyptic and the Hellenistic - can be 
foundd in the letters.5 

Admittedly,, full scale expositions on the eschatological future are lacking in 
thee letters of Ignatius. Nowhere do we find reflections similar to Paul's in Rom 
8:18-30,, 1 Cor 15:35-58, or 1 Thess 4:13-5:11. Nevertheless, there are several 
passagess and terms which do hint at traditional eschatological notions such as the 

Seee J. Beblavy, Les idees eschatologiques de Saint Paul et des Pères Apostolique (A lef on 1924) 
168-1755 (quotation on p. 173). 

E.. Fudge, "Th e Eschatology of Ignatius of Antioch: Christocentric and Historical,"  JETS 15 
(1972)) 231-237. Cf. also F.F. Bruce, "Eschatology in the Apostolic Fathers,"  in: The Heritage 
ofof the Early Church (Rome 1973) 79-82. 

Seee esp. H. Lohmann, Drohung und Verheissung: Exegetische Untersuchungen zur Eschatologie 
beibei den Apostolischen Apostolischen VStern (Berlin/New York 1989) 135-175; and T. Aono, Die Entwicklung 
desdes paulinischen Gerichtsgedankens bei den Apostolischen Vatern (Bern 1979) 298-364. Cf. also 
Munierr  (1993) 424-427; Paulsen (1978) 60-78; F.H. Kettler , "Enderwartun g and himmlischer 
Stufenbauu im Kirchenbegrif f des nachapostolischen Zeitalters,"  TLZ 79 (1954) 385-392; Preiss 
(1938)) 225-226; and Von der  Goltz (1894) 37-41. 

Suchh a distinction between apocalyptic eschatology and Hellenistic eschatology is rather  arbitrary , 
seee e.g. A.T. Lincoln, Paradise Now and Not Yet (Cambridge 1981; reprint : Grand Rapids 1991) 
whoo points out that in many Jewish apocalyptic writing s both the spatial (the world below vs. 
thee world above) and the temporal element (this world vs. the world to come) can be found. 

5 5 Seee esp. O'Hagan (1968) 104-108. 
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returnn of Christ and judgement day. I will look briefly at these to determine to 
whatt extent Ignatius retained traditional eschatological expectations. 

Firstt of all, it should be noticed that Ignatius never speaks explicitly about the 
secondd coming of Christ. The word 7iapouaia occurs only once (Ph 9:2) and in 
thiss passage it refers to the first coming of Christ. Notably, Ignatius seems to have 
beenn the first Christian author to use the word in this sense.6 Nevertheless, there 
aree several passages in which Ignatius seems to hint at the return of Christ more 
indirectlyy (Pol 3:1; Eph 15:3; and Sm 10:2). 

Inn Pol 3:1, Ignatius exhorts his fellow-bishop Polycarp to stand firm as an 
anvill  in his dealings with false teachers. In Pol 3:2, he urges Polycarp to become 
evenn more diligent than he already is. Subsequently, he continues his exhortations 
withh the words: "Observe the times. Await him who is above time ... who endured 
inn every way for our sakes (xouq Kcupouq Kaxau,dv3ave. xöv Ó7tèp Kcupöv 
7Tpocr8ÓKaa ... TÖV Kaxd ndvxa xpÓ7iov &Y riud<; D7io|ieivavTa)." Since both 
thee noun Kcapóc; and the verb 7rpoa5oKda) traditionally have strong eschatological 
overtones,77 it seems most appropriate to presume that Ignatius encourages his 
fellow-bishopp to endure in expectation of the return of Christ, who endured 
everythingg himself.8 Notably the believer is not urged to look upward to Christ 
inn heaven, but to look to present signs of Christ's future coming. Admittedly, the 
allusionn to Christ's parousia is unexplicit and made to serve a paranetic function. 
Yet,, such an application of traditional eschatological language should not simply 
bee characterized as an attenuation of the original eschatological perspective which 
wass directed more radically to the future. For even Paul sometimes refers to the 
eschatologicall  turnabout to encourage his readers to resist erroneous teaching in 
thee present age.9 

AA second relevant passage seems to have a similar dynamic. In Eph 15:3, 
Ignatiuss exhorts his readers to do everything knowing that the Lord dwells in 
them.. Subsequently, he ends this passage with the statement: "And he shall appear 
beforee our face because we love him rightly (icai (pavr^aEiai npó 7ipOCT(&7tou 
f)(1(5v,, è£ óv ÖIKGUGX; dLyanwyiEv aóxóv)." The word cpavfjaexai is used with 
regardd to Christ's parousia elsewhere in early Christian literature.10 Therefore, it 

66 See further e.g. Paulsen (1978) 66-67. 
77 See e.g. Mt 16:3: "Who can interpret the signs of the times (oriuela T<5V Kaipdiv);" and Mt 

11:3:: "Are you the one who is to come, or are we to wait for another (fitepov Jipoo8oK<5nev);" 
cf.. further Mt 24:50; 2 Pet 3:13; and 1 Clem. 23:5. 

g g 

Soo also Grant (1966) 132: "He [i.e. Ignatius] obviously has the coming of Jesus Christ in mind 
(alludedd to only here)." The eschatological perspective is somewhat obscured in the translations 
off  Srawley (1935) 104 and Schoedel (1985) 266 who both render the imperative npocrêóm with 
"lookk for." 
Seee esp. Rom 16:17-20: "I urge you, brethren, to keep an eye on those who cause dissensions 
andd offenses, in opposition to the teaching that you have learned ... The God of peace will shortly 
crushh Satan under your feet." 

Seee Mt 24:30: "Then the sign of the Son of Man will appear in heaven (mi TÓT8 (pavfjoxTCii 
TOO arinEÏov TOO oioü TOO av9pa>no\j êv oópavcp);" cf. Did. 16:4, 6; and 2 Clem. 16:3. 
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iss quite well possible that Ignatius here points to Christ's appearance at the end of 
time.. Thus, Ignatius seems to be saying: if we live with Christ now, he will appear 
graciouslyy before us at the eschaton. Possibly, the notion of a final judgement is 
alsoo implicated." 

Finally,, the passage in Sm 10:2 can be interpreted similarly. Ignatius praises 
thee Smyrnaeans because they did not feel ashamed of his bonds, and he continues: 
""  ... neither will the perfect hope, Jesus Christ, be ashamed of you (oó5è ópóu; 
é7taicrxuvÖTioeTaii  fj xeXeia èX,7i(<;, ' Irjaoöq Xpiaxót;)." Possibly, Ignatius here 
hintss at the words of Christ in the synoptic tradition: 'Those who are ashamed of 
mee and my words ... of them the Son of Man will also be ashamed when he comes 
inn the glory of his Father (mi ó uicx; TOO dvöpÓTiou èrcataxuvS fjcTExai aóxóv, 
öxavv ëX.drj èv xfj 5Ó£TJ xoö naxpöc, aóxoö)."12 Thus, Ignatius again links proper 
Christiann conduct now to Christ's judgement when he returns. 

Inn coherence with the paranetic function of the allusions to the parousia, the much 
moree frequent hints at the last judgement too stand in the context of Ignatius' 
exhortationss to the local communities. Of foremost importance is the passage in 
Ephh 11:1.1 will focus on this passage and refer to the other relevant passages only 
inn passing. 

Inn Eph 11:1, Ignatius opens the second part of his letter to the Ephesians 
(11-19)133 with the eschatological warning: "These are the last times. Let us then 
exercisee restraint, let us fear God's patience, that it may not turn to condemnation 
forr us. For either let us fear the coming wrath, or let us love the present grace -
onee or the other - only that we be found in Christ Jesus to possess the true life 
(ëaxccToii  Kaipoi. AXDI7ÜÖV aiaxuvSrópev, (poPrj&opev xf\v paicpoSupiav xoö 
deoö,, ïva ufj fip.iv sic, Kpipa yévr|xai. f) yap xr|v p,éXA,ouaav ópyf|v cpoPr|-
dcousv,, f}  xf|v èveaxracrav yapw OLya7r.fi rjoopsv, êv xcbv 8uo, póvov èv Xptcxcp 
'IT|CTOÖÖ eópeöfjvai eiq xö ÓCAT|$IVÓV C,f\v)." In this passage, several eschatol-
ogicall  notions are strung. Let me consider them one at the time. 

Thee phrase ëaxpcxoi Kaipoi is the most direct reference to the imminence 
off  the eschatological end to be found in the letters. The word combination finds 
noo exact parallel in the New Testament. The most closely related phrase which 
doess occur in the New Testament is "last days" (êax&xai fipépai).'4 Neverthe-
less,, it seems obvious that Ignatius was inspired by the eschatological language of 
thee biblical tradition. Schoedel contends that Ignatius presents traditional Christian 

Soo also Schoedel (1985) 78. Others take the verb qxxvfjaETCU impersonal, see e.g the translation 
off  Lightfoot (1889) 2.548: "I t wil l also be made clear in our sight from the love which we rightly 
bearr towards him; cf. Lake (1912) 1.189; and Grant (1966) 46. 

Mkk 8:38; cf. Lk 9:26. Lightfoot (1889) 2.317; Grant (166) 122; and Fischer (1993) 213 refer to 
thesee texts without further comment. 

Siebenn (1978) 17-18; Schoedel (1985) 71; and Lohmann (1989) 144 consider Eph 11-19 as a 
looselyy organized unit, dealing with "Christliches Leben angesichts des Eschaton." 

Seee Acts 2:17 (= Joel 3:1); 2 Tim 3:1; Jas 5:3; and 2 Pet 3:3; cf. e.g. also "the last time" (6 
tcaipöqq èax<XTO<;) in 1 Pet 1:5; and "the last hour" (f| èaxctTT) ©pa) in 1 John 2:18. 

http://fip.iv
http://OLya7r.fi
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eschatologyy in a much softened form. He notes that Plutarch also speaks about 
"thee last time" (De ser. num. vind. 10, 554e), meaning by that "the culminating 
momentt in a process of progressive punishment.'*  Yet, as Schoedel admits himself, 
Ignatius'' language is much closer to that of the New Testament.15 

Furthermore,, it should be noticed that the reference to the imminent end here 
introducess the subsequent exhortations. Notably, the adverb A,oucóv does not mark 
aa transition to a new topic, as for instance in Phil 3:1. Rather the term is used in 
thee meaning "therefore."16 Ignatius appeals to his readers to live their lives within 
ann eschatological framework. They should exercise restraint because these are the 
lastt times.17 Similar sentiments can be found in the New Testament.18 

Althoughh Ignatius thus can speak about the present age as drawing to a 
close,, he never seems to refer to the eschaton itself. He does not speak about the 
"dayy of judgement" (fijxépa Kpioxcoc;) like Matthew, or the "last day" (éCTxaxn 
f)fxépa)) like John, or the "day of the Lord" (t|uepa icupiou) like Paul.19 But 
perhapss another term is relevant in this regard. In Eph 14:2, Ignatius emphasizes 
thee importance of "being found in the power of the faith to the end" (èv öuvausi 
7UCTTS(O<;; èctv nq eupe&fj eic; xéXoq); and in Rra 10:3, he ends his letter to the 
Christianss in Rome with the words: "Farewell to the end in the endurance of Jesus 
Christt (sppcoaSs eiq xéXoc, év Ó7io|j,ovrj 'Incoü XpiaxoC)." In both these 
passages,, the noun xéXoq may very well refer to the eschaton - just as for instance 
inn the synoptic eschatological discourses20 - but this remains uncertain (cf. chap. 
3.4.3).. Moreover, it is also possible that the phrase èv Omouovrj ' Ir)o*ou XpiaioO 
shouldd be translated with "in patient expectation of Jesus Christ."21 Still, it is 
clearr that the focus is on the present age and its hardships. The believers are 
exhortedd to endure (Rm 10:3) and to remain faithful (Eph 14:2) to the end, just 
ass they are admonished to exercise restraint now the end of time is near (Eph 
11:1). . 

Afterr the eschatological warning and the exhortation to exercise restraint, 
Ignatiuss continues with an appeal to fear "the patience of God" (fj uoncpo9u|iia 

155 Schoedel (1985) 71. 

Soo also Bauer sv Xoutóq 2b: "Folgernd darum" and cf. Blass § 160j: " ... aus dem asyndetisch-
enn satzanfangenden wird hell, ein begriindendes also." Lightfoot (1889) 2.61 suggests "hence-
forth,""  which seems less appropriate. 

Contraa Lohmann (1989) 146: "Eigentümlich unverbunden steht diese Beurteilung der Situation 
vonn den folgenden Mahnungen. Es wird nicht recht deutlich, warum nun diese und keine andere 
Aussagee zur Motivierung herangezogen wird." 

18 8 

Seee e.g. Paul: Rom 13:11-13; and 1 Cor 7:29: "The appointed time has grown short, from now 
on,, let even those who have wives be as though they had none (ó Kcupöq aoveaxaXuévoq 
êaxiv,, tó Xomóv, tva Kal oi èxovrz(; yuvaiicaq die, \xt\ txovxsq d>aiv)." 

199 See Mt 10:15; 11:22,24; 12:36; John 6:39, 40,44, 54; 11:24; 12:48; 1 Cor 1:8; 5:5; 2 Cor 1:14; 
Phill  1:6, 10; 2:16; and 1 Thess 5:2. 

200 See Mt 24:6, 14; Mk 13:7; and Lk 21:9. 
211 So e.g. Lightfoot (1889) 2.234; Srawley (1935) 80; Vial (1962) 41; Camelot (1969) 119; and 

Bauerr sv önouovfj 2. 
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tooo SeoO). The notion of God's kindness or gentleness seems to have been a 
conventionall  element in early Christian reflections on God's judgement (see e.g. 
Romm 2:3-4). More in particular, the delay of the punishment of the wicked was 
sometimess traced to God's patience (see e.g. 1 Pet 3:20). Subsequently, in later 
timess the notion played a role in deliberations on the delay of the parousia (see 
e.g.. 2 Pet 3:9). There are no indications that this last issue occupied Ignatius' 
mind.. Just as Paul, Ignatius simply urges his readers not to despise God's patience, 
thatt it may not turn to condemnation for them. Yet, the eschatological perspective 
iss certainly not completely lost. God's patience in holding off judgement is limited. 
Thee last day is nearing. A similar sentiment is expressed in Sm 9:1: "It is then 
sensiblee for us to regain sobriety, while we still have time to repent unto God 
(eÖAöyóvv ècrxiv AOiTiöv &vavfj\|/ai i\\iaq, dx; ëxi icaipóv £%O\IEV ei<; deov 
USTCtVOSlv)." " 

Inn the passage under discussion, Ignatius refers to God's judgement with the 
wordd Kpiua, which here is used in the meaning of condemnation (= KatdKpiua). 
Thee judgement terminology also occurs elsewhere in the Ignatian letters. In Eph 
5:3,, Ignatius states about the believer who does not come to the assembly: "He has 
judgedd himself (éauTÖv öiéicpivev)." Further, in Sm 6:1 Ignatius remarks: "Even 
heavenlyy powers and the glory of the angels... are also subject to judgement (icai 
T&&  éTtoupdvia Kai f| 8ó£a TCOV dyyéAxov ... KAKSIVOK; Kpiaiq èariv)." The 
notionn that the angels too are subject to judgement can also be found in the New 
Testamentt (2 Pet 2:4), although Ignatius seems to have been unfamiliar with the 
Paulinee idea that the believers will judge the angels (1 Cor 6:3). 

God'ss judgement in sensu malo is not visualized in concrete terms in Eph 
11:1.. Ignatius merely speaks about "the coming wrath" (f| jiéXA-ouacx ópyrj), a 
phrasee which - within early Christian literature - finds its closest parallel in the 
synopticc accounts of the preaching of John the Baptist.22 Elsewhere in his letters 
Ignatiuss is sometimes somewhat more explicit about the future punishment of the 
damned.. In Eph 16:1 (and Ph 3:3), Ignatius states that the wicked "wil l not inherit 
thee Kingdom of God" (PaaiXeiav öeoö oó KA.T|povop.ftaouaiv). The exclusion 
off  the wicked from the future kingdom is obviously a traditional eschatological 
image.. Ignatius' language is particularly close to that of Paul.23 Shortly thereafter, 
inn Eph 16:2, Ignatius states more bluntly that the one who corrupts faith in God 
iss a filthy being who "wil l go into the unquenchable fire" (ei<; TÖ 7iöp TÖ 
Aapeorovv x(opf\o£\). Because of the directly preceding eschatological imagery, 
itt seems most likely that the notion of the unquenchable fire here refers to the lot 
off  the unbelievers at the eschaton - just as in some passages from the New 
Testament244 - , and not to the lot of the unbelievers directly after death. Lastly, 
thee passage in Pol 5:2 too may refer to God's judgement of the wicked at the end 
off  time. In this passage, Ignatius declares that the Christian who boasts and 

Seee Mt 3:7; and Lk 3:7. Note also the similar  phrase V| öpff\ f| èpxopivTi in 1 Thess 1:10; and 
cf.. Eph 5:6 and Col 3:6: 'Th e wrath of God conies on those who are disobedient." 

Seee 1 Cor  6:9-10; cf. 1 Cor  15:50; and Eph 5:5. See also chap. 3.8.1. 

Seee e.g. Mt 3:12; 1 Cor  3:13; and 2 Thess 1:8. 
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challengess the authority of his bishop "is lost" (ané'Xzxo) and "destroyed" 
(ëcpSapxai).. It is possible that both verbs hint at the eschatological damnation of 
thee arrogant. By jeopardizing the unity of the church, they have signed their death-
warrant.25 5 

Thee positive side of God's judgement is even left more vague. Ignatius ends 
thee passage in Eph 11:1 with a reference to "the true life" (TÖ dXrj&ivóv ^fjv). 
Thee verb e\!>p£$fjvai probably indicates that Ignatius was thinking of the true life 
attainedd at the final judgement.26 Yet, at the same time this life already seems to 
bee a present reality (see § 2.2). More precise accounts of the future judgement of 
thee just cannot be found in the letters, but there are a few passages which seem to 
hintt at such an event. 

Inn Pol 3:1, for instance, Ignatius states: "For God's sake we must put up 
withh everything, that he may put up with us (u.dA.iaxa 8é ëveKev öeoü Tidvxa 
órcouéveivv i\\idq oeï, ïva KOU aüxöc; f|uxx<; Ó7to(xeivr|)." Ignatius plays on the 
meaningg of the verb Ó7iou,éveiv, linking human endurance to God's toleration. 
Suchh a reciprocity between the acts of God and humans is often expressed in the 
letters.277 Here God's positive response to human endurance may very well refer 
too his merciful judgement at the eschaton (cf. Sm 9:2). 

Suchh a future orientation is quite clear in Pol 6:2 : "Your works are your 
depositss that you may have the savings you deserve (xd 8e7iómxa óu.<x>v xd ëpya 
ÓH<ÖV,, iva xd &KK£7ixa üjicov d£ia Konicrnade)." The word dKKSTixa (= 
accepta)accepta) - one of the more striking Latinisms in Ignatius' letters - most likely 
referss to God's repayment at the final judgement.28 The idea that at the eschaton 
Godd will repay everyone according to his or her deeds also occurs elsewhere in 
earlyy Christian literature (see e.g. Rom 2:5-8). 

Inn sum, Ignatius makes use of the eschatological notions of the imminent end, the 
returnn of Christ, and the final judgement of God. These traditional eschatological 
conceptss occur especially in the context of his exhortations. He seems to lack any 
interestt in a full description of the eschatological drama. Some judged this as a 
deficiency.. Others argued that precisely this soberness marks Ignatius as a true 
pupill  of Paul.29 In any event, it seems quite clear that Ignatius retained the early 
Christiann expectation of a decisive moment in the future when Christ would return 
andd God would judge all. Thus, Ignatius' eschatology cannot be called Hellenistic 
-- whatever that may mean. Or, as Schoedel has put it in response to the study of 

Soo Paulsen (1978) 66 n. 34; and Lohmann (1989) 165-166. Cf. also Mg 10:2. 

Soo Lohmann (1989) 147 and Aono (1979) 304; cf. also chap. 3.7.5. 

Seee Grant (1966) 134-135 who refers to Eph 2:1; 21:1; Rm 8:1; Ph 11:1; Sm 9:1-2; 10:2; Pol 
1:2;;  and Pol 6:2. Cf. also Lightfoot (1889) 2.301. 

Soo also Lohmann (1989) 166. 

Seee Beblavy (1924) 173. 
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Lohmann:: "Ignatius lives with a sense of the impermance of things that would not 
bee comprehensible to his pagan contemporaries."30 

2.22.2 The Present and Future Aspect of Eschatological Salvation 
Severall  scholars have claimed that - despite his use of traditional eschatological 
imageryy - Ignatius did not await an eschatological turnabout, but perceived the 
eschatologicall  salvation as already fully realized in the church. Theodore Preiss, 
forr instance, asserted that for Ignatius the church represented the kingdom of God 
(cf.. chap. 2.3.3). Similarly, Richard A. Bower maintained that for Ignatius ultimate 
salvationn meant the individual's attaining of God within the unity of the church 
(cf.. chap. 3.7.4); and W.C. Weinrich argued that Ignatius perceived the present 
existencee in the church as resurrection existence (cf. chap. 2.6.2).31 

Onn the other hand, the famous New Testament scholar Rudolf Bultmann has 
arguedd that Ignatius maintained a balanced tension between the present realization 
andd future fulfilment of eschatological salvation.32 He considered Ignatius in this 
respectt as a true heir of Paul and John, and as one of the very few early Christian 
authorss who comprehended the paradoxical character of Christian existence. More 
recently,, David E. Aune has responded to Bultmann's interpretation of Ignatius at 
length.333 He came to the conclusion that realized eschatology plays but a marginal 
rolee in Ignatius' religious thought. 

Thus,, the scholarly assessments of the relationship between the present and 
futuree aspect of eschatological salvation in Ignatius differ greatly. The issue merits 
speciall  attention. In what follows I will briefly look at the different concepts which 
Ignatiuss uses to speak about the content of eschatological salvation and try to 
determinee whether they refer to the present or the future. 

Firstt of all, it should be noticed that some of these eschatological concepts seem 
too be exclusively future-oriented. In the preceding chapter, I already dealt with the 
notionss "attaining God" (see chap. 3.7), "kingdom of God" (see chap 3.8), and 
"resurrection""  (see chap. 3.9). All three of these are used of the event of salvation 
ass a future occurrence. Most scholars agree on this. Yet Bultmann claimed that for 
Ignatiuss the resurrection was not only a future event, but also an event which was 
att the same time paradoxically present. Aune has convincingly shown that this 
positionn is untenable.34 

However,, other relevant concepts do seem to refer to the present realization 
off  eschatological salvation. Of foremost importance are the concepts "life" (Cp}f\ 

Schoedell  (1993) 344. 

Preisss (1938) 238; Bower (1974) 13; and Weinrich (1981) 120. Cf. Zanartu (1979) 335: "Ignace 
estt  un grand convaincu de l'eschatologie commencée." 

Bultmannn (1953) and (1955) 2.191-199; cf. already Von der  Goltz (1894) 39-41 

Seee D.E. Aune, The Cultic Setting of Realized Eschatology in Early Christianity (Leiden 1972) 
136-165;;  cf. also Rebell (1986). 

Seee Bultmann (1953) 44-45; and Aune (1972) 153-156. 

30 0 

31 1 

32 2 

33 3 

34 4 
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// Qf\v), "incorruptibility" (&<p&apma), and "immortality" (ddavaaia).35 In the 
precedingg chapter I have not dealt with these notions at any length, because 
Ignatiuss - surprisingly enough - does not use these concepts in the context of his 
reflectionss on his imminent death.36 Here I will therefore need to look at this 
clusterr of terms in some detail.37 

Thee noun ĉofj occurs seven times in the letters. In contrast with the noun pioc; 
(Ephh 9:2, Rm 7:3, and Ph 11:1), the term always has a soteriological connotation. 
Fourr times, the concept simply refers to the new life which the true believers 
experiencee thanks to the incarnation and passion of Christ. Thus, in Eph 7:2 
Ignatiuss refers to the passion as "in death true life" (év davdxö) ôofj &A,r|$ivfï); 
andd in Eph 18:1 to the cross as an affront to unbelievers, "but to us salvation and 
eternall  life" (rmïv 8e aarrripia Kai â>f| aia>vio<;). In Eph 19:3 he states that in 
Christt God was revealed as human "to bring newness of eternal life" (eiq KOUVÓ-
xr|Taa aïSiou ^cof|<;);" and in Mg 9:1 he speaks about the Lord's day, "on which 
alsoo our life arose through him and his death" (èv fj iced f| ĉof| fju,cciv dvÉTEiXsv 
óYY aütoó Kai TOO dav&xou auxou). In these four passages, "eternal or true life" 
iss very much presented as the free gift of God, just as in the letters of Paul (see 
esp.. Rom 6:23). 

Inn the remaining three instances Ignatius also points to the role of the 
believerss in preserving or even attaining this life. In Eph 14:1, he speaks about 
faithh and love "which are the beginning and end of life" (fJTiq EGTÏV ÖLp%r\ Q(of\q 
Kaii  TEAXX;). Here, the faith relationship with Christ on the one hand, and the love 
relationshipp with other people on the other hand seem to be presented as conditions 
too participate in the new life. The link between faith and (eternal) life may very 
welll  be inspired by the maxim found in the gospel of John: "whoever believes in 
Christt has (eternal) life."38 The polarity faith and love occurs often in the Igna-
tiann letters and was probably inspired by what can be found in Pauline litera-
ture.399 In any event, the ethical implication is clear. 

Thee ethical connotation of the concept ĉorj is also obvious in Mg 5:1. Here, 
Ignatiuss states: "Since, then, all things have an end, and two things are set before 
uss together, death and life, and each person will go to his own place (èTtei ouv 
TÉAOC;; T&  7r.pdyu.aTa èyzi mi 7tpÓKEixai xd 5óo óu.oö, Ö TE Ödvaxoq Kai 

Ass a fourth concept could be mentioned "salvation" (a<$Cfi) I aootripia). Aune (1972) 164 states 
thatt the notion is used of the event of salvation as a future occurrence (see esp. Eph 18:1; Sm 
2:1;; and Pol 1:2). Yet this is not obvious. Ignatius rather seems to point to the present realization 
off  "salvation." This in contrast with Paul, where the concept is mostly (but not exclusively!) 
future-oriented. . 

Butt see chap. 3.2.6 on Rm 6:2 and 7:2. 

Seee besides the literature already mentioned also e.g. Wehr (1987) 111-127; Zaflartu (1979); 
Zafiartuu (1977); and Richardson (1935) 23-32. 

Seee e.g. John 3:15-16, 36; 5:24; 6:40, and 47. 

Cf.. e.g. 1 Thess 3:6; 1 Cor 16:13-14; and Gal 5:6. See on "faith and love" also e.g. Aune (1972) 
142-152;; and Tarvainen (1967). 

http://7r.pdyu.aTa
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T|| Ccofj, Kai ÊKaaxoq siq TÓV ïöiov TÓTTOV uiXtei XÖOEÏV)." It should be noted 
thatt the sentence is an anacoluthon. The apodosis to the protasis (È7iei ouv) is 
lost,, as happens more often in the letters.40 Nevertheless, it is clear that the whole 
passagee functions as an exhortation to right behaviour (cf. Mg 3-4). Ignatius urges 
thee believer to consider the two alternatives and to choose the way which will 
bringg life. 

Unfortunately,, the time framework is less clear. Some argue that Cpar\ here 
referss to the post mortem lot of the true believer.41 Others suggest that it alludes 
too the divine verdict at the final judgement.42 Yet Ignatius' own clarification in 
Mgg 5:2 (yap ... ) points in a different direction. He maintains that there are two 
coinages:: the one of God, the other of the world. Most likely this contrast between 
believerss and unbelievers stands on a par with the opposition between life and 
deathh in Mg 5:1. This would mean that £a>fj is not so much spoken of as a future 
reward,, but as the logical outcome of one's choice for God.43 That is, life is a 
presentt reality for those who are of God and act accordingly. 

Finally,, there is one passage in which the notion ĉorj most likely is directed 
too the future. In Pol 2:3 Ignatius exhorts Polycarp to be a good bishop and states 
thatt "the prize is incorruptibility and eternal life" (TO &éuot acp$apcna Kai £cof| 
aióvioq).. Since Ignatius uses the eschatological concept "to attain God" (öeoö 
é7tvruxslv)) in the directly preceding sentence, the combination "incorruptibility 
andd eternal life" probably refers to the future eschatological reward.44 Yet, even 
withh regard to this passage it cannot be excluded that Ignatius (also) alludes to the 
incorruptibilityy and eternal life already experienced in the unified church. 

Likee the noun ̂ cofj, the substantive infinitive TO £f)v occurs altogether seven times 
inn the letters. It is used very much in the same way as the noun Cp>f\. That is, it 
referss most frequently to the present salvation realized within the local church. In 
Ephh 3:2 Christ is called "our inseparablee life" (TÖ a8idtKpiTov f||ia>v Cnv), in Mg 
1:22 "our everlasting life" (TÖ 5ia TiavTÖq 1\\i<bv C,f\v), and in Sm 4:1 "our true 
life""  (TÖ &AT|divöv i\\i<bv £rjv). Although the implication obviously is that one 
wil ll  not have life if one does not have Christ, this conditionality is not stressed in 
thesee three passages. 

Twicee Ignatius clearly does emphasize the conditional nature of the present 
possessionn of life. In Mg 5:2, he states: "Unless we freely choose to die unto his 
passion,, his life is not in us (TÖ £pv otóxou OÜK £O~TIV év f|uiv);" and in Tr 9:2, 
hee speaks about Christ "apart from whom we do not have true life" (oó x^P^ x o 

Cf.. Eph 1:3; Mg 2 Rm 1:1; and Ph 7:2. 

Soo Lohmann (1989) 154 who relates the phrase el<; TÖV tSiov tónov to e.g. Acts 1:25, and / 
Clem.Clem. 5:7, see § 3.1. 

So,, apparently, Aune (1972) 159; Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 49; and Wehr  (1987) 114. 

Soo also Lightfoot (1889) 2.117; Grant (1966) 59; and Schoedel (1985) 110. 

Soo esp. in the synoptic gospels, see Mt 25:46 and Lk 18:30; cf. Mt 19:16,29; Mk 10:17, 30; Lk 
10:25;;  and 18:18. 

40 0 

41 1 

42 2 

43 3 

44 4 
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aA,T|divövv C,f\v oÜK e%o\izv). Thus, faithfulness to Christ is presented as a pre-
requisitee to possess true life (cf. Mg 5:1). 

Inn only two passages the notion £rjv may have a future reference. The 
passagee in Eph 11:1 has already been discussed at length (§2.1). Since eschatol-
ogicall  concepts abound here, the phrase "the true life" (TÖ aX/r|$ivöv £fjv) most 
likelyy refers to what will be attained at the eschaton. The second passage is less 
clear.. In Eph 17:1 Ignatius states: "Do not be anointed with the ill odour of the 
teachingg of the ruler of this age lest he lead you captive from the life set before 
youu (p.f| aixnotXcöxiaTj x)\iac, èic TOO 7tpoKEi|xévou Cftv)" It has been argued that 
thee phrase "the life set before you" points to the future life which will be attained 
att the eschaton.45 Yet, it is should be noted that Ignatius' imagery is triggered by 
hiss statement at the beginning of Eph 17:1 that the Lord breaths incorruptibility 
onn the church (see below). This incorruptibility is obviously a present reality for 
thee Christian community. Therefore, the participle 7tpoK£ifiévov does not have 
thee connotation "which lies in the future" but "which is present,"46 just as in Mg 
5:11 (see above). Ignatius warns his readers not to let Satan lead them away from 
theirr current life in the church community.47 

Thee concept "incorruptibility" (cupdapaioc) occurs four times in the letters.48 The 
conceptt is used in much the same way as the notion "life." Except in the passage 
inn Pol 2:3 (see above), it seems to point to the present state of salvation within the 
locall  Christian communities.49 In Eph 17:1, Ignatius states that the Lord received 
ointmentt on his head for this reason "that he might breathe incorruptibility on the 
church""  (Iva Tcvérj xf| èKKXeaia acpÖapaiav).50 In Ph 9:2, Ignatius points to 
thee gospel as "the completion of incorruptibility" (dirdpxiajia cup&apaicu;). The 
meaningg of the fourth passage is less clear. 

Inn Mg 6:2, Ignatius states: "Be united to the bishop and those set over you 
ass an example and lesson of incorruptibility (èvcódr|xe xa> éTtiaKÓTKp Kat xoïq 
7tpoKa$r||j.évoic;; tic, xuitov Kai 6i5axfiv dcpöapaiac;)." David Aune contends 
thatt Ignatius here presents union with the bishop and presbyters as an example and 
lessonn of immortality, because this union is a reflection of the heavenly unity in 
thee context of which full possession of eschatological life or immortality is poss-

JJ So Aune (1972) 159 n. 1; and Lohmann (1989) 152. 
46 6 

Thee term can have both connotations, see e.g. Bauer sv npóKEiuai 2 and 3. 
477 Soe.g. Wehr( 1987) 114. 
48 8 

Lakee (1912); Aune (1972) 161; and others translate the noun less correctly with "immortality." 
Cf.. also the adjective &q>9apxoc; in Tr 11:2 and Rm 7:3. In these two passages the concept too 
seemss to refer to a present reality. 

49 9 

Cf.. Eph 6:24; and 2 Tim 1:10. In the undisputed Pauline letters the noun is only used with regard 
too the future salvation, see Rom 2:7; 1 Cor 15:42, 50, and 53-54. 
Seee esp. Schoedel (1985) 81-82 for a discussion of this metaphor and references to parallels in 
Christian,, Jewish, and pagan sources. 
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ible.. Thus, the notion dcpÖapoia would refer to a future possibility.51 However, 
thiss interpretation does not carry conviction. 

Itt seems that Ignatius does not speak about the unity with the church leaders 
butt about the community leaders themselves as an example. The emphasis seems 
too lie on the role of the church leaders as safeguards of right teaching (5i8axii). 
Justt as the false teaching of Satan threatens the true life (Eph 17:1, see above), the 
rightt teaching of the bishop secures the incorruptibility of the local community. 
Thus,, it seems that the term d<p&apaicc refers to a present reality and also has the 
connotationn of theological and moral purity.52 

Lastly,, the concept "immortality" (AÖavaaia) is used only once, namely in Eph 
20:2.. This is one of the best known passages in the letters. Here Ignatius speaks 
aboutt the one bread as "the medicine of immortality, the antidote preventing death, 
butt leading to life in Jesus Christ forever" (<pdpu<XKOv d&avaaiaq, dvTiSoxoq 
TOOO |xf| &7to$av£Ïv, ÓLXka Cf\v èv 'IrjrjoO Xpiaxop 5id Ttavxóc;). Of course, this 
muchh discussed passage cannot be dealt with at any length here. It suffices to note 
thatt immortality is spoken of as a reality which can be experienced within the 
locall  community gathered around the one eucharist.53 Just as Ignatius can speak 
off  the "deadly drug" (9avdmp.ov (pdpjaaicov) of those who jeopardize the unity 
withinn the church (Tr 6:2), he here uses the notion "medicine of immortality" 
(9dp(iaicovv dSavaaiat;) to characterize the life giving qualities of the harmoni-
ouss gathering in divine worship.54 

Inn sum, Ignatius uses the concepts "life," "incorruptibility," and "immortality" 
mainlyy to characterize the new life within the local churches. In other words, these 
threee concepts primarily refer to the present aspect of the eschatological salvation. 
Possiblee exceptions are Eph 11:1 and Pol 2:3. Probably, this orientation towards 
thee present also explains why Ignatius never uses these concepts with regard to his 
futuree lot. Like for all believers, "life" is already a present reality for him. In this 
respectt Ignatius' frequent use of the first person plural - most notably in the 
phrasee "our life" - seems not to be unimportant. 

Moreover,, it cannot be said that Ignatius strongly emphasizes the conditional 
naturee of this present realization of eschatological life.55 Certainly he sometimes 

Aunee (1972) 161; cf.. Grant (1966) 60; and Wehr (1987) 121. 

Soo Schoedel (1985) 115; cf. Lightfoot (1889) 2.121. 

Inn the New Testament the noun OCCUTS only thrice: once with regard to God (1 Tim 6:16), twice 
withh regard to the future salvation (1 Cor 15:53-54). 

Contraa Schlier (1929) 168 and Bartsch (1940) 103, it should be noted that Ignatius does not 
presentt the eucharistie bread as a magical medicine working immortality. See Maurer (1949) 93-
94;; Bauer-Paulsen (1985) 45-46; Schoedel (1985) 97-99; Wehr (1987) 129; and cf. the literature 
mentionedd in chap. 2.6. 

Contraa Aono (1979) 344-354; and Aune (1972) 157-162, 165: "Because of its conditional nature, 
wee must conclude that life as a soteriological concept is always future-oriented in the thought of 
Ignatius." " 
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pointss to human responsibility in these matters - faith and love are the prerequi-
sitess to participate in this "life" - but more often he simply speaks about "life" and 
"incorruptibility""  as free gifts of God. 

Nevertheless,, it should not be concluded that Ignatius perceived the eschatol-
ogicall  salvation as already fully realized in the local churches. For, as I pointed 
outt at the beginning, other notions which refer to the eschatological salvation are 
exclusivelyy future-oriented. Thus, I agree with Bultmann that in Ignatius there is 
aa tension between the present and future aspect of eschatological salvation. Yet, 
sincee some concepts refer exclusively to the future and others predominantly to the 
present,, the tension is less paradoxical than Bultmann claimed. In any event, this 
tensionn should be considered as a fundamental element of Ignatius' soteriology. 
Thee "not yet" or "conditional" aspect is an essential part of his soteriology without 
whichh his anxiety in the face of death cannot be understood. 

2.32.3 Conclusion 
Contraryy to what has often been argued, it cannot be said that in Ignatius the 
traditionall  eschatological expectation of a communal salvation at the end of time 
iss replaced by an individualistic longing for immortality immediately after death. 
Notably,, concepts such as "eternal life," "incorruptibility" and "immortality" are 
usedd primarily with regard to the eschatological salvation experienced collectively 
withinn the local communities. Nor can it be said that Ignatius proposed some sort 
off  "over-realized eschatology."56 Rather, in the Ignatian letters realized eschatol-
ogyy stands alongside future eschatology without conflict. The present life within 
thee local church finds its fulfilment in the future when all true believers will be 
raised,, attain God, and inherit the kingdom of God. Moreover, in this respect there 
iss no discrepancy between Ignatius and other Christians. All believers experience 
thiss "between-ness;" only for Ignatius the future fulfilment is linked more directly 
too his near death. It is to this issue that we must turn now. 

3.. DEATH AND THE ESCHATON 

Thee issue of the relation between the personal lot of the believer after death and 
thee salvation of all believers at the eschaton could be called the problem child of 
earlyy Christian eschatology. Although systematic reflections on the matter cannot 
bee found until the second half of the second century CE, Christians must have 
wrestledd with the issue from the very beginning. Every time a faithful member of 
aa local community died, the question necessarily posed itself what would happen 
too the deceased between the moment of his or her death and the final judgement 
andd resurrection at the end of time. The most obvious answer was the assumption 

Interestinglyy enough, Ignatius' fellow bishop Polycarp seem to criticize such an over-realized 
eschatologyy explicitly, see PPhil. 7:1. 
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off  an "intermediate state." I will deal with this notion and the question whether it 
fitss Ignatius' reflections on his imminent death first (§ 3.1). Subsequently, I will 
considerr another possible response to the problem (§ 3.2). 

3.13.1 The Intermediate State 
Thee expression "intermediate state" is the technical term which modern theologians 
camee to use with regard to the state of the believer between his or her death and 
thee general resurrection at the eschaton.57 The term does not point to one specific 
understandingg of the lot of the believer in this period between the moment of death 
andd the last day. Many different characterizations of this intermediate state can be 
foundd in early Christian literature. Yet two notions seem paramount, namely the 
contrastingg ideas of a gloomy underworld and a heavenly paradise.581 will deal 
withh both notions briefly. I will begin by looking at the relevant passages from the 
Neww Testament and the corpus of the Apostolic Fathers. 

Thee concept of the world of the dead as a subterranean region was widespread in 
antiquity.. It seems also to be presupposed in many early Christian writings. Thus, 
thee standard formula that Christ was raised "from the dead" (èic veKpcov), most 
likely,, must be understood against the background of this understanding of the 
worldd beyond the grave.59 It fits the idea of a subsequent resurrection most 
naturally.. Moreover, there are also passages in early Christian literature which 
referr to this underworld more explicitly. 

Firstt and foremost, it should be noticed that the term "Hades" (#Ör|c;) occurs 
severall  times in the New Testament and the Apostolic Fathers.60 Most interesting 
iss undoubtedly the imagery in the parable of Lazarus and the rich man in Lk 
16:19-31.. In mis story it is told that after death both enter into Hades. Yet, they 
aree separated by "a great chasm" (xaaua u,éya). The rich man is tormented by 
flamess while Lazarus is comforted in a higher region where he lingers together 
withh Abraham (w. 23-26). Moreover, the parable also alludes to the possibility of 
Lazarus'' reappearance on earth by means of a resurrection (v. 27 and 31), although 

Seee on the problem of the intermediate state esp. P. Hoffmann, Die Toten in Christus (Munster 
1966);;  K. Hanhart, The Intermediate State in the New Testament (Diss.; Groningen 1966); and 
J.A.. Fischer, Studiën zum Todesgedanken in der alten Kirche (MQnchen 1954) 226-315. Cf. 
furtherr  also Lincoln (1991); and L.J. Kreitzer , "Intermediat e State,"  DPI 438-441. 

Att  least three other  notions have been identified by scholars, namely the intermediate state as a 
statee of sleep, a a state in purgatory, or  an imperfect state of bodilessness. None of these finds sure 
groundd in the earliest Christian sources. The verb KOIUOO9C U is simply an euphemism for  death, 
seee e.g. Hoffmann (1966) 186-206 and Hanhart (1966) 106-114; and the notion of "nakedness" 
inn 2 Cor  5:3 does not refer  to Paul's ideas about post mortem existence, see e.g. Hoffmann 
(1966)) 276-277 and Hanhart (1966) 126-139, 150-156, contra e.g. Kreitzer  DPL 439. 

Cf.. e.g. Hoffmann (1966) 180-185. The notion that Christians wil l be raised "fro m the dead"  can 
bee found less often, but see e.g. Lk 20:35; Acts 4:2; Phil 3:11; and cf. Rom 11:15. 
Seee Mt 11:23; 16:18; Lk 10:15; 16:23; Acts 2:27, 31; Rev 1:18; 6:8; 20:13-14; / Clem. 4:12; 
51:4;;  and PPM. 1:2. 
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itt is definitely not the eschatological resurrection which is hinted at. Of course, the 
parablee does not offer a systematic reflection on the question of the intermediate 
state611 - its concern lies elsewhere -, but it seems likely that the story gives some 
insightt in early Christian ideas about the world of the dead and the place where 
thee righteous would rest until their resurrection at the eschaton.62 

Hadess is not the only term used with regard to the underworld in the New 
Testament.. Especially in the context of references to Christ's descend after death 
otherr phrases occur. Thus, in Mt 12:40 it is foretold that for three days and three 
nightss the Son of Man will be "in the heart of the earth" (èv xrj KctpSio: xfjq yfjc;), 
justt as Jonah was three days and three nights in the belly of the sea monster. In 
Romm 10:7, Paul clarifies the rhetorical question (cf. Ps 107:26), "Who will descend 
intoo the abyss?" (TIC; Kaxapfjaexcu etc; XT|V ctpuaaov;), with: "that is to bring 
Christt up from the dead" (TOUT' ëaxiv Xpiaxöv èic veicpöv avayayeïv). Paul's 
interpretationn is remarkable. For the term "abyss" (&$vaooq) is not normally used 
withh regard to the underworld.63 Similarly, in Eph 4:9 it is said that Jesus Christ 
"descendedd into the lower parts of the world" (KaTéprj etc; xa Kaxóxepa xf|<; 
yf|c;).. Lastly, in 1 Pet 3:19 (cf. 4:6) it is asserted that Christ made proclamation 
"too the spirits in prison" (xoïq èv (puXaKfj 7cvs\3u,aaiv). Most likely, the notion 
"prison""  here refers to the subterranean realm of the dead.64 

Surelyy the four passages just quoted speak exclusively about Christ's lot after 
death.. Yet, the logical implication is that all will descend into the underworld after 
death.. Two of these four passages (Rom 10:7 and 1 Pet 3:19) refer explicitly to 
thee fact that the underworld is inhabited by those who died before Christ's coming. 
Thee question remains whether believers have to go through this stage of a descend 
intoo Hades even after Christ has conquered death through his passion and resurrec-
tion.. Interesting in this respect is 1 Clem. 50:3 "Al l the generations from Adam 
untill  this day have passed away; but those who were perfected in love by the grace 
off  God have a place among the pious (x<5pov sóaeP©v) who shall be made 
manifestt at the visitation of the Kingdom of Christ." No distinction is made 
betweenn the deceased who lived before Christ's coming and those who lived after 
Christ'ss coming. The phrase y&P°v süaepdiv probably refers to Hades.65 

Irenaeuss of Lyon seems to have been one of the first Christian authors to 
reflectt on the issue of the intermediate state at length. In his Adversus haereses 

Hanhartt (1966) 190-199 asserts that the parable does not provide any "information'*  concerning 
thee question of the intermediate state, because the notion of life after death is not related to the 
notionn of the end of time. This seems to be a too strict criterion. 

Cf.. esp. / Enoch 22:1-14 and 4 Ezra 7:75-101 where the notion of two (or more) divisions in 
thee underworld is related explicitly to the event of the final judgement. 

Cf.. e.g. Hoffmann (1966) 176-180. See for the term also Lk 8:31; Rev 9:1-2, 11; 11:7; 17:8; 
20:1,, 3; / Clem. 20:5; 28:3; 59:3; and Diogn. 7:2. 

Seee for a different interpretation: Hanhart (1966) 215-218 who argues that the phrase "spirits in 
prison""  refers to the fallen angels and demonic powers imprisoned in the underworld. 

Seee e.g. Fischer (1954) 235-236 who notes that the phrase occurs frequently in pagan funerary 

poetry,, and points to the reference to Isa 26:20 / Ezek 37:12 in / Clem. 50:4. 
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(5.31),, Irenaeus criticizes the Gnostic heretics who affirm that after death they will 
ascendd above the heavens unto the Father. Irenaeus points to Christ's descend into 
Hadess quoting several texts from the Old and New Testament, and draws the 
conclusionn that the disciples of Christ await the same lot. All believers will go 
awayy into the invisible place allotted to them by God and remain there until the 
resurrectionn at the day of the Lord. A few decennia later Tertullian by and large 
reiteratess the views of Irenaeus. In De anima (55), he tells his readers that they 
mustt suppose Hades to bee a subterranean region, and that they must keep at arm's 
lengthh those who are too proud to believe that the souls of the faithful deserve a 
placee in the lower regions. He criticizes the notion of a post mortem heavenly 
paradise,, and only makes an exception for the martyrs. Referring to Rev 6:9 and 
Pass.Pass. Perp. 11, he asserts that they are the only ones who go straight to heaven 
afterr death. 

Despitee the emphatic rejection of the idea by certain Church Fathers, there seem 
too be several passages in the New Testament and the Apostolic Fathers which 
speakk about a residence of the dead in a heavenly realm or celestial paradise. Yet, 
itt must be said that these passages are less clear than those which refer to a subter-
raneann realm of the dead. 

Thee passage in Lk 23:43 is extremely puzzling. One of the criminals hanging 
onn a cross next to Christ begs Jesus to remember him when he comes into his 
kingdom.. Christ gives the surprising reply: 'Truly I tell you, today you will be 
withh me in Paradise (dt̂ fjv CTOI A-eyco, ofiuepov |XET' éuoö ëarj èv T<£ Tcctpa-
8£ia(p).""  The precise meaning of these words has been hotly debated.66 The term 
"paradise""  (nctpaSeiooq) must either refer to an intermediate state or to the final 
consummation.. The first option seems to be required by the emphatic "today" 
(afinEpov).. Yet, it must be noted that neither of the two possibilities really fits in 
withh the idea of Christ's resurrection from the dead on the third day. 

Perhapss the one instance in which Paul uses the noun napabexaoq is also 
relevantt here. In 2 Cor 12:1-4, the apostle tells about the event of his rapture "to 
thee third heaven" (ëcoc; xpixou oópavoO) and "into Paradise" (ziq xöv Tiocp&ÖEi-
aov).. Most likely, the two expressions stand on a par, i.e. paradise is situated in 
thee third heaven. Some scholars interpret 7tapd5eicro<; here as a term denoting the 
dwelling-placee in heaven of the righteous departed. In support of this view, they 
referr especially to the parallels in Jewish literature.67 Yet, it must be said that the 
Paulinee passage itself does not contain any hints to substantiate this interpretation. 
Thus,, it remains uncertain whether New Testament authors could use the term 
mxpdöeicToc;; with regard to a heavenly realm of the deceased. 

Seee e.g. Hanhart (1966) 199-213. 

Seee esp. Hoffmann (1966) 185-186 who refers e.g. to 1 Enoch 39:3-14; 60:23; and 70:3. Cf. also 
Hanhartt  (1966) 40 and Lincoln (1991) 80. Note also the closely related Merkabah literature, see 
e.g.. C.R.A. Morray-Jones, "Paradise Revisited (2 Cor  12:1-12): The Jewish Mystical Background 
off  Paul's Apostolate,"  HTR 86 (1993) 177-217 and 265-292. 
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Equallyy controversial is the passage in Phil 1:23 where Paul states that "his 
desiree is to depart and be with Christ" (xfjv èm&uniav £%G>V eiq TÖ avaXuaai 
Kaii  auv Xpiaxco eivai). Some scholars contend that Paul here speaks about the 
speciall  resurrection of the martyr (see chap. 3.9.6b). Other scholars assert that Paul 
referss to the bodiless bliss in an interim state.68 Still others argue that the passage 
shouldd be interpreted against the background of the idea that the coming age can 
bee enjoyed proleptically in a heavenly realm directly after death.69 This notion 
cann be found especially in certain Rabbinic writings in which it is said that the 
worldd to come can be entered through death.70 Again, it must be remarked that 
theree are no clues to determine what Paul meant with any certainty. The last view 
coheress best with Paul's eschatological language elsewhere in his letters. Yet, even 
ann interpretation of Phil 1:23 along these lines raises some serious questions (see 
furtherr § 3.2). 

AA third passage from the letters of Paul is perhaps even more problematic. 
Inn 2 Cor 5:8, the apostle states: "We would rather be away from the body and at 
homee with the Lord (EÜ8OKOÖU£V H<XM,OV eK8r||if|CTai èic xoó aaiuaxoc; Kai 
év5r|nf|aaii  npoc, xöv Kupiov)." This enigmatic passage has often been interpreted 
ass referring to a bodiless state in the presence of the Lord after death.71 However, 
theree are no clear indications that Paul reflects on a post mortem state in particular. 
Ratherr the eschatological context makes it far more likely that he contemplates the 
situationn at the end of time.72 

Further,, at least two passages in the Revelation of John must be mentioned. 
Inn Rev 6:9-11, the visionary is shown the souls of those who had been slaughtered 
forr the word of God. Dressed in white robes they linger under the altar. They are 
toldd "to rest a little longer" (avarcauaovxai ëxi xpóvov u.iicpóv) until their 
numberr would be complete. Most likely, the passage refers to the special lot of the 
Christiann martyrs between their glorious death and their resurrection.73 Notably, 
inn Rev 20:4-6, it is told that the same group - there referred to as "those who had 
beenn beheaded for the word of God" - came to life and reigned with Christ a 
thousandd years. 

Seee e.g. Gundry (1976) 147-148; C.J. de Vogel, "Reflexions on Phillip. I 23-24," NovT 19 (1977) 
262-274;; and cf. J. Dupont, EJ7VXPILTQI. L'Union avec le Christsuivant Saint Paul (Louvain 
1952). . 

Seee esp. Hoffmann (1966) 286-320; and Lincoln (1991) 103-106. 

Seee e.g. Sifre Deut. 32:4 § 307: "Tomorrow [i.e. after the execution] my lot will be in the 
comingg world." Cf. further with regard to the Rabbinic material e.g. Hoffmann (1966) 156-174 
andd Droge-Tabor (1992) 97-106. 
Seee e.g. Gundry (1976) 149-154; and Lincoln (1991) 68-71; cf. Hanhart (1966) 177. 

Seee esp. Hoffmann (1966) 253-285: "Der umstrittene Vers 8 ist bei dieser Auffassung entgegen 
zahlreichenn Versuchen nicht auf den Zwischenzustand, sondem auf die eschatologische Christus-
gemeinschaftt zu beziehen" (p. 285). 

Soo already Tertullian (see above). See for a different interpretation e.g. Hanhart (1966) 230-232 
whoo thinks that it is possible that the author had the Jewish martyrs in mind. 
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Thee second passage (Rev 7:9-17) is more ambiguous. The visionary is shown 
aa great multitude standing before the throne, robed in white. Possibly, the refer-
encee is again to the Christian martyrs in heaven (v. 14). Yet, this time their lot is 
describedd in terms which are elsewhere used with regard to the final consum-
mation.. Most notably, it is said that God will wipe away every tear from their eyes 
(v.. 17; cf. 21:4). In a way, they already enjoy in heaven what others will only 
experiencee at the eschaton. 

Thee notion of a heavenly dwelling-place of the deceased can also be found 
inn the Apostolic Fathers. In I Clem. 5:4-7, it is said that Peter "having thus given 
hiss testimony went to the glorious place which was his due" (oötoo naprupfjaac; 
éTiopeudrjj  ei<; xov ótpeiA-ónevov xórcov xf|<; ÖÓ£T|<;), and that Paul "gave his 
testimonyy ... and was taken up into the holy place" (\iapzupr\aaq ... KCU ziq xov 
Ayiovv xoTiov <5tv£A,f|mpdr]). At first sight, it may seem as if the author of the first 
letterr of Clement speaks about a special reward for the Christian martyr. Yet the 
verbb napxupeïv used twice in this passage does not have the technical meaning 
"too die as a martyr."74 Therefore, it seems more likely that the underlying idea 
iss that every true believer will be taken up into this "place" after death.75 

Thee terminology of / Clem. 5:4-7 is taken up by Polycarp of Smyrna in his 
letterr to the Philippians. In PPhil. 9:2, he speaks about those faithful Christians -
includingg the apostles and Ignatius - who endured to the end and thus "are with 
thee Lord in the place which is their due" (ei<; xöv ó<peiA.óu£vov atixoïq xónov 
eiaii  napa x$ Kupicp). Obviously, a heavenly abode is meant.76 

Inn sum, the passages in the New Testament and the corpus of the Apostolic 
Fatherss which possibly could be interpreted as references to an intermediate state 
aree few in number and often far from unambiguous. Two concepts seem to have 
beenn prevalent, namely that of a subterranean and that of a celestial dwelling place 
off  the dead. It should be noted that one and the same author can allude to both 
notions.. Thus, the author of the gospel of Luke speaks of an underworld as well 
ass a heavenly paradise.. The same seems to be true of the author of 1 Clement, and 
perhapss of Paul. In any event, more systematic reflections on the issue of the 
intermediatee state can only be found in the second half of the second century. 

Afterr this brief overview of allusions to the lot of the believer immediately after 
deathh in the earliest Christian writings, we must now again turn to Ignatius. Are 
theree any indications in his letters that he believed in a subterranean or heavenly 
realmm where the dead rest until the eschaton? 

Seee e.g. B. Dehandschutter, "Some Notes on 1 Clement 5,4-7,"  in: A.A.R. Bastiaensen, et al., 
eds.,, Fructus Centesimus (Dordrecht 1989) 83-89. 

Perhapss the term TÓJKW; also refers to a post mortem dwelling-place in heaven in / Clem. 44:5: 
"Blessedd are those presbyters who finished their  course before now ... for  they have now no fear 
thatt  any shall move them from the place appointed to them (&TÏ Ó TOÖ töpuuévou aóxoic; 
XÓJIOU). " " 

Seee further  also Hermas 1:4-5; and 6:7. 

file:///iapzupr/aaq
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Firstt of all, it should be noted that Ignatius never refers explicitly to the 
notionn of a subterranean realm of the dead. Even implicit references are hard to 
find.find. The phrase èic vEicpdov is used once with regard to the resurrection of the 
prophetss (Mg 9:2), and &nö VEKpöv once with regard to the resurrection of Christ 
(Trr 9:2). However, in the letters of Ignatius these phrases seem to be traditional 
formulaee with no real significance with regard to the question of the lot of the 
believerss immediately after death. Notably, in Mg 9:2 the resurrection of the 
prophetss is not described as a consequence of Christ's descend into the under-
world,, as in other early Christian documents (see chap. 3.9.5). In Tr 9:1, Ignatius 
statess that Christ was crucified and died "while subterranean things/beings looked 
on""  (PtaTtóvTcov Ó7rox9ovi(öv). Yet, this phrase probably refers to the subearthly 
powerss (cf. Phil 2:10) and not to the dead in the underworld. 

Perhapss more surprisingly the notion of a celestial dwelling-place of the dead 
tooo seems to be absent from the letters. Although Ignatius shows some interest in 
thee heavenly realm,77 he never alludes to the possibility that believers will once 
reachh this heavenly abode of the angels. The noun oópavóq occurs only twice 
(Ephh 19:2 and Sm 11:2). In Eph 19:2 the term refers to the firmament. In Sm 11:2 
Ignatiuss urges the local community of Smyrna to appoint a godly ambassador to 
visitt Syria, so that their work may be perfect "both on earth and in heaven" (mi 
emm yf\q KOU èv oOpavco). "Heaven" here probably refers to the dwelling-place 
off  God in contrast with "earth" as the world of human beings. Thus, it seems that 
Ignatiuss urges the Smyrnaeans to act justly in the eyes of God and in the eyes of 
theirr fellow-men. The demarcation between the two realms is clear. Moreover, 
sincee Ignatius' language is probably very much dependent on traditional formulae, 
wee should not read too much into it.78 

Inn Mg 5:1, Ignatius declares that "each person will go to his own place" 
(ÈKaoTogg ziq xöv T8iov TÓTIOV IIÉAAEI xapzïv). The passage sometimes has 
beenn interpreted on a par with formulations as in 1 Clem. 5:4-7, and PPhil. 9:2 
(seee above). However, as I have argued in § 2.2, the context makes it more likely 
thatt Ignatius simply refers to the this-worldly consequences of one's actions than 
thatt he points to a post mortem retribution in heaven (or hell). 

Lastly,, it should be noted that Ignatius' reflections on his imminent death 
sometimess are phrased in spatial terms. Thus, in Rm 2:2 he speaks about setting 
fromfrom the world and rising to God (eiq aóxöv dvaieitao). However, as I have 
pointedd out in chap. 3.9.2, the language here is dictated by the solar imagery 
earlierr in the passage and should not be taken literally. Likewise, the phrase "when 
II  have come thither" (éicei Ttapayevó^evoc;) in Rm 6:2, and the phrase "come 
too the Father" (5eupo npoq TÖV Ttaxépa) in Rm 7:2 are too vague to substantiate 
thee conclusion that Ignatius expected to reach the underworld or a heavenly realm 
afterr death. Notably, the difference with the later Acts of the Martyrs or a writing 

Seee esp. the passages in which Ignatius speaks about the "heavenly things, beings, or powers" 
(ènoupdvux),, see Eph 13:2; Tr 5:1-2; 9:1; Sm 6:1. 

Cf.. esp. Mt 6:10; 16:19; 18:18; 28:18; and Lk 11:2. 
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suchh as 4 Maccabees is striking. The authors of these writings speak unreservedly 
aboutt an existence in heaven as the reward for the martyr.79 

Inn conclusion, Ignatius never refers to something like an intermediate state. 
Bothh the idea of a subterranean realm of the dead and the notion of a heavenly 
dwelling-placee of the righteous deceased seem absent from the letters. This is a 
significantt observation. For it seems highly unlikely that if Ignatius had known 
aboutt such a resting-place of the dead, he would have kept silent about it in his 
extensivee reflections upon his imminent death. Thus, the problem of the relation 
betweenn death and eschaton must be reconsidered. 

3.23.2 Death as Eschaton 
Forr Ignatius, his death is the decisive and final moment. Through death he will 
attainn God, receive the lot, and participate in the resurrection. These three notions 
doo not only refer to the final lot of Ignatius, but also to the final lot of all other 
believers.. In this sense Ignatius parallels death and eschaton, and thus he bypasses 
thee whole problem of an intermediate state. From a twentieth century theological 
standpointt this strict analogy between death and eschaton seems peculiar, but the 
questionn should be raised wether it was so in Ignatius' time. 

Firstt of all, it should be noted that although allusions to the realm of the 
deadd can be found in the New Testament and the Apostolic Fathers, systematic 
reflectionss on the issue of the intermediate state developed only later. In general, 
thee earliest Christian writers only spoke about the communal salvation at the end 
off  time and felt no need to deal with the problem what happened with the dead in 
thee interim period. The focus seems to have been solely on the eschaton. 

Inn this respect Paul's deliberations in 1 Thess 4:13-18 are characteristic. In 
thiss passage the apostle - most likely in response to their questions - informs the 
Thessalonianss about those who have died. Notably, the issue is not where the dead 
restt until the end of time, but rather whether they will participate in the final 
salvationn just like the living. In v. 15, Paul declares solemnly: "We who are alive, 
whoo are left until the coming of the Lord, will by no means precede those who 
havee fallen asleep (f̂ uielq ot Cfivxeq oi 7tEpiAsi7r.op.evoi eiq xr|v 7iapouaiav 
TOOO Kupvou 06 \ir\  <p9aa<opev xouq Koiprj&evrcK;)." In different circumstances 
-- for instance, when the glorious reward for the martyr immediately after death 
becamee a central issue - Paul probably would also have said the opposite: the dead 
wil ll  by no means precede those who are left until the parousia. He is not interested 
inn descriptions of the post mortem state. What counts is that in the end all will be 
caughtt up together to meet the Lord, "and so we will be with the Lord forever" 
(mii  oÖTCoq THXVTOTE CTUV Kupup éaópxSa: v. 17). 

Seee e.g. 4 Mace 17:5: "You [i.e. the mother] are firmly set in heaven with them [i.e. seven 
sons];""  18:23: "The sons of Abraham with their victorious mother are gathered together into the 
choruss of the fathers;" Act. Just. B 5:2-3 (Musurillo 52): "You will ascend to heaven to receive 
certainn worthy rewards;" Act. Scil. 15 (Musurillo 88): 'Today we are martyrs in heaven;" Mart. 
Fruct.Fruct. 3:3; 5:2; 7:2 (Musurillo 180-184): " ... martyrs who earned a worthy dwelling-place in 
heaven;""  and Mart. Mar. 1:1 (Musurillo 194). 

http://7tEpiAsi7r.op.evoi
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Inn the light of these observations we should reexamine Phil 1:23 - probably 
thee only passage in which the apostle speaks directly about his hopes in the face 
off  death. Paul states that he longs to die and "to be with Christ" (cruv Xpicrrc$ 
elvai).. Obviously he speaks about his own individual lot. To depart is far better 
forr him whereas to remain in the flesh is more necessary for the Philippians (v. 
24).. It has been argued that because the dilemma is formulated in these terms the 
phrasee "to be with Christ" cannot refer to what will follow the resurrection of the 
deadd - as in 1 Thess 4:17. Paul contrasts presence with the Philippian Christians 
withh presence with the Lord. The latter, therefore, must refer to the intermediate 
state,, not to the final state when all believers are reunited.80 Yet, it seems that 
thiss argumentation is hardly conclusive. 

Itt should be noted that the primary contrast is not between absence from or 
presencee with the Philippian Christians, but between departing from or remaining 
inn the flesh. Thus, Phil 1:23 comes close to the famous passage in 2 Cor 5:8: "We 
wouldd rather be away from the body and at home with the Lord (EIJ5OKOÜ(J.EV 
uaAAovv eKOrmfjaai éK TOO <J(Ó\IOLXO<; mi evSnuriaai 7tpoq xov Kupiov)." In 
thee latter passage Paul uses the first person plural and speaks about the common 
eschatologicall  hope (see § 3.1); in the former he uses the first person singular and 
speakss about his personal hope after death. Still the central idea seems to be the 
same.. In both cases Paul clearly expresses his desire for another life, away from 
thee fleshly body. In both cases Paul characterizes this new life in terms of an 
intimacyy with Christ which is closer than before. Thus, it seems that the Pauline 
letterss confront us with the same question as the Ignatian letters: How can both 
deathh and eschaton be spoken of as the decisive moment before the attainment of 
thee ultimate salvation? 

Inn Pauline scholarship this question has received much attention whereas it 
hass been almost completely ignored in Ignatian scholarship.81 The answers have 
beenn manifold. Some scholars explained the ambiguity from a developmental 
scheme.. They perceived a shift in Paul's eschatology, namely from an eschatology 
off  the last day in the early letters (e.g. 1 Thess) to an eschatology of heaven in the 
laterr letters (e.g. Phil).82 Since even in the later letters many references to the last 
dayy can be found,83 this view does not carry conviction. 

Otherr scholars thought that the problem could be explained from the inherent 
tensionn between the temporal and the spatial elements in Paul's eschatology.84 

Theyy claimed that for Paul - as for other Jewish thinkers of the time (see n. 70) 
-- the world to come is not only a future hope but also a present reality, namely 
inn heaven. Indeed, the heavenly realm seems to be a more important element in 

Soo Lincoln (1991) 104 and Gundry (1976) 148. 

Thee disinterest of the Ignatian scholars is quite understandable since most of them judge that in 
Ignatiuss Hellenistic eschatology of heaven has replaced the more traditional Judaeo-Christian 
eschatologyy of the last day (see § 2.1). 

Seee e.g. Hoffmann (1966) 3-20 and Kreitzer DPL 440 for overviews. 

Seee e.g. Phil 1:6; 1:10; 2:16; 3:20-21; and 4:4-5. 

Soo esp. Hoffmann (1966) and Lincoln (1991). 

go o 
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thee thought of Paul than is often realized. Still, it remains very doubtful whether 
Phill  1:23 should be interpreted against the background of such a conception of 
heaven.. First of all, Paul simply does not refer to a celestial realm in Phil 1:23. 
Furthermore,, in the light of his deliberations in, for instance, 1 Thess 4:13-18, it 
seemss highly unlikely that Paul thought of a proleptic enjoyment of the ultimate 
salvationn of the deceased believers in heaven. 

Inn the end, it must be concluded that Paul does not feel the need to resolve 
thee tension. It seems that for him the whole problem of the intermediate state is 
aa non-issue. The vivid expectation of ultimate fellowship with Christ at the 
eschatonn banishes the interim period from his mind. For the righteous Christian to 
diee can only mean one thing: to rise with Christ and be with Christ. This is the 
centrall  message of his gospel and therefore in Phil 1:23 he can speak elliptically 
aboutt his death as a possibility to be with Christ.85 

Iff  this assessment of Paul's language in Phil 1:23 is correct, this Pauline 
passagee offers the single most important parallel for the manner in which Ignatius 
speakss about his imminent death. Just as Ignatius, the apostle seems to ignore the 
intermediatee state. Both relate their death directly to the ultimate salvation at the 
eschaton.. This similarity is especially remarkable since Paul's letter to Philippians 
iss the only Christian writing before the letters of Ignatius in which a believer 
reflectss - although in rather different circumstances - on his own death. 

Surely,, this conception of death was bound to prove unsatisfactory for most 
Christians.. In § 3.1 we saw that contemporaries of Ignatius - such as the author 
off  1 Clement, the author of the Revelation of John, and Polycarp - already spoke 
aboutt a heavenly dwelling-place of the deceased. Gradually the focus seems to 
havee shifted from a communal salvation at the eschaton to an individual retribution 
inn heaven, hell, or purgatory immediately after death. Irenaeus and Tertullian still 
triedd to turn the tide by emphasizing that the souls of the deceased rest in the 
underworldd until the final salvation at the eschaton. But their plea was doomed to 
bee unsuccessful. Tertullian already was prepared to make an exception for the holy 
martyrs,, and only a few decennia after him Cyprian of Carthage taught that all true 
believerss would enter into heaven immediately after death (Ep. 55.20). From late 
antiquityy through the Middle Ages to modern times, this conception seems to have 
beenn the dominant perspective on life after death in Christianity. Perhaps this also 
explainss why the eschatological nature of Ignatius' reflections on his imminent 
deathh has almost always been overlooked. 

Interestinglyy enough, protestant theologians from Martin Luther to Karl Barth 
havee tried to remain more faithful to the early Christian emphasis on the last day 
ass the moment when salvation will be attained. They objected against any doctrine 

II  am fully aware that such an interpretation of Phil 1:23 is shared by very few Pauline scholars, 
butt see e.g. W. Michaelis, Der Brief des Paulus and die Philipper (Leipzig 1935) 26-27: "Phil 
3:111 spricht Paulus aus, daB der zur Auferstehung der Toten zu gelangen hoffe; auch Phil 1:23 
istt daher die Auferstehung nicht ausgeschlossen, sondern eingeschlossen, und zwar mufl sie 
zwischenn dem &vaA,öaou und dem aov Xpuncp etvat ihren Platz haben." 
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aboutt the intermediate state.86 Instead, they tried to resolve human anxiety with 
regardd to the issue of life after death differently. They, for instance, asserted that 
earthlyy measurements of time are inadequate to describe the state of the deceased 
believer.. God's eternity transcends the human category of time. Eternity is not 
simplyy an endless continuation of human time, but eternity surrounds time at all 
sides.. Thus, death and eschaton, as it were, collapse into a single moment. Or, in 
otherr words, from the perspective of God's eternity, the death of the individual 
coincidess with the eschaton of all mankind.87 

Althoughh in Pol 3:2 Ignatius characterizes the divine as "above time" (Cmèp 
Kcupóv)) and "non-temporal" (&xPovo<5)> it seems improbable that he would have 
appreciatedd these metaphysical speculations about time and eternity. Still, the 
underlyingg idea (death = eschaton) coheres remarkably well with Ignatius' hopes 
inn the face of death. It seems almost too odd to be true: Ignatius - much-maligned 
byy Protestants from the early Reformation onwards (see chap. 1) - as a witness of 
evangelicall  teaching on death!? 

3.33.3 Conclusion 
Nowheree in the letters of Ignatius of Antioch do we find any concrete information 
aboutt the period between moment of death and the resurrection at the end of time. 
Althoughh the concept of a celestial resting-place of the righteous deceased occurs 
frequentlyy in contemporary writings and in the later Acts of the Martyrs, the notion 
cannott be found in the letters of Ignatius. Instead Ignatius speaks about his post 
mortemmortem lot in terms which elsewhere in his letters point to the eschatological 
salvation.. In this, he coheres with Paul (Phil 1:23). Still, neither of these authors 
expectss to enjoy the eschatological salvation proleptically before the eschaton. The 
interimm state is simply ignored. From their strict eschatological standpoint, the end 
off  the individual (= death) and the end of all (= eschaton) are one. 

4.. CONCLUSION 

Inn this final chapter I have dealt with the question of the relation between Ignatius' 
individuall  and general eschatology. In the end, it must be concluded that Ignatius 
simplyy does not distinguish between his own final lot and that of other Christians. 
Inn this sense, his desire for death cannot only be said to be a longing for fulfilment 
butt also a longing for the eschaton. Ignatius does not aspire to immortal life with 

Seee Hanhart (1966) 6 and Kreitzer DPL 440 for references. 

Otherr scholars suggested similar solutions but focused on the consciousness of the believer, see 
e.g.. F.F. BTuce as quoted by Kreitzer, DPL 440: "The tension created by the postulated interval 
betweenn death and resurrection might be relieved today if it were suggested that in the conscious-
nesss of the departed believer there is no interval between dissolution and investiture, however 
longg an interval might be measured by the calendar of earth-bound human history." 
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thee gods above, but to the eschatological consummation when all will be found in 
thee same lot. 

Yet,, the road ahead is studded with pitfalls. Ignatius, like all other believers, 
mustt remain faithful to the end. Only if one endures everything, one will be found 
worthyy to participate in the future salvation. This is not to say that all is yet open 
andd unsure. Present and future, certainty and conditionality are balanced in Igna-
tius'' soteriology. Surely, the dialectical tension characteristic of Christian existence 
inn general is heightened by the especially strenuous predicament in which Ignatius 
foundd himself, but his anxiety and self-effacement should not mislead us. In the 
end,, the bishop and his flock are travellers on the same road. Ignatius has to face 
deathh as others have to face heresies and strife. 

Inn a time in which the hope for a continuation of one's personal life after 
deathh has become such an all pervasive conception, Ignatius' perspective may seem 
peculiar.. How could one be confident in the face of death - let alone, as Ignatius, 
evenn long for death -, if one does not have the hope of a glorious coexistence with 
Godd and Christ in heaven immediately after death? Yet, such an objection may 
veryy well have been as puzzling to Ignatius, as his perspective is to most present-
dayy believers. For Ignatius, salvation is indissolubly tied to the common lot of all 
Christians.. He knows himself to be a member of a community to which he must 
remainn true so that he may share in the collective finale at the eschaton. 

*** * 
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Aann het begin van de tweede eeuw na Christus werd de toenmalige bisschop van 
dee metropool Antiochië gearresteerd door de Romeinse autoriteiten en op transport 
gesteldd naar Rome om daar in het reusachtige Flavische amfitheater - beter bekend 
alss het Colosseum - door de wilde beesten verscheurd te worden ter vermaak van 
hett verwende Romeinse publiek. De naam van deze onfortuinlijke kerkleider was 
Ignatius,, bijgenaamd Theoforos - wat God-drager betekent. Gedurende de lange 
reiss naar de hoofdstad van het Romeinse rijk schreef Ignatius verschillende brieven 
aann plaatselijke christelijke gemeenten. In deze brieven komen tal van zaken aan 
dee orde. Het meest opmerkelijk zijn echter toch wel de passages waarin Ignatius 
spreektt over zijn eigen dood. De studie die hier voor u ligt tracht een analyse te 
gevenn van dit thema in de overgeleverde brieven van Ignatius van Antiochië. De 
studiee valt in vier hoofdstukken uiteen. 

Hett eerste hoofdstuk behandelt de inleidingsvragen rond de brieven, met name de 
vraagg naar de authenticiteit en de datering. Er zijn maar weinig vroeg-christelijke 
documentenn die wat dit betreft meer discussie hebben losgemaakt dan de brieven 
vann Ignatius van Antiochië. 

Hett eerste probleem waarmee we geconfronteerd worden is het feit dat er 
driee verschillende recensies van de brieven bekend zijn: een z.g. "lange recensie" 
bestaandee uit dertien brieven, een z.g. "midden recensie" bestaande uit zeven 
brievenn en een z.g. "korte recensie" bestaande uit drie - alleen in het Syrisch 
overgeleverdee - brieven. Hoewel in de Middeleeuwen de "lange recensie" veruit 
dee meeste bekendheid genoot en gedurende een korte periode in de negentiende 
eeuww de "korte recensie" het hoogste werd aangeschreven, wordt tegenwoordig 
algemeenn aangenomen dat de "midden recensie" de Ignatiaanse brieven in hun 
meestt oorspronkelijke vorm en omvang biedt. 

Eenn tweede kwestie - die sinds de Reformatie een belangrijke rol gespeeld 
heeftt in de vaak verhitte debatten rond Ignatius - zijn de vermeende anachronis-
menn in de brieven. Zo hebben veel protestantse wetenschappers gemeend dat de 
kerkordee die in de brieven wordt gepropageerd - kortweg: één bisschop aan het 
hoofdd van elke gemeente - er op wijst dat de brieven eerder aan het eind dan aan 
hett begin van de tweede eeuw geschreven zijn. Anderen hebben - ook zeer recent 
nogg - getracht aan te tonen dat er in de brieven een polemiek gevoerd wordt met 
gnostischee leerstellingen uit tweede helft van de tweede eeuw. Deze pogingen om 
dee brieven als een ingenieuze vervalsing uit de tweede helft van de tweede eeuw 
tee ontmaskeren moeten uiteindelijk weinig geslaagd worden genoemd. Alles lijk t 
eropp te wijzen dat de zeven brieven van de "midden recensie" authentiek zijn en 
aann het begin van de tweede eeuw werden geschreven. 

Eenn preciezere datering valt niet met zekerheid te geven. In zijn Chronicon 
maaktt Eusebius van Caesarea melding van Ignatius' dood rond het tiende jaar van 
keizerr Trajanus (107/8 na Christus). Sommige wetenschappers hebben gemeend te 
kunnenn aantonen dat deze datum door Eusebius zelf verzonnen is, maar dergelijke 
speculatiess zijn niet hard te maken. Het is zeer wel mogelijk dat Eusebius zich 
baseerdee op oude tradities. Hoe betrouwbaar zijn bronnen waren valt helaas niet 
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meerr te achterhalen. In ieder geval moet gezegd worden dat niets in de zeven 
brievenn zelf een datering rond 107 na Christus onwaarschijnlijk maakt. 

Alduss hebben we met de zeven brieven van Ignatius een uniek ego-document 
inn handen. Ze bieden ons de mogelijkheid om zicht te krijgen op de angsten en 
verlangenss van een vooraanstaand christen op weg naar zijn executie, en wel in 
eenn periode dat er nog geen sprake was van een sterk ontwikkelde christelijke 
martelaarscultus.. Ignatius kon niet terugvallen op vast verankerde ideeën over wat 
hett betekende om een martelaar voor het christelijke geloof te zijn. Dit gegeven 
maaktt zijn brieven des te interessanter. 

Hett tweede hoofdstuk biedt een uitvoerig overzicht en een kritische bespreking van 
eerderee studies naar Ignatius' visie op zijn nabije dood. De onderzoeksgeschiedenis 
lijk tt in twee perioden uiteen te vallen. 

Aanvankelijkk richtte men zich vooral op de christologische aspecten van 
Ignatius'' spreken over zijn dood. Heinrich Schlier meende dat Ignatius zijn tocht 
naarr Rome begreep als een hemelse reis zoals beschreven in de gnostische mythe 
vann de salvator salvandus. Hans-Werner Bartsch daarentegen zag overeenkomsten 
mett de mysterie cultus. Hij suggereerde dat Ignatius zijn executie zag als een 
mogelijkheidd om de dood van Christus her te beleven als in een cultisch drama. 
Theodoree Preiss en anderen spraken van een imitatio mortis Christi. Enigszins 
vergelijkbaarr meenden Hans von Campenhausen en Norbert Brox dat Ignatius 
zichzelff  zag als een alter Christus. De monografie van Karin Bommes vormt het 
voorlopigee hoogtepunt van deze onderzoekstraditie. In een kritische dialoog met 
dee bovengenoemde wetenschappers gaf zij een uitvoerige beschrijving van de rol 
vann Christus in Ignatius' denken over zijn dood. Verder wees zij er terecht op dat 
niett alleen Christus maar ook God de Vader en de christelijke gemeenten een 
belangrijkee rol spelen in Ignatius' spreken over zijn aanstaande executie te Rome. 
Ondankss de grote waarde van haar studie, is haar aanpak echter toch niet geheel 
bevredigend,, en wel omdat ze Ignatius' denken in het anachronistische schema 
perstt van Vader, Zoon, Heilige Geest en Kerk. 

Meerr recentelijk lijk t de aandacht verschoven te zijn naar de psychologische, 
sociologischee en cultuur-historische aspecten van Ignatius' verlangen naar de dood. 
Naastt psychoanalytische verklaringsmodellen is vooral de hypothese van William 
R.. Schoedel en Christine Trevett populair geworden. Zij suggereerden dat Ignatius' 
enthousiasmee voor een roemrijke dood verklaard kan worden vanuit zijn verlangen 
omm zijn falen als bisschop van Antiochië te doen vergeten. Dit soort psychologi-
schee verklaringen zijn aantrekkelijk, maar uiteindelijk te speculatief om overtui-
gendd te zijn. Zinvoller lijk t het om Ignatius' doodsverlangen te situeren tegen de 
achtergrondd van toenmalige visies op een zelf-verkozen dood. Pogingen in deze 
richtingrichting - door bijvoorbeeld R.G. Tanner en Judith Perkins - zijn tot nu toe echter 
weinigg succesvol gebleken. Het zwakke punt van deze psycho-sociale en cultuur-
historischee studies is dat zij het spreken van Ignatius over zijn dood niet op zijn 
eigenn dynamiek en coherentie onderzoeken. 

Dee onderzoeksgeschiedenis overziende lijk t de conclusie gerechtvaardigd dat 
wee alleen tot een beter verstaan van Ignatius' visie op zijn nabije executie kunnen 
komenn indien we zowel oog hebben voor de eigenheid van zijn retoriek als de 
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mogelijkee achtergrond van zijn taalgebruik. Ofwel, een zorgvuldige analyse van 
dee structuur van Ignatius' denken moet hand in hand gaan met een behoedzame 
vergelijkingg met contemporaine bronnen. 

Hett derde hoofdstuk vormt het hart van deze studie. In dit hoofdstuk wordt een 
closee reading gegeven van de relevante passages in de zeven authentieke brieven. 
Err wordt uitgegaan van de belangrijkste termen en begrippenclusters in Ignatius' 
sprekenn over zijn aanstaande dood. Gekeken wordt hoe Ignatius deze terminologie 
gebruiktt om over zijn eigen lot en dat van anderen te spreken. Bovendien wordt 
uitgebreidd aandacht geschonken aan de mogelijke traditie-historische achtergrond 
vann zijn gebruik van de begrippen. Zonder een uitvoerige samenvatting te geven, 
kann het onderzoek in drie waarnemingen worden gerecapituleerd. 

Tenn eerste is het belangrijk om op te merken dat Ignatius geen exclusief 
vocabulairr gebruikt om over zijn aanstaande dood te spreken. Hij verleent zichzelf 
geenn bijzondere titel, zoals "martelaar," en spreekt niet over een speciale beloning, 
zoalss een "luisterrijk samenzijn met Jezus Christus in de hemel." Integendeel, alle 
kernbegrippenn in zijn reflecties over zijn toekomstige lot - te weten: waardigheid, 
volmaaktheid,, rechtvaardiging, het leerlingschap, het bereiken van God en het 
erfdeel,, en opstanding - zijn ook, meer of minder, belangrijke noties in zijn 
sprekenn over het leven van andere leden van de christelijke gemeenten. 

Tenn tweede kan gezegd worden dat het meest karakteristieke element van 
Ignatius'' gebruik van deze begrippen met betrekking tot zijn lot is dat hij het "nog 
niet""  benadrukt. Hij verklaart met klem dat hij nu - op weg naar Rome - nog niet 
vervolmaaktt is, gerechtvaardigd is, of een leerling is. Slechts door te sterven zal 
hijj  vervolmaakt worden, gerechtvaardigd worden, en een leerling worden. Er zijn 
echterr aanwijzingen dat er een sterk retorische element in deze nadruk op het "nog 
niet""  is. Zo is het vooral duidelijk dat Ignatius zichzelf tegelijkertijd reeds als een 
leerlingg van Christus beschouwde. Aldus lijk t er een dialectische spanning te zijn 
tussenn het "reeds" en het "nog niet" van zijn vervolmaking, rechtvaardiging en 
leerlingschap.. De begrippen "God bereiken" en "het erfdeel bereiken" hebben een 
vergelijkbaree dynamiek. De eerste notie drukt het idee uit dat de tegenwoordige 
nabijheidd van God en Christus tot vervulling komt in de toekomst. De tweede notie 
druktt het idee uit dat de rechtmatige erfgenamen hun erfdeel in de toekomst zullen 
ontvangen.. Concluderend: Ignatius' enthousiasme voor de marteldood komt niet 
voortt uit het verlangen naar een volkomen ander leven, maar uit de wens om zijn 
huidigee leven tot vervulling te brengen. 

Tenn derde moet opgemerkt worden dat Ignatius een nauwe verwantschap 
verondersteltt tussen zijn eigen lot en dat van de andere gelovigen. Er wordt vaak 
beweerdd dat er alleen een negatieve correlatie is, in die zin dat Ignatius verlangt 
tee worden wat de andere gelovigen reeds zijn. Ofschoon Ignatius' retoriek soms 
inn deze richting lijk t te wijzen, kan deze opvatting toch niet volgehouden worden. 
Eenn nadere analyse lijk t uit te wijzen dat de dialectische spanning in zijn spreken 
overr zijn dood ook teruggevonden kan worden in zijn spreken over het christelijke 
levenn in het algemeen. De gelovigen worden vervolmaakt genoemd in hun gehoor-
zaamheidd aan de plaatselijke bisschop, maar tegelijkertijd worden zij opgeroepen 
omm zich te richten op volmaakte dingen. De gelovigen worden leerlingen genoemd, 
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maarr tegelijkertijd worden zij opgeroepen om leerlingen te worden van Christus 
enn te leren leven naar Christus. Het einddoel van Ignatius en de andere gelovigen 
iss één en hetzelfde. Net als Ignatius, verlangen zij God te bereiken en het erfdeel 
tee ontvangen. Net als Ignatius, hopen zij op te staan met Christus. Opmerkelijk 
genoegg zijn deze laatste drie begrippen algemene eschatologische noties. Aldus 
wordtt het leven van iedere gelovige gekenmerkt door dezelfde uitdaging om te 
wordenn wat men reeds is tot de uiteindelijke voltooiing. Natuurlijk is voor Ignatius 
dee uitdaging concreter en acuter aangezien hij leeft met de dood voor ogen. Maar 
err is geen fundamenteel verschil tussen hem en andere christenen. 

Inn het kort, Ignatius' enthousiasme voor de dood is een verlangen om zijn 
levenn als christen tot voltooiing te brengen. Zijn visie op de christelijke existentie 
zouu onder woorden gebracht kunnen worden met het beeld van een school. Allen 
diee toegelaten zijn als leerlingen van de ene leraar Jezus Christus streven ernaar 
waardigee en goede leerlingen bevonden te worden. Het eindexamen ligt in het 
verschiet.. Dan zal de huidige nabijheid van God en Christus tot vervulling komen 
inn het bereiken van God en Christus. Voor Ignatius is dit beslissende moment 
gelegenn in zijn nabije dood, voor andere christenen naar alle waarschijnlijkheid in 
hett eschaton. 

Hett vierde hoofdstuk gaat nader in op de cruciale vraag die opgeroepen wordt door 
dee uitkomsten van het onderzoek in hoofdstuk drie, namelijk: Hoe zag Ignatius de 
verhoudingg tussen zijn persoonlijke einde in de dood en het algemene einde van 
allenn aan het einde der tijden? 

Omm deze vraag te beantwoorden wordt allereerst nader ingegaan op Ignatius' 
eschatologie.. In tegenstelling tot wat vaak beweerd wordt blijkt het niet zo te zijn 
datt in Ignatius een apocalyptische eschatologie gericht op een toekomstige wereld 
vervangenn is door een hellenistische eschatologie gericht op een hemelse wereld 
boven.. Noch propageert hij een zogenaamde "over-realized eschatology." Ignatius 
leeftt nog wel degelijk in de verwachting van een radicale en algemene eschatologi-
schee ommekeer. Vervolgens wordt bezien of Ignatius wellicht het probleem van 
dee relatie tussen dood en eschaton heeft opgelost door de notie van een tussentoe-
stand.. Het blijkt echter dat niets in de brieven in deze richting wijst. In tegenstel-
lingg tot andere vroeg-christelijke auteurs spreekt Ignatius noch van een onderwe-
reldd noch van een hemelse rustplaats. Hij lijk t het probleem van een tussentoestand 
geheell  te negeren. 

Uiteindelijkk moet geconcludeerd worden dat Ignatius in zekere zin dood en 
eschatonn gelijkschakelt. Dit betekent niet dat hij door de dood heen het eschatolo-
gischee heil hoopte te bereiken voordat dit de andere gelovigen ten deel zou vallen, 
maarr dat hij zijn eigen einde slechts begreep in termen van het gezamenlijke einde 
vann alle gelovigen aan het einde der tijden. Misschien volgde hij hierin zijn grote 
voorbeeldd Paulus (Fil. 1:23). In ieder geval, maakt dit perspectief Ignatius tot een 
unicumm binnen de vroeg-christelijke martelaarstraditie. 

*** * 
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